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From: Cardone John V < 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 11:24 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos J< (b)(6) 

Subject: FW: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

(b)(6) 

Zepeda Carlos J 

I am to start a page using info from existing notice, and then add any guidance that comes out. 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Share with Bryan S. 
Share mock-up with team on e-mail below 

(b)(6) From: Goldstein Ronald J' 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 9:34 AM 
To: Cardone John V 
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R H  

 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6)I 

(b)(6) ; Demetra Cathy R < 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

Chris and I spoke with John Moriarty yesterday and he said the page title should use the virtual currency 
term. (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 8:28 AM 
To: Goldstein Ronald 3 
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R; Demetra Cathy R; O'Dell Brendan T 
Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Yes, we will publish on that page we discussed. 

(b)(6) From: Goldstein Ronald J < 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 8:15 AM 
To: Cardone John V 
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R 1 (b)(6) Demetra Cathy R <I (b)(6).;  O'Dell Brendan T 

Wrobel Christopher <I (b)(6) ; Sinno Suzanne R 

L (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

<I (b)(6);  Yu James < (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

Hi John. L  

/ / 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 

; O'Dell Brendan T 



I received a question from Steve Schaeffer asking whether you and LBI will be the owner of the FAQs and 
publish on IRS.gov. That's my understanding but just wanted to confirm. 
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Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Stiernagle Bryan R 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 9:32 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos J 
Cc: Vu Linh M; Cincotta Karen S 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Web Pages 
Attachments: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-0816 JC DRAFT.doc; 2019 Virtual Currency FAQs for Individuals 

2019-0816 JC DRAFT.doc 

Carlos, 

I have provided the input I received from Karen below. Additionally, I added a few comments and a couple of tag 
words. Overall I agree with Karen. I took a stab at changing the intro in one of my comments. Let me know if you have 
any questions. 

Bryan 

From: Cincotta Karen S 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 8:19 AM 
To: Stiernagle Bryan R (b)(6) 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Web Pages 

Bryan, 

The document for the FAQs had a duplicate word ("as") on page 4, Answer 22. Other than that error, the 
document for the FAQs was clear and flowed well. 

I would suggest removing the first sentence of the 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-0816 JD DRAFT document. It is 
an awkward introduction otherwise I am ok with the narrative. 

Karen/ C I/ricotta/ 
(b)(6) 

Campaign development materials relate to examination selection standards; examination standards and the underlying data for determining such 
standards are protected under the law from disclosure. Access to these materials should be restricted, and in all cases these materials should not be 
shared beyond anyone that has a need to know. 

(b)(6) From: Stiernagle Bryan R < 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 1:52 PM 
To: Cincotta Karen 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Web Pages 

(b)(6) 

Karen, 

Please let me know if you have any thoughts on the attached draft web page. I would not circulate these items at this 
point but just use them to provide feedback. My hope is to look at these tomorrow in more depth. 

Bryan 
1 



From: Stiernagle Bryan R 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 3:49 PM 
To: Zepeda Car.los.11 (b)(6) 

Cc: Vu Linh M (b)(6) 

Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Web Pages 

Carlos, 

I am also going to have Karen Cincotta review this? I will try and look at this more closely tomorrow.'  

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Bryan 

From: Zepeda Carlos 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 10:15 AM 
To: Stiernagle Bryan R (b)(6) 

Cc: Vu Linh M j (b)(6) 

Subject: Virtual Currency Web Pages 

Hi, Bryan — John C asked me to start a draft of a Virtual Currency web page, including a separate page for the 
related FAQs being circulated. (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 
eepdoo 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I  I  WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6) 

   

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

(b)(6) From: Cardone John V < 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 11:24 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos 
Subject: FW: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

(b)(6) 

I am to start a page using info from existing notice, and then add any guidance that comes out. 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Share with Bryan S. 
Share mock-up with team on e-mail below 

From: Goldstein Ronald J 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 9:34 AM 

(1-A(61 
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To: Cardone John VI (b)(A 

Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R i (b)(6) ; Demetra Cathy R 
  

(b)(6) ; O'Dell Brendan T 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

Chris and I spoke with John Moriarty yesterday and he said the page title should use the virtual currency 
term. (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 8:28 AM 
To: Goldstein Ronald J 
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R; Demetra Cathy R; O'Dell Brendan T 
Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Yes, we will publish on that page we discussed. 

From: Goldstein Ronald J < (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 8:15 AM  
To: Cardone John V (b)LI 
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R <I (b)(6)  Demetra Cathy RI  

Wrobel Christopher <1 

    

(b)(6) < (b)(6) -, Yu James < 

    

Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

1. 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

! 

I received a question from Steve Schaeffer asking whether you and LBI will be the owner of the FAQs and 
publish on IRS.gov. That's my understanding but just wanted to confirm. 
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(b)(6) • O'Dell Brendan T 
(b)(6) (b)(6)1Sinn0  Suzanne R 

Fl. 



Page 006 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 007 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 008 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 009 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 010 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 011 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 012 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 013 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 014 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



From: Goldstein Ronald J 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 9:34 AM 

(b)(6) 

To: Cardone John V <L  
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R I (W(6) .  Demetra Cathy R < 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) ; O'Dell Brendan T 

Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Zepeda Carlos J 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 5:43 PM 
To: Cardone John V 
Cc: Vu Linh M 
Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 
Attachments: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-0820 CZ DRAFT v2.doc; 2019 Virtual Currency FAQs for Individuals 

2019-0816 JC DRAFT.doc 

Attached are 2 draft web pages for Virtual Currency,' 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

PS SBSE already has a Virtual Currencies shell page and we can add these pages as links from their page. 

Thanks. 
eepdoo 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I  I  WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6) 

  

   

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

From: Cardone John V <I (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 11:24 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos (b)(6) 

Subject: FW: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

8-15-2019 TC w/John  
I am to start a page using info from existing notice, and then add any guidance that comes out. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Share with Bryan S. for input. 
Share mock-up with team on e-mail below after John C review? 

(b)(6) 

Su ject: RE: ITA Greens eet Circu ation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

Chris and I spoke with John Moriarty yesterday and he said the page title should use the virtual currency 
term. (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 



To: Cardone John V <4  
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R < 

(b)(6) 

; Demetra Cathy R (b)(6) (b)(6) >; O'Dell Brendan T 
(b)(6) .; Wrobel Christopher I  

< (b)(6) ; Yu James < 
>; Sinn() Suzanne R 

(b)(6) 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 8:28 AM 
To: Goldstein Ronald J 
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R; Demetra Cathy R; O'Dell Brendan T 
Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Yes, we will publish on that page we discussed. 

From: Goldstein Ronald J I  
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2019 8:15 AM 

(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: ITA Greensheet Circulation - Virtual Currency FAQs 

I 

Hi John] 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

\ 

I received a question from Steve Schaeffer asking whether you and LBI will be the owner of the FAQs and 
publish on IRS.gov. That's my understanding but just wanted to confirm. 

2 



Page 017 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 018 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 019 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 020 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 021 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 022 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 023 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 024 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 025 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2019 4:47 AM 
To: Williams Maha H; Demetra Cathy R 
Cc: Zepeda Carlos J; Tuzynski John J; Vu Linh M 
Subject: Virtual Currency Page on IRS.gov 
Attachments: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-0820 CZ DRAFT v2.doc; 2019 Virtual Currency FAQs for Individuals 

2019-0816 JC DRAFT.doc 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

I asked Carlos to work on a page where we could summarized Virtual Currency resources and  
link to the FAQs etc.  

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 
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Page 027 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 028 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 029 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 030 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 031 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 032 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 033 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 034 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 035 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



; Demetra Cathy R < (b)(6) 

Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Demetra Cathy R 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 11:59 AM 
To: Cardone John V 
Cc: Williams Maha H; Vu Linh M; Zepeda Carlos J; Tuzynski John J; Utzke David J 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Page on IRS.gov 

Hi John, 

We'll be happy to work with you to update the content. 

Cathy R. Demetra 
FEGP Program Manager 
Phone: (b)(6) 
FAX: (234) 232-3165 
Cell: (b)(6) 

From: (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, Au  ust 21, 2019 7:47 AM 
To: Williams Maha H (b)(6) 

(b)(6) Cc: Zepeda Carlos 1  
Subject: Virtual Currency Page on IRS.gov 

(D)(b) Tuzynski John J (b)(6) Vu Linh M 

   

    

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

I asked Carlos to work on a page where we could summarized Virtual Currency resources and 
link to the FAQs etc. 1___ 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 



From: Demetra Cathy R <. 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 2:59 PM 
To: Cardone John V 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Zepeda Carlos J 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 7:39 AM 
To: Demetra Cathy R 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Page on IRS.gov 

Hi, Cathy — following up on the string of e-mails below regarding a new or modified web page for Virtual 
Currency. If you have a contact who is working on your Virtual Currencies  page, I could work this matter with 
that person. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 
&pi/Am 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HO-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6) 

  

   

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

(b)(6) From: Demetra Cathy R < 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 12:58 PM 
To: Cardone John V 
Cc: Zepeda Carlos J ‹ 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Page on IRS.gov 

(b)(6) 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Cathy R. Demetra 
FEGP Program Manager 
Phone: (b)(6) 
FAX: (234) 232-3165 
Cell: (b)(6) 

From: Cardone John V (b)(6) 

Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 3:52 PM 
To: Demetra Cathy R . (b)(6) 

Cc: Zepeda Carlos J <C  
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Page on IRS.gov 

So we have a plan — 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 



; Vu Linh M 
(b)(6) 

>; Zepeda Carlos J 
Utzke David J< 

Cc: Williams Maha H (b)(6), (b)(6) 

(b)-(-64 ; Tuzynski John J (b)(6) 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Page on IRS.gov 

Hi John, 

We'll be happy to work with you to update the content. 

Cathy R. Demetra 
FEGP Program Manager 
Phone: (b)(6) 
FAX: (2341232-3165 
Cell: (b)(6) 

From: Cardone John V (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2019 7:47 AM 
To: Williams Maha H j_ (b*;  Demetra Cathy R 4 (b)(611. 

Cc: Zepeda Carlos J (W(6)  Tuzynski John1 <1 (b)(6), Vu Linh M 
Subject: Virtual Currency Page on IRS.gov 

(b)(6) 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

I asked Carlos to work on a page where we could summarized Virtual Currency resources and  
link to the FAQs etc. I  

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

2 



Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Zepeda Carlos J 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:29 PM 
To: Cardone John V 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Web Page 

Cathy just got back to me. I should soon have a contact to work with me. 

Thanks. 
eepikJ 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HO-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6) 

  

   

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

From: Cardone John (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:21 PM 
To: Zepeda Carlos J (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Web Page 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) From: Zepeda Carlos J < 
Date: Wednesday, Sep 18, 2019, 4:01 PM 
To: Cardone John V < 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Web Page 

(b)(6) 

Well, full circle back to Cathy Demetra... I'll also share the e-mail from 
Ron G with Cathy. 

Carlos 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (0)(6) Fax  
855-702-5018 I E-mail:  
Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 
94534-1689 

From: Ronk Alice L < 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 12:47 PM 
To: Zepeda Carlos  J <  
Cc: Ronk Alice L <  
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Web Page 



Hi Carlos: Cathy Demetra will be in touch with you. (She's in a meetings 
this week, so she may not be able to get back right away.) 

From: Ronk Alice L <I (b)(6) _  

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 11:47 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos J < (b)(6) 

Cc: Ronk Alice L (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Web Page 

Hi Carlos: I am happy to work with you. I  

I So, I will check with them to see how they 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

would like to proceed. I will get back to you soon. 
-Alice 

From: Zepeda Carlos J (b)(6) 

> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:38 PM 
To: Ronk Alice L < (b)(6) 

Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Web Page 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 
Carlos 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6)I Fax 
855-702-5018 I E-mail: (b)(6) 

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 
94534-1689 

From: Lyles Geinine A (b)(6) 

> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 11:30 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos J (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Web Page 

Carlos, 

2 



Alice Ronk is the owner of the Virtual Currency web page. 

Geinine A. Lyles 
Tax Analyst (Product and Market Development) & COR 
IRS Communications & Liaison 
Intranet & Digital Services Support Branch 
801 Broadway, MDP 10 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Phone: (b)(6) 

From: Zepeda Carlos J < 
> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:28 PM 
To: Lyles Geinine A < 
Subject: Virtual Currency Web Page 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Hi, Geinine - Do you happen to be the owner/SME of the Virtual Currencies 
<https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/virtual-curre 
ncies> web page, or know who is? The SME on CMRS is listed as 
sbsewebcontentPirs.gov <mailto:sbsewebcontentPirs.gov> , but I do not have a 
name. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 
Carlos 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 
855-702-5018 I E-mail: ! (b)(6) 

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 
94534-1689 

3 



From: Zepeda Carlos J 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 1:04 PM 
To: Patterson Dean J < 
Cc: Goldstein Ronald J 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Web Pages 

(b)(6) 

Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Zepeda Carlos J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2019 7:28 AM 
To: Goldstein Ronald J 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Web Pages 
Attachments: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-0930 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000.doc; 2019 Virtual Currency FAQs for 

Individuals 2019-0930 JC ID 27000.doc 

Importance: High 

10-01-2019 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Attached are the updated Word drafts for you to revise and send back to me. 

Thanks so much for your review. 
eailim 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office 
I (b)(6) 
Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

(b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 

Hi, Dean — per our TO today, L 

Thanks. 
eepizo 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 

1 



(b)(6) 
Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

From: Zepeda Carlos J 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2019 10:59 AM 
To: Stiernagle Bryan R4  
Cc: Cincotta Karen S < 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency Web Pages 

(b)(6) Peil John M < (b)(6) 

    

    

Hi, Bryan _L 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 
eepitzm 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 

  

(b)(6) 
Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

(b)(6) From: Cardone John V < 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2019 5:59 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos J <  
Cc: Vu Linh M  
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency Web Pages 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 

9-27-2019 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

It looks great Carlos —1.. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

2 



From: Zepeda Carlos J1 (b)(6)  

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2019 4:04 PM  
To: Cardone John V  
Cc: Vu Linh M < 
Subject: Virtual Currency Web Pages 

Per your request,  

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 
evito 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6)) 

Internal Revenue Service, 830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

I 

3 



Page 045 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 051 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 052 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



Page 053 

Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act 



>; Lemons Terry L < (b)(6) 

From: Desmond Michael 1 
Sent: Tuesday, October 1, 2019 1:48 PM 
To: Reynolds Jodie M (b)(A;  Eldridge Michelle L 

Zepeda Carlos J 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Cardone John V 
Tuesday, October 01, 2019 11:26 AM 
Zepeda Carlos J 
FW: Status Update - Virtual Currency Guidance 

10-01-2019: 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Zepeda Carlos .1 (b)(6) 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2019 2:19 PM 
To: Cardone John V . (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Status Update - Virtual Currency Guidance 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks for the update. 
eadoo 

0 Carlos Zepeda I LB&I  I WM HO-EA Staff I Office ()(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
I (b)(6) 

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

From: Khoury Mireille T (b)(6) 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2019 1:50 PM 
To: Cardone John V (b)(6) 

Subject: FW: Status Update - Virtual Currency Guidance 

IT 

Amy F < 
I 

(b)(6)I;  Moriarty John P.I (b)(6)  , Paul William M 
(b)(6) Lemons Terry L < (b)(6) Wrobel Christopher 

Goldstein Ronald J 4 (b)(6)1  Giuliano 
(b)(6) ; Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6) Flax Nikole C 
(b)(6) Lough Sunita B <I 

(b)(6)  Rettig Charles P' 
< (b)(6) Khoury Mireille 1< 

 

(b)(6) Tonuzi Drita 

       

    

1 

  



(b)(6) 

Subject: Status Update - Virtual Currency Guidance 

All — 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael J. Desmond. 
IRS Chief Counsel 

(b)(6) 

2 



Zepeda Carlos J 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Zepeda Carlos J 
Tuesday, October 01, 2019 12:00 PM 
Utzke David J 
Powell-Stringer Portia E; Demetra Cathy R; Ronk Alice L 
10/2 CC @ 7 am Virtual Currency w/SBSE: FEGP Webpage 

10-02-2019 CC 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 
eade0 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I  I  WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6) 

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

Original Appointment 
From: Utzke David J< (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:56 PM 
To: Utzke David J; Powell-Stringer Portia E; Zepeda Carlos J; Demetra Cathy R 
Subject: FEGP Webpage 
When: Wednesday, October 02, 2019 7:00 AM-8:00 AM (UTC-07:00) Arizona. 
Where: Conference call 888.331.8226,„8707278#„# 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Please contact me if a different date and time are necessary. 

Thanks, 

1 



David 

David Utzke, PhD, MBA, MSc, CFE, CFI, CCE, CBE, CEE, CBD, CSCD, CDFE 
SBSE HQ, FEGP Sr. Program Analyst - Digital Assets, DLT, & Alternative Payment Systems 
Phone: (b)(6) 

eFax: 855.702.8175 

From: Demetra Cathy R (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 9:17 AM 
To: Utzke David J (b)(6) 

Cc: Ronk Alice L < 
Subject: RE: FEGP Webpage 

Thanks David! Please reach out to Portia and Carlos to get this process started. Thanks! 

Alice - cc'ing you as current page owner. We can work that issue. 

From: Utzke David J (b)(6) 

Date: Thursday, Sep 19, 2019, 8:26 AM 
To: Lyles Geinine A 
Cc: Demetra Cathy R 
Subject: RE: FEGP Webpage 

Geinine, I appreciate the information. 

Thanks. 

David Utzke, PhD, MBA, MSc, CFE, CFI, CCE, CBE, CEE, CBD, CSCD, CDFE 
SBSE HQ, FEGP Sr. Program Analyst - Digital Assets, DLT, & Alternative Payment Systems 
Phone: (b)(6) 

eFax: 855.702.8175 

From: Lyles Geinine A (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 7:14 AM 
To: Utzke David J (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: FEGP Webpage 

Good morning David, 

(b)(5) Deliberative Pro  pss Privilpy 

If you need additional information, you can reach me on 
Skype. 

Geinine A. Lyles 
Tax Analyst (Product and Market Development) & COR 
IRS Communications & Liaison 
Intranet & Digital Services Support Branch 
801 Broadway, MDP 10 

2 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 



Nashville, TN 37203 
Phone: (b)(6) 

From: Utzke David J (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:44 PM 
To: Lyles Geinine A (b)(6) 

Subject: FEGP Webpage 

Hi, Geinine. Do you have a few moments to talk? I need to find out who the Communication Specialist 
is for the FEGP Virtual Currency webpage. 

David Utzke, PhD, MBA, MSc, CFE, CFI, CCE, CBE, CEE, CBD, CSCD, CDFE 
SBSE HQ, FEGP Sr. Program Analyst - Digital Assets, DLT, & Alternative Payment Systems 
Phone: (b)(6) 

eFax: 855.702.8175 

3 



Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Demetra Cathy R 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2019 7:17 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos J 
Cc: Utzke David J 
Subject: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000_FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc 
Attachments: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000_FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Hi Carlos, 

As mentioned, please see attached. If you have questions, please feel free to contact David 
directly. Thanks! 

Cathy 

1 
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Withheld pursuant to exemption 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Demetra Cathy R 
Zeoeda Carlos J  
Utzke David J* Cardone John V 
RE: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000_FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc 
Wednesday, October 02, 2019 9:46:03 AM 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Cathy R. Demetra 
FEGP Program Manager 
Phone: (b)(6) 

FAX: (234) 232-3165 
Cell: (b)(6) 

From: Zepeda Carlos J < 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2019 12:27 PM 
To: Demetra Cathy R <Cathy.R.Demetra@irs.gov> 
Cc: Utzke David J <David.Utzke@irs.gov>; Cardone John V <John.V.Cardone@irs.gov> 
Subject: RE: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000_FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc 

Hi, Cathy — Nice talking with you this morning. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

ecuitto 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 

  

(b)(6) 

   

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

From: Demetra Cathy R (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2019 7:17 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos J < (b)(6) 

Cc: Utzke David J (b)(6) 

Subject: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000_FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc 

Hi Carlos, 

As mentioned, please see attached. If you have questions, please feel free to contact 
David directly. Thanks! 

Cathy 

(b)(6) 



From: Utzke David J  
To: Zeoeda Carlos J  
Cc: Cardone John V; Demetra Cathy R 
Subject: RE: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000_FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc 
Date: Wednesday, October 02, 2019 9:49:44 AM 

Hi  Carlos. •

 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Regards, 

David Utzke, PhD, MBA, MSc, CFE, CFI, CCE, CBE, CEE, CBD, CSCD, CDFE 
SBSE HQ, FEGP Sr. Program Analyst - Digital Assets, DLT, & Alternative Payment 
Systems 
Phone: (b)(6) 

eFax: 855.702.8175 

(b)(6) From: Zepeda Carlos J < 
Sent: Wednesday, October 2, 2019 9:27 AM 
To: Demetra Cathy R < 
Cc: Utzke David J < (b)(6)  Cardone John V 
Subject: RE: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000_FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc 

Hi, Cathy — Nice talking with you this morning 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

ecacO 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6) 

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 



(b)(6) From: Demetra Cathy R 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2019 7:17 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos  J .  
Cc: Utzke David J 
Subject: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000_FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc 

Hi Carlos, 

As mentioned, please see attached. If you have questions, please feel free to contact 
David directly. Thanks! 

Cathy 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 



From: Zeoeda Carlos 4 
To: Trainer Claire  
Subject: Virtual Currency ID 27000: Virtual Currencies friendly URL and breadcrumbs 
Date: Wednesday, October 09, 2019 8:57:00 AM 
Attachments: 2019 Virtual Currency FAQs for Individuals 2019-1008 RG ID 27000.doc 

2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1008 CZ DRAFT v8 ID 27000.doc 
Importance: High 

Hi, Claire — Please see attached for updates (mostly links) and please publish both pages! 

Thanks. 
eivitaJ 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6) 

  
   

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

(b)(6) From: Trainer Claire E < 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2019 12:06 PM 
To: Powell-Stringer Portia E <Portia.E.Powell-Stringer@irs.gov> 
Cc: Demetra Cathy R < (b)(6) Solis Mark I < 
A < (b)(6) ; Zepeda Carlos J 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currencies friendly URL and breadcrumbs 

(b)(6) Lyles Geinine 
(b)(6) 

Hi Portia, 

Yes, we are going to use the current Virtual Currencies page on IRS.gov and overwrite it with the 
new content. (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege As an FYI, the 
friendly URL has been put in place: https://www.irs.govivirtual_currency. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Claire 

Claire Trainer 
Senior Web Analyst 
IRS Office of Online Services I Online Engagement, Operations and Media I Media Branch I 
SE:OLS:OEO:MED 
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(b)(6) 

(b)(6) From: Powell-Stringer Portia E , 
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 1:56 PM 
To: Trainer Claire E 
Cc: Demetra Cathy R < (b)(6) ; Solis Mark I (b)(6) >; Lyles Geinine 

I (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

A< 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currencies friendly URL and breadcrumbs 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks 

EP.L., 90,0,,de_taiwr i, 
Public Affairs Specialist 
Planning & Content Development, Section 2 
Desk. (b)(6) 

From: Trainer Claire E (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2019 10:26 AM 
To: Zepeda Carlos 1 (b)(6) Utzke David J 
Portia E A (b)(6)  Demetra Cathy R < 
Subject: Virtual Currencies friendly URL and breadcrumbs 

(b)(6) .; Powell-Stringer 
(b)(6) 

All: 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 
Claire 

Claire Trainer 
Senior Web Analyst 
IRS Office of Online Services I Online Engagement, Operations and Media I Media Branch I 
SE:OLS:OEO:MED 

(b)(6) 
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(b)(6) From: Reynolds Jodie M 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2019 8:50 AM 

; Hylton Eric C < (b)(6)• Flax Nikole C 
(b)(6) ; Eldridge Michelle L< 

To: Desmond Michael 1 
Cc: Lemons Terry L < 
W< 

; O'Donnell  Douglas 
(b)(6); GuillOt 

Swartz Benjamin 
.; Moriarty John P 

>; Giuliano 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

1 
Amy F < 
Subject: RE: Press release on virtual currency - Draft 

Cullinan Thomas A < 
; Paul William M < 

(b)(6)1;  Wrobel Christopher' 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) (b)(6) ; Khoury Mireille T ,; Harris Delon <1  
(b)(6) 

; Cardone John V < 
Morris Angela < 

(b)(6) 

Darren John < 
< 
Friedland Bruce I < 

(b)(6)1 Patterson Dean 1 4, (b)(6) 

(b)(6),; Grant Dianne 

From: Desmond Michael 1 <I  
Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 8:47 AM 
To: Reynolds Jodie M <I 
Cc: Lemons Terry L < 
W< 
Darren John i  

(b)(6)1; Flax Nikole C 

(b)(6) 

>; Eldridge Michelle L 
, Hylton Eric C  
(b)(6)›; Harris Delon 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) ; Guillot 

(b)(6) ; Morris Angela >; Patterson Dean .1 (b)(6) 

1 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6)1; O'Donnell Douglas 

(b)(6) ›; Khoury Mireille T 
(b)(6) 

Zepeda Carlos J 

From: Zepeda Carlos J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2019 10:57 AM 
To: Cardone John V 
Cc: Goldstein Ronald J; Wrobel Christopher; Demetra Cathy R; Stiernagle Bryan R; Patterson Dean J 
Subject: RE: Press release on virtual currency - Draft 

Press Release issued (IR-2019-167), and Virtual Currencies web page published. (FAQ link in the press 
release being updated to point to Virtual Currencies web page. It will all be transparent to external customers.) 

Please get back to me if any updates needed to the web pages. 

eepifim 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I  I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office 0:0(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6)1 

Internal Revenue service, 830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

From: Cardone John V (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2019 6:38 AM  
To: Zepeda Carlos J' (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: FW: Press release on virtual currency - uraft 

We will get everything out and posted. I will send you the link once everything has posted. Thanks —Jodie 

Cc: Demetra Cathy R < 



Friedland Bruce I < (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 
>; Reynolds Jodie M (b)(6) ,; Cardone John V 

>; Cullinan Thomas A Grant Dianne (b)(6) 

(b)(6) ; Swartz Benjamin 
>; Moriarty John P < 

Christopher <I (b)(6)  Giuliano Amy F < 
Subject: RE: Press release on virtual currency - Draft 

(b)(6),; Paul William M 
(b)(6) ; Wrobel 

(b)(6) 

Jodie: 

We are cleared to issue the virtual currency press release, revenue ruling and FAC1s, please post this morning if possible. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2019 6:53 PM 
To: Reynolds Jodie M 
Cc: Lemons Terry L; Eldridge Michelle L; O'Donnell Douglas W; Hylton Eric C; Flax Nikole C; Guillot Darren John; Harris 
Delon; Khoury Mireille T; Morris Angela; Patterson Dean J; Friedland Bruce I; Reynolds Jodie M; Cardone John V; Grant 
Dianne; Cullinan Thomas A; Swartz Benjamin 
Subject: RE: Press release on virtual currency - Draft 

Jodie, 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael J. Desmond 
IRS Chief Counsel 

(b)(6) 

From: Reynolds Jodie M 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2019 8:30 AM 
To: Cardone John V; Grant Dianne; Cullinan Thomas A; Swartz Benjamin 
Cc: Lemons Terry L; Eldridge Michelle L; O'Donnell Douglas W; Hylton Eric C; Desmond Michael J; Flax Nikole C; Guillot 
Darren John; Harris Delon; Khoury Mireille T; Morris Angela; Patterson Dean J; Friedland Bruce I; Reynolds Jodie M 
Subject: Press release on virtual currency - Draft 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

2 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

3 



Cardone John V 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Cardone John V 
Wednesday, February 12, 2020 3:10 PM 
Zepeda Carlos J 
Stiernagle Bryan R 
Language on Virtual Currency Page 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 



L (b)(6) Cardone John V 
Drenthe Pamela J (b)(6) Fiebich Barbara 1 

Cardone John V 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 3:43 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I 
Cc: Patterson Dean J; Fiebich Barbara J; Goldstein Ronald J; Wrobel Christopher; Drenthe Pamela 1 
Subject: RE: MEDIA INQUIRY: Fortnite V-Bucks - Listed for Virtual Currency 
Attachments: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-0820 CZ DRAFT v2.doc; 2020 0212 Screen Shot.pdf 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

•••*,.. 

From: Drenthe Pamela J (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 2:06 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I . 
Cc: Patterson Dean 1 < (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: MEDIA INQUIRY: Fortnite V-Bucks - Listed for Virtual Currency 

John, 

I think this is a similar question to the one you are addressing. Thoughts? 

Pamela Drenthe 
Director, Exam Quality and Technical Support, 
SBSE Examination 
Phone (b)(6) 

E-Fax (855) 787-3594 
1 



From: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 10:29 AM 
To: Drenthe Pamela J (b)(6) 

Cc: Patterson Dean 1 < 
Subject: MEDIA INQUIRY: Fortnite V-Bucks Listed for Virtual Currency 

Pam, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Can you point us to the right person? 

Bruce Friedland 
IRS Media Relations 

(b)(6) 

Hi folks, 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Brian 

2 



Cardone John V 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Cardone John V 
Wednesday, February 12, 2020 3:53 PM 
Flax Nikole C; O'Donnell Douglas W 
Cardone John V 
Virtual Currency -- Changes to Website Will Get Picked up by Press 
2019 Virtual Currency 2019-0820 CZ DRAFT v2.doc; 2020 0212 Screen Shot.pdf 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Cardone John \ 

   

(b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 3:43 PM 

   

To: Friedland Bruce I < (b)(6) 

   

Cc: Patterson Dean1 < 

 

; Fiebich Barbara1 < (b)(6) Goldstein Ronald J 
Wrobel Christopher < (b)(6) 

Pamela J 1 (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: MEDIA INQUIRY: Fortnite V-Bucks - Listed for Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 

(b)(6) ; Drenthe 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

e.•*".• 

From: Drenthe Pamela J (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 2:06 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I < (b)(6) Cardone John V < 
Cc: Patterson Dean J < Drenthe Pamela J 

(b)(6) 

Fiebich Barbara 
(b)(6) 

   

    

Subject: RE: MEDIA INQUIRY: Fortnite V-Bucks - Listed for Virtual Currency 

John, 

I think this is a similar question to the one you are addressing. Thoughts? 

Pamela Drenthe 
Director, Exam Quality and Technical Support, 
SBSE Examination 
Phone (b)(6) 

E-Fax (855) 787-3594 

From: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 10:29 AM 
To: Drenthe Pamela J (b)(6) 

Cc: Patterson Dean1 < 
Subject: MEDIA INQUIRY: Fortnite V-Bucks - Listed for Virtual Currency 

Pam, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Can you point us to the right person? 

Bruce Friedland 
IRS Media Relations 

(b)(6) 

Hi folks, 

2 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Brian 

3 
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Virtual Currencies I Internal Revenue Service Page 1 of 2 

CO IRS 

Virtual Currencies 

Virtual currency transactions are taxable by law just like transactions in 
any other property. Taxpayers transacting in virtual currency may have 
to report those transactions on their tax returns. 

What is Virtual Currency? 
Virtual currency is a digital representation of value that functions as a 
medium of exchange, a unit of account, and/or a store of value. In some 
environments, it operates like "real" currency (i.e., the coin and paper 
money of the United States or of any other country that is designated as 
legal tender, circulates, and is customarily used and accepted as a 
medium of exchange in the country of issuance), but it does not have 
legal tender status in the U.S. Cryptocurrency is a type of virtual 
currency that utilizes cryptography to secure transactions that are 
digitally recorded on a distributed ledger, such as a blockchain, DAG, or 
Tempo. 

Virtual currency that has an equivalent value in real currency, or that 
acts as a substitute for real currency, is referred to as "convertible" 
virtual currency. Bitcoin, Ether, Roblox, and V-bucks are a few examples 
of a convertible virtual currency. Virtual currencies can be digitally 
traded between users and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, U.S. 
dollars, Euros, and other real or virtual currencies. 

Tax Consequences 
The sale or other exchange of virtual currencies, or the use of virtual 
currencies to pay for goods or services, or holding virtual currencies as 
an investment, generally has tax consequences that could result in tax 
liability. 

The IRS issued IRS Notice 2014-21, IRB 2014-16, as guidance for 
individuals and businesses on the tax treatment of transactions using 
virtual currencies. 

The IRS also published Frequently Asked Questions on Virtual Currency 
Transactions for individuals who hold cryptocurrency as a capital asset 
and are not engaged in the trade or business of selling cryptocurrency. 

References/Relate( 
Topics 

• Revenue Ruling 
2019-24 (PD F) 

• IRS reminds 
taxpayers to 
report virtual 
currency 
transactions, IR-
2018-71, March 
23, 2018 

• Virtual Currency 
Compliance 
campaign, July 2, 
2018 

• IRS has begun 
sending letters to 
virtual currency 
owners advising 
them to pay back 
taxes, file 
amended 
returns; part of 
agency's larger 
efforts, IR-2019-
132, July 26, 2019 

• LB&I Campaign 
Letter 6173 (PD F) 

• LB&I Campaign 
Letter 6174 (PD F) 

• LB&I Campaing 
Letter 6174-A 
(PD F) 

https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/virtual-currencies 2/12/2020 



Virtual Currencies I Internal Revenue Service Page 2 of 2 

More Information 
For more information regarding the general tax principles that apply to 
virtual currencies, you can also refer to the following IRS Publications: 

• Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable Income, for more 
information on miscellaneous income from exchanges involving 
property or services, 

• Publication 526, Charitable Contributions, for more information on 
charitable contribution deductions, 

• Publication 544, Sales and Other Dispositions of Assets, for more 
information about capital assets and the character of gain or loss, 

• Publication 551, Basis of Assets, for more information on 
computation of basis, and 

• Publication 561, Determining the Value of Donated Property, for 
more information on the appraisal of donated property worth more 
than $5,000. 

Page Last Reviewed or Updated: 20-Dec-2019 

https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/virtual-currencies 2/12/2020 



; Stiernagle Bryan R (b)(6) Cardone John V < (b)(6) 

Cardone John V 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 5:09 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I; Drenthe Pamela J; Stiernagle Bryan R; Goldstein Ronald J; Wrobel Christopher 
Cc: Lemons Terry L; Eldridge Michelle L; Reynolds Jodie M; Flax Nikole C (b)(6) ; 

O'Donnell Douglas W 
Subject: DRAFT STATEMENT: Changes to the Virtual Currency Page 

I'm fine with this. 

From: Friedland Bruce I 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 4:39 PM 
To: Drenthe Pamela J 
< (b)(6) Wrobel Christopher (b)(6) ; Goldstein Ronald J < 

(b)(6) 

I  
Cc: Lemons Terry L .4 .(0)(6)t  Eldridge Michelle L .4 (b)(6) ; Reynolds Jodie M 

(b)(6) 

Subject: DRAFT STATEMENT: Changes to the Virtual Currency Page 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Bruce 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 

(b)(6) 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

2 



(b)(6) ; Vu Linh M < 

Cardone John V 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 11:05 AM 
To: Drenthe Pamela1 
Cc: Friedland Bruce I 
Subject: FW: Language on Virtual Currency Page 
Attachments: Done-2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1002 CZ DRAFT v7 ID 27000.doc; Done-2019 Virtual Currency 

2019-1002 CZ DRAFT v6 ID 27000.doc; FW: 2019 Virtual Currency 2019-1001 CZ DRAFT v4 ID 27000 
FEGP review 2019-10-02.doc - 

They did originate from David — but I was in the email chain. The language has been there 
since we originally posted the FAQs in October. 

(b)(6) From: Zepeda Carlos J. 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 10:43 AM 
To: Cardone John V 
Cc: Stiernagle Bryan R < 
Subject: RE: Language on Virtual Currency Page 
Importance: High 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Hi, John — The attached v6 shows the updates requested by David U, and v7 shows further updates requested 
by David U. 

Per previous e-mail I sent you, they were shared with you and Cathy D, so I made the updates on the internet 
page you reference below. 
Carlos 

Carlos Zepeda I LB&I I WIIC HQ-EA Staff I Office (b)(6) I Fax 855-702-5018 I E-mail: 
(b)(6) 

Internal Revenue Service, 4830 Business Center Drive, Ste 250, Fairfield, CA 94534-1689 

1 



(b)(6) Cardone John V' 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Cardone John V 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Cardone John V 
Friday, February 14, 2020 7:50 AM 
Friedland Bruce I 
Wrobel Christopher; Goldstein Ronald J; Lemons Terry L; Flax Nikole C 
Drenthe Pamela J; Eldridge Michelle L; Reynolds Jodie M 
Virtual Currency 

 

(b)(6) 

 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Desmond Michael 1 I  
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 9:33 PM 
To: Flax Nikole C 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A 
O'Donnell Douglas W < 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

Nikole, 

(b)(6) 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 
Mike 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Flax Nikole C 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 8:37 PM 
To: Desmond Michael J 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A; Cardone John V; O'Donnell Douglas W 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

2 

(b)(6) From: Desmond Michael J . 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:57 PM 
To: Flax Nikole C <  
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A <  
Subject: Virtual Currency 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) .; Cardone John V < (b)(6) 

Nikole, 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael J.  Desmond 
IRS Chief Counsel 

(b)(6) 



(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

From: Goldstein Ronald J 
Sent: Friday, February 14. 2020 8:31 AM 
To: Cardone John V < 
Cc: Wrobel Christopher < 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

(b)(64;  Lemons Terry L (b)(6) 
(b)(6) ; Drenthe Pamela J <  

>; Reynolds Jodie M (b)(6) 
`I (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Cc: Wrobel Christopher .4 
<I 

(b)(6)1>; Goldstein Ronald J 
; Flax Nikole C 

Eldridge Michelle L 
> 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) Cardone John V < 
(b)(6) 

 

Cardone John V 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 8:45 AM 
To: Friedland Bruce I 
Subject: Virtual Currency 

See Goldstein's comment. (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Good morning John.  

\ 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

I
 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 7:50 AM 
To: Friedland Bruce I < (b)(6) 

Subject: Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(6) From: Desmond Michael 1 < 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 9:33 PM 
To: Flax Nikole C <1  
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A < 
O'Donnell Douglas W <I-

 

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

Nikole, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 
Mike 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 

(b)(6) 



(b)(6) 

(b)(6) Cardone John V < 

From: Desmond Michael 1 < 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:57 PM 
To: Flax Nikole C < 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A I  
Subject: Virtual Currency 

(b)(6) 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Flax Nikole C 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 8:37 PM 
To: Desmond Michael J 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A; Cardone John V; O'Donnell Douglas W 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(6) 

Nikole, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael J.  Desmond 
IRS Chief Counsel 

2 
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Zhe New Pork Mines https tinyti ros12G5k1so 

OpiniOn I OP-ED um:Timorous 

Why the I.R.S. Fears Bitcoin 
By TUCHARD HOLDEN and ANUT MALAN' .1 \N. 2-I, 20 EN 

The extraordinary rise in the value of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies has led 
many people to worry that this market is a giant bubble. Many, including the Federal 
Reserve chairwoman ;Janet Yellen and the billionaire investor Warren Buffett, have 
warned about a "Bitcoin bust" that could rival the dot-corn crash of 2000 and wipe 

out speculators. 

But the bigger concern about cryptocurrencies may he the damage they could 
do, in the long run, to government finances through lost tax revenue. 

The core technology underlying cryptocurrencies, known as blockchain, is 
premised on anonymity: Transactions are public but linked only to an electronic 
address. This is a big part of what makes blockchain attractive. 

But anonymity is also the nwin fuel for the underground economy, which is now 
conducted largely via cash. The underground economy is a significant source of lost 
tax revenue. The Internal Revenue Service estimates that it loses around $500 
billion annually because of unreported wages alone. And the underground economy 
in the United States - - estimated at 8.4 percent of output is relatively small 
compared with those of other countries. 

If cryptocurrencies were to replace cash as the preferred anonymous toed urn of 
exchange, they could significantly expand the underground economy because they 

are so much more convenient than cash. There is no need to visit an A.T.M., and you 
2 can securely pay people regardless of their locatioisEliimwoRrioN§teverg114400611F 
AR MILES REMAINING 
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Treasury secretary, expressed concerns recently that Bitcoin could become the next 

Swiss bank ,iccount." 

The I.R.S. understands this, which is why it has been pushing to break the 

anonymity of cryptocurrencies. In November, it persuaded a federal judge to order 

Coinbase, a popular Bitcoin exchange, to reveal the identity of the customers for 

more than 14,000 accounts (representing nearly nine million transactions). 

Blockchain technologies can also make it difficult for the I.R.S. to tax 

cryptocurrency trading profits. Here is a simple tax dodge that would be hard for the 

I.R.S. to prove: Suppose A, B and C are electronic addresses you own. You let the 

I.R.S. know you own A, but not B and C. You buy one Bitcoin at $15,000 and park it 

at A, expecting the price to go up. ,Just a few hours later, when a Bitcoin is worth 

$15,500, you send that Bitcoin to B and then to C. 

A few mouths later, when your Bitcoin is now worth $25,000, you send it from 

C to A and tell the I.R.S., "I sold a Bitcoin to an anonymous counterparts at B back at 

$15,500 ,ind just now. bought a Bitcoin from another anonymous counterpartv at C 

for $25,000." As a result, you owe taxes on capital gains ofjust $500 rather than 

$10,000. 

The I.R.S. can observe all the transactions between A, B and C on the Bitcoin 

blockchain. but it cannot disprove that B and Care "arm's length" counterparties 

(that is, independent and not colluding). Rules in the United States that require 

financial institutions to verify the identity of address holders do not solve the 

problem, because as far as the I. ICS. knows, 11 and C could have been set up by a 

foreign institution that does not comply with such rules. 

It is inconceivable that the government would simply accept enormous revenue 

losses fifirn a larger underground economy and from tax dodges on trading profits. 

The only question is how heavy-handed the response would be. 

One approach would be for the government to accept the difficulty of directly 

taxing cryptocurrencv transactions and to offset the revenue losses by raising tax 

2 rates. The basic economics of taxation tells us that the economic losses from taxes 
SEE MY OPTIONS Subscriber login 
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Why the I.R.S. Fears Bitcoin - The New York Times 

increase exponentially with the tax rate, so this response would transform revenue 
losses into a lower gross domestic product. 

More likely, the United States would take a tougher approach and attempt to 
ban cryptocurrencies.'Fhis solution throws the baby out with the bath water. While 
cryptocurrencies open opportunities for tax evasion and illegal operations, they also 
offer drastic reductions in the cost of financial transactions, especially for the poor, 
and less reliance on banks, which can increase the power of the Federal Reserve to 
control money supply and reduce the risk of bank runs. 

A smarter response would be for the government to switch from taxing income 
when it is received to taxing income \\then it is spent. Many economists support 
moving to this kind of consumption tax, but it would require a major overhaul of the 
tax code. 

The prospect of substantial government revenue losses is not just a problem for 
the United States government; it is also a problem for the cryptocurrencies 
themselves. For cryptocurrencies to survive long enough to be an effective means of 
performing everyday transactions, the cryptocurrency community k% ill need to find a 
way to prevent tax evasion. This will involve a tricky balancing act, preserving 
anonymity while providing the I.R.S. with sufficient information to prevent tax 
evasion. 

More generally, cracking down on tax evasion will require that the comm unity 
learn to trust government. Since this goes against the very ethos of the 
cryptocurrency movement, it poses the most difficult — but II0 less necessary --
challenge. 

Rieharci I 'olden is a plofessor of economics the hisincss si.hoid of He Lni‘ersitA of 
Nei South \Vales. \taip lfiajard is a kir, pro a: Idle Jinn\ visits oi Chicago 

Itblbiut The New Yerk Times Opinion section on Facebook anti Twitter (0)NYT(Tittion), 

and sign up /u; the Opinion Totten newsletter. 

A der s.sn oft :p-ed appears is, post on Jan Lid 23. 22'3. r-rn: P 2 of 
the headline: Why the I.R.S. Fears B 'coin 

2 SEE MY OPTIONS Subscriber login 
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20 DTR 1-1 
Virtual Currency 
Crypto as 'Next Swiss Bank Account' Sends Governments Scrambling 

By Rob urban 

Authohties around the world viorry that hriptocurrencle. could become tax havens. 

Too late. It's already happening. 

Take David Drake, whose New York -based family offhe has more than 10 million in 
cryptocurrency and blockchain investments. He's using digital 

money like an offshore bank accouht—a place to legally park overseas hisiness profits 
rind reduce U.S. taxes. 

British Prime Minister Theresa May and Indian Prime Minister Narei Kira Mod' are 
among the world leaders who've expressed alarm at the rise of virtual cash to move 
money offshore. The U.S Congress held hearings this month, and Treasury Secretat y 
Steven Mnuchin aided on the world's 20 biggest economies to work together to make 
sure cryptocuriencies don't "become the next Swiss bank account." The concern 
comes after a successful international crackdown on tax havens in thadtoricil banking, 

• Digital cum (icy gets a 
piece of $10 trillion in 
hidden assets 

. New virtual money 
ZCash uses encryption to 
ensure privacy 
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David Drake 

Source LP) Capital 

"Every country is scrdmoling to come up mtn an answer,' said Drake, who serves on the boards of 25 public and 
private companies. "There needs to be a regulated structure that won't kill the industry." 

'rhe earliest adopters of the practice were crimIndis, and their in has risen steadily, according to a tnree-
year study by the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, a nom partisan Wasninmon think tank. Next came users 
like Drake, wilt) said he follows U.S. law oy reportrn his CoMparLie, holdings. Drake said better oversight would 
help tegitlinize the industry. 

Rising Demand 

There's dement] for fresh ways to irde assets after U.S. and European regulators clamped down on traditional 
banks. They've ramped up enforcement of "know-yourdclistornerd and anti moned-laundehng rules and forced 
offshore financial institutions to disclose client information. The campaign prompted many mainstream financial 
firrns to limit customers' access to Switzdrland's secretive banking system. That's made it harder to rude funos 
from the government, courts, spouses or other prying eyes back borne. 

Cryptocurrency exchanges are covered by the rules, but enforcement hasn't been consistent, particularly outside 
the U.S. 

Ine use of virtual money to store assets offsnore is evolving rapidly, w.tn tne introduction of so-called privacy 
coins, such as 2Casb ano Monero, whicn use :pet/Ends like encryption to mare them untraceable. About $10 trillion 
is held offshore worldwide, according to Grayscale Investments, a New York based firm that's offering a Nlasli 
Tyist to investors. ICash could capture as much as 10 percent of that by 2025, said Grayscale's Matthew Beck. 

Privacy Coin ZCash 
One-year price change 

• ZCasio 

"This 
is the 
first 
time 

Jan Mar Apr May Jun JO Aug Sep Oc! Nov Dec Jan 
2017 2018 

Source: ConntotncaJo Bloomberg 

anyone in the world can store their cash privately and be their own bank,' Beck said. "Privacy is a dwindling 
resource and one that people are going to be willing to pay for." 

Even though LCash touts the in 'penetrability of its encryption technoiony. Beck argues that government oversight 
is sta: needed, 

'We don't think this ecosysteM can grow without regiilation," BeCK solo. 

Can Be Traced 

Bitcom, the most Popular cryntocurreocy, is anonymous, though Lt can he traced, with the electronic publrc ledger 
called biockuham keeping track of every transaction. Even though all that's revealed of buyers and sellers are 
strings of letters and numbers, law enforcement has develoned technoloay to track arid seize illicit Bitcoins. 

Existing laws require banks to report suspicious activity, including withdrawals or more than $9,999, while digital-
currency exchanges are required to keep customer records and Lane similar measures. Once Bitcoin is purclntsed, 

bun:, \ S trula urridt1 isplao . batch print_displa}..adp 1 '30 '20I 
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ores software that can detect pal terns and Irace the owner, said Kerry Myers, clinical professor of forensic 
accounilnp anC law at the Lynn [Vpenger School of Accountancy at the University of South Florida in Tampa. 

Can't Stomp It 

The Foundation for Defense of Democracres' money laundering sLudy recommends that governments go after 
criminal uses of crypt OCUrrencies, but at the same time respect financial innovation. Most of all, the study said 
regulators shouldn't tsd themselves about their abikly to completely stomp it out. They can't. 

"Maybe we need to iook at the lessons learned from other payment systems," said \Jaya Fanusie, who co-authored 
the study. When credit cards came out, there was abuse, there were scarns, there still are. But we fig, red out 
how to deal with them." 

The study looked at money laundeung tlIrough Bitcon ATMs, exchanges, gambling sites and in that 
convert one digital currency to an found that Llicit uses rose steadily betwec:n 20,3 and 2016, the tirne 
range of its resHalCh. 

The study also found Mot conversion setvireb ',Ned in Europe took in the biggest share of illicit Bitcoins, more 
than five times as much as North American services. Asia had a very small share of laundenng, eVell though 
services in that region had the most transacnons. 

Any regUlations WO1Ild have to walk the fine line between protecting national taxation interests and alkiwing 
cryptocurrencies to conLirlue t,j innovate and flourish, Drake caid. 

We need Co thsOngursh between legal and illegal activities," he said. 

2018 Bloomberg L.P. All rights reserved. Used Mti, permission 
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C.I.R. v. Banks, 543 US. 426 (2005) 

2005-15 I.R.B. 850, 125 S.Ct. 826, 94 Fair Fimpl.Brac.Cas. (L3NA) 1793, 160 L.E[1.2d 859_ 

125 SCI. 826 
Stunt:mg Colirt of Ihe Liniled Stales 

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL 

REV1?,NUE, Petitioner, 

John W. BANKS, H. 
Commissioner of illiernal Reven tie 'eti ti oncr, 

Sigttas J. Banaitis. 

Nos. 03-892, 03-907. 

Argued Nov. t, 2004. 

Decided Jan. 24, 2005. 

Synopsis 
Background: In separate actions, taxpayers petitioned 
or redetermination of taxability of litigation settlement 

proceeds. In both cases, the United States Tax Court, 
2001 WL 1961 I and 2002 WL 2201 S. upheld taxation 
of portion of recovery paid to taxpayers attorneys as 
contingent fees. Taxpayers appealed. In both cases, the 
United States Courts of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, 
(lay, Circuit Judge, WS 1-,..3t1 373, and for the Ninth 
Circuit, Thomas, Circuit Judge, 340 F.3d 1074. reversed 
on the attorney fee issue. Certiorari was granted. 

illuldingd The Supreme Court, Justice Kennedy, held 
that \ vim, litigant's recovery constitutes taxable ilICOMC. 
such inconie includes portion of recovery paid to litigant's 
attorney as COMITIgent fee. 

Reversed and realanded 

Chief Justice R chnquiNt took no part in decisi on 

*"826 '426 Syllabst.,.. 

Respondent Ranks se tied his federal employIllelli 
discrimination suit against a California state agency and 
espondent B,inaitis settled his Oregon state case :igainst 

his former employer, but neither included fees paid to  

their attorneys under contingent-fee agreements as gross 
income on their federal 111COMe lax returns. In each case 
petitioner Commissioner of In Revenue issuetl 
notice of deficiency, Wilrell the Tax Court upheld. In 
*t827 Banks' case, the Sixth Circuit reversed in nail. 
finding that the iinotint Banks paid lo his attorney was 
not includable as gross income. In Banait is' case, the Ninth 
Circuit 101111d that because Oregon law grants attorneys a 
superior lien in the contingen l-fee portion of any reco‘ery, 
that pan of Banaitis' settlement was not includable as 
gross income. 

Held When a litigant's recovery constitutes income, the 
litigant's income includes the portion of the recovery paid 
to the attorney as a contingent fee. Pp. 830-834. 

(a) Two preliminary observations help clarify why this 
issue is of consequence. First. taking the legal expenses 
as miscellaneous itemized deductions would have been of 
no help to respondents because the Alternative Minimum 
Tax establishes a tax liability floor mid does not allow such 
deductions. Second, the American Jobs Creation Act or 
2004-which amended the Internal Revenue Code to allow 
a taxpayer, in computing adjusted grOSS Income, to deduct 
attorney's fees such as those at issue-does not apply here 
because it was passed after these eases arose and is not 
retroactive. Pp. 830-83 I 

(h) The Code defines "grtiss income" broadly to include 
all economic gains not otherwise exempted. Under the 
all assignment of income doctrine, a taxpayer 
cannot exclude an CCOIMIlliC gain from gross income by 
assigning the gain in advance to another party, e.g.. Luca ,-

 

v Earl. 2S 1 I - .S. I I S.O. 741, 74 L.Ld. 731, because 
gains sliould be taxed "to those who earned them," 
at 114, 50 S Ci. 24 The doctrine i meant to prevent 
taxpayers from avoiding taxation through anangements 
and contracts devised to prevent k427 income from 
vesting M the one who earned it. hi, at 115. 10 N.Ct 
241. Because be rule is preventative and motivated by 
administrative and substantive amcerns, this Court doe: 

not inquire whether any particular assigningiit has a 

discernible tax avoidance purpose. P 831. 

(c) The Court agrees svith the Commissioner that 

a contingent-fee agreement should be viewed as an 
anticipatory assignment to the attorney of a portiou 

of the client' ncome from any litigation recovery. In 

an ordinary ease attribution of income is resoi‘ ed by 
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asking whether a taxpayer exercises complete dominion 
over the income in question. However, in the context 
of anticipatory assignments, where the assignor may not 
have dominion over the income at the moment of receipt, 

the question is whether the assignor retains dominion 

over the income-generating asset. Looking to such control 

preserves the principle that income should be taxed to the 

party who earns the income and enjoys the consequent 
benefits. In the case of a litigation recovery the income-
generating asset is the cause of action derived from the 

plaintiffs legal injury. The plaintiff retains dominion 
over this asset throughout the litigation. Respondents' 
counterargurneuts are rejected. The legal claim's value 
may be speculative at the moment of the assignment, 
but the anticipatory assignment doctrine is not limited to 

instances when the precise dollar value of the assigned 
income is known in advance. In these cases, the taxpayer 

retained control over the asset, diverted some of the 

income produced to another party, and realized a benefit 

by (king so. Also rejected is respondents suggestion that 

the aitorney-client relationship be treated as a sort of 
business partnership or joint venture for tax purposes, In 
fart, that relationship is a quintessential principal-agent 
relationship, for the client retains ultimate dominion and 

control over the underlying claim. The attorney can make 

tactical decisions without consulting the client, but the 
cher' i still 'mist determine whether to settle or *1328 

proceed to Judgment and make, as well, other critical 
decisions The attorney is an agent who is duty bound to 
act in the principal's interests, and so it is appropriate to 
treat the full recovery amount as income to the principal. 

This nde Applies regardless of whether the attorney-
client contract or state law confers any special rights or 
protections on the attotney, so long as such protections 
do not alter the relationship's fundamental principal-

agent character. The Court declines to comment on other 

theories proposed by respondents and their amid, which 
were not advanced in earlier stages of the litigation or 

esamined by the Courts of Appeals. Pp. 831-833. 

(d) This Court need not address Banks' contention 

Ilia t application of the an assignment principle 
would be inconsistent with the purpose of statutory fee-

slnfting provisions, such as those applicable in "428 

his case brought under 4? U.S.Ct,,k; 1981. 19k3, and 

2000C ci .vvq. He settled his case, and the fee paid to his 

attorney was calculated based solely on the contingent 
fee contract, There was no court-ordered fee award or 
any indication in his contract with his attorney or the  

settletnent that the contingent fee paid was in lieu of 

statutory fees that might otherwise have been recovered. 

Also, the American lobs Creation Act redresses the 

concern for many, perhaps most. elaMns governed by fee-

shifting statutes Pp. 833-ti34 

No. 03-892, 345 F.33 373; No. 03-907, 340 F.3d I 

reversed and retnandeil. 

KENNFAA', J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in 

which all other Members joined, except REHNQUIST, 

C.7 , who took no part in the decision of the cases. 
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Opinion 

Justice K j:N NI ,DY delivered the opinion of the Court. 

*429 The question in these consolidated cases is whether 

the portion of a money Judgment or settlement paid to 

a plaintiff's attorney under a coutingent-tee iigreemant is 

income to the plaintiff under the Internal Re venlle Code, 

26 ( ..cq. (2000 ed. and Sapp. I) The issue 

divides the courts of appeals. In one of the instant cases. 
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Bank , Lomitiioioncr, 345 13d 373 (2003), the Court 
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit held the contingent-fee 
portion of a litigation Tel:An:cry is not included "829 in 
the plaintiffs gross ineOlne. The Courts of Appeals for 
the Fifth and Eleventh Circuits also adhere to this view. 
relying on the holding, over Judge Wisdom's dissent, in 
Lithium v. (Omoiiiiiiimor, 263 VIM 119. 125-126 (C.A.5 
1959). STAown-a Cinionicsiimit. 220 fi id 353, :63-365 

(C.A.± 2000): gotta! v. United States. 249 li.3d 1275. 
1279-1280 C.A,11 20011. In the other case under review, 
itimititis A i=t0 12.3d 1074 (200.1), the Court 
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that the portion 
of the recovery paid to the attorney as a Contingent fee 
is excluded from the plaintiffs gross income if state law 
gives the plaintiffs attorney a special property interem in 
the lee, but not otherwise. Six Courts of Appeals have 
held the entire litigation recovery, including the portion 
paid to an attorney as a contingent fee, is income to the 
plaintiff. Some of these Courts of Appeals discuss state 
law, hut little of their analysis appears to turn on this 
(actor Rf lallatIsi e. Cleated Stares 355 I2.3d 107. 113-116 
iC 1.2 20041; Katmai' Commuvioner, 2(g) [3d ttttt, 

(C AS 2001); Bay/in r United SI ill eS, 43 12.3d 
1451, 1454-1455 (<1 Ahied.1995). "430 Other Courts of 
Appeals have been explicit that the fee portion of the 
reeiwery is idways income to the plaintiff regardless of 
the nuances of state law. ()Brim v. Commissionett 38 
1 -.C. 7(17, 712, 962W!.1 1147ç1967). :did, 319 152d 532 
(C.A .3 1963) (per euriattz); )Ratng v. Commissioner, 240 
Eld 3(9, 277-37' (C.A.4 2001); gukkancii-Comphoii 
Cottanicioner. 274 173(1 1312. 1313-1314 ((5.i\.10 2001). 
We granted certiorari to resolve the conflict. 541 U.S 95S. 
124 S.O. 1712, 17!3. l58 L.lid.2d 39II (2004). 

III We hold that, as a general rule, when a litigant's 
recovery constitutes income, the litigant's income includes 
the portion of the recovely paid to the attorney as a 
or, fee. We reverse the decisions of the Cott t s of 

Appeals for the Sixth and Ninth Circuits.  

employer in a United States District Court. The complaint 
alleped employment discrimination in violation of 42 

1981 and 1983, Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, as amended, 42 ;> 2000e et seq., 
and Cal. Govt Cixie Ann. § 12965 (West 1986). The 
original complaint asserted various additional claims 
under state law, but Banks later :thandoned these. After 
trial commenced in 1990, the parties settled for 5;464.000. 
Banks paid $150,000 of this amount to his attorney 
pursuant to the fee agreement. 

Banks did not include any of the S464.000 in settlement 
proceeds as gross income in his 1990 federal inconie tax 
return In 1997 the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
issued IIanki, a initice of deficiency or the 1990 tax year. 
The Tax (7ourt upheld the I:ommissioner's determMation, 
finding that all the settlement proceeds, including the 
SI 50,060 Banks had paid to his attorney, must be included 
in Banks gross income. 

*431 The Court &Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reversed 
in part I45 ii.3d 373 (20113) It agreed the net amount 
received by Banks was included in gross income but not 
the amount paid to the attorney. Relying on its prior 
decision in El, line of Clark( ev re! Arista-Nigro ti United 

Stacx 202 .3d 354(200(I), the court held the contingent-
fee Eigreement was not an an hematoly assignment or 
Banks' income because the litigation recovery was not 
aim cady earned, vested, or even relatively '83(1 certain 

to be pail when the contingent-fee contract was made. A 
egnItIngent-ree inningetnellt, the court reasoned, is more 
like a partial assignrnent of income-producing pr pert) 

than an assignment of income. The attorney IS not 
the mere beneficiary of the client's largess. but rather 
earns his fee through skill and diligence. 345 Lid. al 
;4-3SO (quoting Estritet uf  C u,k.t .cupra. at 857450. This 
reasoning, the court held, applies whether or not state 
law grants the attorney any special property in (e.g., 

a superior hen) in part of the judgment or settlement 
proceeds. 

B. Commission v Remains 

A. Commissioner v Banks Muir leaving his job in a vice president and loan 

ofncer at the Bonk of California in 1987, Sigitas .1. 
In 1986, respondent John W Banks, IL was fired flow 

Banaitis retained an attornoy OD a co:Mimi:ill-fee basis 
his job as an educational consultant with the Calif°, nia 

and brought suit in Oregon state court against the 
Department of Education Ile retained an attorney on 

Bank of California and its .successoi in ownership. the 
a contingent-fee basis and filed a civil suit against the 
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Mitsubishi Bank. The complaint alleged that Mitsubishi 
Bank willfully interfered with flarraitis' employment 
contract, and that the Bank of CaliimMa attempted 
to induce Ranaitis to breach his liduciarx,  duties to 
customers and discharged him when he refused. The jury 
awarded Banaitis compenxatory and punitive dr images 
After resolution of all appeals and post-uial motions, 
the parties settled. The defendants paid $4,864,542 to 
Banal is: and, following the formula Sc! forth in the 
contingent-0re contract, the dclirridants paid an additional 
$3.864,012 dircetly 10 Banaitid attorney. 

*432 Banaitis did not include the amount paid to his 
attorney in gross income on his federal income tax return, 
and the Cornmissierwr issued a notice of deficiency. The 
Tax Court upheld the Commissioner's determination, but 
the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed. MO 
103d 1074 (2003). In contrast to the Court of Appeals 
for the Sixth Circuit, the Bandils court viewed state 
law as pivotal. Where state law confers on the attorney 
no special property rights in his fee, the court said, the 
whole amount of the judgment if settlement ordinarily 
is included in the plaintiff's gross income. Id, at 1081. 
Oregon state law, however, like the law of some other 
States, grants attorneys a superior hen in the contingent-
fee portion of any recovery. As a result, the court held, 
contingent-fee agreements under Oregon law operate not 
as an anticipatory assignment of the client's income but 
as a partial transfer to the attorney of some of the client's 
property in the lawsuit. 

Ii 

To clarify why the issue here is of any consequence for tax 
purposes, two preliminary crbservations are useful. The 
first concerns the gerieral issue of dedlletibility. For the tax 
years in question the legal expenses in these cases could 
have been taken as miscellaneous itemized deductions 
subject to the ordinary requirements, .16II S C 01.1 67 68 
(2000 ed. and Supp. I), but doing so would have been 
of no help to respondeu[s because of the operation of 
the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). For nencorporate 
adix.idual taxpayers. the AMT establishes a tax liability, 

floor equal to 26 percent of the tax pa yerk "alternative 
miniMUM taxable income" 'minus specified exemptions) 
up to $175,000, plus 28 percent of alternative Minimum 

taxable income over S175,000. §§ 55(a), (1) (2000  ed.). 
Alternative minimum taxable income, unlike ordinary  

gross income, does not allow any miscellaneous itemized 
deductions. §56(1)(1)(A)01-

 

121 *433 Second, after these cases arose Congress 
enacted the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, 118 
Stat. 1418- Section 703 of the Am runended the Code 
by adding 62.0i 019) Id at 1546. The amendinenr 
allows a taxpayer, in computing adjusted gross income, 
to deduct "attorney fees rind court costs paid by, or 
on behalf **831 of, the taxpayer in connection with 
any action involving a claim of unlawful discrimination." 
Mid. The Act defines "unlawful diseriniMation" to inchtde 
a number of specific federal statutes. §0 62(ea I) to 
(16), any federal whistle-blower statute, D 6200( F 7), 
and any ledend, slate, or local law "providing fin the 
enforcement of civil rights" or "regulating any aspect 
of the employment relationship or prohibiting the 
discharge of an employee, the discrimination againit an 
employee, or any other form of retaliation or reprisal 
against an employee for asserting rights or taking other 
actions permitted by law," § 62(e)(18). Id. at 1547-1548. 
These deductions are permissible even when the AMT 
Applies. Had the Act been in force for the transactions 
now under review, these cases likely would not have arISCTI. 

The Act is not retroactive, however, so while it may 
cover future taxpayers in respondents' position, it does not 
pertain here. 

III 

131 The Internal Revenue Code defines "gross income" 
for federal tax purposes as "all income from whatever 
source derived." 26 U.S.C. 61(ar. The definition extends 
broadly to all economic gains not otherwise exempted. 
Curnmissioner i. GnIIST:01! lel!3 Co.. 348 IX S. 426, 
429-430.75 S Cr. 473,99 I. Ed. 43 (l955); COMMIVNIVIlf 

.louth.vnn. 336 U.S. 28. 49, 50 S.Ct. 358, 93 IDEd 
477 (19.19). A taxpayer cannot exclude an economic gain 
from gross income by assigning the gain in advance to 
another party_ /recur Hart 2111 U.S. , S Cr. 2,11. 

74 I. id 731 (1930); coma, rxxx ,r ,. Swarm (IS 
591. 604, 65 S.Cr, 715, 92 1, Ed 890 9410: f 1 el I rim! 

P. !Mrs/. 311 U.S. 112, 116-117 S.Ct. 014. tg FA 
75 (1910) The rationale for the so-called anticipatory 
assignment of income doctrine is the principle that gains 
should be taxed "to thew; who earned them,-  *434 L'er 

supra. at 111, 50 S 2:11 a maxim we have called 
"the first priomple ed ncomc taxathn, ; 
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.1117  1,I.S 7.1A , 7t9-740, 60 S. Lt . 1::10, 93 
.1H1(1 16:S9(19401. 'the anticipatory assignment doctrine 

is meant to prevent taxpayers from avoiding taxation 
through "arrangeruents and contracts however skillfully 
devised to prevent (income} when paid front vesting even 
for a second in the man who earned it." bulls, 261 
U.S.. at 115. 50 S Ct 241. The rule is ineventative 
:mil motivated by administrative as well as substantive 
concerns so we de at InEfUlre Whether any particular 
assignment has a discernible tax avoidance purpose. As 

explained, no distinction can be taken according 
to the in leading to the arraR gement by which the 
fruits are attributed to' different tree from that on which 
they grew.-  Ilad 

espondents argue that the anticipatory assignment 
doctrine is a judge-made in rule with no relevance 
to contingent-fee contracts of the sort at issue here. The 
Commissioner maintams that a contingent-fee agreement 
should be viewed as an an assigtunent to the 
attorney of a portion of the client's income from any 
I itigation recovery. We agree with the Commissioner. 

In an ordinary case at of incOnie is resolved by 
asking whether a taxpayer exercises complete dominion 
over the InColne 111 question. Rilenshint (Am Co., yupra, 

at 4:1, 76 S.Ct. 175; see also Comm/Fs ioner v. huthinnpulls 

//mint cF LFght CI 493 U.S. 110 S.C.!. 589, 
101 hd 2,1 5VI I 990y. rirai s acra 

fiend.' al ( Van. V I 1011  US. 39.1. 403, 92 S.Ct 10S5. 
31 LEd 2,1 316 e, P/72), hi the context of anticipatory 
assignments. however, the assigimr often does not have 
dominion over the income at the InOniCal of receipt In 
that instanCe the question becomes whether the assignor 
""832 retains dominion over the hiconic-generating 

asset, because the taxpayer "who owns oi ColthOls the 
source or the inCOTne, also coninds the disposition of 
that which he could have received himself and diverts the 
payment front himself to °then; as the Means of procuring 
the satisfaction of his wants " H0/.6, 6.pra, at 116- I 17. 
61 .S.t.d . 144. See also "435 ,l(pi 0. at 114-115 50 
S.< :t. //c/v. / v I I 1: I: 122, 124-125,61 
S.0 14,F 5 L.E'J.V I k19.10); at 604, 64 
S.Ct 715. Looking to control over the income-generatmg 
asset, then, preserves the principle that income should he 
taxed to the party who earns the income and enjoys the 
consequent benefits 

In the case of a litigation recovery We income-generating 
asset is the cause of action that derives from the plaintans 
legal injury. The plaintiff retains dominion over this 
asset throughout the litigation. We do not understand 
respondents to argue otherwise. Rather. respondents 
advance two counterarguments. Inrst, they say that, in 
contrast to the bond coupons assigned in //o; f. the value 
of a legal claim isspeculative at the moment of assignment, 
:Ind may be worth nothing at all. Second, respondents 
insist that the claimant's legal injury is not the only 
source of the uhiniate recovery. The it according 
to respondents, also contributes incolne-generating assets-
effort and expertise-without which the claimant likely 
could not prevail. On these premises respondents urge 
us to treat a contingent-fee agreement as establishing. 
for tax purposes, something like a joint venture or 
partnership in which the client and attorney combine their 
respective assets-the client's claim and the attorney's skill-
and apportion any resulting profits. 

141 We reject respondents' arguments. Though die value 
of the plaintiff's claim may be speculative at the moment 
the fee agreement is signed, the anticipatory assignMent 
doctrine is not limited to instances when the precise dollar 
value of the assigned income is known in :I/Iv:ince. Inc is 
supra: Unard Stales r 13a‘ye, 410 S. 441, .145, 450-452. 
93 S.Ct 1080, 35 l,.Ed.2d 412 (1973). Though nova 

involved an anticipatory assigtuneut of a predetermined 
stun to be paid on a specific date, the holding in that case 
did not depend on :Iseertaining a liquidated M31011111 at 
the time of assignment. in each of the cases before us, as 
in Hoof, the taxpayer retained control over the income-

genera tIng asset, diverted Some of the income pr duced 
to another party. and realized a benefit by doing so. As 
Judge '436 Wesley correctly concluded in a recent case, 
the rationale of Ham applies fully to a contingent-fee 
contract. Raymond Chard Srtatca, 355 F. d, :6 II 5-1 I 6. 
That the M11011111 of income the asset would produce 
was uncertain at the moment of assignment is of no 
consequence. 

We further reject the suggestion to treat the attorney-
client relationship :IS a sort of business partnership or joint 
venture for tax purposes The relationship het weer, client 
and attorney, regardless of the variations in partii:ular 
compensation agreements or the amount of skill and effort 
the attorney contributes, is a quintessential principal-

 

agent relationship. R esta temcrd Al!eilc) 
Comment c (I 1)57)  (hereinafter Restatement); ABA Model 
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1 

1 

Rules of Professional Jo d' Rule and Comment 

1; Rule 1.7, and Comment 1 (2002). The client may rely 

on the attorney's expertise and special skills to achieve a 

result the client could not achieve :done. That, however, is 
true of most principal-agent reniiionships, and it does not 

alter the fact that the client retains ultimate dominion and 

control over the underlying claim. The control is evident 

when it is noted that, 'though the '833 attorney can 

make tactical decisions without consulting the client, the 

plaint E still must 41Aermint, whether to settle or proceed 

to judgment and make, as well, other critical decisions. 

Even where the aLLOIllcy exercises independent judgment 

without supervision by, or consultation with, the client, 
the attorney, as an agent, is obligated to act solely on 

behalf of, and for the exclusive benefit of, the client-

principal, rather than for the benefit of the attorney or any 
other party. Restatement §§ 13, 39, 387. 

The attorney is an :igent who is clutyhotind to act only 

in the interests (if the principal, and so it is appropriate 

to treat the full amount of the recovery as income to the 

principal. In this respect Judge Posner 's observation is 

apt: "Mlle contingent-fee lawyer is not] a joint owner 

of his client's claim in the legal sense any more than the 

commission salesman is a joint owner of his employer's 

accounts receivable." *437 Krarsch. 7.59 F. 3d, at 883 

In both cases a principal relies on an agent to realize an 

economic gain, and the gain realized by the agent's elf (Ms 

is incotne to the principal. The portion paid to the agent 
may he deduenble. but absent sonic other provision of law 

it is not excludable from the principal's gross income. 

This rule applies whether or imt the attorney.ilient 

contract or state law confers any special rights or 
protections on the attorney, so long as these protections 

do not alter the fundamental principal-agent eharrueter of 

the relationship. Cf. l estatemen §13, Comment b. and 
I4G. (Tot, 'meat a (an agency relationship is created where 

a principal assigns a chose ri action to an :issignee or 
oIicct,O1, and the kas..iigEn,  a relktl ity 'Iciesti hi the 

claim against the assignor's debtor in order to compensate 

the assignee tOr his collection efforts) State laws vary 

with respect to the strength of kill attorney's security 

interest in a contingeni fee and the remedies available 
to an attorncy should the client discharge or iittentin 

to defraud the attorney. No state laWs of which we arc 

aware, however, even those that purport to give at 

an " kw/nen:hp"  interest in their tees, e.g. 440 
1082-1083 (d'ikaliz  

125 (diraussing Alabama law), convert the all ,rney from 

an agent to a partner_ 

Respondents and their amici propose other theories to 

exclude fees from income or permit deductibility. These 

suggestions include: (1) The contingent-fee itgreement 

establishes a Subchapter K partnership under 26 C.S.C. 

a§ 702, 704, and 761, Brief fin Respondent in No. 

03-907, pp. 5-21: (2) litigation recoveries are proceeds 

from disposition of property, so the attorney's fee should 

be subtracted as a capital expense piimn2111 to §k§ (Kt I, 

1012, and 1016, Brief for Association of Trial Lawyers 

of America as Amicus Curiae 23-28, Brief for Charles 

Davenport as Amieus Curiae 3-13; and (3) the fees arc 

deductible reimbursed employee business expenses under 

§ 0201)(2)(A) (2000 ed. and Supp. I), Brief for *438 

Stephen B. Cohen as Amines Curiae. These inguments, 

it appears, are being presented for the first time to this 

Court. We are especially reluctant to entertain novel 

propositions of law with broad implications for the tax 

system that were not advanced in earlier stages of the 

litigation and not examined by the Courts of Appeals. 

We decline comment on these supplementer),  theories_ In 

addition, we do not reach the instance where a relator 

pursues a claim on behalf of the United States. Brief 

for Twxpayers Against Fraud Education Fund as Amines 

Curiae 10-20. 

IV 

The foregoing suffices to dispose of Banaitis' case Banks' 

case, however, involves a further consideration. Banks 

"834 brought his claims under federal statutes that 
at, fee awards to prevailing plaintiffs attorneys. He 

contends that application of the anticipatory assignment 

principle would be inconsistent with the purpose of 

statutory feesshifting provisions. See l'OnegaY V 3 f i.thc 

495 U.S. 82. 86, 110 S.00. 1679;  109 I...Ed 2d 74 (1990) 

(observing that statutory fees enable "plaintiffs to employ 
reasonably competent lawyers without cost to themselves 

if they prevail"). In the federal system statutory lees 

are typically awarded by the court under the lodestar 

approach, Hensley r firkrrhari. 461 U.S. 424. 433, 103 
Sta. 1933, 76I .F41.2(140 (1983), and the pi Min iff usually 

has little control over the amount awarded. Sometimes. 

as when the plaintiff seeks only injunctive relief, or when 

the statute caps plaintiffs' recoveries, or when for other 

reasons damages are substantially less than atin ney's 
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fees, court-awarded at fees can exceed a plaintiff's 
monetary recovery. See. , R in:1881e 8 Rivers, 477 
U.S. 561, 564-565. lO( S.C. 2685. 91 L Ird.2d 465 
(I 9l.i6) (compensatory and punitive damages of S33,350; 
it fee award of S245,456.25). -Treating the fee 
award as income to the plaintiff in such cases, it is argued, 
call lead to the perverse result that the phicitill loses 
money by winning the suit. Flirt1101110re, d is urged that 
treating statutory fee awards SIS income to plaintifls would 
*439 undermine the effectiveness of fee-shifting statutes 

in deputi7ing plaintiffs and their lawyers to act as private 
attorneys general. 

We need not address these claims. After Banks settled his 
case. he fee paid to his attorney was calculated solely on 
the basis of the private contingent-fce contract. There was 
no court-ordered fee award, nor was there any indication 
in Banks' contract with his attorney, or in the settlement 
agreement with the defendant, that the contingent fee paid 
to Banks' attorney was in lieu of statutory fees Flanks 
might otherwise have hem entitled to recover Also, the 
amendment added by the American Johs Creation Act  

redresses the concern or many, pet hops most. claims 
governed by fee-shifting statutes. 

S 

For the reasons stated, the judgments of the Courts of 
Appeals for the Sixth and Ninth Circnits are reversal, and 
the Cases are remanded for further proceedingS COnglgtellf 
with this opinion. 

ic so oreiered. 

TIIE CHIEF JUSTICE took no pail in tin: deciNioi 
these cases. 

All Ciedions 

543 17 S. 426, 2005-15 I.R.B. 85D, 125 S.Ct. 826, HO 
L.Ird.2d 859, 04 Fair Empl.Piac Cas. (UNA) ]7tfl,  OS 
AFT 12.2d 2005-659, 73 USIN 411 7, 2005-1 UST(' I' 
5g155, 2005-1 C II 850,05 Cal Daily Op. Sery 644, 2005 
Daily Journal D AR. 845, 18 Fla. I. Weekly Fed S 106 

Footnotes 
The Syllabus constitutes no pad of the opinion of the Court but has been prepared by lie Reporter of Decisions for the 
convenience of the reader. See tattled Stales v Detroit Timber ti Lumber Co.. 209 US. 321. 337. 26 S.Ct 282. 50 
L.Ed. 499. 
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Synopsis 

Proceedings on taxpayers' petitions to challenge 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue's determination of 
income tax deficiencies. The Tax Court, 14 'LC 860 and 
19 I. C. 637, rendered decisions in favor of taxpayers, 

and Commissioner appealed. 'rho United States Court of 

Appeals for the Third Circuit, 211 13.2d 92S, affirmed 

the decisions, and the Commissioner obtained certiorari. 

The Supreme Court, Mr. Chief Justice Warren, held that 

money received by settlement, as exemplary damages for 
fraud and antitrust violations and as the punitive two-

thirds portion of a treble damage antitrust reel 'very w; 

Mxable. 

Reversed. 

Mr. Justice Doo ulas ciissented. 

Attorneys and I,an. Firms 

426 '474 Solicitor General, Simon E. Sobeloff 

Washington, D.C., for petitioner. 

Mr, '427 Max Swircn, Chicago, III spondent 

(Renshaw Glass Co. 

Mr. Samuel I I Levy, Philadelphia. P oe dent 

Wm. Goldman Theatres, Inc  

Opinion 

Mr. ChiefJustice WARREN delivered the opinion of th 

Court. 

111 'fins litigation involves 'vu cases with independent 

factual backgrounds yet presenting the identical issue. 

The two cases were consolidated lot argument before the 

Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit and were heard en 

bane. The conunon question is whether money received as 

eXemplary damitgcs for fraud or as the punitive two-thirds 

portion of a treble-datnage antitrust recovery "475 must 

be reported by a taxpayer as gross income under s 22(4) of 

the Internal Revenue Code nf 1939. 1  In a single opinion, 
211 172/1 92S. the Court of Appeals affirmed the Tax 

Court's separate rulings in favor of the taxpayers. 18 T.c 
$bil; 19 T.C. 637, Because of the frequent recurrence of the 

qUeSt ffin and differing in by the lower courts 

of this Court's decisions hearing upon the pi oblem, we 

granted the Commissioner of It, Revenue's ensuing 

petition for certiorari. 345 II S. SI 4 75 S O. 40 

The facts ofthe eases were largely stipulated and are not 

in dispute. So far as pertinent they are as follows. 

Commissioner v. Glcushaw Glass Co.- The Clensliaw 

(Hass Company, a Pennsylvania corporation, 

manufactures glass bottles and containers. It was 

engaged in protracted litigation with the Hartford-Empire 

Company, which manufactures machinery of a character 

Use( by Glensha w. Among the claims advanced by 

(Renshaw *428 were deinands for exemplary damages 

I'm fraud 2  and treble damages for injury to its business 

by ICZISOn of Hartford's violation of the federal antitrust 

laws, -  In December, 19(17, the parties concluded a 

settlement of all pending litigation, by which Hartford 

paid Clenshaw approximately SS00,000. Through a 

method of all which was approved by the Tax 

Court. iSi C. 860, (7(0 872, and whieb is no longer 

in issue, it was ultimately (lett:mimed that, of the total 

settlement, S3'24.329 91 represented payulent of punitive 

damages lir fraud and antitrust violations. Glenshaw did 

not report this portion of the settlement as income for 

the tax year no The Commissioner determined a 

deficiency claiming as taxable i he entire sum less only 

deductible legal fees. As previously noted. the Tax (Iouri 

:mil the Court of Appeals upheld the taxpayer. 
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Commissioner v. William Goldman Theatres, inc.--
William Goldman Theatres, Inc., a Delaware corporation 
operating motion picture houses in Pennsyl Van a, sued 
f,oew's, Inc.. alleging a violation of the federal antitrust 
laws and seeking treble dainage,:. After a holding that a 
violation had occurred, WiEiam Goldman Theatres. Inc., 

Locw's Inc., Cr .150 F.M733, the case was Tema Ildal 
to the trial court for a determination el damages. it was 
found that Goldman had suffered a loss of profits equal 
to S125,000 and was entitled to treble damages in the SIMI 
of 3375,000. William Goldman 'I-heatres, Inc., v. hoew's. 

D C., 69 F.Supp. 103, affirmed 3 Cir I 15.2d 11121. 
certiorari denied 354 t.l.S 811, 68 5.0 1016, 97 1 Ed 
1742. Goldman reported only $1 25000 of the recovery as 
gross income and claimed that the $250,000 "429 balance 
constituted punitive damages and as such was not taxable_ 
The Tax Court agreed, 19 'EC. 657. and the Court of 
Appeals, hearing this with the Glenshaw case, affirmed. 
21 I t,  2d 928. 
14 It is conceded by the respondents that there is 
no constitutional barrier to the imposition of a tax 
on punitive damages. Our question is one of statutory 
constructiob: are these payments comprehended by s 
22(a)? 

The sweeping scope of the controverted statute is read, 
apparent: 
's 21 Gross income 

'(a) General definition_ 'Gross incorne includes gains, 
prolits, and 55476 income derived froin salaries, wages, 
or compensation for personal service " * of whatever 
kinU and in whatever form paid, or from professions. 
vocations, trades, businesses, commerce, or sales, or 
dealings in property, whether real personal, growing 
out of the ownership or use of or interest in such property: 
also from interest, en t, dividends, securities, or the 
transaction of any business carried on for gain or profit, 
or gaiiis or profits and income derived from any source 

whatever. " t' (Emphasis a dded.) 

131 This Court Its frequently staled that this lammage 
was used by Congress to exert in this field 'the full II1CaS 11 re 
of its taxing power.' I lel% ci in:,5„ v. Cifford.509 11.5. 331, 
-53 560 SAT! ,,54, 556, ;•;4 (..Ed. 78$, bleiveri ng v. Michand 
Mmual I.iie Ins. Co . 500 11 216, 723. 57 S.Ct. 
425, N I I hd 2: Doug,,u. %Vint:ins, 596 11.5 1  
5.("[ 59. 92, ti() I .i,d, v. (55-,5t. 265 123. 

166, 13 S Ct. 475, 69 T. Id STi. Respondents COnlerld 
that punitive damages. characterized as 'windfalls' flowing 
from the culpable conduct of third parties, are not 
within the <cope of the section. But Congress applied 
no limitations as to the source of taxable :-eccipts, nor 
restrictive *430 labels as to their nature. And the Court 
has given a liberal construction to this broad phraseology 
in recognition of the intention of Congress to tax all 
gains except those specifically exempted. Commi,,sioncr‘ 
laeob,,,un. 336 U.S 28, 49.;-)9 S (.7t. 355..169. 05I .Ed 477: 

Havel ing v. Steal:elms Enskilda Bank. 193 J.S. F.4, .57 --
91. 555(7' 50.51 .53, 79 L.Ed. 211. Thus, the fortuitous 

gain accruing to a lessor by' reason of the forfeiture of a 
lessee's improvements on the rented property was taxed in 
Ilelvering v 13, min, 309 U.S. 461, 60 S.C. 651, $4  LTA!. 
'S64. CI'. Robertson v. United Sta tes. 343 U S. 711. 725.U:. 
99,1.96 L.Ed. I27;  Rutkin v. United States. 343 U.S. 130, 
72 S Ct. 571, 96 1, Ed. 833; United Stutes v. Kirby Lainbcr 
Co 284 U.S. I, 52 S.Ct. 4, 70 L-Ed. I I. Such decisions 
demonstrate that we cannot but ascribe content to the 
catchall provision of s 22(a), -gains or profits and income 
derived from any source whatever.' The in, of 
that phrase has been to frequently recognized since its first 

appearance in he Revenue Act of 1913 s  to say now that 
it adds nothing to the meaning of 'gross income.' 

Nor can we accept respondents' contention that a 
narrower reading of s 22(a) is required by the Court's 
characterization of income in Eisner v Macomber, 252 

1K9, 207, 40 S.O. 189, 195. 64 I. Pd. c71 as 
"the gain derived II om capital. from labor, or from 

both combined." The Court was there endeavoring to 
determine whether the distribution of a col p0 rate- stock 
dividend constituted a realized gain to the shareholder, 
or changed 'only the fonn, not the essence.' of *431 his 
capital investment. Id., 252 I. S. at pact: 210, 40 S.C. 
at page 194. It was held that the taxpayer had 'received 
nothing out of thc, company's assets for his separate use 
and benefit.' Id.. 252 5S..: pap.5 211..40 S iwe 194 
The distribution, therefore, was held not a taxable event. 
In that context —distinguishing gain from capital **-127 
—the definition served a useful purpose. But it was not 
meant to provide a touchstone to all future gross income 
qu5stions. 1155yerm2, V. Bruun, ,:upt-a. 310 US :ti 
415- 40, S 5( page 054, Lin,t5d SI:11C v. Kirby 
Lumber Co_ supri, 5.F.111.S ,tt Iwo 3. 5 -1S CL 
HI Here we have instances of undeniable accessions to 
wealth, clearly realized, and over MIMI The Mxpayers 
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have complete dominion. The mere fact that the payments 
were extracted from the wrongdoers as punishment for 
unlawilil conduct cannot detract from their character as 
taxable income to the reciplents. Respondents concede, as 
they must, that the recoveries are [exalt to the extent that 
they compensate for damages actually incurred_ It would 
be an anornaly that could not be justified in the absence 
of clear congressional intent to say that a recovery for 
actual damages is taxable but not the additional amount 
cm, acted as punishment for the same conduct which 
caused the injury. And we find no such evidence of intent 
to exempt these payments. 

151 161 171 181 191 1101 It is urged that 
enactinen: of s 22(a) without change since the Board 
of Tax Appeals held punitive damages nontaxable 
in Highland Farms Corp., 42 DTA. 1314, indicates 
cOngressional sat:sfaction with that holding. Re-
en:ICU/lent- partieularly without the slightest affirmative 
indication that Congress ever had the Highland Farms 
decision before it is an unrdiable Milldam at best. 
lc-Inning v. Wilshire Oil Co., 308 (IS. 90, 100-101, 

60 S.C4 18, 24, 8,4 1.212(1. 101; K ushland v. 1 felvering, 
298 U.S. 441, /147, 56 &Ct. 767, 770, 80 LEd. 1268. 
Moreover, the Commissioner promptly published his 
non-acquiescence in this portion of the Highland Farms 

holding and has, *432 before and since, consistently 

maintained the position that these receipts are taxable. 8 
It therefore cannot be said with certitude that Congress  

intended to carve an exception out of s 22(a)ls pervasive 

coverage. Nor does the 1954 Code's •) legislative history, 
with its reiteration of the proposition that StalltiOly gross 

income is 'all-inclusive: VI  give support to respondents' 
position. The definition of gross income has been 
simplied, but no effect upon its present broad scope 

was intended. II  Cr! only punt ye damn:ages cannot 
reasonably be classified as gifts, el Commissioner V. 
lgeohson, ifi I J S 2S, 47 52. 69 S.Ct 358, 368-470. 93 
L. Ed. 477, nor do they come under any other exemption 
pro' ision in the Code. We would do violence to the 
plain meaning of the statute and restrict a clear legislative 
attempt to *433 bring the **478 taxing power to bear 
re-

 

upon all receipts constitutionalla taxable were we to say 
that the payments in question here are not gross income. 
See Helyerne; v. Midland Mutual Life Ins. Co., supra, 300 
US_ at page 223.57 S.Ct. at page 415.81 I . Fid 612. 

Reversed. 

Mr. Justice DOUGLAS dissents. 

Mr. Justice HAR LAN took no part in the consideration 
or decision of this case. 

All Citations 

348 U.S. 426, 75 S.Ct. 473, 99 L.Ed_ 483, 55-1 USTC 
9308,47 A.F.T.R. 162, 1955-1 C.B. 207 

Footnotes 
1 53 Stat. 9,53 Stat. 574,20 U.S.C. s 22(a). 26 U.S.C.A. s 22(a). 

2 For the bases of Glenshaw's claim for damages from fraud, see Shawkee Manufacturing Co v. Hartford-Empire Co., 
322 U.S 271, 64 S.CL 1014,88 L Ed. 1269; liazel-Ailas Glass Ca v_ Hartford-Empire Ca, 322 U.S. 238,64 S.Ct. 997, 
88 4.Ed. 1250. 

3 See lartford-Empire Gay. United States, 323 U.S. 386, 65 S.Ct. 373, 89 LEd. 322: Id. 324 US. 570, 65 S.C1. HIS, 
89 LEA. 1198. 

4 See note 1, supra. 
35 Stat. 114, 167. 

6 The phrase was derived from Stratton's Independence. Ltd. v. Howhert, 231 U.S. 399, 415, 348.0'. 136, 140, 58 LEd. 
285, and Doyle v. Mitchell Bros_ Co., 247 U.S. 179, 185, 38 S.CL 467, 469, 62 L.Ed. 1054, two cases construing the 
Revenue Act of 1909.36 Star 11, 112. Both taxpayers were 'wasting asset' corporations. one going engaged in mining, 
the other in lumbering operations. The definition was applied by the Court to demonstrate a disbnction between a return 
on capital and 'a mere conversion of capital assets.' Doyle v. Mitchell Bros. Co.. supra, 247 U.S. at page 184,38 ,.sCt. 
at page 469.1 he question raised by the instant case is clearly distinguishable_ 

7 1941 --1 Guntfielll, 16. 

8 The long history of departmental rulings holding personal injury recoveries nontaxable on the theory that they roughly 
correspond to a return of capital cannot supped exemption of punitive damages following injury to property. See 2 

Cum Eula 11; TT CurnEtull, 92. 93: V11-2 Cum.Sull. 123; 1954-1 Cum Sufi 179, 180. 'Images for personal injury 
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are by definition compensatory only. Punitive damages, on the other hand, cannot be considered a restoration of capital 
for taxation purposes. 
68A Stat. 3 et seq. Section 61(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 63A Stat. 17, 26 ITS.C.A., is the successor 
to s 22(a) of the 1939 Code. 

10 H R.Rep.51o.1337, 83c1 Cong., 2d Sess. Ale; GRep.No.1622, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 168. 
11 In discussing s 61(a) of the 1954 Code, the House Report states: 

This section corresponds to section 22(a) of the 1939 Code. While the language in existing section 22(a) has been 
simplified, the all-inclusive nature of statutory gross income has not been affected thereby Section 61(a) is as broad in 
scope as section 22(a). 
'Section 61(a) provides that gross income includes all income from whatever source derived: This definition is based 
upon the 16th Amendment and the word Income' is used in its constitutional sense.' ITR.Rep.No:1337, supra, note 10, 
at A18. 
A virtually identical statement appears in S.Rep.No.1622, supra, note 10, a! 168. 

End of Document 2018 Thomson Reuters No claim to original LI S. Government Works 
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Synopsis 
After paying amount of income tax deficiency assessed 
by the Internal Revenue Set-Vice, taxpayer and his wife 
tiled a claim for refund and subsequently instituted suit 
to recover that amount. The United States District Court 
for the Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division, 
Hubert L. Will, J., 174 F Seim. 1041. entered judgment 
in favor of taxpayer, and tic United States appealed. The 
Court of Appeals. Hastings, Senior Circuit Judge, held 
that the value of unsolicited sampe textbooks sent by 
publishers to the principal of a public elementary school, 
which he subsequently donated to these:hook library and 
for which he claimed a charitable deduction, constituted 
gross income to the principal. 

Attorneys and Law Firms 

*225 Scott P. Crampton, Asst. Any. Gen., Jonathan S. 
Cohen, Any . Tax Div., Dept. of Justice, Washington, 
1). C., lion. James k Thompson, U. S Atty., Gary L. 
Starkman, Asst. U.S. Any., Chicago, Ill., for defendant-
appellant. 

Ronald S. Supcn a, Chicago. Ill., for plaintills-appellces. 

Before HASTINGS, Senior Circuit Judge. SWYCiERT 
and CUMMINGS. Ch-ctth Judges 

()pinion 

HASTINGS. Senior Circuit Judge 

This case presents for resolution a single que:ion of 
law which is of first impression: whether the value 
of unmilicited sample textbooks sent by publishers to 
a principal of a public elementary school, which he 
subsequently donated to the school's library and for 
which he claimed a charitable deduction, constitutes gross 
income to the principal within tic meaning of Section 61 
H the Internal Revenue ( '{ide of 954,261 U.S.C. s 61. 

This action was brought by the plaintiffs in the district 
court for recovery of income taxes paid to the 1,7nited 
States. Jurisdiction was based on 28 Lr.S.C. s 1146(a)( 
The parties stipulated to the relevant facts. 

During the years I 967 and 1968 Charles N. f faverly I  was 
the principal of the Altce L. Barnard Elementary School 
in Chicago, II ii to is. In each of these years publishers sent 
to the taxpayer uns,dicited sample copies of text hooks 
which had a total fair market value at the time of receipt 
of $400. "Ile samples wce given to taxpayer for hi., 
personal retention or for whatever disposition he wished 
to make. The samples were provided, in the hope of 
reeetvu I lavonable consideration, to give ax payer an 
opportunity to examine the books and determine whether 
they were suitable for the instructional unit for which lie 
was responsible. The publishers did not intend that the 
books serve as compensation. 

In i965 taxpayer donated the hooks to the Alice L. 
Barnard Elementary School Libiary. l l,e parties agreed 
that the donation entitled the taxpayer to a charitable 
deduction under 26 U.S.C. s 170, in the amount of 5400, 

the value of the books at the time of the contribution. - 

the parties further stipulated that the textbooks received 
from the publishers did not constitute gifts within the 
meaning of 26 U.S.C.s (02 since their transfer to 
the taxpayer did not proceed from a detached and 
disinterested generosity nor out of affection, respect, 
admiration. charity OF like impulses. 

Taxpayer's report of his 1968 income did not include 
the value of the textbooks received, but it did tin:hide a 

charitable deduction for the value of the books donated to 
;he school library. The luterna! R evenue Service assessed a 
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deficiency agalmt the taxpayer representing income taxes 

on the value of the textbooks *226 received. Taxpayer 

paid the amount of the deficiency, tiled a claim for refund 

and subsequently instituted this action to recover that 

The amourit of income,if any. and the time of its receipt 

are not issues here since the patios stipulated that if' the 

contested issue of law was decided in the taxpayer's favor, 
is taxable income for 1968 as determined by the Internal 

Revenue Service would be reduced by $400.00 

Upon agreement of the parties, the ease was submitted 

to the district court on the uncontested facts and briefs 

for decision without trial. The district court issued a 
memorandum opinion which held that receipt of the 
samples did not constitute income. I la‘erly v. United 

States, ND. (H , 374 1 ,  Supp. 1041 ( 474 The court 

subsequently ordered, in accordance with its decision. 

that plamtiffs recover from the United States the sum of 

SI 20.40 plus interest. The United States appeals from that 
judgment We reverse. 

Section (ill:0 wf Title 26 of the United Stares Code 
provides: "li wept as at het wise provided in this subtitle, 

gross income means all income from whatever source 

derived. including (but not limited to) the iii] owing 

items:" The section thereafter enumerates fifteen items 

none of which, the government concedes, encompass the 

receipt of sample textbooks. The taxpayer concedes that 
receipt of the books does not lid within any of the specific 

exclusions from gross income set out in Sections 101 
through 124 of Title 26. The only question remaining is 

whether the value of the textbooks received is included 
within "all income from whatever source derived." 

The Supreme Court has frequently reiterated that it was 
the intention of Congress "to use he full measure of 

its taxing power" and to tax all gains except those 

specifically exempted'' James v. united States, Ilf,6 U.S. 

213. IS-aH'. :i S Ct ! 052. I 054-1055, 6 L.Fd.2d 246 
(1961) The Supreme Court has also held that the 

language of Section 61(a) encompasses all "accessions to 

wealth, clearly realized, and over which the taxpayers 

have complete dominion Id. at 119, 81 S Ct.at I 055; 

f 9661•91,9 ,  r 91. Rev(999, v Ohrrvf199‘ Glafs 

fiv8 Ct 4:1'. 99 Ed 49 1  t !9:f  

There are no reported cases which have implied these 

definitions of income to the question of the receipt of 

unsolicited samples. The parties have cited to the court 

a number of cases applying income definitions to other 

fact situations. We have considered these cases, but 

we find then) of no particular assistance in resolving 

the question before us. In view of the comprehensive 

conception of income embodied in the statutory language 

and the Supreme Court's interpretation of that language, 

we conclude that when the intent to exercise complete 

dominion over unsolicited samples is demonstrated by 

donating those samples to a charitable institution and 

taking a tax deduction therefor, the value of the samples 

received constitutes gross income. 

The receipt of textbooks is unquestionably an "accession 

to wealth." Taxpayer recognized the value of the books 

when he donated them and took a Selfill deduction 

therefor. Possession of the books increased the taxpayer's 

wealth. Taxpayer's receipt and possession of the books 

indicate that the income was "clearly realized." Taxpayer 

admitted that the books were given to him for his personal 

retention or whatever disposition he saw it to make of 

them. Although the receipt of unsolicited samples may 

sometimes raise the question of whether the taxpayer 

manifested an intent to accept the property or exercised 

*227 "complete dominion" over it, there is no question 

that this element is satisfied by the unequivocal act 

of taking a charitable deduction for donation of the 

property. 

The district court recognized that the act of claiming a 

charitable deduction does mannest an intent to accept 

the property as one's own. It nevertheless declined 

to label receipt of the property as income because it 

considered such an act indistinguishable from other acts 

unrelated to the tax laws which also evidence an intent to 
accept property as one's own, such as a school principal 

donating his sainple texts to the library without claiming 

a deduction. We need not resolve the question of the 
tax consequences of this and other hypothetical cases 

discussed by the district court and suggested by the 

taxpayer To decide the case before us we need only hold, 

as we do, that when a tax deduction is taken for the 

donation of unsolicited samples the value of the samples 

received must be included in the taxpayer's gross income 

This conclusion is consistent with Rercnue Ruling -/i/-liTh, 

1970-2 Curn.B ul I. 6.11 which the Internal Revenue Service 
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held that a new spai,cr's book reviewer must include in his 
gross income the value of umoliciced books teceived f torn 
publishers which are donated to a charitable organization 
and for which a char table deduction is taken. This ruling 
was issued to supercede an earlier ruling. Rev R LII.70-330. 
1970-1 Cura. Bat 14, that mere retention of unsolicited 

hooks was su licien I to cause them to be gross income.1 

'the Internal Revenue Service has appw reedy made an 
a dour) strative decision to he concerned with the taxation 
of 1.111S0hCitt,d SarylpICS only when failure to tax those 
samples would provide laxpayers with double tax benefits. 

It is tot for the courts to (ins 1 Fel with an age ncy'srational 
alI ocation of its administrative resmuces. 

In light of the loreo aim?, the judgment appealed from is 
reversed and the case is remanded to the district court with 

rechons to enter tech, meni for the I hilted States. 

Re‘et sett 

Citations 

513 F.2d 224,33 A.F.T.R.2d 73-1082, 75-1 IISTC P 9326 

Foot i utes 

References 10 the taxpayer are to the husband alone. Ruth L. Haverty is a party to this appeal solely because she fled 
a joint income tax return with her husband for the taxable year 1968. 

2 Since the tax year at issue in this litigation is 1960, the amount of the charitable deduction which could be taken was 
unaffected by 26 U.S.C. s 170(e) (1) which was added by the Tax Reform Act of 1969, Pub [No. 91-172,83 Stat. 487. 

3 Taxpayer originally sought a refund of.$288.76 and sought to recover that amount in this action This amount reflected 
taxpayer's contentions that the books were not income and that he was entitled to a charitable deduction for $430 worth 
of books which had been given directly to the school by the publishers. In proceedings in the district court, taxpayer 
conceded that he was not entitled to a deduction for the books which the publishers had sent to the school. 

4 The district court considered Revenue Ruling 70-498 distinguishable from the facts of the instant case on the ground 
that, for the book reviewer, the books were the tools of his trade. The district court did not explain why "tools of the trade' 
should be a significant factor in deleimining what is income, but even if it were, textbooks would seem to be a tool of the 
trade of being a school principal. The facts here indicate that it was one of taxpayer's functions as a pnncipal to review 
sample textbooks to determine their suitability for his students. 

End of Document d 20,8 Inonison Reuteis Na claim to 4nP4iIii,11 L i ti Govern, nt Work 
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Synopsis 
'Die Tax Court upheld Commissioner of Internal 
Revenues assessment of deficiency in taxpayer's return, 
and taxpayers appealed. The Court of Appeals, 
Noonan, Circuit Judge, held that: (11 taxpayer did not 
constnictively receive funds during tax year where he 
could not have received credit for cheek at bank before 
January 2 of liillowing tax year; (2) taxpayer failed to 
prove that his dominant hope and interest in entering 
on wiml energy enterprise was to make a pr fit; and 
(3) imposition of penalty for negligent or intentional 
disregard of rules and regulations was clearly erroneous. 

Affirmed in part, reversed in part and remanded. 

Attorneys and Law Finns 

"494 Cleo B Baxter and Albert N. Baxter, pro se 

Laurie Snyder, Washington, D.0 , for tespondenN 
appellee 

Petition for Review of a Dee[ d the U tilted States 

Court. 

Before KOLLSCH and NOONAN Circuit Judges, and 

BRYAN , District Judge. 

Opinion 

NfOONAN, lodge:  

Albert Nathaniel Baxter (Baxter) and his wife, Cleo 
Beatrice Baxter, appeal the decision of the Tax Court 
upholding the Commissioner of Internal Revenue's 
assessment of a deficiency in their 1978 tax return. We 
reverse in part and :a-firm in part_ 

kite First Issue: The Constructive Receipt trf Income 

Baxter received in January 1979 a check for SI 3,095 from 
Peter J. Vent', The check wai or COIlltiSSiOrIS earned by 
Baxter in 1978. The check was dated I kcember 30, 1978. 
The Tax Court held that Baxter had "constructively' 
received the S13,095 in 1978. 

Although the notion of constructive receipt blends a 
factual determination of what actually happened and a 
legal IISSCSSMC nt of its significance, we have held Mat a 
finding of constructive receipt is a finding of fact. Bc////cn 
v. ("ruled Stoics, 103 F 2d :123, C( (9th Lir 1961). As such, 
it can be set aside only if clearly erroneous. A niatsim 

of Re..,soncr, 470 U.S. 364, 575, in; s .c i.  1504.  15 [2 . 

84 1,.E(1.2€1 518 (1985). Clear error exists here. 

The Tax Court properly put no ‘veight on the fact that 
Veith reported the payment as a deduction in 1978:1nd the 
fact that Baxter originally reported the pa yin en! as 1978 
income, only later correcting this report as mistaken. The 
Tax Court rested its Finding 011 I3ax I er's statement at trial 
that he "could have" picked up the check on December 
30. The Tax Court concluded, "Thus, by petithmer's own 
testimony, the cheek was available to him in 1978 if he 
wanted to pick it up." 

Income, although not actually reduced to possession, is 
constructively received by a taxpayer "in the taxable year 
during which it is credited to his account, set apart for him. 
or otherwise made available so that he may draw upon it at 
any time, or so that In; could have drawn upon it during the 
taxable year if notice of Intel-16On to withdraw had been 
given." Rea. .451-2(a). But the law has been glossed so 
that ;11thoimb money has been credited to one's account 
or set apart for one it is i101111C0111C ii some barrier exists 
to actual possession. Thus dividend cheeks prepared by 
a corporation *495 on December 31, but not regularly 
available until the first business day ofJanuary, were held 
to be income in the taxable year beginning in January The 
checks did not constitute payments -.ono, to their actual 
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tectip," Avery istwip.tioner, 292 If S. 210, 
S.O. 674. 67c 78 L Fd 1216 (1934). 

111 In 22:I1Jen v. CdpingssUitier 196 18,2d 127, 129d 31 
Cir 19324 it was suggested that geography does not 

create a barrier, but the case actually depended on the 
ttixpa4er controlling the time of payment by agreement 
with the payer. No such agreement was shown here. In 
this case, Veith lived forty rniles from Baxter. December 
30, I 978 was a Saturday. Baxter's testiinony referred to 
a hypothetical situatitnu he could have gotten into a car 
and driven to Veldt's and collected the check. But the 
day (a non-business day, Saturday). the distance (an 80 
mile round trip), and the futility of such an expedition 
(he could not have received credit for the check at a bank 
before January 2) were as effective a barrier to his asserting 
control over the check as was the corporate routine that 
constituted a barrier in Avery. The statute itself prescribes: 
-1-itrwever, income is not constructively received if the 
taxpayrr's control of its receipt is subject to substantial 
I imitations or restrictions." The Tax Court erred in 
not reeogni2ing the substantial restrictions preventing 
13ax ter's exercise of control here. 

The Second Issue: Baxter's Profit Motive 

Baxter in late 1978 bought for $120,000 a wind turbine 
and generator from Alternative Energy Corporation of 
America (ABC A) and leased a chemical cell to make 
bleach from electricity to be generated by the wind. 
The equipment he purchased was to be installed in 
Dalhart, Texas. Baxter. a resident of California, had 
seen a prototype. He paid $6,000 down on the turbine 
and undertook to pay the rest m monthly payments; the 
outstanding balance was secured by the equipment. He 
leased the cell for £5,500. On his 1978 return Baxter 
claimed a $9,043 deduction for the turbine, valued at 
4120.000, a $12,000 energy tax credit for the turbine; a 
46,857 estment tax credit for the turbine and cell; and 
a 86.100 lease expense Mr the cell_ The deductions and 
credits claimed were far in excess of his cash outlay. 

The Commissioner disallowed the sleductions and credits, 
and the Tax (AILITt ,11111111ed The Tax Court found that 
the contract for the turbine was essentially a nonrecourse 
obligitUon. so that Baxter in effect had only his original 
Li yestni cut of $11,400 at risk. Baxter made no further 
paying its DTI the turbine OF the cell. The Tax Court noted 

that Baxter did not cheek AECA's financial condition, 
The Tax Court disbelieved Baxter's assertion that he was 
interested in income for his retirement years rather than in 
tax benefits for 1978, in which his income was $72.000. The 
Tax Court concluded that Baxter did not have the primary 
intention to make a profit. 

13axter argues that the Tax Court tingling is unwed. 
Contrary to what the Tax Court asserts Baxter was "an 
expert t n wind generation," At least he had two degrees 
in mechanical engineering and had spent 25 years as a 
professor or engineer in the Field of ensdgy, He asserts 
that he had enough experience to make an assessment 
of the risks and rewards and that he sought to make a 
profit. Windmills at the time were being encouraged by 
the government and as an energy source in the oil crisis 
looked like a desirable investment. Baxter took a prudent 
interest in the business and actually visited Dalhart in 
December 1979. That the venture was unsuccessful and 
that no bleach was produced were without his fault and 
con LTal y to his expectations. 

121 131 Idl Although the question of Baxter's purpose 
is not free from doubt, we arc constrained by a triple 
barrier. First, the burden of proof to show that the 
Commissioner's determination was incorrect falls on the 
taxpayer 115e/ch v. Hilts: tog, 290 U.S. 11 I, 54 S.Ct. 

78 L. Ed. 212 (1933). Second. although the statute 
requires only that a transaction be "engaged in for profit," 

R.C' 183(a), case law requires that the enterprise be 
entered with the dominant *496 hope and intent of 
re:dieing a profit." hrihyouuttuo Ely( :sir Stiffly, hie. ir 

(OMMiSth011er, 781 18.2d 724 776 19th Cir,1986), quoting 
'finch v( pt,irnIr'ue,. 315 F 2d 731. 736 (9th Cir.1963). 
Third, the Tax Court's finding of intent cannot be reversed 
unless dearly erroneous. Anderson v. City of Bessemer, 

supra. We are unable to find that the Tax Court clearly 
erred in holding that Baxter failed to prove that his 
(101.11inant hope and interest in entering on the wind energy 
enterprise was to make a profit. Consequently Baxter is 
not entitled to the deductions and credits claimed. 

The Third Issue: The Negligence Penalty 

151 161 The Tax burrs afft I:Manee of the 
Commissioner's imposidon of a penalty for negligent or 
;men 0:mai disregard of rules and regulations is a factual 
finding reviewed or clear error. 16 raw ruige r 
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59 A.F.1.R.2d 87-1068, 87-1 1.1811: P 9315 

790 F.2d 1,16; Oith Cu 198M. The Tax Court upheld 
the penalty simply by reciting that "the facts of this 
case support a inding that the petitioners were negligent 
Cl intentionally disreimalcd the rules and regulations." 
We find this conclusory stun:mem less than illmninatinv 
as a statement of fact and unsuppin led by substantial 
evidence. Baxter had a good case on constructive receipt 
and an arguable case on the deductions iind credits. That 
the Commissioncr ultimately prevailed on the second issue 
is proof neither of negligence nor intentional disregard of 
the internal Revenue Code. 

Affirmed the clain d credits and deduction 
Reversed as to the constructive receipt of income and the 
pen iii or negligence and Remanded with instructions to 
enter judgment accordingly. 

All Citations 

816 6.2d 493, 59 AFITR2d 87-1066, X7-1 DS P 9315 

Footnotes 
Honorable Robert J Bryan, United States District Judge for the Western District of Washington, sitting by designation. 
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Synopsis 
I. Held, the value of a Corvette automobile which 
was awarded to petitioner for being named the 
outstanding player in the 1961 National Football League 
championship game constituted gross income under sec. 
74. I.R.C. 1954, in the year of receipt, 1962. 

2, field, further, the value of the free use of Thunderbird 
automobiles fun) ill ed to the petitioner by the Ford Motor 
Co. was not received as the result of a tax-exempt gill; and, 
under the particular facts of the case, an economic benefit 
was realized which constituted gross income. Petitioner 
has failed to carry his burden of proof that respondent's 
determination was erroneous. 

3. Held, further, petitioner's gross income for 1962 should 
not include the value of a fur stole which w,is received by 
petitioner's mother from his employer in 1961. 

C)jiirtioit 

Hoyt, Judge: 

Respondent deterIllined an income tux deficiency agai i st 
petitioner in the amount of 5;3,163.76 for the taxable 
year 1962. Petitioner having conceded an issue relating to 
a travel expense deduction, the questions remaining for 
decision are:  

(1) Whether the value of a 1962 Corvette automobile 
which was won by petitioner for his performance: in a 
prolUssional football game should be included in his gross 
income for the taxable year 1962. 

(2) Whether the value of the use of 1962 Thunderbird 
automobiles furnished to the petitioner by the Ford Motor 
Co. should be included in his gross income for the taxable 
year 1962. 

(3) Whether petitioner's gross incotne for 1962 should 
include the value of a fur stole received by petitioner's 
inother from his employer, 

FINDINGS OF MCI-

 

The stipulated facts arc Ion nil accordingly a nil adopted as 
our findings. 

Petitioner is a cash basis taxpayer residing in Louisville, 
Ky. For the taxable year 1962, petitioner filed his 
Federal individual income tax return (Fount 1040) with 
the district director of internal revenue, Louisville, 14 y 
Petitioner is a well-known professional football player 
who was employed by the Green Ray Packers in 1962. 
Prior to becoming a prof essional, petitioner attended the 
University of Notre Dame and was an All-American 
quarterback on the university football tea TU. 

ISSUE I. TILE CORVETTE 

Sport Magazine is a publication of the McFadden- Bartell 
Corp., with business offices it: New York tuty. Each 
year Sport Magazine thereinafter sonic times referred to as 
Sport or the magazine) awards a new Corvette automobile 
to the player selected by its editors (primarily by its editor 
in chief) as the outstanding player in the National Football 
League championship game. This award was won by 
John Unitas of the Baltimore Colts in 1958 and 1959 
and by NOM) Van Brock lin of the Philadelphia Eagles 
in 1960, A similar annual award is made to outstanding 
professional athletes iii baseball, hockey, arid basketball. 
The exigence of the award is announced SCVC ral days 
prior to the sporun event in question. and the selection 
and announcement of the winner is made, immediately 
following the athletic contest. The Corvette automobiles 
are rencrally presented to the recipients at a luncheon 
or dinner several (lays subsequent to the sporting '430 
event and a photograph of the athlete receiving the car 
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is published in the magazine, toaether with an article 
relating to his performance during the particular athletic 
event. The Corvette :iwards are intended to promote the 
sale of Sport Magazine and their cost is deducted by the 
publisher for Federal I neOnle tax purposes as promotion 
and advertising expense. 

The Corvette which is to be awarded to the most valuable 
player in the National Football League championship 
game is generally purchased by the magazine several 
inonths prior to the date the game is played, and it is held 
by a New York area Chevrolet dealer until delivered to 
the recipient of the award. In some years when the game 
is played in New York the magazine has had the car on 
display at the stadium on the day ofthe game 

On December 31, 1961, petitioner played in the National 
Football League championship game between the Green 
Bay Packers and the New York Giants. The game was 
played in Green Bay, Wis. Petitioner scored a total of 
19 points during this game and thereby established a 
new league record. At the end of this game petitioner 
was selected by the editors of Sport as the most valuable 
player and winner of the Corvette, and press releases were 
issued announcing the award. At approximately 4:30 on 
the :ifternoon of Decembei 31, 1961, following the game. 
the editor in chief of Sport informed petitioner that he 
had been selected as the most valuable player of the game. 
Die editor in chief did not have the key or the title to the 
Corvette with him in Green 13ay and the petitioner did not 
request or demand immediate possession of the car at that 
time but he accepted the :Ma rd. 

the Corvette which was to be a warded in connection 
with this 1961 championshM game had been purchased 
by Sport in September of 1961. However, since the game 
was played in Green Bay, Wis., the car was not on 
display at the stadium on the day of the game, but was 
in New York in the hands of a Chevrolet dcalershM. 
As far as Sport was concerned the car was 'available' to 
petitioner on December 31, I 961, as soon as the award 

Date Date 

Kind of property acquired sold 

1962 Corvette gift - 

Sport Magazine 1962 1962 

was announced. II owever, December 31, 1961, was a 
Sunday and the New York dealership at lvh job the car 
was located was closed. Although the National Football 
Legal championship game is always played On a Sunday, 
Sport is prepared to make prior :IT rangements to have the 
(nir availaHe in New York for the recipient of the award 
on that Sunday afternoon if the circumstances :ippear to 
warrant such arrangements-- particularly if the game is 
played in New York. Such at weie not made in 
1961 because the game was played in Green Bay, and, in 
the words of Sport's editor in chief, 'it seemed n hundred-
to-one that " * (the recipient ,of the award) would want 
to conic in (to New York) on New Year's Eve to take 
possession' of the prize. 

*431 On December 31, 1961, when petitioner was 
informed that he had won the Corvette, he was :ilso 
informed that a luncheon was to be held for him In New 
York City on the following Wednesday by the publisher 
of Sport, at which luncheon his award would be presented. 
At that time petitioner consented l() attend the luncheon 
in order to receive tbe Corvette. There was no discussion 
that he would obtain the car prior to the presentation 
ceremony previously announced. The lunch was hdd as 
scheduled on Wednesday, January 3, 1962, in a New York 
rolaurant. Petitioner attended and was photographed 
during the course of the presentation of the automobile to 
him. A photograph of petitioner sitting in the car on, 
of the restaurant was publislied in the April 1962 issue of 
Sport, together with an article regarding his achievements 
in the championship game and the Corvette prile award. 
Petitioner was not required to attend the lunch or to pose 
for photographs or perform any other service for Sport as 
a condition or as consideration for his receipt of the car. 

The fair market value of the Curvet lc an received 
by petitioner was $333104. Petitioner reported the sale 
of the Corvette in his 1962 Federal income tax return 
in Schedule D attached thereto as a short-term gain as 
follows, 

Gross sales Depreciation 

price allowed Cost Gain 

3.33104 0.00 0 OD None 
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NOTE: Section 7-11b) provides an exclusion from gross 
income any amount received as a prize or award if 

(1)Such prize: or award was made primarily in recognition 
of past ach:evements of the recipient in religious, 
charitable, scientific. ethicationzil, artistic, literary, Or civic 
fields. 

(2)Recipient was selected vilhotU any action on his part 
to enter the contest or proceeding. 

(3) Recipient is not required to render substantial future 
SetNaltatt as a condaion to receiving the prize or award. 

Petitioner did not include the fair market value 01 this 
car in his gross income for 1962, or for any other year. 
McFadden-Bartell Corporation deducted its cost as a 
promotion :Ind advertising expense. 

ISSI IF 1. THE THUNDERBIRD 

When petitioner was discharged ta-0111 the Army in lale 
July of 1002 he contacted a friend of his who had a 

jet) with Ford Motor Co. and asked if the fliend could 
arrange to provide a car for petitioner to drive while in 

Green Bay. I  During 1962 the lord Motor Co. through 
*432 a dealer ship in Green 13 ay furnislied petitioner 

a 1962 Thunderbird auzornobile. 'ride to this cal was 
retained by Ford. and the automobile was replaced with 
a new one alter a lew months. Petitioner drove the two 
succssive Thunderbirds a total of approximately 3,000 
miles dining 1962 and paid for the insurance and all 
operating expenses. 

When petitioner was given the Thunderbird to use he 

did not have any arrangement or obligation to be 
photographed in the ear, nor was he asked to make any 
personal appeal ances at Ford dealerships or to niake any 
special effort to be seen by the public driving the can 
However. petitioner was asked if he 'would come in and 
say hello to the k;ds at Milwaukee Punt, Pass and Kick 
Cont:,s,,' a torrtcst 1.01 children regularly sponsored by 
Ford Motor Co which petitioner and 'a few or the ball 
players' would regularly attend. The Ford Motor Co. 
has also furnished TItunderbirds to other members of the 
Packer learn for then use in and around Green Bay  

Petitioner did not recognize or ieport gross income with 
respect to his use of tlie Thunderbirds during I9,i2. The 

rent:d value of pet' tionerg.:, use of the 1 hunderhirds 
(lilting 1962 was determined by respondent to he S600. 

ISSUE 3 THE MINK STOLE 

A few days after the Packers won ;he title to the Western 

Division of the National Foot hall 1.eague in 1961 2  the 
players were informed that the Green Bay Packers, Inc.. 
their employer, would give a fin stok to the wife, friend, 
or mother of each player on the team. Since petitiondr 
was not married at the time, the Packers' head attach 
SUgtttStCli that in his ease thc fur stole be given to his 
mother Petitioner's mother received the fur stole before 
the end of 1961; she had it in her possession in Green 
Bay during the week prior to the championship game Oa 

December 31, 1961. 

"Fhe cost of all of the fiir stoles purchased by the 
Green Bay Packers, Inc., to he given away as described 
above was entered in the corporation's general journal on 
December 31, 1961, as 'Nfiscellancous Player Expense.' 
The Green Bay Packers, Inc . employs the acerLial method 
oI accounting. No deduction was c;aiilled by the Green 
Bay Packers, Inc on its 1961 corporate income .  tax 
eturn for ;his expense It was treated on said return 

under the heading 'othei unallowable deductions, and 
was described as 'Awards to players' wives, etc.' 

The cost of these stoles to the Packers was $,395 per 
stole, less an 8-percent discount A total of 36 stoles were 
Ordered and the invoices for all but 9 of these were dated 
subsequent to January I. 1962. The invoice for the other 
9 was dated December 29, 1961. 

"433 Petitioner reported no gross incoine in any year 
with respect to the receipt by his mother of the fur stole in 
1961. The fur stole had a fair market value of S395 

Respondent determined that petitioner's taxable income 
for 1962 was understated by reason of his failure to include 
therein ordinary income in the amouni ot S4,331.04 as 
reflected by the fair market value of the followin 

1962 Corvette $3,331.04 

Personal use of 1962 Thunderbird 600.00 

Fur coat 400.00 
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Total 4,331.04 

ULTIMATE FINDINGS OF FACE 

The C1011/111:1111 illOtiVe jiliLl purpose of McFadden-Bartell 
in awarding the Lorvette to pet ti was to promote 
and benefit their business of publishing Sport Magazine. 
Pc:tit:oiler has failed to carry his burden of proving that 
the free use of Thunderbird autoniobilcs provided by Ford 
Motor Co. to petitioner IP 1962 was not tr,able, l rf ene.,  
or that the value thereof was other than as determined by 
respondent. 

OPINION 

ISSUE I. 'HIE CORVFITE 

Petitioner alleged in his petition that the Corvette was 
received by him as a gift in 1962. However, at trial and on 
brief, he argues that the ear was constructively received in 
1961, prior to the tax He year Cur which the deficiency is 
being assessed If this contention is upheld, the question 
of whether the car constituted a reportable item of gross 
inCorne need not he considered This argument iS 132..ed 
upon the assertion that the an and accept.mce 
of the award occurred at apploximately 4:30 cm the 
afternoon of DeCCITIber 31, 1961. to owing the game. 

It IS Undisputed that petitioner was selected as the 
most valuable player of the National Football League 
championship game in Green Bay on December 31.1961. 
It i>.; also undisputed that petitioner actually received the 
car on lanuary3, 1962. in New York. Petitioner relies 
upon the statement at the trail by the editor in chief of 
Sport di at as rar as Sport was concerned the car was 
'available' to netitionei on December 31, 1961, as soon as 
the award was announced. It is therefore contended than 
the petitioner should be deelnell to have received the value 
of the award in 19(;1 under the doctrine of constructive 
receipt. 

The amount of any time of gross included Lii 

gross ii COMC for the taxable year in which recoved by the 
taxpa VCTIIII:eSS such *434 MMOUlti is properly accounted 

for as of a different period. See. 45I(a). It is further 
provided in section #461e) that the cash reeciptS method, 
‘vhich the petitioner utilized, is S permissible incthod of  

computing taxable income. The doutrh, of-  constructive 
receipt is developed by regulations under section 446(c) 

which provides as fi.Illows: 4 

GenerallY, under the Cash receipts :Ind disbursements 
method * ' all items which constitute gross income 
(whether in the form of cash, property, or services) are 
to be included for the taxable year i» which actually or 
constructively received. 

The regulations under section 451 elaborate on hc. 

meaning of constructive receipt: 

Income although not actually reduced to a taxpayer's 
posgession is constructively received hy him in the taxable 
year during which it is credited to his account, set apart 
for him, or otherwi:,,e made available so that he may draw 
upon it at any time, et so that he could have drawn upon it 
during the taxable year if notice of intention to withdraw 
had been given. However, income is not constructively 
received if the taxpayer's control nt its receipt is subject to 
substantial limilatiorni or restrictions ' * 

-I he probable purpo.:e hir development of the d nil 

al constructive receipt was stated as ioilo.“ in I 
Conimi,,,Loner, 169 E 2(1 191 A I 19481, 

The doctrine of constructive receipt was, no doubt, 
conceived by the Freasury in order to prevent a taxpayer 
from choosing the year in which to return income merely 
hy choosing the year in which to reduce it to possession. 
Thereby the freasury may subject income to taxation 
when the only thing preventing its reduction to Possession 
is the volition of the taxpayer. " 

Ilowevcr, it was held in the Ross case, at page 496, that 
the doctrine of constructive receipt Con Iii be asserted by 
a taxpayer as a defense to a deficiency :Issessment even 
though the item in controversy had not been reported for 
the taxable year of the alleged constructive receipt: 

if these items were constructively received when earned 
they cannot be treated as income in any later year, • 
' and in the absence of misstatement of fact, intentional 
or otherwise. the pc:I:loner cal1110I be estopped from 
asserting that tho items were taxable on:y in the years in 
which constructively received 
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The basis of constructive receipt is essentially unfettered 
control by the recipient over the date of actual receipt. 
Petitioner has failed to convince us that he possessed such 
control on December 31, 1961, over the receipt of the 
Corvette -1-he evidence establishes that the Con et te which 
was presented to petitioner on January 3, 1962, was hi 
the possession of a Chevrolet dealer in New York City on 
December 3 I, 1961. At the time the award was an  
in Green Bay, *435 the editor in chief of Sport had 
neither the title nor keys to the car, and nothing was elven 
or presented to petitioner to evidence his ownership or 
right to possession of the car at that time. 

Moreover, since December 31, was a Sunday, it is doubtful 
whether the car could have been transferred to petitioner 
before Monday even with the cooperation of the editor 
in chief of Sport. The New York dealership at which the 
car was located was closed. The car had not been Sc 
aside for petitioner's use and delivery was not dependent 
solely upon the volition of petitioner. The doctrine of 
Con structive receipt if therefore in and we 
hold that petitioner received the Corvette for income tax 
purposes in 1962 as lie originally alleged in his petition ;Ind 
as he reported in his 1907 income tax return. 

We now must tackle the inure basic question involving the 
Corvette which is whether the value of the ear should be 
I ncluded in petitioner's gross income for the taxable year 
of receipt. Petioner's offensive strategy on this issue is 
two-pronged. lie contends I that the car was received as 
a gift and therefore prcmerly exc: tided from gn155 income 
an der section I 02(a) and (2) that the car was received as a 

nontaxable prize or award under section 74. 6 

It is our opinion that certainly the donor's motive here 
precludes a determination that Sport made a gift of the 
Corvette to petitioner in 1962. It is clear that there was 
no detached and disinterested generosity. It also seems 
clear that the enactment oka lion 74 has had the desirable 
effect of eliminating the theory ot'gift exclusions from die 
field of prizes and awards. he Supreme Court has stated 
in Commissioner v. 1>tiberstein, 363 U.S. 278, 790 
with regard to gift exclusMns that: 

If there is fear of undue uncertainty or ovci much 
Congiess may make more precise its treatment 

of the matter by singling out certain factors and making 
them determinative of the matter, as it has done in one  

field of the 'gift' e‘CilISIOTI'S former application, that of 
prizes and awards_ [17  N12] (Footnote omitted.) 

Petitioner or, received ;in award for his 
outstpnding performance in the National Football League 
championship game. Under the provisions of stion 74, 
gross income includes amounts received as prizes and 
awards unless section 117 (relating to scholarships and 
fellowship grants), or the exception set forth in SU ',section 
*436 (b) is applicable. Therefore;  petitioner is precluded 
from effectively arguing that the award constituted a 
gift, and he can only hope to score on his argument 
that the ;iward qualifies as an exception under section 
74(bi. In making this argument, petitioner shifts into a 
shotgun formation, contending that his accomplishments 
in the championship football game CalltithIlle educational, 
artistic, scientific, and civic achievements within the 
meaning of suction 7.1(b). We believe that petitioner 
should be caught behind the line of scrimmage on this 
particular offense maneuver. 

In construing the terms used in section 74(h), we arc 
cognizant of the Supreme Court's recent rca ffirmation 
of the principle that the words of revenue acts should 
be interpreted in their urdMary, everyday sense unless 
the internal sirLictme of the statute or the legislative 
purpose indicates the propriety of a departure from a 
literal reading. See Maim v Riddell, $83 U.S. 5b9 (I 966). 
Petitioner relies primarily ti 1/011 the opinions and 1)eliefs of 
the editor in chief of Sport to establish the applicability of 
section 7-1(h) 

In the opinion of this witness, the game of foot hall is 
educational because it is taught in accredited colleges 
as part of certain physical education courses. Moreover, 
being a star football player is said to be an artistic 
achievement since such status 'calls for a degree of 

listry: Finally, since the skills of a football player 
Are based upon techniques which encompass certain 

'scientific' principles, it is contended that petitioller's 
ability to excel in the execution of these techniques is a 
scientific achievement worthy of recognition by means of 
the award presented by Sport. Petitioner ;Os° argues that 
the award was made in recognition of civic achievement 
due to the alleged interest of the President of the United 
States in petitioner's application for leave Iron, the Army 
to allow participation in the championship game 

We believe that the words 'educational.' artistip 
'scientific,' and 'civic' as used in ,,,ction IcH should he 
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given their ordinary, eve' yda y meaning in thc context of 
defining certain types of personal achiewment. Legislative 
history supports our belief. For example, tile Senate report 
states that the provisions of secuou /4(11) are intended 
"437 to exempt from taxation such awards as the Nobel 
prize. Sec S. Rept. No. 1622, to accompany 11,12. R400 
(Pub. L. 591), 83d Cong., 2d Ses., p i 78 (1951). 

The legislative history of see Lion 74 has been judicially 
interpreted as indicating that only awards for genuinely 
mentori,ws achievements were to be freed from la ?canon.' 
Simmons v. United States, 30S F 2d 160. 163 (CA. 4. 
1962). It was further staled in Simmons that all of the 
types of achievements singled out in section 74( hi resemble 
each other in 1.eneral character since they all represent 
activities enhancing in one way or another the public 
good. This interpretation is consistent with our view 
['rat the field of activity here in question, professional 
football, is not an activity which is 'educational,' 
'artistic,"scientine; or 'civic' in the traditional, ordinarily 
understood, and intended sense of these words. 

We feel confident that Congress had no iTnention of 
allowing professional football to constitute a type of 
Activity foi which proficiency COUld be reC00,111Zed with an 
exempt :iward under scction 7400. Professional football 
cannot be viewed as an 'educational,"artistic,"scientific; 
or 'civic' I ield of endeavor as those terms are used in the 
statute no matter how for of the sport we may he The 
crucial question or qualification under seei!,-e-, ve(b) I  [he 
nature of the ,Idivity :iwarded. Simmons V. I Slates. 

308 F 2d 160 IC A. 4, 1962). Had Congress intended to 
except prizes or awards for recognition of at prowess 
Or achievement it could readily and I:Indy have done so;  as 
provided now however, no such exception can be read into 
the statutory language used. We hold that the value of the 
Corvette should have been in in petitioner's gross 
income for 1962 'To hold otherwise would be a distortion 
of the conirnonly undei stood meaning of the words in 
controversy when read m the overall context or ,crtion /4. 

HF, FlIUNI)FRI11121) 

Respondent has determined that S600. the air rental value 
of petitioner's successive use of two 1962 TI rind birds 
furnished by the Ford Motor Co.. should have been 
included in petitioner's 1962 gross income Petitioner 
argues that the tree use of the cars was a gift or loan to 

Petit loner was not obligated to perform any special 
savices For We Ford vlo-Loi Co. in return for thc privilege  

of using the cars, and there was no employment contract 
involved. In this situation, it is contended that the free use 
of the Thunderbirds did not constitute taxable income. 
Petitioner paid for all the operating expenses of the c,,rs 
and the insurance. 

We agree “ith petitioner's position that a taxable benefit 
does not arise every time an item of personal propeity 
is In to an It should be noted, however, that 
fespondvnt is not attempting to levy 1438 a tax on the 
value of a Thunderbird but only on the estimated rental 
value for the period of use. Thus, retention of title to the 
'Thunderbirds by the Ford Motor Co. is irrelevant to the 
instant controversy. 

Petitioner at to distinguish a loan from a gift so that 
each may constmgc an alternative ground for avoiding 
taxation. it is clear that the cars were in effect loaned 
to petitioner. But this factor does not determine the 
:a xability of the economic benefit arising from the free use 
or the cars. 

The more serious attack directed against respondent's 
determination is based on the exclusion of gifts from gross 
Mconic under section 102. Thus, ir it could be found that 
the usc of the Thunderbirds arose from a gift within the 
meaning of section 102, petitioner would escape taxation 
on the value of such use. 

In deciding whether petitioner received a gift with 
respect to the use of the cars, we are governed by the 
principles enunciated in Commissioner V. Duber,:tein. 

t15 278 01(0). According to Duherstein, the most 
critical consideration in making this determination is the 
transferor's in The Duberstein case, at page 286, 
contains the following statement on this subject: 

We take it that the proper criterion, established by 
decisMn here, is one that inquires what the basic reason for 
his (the transfero(s) conduct was in fact-- the dominant 
reason that explains his action in making the transfer * "* 

The Court in Duberstein then proceeded to analyze 
applicable ease law with respect to what types of motives 
oi intentions of a ti ansfei or are IndlCalIVC of a gift 
ti-aisle i Liu:tidying wide i section 102. This analysis has 
bCerk concisrly SLIIIIIIMITZCIL III DGICITIg ( 

(V A 1961). aliirinizig 36 T.C. 396 
(1961), as follows: 
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The value of a gift may be excluded from gross Income 
only if the gift proceeds from a 'detached and disinterested 
uenerosity' or out of affection, admiration. charity or like 
impulses and inns' be included if the claimed gift proceeds 
primarily from 'the constraining force of any moral or 
legal duty' or from 'the incentive of anticipated benefit of 
an economic nature:* * * 

The determination of the gift issue when approached with 
the Duberstein rationale is essentially dependent upon the 
application of the fact-finding tribunal's experience with 
the mainsprings of human conduct to the toullity of the 
facts of each case,' Commissioner v Duhcrstgin, supra at 
.7.89 

The burden of proof to establish that the respondents 
determination was wrong rests On petitioner. Due to 
the lack of evidence pertaining to the circumstances 
surrounding the loan of the 'Fhanderbirds, we can only 
speculate about the reasons of the Ford Motor Co. for 
authorizing the loan. While it is possible that Ford was 
motivated by detached and disinterested generosity, it 
seems ruc)re. likely that officials "439 of the Ford Motor 
Co. believed that the use 01ThUnderbirds by well 
and readily It:cognizable football stars of national renown 
WoUld constitute valuable implied personal endorSallentS 
favorable to the sales image of Thunderbirds. This 
speculation is further supported by the fact that the Ford 
Motor Co. also furnished Thundethirds to certain other 
members of the Packer team. ThClefore, in the complete 
absence of any evidence to the contrary, it is logical to 
concikide that the Ford Motor Co. was motivated by 
commercial consideratiOUS ii, Nuns:ling Thunderbirds to 
petitioner free of charge. 

We feel that this factual dell:111On nit is 'based in the sort 
of informed experience with human anirs that the fact-
finding tribunals should brine to this task.' Commisoner 
v. Duberstein, supra at 292. The burden on the taxpayer 
to introduce facts to establish the existence of a gift has 
not been met. 

The petitioner has been unsuccessful in his attempt to 
persuade Ls Illat the free use of the Thunderbirds was 
a gift or is specifically excluded from taxation by any 
applicable section of the Code. We must still decide, 
however, whether an economic benefit of the type here 
received is includable in gross OICOO ic under the particular 

CTOOMstances in this case. 

Respondent argues that petitioner received an economic 
benefit solely because of his stains as a football celebrity, 
:Ind that the measure o U the economic benefit is the rental 
value of petitioner's use of the cars. This is the amount 
of money that the average man on the street would have 
to expend the obtain the same us. Thus, for all practical 
purposes. petitioner was enriched in an amount equal to 
what the normal person pays for renting Thunderbirds 

Section 61 (a) provides that gross income includes 'all 
income from whatever wurce derived.' The Stipieme 
Court in Commissioner v Olonshaw Glass Co., 348 II.5. 
426 I i955), and General Investors Co V. Commissioner. 
3.4:ti 1]..S 434 (1.9 construed the phrase 'gains or profits 
and income derived from any source whatevei,' which 
CO nstituted part of the definition of gross income in 
uccuion 221a) of the Imerna Revenue Code of 19 
encompassaig punitive damages for fraud and arum ust 
violations involved in Glenshaw Glass and insider profits 
involved in General Investors. 

Certain language in the preceding (WO casts supports the 
proposition that gross it)come is an iill-indusive concept. 

Glenshaw Glass, at pages 431-433, the Court slated, 

Here we have instances of undeniable accessions to 
wealth, clearly realized, and over which the tax pavers have 
comp:cte dominion. * * 

* * * We would do violence to the phaiti meaning ofthe 
statute :intl restrict it clear legislative at to brine the 
taxing powei to bear upon all receipts constitutionally 
Lixable were we to say that the payments in question here 
are not gross income. * * 

*4411 The Court utilued lar language in General 
Investors, at page 136: 

As m Glenshaw, the taxpayer realized the money in 
question free of any restrictions as to use. The payments 

in controversy were neither capital contributions nor gilts. 

:iccordance with the legislative design to reach all 
gain constitutionally taxable unless specifically excluded. 
we conclude that the petitioner is liable for the tax * ' 

'The 0:1111Elati011 or the words 'gams or profits' from the 
delmition of gross ',mimic in the 1954 Code has not 
affected the importance of Olcrishaw Glass and General 
Investors In referring to the significancg of this deletion 

vigw of the legislative history of section 61(a), the 
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Court in Glenshaw Class, at page 432. lila tiehe following 
comment: 

Nor does the 1954 Code'silf N91 legislative history, 
with its reiteration of the proposition that statutory 
gross income is 'all-inclusive:IF NIG Dye support to 
respondents' posit ion Ihe definition of gross income has 
been simplified, but no effect upon it L; present broad scope 
was intended. IF NII1*** Wool notes omit(ed.) 

Wc hold that the free use of the Thunderbirds cOnSta Lite(' 
income to petitioner within the meaning of section 61. The 
rationale of Glenshaw Glass and General lnyestors seems 
equally applicable to the present situation. Petitioner 
received a valuable brnfif it which wfig tully realized by him 
in a business context. 

Fhis case is clearly distinguish:dole limn the bargain 
purchase line of eases where the benefit is Men not 
re.diged mild the subt:ccm....fit saleci the property at 
which time the bargain element may be ascertained 
‘vith deem Icy and accordingly taxed See Palmer v 
Counnfisiog et. fill' S 63 (19 11: ( oininfisionei 
LoBuc. 51 t S 211 09561 There is Ile possibility 
of postponing the incidence of taxation on the benefit 
received by petitioner to nether:Inge ot so u n d tax 
administration fioals. the henefit of using the cars was 
realized in 1962 and It must be taxable in the year of 
receipt or it will never be ta‘ed In receiving the f tee use of 
the rhuoderbuds to ugg as im by,  fit petitioner rcceb.ed 
additions to grosiliCODiC See Willi tin A Blown 47 V C 
399 (1967) 

It seems clear that a person may receive a taxable 
benefit even though it is not 'earned' in the sense that 
special duties in return hit' file benefit are required 
Due to petitioner's unique status as a fiTotball celebrity, 
his endo semen of Co En erci a pi oducts is obviousl) 
valuable to various busiiiess interests His 1962 income 
tax return evidence:, that fact In our \Low, he essence of 
the transaction was the cridoisemont e:ement The Ford 
Motor Co trocivcd the int,ingible benefit:, of petitioner's 
implied personal endorsement Mulder birds by 
minimizing the free use of the cars Petitioner benefited 
by thy: anangernerit in an amount equal to the rental  

value of !LIS use of the Thunderh rds. lints, there was 
consideratiml or CCtering into the '441 arrangements on 
either side. In such a commercial context, we think that 
respondent's determittation should be upheld, particularly 
since petitioner produced no evidence to 
contrary conclusion. 

The fact that petitioner could only ealize the benefit by 
doing what was valued by the Ford Motor Co., using the 
Thunderbirds, is certathly urni s ua I. However, this filct or 
should not determine the taxability of the benctit The 
rent-free occupancy of a house has often been held to he 
ilICOIPC to the occupier despite the Inc, that the benefit 
Could only be realized by actually living in the Ififine. See 
Chandlery. Commis,;inner, 119 F.2d 6bt (C'  
Paulina &Pont Dean. 9 TX'. 256 1911 ). and t :harles A 
Frucauff, U B.T.A. 449 U  934). 

It is considered opinion, therefore, for all of the foregoing 
reasons, that petitioner should have included the. yaltie 
of the use of the Thunderbirds in his gross income for 
the taxable year 1962. Respondent has determined that 
value as $600, and petitioner has not produced evidence 
to OVer(Sillie the presumption of correctness of that 
determination. 

ISSUE 3. THE MINK STOLE 

Respo: dent has determined that petitioners MTh:: iliCOIlle 

for 1962 should have Mcluded the fair wurket :due or a 
fur stole received by petitioner's mother Iron, the Green 
Ray Packers. inc. lifer no other reason, d uc to OM fackm1 

at petitioner's mother actually received the stole 
before the end of 1961, kind begam4g pefiiioner ILLL.LIVd d li 

cash receipts method of computing in conic, we must hold 
that the receipt oldie fur stole did not constitute Income 

to petitioner in 1962. Since petitioner's taxable year 1961 is 
not before us, we are precluded from further consideration 
of this issue. 

Decision lid( he entered under e 

All Citaffin's 

47 T C 428 

Footnotes 
1 Petitioner had sold his prize Corvette in Kansas City 4 or 5 months alter he received it 
2 Vie lake judicial notice that th;s division title was won prior to the Dee. 31, 1961. championship game Jr which the Packers 

played me winners of the Eastern Division. 
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3 All section references are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 unless otherwise indicated 
4 Sec. 1.446-1(c)(1)(f), Income Tax Regs, 
5 Sec. 1.451-2(a). Income Tax Regs. 

6 SEC 74. PRIZES AND AWARDS. 
(a) GENERAL RULE.-- Except as provided in subsection (C) and in sedion 117 (relating to scholarships and fellowship 
grants), gross income includes amounts received as pdzes and awards. 
(b) EXCEPTION.— Gross income does not include amounts received as prizes and awards made primarily in recognition 
of religious, charitable, scientific. educational, artistic, literary, or civic achievement, but only if—

 

(1)the recipient was selected without any action on his part to enter the contest or proceedings; and 
(2)the emir:vent is not leCIU:red to render substantial future services as a condition to receiving the prize or award. 

7 The record contains the following statements by the editor in chief of Sport describing sonic of the 'scientific principles 
of football: 
'The players have large notebooks that they have at the beginning of the practice season that contain intricate plays. You 
have to be somewhat of a mathematician to digest them. " 
'Part of the :raining, at least related to football, professional football, is that the athlete must know a certain number of 
plays a year; must know how to play his position in many different ways; must be able to look at a film of another Lam 
and decide how to play against his particular opponent; must look at his own films and know what he has done right and 
what he has done wrong, and whether he has blocked off the wrong shoulder or something like that. He must know what 
his teammates are doing in relation to a formation, in relation to specific plays. 
'This is all in the area of technique, and is quite complicated, and in a sense I think scientific.' 

End of Document 2018 Thomsen Reuters. No claim to original U.S GOVe11111111Tit Works 
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Synopsis 
From Jan. I, 1975 to Dec. 22, I 975, PetinNeer Was a 
United States citizen. On Dec. 23, 1975, petitioner adopted 
Austrian citizenship, thereby losing her United States 
citizenship_ During 1975, petitioner received distributions 
from two complex tnists of which she was a beneficiary. 

HELD: Petitioner did not have tax avoidance as one of 
her principal purposes in expatriating; thus her income is 
not taxable under sec. 877, I.R.C. 1954. 

Year 

1975  

1976  

1977  

After concessions, the issues for decision are as fo/lows: 

1. Whether petitioner's loss of her United States 
citizenship on December 23, 1975, had as one of its 
principal purposes the *756 avoidatice of tinned States 

taxes within the meaning of sect lint 877(a); I 

2. Whether, even if we find that nentionet had ta - 
avoidance as one oilier pi incipallmrposes M expatriating, 
the French Tax Treaty, rather than section 877, governs 
the taxation of petitioner's capital gains and United 
States source dividends and interest after the date of her 
e‘patriation; and 

3.In the alternative, for the year 1975, whether peLgionci 
is taxable on distributions from 1).VOLUISIS at the graduated  

HELD, FURTHER:Petitioner is taxable at the graduated 
rates applicable to United States citizens on an 
a cc um ul at ion distribution from a complex testamentary 
trust received by her before the date of her expatriation. 

HELD, EURTHF,R: Petitioner is taxable at the flat 
French Tax Treaty rate on a distribution of distributable 
net income from a complex inter vivos trust because 
she neither actually nor constructively received the 
distribution before the date of her expatriation. 

Attorneys and Law Firms 

*755 DAVID W. JOHNSON and SHERI AWILCOX, 
for the respondent. 

CHARLES W. HALL, WILLIAM S. LEE, and 
STEPHEN M. FELDHA US, for the petitioners. 

Opinion 

FEATHERSTON, JUDGE: 

Respondent determined deficiencies in petitioner's 
Federal income taxes as set forth below: 

Deficiency 

$595,017 

1,476,718 

3207,600 

tax rates a pplieable to United States citizens, or at 
the lower Hal French Tax Treaty rate of 15 percent. 
ResollitMn of this issue turns on: (a) Whether an 
accumulation distribution in the amount of $830,753.13 
ft urn the Test anicntary Trust of petitioner's mother, Sarah 
Campbell Mailer, a cornplex trust, although actually 
distributed before petitioner's expatriation, is includible 

in petitioner's income for the period after site became 

a 11011ICSI ien, and (b) whether petitioner was in 
constructive receipt before December 23, 1975, the date 
of het cx nab latiOlt, of a distribution of distributable net 
income in the amount of SI 28,792.71 from the Cecil A. 
Blafler Trust No, I, a COMpieN inter VIVOS trust, 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

At the time she filed her petition in this ease, petitioner 
resided at 11 Boulevard D'Itidie, Monte Carto 11 on 
During the years at issue, petitioner kept her books 
and records and tiled her Federal income tax returns 
on a calendar year basis using the cash receipts and 
disbursements method of accounting under section 446(e) 

PETITIONER'S EARLY FIACKGROUND 

Petitioner was born on December 17, 1919, in Houston, 
Texas. She is the daughter of Sarah Campbell Moller 
and Robert Lee "759 Mallet; her father was one of the 
founders of I tumble Oil & Refining Co., the predecessor 
of Exxon Corporation 

Petitioner's formal education began at Kincaid, a day 
school in Houston. She then went to the Ethel Walker 
School in Connecticut. During World War II, petitioner 
attended a French school or girls in New York where 
instruction was exclusively in Ft melt. She later studied 
I anguages and art at the University of Mexico. 

Bocausc of the financial success of her Mt her, petitioner's 
family was Eibk o travel a great deal. As a child, petitioner 
traveled extensively with her family, visiting Europe, in 
particular, France. 

Petitioner had a close relationship as a child with her 
coverness, a Frenchwoman named Suzanne Gleinet, 
described by petitioner as a 'second mother: She spent 
several summers in France at tile family home of her 
governess in Charent, in the southwest part of France near 
Bordeaux. 

Petitioner learned to speak French as her 'first language: 
i.e., before she learned to speak English. She is so fluent in 
French, in fact, that she is taken for a French person when 
she speaks. In addition to English and French, petitioner 
also speaks Spanish :Ind Cstra  

On August 7, 1945, petitioner married E. J. Hudson 
(Hudson), a petroleum engineer. Petitioner and Hudson 
had two sons, Edward Joseph Hudson, Jr. (Joe Iludson), 
born June 8, 1948, and Robert Lee Blaffcr Hudson (lee 
Hudson), burn April 4, 1951. 

The I luilsons resided in Houston during their marriage. 
They did, however, take many trips to and spent extended 
periods of tinie in Europe, particularly in France, with 
their childroo, On one occasion, the Iludsons rented a 
!mine near Paris, anti on two other occasions, I hey rented 
a home in the south of France. 

Petitioner's sons were educated for the n Kist part in the 
United States. Both children, however, attended school in 
Paris for one year and in the south of France for one year 
Both Of petitioner's sons learned French as children, and 
both became fluent in that language. 

*758 During her marriage to Hudson, petitioner 
continued to travel as extensively as she had as a child. Her 
travel was 'not always to his (Hudson's) liking. Petitioner 
was divorced from Hudson on March 14, 1963. After 
her divorce from Hudson, petitioner continued to travel 
frequently to Europe, including France and some of the 
other countries. 

On January 25, 1968, petitioner married Richard M. 
Sheridan (Sheridan), an international executive of Mobil 
Oil Corporation. in Tokyo, Japan. Petitioner resided with 
Sheridan in Tokyo from January 1968 to June I  968; they 

moved to London in SepteMber 1968. When she moved to 
London, petitioner moved her china, silver, and heirlooms 
there from I louston. 

As of the time of their move to London, Sheridan 
would have been eligible for retirement from Mobil 
in approximately 8 or 9 years. Petitioner owned sonic 

real estate in the south of France; she discussed with 
Sheridan the possibility of their settling there permanently 
after his retirement. Initially, Sheridan agreed to such 
a plan, but during the course of theii marriage, he 
changed his mind. Petitioner separated from Sheridan 
in the Sarlinlet of £970. and was divorced from hila ni 

November 29, 1971. 

l'E I I HONER'S MARRIAGES TO 13 J. 
HUDSON AND RICHARD.' SHERIDAN PHllIONLRS MOVE TO PARIS 
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In August 1969, petitioner obtained an option for the 
purchase of an apartment in a bitilding to be constructed 
at 33 Avenue Foch in Paris; The purchased the apartment 
in January 1970. When construction of the apartment 
was completed, petitioner moved in, taking her personal 
belongings front London It is stipulated that pen toner 
was a resident of France from 1970 through 1977, the last 
year here in controversv. 

Pe tititm et's apartment in Paris was staffed by domestic 
help who kept the apartment open regat tiless of whether 
petitioner was staying there or traveling. Petitioner kept 
an automobile in Paris and maintained a bank account 
there; she subscribed to a French newspaper. She attended 
the Anglican Church *759 locnted on Avenue George 

V. Petitioner was a resident menthe', during the years 
at issue, of the Polo Club in Paris and was also a Paris 
resident member of be Cercle du 33 Avenue Foch, another 
social club. 

By this time in her lifc, petitioner had a great many 
friends in France and other Fur opean countries; indeed, 
the majority of her close friends were in Europe. While 
living in Paris, petitioner putsued her interest in the art 
world, visittng many museums and attending art exhibits, 
opcnings and auctions both in Paris and elsewhere in 

Europe. 4  She attended music festivals in Bayreuth and 
Munich in West Germany; in Salzburg and Vienna in 
Austria; and in the south of France and Italy. 

PETITIONER'S MARRIAGE TO PRINCE 
TASSILO VON FURSTENBERG 

Petitioner first met Prince Tassil 0 von Furstenberg 
(Furstenberg) in Trieste, Italy, in 1961. Whell they met, 
petitioner was in the process of obtaining her divorce from 
Mr I ludson. Furstenberg, who was living in Italy at the 
time, was married to Clara Agnclii (Agnelli), an Italian 
woman front whoM he had been separated for years. At 
that time, however, divorces were prohibited under Italian 
law. 

Petitiiiner spent t Se with Eurstettbeig in Trieste, where 
he escorted her to pa rues and in her to relatives 
and friends. They met again a few weeks later in 
Austria during the music festival in Salzburg: Pctittc bur 
accompanied Finstenbeig t o his nearby hunting lodge to 
meet relatives and friends_ As early as their meetings in  

1961, petit inner and l'UrStell berg found that they were 
compatible and congenial. They discussed the subject of 
nmniage) however, neither of I hem was free to marry at 
that time_ 

During the period from 1961 to 1966, petitioner 
saw Furst enberg when she went to EU, opt and they 
corresponded frequently. After her divorce front Sheridan 
in 1971, petitioner saw isurstenberg, in Paris, Salzburg, and 
Vienna in 1972 and *760 they spent a great deal of time 
together. By the early 1970's, Italian law had been changed 
to permit divorces and furstenberg was divorced from 

Sometime diming the lust 3 months of 1975, petitioner 
and Furstenberg decided to marry. At thal time, petitioner 
was 55 years of age, and Furstenberg was 71 years of 
age; petitioner's two sons and Furstenberg's three children 
were living independently of their parents. .Although the 
prior marriages of petitioner and Furstenberg had been 
unsamessful, they felt that they were compatible and that 
they 'could make n success of their marriage_ 

At the time of their decision to marry in 1975, petitioner 
was living in Paris and Furstenberg was living most or the 
time in Italy. They discussed where they would make their 
home after the marriage and agueed to live for the time 
being in petitioner's apartment in Paris. With respect to 
where they might live later, they were both very partial to 
the south of France. 

They also discussed the possibility of living in Austria. 
Furstenberg, an Austrian citizen, owned a hunting lodge 
surrounded by some 70 acres of land in the Austrian 
town of Strobl on St. Wolfgang Lake. The land and 
lodge were purchased by Furstenberg's father and were 
the last of the family properties owned by Purstenberg 
Petitioner was not adverse to the idea of living in Austria; 
howevet , although Isurstenberg was emotionally intached 
to the property in Strobl, it was not equipped for winter 

living and he did not like living in such cold weather. 5 
Further, FIICStel.ibeng had been living outside of Austria 
for several years, and he decided that he prat:to:el to live 
with petitioner in Paris for the time being. 

Petitioner and I ur stenberg were married in Paris on 
October 17, 1975, in a civil ceremony attended only by 
their children and a few close friends A buffet luncheon 
reception was given after the wedding at the apai tmcnt of 
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Baron and Baroness Hubert von Paatz, Austrian friends 
of the Furstimberns, and was attended by approximately 
i 50 persons including Baron Otto Eiselbcrg, the Austrian 
Ambassador to France. The ambassador, assuming that 
petitioner would adopt I he *761 Austrian citizenship of 
her new husband, assured petitioner that he could simplify 
nat uraliza don procedures for her. 

The Fursmithergs honeymooned in the United States 
from October 20, 1975 to December 19, 1975. While on 
their honeymoon they visited New York, Houston, San 
Antonio, Dsllas, and Victoria. They visited Futstenbctg's 
son and grandchildren and petifiriner introduced her 
new husband to family and friends whom he had not 
previously met. 

As of the time of ti nil petitioner had been married to 
Isurstenberg for over 8 years. Petitioner and Itirstenberg 
plan at their deaths to be buried at the Furstenberg family 
burial plot in Strobl, Austria. 

PETITIONER'S ADOPTION 
OF AUSTRIAN CITIZENSHIP 

Members of Futstenherg's family first became princes of 
the Holy Roman Empire in 1664. He was and is a citizen of 
Austria; his AUStrian heritage anti ties are very important 
to him. At the time they decided to marry in early 1975. 
FUIStellberg explained to petitioner the importance of his 
Austrian haHlage and espressed to her his desire that she 
adopt AllAtii1U nationaiity 

Cognizant of the fact that 'it was inure or less expected of 
that type of Fin-op:tan aristocracy; petitioner confirmed 
her decision with her commitment to Furstenberg that 
she would be 'very proud to marry him, bear his name, 
his title, and his nationality: Although she had been 
living outside of the United States for some years. at 
no time did petitioner ever consider the possibility of 
adopting European citizenship until her engagement to 
Eiostenbere. 

l'etitioner felt that part of bearing Furstenberg's name 
and title 'was to be Austrian the way he wished it: 
Further, by 1975, petitioner had been living in Europe. 

in for 7 years, he prefiaTed living in Europe 
more than allyWhere else. Finally, petitioner felt that by 
adopting Austrian citinTESInp, she 'was going bank to (her  

own) * * * European heritage and roots.' 6  At the time 
petitioner agreed to adopt ”62 Furstenherg's Austrian 
nationality, in early 1975, when they decided to marry, she 
did not know that by so doing, she would lose her United 
States citizenship. Further, she did not know what the lax 
consequences of such an action would be 

During their honeymoon, Furstenberg 
petitioner of her agreement to become an Austrian citizen. 
Petitioner told her husband that she would attend to the 
[natter as soon as she could. 

The Eurstenbergs returned to Paris from their honeymoon 
in the United States on December 19, 1971 hey had 
planned to go to Vicenza in northern Italy to spend 
Christmas Eve with one of petitioner's sons and his 
wife and one of Furstenberes sons. Knowing that her 
husband wished her to adopt Austrian citizenship as soon 
as possible, petitioner went to the Austrian consulate in 
Paris to make her application for Austrian citizenship on 
December 23, 1975. In her words, she chose that date 
because, 

It just happened to be an afternoon 
that I could get off, and I knew that 
my husband wanted me to do it before 
the end of the year. He had mentioned 
to do it as soon as possible, and we 
were leaving that night for Italy. And I 
happened to have that tune ' 
to go down and make the application. 

As he had promised at petitioner's wedding reception, 
the naturalization process was simplified for petitioner 
at the request of Baron Eiselberg, Austrian Ambassador 
to France. Petitioner obtained Austrian citizenship by 
naturalization on her own application On December 23, 
1975; she thereby lost her United States citizenship on I he 
came day under the provisions of <crtion 349(LL)(!) of the 
Immigration and Nationality Act iff 1952, 66 Stat. 267_ 

PETITIONERS DISCI TSSIONS 
WITH HER ACCOUNTANT 

During the 1970's, petitioner', United States tax returns 
were prepared by Arthur Young ik Compans, an 
accounting firm. The individual at Arthur Young with 
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whom petitioner discussed her tax returns was Gordon 
S. Moore (Moore), who is now deceased. Petitioner's 
practice was to meet with Moore once a year to discuss 
her current year's tax return, although tilmle years she may 
have met with Moore twice. 

*763 In late April or early May 1975, after her decision 
to marry Furstenberg and adopt his citizenship, petitioner 
met with Moore when she came to Houston to attend 
to her mother who was terminally ill. At their meeting, 
petitioner informed Moore that she intended to marry 
Furstenberg, adopt Austrian citizenship, and live with 
her husband in Paris. She asked Moore to advise her 
concerning the inconte tax consequences of her plans. 

Moore informed petitioner at this meeting that her plan to 
marry and adopt Austrian nationality would 'complicate' 
her taxes. He warned petitioner about French taxes, telling 
her that the French taxes could be very high, and that 
they were rising. Moore told petitioner that he would 
look into it for her. Petit bner and Moore did not discuss 
the two trust distributions which petitioner later received 
in 1975, nor did they discuss (he possibility of any sale 

of securities. ?  Petitioner had no further discussions with 
Moore during 1975 alter this meeting_ 

Petitioner's next meet 61g with Moore did not occur until 
March 1978, after her expatriation, when petitioner was 
in Houston for a trustees meeting of the Sarah Campbell 

Blaffer Foundation. 8  Moore advised petitioner that by 
adopting Austrian citizenship, she had put herself 'in a 
position to be challenged by the tax authorities in the 
United States.' In addition, she had exposed herself to 
'double taxation with the l'rench and the AM ericans. 
' Petitioner did not understand the full implications of 
what double taxation could mean to her, but she found 
it 'alarming.' Moore further advised petitioner of the 
existence of a tax treaty between France and the t Jnited 
States and suggested that she seek legal advice_ 

*764 1975 DISTRIBMION FROM 
THE TESTAMENTARY TRUST 

01' SAR All CAMPBELL BLAEFER 

Petitioner was one of four beneficiaries of (he remainder 
of a COM plc x testamentary trust (or trusts consisting of 
shares thereof) established under the will of her father, 
Robert L. Matter, designated as the Testamentary Trust  

of Sarah Campbell Blaffer (the Testainentary Trust) 
Petitioner's mother, Sarah Campbell Bla fret, who was 
the sole beneficiary of the Tesnimentary Trust during 
her lifetime, died on May I 1. 1975 .1.he will provided 
that upon Sarah Campbell Maffer's death and certain 
stated conditions, the trust for each he was to 
terminate and such beneficiary was to receive her (Me-

fourth share outright free and clear of the trust. Petitioner 
net the conditions stated in her father's will and, upon her 
mother's dea di, became entitled to her share of the trust 
assets. 

Texas Commerce Bank was the executor of Sarah 
Campbell Maffei-1s estate, a very large estate. Included in 
the estate were many assets which required 'quite a bit' of 
activity by the bank in connection with its administration. 
The sole surviving trustee of the Testamentary Trust was 
Mrs. Jane Owen, petitioner's sister. Mrs. Owen employed 
Texas Commerce Bank in an agency capacity to assist 
her in her duties as trustee of the Testamentary Trust to 
accomplish the transfer of some 39 different stocks to the 
beneficiaries of the Testamentary Trust. 

James M. Barr (Barr), a Texas Commerce Bank trust 
officer, wrote to the various transfer agents or each of 

the 39 securities requesting the reissuance of the shares 

held by the Testamentary Trust ni the names of the four 
beneficiaries of the trust. Most of the letters to the transfer 
agents are dated December 22, 1975; a few arc dated later. 
The task of writing to the transfer agents was handled as 
a routine matter by the bank personnel involved. 

Texas Commerce Bank was not requested to assist 
with the transfer of Exxon stock to the beneficiaries 
of the Testamentary Trust. Mrs. Ora V. Howt on (Mrs 
I Iowton), manager of Mrs. lila ffer's office, handled that 
particular trallSfer herself because she was proud of her 
connection with Exxon; she elt she was part of the 
Humble Oil family; and she knew the *765 personnel at 
the First Nation id City Bank who did the transfer work 

with respect to the Exxon stock. 

By letter dated November 18, 1975, Mrs. Owen sent 

122,167 shares of Exxon Corporation stock, an asset of 
the Testamentary Trust, to Mr. George Grosz, a bust 
officer with the First Nationzd City Bank, the transfer 

agent for Exxon Corporation Mrs Owen's letter includes 
in strucuons concernillg the reissuance of the Exxon stock, 

requesting that 30,541 shares, i.e., one-fourth of the total 
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shares, be reissued in petitioner's name. Pursuant to Mrs. 
Owens request, the 30,541 shares of Exxon stock. having 
a total value of 52,653,249. were reissued in the name 
of petitioner on the books of Exxon's transfer agent on 
November 20, 1975. 

Petitioner knew that after the death of her mother, she 
would be receiving distributions from the Testamentary 
Trust. During 1975 and 1976, petitioner had a close 
relationship with her sister, Mrs. Owen, the trustee of 
the Testamentary Trust, and would not have hesitated 
to ask her sister to assist her in any reasonable manner. 
Petitioner fell that her sister would have accommodated 
any reasonable request for her. Petitioner, however, did 
not give anyone, in particular her sister; Mrs. Owen, or the 
personnel at the Texas Commerce Bank, any instructions 
or make any requests with respect to the timing of any 
distributions from the Testamentary Trust. 

Knowing that she was to receive distributions from 
the Testamentary Trust, indeed that 'they had begun 
distributing it; and knowing that she would be out of 
the United States for an extended period when such 
distributions would be made, petitioner executed, en 
December 17, 1975, before she left for Europe atter 
her honeymoon in thc United States, a Limited Power 
of Attorney (power of attorney) appointing her son, 
Joe Hudson, as her attorney-in-fact for the purpose of 
receiving petitioner's portion of the assets to be distributed 
from the Testamentary Trust. Petitioner also executed 
a Partial Receipt and Release dated December 17, 1975 
(partial receipt), in connection with the distribution to her 
of various assets, including 30,541 shares of Exxon stock, 
from the Testamentary Trust. 

It has been stipulated that petitioner received distributions 
from the Testamentary Trust in 1975, before the date of 
her expatriation, in the amount of 6995,724.76 consisting 
of an *766 accumulation distribution of 6830,753.13 and 
$164.971.63 in distributable net income. 

1975 DISTRIBUTION FROM THE 
CECIL A. BLAFEER TRUST NO.! 

On December 28, 1934, petitioner's parents established an 
inter vivos trust, the Cecil A. Blaffer Trust No. ! (Trust 
No. I), of which petitioner was the sole beneficiary_ Trust 
No. I was a complex trtist with a taxable year ending  

December 31. In 1915, Texas Commerce Bank was the 
trustee of Trust No, 1: Leslie C. Lewis (Lewis), a senior 
wee-president and trust officer at Texas Commerce Bank, 
who had worked on the Blafler family trust accounts since 
he returned to Texas Commerce Bank from World War 
II, was the trust officer in charge of the administration of 
Trust No. 1 in 1975. 

With respect to distributions, Section II of the 
Cecil Amelia BlafTer Trust Agreement, the governing 
instrument of Trust No. I, provides as follows: 

SECTION 11. The principal and the income of the 
Trust Fund shall be held in trust for the benefit of 
may said daughter, CECIL AMELIA BLA PEER, until 
she attains sixty-five (65) years of age: PROVIDED, 
that when our said daughter becomes thirty (30) years 
of age, the Trustee shall pay over to her during 
EACH YEAR THEREAFTER, that fraction of the 
undistributed portion of the principal of the Trust Fund 
represented by the figure one over the number of years 
remaining until our said daughter attains the age of sixty-
five (65) years. That is to say, when our said daughter 
becomes thirty (30) years of age, DI 'RING THE FIRST 
YEAR THEREAFTER there shall be distributed to her 

one-thirty-fifth ( 1 )35) of the undistributed portion of the 
principal of the Trust Fund; during the second year, 

one-thirty-fourth ( /34); etc., until the thirty-fifth year 
after our said daughter attains thirty (30) years of age 
is leached, when the remaining undistributed portion 
of the principal of the Trust Fund shall be distributed 
to our said daughter. The income of the Trust Fund 
shall be accumulated and added to the principal of 
the Trust Fund and distributed as a part thereof in 
accordance with the foregoing provisions: PROVIDED, 
That our said daughter during any calendar year after 
she attains legal age shall have the right to elect in 
writing to requite the Trustee to distribute to her during 
the succeeding calendar year the inC011ie, in whole or in 
part, of the Trust Fund accruing during each succeeding 
calendar year: and the election of our said daughter as 
to the amount or such income to be distributed to her 
shall be binding in all respects ii po n the Tr US tee. SAID 
PAYMENTS OF PRINCIPAL AND INCOME of the 
Trust Fund SHALL BE MADE QUARTERLY TO our 
said daughter ON JANUARY 1ST, APRIL 1ST ,IULY 
ST AND OCTOBER. 1ST, OF TI1E YEAR IN WHICH 

THEY R ESPECTIVELY BECOME DUE. (Emphasis 
add MT 

Yt'ESTLAW 
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*767 Although Section 11 as recited above provided 
or quarterly distributions to prtiti011in of the applic9ble 
fractional poi Pon of principal in the year succeeding 
each birthday on which the fraction was calculated 
Texas Commerce Bank's adniinistrative practCe, which 
was consistelit with that which had been followed by the 
prior trustee of Trust No 1, was to make a single annual 
distribution at some time following petitioner's NI thday. 
Texas Commerce Bank's normal ndministrative prACtICA! 

Date distribution calculated 

was to calculate the book value of the assets of 'trust No. 
1 as of petitioner's birthday each year, and to apply the 
applicable fraction as provided in Section of the trust 
agreement in determining the amount to be distributed to 
the petitioner 

Distributions following petitioners birthday for the years 
1970 through 1976 were recorded on the bank's books as 
follows: 

Date distribution recorded 

in Texas Commerce Bank records 

Dec. 17, 1970 

Dec. 17, 1971 

Dec. 17, 1972 

Dec. 17, 1973 

Dec. 17, 1974 

Dec. 17, 1975 

Dec. 17. 1976 

Each of the foregoing dates on which the respective 
distributions were recorded was probably the date on 
which the check for the distribution was written; the check, 
however, could have been recorded the day after it was 
written. 

The rEstributMn from Trust No. I with respect to 
petitioner's birthday on December 17, 1975, was made 
by Texas Commerce Bank in the amount of SI 28,797.71 
by its check dated December 22, 1975. Lewis transmitted 
the cheek to petitioner with his letter dated December 22, 
1975, addressed to petitioner in cane of Mrs. llowton, 
manager of petitioner's motheCs office. Lewis could not 
recall whether he handnIclivered this letter CH put it in the 
mail. The check was deposited in petitioner's account on 
December 23, 1975. 

Petitiorer herself never communicated with Lewis 
concerning distributions from Trust No. I, only Mrs 
Howtort communicated with 1 ewrs with respect to 
such titstributions. *768 Mis. Howton. InINVIrVel, never 

Dec. 30, 1970 

Dec. 23, 1971 

Dec. 22, 1972 

Jan. 25, 1974 

Dec. 17, 1974 

Dec. 23, 1975 

Mar.?, 1977 

communicated with Lewis concerning the timing of any 
distributions to petitioner from Trust No. I. 

Petitioner did no planning with respect to the 1975 
Li istribution to her from Trust No. I; nor did she do 
anything with respect to the timing of such distribution. 
She did not communicate to Texas Commerce Bank at 
any Pine prior to f9ccomber 23, 1975, any in  
concerning her intention lo adopt Austrian citizenship. 
During 1975, petitioner did not even know when the 1975 
tit stchution from Trust Ni. I had been received for her 
account. 

Lewis did not do, nor did he cause anyone else at Texas 
Ct am:terry Bank to do, any planning with respect to the 
1975 distributitin to petitioner from Trust No. I, other 
than to take the routine adininistrative steps which had 
been followed for a number of previous years. Indeed. 
1 owls was not aware of any action being taken with 
respect to the 1975 dititibution which differed from the 
routine which had been followed in previous years. I le 
knew of no particular reason for selecting December 22, 
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1975, as the date on which the distribution check was 
transmitted to petitioner. 

Because Lewis had been the Texas Commerce Bank trust 
officer in charge of the 0 taller family accounts for many 
years prior to 1975, it would have been usual procedure 
for him to be mIciernect of any matters afiecting any of the 
Blaffer family accounts with the bank. On December 23, 
1975, Lewis had no knowledge with respect to petitioner's 
intent:OA to adopt AusRian citizenship. 

SALES OF SECURITIES BY 
PETITIONER IN 1976 AND 1977 

As of December 23, 1975, the date of her expatriation. 
petiticsner had no intention of selling any securities. 
After her meeting with her accountant, Mr. Moore, in 
March 1976, petitioner understood that as a result of 
the distribution of securities and other assets to her from 
the Testamentary Trust which 'considerably increased' 
her dividend income, she faced 'dangerous exposure to 
potential tax probiems, particularly to the possibility of 
double taxation of her dividends by the United States and 
France At some time after her March 1976 meeting with 
Mr. Moore, however, during 1976 and 1977, petitioner 
sold more stock than she had ever sold before. 

*70 In 1976, petitioner realized a net capital gain in 
the amount of $2.601,680.06 from the sale of securities. 
Many of the securities sold were those which had been 
distributed to petitioner from the Testamentary Trust. 
In 1977, pensions igain realized a net capital gain of 
$7,219.440.35 from the sale of various securities. The great 
bulk of this gain, $7,080,908.82, resulted from her sale of 
143,742 shares of Exxon stock. 

Petitioner delayed her sale of the Exxon stock until at 
least the summer of 1977 because she was Mesii511-0. to 

part with it. She considered Exxon to be part of her 
'father's endeavor' and it was obviously sentiniental to 
her. Petitiimer's mother, during her lifetime, had always 
cautioned her children not to sell their Exxon stock. 

PETITIONER'S TAX RETURNS: 1974-1977 

Petitioner filed income tax returns and reported income 
and tax liability for 1974 through 1977i:is described below: 

1974: As a United States citizen ter the entire year, 
petitioner filed a Form 1040 for 1974. She reported 
total income of $766,297 03, consisting principally of 
dividend income from various sources in the amount of 
$688,766.55. Her total United States tax liability for the 
year, computed under the graduated rates applicable to 
United States citizens, was $155,990.54. 

1975: For 1975, petitioner filed a Form 1040NR, U.S. 
Nonresident Alien Income Tax Return, attaching to it a 
Form 1040. Schedule I of the Form 1040NR is entitled 
'General Information' and states in relevant part: 

Taxpayer was a resident of France during the entire year 
of 1975. She was a U.S. Citizen until December 23, 1975 
on which date she acquired the nationality of Austria by 
nat uralization. 

Taxpayer's income tax liability for the period from 
January I. 1975 to December 22, 1975 is computed on 
Form 1040 and supporting schedules attached. 

Taxpayer's income during the period from December 23, 
1975 to December 31, 1975 is reported on page 4 of Form 
1040NR. The tax on dividends is computed at 15 percent 
in accordance with French Income Tax Treaty, Article 9, 
copy of which is attached. 

Taxpayer received distributions in 1975 from The 
Testamentary Trust for Sarah C. Blaffer. Copies of 
schedules K-I and I are attached. 

*770 On the Form 1040 attached to the Form 1040NR, 
petitions:I reputed the following as in COM e received prior 
to December 23, 1975, the date of her expatriation: 

Dividends (less $100 exclusion) $644,659.19 

Interest 2,570.99 

Capital gains (after sec 202 deduction) 488.55 
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Rental or royalty income (net) 56,603.32 

Director fees 1,20001) 

Prize  1,000.00 

Total 706,522.05 - 

The tax on the income reporte(1 on the Form 1040 as 
received prior to December 23, 1975, was computral 
tinier the graduated tax rates applicable to Tinned Sidles 
citizens. 

Dividends 

On the Form 1040NR, petitioner repotted the knowing 
as incorne rcceived doting the period December 23, I 97/; 
through December 31, I 975, (Ifler her expatriation: 

Blue Creek Ranch $812.50 

Murray Corp 499.80 

Wallace-Murray Pfd 30.60 

Cecil A. Blaffer Trust No. 1 128,793.00 

Testamentary Trust for Sarah Campbell Blaffer 995,724.76 

1,125,860.66 

Oil and gas royalties 

Exxon Corp 5,932.37 

Amoco Production 600.22 

Scurlock Oil & Gas 59.63 

Miscellaneous 2,785.05 

9,377.27 

Rent income 

Beekman Gallery, Inc  28,000.00 

The tax on the dividend income. including We income 
received by petitioner from the distributions front 
crust No. 1 and the Testamealary Trust listed on the 
Form 1040NR was computed using the 15-petcent rate  

applicable under Article 9 of the Convention with the 
French Republic with Respect to Income and Property, 
July 28, 1967, 33 I.J.S.T 20, T.J.A S No. 7770, effective 
January I, 1967 (the French Tar treltdd the income lax 
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treaty between the United States :aid France. The tax on 
the lermindt,r of petitioners reported income was "771 
cunipmed at the at 30-percent rate provided in section 
871. PetitionerX total United States tax liability for 1975, 
as reported, was $341,998. 

Petitioner did not file French income tax returns while 
she was a citizen of the United States. In reliance on the 
advice oilier French accountants, she, ikewise, did not file  

a French income tax return for the short period after her 
expatriation from December 23. 1975 through December 
31, 1975. Petitioner did not pay any French income taxes 
on the 1975 trust distributions. 

1976 AND 1977: Petitioner filed Forms 1040NR for 1976 
and 1977, reporting income as follows: 

 

1976 1977 

Dividends  $842,898 $591,388 

Royalties  96,191 124,357 

Director fees  200 200 

Petitioner corn nutcd the United States tax with respect 
to this income under the applicable percentages set 
forth in the French Tax Treaty and section 871. During 
1976, petitioner realized capital gains from the sale of 
various zit:entities in the amount of $2,601.680. Under 
the provisions of Article 12 of the French Tax Treaty. 
capital gains, are not taxed. Accordingly, attached to the 
1976 Form 1040NR is Schedule 4 entitled 'Gross Income 
Exclusion) which states the following. 

For the year ended December 31, 1976, taxpayer has 
OACILatit,t1: • • • gains in he amount of $2,601,630 
received from the sale of personal property not used in 
a trade or business pursuant to Internal Revenue Code 
Section 871 and Article 12 of the U.S. -French Tax Treaty 

During 1977, nctitioner realized capital gains, priliciPallg 
from the sale of her Exxon stock, in the amount of 
$7,225,295. As she did in her 1976 return, petitioner 
17XI:htied the capital gains from income under Article 17 
of the French Tax Treaty. She attached to her 1977 Form 
ID4ONR Sch)idalc 4 entitled 'Gross Income Exclusion' 
which states the following: 

Fir the year ended December 31, 1977, 
taxpayer has excluded: * * capital 
gains in the amount of $7225,295 
received from the sale of personal 
pi open A not used in a trade or 
imsiness. [MI-SWIRL to Internal RCNCline  

Code Section 871 and Article 12 ofthc 
U.S. -French Tax Treaty. 

*772 In 1976, petitioner's reported United States tax 
liability was $155,352; her French lax liability was 
$364,292. In 1977, petitioner's reported Unitai States tax 
liability was $126,075; petitioner's French tax liability for 

the year was 1,628,89711. 9  Petitioner's 1975, 1976, and 
1977 income tax returns were prepared by Arthur Young 
& Co., and she signed them as ptesented to her without 
question or change, 

In the notice of deficiency, respondent determined that 
the principal purpose of petitioner's expatriation was the 
avoidance of United States in conic Ut es. and relying upon 
section 877, determined the deficiencies set forth above by 
applying the graduated tax rates normally applicable to 
United States citizens with respect to petitioner's capital 
gains and United States source income received after the 
date of her expatriation. 

OPINION 

I. THE TAX AVOW/N(5/CE ISSUla 

Petitioner, a United States citizen y  birth, adopted 
At, oitiaenship on December 23, 1975, thereby losing 
her United States cidzenship. The controversy at hand 
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centers on he income tax consequences flowhig from 
petitioner's expatriation. 

Until December 23, 1975, the date or her expatriation, 
petitioner reported her income and paid United States 
income taxes based on the graduated tax rates applicable 
to all United States citizens. Thereafter, as an Austrian 
citizen residing in Paris, petitioner became a nonresident 
alien for United States tax purposes. She reported her 
United States source income as a nonresident alien for 
the last week of 1975 (I1)ecember 23-31) and for 1976 and 

1977. I()  In her *773 nonresident alien returns (Flaalls 
1040NR) for the periods at issue, petitioner reported that, 
as a nonresident alien resident in France, she was taxable 
under section 871 and the lkench Tax Treaty as follows: 

I. She was subject to tax On 11 a United States source 
dividends and interest at the respective rates of 15 percent 
and 10 percent under Articles 9 and 10 of the French Tax 
Treaty. Petitioner received substantial trust distributions 
in late 197f) which she reported on her 1975 nonresident 
alien return as dividends taxable at the 15 percent rate 
under the French Tax 'flea ty; 

2. She was subject to tax on het other items of I !nit ed 
States source income not covered by the treaty (royalties, 
rent, director's fees) at the Hat rate of 30 percent under 
section 87 I; and 

She was not subject to United States lax on her capital 
gains under Article 12 of the French Tax Treaty. 

Respondent contends that the loss of petitioner's 
citizenship had for one of its principal purposes the 
avoidance of United States taxes So as to nil ject 
petitioner's United States source income and capital gains 
to taxation under the graduated tax rates made applicable 
by section 877 to former [hided States citizens who 
expatriate for t.ix avoidance purposes. Petitioner, in the 
first instance, urges us to resolve this factual issue in 
her tavor by Hutting that tax avoidance was not One 
at lieu principal purposes in expa iatiLm, thus finding 
her to be taxable as a nonresident alien under the more 
favoralrle rates prcscribed by section 871 and the French 

Tax Troatv, 

Pet t Honer, however, raises an alternative legal issue as 
well. She contends that even were we to conclude. that 

)idance was one of her principal purposes in  

expatriating, she is, nevertheless, entitled. as a nonresident 
alien resident in France beginning December 23. 1975, 
to be taxed on her capital gains :nut United States 
source dividends and interest under the '774 French Tax 

Treaty. 12  Petitioner contends that because the French 
lax Treaty and Section 817 are inconsistent with respect 
to the rates of United States tax applicable to her, it is 
the French Tax Treaty, adopted sub.equent to section 

877, which takes precedence. 13  Respondent, however, 
takes the position that under Article 22(4)(a). the 3̀ 11‘4111411 
clause of the French Tax Treaty, the benefits of the treaty 
are not available to former United States citizens who 
have lost their United States citizenship for tax ;ivoidance 

1 purpose 4 s. Recalls:, we resolve the factual issue in favor 
of petitioner, we find it unnecessary to decide the legal 
issue. 

In general, section 877 provides that a nonresident alien 
individual ‘vho loses his Tuned States citizenship shall 
be subject to tax on his United States source income, for 
the 10-year period following such loss, at the gmluated 
tax rates applicable to Unitecl States citizens rather than 
more favorable rates applicable to nonresident aliens, 
unless the loss of citizenship did not have for one of 
its principal purposes the avoidance of United States 

taxes. r5  Sec *775 II. Rcpt. No. 1450, 89th Cone., 2d 
Sen., 1966-2 C.B. 967, 982 (1966); S. Rept. No 1707, 
89th Cong., 2d Sess., 1966-2 CB. 1059. 10-/X (1966). 
Section 877(e) specrlically assigns the burden of proving 
the lack of it lax avoidance motive on the expatnate if 
respondent establishes that it is reasonable to believe that 
the individual's loss of United Sates citizenship would 
result in a substantial reduction in taxes. lhe parties 
have stipulated that I espondent has net his initial burden 
of proof under section 877(e). Thus, the burden is on 
petitioner to demonstrate that tax avoidance was not one 
of her principal purposes in expatriating. The issue is 
purely factual. 

Although we have never specifically in the phrase 
'one of its principal purposes' in the context of section 
877, we find instructive the following definition set forth 
in Dialer Bros. Inc v Commiscioncr. 71.1 C. 896, 91$ 
(1979), ;did. without published Opinion 612 1...7.(1 1211 

(5th Cir. 1981), in which the Court was called upon to 
determine. under section 367, whether or not a certain 
translation was in 'pursuance of *776 a plan having as 
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one of its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal 
income taxes:' 
(W)e believe that the term 1p0ncipal pm pose should 
be construed in accordance with its ordinary meaning. 
Such a rule of statutory construction has been endorsed 
by the Supreme Court. Malat v. Riddell, 383 U.S. 569, 
571 (1966). Wchstees New Collegiate Dictionary defines 
'principal.  as 'first in rank, authority, importance, or 
degree. Thus, the proper inquiry hereunder is whether the 
exchange of manufacturing know-how was in pursuance 
of a plan having as one of its 'first-licimportanee 
purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes. 

After careful consideration of all the evidence, we 
conclude that petitioner has carried her burden under 
section 877(c); we are convinced that petitioner did not 
have tax avoidance as one of her principal or 'first in 
importance purposes in expatriating. 

With respect to her intent in expatriating, petitioner 
testified that: She and Eurstenberg decided to marry in 
early 1975. At that time, Furstenberg, a titled Austrian 
aristocrat, requested that petitioner adopt his Austrian 
citizenship. Although she had been living abroad for 
over 7 years, petitioner had never before considered 
expatriation. Desiring, however, to do what she could 
to make her third marriage a success and cognizant 
of the fact that it was general European custom for a 
wife to adopt the nationality of her husband, petitioner 
committed herself at the time of her decision to many 
Furstenbcrg in early 1975 to 'bear his name, his title, and 
his nationality: 

Petitioner's decision to expatriate at the time of her 
marriage was further motivated, as she testified, by her 
ever-increasing, lifelong tics to Europe; her preference for 
living in Europe rather than anywhere else; her personal 
and professional interest in the arts; the fact that, as of 
1975, her social life was centered in Europe, where she had 
been living for over 7 years; and the fact that both of her 
parents were dead and her children were grown. In sum, 
her expatriation was the result of both her containment 
to marry l'urstenberg and the ultimate ealmina0011 of her 
life-loag ties to Europe. Petitioner specifically declared 
that tax ivoidance was neither a principal purpose, 
nor any purpose whatsoever, in her decision to adopt 
Austrian citizenship. We found petitioner to *777 be a 
stiaieluforward and credible witness; we have no reason 
to dtsbeheve or doubt her LCS ti mony. 

espimdent. Cilifig cases dealing with determinations of 
fraud under section 66530), contends that intent, or the 
lack thereof, can seldom be established by direct proof 
a rid, the refi.)re, urges us to examine petitioner's entire 
course of conduct to deter' nine her intent in expatriating. 
It is true that in the context of a fraud determination, 
seldom will an individual be forthcoming with direct 
evidence of his fraudulent intent, and respin nient, in order 
to carry his burden of proof, is often forced to present 
indirect evidence of the individual's conduct on which 
inferences as to fraudulent intent may be drawn. In this 
case, however, petitioner has the burden of proof, and 
she has squarely addressed the issue of her intent through 
her uncontroverted testimony. Moreover, an examination 
of petitioner's conduct with respect to her expatriation, 
m our view, only serves to corroborate her testimony 
concerning her lack of tax avoidance motives. 

Petitioner met with her accountant, Gordon Moore, in 
late April or early May 1975, only after her decision 
to marry Fursteuberg and her commitment to adopt 
Austrian citizenship had been made. She asked him to 
advise her concerning the income tax consequences of 
her planned marriage and expatriation. At that tune, he 
warned petitioner that her plan to marry and expatriate 
would 'complicate' her taxes; that French taxes could 
be very had and were getting worse. Petitioner had no 
further discussions with Moore until March 1976, after 
her expatriation, when he advised her of the risk of double 
taxation on her dividends by France and United States. 

Only after this second meeting with Moore, which 
occurred after her expatriation, did petitioner decide to 
sell the hulk of the securities that she received in the 
1975 distribution from the Testamentary Trust. Sales of 
those securnirs resulted in substantial capital gains in 
1976 and 1977. Indeed, she did not sell her Exxon stock, 
a valuable family asset, until 1977. 'I hat she sold her 
Exxon stock at all, against her mothers express advice, 
is striking evidence that petitioner's sales of securities 
stemmed from her concern with respect to double taxation 
on *778 her dividends after her expatiria tun, rather than 

any preconceived plan of tax avoidance. 16 

The foregoing chronology of events makes clear that al 
the time of her expatriation, petitioner was aware not of 
any pofsible tax advantages, but only of possible negative 
tav noinicapienees which could follow from giving up her 
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Muted States citizenship. Petitioner's decision to sell her 
securities was made after her expatriation. Avoidance 
of taxes, therefore, could not have been a consideration 
either as of the date of her decision to expatriate or the 
date of expatriation itself. 

Further, rather than concluding that the ttmirig of 
petitioner's expatriation points to her tax avoidance 
motives, as urged by respondent, we think the timing 
of her expatriation is compelling evidence itself that 
petitioner's CXpalliation was in linked only to 
her commitment to marry Furstenberg, rather than to any 
plan of tax avoidance. Petitioner expatriated on December 
13, 1975, only 1 days following her return from her 
honeymoon and the day of her scheduled departure for A 
Christmas holiday in Italy_ II ad her expatriation not been 
tied to her marriage to Furstenberg, petitioner, who had 
been living in Europe for over 7 years and in France for 
at least 5 years, could have expatriated years earlier. She 
could have, thereby, claimed the benefits of the French 
Tax Treaty years earlier. 

in addition, knowing that she was eventually to receive 
sizeable trust distributions, petitioner, were she as 
sophisticated a taxpayer as respondent would have us 
believe, could surely have coord'inated the timing of 
her expatriation viz-a-viz the trust (WMkin011S more 
favorably. She could have expatriated 1,efore both trust 
distributions. Surely petitioner would not have given 
her son the power of attorney and receipt and release 
authorizing him to receive her trust distribution at any 
particular time. liy the terms of Trust No, I, she was 
legally entitled to quarterly distributions, beginning on 
January 1, 1976, after her December 17, 1975, birthday, 
yet he did nothing to cause the trustee to vary its 
administrative '779 practice of distributing shortly after 
her December birthday the full amount to which she 
was entitled t'or the succeeding year. The tinting of the 
November 1975 distribution from the Testamentary Trust 
was within the con trot oilier sister as tr ustec, yet petitioner 
did nothing to delay the distribution so that it would he 
received in the taxable year after her expatriation was 
complete. 

The timing of these trust distributions, which appear 
to have been made in the ,ou tine coin se or business, 
cot rohoiates petitioner's testnnony that she did no 
planning with iespeer to, and was not even .1w,lie ob. the 
timing of the distc bu (ions That she dbl iii, planninp with  

respect to the trust thstributions is evidence of her lack 
of tax avoidance motives in giving up her llnited States 
citizenship. In our view, none of petitioner's actions, Of her 
omissions to act, were done with tax avoidance as a first-
inbmportance purpose. 

Peti ti cr's actions here are clearly distinguishable from 
those of Max Kronen berg, the taxpayer in Kronenberg v. 
Commissioner. 61 'LC_ 428 (1975), the only other case in 
which the Court has decided the issue of tax avoidance 
as a principal purpose in expatriation under sec. 877. 
Kronenberg was a nattn alized I lnited States citizen who 
had retained his Swiss citizenship. From 1955 through 
1966, Kronen berg owned 95.30 percent of the OU tstanding 
sloe]: and was the p'esident and co-director, with his 
wife, of PIG, Inc., a mica importing business In 1966, 
K ronen berg decided to sell the business and considered 
moving back to Switzerland. On Feb. 26, 1966, Ples 
shareholders voted to effect a complete liquidation under 
sec. 337 to be completed by Feb. 25, 1967. In Dec. 1966, 
Kronen berg learned from his accountant that if he lost his 
United States citizenship prior to receiving the liquidating 
distribution from PIC, Inc., it would not be subject to tax 
by the [biked States. The Court described Kronenberg's 
subsequent activities as follows (64 TAT. at 434-135): 

After learning of such tax advantage, 
he engaged in a flurry of activity: 
he engaged attorneys to prepare the 
papers and complete the liquidati nil 
of PIC; he sold the family house; he 
made all the necessary arra 11 gem cuts 
for the transportation of his family 
and possessions to Switzerland; on 
February 20, 1967, the shareholders 
and directors of PIG met :ind took 
the necessary actions to complete the 
liquidation of the corporation; he 
instructed his attorneys to distribute 
to him :ill the assets of PIG at the 
latest possible time; he and his family 
actually lei t the Iin ited States on 
Feb] nal y 21, 1967, and *790 arrived 
in Zurich on the following day; on 
February 23, 1967, he and his wife 
ienounced then U.S. citizenship; and 
in accordance with Ins instructions, 
the transfer of funds from PIG to his 

personal :tccount was carried out by his 
a Col neys on bebruary 24, 1967 
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Finding Kronenberg's activities of Jan. and Feb. 1967 
'too perfect to be unplanned,' (supra at 435) the 
Court concluded that the evidence failed to show that 
Kronenberg gave any consitieration to renouncing his 
United States citizens lip before he learned of the tax 
advantages of doing so. The Court was Compel led to 
find that Kronenbcrg had expatriated for tax avoidance 
purposcs. 

In contrast, IKtitioner's activities were too imperfect irent 
a tax standpoint to have been planned. As we have 
discussed, petitioner engaged in no 'flurry of activity' 
in connection with her expatriation. She decided to 
expatriate before she knew it ny thing about the tax 
consequences thereof; she had lived in Europe for over 
7 years; at the time of her expatriation she knew of only 
possible negative tax effects; and her activity, or lack 
of it, viz-a-viz the trust distributions indica es that she 
did no planning whatsoever to delay them until after her 
expatriation. 

Respondent has offered no evidence to refute or 
I mpeach petitioner's testimony concerning her motives 
t"or expatriating. He urges us, however, to infer a tax 
uvoidance motive because petitioner never resided in 
Austria after adopting Austrian citizenship; because of the 
'fortunate' timing of her expatriation COTICOMIllitant with 
the Testamentary Trust distribution of various securities, 
in 1976 and 1977, resulting in the realization of zubstantial 
capital gains which, but for her expatriation, enabled 
petitioner to reap significant tax benefits; and because 
petitioner is a wealthy, intelligent Wontil n who in the past 

had relied on tax counsel. 17  This we decline to do. 

First, we do not find as troubling as does respondent the 
fact that petitioner never resided in Austria after adopting 
Ai 1st' citizenship. It merely corroborates x.,titioneEs 
testimony "781 that she adopted the Austrian ciiizenship 
of her husband as part of her marriage commitment. and 
reflects her belief that she was conforming to the custom 
of the European aristocracy which she Was entering by 
tier marriage. Petitioner testified that she was riot adverse 
to living in AUStria; indeed, she spent over a Month t bele 
in the SUIDIller of 1975, staying at I:urstenberg's hunting 
lodge in Strobl. We think it quite reasonable, nonetheless, 
for petitioner and Furstenberg to have settled in Paris 
Wier then-  marriage Furstenberg, ',viz, was 71 years old at  

the dine of the marriage, had himself been living outside 
of Austria for many years, and he did not like living in 
Austria's harsh climate. Petitioner had lived in her Paris 
:ipart men( for ) years and was obviously settled into the 
social lift there- That they chose to live in Paris rather than 
Austria, therefore, raises no suspicion of tax avoidance 
motives. 

I:urther, we draw no negative inference from the timing 
or the " mmtary Trust distribution in light or 
petitioner's uncontroverted testimony that at the dine of 
her expatriation she htid no intention of selling any of i he 
securities distributed. The record is clear that only after 
her meeting with her accountant in March 1976, after her 
expatriation, did she decide to sell the securities out of her 
concern with respect to the possibility of double taxation 
of her dividends. Moreover, as we have discussed, had tax 
considerations played an important role in her decisions, 
she could have caused the trust distributions to have been 
more favorably timed. 

Finally, although it is true that petitioner is a wealthy 
and intelligent woman, she has no more than a layman's 
knowledge of the tax law; indeed, she admitted that she 
did not read or understand her tax returns for the years 
at issue, she merely signed what was presented to her by 
her accountants. Thus, we cannot Mier a tax avoidance 
motive merely by virtue of her wealth and intelligence_ 

Petitioner, in this case, has had the burden of proving 
a negative, i.e., a lack of intent. Admittedly, this is 
usually a difficult thing to do. She testified that tax 
avoidance was not a purpose in her expatriation; her 
actions and the surrounding circumstances support her 
test hnony. Him is no evidence other than the magnitude 
of the deficiencies here in dispute to suggest otherwise. 
Although those deficiencies are sufficient to *782 place 
the bur( en of proof on petitioner under section 877(e), 
they are not enough to refute the direct credible testimony 
presented by petitioner and the corroborating facts and 
ciremnstanCeS. We think petitioner has adequately met her 
burden of proving a lack of tax avoidance motives. Thus, 
we conclude that because tax avoidance was not one of 
pet i tit/tiers principal purposes in expatriating, she is not 
[21 X, under section 87T 
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2. TAXABILITY OF THE 1975 
tRusir DISTRIBUTIONS 

Having decided above that, after her expatriation, 
petitioner is not taxable under section 877, but rather, 
under section 871 and the French Tax Treaty, we turn 
to the :flternativu issues raised by respondent with respect 
to the proper tax rates applicable to the two trust 
distributions received by petitioner in 1975. 

On November 20, 1975, petitioner received a distribution 
of $995,724.76 from the Testamentary Trust, a complex 
trust with a taxable year ending December 31, consisting 
of distributable net income in the amount of 5164.971.63 
and :in accumulation distribution in the amount of 
S830,753.13. In December 1975, petitioner received a 
distribution consisting entirely of distributable net income 
in the amount of $128,792.71 from Trust No. I, also 
a complex trust, with a taxable year ending December 
31. Petitioner reported both trust distributions on her 
1975 Form 1040NR as dividend income received after 
December 23, 1975, the date of her expatriation, and 
taxable at the flat rate of 15 percent under Article 9 of the 
French Fax Treaty_ 

Respondent contends that petitioner was in actual receipt 
of the accumulation distribution from the Testamentary 
Trust and in constructive receipt of the distribution from 
Trust No. I before the date of her expatriation. and, 
therefore, both distributions are taxable at the graduated 
tax rates applicable to petitioner for the period of 1975 

during which she was still a United States citizen. 1W  We 
shall discuss the taxability of each of the trust distribtitions 
in turn. 

*783 A. THE TESTAMENTARY TRUST 

The pa dies have stipulated that on November 20, 1973, 
before her expatriation, petifioner received a distribution 
front the Testamentary Tru.t. a portion of which 
was distributable net income and the balance \ vas an 
accutnulation distribution. Although she actually received 
the distribution before her expatriation. petitioner 
reported it on her 1975 Form 1040N It as taxable during 
the short period after he had become a nonresident 
alien. On brief, petitioner concedes that the portion of 
the distribution consisting of distributable net income  

(S161071.63), is taxable at the graduated rates applicable 
to her while she was still a United States citizen. 
Petitioner maintains, however, that, regardless of the 
tinning of the actual receipt, the accumulation distribution 
($830,753.13) should, under section 668(a) and 662R), in 
the form in which they were then in effect, be includible in 
income during the period after which she lost her United 
States citizenship. 

For the reasons stated below, we conclude that sections 
668(a) and 662(c) do not require the result urged by 
petitioner; we sustain respondent's determination that the 
entire amount of the Testamentary Trust distribution is 
includible in in conic during the period before petitioner 
to,:t her United States citizenship and is thus taxable at the 
usual graduated rates. 

Section 668(a), as in effect in 1975, provides that 
accumulation distributions from complex trust. 'shall be 
included m the income of a beneficiary ofthe trust when 

paid. 19  Amplification *784 of tins statutory directive is 
found in section 1.668(a)-1A(a), Income Tax Regs., which 
provides that the total of an iiccumulation distribution 
is to be included in the income of the beneficiary in the 
taxable year of the beneficiary in which such amounts 
are in fact paid unless the taxable year of the beneficiary 
differs from the taxable year of die trust. In such a case. 
the regulation directs us to die rules under section 662(e), 
which provides that when a beneficiary has a taxable 
year different from that of the trust, an accumuMtion 
distribution is to be included in income in the tax year 
of the beneficiary which coincides with, or encompasses, 

the end of the tax year of the trust. 20  Petitioner contends 
that by virtue of her loss of United States citizenship. 'a 
‘Iistinctive situation arose which required the operation of 
section 662(c) ' with respect to the timing or inclusion of 
the accumulation distribution. 

Petitioner argues that, because of her change in status 
from United States citizen to nonresident alien, she had 
Iwo taxable years during 1975. the first covering her 
period of l!nited States citizenship through Decenther 22, 
and the second commencing December 23, the date of 
her expatriation, and ending December $1, covering the 
period dm Mg which she had become a nonresident alien. 
Petitioner's aiTurnent is based on the interaction of I l) 
section 1.871-130)(1). Income lax Regs , which provides 
that when a taxpayer changes status iron' United States 
citizen to s785 nonresident alien during the ,ziNable 
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year, he is taxable for such year 'as though his taxable 
year were comprised of two separate periods: the first 
()wainincome received as a United States citizen and the 
second rover ing income received as a nonresident alien; 
(2) section 1.662(c)- I Income Tax Regs., which provides 
that section 662(c) 'a unties to so-called short taxable years 
as well as taxable years of normal duration', and (3) 
section 441(h)(3) which defines the term 'taxable year' as 
'the period for which the return is made, if a return is 
made for a period of less than 12 months. She maintains 
that, because section 441(b)(3) defines 'taxable year in 
terms of 'periods,' sec. 1.871-13(a)(I), income Tax Regs., 
which divides the taxable year into 'periods,' sanctions 
'he existence of two taxable years in a change-of-status 
calendar year. 

Putitioner HMI: argues, because she had two taxable 
years in 1975 which were different from those of the 
Testainentiny 'crust, section 662(c) requires the inclusion 
of the accumulation distribution in her taxable income 
during her short nonresident alien status taxable year, 
the end of which coincides with the end of the trusts 
taxable year. In effect, petitioner seeks to have us equate 
the notion of a 'taxable period-with that of a short 'taxable 
year. 

We agree with respondent that petitioner's position calls 
for a misapplication of section 1.871-13(a)(1), Income Tax 
Regs., and section 4.41(,)(3), Petitioner's argument fails 
because, although her change-o(-status year is bifurcated 
with respect to the tax woes applicable to income received 
during the period id rinizenship versus nonresident alien 
status, her taxable year remains a single calendar year 
taxable year; her change of status does not create a short 
taxable year within the definition of section 443(b)(3). 
Because petitioner and the Testamentary Trust both have 
the same taxable year, section 662(c) is, by its terms 
inapplicable to VCIIIi0IIVT 

Section i 371 -i3(a)( t).111COTI1C ax Kegs , directs a status 
changing taxptycr to ircat his Mxable year as though' 

WCIC comprised of two separate periods. 21  By its 
express *786 terms, the regulation pr ovides that a 
status ciliaam:1g Mx payer will have only one taxable 
year, albeit one which is divided into Iwo portions, each 
taxable at chi fcrent rates Consistent with the notion that 
only a single axable year is involved in a change-in-
status isnuation ,cc. 6012 10(2)(a), Income I.:I X Rem , 
possades that only one tax return should be filed for a  

dual status year, the proper form of which is detei mined 

by the status of the taxpayer at the taxable year-end, with 

allocations between the two periods reflected on a sepal at 

schedule attached to the return 22  In compliance with this 

regulation, petitioner herself filed only one tax return for 

1975, a Form 1040N R, attaching the required schedule of 

income allocations between the two periods. 

We do not think that the definition of the term 'tiouible 

year in section 441(b)(3) in any way transforms the two 

periods described in section 1.871-13(a)(1), Income Tax 

kegs., into two separate taxable years. I. Eider section 

441(0(3), a period of less than 12 months is defined as 

a taxable year only if a return is made for a period of 

less than 12 months. 23  Sec. 1.441-1(000, Income Tax 

Rugs., further directs that a return for a period of less than 

12 months must be made under the provisions of section 

443. As it then stood, section 443(a) authorized such 'short 

period' returns under only three specific circumstances. (I) 

When a taxpayer changes his annual accounting period; 

(2) when a taxpayer is not in existence for an entire 

taxable year; and (3) when the Secretary terminates a 

taxpayer's taxable year for jeopardy. Petitioner has not 

argued, nor could she, that her circumstances conforni to 

those specified in section 443; in fact as stated above, she 

filed a single return for a 12-month calendar year year. 

Section 441(0(3) is, thus, inapplicable to her 1975 return. 

*737 Our conciusion Mai a status changing taxpayer 

has only a single taxable year in the year of change 

finds support in the reasoning of Estate of Petschek v. 

Commissioner, 81 T.C. 260 (1983), affd. 738 F.2d 67 (2d 

Cir. 1984). Retschek, a calendar year taxpayer, was the 

income beneficiary of a simple trust, which also I eported 

its income on a calendai year basis During 1975, the 

year at issue, Petschek was a United States citizen until 

November 23, 1975, when he became a citizen of France. 

The issue was whether distributions from rile trust shoind 
he taxed at the rates applicable 10 T nilpd Shdes citizmo 
or to nonresident aliens. 

This Court observed in Estate of Eel:a:Fmk, 8 1C at 

264 n. 6, that the two periods prescribed in the case of 

status changing taxpayers by see. I .X71-1 iilag 1), Income 

Tax Regs., 'arc not separate taxable years.' Further. 

in addressing Pdtschek's argument under section 652(c) 

which, as does section 662(c) in the cast of complex 

trusts, prescribes the timing of inclusion in income of 
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dist t ibutions from silt] pie [lusts when the beneficiary and 
the trust have (fillet-cut taxable peals, the Court noted: 
'The case berm e us does not involve such different 

taxable years,' Si IC'. al 270. 24  In affirming this Comes 
opinion on this point, the court of appeals (738 F. 2d 
at 72) explained that the operation of section 652(c) 
presupposes the continuation of the beneficiary's and the 
trust's respective ta '<payer statuses from year to year' 
and stated that tetschek's tax year did not end with his 
abandonment of his citizenship: With respect to the issue 
of' whether a change in status creates two taxable years 
for a dual status taxpayer, we see nothing to distinguish 
the facts of the instant situation from those of Estate 
of Petschek even though we arc here dealing with a 
complex trust. Thus, as section 652(e) was inapplicable to 
[state of Petsehek, so too is section 662(c) inapplicable to 
petitioner. 

Having so decgie(1, however, the issue remains as to 
the proper period for inclusion of the accumulation 
distribution under sec. 1.871 -13(a)(1), Income Tax Regs., 
given the practical *788 reality that, in the usual case, the 
:imount of an accumulation distribution is calculated as of 
the end of the trust year. In Estate of Petschek, we rejected 
the taxpayer's :opulent that because distributable net 
income I rom a simple trust is calculated at the end of the 
trust's taxable year, such Muburit may only be included 
in the income of the beneficiary on the last day of the 
taxable year. There we held that a beneficiary of a simple 
trust, i.e., one which is required to distribute all income 
currently. earns income simultaneously with the trust's 
realization of income, and, therefore, he must loci tide 
'El his own income for the period while he was still a 
t Inited States citizen a I I of the Mecum: earned by the 
trust during that period regardless of whether it had yet 
been distributed to him. In Estate of Petschek. however, 
we declined to decide how distributions from a complex 
trust. which Gould include income accumulated over a 
period al years, would be taxed. The statutory scheme 
governing complex uust distributions makes no special 
provision for the unique considerations involving change-
En-status taxpayers; thus, the statute does not provide us 
‘vith specific guidance on this issue. 

Petitioner is correct in hei assertion that the conduit 
rationale made' lying our Estate of Pctschek decision, 
based as it is on legal pi inciples govee fling only 
simple busts may be inapplicable to an accumulation 
distribution from a complex trust. Such a dist, 'button  

represents amounts that were earned by the trust in 
prior years and taxed at trust rates usually lower 
than rates applicable to the beneficial y's income. Such 
antounts, therefore, are not eatned by the be  
simultaneously with the trust. We do not agree, however, 
that the reasoning al Estate of Pctschek is wholly 
irrelevant to the issue before us. Estate of Pet schek, as 
well as other cases cited by respondent, supports our 
conclusion that the taxation of change of-status taxpayers 
is not always to be governed by the automatic application 

of the 'usual rules. 2) 

*789 On the facts of this case, because the accumulation 
distribution was actually received by petitioner and 
available for her use and benefit bcfore her expabintion, 
we think it is includible in her income for the period 
in 1975 during which she was a United States citizen 
and thus taxable at graduated United States tax rates. 
This conclusion is consistent with both the literal 
terms of section 66/e(a) which directs inclusion of an 
accumulation distribution in the income of a beneficiary 

'when paid,' ancl the directive (d.  section 666(a ) 7" that 
the amount of the accumulation distribution shall be 
deemed to be an amount 'distributed on the last day 
of each of the preceding taxable years' for which the 
undistributed income was accumulated. These provisions 
in that consideration of the beneficiary's s talus 
both at the tillIC of distribution and during the years of 
income accumulation is relevant in determining the tax 
consequences of an accumulation distribution to a stat US-

 

Cha nging taxpayer 27 

Under the cireurnetaliCeS Or U, is Case, because petitioner 
was a United States citizen both during the years 
of accumulation and at the time of diStrIbIlt.1011, we 
think section 668 calls for the tax to be applied to 
such distribution at rates applicable to United States 
citizens. Certainly, to do so Is consistent with the 
general policy underlying the taxation of accumulation 

distributions under I he 'throwback rules' of section 666, 
i.e„ to eliminate tax avoidance by ensuring that a trust 
beneficial y pays tax ai the tales applicable to hint on the 

tEUSt distributions he receiveS, nillior than allowing him by 

income accumulation to shift the tax burden to the trust 
wliich is ;ubice.rt, generally, to lowei tax r See H, Re pt., 
No. 1337, 831 COng , 2d Sexs 60-64: S Reget No. 1622, 
83d Cong , 2d Sess . 54-K5 (1954). 
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Admittedly, our conclusion is made easier by the fact that 
the amounts of distributabie net income and accumulated 
income stipulated by the parties as having been received 
by *790 pctinoner before her expatriation constitute the 
entire year's trust income as revealed by the 1975 Form 
1041 fiduciary return for the Testamentary Tnnt. There 
is, therefore, no problem in allocating curt cut earnings 
during 1975 between petitioners citizen and nonresident 
alien periods. Such accounting problems need not be 
addressed here. We emphasize that we are riot tutnowicing 
a hard and fast rule with respect to the timing of income 
inclusion of an accumulation distribution by a change-
of-status taxpayer. On the facts of this case, however, 
we think the accumuia non distribution is includible in 
petitioner's income for the period during which she was a 
United States citizen. 

B. TRUST NO.! 

On December 17, 1975, mind oner attained the age of 
56 years and under the terms of Section II of the 
instrument governing Trust No. I, she became entitled to 

receive a distribution of 1 /9  of the principal of the trust. 

Although the trust instrument provided that payment of 
the distribution calculated as of December 17, 1975, was 
to be made in quarterly installments beginning on January 
I, 1976, the year following petitioner's 1975 birthday, the 
trustee, Texas Commerce Bank, had for years followed 
the administrative practice of calculating the amount of 
each year's distribution as of December I 7, the petitioner's 
birthday, and paying the entire amount of that years 
distribution in a single annual payment on sonic date 
following petitioner's birthday, often, but not always in 
the same year on which the calculated amount was based. 

With respect to the 1975 distribution at issue, the facts, 
undisputed by the parties, are as follows: The amount 
of the distribution was calculated based on the value 
of the trust assets as of December 17, 1975, p eti Ci OTICCS 
I, irthday Petitioner returned to Europe on Dentin her 19. 
1975. The trustee's check for the distribution was written 
on December 22, 1975, and recorded on the trustee's 
books on December 23, 1975. The check was deposited 
into petitioner's account on December 23, 1975. The trust 
officer in charge of Trust No. I could not remember 
whether he personally delivered the check to petitioner's 
family office on December 72, or whether he placed it in 
the mail. 

*791 There is no evidence that petitioner or her agent 

actually received the check before December 23, 1975, the 

date it was deposited in petitioner's account. 28  Thus, the 

issue is whether she co ostr tic Lively received the income 

before that date. 29  This issue was raised by respondent 

for the first time in his Answer and Answer to A in ended 

Petition; the issue is, therefore, a new matter with respect 

to which respondent has the burden of proof. Rule 142(a); 

Achiro v. Commissioner, 77 T.C. 881. 890 (1980, Estate 

of Falese v. Commissioner, 58 E.G. 895, 898-699 (1972). 

Our study of the evidence On this issue leads us to conclude 

that respondent has failed to meet his but on the 

evidence before us, we are unable to find that petitioner 

was in consiMethe receipt of the distribution from Trust 
No. I before December 23, 1975. 

The doctrine of constructive receipt is based on the 

principle that income is received by cash method taxpayers 

'when it is made subject to the will and control of the 

taxpayer and can be, except for his own action Or inaction, 

reduced to actual possession] Loose v. United States, 

74 I7.2d 147, 150 (8th dr. 1934). The general rule with 

respect to the inclusion of income under the doetithe 

of constructive receipt is set forth in section I .451-2(a), 

Income Tax Regs., as follows: 

Sec. 1.451-2. Constructive receipt of income 

(a) General rule. Income although not actually reduced 

to a taxpayer's possession is constructively received by 

him in the taxable year during which it is credited to his 

account. set apart for him, or otherwise made available so 

that he may draw upon it at any time, or so that he could 

have drawn upon it during the taxable year if notice of 

intention to withdraw had been given. However, income is 

not COEISli uctively received if the taxpayer's control of its 
receipt is subject to substantial limitations or restrictions. 

Respondent bases his CCM ten on that petitioner was 

in out su active receipt of the distribution before her 

ex patri a lion *792 on the following evidence: The am aunt 

of the distribution was calculated by the trustee as or 

December 17, 1975; the check was written on December 
22, 1975; according to Lewis, the trust officer responsible 

for the administration of Trust No. I, petitioner or her 

agent could have picked up the cheek the day it was 
wr Men, further, as:nutting to Lewis, had petitioner so 
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requested he could have made the distribution as early 
as December 19, 1975 These facts, argues respondent, 
demonstrate that the distribution was made available to 
petitioner so that 'he could have draw upon it before her 
expatriation if notice of her intention withdraw had been 
given. 

We do not think that the evidence On which respondent 
relies is sufficient to demonstrate constructive teen N i11 
this case Implicit in the notion of availability to the 
taxpayer is notice to him that the funds are subject to 
his will and control 3f)  Respondent has failed to show 
that either petitioner or her agent was informed or knew 
that the distribution check could have been picked up on 
December 22, 1975, or that they could have requested all 
earlier thstribution. 

Our findings reveal that the yearly distributions from 1970 
through 1976 were not made on any specific date; in 
only 2 of 7 years, 1972 and 1974, was the distribution 
recorded before December 23; in 2 years, 1971 and 1975, 
it was recorded on that date. Titus, petitioner could 
have had no expectation that she would receive the 
check before her expatriation. Petitioner, in fact, never 
communicated with the trustee with respect to any ol 
the yearly trust distributions. It is true that petitioner's 
agent, Mrs. Howt on, did, from time to time, communicate 
with the trustee concerning distributions from Trust No. 
1; however, there is no evidence that Mrs. Howton ever 
communicated with the truster with respect to the tuning 
of such distributions, or that she had any kuowletlge that 
she could influence the timing. 

is is clearly not a case in which petitioner 'turned her 
back' int the income by tak Mg any affirmative steps to 
delay receipt of the check until after her expatriation. 
Compare Porn inc v. Commissioner. 25 T.('. 859, 873-875 
(1956). As discussed in Part I, above, petitioner did no 
planning whatsoever with respect to the Trust No I 
distribution. Mindful of *793 the oft-stated principle 
that constructive receipt should be sparingly implied, 
Raw Dehydrating Co. v. Commissioner, 74 T.C. 370, 375 
(I 980); Gullett v. Commissioner, 31 B.T.A. 1067, 1069 
(1933), we do not think petitioner can be charged with 
eonsttuctive receipt of the trust distribution based on 
speculation concerning whether the trustee would have 

agreed to an earlier payment if so i 1:quested. See Amend 
v. Commissioner, 13 T.C.. 178, 184-185 (1949). 

Thus, we conclude that petitioner was not in constructive 
receipt before her expatriation of the distribution front 
Trust No.1 and that she properly reported the distribution 
as received during the period of 1975 in which she was 
a nonresident alien. The distribution from Trust No. 1 is 
taxable as reported by petitioner_ 

Rased on the foregoing, 

Decision will be entered under Rule 155. 

All Citations 

83 T.C. No 43, 83 T.C. 755, Tax Cl. Rep. (P:C1-1) 41,633 

Footnotes 
1 All section references are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended, unless otherwise noted. 
2 The parties have stipulated an actual distribution to petitioner on Nov. 20, 1975, before petitioner's expatriation, from 

the Testamentary Trust in the amount of $995,724.76. Such distribution consisted of S164,9/1.63 in distributable net 
income and $830,753.13 in accumulated income Petitioner concedes that the portion of the distribution consisting of 
distributable net income actually received before her expatriation is taxable at the normal graduated rates applicable to 
United States citizens, at issue here is only the portion consisting of the accumulation distribution. 

3 Petitioner owned a substantial portion of the stock of Societe lmmobiliere Commerciale et Agricole (S.I C.A.). a French 
corporation. S.I.C.A. was in the business of selling lots which it owned at St. Paul de Vence in the south of France 
Petitioner planned for S.I.C.A. to sell all of its lots but one on which she and Sheridan would build a home and live. 

4 As a child, petitioner was encouraged by her mother to study the fine arts; petitioners mother made lifetime gifts to 
her at paintings by such artists as Matisse, Braque, and Picasso. Further, petitioner's corporation, Beekman Gallery 
Corporation, which was operated by petitioner with an associate, had been engaged in the business of buying and selling 
art objects all over the world for approximately 20 years. The fact that petitioner lived in Europe was advantageous in her 
work for the corporation, because there were more art markets in Europe than in the United Slates. 
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5 Petitioner and Furstenberg did, however, visit the lodge and spend time there during the summer months. During July, 
Aug., and Sept. 1975, they spent 4 to 6 weeks in Austria to visit Furstenberg's family and friends and spend time at 
the lodge. 

6 None of petitioner's ereat-grandparents was born in the United States. On her fathers side of the family, petitioner had two 
German greet-grardenrents, a French Huguenot-Alsatian grandfather and an Austrian great-grandmother. Petitioners 
maternal great-grandparents were all born in Scotland. 

7 As described more fully, infra, petitioner sold securities in 1976 and 1977, realizing significant capital gains. Most of 
the securities sold by petitioner were distributed to her upon the death of petitioner's mother. At the time of petitioners 
meeting with Moore, petitioner's mother had not ye! died. 

8 Petitioner's mother established the Sarah Campbell Blaffer Foundation to which she contributed many works of art and 
also funds so the foundation could add to its collection. The foundation operates a teaching art collection which is shown 
in schools throughout Texas_ Petitioner is a trustee of the foundation. 

9 The only evidence in the record accruing petitioners French tax liability for 1977 is her 1977 French tax return on which 
her tax liability was reported in French francs. 

10& Sec. 1371-13(a), Income Tax Begs., requires that when an individual changes his status from United States citizen to 
nonresident alien during the taxable year, the individual is taxable as though his taxable year were composed of two 
separate periods. 
During the first period of United States citizen status, the individual is taxable under the rules generally applicable to 
United States Clizens, i.e., he is taxable on his worldwide income at the customary graduated tax rates. Cook v. Tait, 
265 U.S. 47 (1924); Filler v Commissioner, 74 T.C. 408, 410 (1980); sec. 1.1-1(b), Income Tax Regs. 
During the second period of nonresident alien status, commencing on the date United States citizenship is renounced, 
the individual is taxable under the special rules applicable to nonresident aliens, i.e., in general, he is taxed either, under 
sec. 871, at a flat 30-percent rate only on gross income derived from sources within the United States or gross income 
which is effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business within the United States, or, under sec. 894, at 
lower treaty rates, where applicable. 
Sec. 1.6012-1(b,;(2)(i)(b), Income Tax Rags., provides that only one tax return should be filed for a dual status year with 
allocations retleded on a special schedule attached to the return; the proper torn is determined by the status of the 
taxpayer at taxable year-end. Thus, for 1975, the year of her change in status, petitioner filed a Form 10404R, a non-
resident alien return. 
See discussion, infra, in Part 2, A, concerning the issue of whether a change in status creates 2 taxable years. 

1 1 Assuming that the principal purpose of her expatriation was not tax avoidance, the parties have stipulated to all of the 
conditions necessary for tne aleefication of Articles 9. 10, and 12 of the French Tax Treaty to petitioner's capital gains 
and United States source dividends and interest 

12 Petitioner concedes on this issue that should we find tax evoidenc,t) a principal purpose in her expatriation, the remainder 
of her United States source income is taxable under sec. 877. 

13 Sec. 877 was added try the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended, by H.R. 13103, 901h Gong., :sit Seas. (1966), 
the Foreign Investors Tax Act of 1966, Pub. L. 89-809.80 Stat. 1541, signed into law by the President on Nov. 13, 1966. 
The French Tax Treaty, 19 U.S.T. 5280, T.I.A.A_ 6518, effective during the years at issue was signed July 28, 1967; the 
United States Senate gave its advice and consent to ratification of the Treaty on June 6, 1968; it was brought into force 
by an exchange of instruments of ratification on July 11, 1968. 

14 During the years at issue, Article 22(4)(a) of the French Tax Treaty, known as the 'savings clause,' provided as follows: 
The United States may tax its citizens and residents as if the present Convention had riot 001110 into effect. 
By a Protocol to the French Tax Treaty, 1979-2 C.B. 4'. 413, 1,1 AS. 8500, signed Nov. 24, 1978, in force Oct. 
27, 1979, by exchange of instruments of ratification and effective for tax years beginning on or alter Jan. 1, 1979, the 
savings clause of the French Tax Treaty was changed to read as follows: 
The United States may tax its dlizens and residents as if the present Convention had not come into effect. For this 
purpose the term 'citizen' shall include a former citizen whose loss of citizenship had as one of its principal purposes the 
avoidance of income tax. but only for a period of 10 years following such loss_ 
Respondent contends, as detailed more fully in Rev. Rid_ 79-152, 79-1 C.B. 237, that this change was a 'clarifying change' 
only and that, even though the French fax Treaty did not, during the years at issue, specifically reserve the right of the 
United States to tax under sec. 877, petitioner is nonetheless subject to tax under that section. 

15 SEC. 877. EXPATRIATION 10 AVOID TAX. 
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(a) In General—Ebecy nonresident alien individual who at any time after March 8. 1965, and within the 10-year period 
immediately preceding the close of the taxable year lost United States citizenship, unless such loss did 1101 have for one 
of its pdnbipal purposes the avoidance of taxes under this subtitle or subtitle B, shall be taxable for such taxable year 
in the manner provided in subsection (b) if the tax imposed pursuant to such subsection exceeds the tax which, without 
regard to this section, is imposed pursuant to section 871 
(b) Alternative Tax.—A nonresident alien individual described in subsection (a) shall be taxable for the taxable yearns 
provided in section 1,55, or 402(e)(1), except that, 
(1)the gross income shall include only the gross income described in section 872(a) (as modified by subsection (c) of 
this section), and 
(2)the deductions shall be allowed if and to the extent that they are connected with the gross income included tinder this 
section, except that the capital loss carryover provided by section 1212(b) shall not be allowed; and the proper allocation 
and apportionment of the dedactions for this purpose shall be determined as provided under regulations prescribed by 
the Secretary. 
For purposes of paragraph (2), the deductions allowed by section 873(b) shall be allowed; and the deduction ((or losses 
not connected with the trade or business if incurred in translations entered into for profit) allowed by section 165(c)(2) 
shall be allowed, but only if the profit if such transaction had resulted in a profit would be included in gross income 
under this section. 
(c) Special Rules of Sourc.e.--For purposes of subsection (b), the following items of gross income shall be treated as 
income from sources within the United States: 
(1) Sale of property —Garns on the sale or exchange of properly (other than stock or debt obligations) located in the 
United States. 
(2)Stock or debt obligations. - Gains on the sale or exchange of stock issued by a domestic corporation w debt obligations 
of United States persons of the United States, a State or political subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia. 
(d) Exception for Loss of Citizenship for Certain Clauses—Subsection (a) shall not apply to a nonresident alien individual 
whose loss of United States citizenship resulted from the application of section 301(b), 350, or 355 of the Immigration 
and Nationality Act, as amended (8 U.S.C. 1401(b). 1482.01 1487). 
(e) Burden of I roof.- -If the Secretary establishes that it is reasonable to believe that an individual's loss of United Stales 
citizenship would, but for this section, result in a substantial reduction for the taxable year in the taxes on his probable 
income for such year, the burden of proving for such taxable year that such loss of citizenship did not have for one of its 
principal purposes the avoidance of taxes under this subtitle or subtitle B shall be on such individual. 

16 Accenting to the testimony of a French tax law expert, if petitioner's dividend income were to be taxed by the United 
States under sec. 877, the aggregate marginal rate of tax on her dividends would be 115 percent, 70 percent to the 
United States and 45 percent to France. Because most of petitioner's income was derived from United States sources. 
her sec. 901 foreign tax credit would be minimal. 

17 We will not draw any negative inference against petitioner, as urged by respondent, as a result of petitioner's assertion 
of the attorney-client privilege in these proceedings. See 0 Wigmore, Evidence, sec. 2322 al 630(1961): If a client pony 
claims the (attorney-client) privilege, the prevailing view • • * is that no inference should be drawn against him as to the 
unfavorable nature of the information sought.' 

18 Petitoner was a United States citizen on Dec. 22. 1975, but became an alien for the entire day of Dec. 23, 1975, the 
date of her expatriation. Sec. 1.871-13(a)(2), Income Tax Rags; Estate of Petschek v. Commissioner. 81 T.O. 250, 264 
(1983), affd. 738 E.2d 67 (2d Cir. 1984). 

19 SEC. 668. TREATMENT OF AMOUNTS DEEMED DISTRIBUTED IN PRECEDING YEARS> 
(a) General Rule.--The total of the amounts which are treated under sections 666 and 669 as having been distributed by 
the trust in preceding taxable year shall be included in the income of a beneficiary of Me trust when paid, credited, or 
required to be Tistriboted to the extent that such total would have been included in the income of such beneficiary under 
section 662(8)(Z/  end (b) if such total had been paid to such beneficiary On the last day of such preceding taxable year. 
Sec 662(a), here referred to, is in pertinent part as follows: 
SEC. 562. INCLUSION OF AMOUNTS IN GROSS INCOME OF BENEFICIARIES OF ESTATES AND TRUSTS 
ACCUMUL ATING INCOME OR DISTRIBUTING CORPUS. 
(a) nclusiori — Seigect to subsection (h), there shall he included i the gross income of a beneficiary to whom an amount 
specified in section 661(a) C paid, credited, or ioqu1io4 to be distribute/I (by an (statc or trust described in section 6b1), 
the sum of the following amounts: 

'TVESTL AW • 
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(1) Amounts required to be distributed currently—The amount of income for the taxable year required to be distributed 
currently to such beneficiary, whether distributed or not. • • ' 
(2) Other amounts oistributed...—All other amounts properly paid, credited, or required to be distributed to such beneficiary 
for the taxable year. If the sum of, 
(A) the amount of income for he taxable year required to be distributed currently to all beneficiaries, and 
(B)all other amounts propeny paid, credited, or required to be distributed to all beneficiaries 
exceeds the distributable net income of the estate or trust. then, in lieu of the amount provided in the preceding sentence, 
there shall be included in the gross income of the beneficiary an amount which bears the same ratio to distributable net 
income (reduced bythe amounts specified in (A))as the other amounts properly paid, credited or required to be distributed 
to the bendficlary bear to the other amounts properly paid, credited, or required to be distributed to all beneficiaries. 

20 SEC. 662, INCLUSION OF AMOUNTS IN GROSS INCOME OF BENEFICIARIES OF ESTATES AND TRUSTS 
ACC0MULATING INCOME OR DISTRIBUTING CORPUS. 
(c) Different Taxable Veers--U the taxable year of a beneficiary is different from that of the estate or trust, the amount 
to be included in the gross income of the beneficiary shall be based on the distributable net income of the estate or trust 
and the amounts properly paid, credited, or required to be distributed to the beneficiary during any taxable year or years 
of the estate or trust ending within or with his taxable year. 
The implementing regulation provides in part: 
Sec. I.662(c)-1. Different taxable years. 
If;, beneficiary has a different taxable year (as defined in section 441 or 442) from the taxable year of an estate or 
trust, the amount he is required to include in gross income in accordance with section 662(a) and (b) is based upon the 
distributable net income of the estate or trust and the amounts properly paid, credited, or required to be distributed to the 
beneficiary for any taxable year or years of the estate or trust ending with or within his taxable year. • 

21 Sec. 1.871-13. Taxation of individuals for taxable year of change of U.S. citizenship or residence. 
(a) In general. (1) An individual who is a citizen or resident of the United States at the beginning of the taxable year but a 
nonresident alien at the end of the taxable year, or a nonresident alien at the beginning of the taxable year but a citizen 
or resident of the United States at the end of the taxable year,, is taxable for such year as though his taxable year were 
comprised of two separate periods, one consisting of the the time during which he is a citizen or resident of the United 
Stales and the other consisting of the time during which he is not a citizen or resident of the United States. ' • ' 

22 This regulation embodies respondent's longstanding policy of requiring only one return for a dual status taxpayer dating 
back to G.C.M. 10759, XI-2 CO. 99 (1932). 

23 SEC, 441. PERIOD FOR COMPUTATION OF TAXABLE INCOME. 
(b) Taxable Year.—For purposes of this subtitle, the tern) 'taxable year means, 
(3) the period for which the return is made, if a return is made for a period of less than 12 months; • • • 

24 See 2130 Nia) v. Commissioner, 565 F.2d 1234, 1236 (20 Cir. 1977), affg. in part and rove, in pal 67 T.C. 64/ (19U): 
More v. Commissioner, 66 T.C. 27 (1975), affd. without published opinion 562 F.2d 38 (2d Cir. 19E7): Simi:nen v. 
Comm.ssioner, 44 T.C. 820, 832-833 (1965); Kfaas v, Commissioner, 36 T.C. 239 (1961). These cases all hold, in the 
context of various Code sections. that a change in status does not provide a dual status taxpayer with a shod taxable year 

25 Illustrative of this principle are Marsman V. Commissioner, 205 F.2d 335 (4th Cir. 1953). arta_ in pal and revg. and 
remanding in part 18 T.C. 1(1952), and Gutierrez v. Commissioner, 53 T.C. 394 (1969), affd. per curiam without published 
opinion (D.C. Cr. 1971). In those Eases it was held, in spite of the unambiguous statutory directive under sec 551(10 
and its predecessor sec. 337(6). I.RC. 1939, that the full amount of a deemed dividend from a foreign personal holding 
company is to be included in the shareholder's income as of the last day of the year, that only a pro rata portion of the 
dividend should be taxed to the taxpayers therein reflecting the fad that they had only been resident aliens for the last 
portion or the year, and subject to United States tax for only such portion, 

26 SEC, 566. ACCUMULATION DISTRIBUTION ALLOCATED TO PRECEUNC YEARS, 
(a) Amount Alloctited. .In the case of a trust which is subject to subpart C, the amount of the accumulation distribution 
of such trust for a taxable year shall be deemed to be an amount within the meaning of paragraph (2) of section 661(a) 
distributed on thi, last day of each of the preceding taxable years, commencing with the earliest of such years. to the 
extent that such amount exceeds the total of any undistributed net income for all earlier preceding taxable years The 
amount deemed to he distributed in any such preceding taxable year under the preceding sentence shall not exceed the 
undistributed net income for such preceding taxable year. '** 

27 We need not here decide what the result would have been had petitioner received the accumulation distribution atter 
her ertpatri 
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29 I is well settled that a cash met:lod t ,3X pays,  isin rece4)t of income as of the date a check is receved whether or not such 
cneck is presented to a bank for payment. Kah'er v. Commissioner, 181C. 31, 34-35(195?). Thus, hod petitioner or her 
agent received the distribution check on December 22, 197b, the thstrIu!ion would hay!: bcpn taxable at the graduated 
Talcs. The evidence, however, does not prove when pelit,oner or her agent acAla:ly received the check. 

29 The Trust No. 1 instrument was executed on Dec. 28, 1934 The application to it of subsequent changes in the tax laws 
raises difficult potential issues. From the outset, the parties have limited their arguments w,M respect to this issue to 
whether or not the 1975 distribution was constructively received by petitioner prior to her expatria:ion. We do not know 
what evidence or arguments would have boon presented had respondent taken a broader position. Accordingly, we 
decide only the issue presented by the parties. 

39 Davis v. Commissioner, T.0 Memo. 1978-12. 

31 See Rev. Rul. 50-31, 1950-1 C.B. 174, 178, which states among other things, that The statute cannot be administered 
by speculating whether the payer would have been willing to agree loan earlier paymen 
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MEMORANDUM OPINION 

WILBUR, Judge: 

Respondent determined a deficiency in petitioner's 
Federal income tax ib, the year 1975 in the amount of 
S195. The only issue for decision is whether 51,073.01 
in wnes for services rendered during November and 
December 1974 but not received by petitioner until 1975, 
were COISST ructively received by pebboner in 1974 within 

the meaning of section 451. 1 

All of the facts hnye been stipulated and are found 
accordingly. The stipulation of facts, together with the 
exhibits attached thereto, is incorporated herein by this 
reference. 

At the time of the filing of the petition in tins case. 
petitioner Robert J. Carter resided in New York City. Ile 
reported his income for 1975 as a cash basis taxpayer. 
Mr. Carter was unemployed from la nuai y through 
September 1974. Ile began working for the city of New 
York as at laboratory technician in the Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner in October 1974. Several weeks 
later, lie transferred to the City Health Department. 
Petitioner worked us a laboratory technician at the I lealth 
Department also, ‘vult the added benefit ot a permanent 
job title. Ile received continuous service credit for the 
time he was with the Chief Medical Examiner. Subsequent 
to Mr Ca tics's Ira nsftr. there was a delay in processing 
his payiell checks, arising out of tardiness in forwarding  

his records from the Chief Medical Examiner and a 
backlog in payroll processing in the health Department. 
Consuquently, despite numerous protests and dem:mdc; 
for his past due salary, Mr. Carter did not get paid for 6 
weeks. he was paid S1,073.111 in gross wages on January 3. 
1975. This represented 4 weeks back pay (5715.34) and 2 
weeks timely pay ($357.67). From this punt, his paycheck 
was up to date. 

I lad Mr. Carter received the 4 weeks back wages on tin 
in 1974, he would have owed no extra taxes. I lis total 
income for 1974 would have been 5818.30. Pemioner was 
advised by an Internal It employee who assisted 
him in preparing his 1975 Federal income tax return to 
exclude the 51.073.01 1-tom his 1975 wages because it 
was attributable to 1974. Petitioner did so. Respondent 
assessed ;1 SI95 deficiency in petitioner's 1975 taxes. 

Petitioner contends that he constructively received the 
income in 1974, because the work was performed in 1974. 
Ile argues that he had a perniztnent job title, and the funds 
necessary to pay him were in the city budget. Ile argues 
that this constitutes constructive receipt since ;ill Lhil I WAS 

necessary was for the city to transfer the funds from its 
budget to his budget. Respondent's position is that Mr 
carter must be taxed when he actually received the money 
in 1975. While we sympathize. with petitioner's plight, we 
hold that there was no constructive receipt of income in 
1974 and petitioner must be taxed in 1975 when lie was 
finally paid. 

Petitioner is a cash basis taxpayer. All items which 
constitute gross income are to be included for the taxable 
year in which actually or constructively received. Section 
1.446-1(0( I)(i), Inuome Tax Itt,,s. Constructive receipt 
is clellned in section 1.45I-2m), itle011Ar. TAX RSASS.. as 
follows: 

Income although not actually reduced 
to a taxpayer's possession is 
constructively received by him in the 
taxable year during which it is credit cd 
to his account, set apart for him. or 
otherwise made available so that he 
may draw upon it at any time. or 
so that he could have di awn upon it 
during the taxable year if notice of 
intention to withdraw had Ileen given. 
Iowever, income is not constructively 

FCCCSVCAI if the taxpayer's control of 
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its receipt is subject to substantial 
limitations or its ' 

The petitioner did not have the free and unrestricted 
control of his wages prior to actual receipt that this 
Court has j equi red in order to find COI istruci he Barna. 
Hornung V. Commissioner, 47 T.C. 428 (19676 Cohen 
v, Commissioner, 39 T.C. 1055 (1963). Indeed, he tried 
repeatedly to obtain his back wages during the month 
of DeiBimber but was unsu  arssful. Ills control over his 
wages was clearly subject to substantial liniitadons or 
restric1i0115. Ll,ei r mere presence in the New York City 
budget is i asuilic cl VI find construe he receipt. 

Petitioner appears to recognize that this is the rule of law 
applicable to his case, but urges that we make an exception 
in his ease that the average man would expect in view of the 
compelling equities involved. However, as we explained 
to petitioner at trial, the typical taxpayer expects to pay 
tax when he receives the income. because only then does 
he have the money in hand to make the payment. This is 
the essence of the cash system—an item Is income when 
received and a deduction when paid—and it accords with  

the practical exigencies as well as obviates umpiring the 
average taxpayer to deal with the complex concepts of 
more sophisticated accounting systems. 

Petitioner would have owed no tax on the income hail he 
ICCCiV LA it in 1974, rather than in 1975. But under the cash 
basis of reporting inccime. it is taxahle in the year received 
and not in the year producing the smallest tax burden. The 
rules are clear and must be so for the convenience of all 
citizens subject to the tax. 

While it is Billy unfortunate that Mr. Carter became 
a victim of bureaucratic inefficiency, he clearly did not 
constructively receive the income in 1974, and as a 
cash basis taxpayer is taxable on the wages when he 
actually received them in 1975. We sustain respondents 
Ii: t erm i na nn 

Decision will he entered for the respondent 

All Citations 

13(1 Memo. 1980-249, 1980 WL 4094,40 T.C.M. (CCIT1 
654, T.c.m. (P-IT)P 80,249, 1980 PH IC Memo 80,249 

Footnotes 
1 All statutory references herein are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as amended and in effect for the yearn issue. 
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MEMORANDUM FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND OPINION 

DA 'SON, Judge, 

Rcspondent determined a deficiency 0f 54,805.25 in 
petitioner's Federal income lax for the year 1974. 
Concessions were made hy the respondent. The issues 
remaining for our decision :ire: 
(I) Whether severanCe pay sent to petitioner in 1974 by 
certified mail, return receipt requested was constructively 
received by her in that year. 

(2) Whether petitioner's disbursements for the purchase 
and installation of a furnace boiler and a water heater for 
rental property may be expensed and, if not, what are the 
useful lives of the boiler and heater 

FINDINGS Oli I 

Many of the facts have been stipulated :Ind arc found 
accordingly. The stipulation of facts and the exhibits 
attaeheil thereto are incorporated herein by this reference. 

Beatrice Davis (petitioner) resided in Baltimore, 
Maryland, at the tune the petition was hied in this case. 
Petitioner Wed her Federal income tax 'enrol hu the 
calendar year 1974 or: the cash receipts and disbuisemems 
method of act ourtni 

Petitioner hegan workinc for The Chesapeake and Ohio 
Railway Co. (hereinafter referred to as the Railway) on 
July 14, 1965.0n November 22,1974, the Railway merged 
two offices and petitioner's employment was adversely 
affected. Rather than accepting another position with the 

Railway, petitioner elected to take severance pay of 
517,006.48. 

Petitioner was told by the Railway that two months were 
necessary to process the severance pay and that she would 

not receive it before 1975. In late December, 2  however, 
tile It in accordance with its standard procedure 
mailed to petitioner her severance pay via certified tnail, 
return eceipt requested. A postal employee at to 
deliver the certified letter on December 31, 1974. Since 
petitioner was not at home, the postal enj ployee left a 
notice which stated that the letter could be picked up at the 
Gwynn Oak Post Office Branch after three o'clock p.m. 
that day. 

Petitioner returned home after five o'clock p.m., at which 
time the branch post office was closed. She did not pick up 
the certified mail until January 2, 197S, when the branch 
post office reopened. Although she expected the letter to 
bet notification of all 11121Se in her rent, she discovered 
it to be her severance pay. Induded in the envelope 
was a covering letter and vouchers for a net iimount of 
SI2,650.31. 'Die Railway included the severance pay in 
petitioner's 1974 Form W  -- 2, but petitioner excluded the 
gross amount of S17,006.48 from her 1974 return and 

attached an explanatory note. 3 

Petitioner owns investment rental properties in Baltimore 
which are located at 4005 Norfolk Avenue and 3517 
Lucille Avenue. On December 4. 1974, petitioner replaced 
a defective boiler, which is a part in the furnace in her 
Norfolk Avenue property. The price of the boiler was 
$682.60; tax was 527.40; installation and labor charge 
was 5325. The petitioner was allowed a credit of $69.37 
ugainst the price of the boiler under the terms of a 20 
year guarantee on the old boiler which petitioner had 
Furth:rum! in 1961. The aggregate cost exclusive of tax was 
5938.23. The new boiler was guaranteed for a period of 
one year against defects III material or workmanship. In 
February 1975, the new boiler required numerous repairs 
and then stopped working altogether. On March 4. 1975, 
the new boiler was replaced free of charge under the tenns 
of the guarantee. Although the final replacement boiler 
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required several service calls, it was still in service at the 
time of the trial of this case in October 1977. 

On July 26, 1974, petitioner replaced a seven year old 

,as not water heater in her Lucille Avenue property The 
cost of the new hot water heater was $59.88; the valves 
were S10.77; labor and plumbing charge was S50: and 
Ill iscellaneous hanclling was $2.g3, for :I 1ln al DI SI 23 
The hot water heater was guaranteed against leakage for 
a period of five years. The valves were guaranteed for One 

year. The new hot water he:iter was still in operation at the 
time of the trial in this case in October 1977 

On her 1974 return petitioner deducted the entire cost 
of replacing the furnace boiler and the water heater. In 
the notice of dcliciency respondent disallowed die expense 
deductions In recomputing petitioner's taxable income. 
respondent (letermined that a deduction for water heater 
depreciation based on a live year useful life was allowable, 
hut allowed no depreciation deduction For the furnatee 
hoder. 

ULTIMATE FINDINGS OF FACI 

1. 1 he severance pay was not actually or consir nctiv 
ieccived by petitioner in 1974_ 

2.The enpeced useful life of the furnace boiler purchased 
by petitioner for her Norfolk Avenue properly is twelve 
years 

3 The expected useful I I of the hot water lieater 
pUrChatiOd by petitioner for her Lucille Avempe properly 
is live years. 

OPINION 

The first issue for decision is whether petitioner 
tpnistructi‘ely received her severance pay in 1074. The 
evidentiary Facts printed to this issue ate not disputed. 
Although petitioner oki not expect to receive the severance. 
pay until 107S, the Railway mailed it to her in late 
IX:et:other via certified mail, return receipt requested. 
A postal employee attempted delivery on December 31, 
1974. but petitioner was not at home_ Petitioner arrived 
home after the post office had closed and she saw the 
notice oi attempted delivery of certified mail which she 
expected to be a notice of increase in her rent. Petitioner 
picked up the letter when the post office reopened on  

January 2, 1975, and discovered the certified mail to he 
her severence pay. 

Respondent contends that petitioner constructively 
received the pay in 1974 since the sevezance payment was 

unqualifiedly committed to petitioner cm Dec:A:tither 31, 
1974, and the checks were made available to petitioner 
at the post office alter three o'clock p in. on the same 
date. Petitioner argues, on the other hand, that there was 
no constructive receipt since the check was mailecl in the 
ordinary course ui business, was not actually received 
until 1075, and was not intentionally delayed in transit by 

petitioner. We agree with pen tumor. 

The Federal income tax is based on a computation pei iod 

which is the taxable year. Section ,I.51(a) )  provides the 
general rule that 'any item of gross income shall bc 
included in the Iposs income for the taxable year iii 
which received hy the taxpayer, unless, under the method 
of accounting used in computing taxable income., such 
aimaint is to be properly accounted for as of a different 
period.' Since petitioner is on the cash receipts and 
disbursements method based on a calendar taxable year of 
accounting, int:0111C is taxable to her in the year the item 
is actually or conswietively received Sections 1 446-1(c) 
(1)0), and l.45!—l(a), Income fax Regs. Petitioner did 
not actually receivc th7:::r.trance pay in 1974, so the issue 
is whether she constructively r eceived it in that ye ii 

The doctrine of consti uctipe t.teeipt is based on the 
principle that income is received or realized by cash 
method taxpayer:, when it is made subject to the ',yin and 
control of the taxpayer and can be, except for his own 
action Cl inactipp, i,:ddeed to actual pcp:session.' Loose 
v. United StatcP. 74 F.2d 147, 150 IPth Cr 1934), affg. 
4 I" Stipp .37,i IIW.D Mo. 19.33). The regulatams provide 
that: 

Income ilthough pot actually reduced 
to a taxpayer's possession is 
conshuptively received by him in the 
taxable year dutinp which it is credited 
to his iccount, set apart for him, or 
otherwise made available so that he 
may draw upon it at any time, or 
SO that Ile could have drawn upon it 
during the taxable year if notice of 
Micntion to withdraw had been given. 
flowever, income is not constructively 
received if the taxpayer's control of 
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its receipt is subject to substatilml 
iii talons or reslridions. (Section 

1.451 —2(a), Income Tax Recs.) 

Although these genera! principles are well-settled and 
Ca sily slated, each ease necessarily turns 011 its facts and 
the doctrine of constructive receipt should be applied 
sparingly. Thomas v Commissioner. 44 13.1'. A. 735. 7:8 

(goIlett V. Commissioner, 31 BA A. E061, 1069 
0935); Adams v. Commissioner, 20 R.T A. 213, 24$ 
- --16 (1)30), affd. 54 F.2d 22N (1st Cr 1931). It is 
only in unique circumstances and a clear case that the 
invoking of thie doctrine will be approved: Roach v. 
Commissioner, 20 IITA. 919. 925 (1930). The facts oi 
petitioner's slum don here do not present such a case. 

Respondent is correct in his contention that the Railway 
had Unqualifiedly committed the funds to petitioner by 
December 31, 1974, but such a commitment is not 
sufficient in itself to cause constructive receipt. The 
funds must be made available to the taxpayer without 
substantial limitations, Section 1.431-2(a), Income Tax 
Regs. Implicit in availability is n nice to the taxpayer that 
the funcis are SilbjeCt to his will and control. Such notice 
is lacking here. 

Petitioner had no expectation that she would receive the 
payment in 1974. The Railway had told her it would take 
months to process her severance pay and that she would 
not receive he checks until 1975. We see no reason to 
charge her with constructive receipt simply because she 
received a notice of attempted delivery of certified mail 
on December 31, 1974. Petitioner had no inkling that the 
certified mail was her severance rHy: she thimght it was 
a notice of rent increase. Receipt for tax purposes did 
'el effectively occur until January 2, 1975, at which time 
petitioner actually received t he letter and discovered it to 
be her pay_ 

Respomlent argues that petitioner should be charged with 
constructwe receipt since she would have actually received 
the payment in 1974 bid for the fact that she chose not to 
be at home on December 31, 1974. We find this argument 
unpersuasive. It Is true that case law has consistently 
held that any delay in receipt, any substantial limitation 
or any restriction cannot be of the taxpayers unilateral 
making See, e.g., It canine v. Col runasicassr. 25 I -  (:. 859. 
S?; - 7511956); Frank 3 (ommissioner. 22 I C. 945. 952 

52 (1934), arid. 220 V2d 600 (fah Cr. 1955); K aux:  

IT ('ommissioner, la 'LC, 19, •g. 32 11952). :trial 203 
F 2d 957 Rd Cir. 195). Those cases, however, dealt with 
situations where the taxpayer knew he could have receipt 
in the earlier year and took steps specifically desipned I o 
prevent actual receipt. The error in respondent's logic lies 
in expiating petitioner's choice to be absent from home 
with a conscious choice 11ffi to receive the severance pay 
U ntil the following year. In fact, petitioner's absence hero 
was not procured to prevent actual receipt. Under these 

circumstances 6 application of the doctrine of cons 
receipt is inappropriate. '(1)n general, income should not 
be construed to liave been received prior to the date of 
actual receipt except where a taxpayer turns his back upon 
income or does not choose to receive income which he 
could have if he chose.' Ada1116 v. Commissioner, supra at 
2.16. 

It reliance on McEucn v. Cominiss;anor, 196 
ICI] 127 (5th Clic 1)52). revs. a Memorandum Opinion 
of this Court; Loose v. United States, supra; and Ka Mei 

COMMISSIOner, [ S T C. 11 (19521, is misplaced In the 
McEuen ease the Fifth Circuit concluded that, although 
not actually received until 1944, a check mailed to the 
taxpayer at his request hi 1943 was constructively received 
in the year of request The holding turned on the fact 
that the payment was at the IfileCt1011 of the taxpayer and 
the taxpayer could have picked up the check personally 
hut for the geographical distance separating him from 
the payor. In the instant case the payment time was not 
subject to petitioner's direction Furthermore, there is no 
indication that petitioner could have picked up the check 
in person, the normal procedure for the Railway was to 
mail the severance pay after proccssng the claim. 

In loose v. United States, supra. constructive receipt 
was found despite the fact that the taxpayer hatl SUffered 

a stroke which rendered him unable to personally avail 
himsel I of actual receipt Loose is distinguishable from the 
instant case, however, since there the taxpayer had actual 
notice or the Availability of the income via the cashing 
01 interest coupons winch already were in the taxpayer's 
pig:session. Moreover, his wife had a power of attorney for 
access to the coupons and apparently could have cashed 
them except for her desire to stay with her ill husband. 
Here peliti011er had no actual knowledge or expectation 
that the income would bc available to her in 1974. 

Respondent cites Mahler, supra. for the proposition that 
COUSIRICIIVC receipt may be bound despite no expectation 
of income in the earlier year In K alder, however. ali hough 
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the tsxpayer did not expect to receive the check, he 
actually received it sometime after live pan. on December 
31 of the earlier year. Ikstitioner here had no actual receipt 
until 197S, Rattler is therefore inapposite. 

In our jUdgITICIlt the facts in the instant case are 
inappropriate or the appheation of the doctrine of 
constructive receipt. Accordingly, we hold that the 
severance pay is not taxrible to petitioner in the calendar 
year 1974. 

The second issue for our decision concerns petitioners 
disbui semen La for the purchase and installation rd.  a 

furnace boiler and a water heater. Respondent argues 
that these disbursements were capital in nature since the 
boiler and water heater had useful lives of twelve and 
five years respectively. Petitioner argues that the proper 
treatment far these disbursements is full deduction as 
current expenses. We agree with respondent. 

An item is a capital expenditure which may not he 
deducted in full currently if it has a useful life of more 
than One year. Sections 1.263(a)-1. and 1.263(a)-2, 
Income Tax Regs. The burden of proof is on petitioner 
to overerrne I espondent's determination that the purchase 
and installation of the furnace and water heater were 
capital expenditures. Challenge MaIllIfacturing Co V 
IT( ifiltniSSiOner, 33 T.C. 650. 662 (1962); Rule 14201), Tax 
Court Rules of Practice and Procedure. Petitioner failed 
to nitre) this harden. 

The useful life of an asset is the period over which the 
asset may Dasonablyr be expected to be useful to the 
taxpayer in his trakle or business or in the production of 
his income,' Section 1.167(a)--1(b), Income Tax Regs. 
The evidence in this record is insufficient to conclude that 
respondent erred in his determination of the useful lives 

of the Ii ma cc boiler and the water heater_ 8  Petitioner's  

history with previous appliances included useful lives of 
eleven years for the old boiler and of seven years for 
the old water heater. These figures are compai able ir) 
arspointent's dettElllinations. Petitioner has offered no 
proof that industry averages are loss then the ligures 
for useful lives determined by respondent here. Instead, 
peritiuner relies on he much shorter (one year) warranty 
for the new appliances as an in of useful life. The 
length of a warranty, however, has little or no I/caring 
on the useful life of an asset. Furthermore, although 
the furnace boiler malfunctioned in the first year it was 
replaced free of charge under the terms of the warranty. 
Under these circumstances we are not prepared to say 
respondent erred in his determination. 

We also disagree with petitioner's contention that the 
installation charges should be expensed Disbursements 
for installing a capital item are themselves capital in nature 
and must be depreciated over the life of the asset. See Fall 
River Gas Appliall,:t! Co. l' Commissioner, 42 T C 850, 
955.--Y/11964), affd. 349 13.2d 515 (1st Cit. 1965); Rankin 
v Commissioner, 17 B.T.A. 1301, 1308 (1929), affd. in 
part and revd. in pert 60 EN 76 (6th Cir. 1932), 

Accordingly, we hold that the disbursements for the 
purchase and installation of the furnace boiler and water 
heater were capital expenditures or assets with useful lives 
of twelve and five years respectively. 

To reflect the concessions made by the Errs), dent and our 
conclusions on the disputed issues, 

Decision will be entered under Rule 155. 

All Citatiom 

TG. Memo. 197g-12. 1978 WI„ 2722, 37 t.c.m. (C( fl) 
42, T.C.M. (P41) P78,012, 1978 PEI TC Memo 78,012 

Footnotes 
1 Under the union mg-gement petitioner was entitled to her daily rate of pay of $45.23 for 376 days, which included 16 

vacation days. 
2 The envelope containing the severance pay was post-marked December 30, 1974. 

3 On January 6, 1975, petitioner applied for a ruling on this issue from the Internal Revenue Service but did not receive 
respondent'sadverse written ruling until after she had filed her 1974 return. Apparently petitioner's circumstances became 
the subject of Revenue Ruling 76-3, 1976-1 0.5. 114. 

4 Petitioner raises an altessative argument with which we rtsagree Petitioner argues that inclusion of the severance pay 
in 1974 would materially distort her income for that year since the pay represents one year of pay, computed from her 
date of separation on November 22. 1974. We reject this argument. A taxpayer on the cash receipts and disbursements 
method must include compensation in tne year actually or consiructivety received, regardless of the period in which the 
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services were actually rendered, Lavery v Commissioner, 5 T.O. 1283, 1288-6-89 (1945), affd. 158 F.2d 659 (7th Cir. 
19461 This rule applies by analody to petitioner's case. 
The concept of dear reflection of income has its origin in a specific statutory grant of power to the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue to change a taxpayer's method of accounting if necessary to clearly reflect income. Sec. 446(b), I R.0 
1954. Although a taxpayer may resist a change mought by the Commissioner by arguing that under the taxpayer's method 
there is clear reflection of income, see, e.g., Auburn Packing Co. V. Commissioner, 60 T.0 794 (1973), Fort Howard 
Paper Co. v. Commissioner, 49 TO 275 (1967), a taxpayer may not affirmatively assert the doctrine, if the Commissioner 
is merely seeking inclusion under the method previously adopted by the taxpayer. Since petitioner uses the cash receipts 
and disbussmients method, he issue for our decision is only whether under that method the pay was constructively 
received in 1974. 

5 Unless specified otherwise, all section references are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as amended and in effect 
during he year in issue. 

6 Much of respondents argument is devoted to hypothelicals with extreme variations of the facts in the instant case. 
Although such hypotheticals sometimeshelptoplace things in perspective, we find them lobe little aid in our determination 
here. In any event, our holding is limited to the fads of petitioners case and we will refrain from exploring the factual 
variations posed by respondent until such time as they are ernhodied in an actual case before his Court. 

7 On brief, respondent concedes that he erred in his determination of no allowable deduction in 1974 for depreciation for 
the boiler under section 167 and for sales tax of $27.40 for the boiler under section 164. 

8 Although we found petitioner to be a credible witness, her testimony indicates that she was not particularly knowledgeable 
as to the mechanics or construction of the furnace boiler. For this reason we discount her testimony that, unlike the 
original boiler, the components of the replacement boiler could not be replaced and it therefore has a shorter useful life. 
The other evidence of record provides insufficIent information for us to conclude that the new boiler necessarily would 
have a useful life shorter than the twelve year life determined by respondent, which figure is close to the actual eleven 
year life of the initial boiler. 

End of Document 0) Thomson Reuters No claim to original US Government Works 



Notice 2014-21 

SECTION 1. PURPOSE 

This notice describes how existing general tax principles apply to transactions using 
virtual currency. The notice provides this guidance in the form of answers to frequently 
asked questions. 

SECTION 2. BACKGROUND 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is aware that "virtual currency" may be used to pay 
for goods or services, or held for investment. Virtual currency is a digital representation 
of value that functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and/or a store of 
value. In some environments, it operates like 'real" currency -- i.e., the coin and paper 
money of the United States or of any other country that is designated as legal tender, 
circulates, and is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange in the 
country of issuance — but it does not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction. 

Virtual currency that has an equivalent value in real currency, or that acts as a 
substitute for real currency, is referred to as 'convertible" virtual currency. Bitcoin is one 
example of a convertible virtual currency. Bitcoin can be digitally traded between users 
and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros, and other real or 
virtual currencies. For a more comprehensive description of convertible virtual 
currencies to date, see Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) Guidance on 
the Application of FinCEN's Regulations to Persons Administering, Exchanging, or 
Using Virtual Currencies (FIN-2013-G001, March 18, 2013). 

SECTION 3. SCOPE 

In general, the sale or exchange of convertible virtual currency, or the use of convertible 
virtual currency to pay for goods or services in a real-world economy transaction, has 
tax consequences that may result in a tax liability. This notice addresses only the U.S. 
federal tax consequences of transactions in, or transactions that use, convertible virtual 
currency, and the term 'virtual currency" as used in Section 4 refers only to convertible 
virtual currency. No inference should be drawn with respect to virtual currencies not 
described in this notice. 

The Treasury Department and the IRS recognize that there may be other questions 
regarding the tax consequences of virtual currency not addressed in this notice that 
warrant consideration. Therefore, the Treasury Department and the IRS request 
comments from the public regarding other types or aspects of virtual currency 
transactions that should be addressed in future guidance. 

Comments should be addressed to: 
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Internal Revenue Service 
Mn: CC:PA:LPD:PR (Notice 2014-21) 
Room 5203 
P.O. Box 7604 
Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20044 

or hand delivered Monday through Friday between the hours of 8 A.M. and 4 P.M to 

Courier's Desk 
Internal Revenue Service 
Attn: CC:PAIPDPR (Notice 2014-21) 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NM. 
Washington, D.C. 20224 

Alternatively, taxpayers may submit comments electronically via e-mail to the following 
address: Notice,Commentsirscounsel.treasmov. Taxpayers should include "Notice 
2014-21" in the subject line. ni comments submitted by the public will be available for 
public inspection and copying in their entirety. 

For purposes of the FAQs in this notice, the taxpayers functional currency is assumed 
to be the U.S. dollar, the taxpayer is assumed to use the cash receipts and 
disbursements method of accounting and the taxpayer is assumed not to be under 
common control with any other party to a transaction. 

SECTION 4. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Q-1: How is virtual currency treated for federal tax purposes? 

A-1: For federal tax purposes, virtual currency is treated as property. General tax 
principles applicable to property transactions apply to transactions using virtual 
currency. 

Q-2: Is virtual currency treated as currency for purposes of determining whether 
a transaction results in foreign currency gain or loss under U.S. federal tax laws? 

A-2: No. Under currently applicable law, virtual currency is not treated as currency that 
could generate foreign currency gain or loss for U.S. federal tax purposes. 

Q-3: Must a taxpayer who receives virtual currency as payment for goods or 
services include in computing gross income the fair market value of the virtual 
currency? 

A-3: Yes. A taxpayer who receives virtual currency as payment for goods or services 
must, in computing gross income, include the fair market value of the virtual currency, 
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measured in U.S. dollars, as of the date that the virtual currency was received. See 
Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable Income, for more information on 
miscellaneous income from exchanges involving property or services. 

0-4: What is the basis of virtual currency received as payment for goods or 
services in Q&A-3? 

A-4: The basis of virtual currency that a taxpayer receives as payment for goods or 
services in Q&A-3 is the fair market value of the virtual currency in U.S. dollars as of the 
date of receipt. See Publication 551, Basis of Assets, for more information on the 
computation of basis when property is received for goods or services. 

0-5: How is tho fair market value of virtual currency determined? 

A-5: For U.S. tax purposes, transactions using virtual currency must be reported in 
U.S. dollars. Therefore, taxpayers will be required to determine the fair market value of 
virtual currency in U.S. dollars as of the date of payment or receipt. If a virtual currency 
is listed on an exchange and the exchange rate is established by market supply and 
demand, the fair market value of the virtual currency is determined by converting the 
virtual currency into U.S. dollars (or into another real currency which in turn can be 
converted into U.S. dollars) at the exchange rate, in a reasonable manner that is 
consistently applied. 

0-6: Does a taxpayer have gain or loss upon an exchange of virtual currency for 
other property? 

A-6: Yes. If the fair market value of property received in exchange for virtual currency 
exceeds the taxpayer's adjusted basis of the virtual currency, the taxpayer has taxable 
gain. The taxpayer has a loss if the fair market value of the property received is less 
than the adjusted basis of the virtual currency. See Publication 544, Sales and Other 
Dispositions of Assets, for information about the tax treatment of sales and exchanges, 
such as whether a loss is deductible. 

0-7: What type of gain or loss does a taxpayer realize on the sale or exchange of 
virtual currency? 

A-7: The character of the gain or loss generally depends on whether the virtual 
currency is a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer. A taxpayer generally realizes 
capital gain or loss on the sale or exchange of virtual currency that is a capital asset in 
the hands of the taxpayer. For example, stocks, bonds, and other investment property 
are generally capital assets. A taxpayer generally realizes ordinary gain or loss on the 
sale or exchange of virtual currency that is not a capital asset in the hands of the 
taxpayer. Inventory and other property held mainly for sale to customers in a trade or 
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business are examples of property that is not a capital asset. See Publication 544 for 
more information about capital assets and the character of gain or loss. 

0-8: Does a taxpayer who "mines" virtual currency (for example, uses computer 
resources to validate Bitcoin transactions and maintain the public Bitcoin 
transaction ledger) realize gross income upon receipt of the virtual currency 
resulting from those activities? 

A-8: Yes, when a taxpayer successfully 'mines" virtual currency, the fair market value 
of the virtual currency as of the date of receipt is includible in gross income. See 
Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable Income, for more information on taxable 
income. 

Q-9: Is an individual who "mines" virtual currency as a trade or business subject 
to self-employment tax on the income derived from those activities? 

A-9: If a taxpayer's "mining" of virtual currency constitutes a trade or business, and the 
"mining" activity is not undertaken by the taxpayer as an employee, the net earnings 
from self-employment (generally, gross income derived from carrying on a trade or 
business less allowable deductions) resulting from those activities constitute self-
employment income and are subject to the self-employment tax. See Chapter 10 of 
Publication 334, Tax Guide for Small Business, for more information on self-
employment tax and Publication 535, Business Expenses, for more information on 
determining whether expenses are from a business activity carried on to make a profit. 

0-10: Does virtual currency received by an independent contractor for 
performing services constitute self-employment income? 

A-10: Yes. Generally, self-employment income includes all gross income derived by 
an individual from any trade or business carried on by the individual as other than an 
employee. Consequently, the fair market value of virtual currency received for services 
performed as an independent contractor, measured in U.S. dollars as of the date of 
receipt, constitutes self-employment income and is subject to the self-employment tax. 
See FS-2007-18, April 2007, Business or Hobby? Answer Has Implications for 
Deductions, for information on determining whether an activity is a business or a hobby. 

Q-11: Does virtual currency paid by an employer as remuneration for services 
constitute wages for employment tax purposes? 

A-11: Yes. Generally, the medium in which remuneration for services is paid is 
immaterial to the determination of whether the remuneration constitutes wages for 
employment tax purposes. Consequently, the fair market value of virtual currency paid 
as wages is subject to federal income tax withholding, Federal Insurance Contributions 
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Act (FICA) tax, and Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) tax and must be reported 
on Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement. See Publication 15 (Circular E), Employer's 
Tax Guide, for information on the withholding, depositing, reporting, and paying of 
employment taxes. 

Q-12: Is a payment made using virtual currency subject to information reporting? 

A-12: A payment made using virtual currency is subject to information reporting to the 
same extent as any other payment made in property. For example, a person who in the 
course of a trade or business makes a payment of fixed and determinable income using 
virtual currency with a value of $600 or more to a U.S. non-exempt recipient in a taxable 
year is required to report the payment to the IRS and to the payee. Examples of 
payments of flxed and determinable income include rent, salaries, wages, premiums, 
annuities, and compensation. 

Q-13: Is a person who in the course of a trade or business makes a payment 
using virtual currency worth $600 or more to an independent contractor for 
performing services required to file an information return with the IRS? 

A-13: Generally, a person who in the course of a trade or business makes a payment 
of $600 or more in a taxable year to an independent contractor for the performance of 
services is required to report that payment to the IRS and to the payee on Form 1099-
MISC, Miscellaneous Income. Payments of virtual currency required to be reported on 
Form 1099-MISC should be reported using the fair market value of the virtual currency 
in U.S. dollars as of the date of payment. The payment recipient may have income 
even if the recipient does not receive a Form 1099-MISC. See the Instructions to Form 
1099-MISC and the General Instructions for Certain Information Returns for more 
information. For payments to non-U.S. persons, see Publication 515, Withholding of 
Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Entities. 

Q-14: Are payments made using virtual currency subject to backup withholding? 

A-14: Payments made using virtual currency are subject to backup withholding to the 
same extent as other payments made in property. Therefore, payors making reportable 
payments using virtual currency must solicit a taxpayer identification number (TIN) from 
the payee. The payor must backup withhold from the payment if a TIN is not obtained 
prior to payment or if the payor receives notification from the IRS that backup 
withholding is required. See Publication 1281, Backup Withholding for Missing and 
Incorrect Name/TINs, for more information. 

Q-15: Are there IRS information reporting requirements for a person who settles 
payments made in virtual currency on behalf of merchants that accept virtual 
currency from their customers? 
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A-15: Yes, if certain requirements are met. In general, a third party that contracts with 
a substantial number of unrelated merchants to settle payments between the merchants 
and their customers is a third party settlement organization (TPSO). A TPSO is 
required to report payments made to a merchant on a Form 1099-K, Payment Card and 
Third Party Network Transactions, if, for the calendar year, both (1) the number of 
transactions settled for the merchant exceeds 200, and (2) the gross amount of 
payments made to the merchant exceeds $20,000. When completing Boxes 1,3, and 
5a-1 on the Form 1099-K, transactions where the TPSO settles payments made with 
virtual currency are aggregated with transactions where the TPSO settles payments 
made with real currency to determine the total amounts to be reported in those boxes. 
When determining whether the transactions are reportable, the value of the virtual 
currency is the fair market value of the virtual currency in U.S. dollars on the date of 
payment. 

See The Third Party Information Reporting Center, http://wwwirs.ciov/Tax-
Professionals/Third-Party-Reporting-Information-Center for more information on 
reporting transactions on Form 1099-K. 

Q-16: Will taxpayers be subject to penalties for having treated a virtual currency 
transaction in a manner that is inconsistent with this notice prior to March 25, 
2014? 

A-16: Taxpayers may be subject to penalties for failure to comply with tax laws. For 
example, underpayments attributable to virtual currency transactions may be subject to 
penalties, such as accuracy-related penalties under section 6662. In addition, failure to 
timely or correctly report virtual currency transactions when required to do so may be 
subject to information reporting penalties under section 6721 and 6722. However, 
penalty relief may be available to taxpayers and persons required to file an information 
return who are able to establish that the underpayment or failure to properly file 
information returns is due to reasonable cause. 

SECTION 5. DRAFTING INFORMATION 

The principal author of this notice is Keith A. Aqui of the Office of Associate Chief 
Counsel (Income Tax & Accounting). For further information about income tax issues 
addressed in this notice, please contact Mr. Aqui at (202)317-4718: for further 
information about employment tax issues addressed in this notice, please contact Mr. 
Neil D. Shepherd at (202)317- 4774; for further information about information reporting 
issues addressed in this notice, please contact Ms. Adrienne E. Griffin at (202) 317-
6845; and for further information regarding foreign currency issues addressed in this 
notice, please contact Mr. Raymond J. Stahl at (202)317- 6938. These are not toll-free 
calls. 
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BakerHostetler 

Polling Question #1 EY 
jlt z 

Steptoe 
Based on your knowledge, do you believe 
the regulation of crypto assets is 
consistent across regulators? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. I have no idea 



Objectives BakerHostetler 

Steptoe 
• Understand the technology behind crypto 

assets 
• Provide an overview of the relevant U.S. 

federal income tax authorities that govern 
the taxation of cryptocurrency 

• Understand U.S. federal tax issues that 
holders of cryptocurrencies face 

• Understand U.S. federal tax issues that 
issuers of cryptocurrencies face 

• Provide an overview of current IRS 
enforcement activities 

• Provide an overview of what areas may be 
addressed by future guidance 
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BakerHostetler 

Agenda EY 
,,ing 

Steptoe 
• Overview of Terminology — Crypto Assets 
• Tax Considerations for Holders and 

Purchasers of Cryptocurrencies 
Capital asset vs. ordinary asset 
Exchange considerations and IRC Sec. 1256 
IRC Sec. 864(b) and trading safe harbor 
Wash sale rules 
Straddle rules 
Crypto lending (monetizing without selling) 
Forks and airdrops 
Computing amounts realized 
Determination of basis 
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Agenda (continued) EY 

Steptoe 
• Tax Considerations for Issuers of 

Crypto Assets 
— Initial Coin Offerings (IC0s) 
— Security Token Offerings (ST0s) 
— Simple Agreement for Future Tokens 

(SAFTs) 
— Simple Agreement for Future Equity or 

Tokens (SAFE-Ts) 

• State and local tax considerations 

• Reporting and enforcement considerations 

• Future Guidance on Crypto Assets 
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BakerHostetler 

Overview Crypto Assets 
What are tokens? 

— Transferable units generated within a distributed network that tracks 
ownership of the units through the application of blockchain technology 

- What are virtual currencies/payment tokens? 
- What are security tokens? 
- What are utility tokens? 

What is a distributed ledger? 
- Database that is shared and administered in a decentralized form across 

a network with the ledger built on a data structure known as "blocks" that 
combine to make a "chain" 
• Network of computers or users (referred to as "nodes') broadcast transactions 

to the network and a consensus mechanism validates the transactions and 
adds them to the ledger 
Most common consensus mechanisms are "mining' and "staking' 

What is blockchain? 
— One type of distributed ledger 
- Secure environment that encrypts transactions 
- Blocks store data and through the blockchain, new blocks are 

cryptographically validated through nodes and added to the end of the 
chain 

What is a digital wallet? 
— Stores private and public keys that are needed to access a blockchain 
— Hot vs. cold wallets 

EY 

Steptoe 
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Tax Considerations for 
Holders and Purchasers 

of Cryptocurrencies 
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For federal tax purposes, 
virtual currency is treated as 

property. General tax 
principles applicable to 

property transactions apply 
to transactions using virtual 

currency. 

IRS Notice 2014-21 

25 March 2014 
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Additional guidance 
(Since Notice 2014-21) 

BakerHostetler 

EY 
,,td,nnatet., 

Steptoe 
• Rev. Rul. 2019-24 (Issued 9 October 

2019) 
— Addresses issues related to tax treatment 

of taxpayers following a hard fork of a 
blockchain 

— More on forks later! 
• Frequently Asked Questions (Issued 9 

October 2019 and updated 31 
December 2019) 
— Provides additional guidance regarding 

transactions involving cryptocurrency in 
accord with the issues addressed in Notice 
2014-21 
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BakerHostetler Tax considerations for holders and 
purchasers of cryptocurrencies 
• Capital vs. ordinary 

- Notice 2014-21 and FAQs provide that cryptocurrencies are 
property 
• Mining — Notice provides that mined tokens give rise to ordinary 

income upon award, which may be subject to self-employment taxes 
• No discussion of how to treat tokens received for "proof of stake" 
• Rev. Rul. 2019-24 provides that tokens received following a hard 

fork give rise to ordinary income on "receipt" 

• Exchange considerations and IRC Sec. 1256 
- Possibility of 60/40 treatment (long-term vs. short-term 

capital gain/loss) 
• Mark-to-market treatment for timing 

- Applicability to Bitcoin futures 
• Trade on a Qualified Board or Exchange (Le., CME) 

- What about other futures contracts? 
- Mixed straddle elections? 

• IRC Sec. 864(b) and trading safe harbors 
• Wash sale rules 
• Straddle rules 

EY 
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Cryptocurrency lending 

• Given the lack of authoritative tax guidance, 
does cryptocurrency lending in exchange for 
cash (or other) collateral constitute a sale or 
exchange subject to tax? 

• Is this lending arrangement more akin to a car 
rental or securities lending'? 

• Terms of the loan agreement may determine 
who is the actual economic owner of the asset 
during the lending term (i.e., beneficiary of 
hard forks) 

• Should we treat "interest" paid on 
cryptocurrency lending as interest, rent, or 
something else'? 

• Information reporting and withholding 
considerations for cryptocurrency payments 

12 
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Forks and airdrops EY 
8 E. 

Steptoe 
• What are they? 
• Forks — after years of uncertainty — Rev. Rul. 2019-24 

- New tokens received following a hard fork of a blockchain give rise to 
ordinary income based on the FMV of the token on the date received 
• Seen as an accession to wealth under general tax principles. 

- Ruling raises some additional questions, but€enerally dismisses a number 
of tax-free alternatives that practitioners and taxpayers had considered 
previously. 
• For example, forks should not be treated as akin to a stock dividend. 
• Also, dismisses the "cow giving birth to a calf" theory. 

• Timing — when the taxpayer exercises dominion and control 
- Taxable income recognized at the time the fork is written to the distributed 

ledger. 
- Taxable income recognized when amounts are credited to taxpayers' 

accounts where taxpayers hold in a wallet with an exchange. 

• Additional information regarding FMV provided in the 
Frequently Asked Questions released on the same day. 

• While ruling deals with a hard fork followed by an airdrop, it's 
not clear that this guidance applies to all airdrops. 
- Could be a reasonable conclusion based on the application of general 

principles. 

13 
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Comoutina

 

amounts realized

 

• Tokens received on a cryptocurrency exchange — use 
amount recorded by the cryptocurrency exchange, net 
of fees— FAQ, Q&A 25 

• If transaction is not recorded or is an "off-chain" 
transaction, use value that would have been recorded 
in an on-chain transaction — FAQ, Q&A 25 

• Peer-to-peer transactions — use value as determined by 
a cryDtpcurrency or blockchain explorer that analyzes 
worfcwide indices of cryptocurrencies and calculates 
values at an exact date and time — FAQ, Q&A 26 

Appears to mean a global pricing index rather than an 
"explorer" 

- If the taxpayer does not use a value determined by a global 
pricing index, the taxpayer must establish that the value 
used is an accurate representation of FMV — FAQ, Q&A 26 

• When transaction involves an exchange .of 
pryptocurrency for other property or services and there 
is no FMV available for the cryptocurrency, use the 
FMV of the property received — FAQ, Q&A 27 

• Compare Notice 2014-21, Q&A 5 

14 
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Determination of basis 

• Generally, cost basis, including fees, commissions and 
other acquisition costs, expressed in US dollars — FAQ, 
Q&A 7 

• For assets received in exchange for goods or services, FMV 
of cryptocurrency when it is received — FAQ, Q&A 12 and 20 

• Basis of property received in exchange for cryptocurrency 
equals the FMV of the property when received — FAQ, Q&A 
17 

• Lot identification considerations 
- Specific identification permitted — FAQ, Q&A 38 

• Document the specific unit's unique identifier such as a private key, public 
key, and address or 
By records showing the transaction information for all units of a specific 
virtual currency held in a single account, wallet, or address — FAQ Q&A 39 

- If specific identification isn't used, FIFO accounting should be used — 
FAQ, Q&A 40 

• What should taxpayers do if they have used another 
method of accounting to date? 
— What if a taxpayer has been using weighted average cost? 

15 
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Polling Question #2 

For hard forks and airdrops, what is your view 
on when such asset acquisition is taxable to 
the recipient: 

1. At the moment of the fork/airdrop 
2. Upon universal acceptance by the 

community 
3. When the recipient actually receives the 

asset in their possession 
4. When the recipient spends or otherwise 

uses the asset 
5. It depends on the facts and circumstances 

behind the actual event 

16 
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Tax Considerations for 
Issuers of Crypto 

Assets 
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BakerHostetler 

Initial Coin Offerings (IC0s) 

• Fundraising mechanism by which projects are funded 
through the issuance of tokens 

• Token issuers . generally receive either other 
cryptocurrencies or fiat currencies in exchange for 
tokens 
— Taxpayers may have claimed like-kind exchange treatment 

for pre-TCJA exchanges of tokens 

• Tax considerations: security token vs. utility token 
- Debt? Equity? Sale or exchange of goods or services? 
- IC0s, based on their specific facts, may be considered 

security offerings and subject to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission's (SEC) oversight 
Token issuers have generally asserted that tokens are either 
utility tokens or tokens providing right to exchange token for 
goods or services and not securities for regulatory purposes 

• Acquirer vs. issuer considerations 
• After a spike in ICOs through the start of 2018, there 

has been a significant downturn in these offerings into 
2019 

Steptoe 
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BakerHostetler 

Security Token Offerings (ST0s) Ey 

Steptoe 
• Issuer concedes that tokens are securities for 

regulatory purposes 
• Generally, backed by assets 

- Real estate 
- Currencies 

Rights to intangible property of the company 
- Equity rights related to company's business 

• Profits/right to dividends 
• Voting rights 
• Liquidation rights 

• STOs can grant rights to goods or services (just like 
IC0s) 
— Similar analysis could be involved to determine appropriate 

tax treatment 
• Potentially, stronger arguments for either debt or equity 

treatment 
- Potential difference in strength of argument for partnerships 

vs. corporations? 
• Again, no guidance at the moment 
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Simple Agreement for Future 
Tokens (SAFTs) 
• SAFTs are investment contracts offered by 

token developers to interested investors or 
participants in a project 

• SAFTs are intended to be treated as 
forward contracts for federal income tax 
purposes 
- intent to avoid immediate taxation 

• IRS has provided no guidance indicating 
whether it agrees or disagrees with this 
treatment 

• IRO Sec 451(c) considerations following 
the TCJA 
— Consider how proceeds are treated for GAAP 

purposes 

20 



Simple Agreement for Future Equity BakerHostetler 

or Tokens (SAFE-Ts) EY 

 Steptoe 
• SAFE-Ts are investment contracts offered 

by cryptocurrency developers offering 
investors equity and/or tokens 
- Agreements generally contain elements of 

both SAFTs and SAFEs 
▪ Contingent stock right? 
• SAFT with an equity kicker? 
• Investment unit consisting of both equity and a 

SAFT? 

• While intending forward contract 
treatment, issuers of SAFE-Ts may have 
additional arguments supporting at least 
partial equity issuance treatment 

21 
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Polling Question #3 

What type of asset class do you feel has the 
best use case for tokenization: 

1. Real estate 
2. Stock/securities 
3. Commodities 
4. Retail/consumer products 
5. Authentic collectibles 
6. Large assets (such as airplanes) 
7. People/pets 
8. Other 

22 
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State and local tax implications 

• How are cryptocurrency transactions sourced 
to different state and local jurisdictions? 

• Cryptocurrency is not physical property, which 
makes physical identification and location 
difficult 

• Many state and local jurisdictions utilize 
customer-based sourcing 

• How should trades through a licensed 
exchange be sourced if the end customer in 
the transaction is not identifiable? 

• Sales and use tax considerations 

23 



BakerHostetler Reporting and enforcement 
considerations — reporting considerations 

• Gains or losses from disposition or spending 
virtual currency — report on Form 8949, transfer 
information to Schedule D - FAQ, Q&A 42 

• Ordinary income from virtual currency is reported 
on Form 1040 along with other similar types of 
income — FAQ, Q&A 43 
- Wages — line 1 

• Wages paid in cryptocurrency are subject to FICA and FUTA 
taxes 

Self-employment income — Schedule C 
- Like-kind exchange treatment and the impact of the TCJA 

on !RC Sec. 1031) 

• Form 1040, Schedule 1, Additional Income and 
Adjustments to Income 
- At any time during 2019, did you receive, sell, send, exchange, or 

otherwise acquire any financial interest in any virtual currency?" 
Includes "Yes" or "No" boxes available to select 

- Similar to Schedule B question regarding offshore bank 
accounts 
• Potential for similar enforcement activity related to that question 

EY 
d 

Steptoe 
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Reporting and enforcement 
considerations — reporting considerations 

BakerHostetler 
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• 2019-2020 Priority Guidance Plan includes 

virtual currency information reporting 
project under section 6045. 
— Section 6045 generally provides for 

information reporting on Form 1099-B for 
brokers and barter exchanges. 

• Reporting of foreign bank and financial 
accounts (FBAR, FATCA) 

25 
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considerations - enforcement considerations P tv 
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• Recent DOJ/IRS announcement regarding dark 

web arrests related to payments in Bitcoin 
• J5 - Joint international coalition to investigate 

cryptocurrency related tax crimes and money 
laundering, including US, UK, Australia, Canada, and 
the Netherlands 

• Coinbase summons 
• LB&I compliance campaign 
• IRS issues approximately 10,000 letters to . taxpayers regarding cryptocurrency transactions 

— Letters ranged from informational to providing 
calculations of tax due 

— Any calculation of tax due could have been overstated 
to fhe extent that the IRS lacked information regarding 
calculations of adjusted basis 

• Potential implications of Form 1040, Schedule 1 
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Future Guidance on 
Crypto Assets 
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Areas Where Guidance is Needed 

• Chapter 3 withholding and FDAP 
• Anti-Deferral Regimes (i.e., PROs, subpart F, 

and GILTI) 
• UBTI considerations 
• Reporting 

— Section 6045 information reporting 
— Basis reporting 
— FBAR/FATCA account reporting 

• Classifications (commodities, securities, other) 
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F. INTRODUCTION 

This Report Comments On the crkttocurrency guidance published by the Internal Revenue 
Service (the "Service") on October 9, 22!9, including Revenue Ruling 2019-21 (the "Ruling") on 
the treatment of hard forks and the updated "Frequently Asked Questions" (2FAQs" to with 
the Ruling, the 'Cluidance").' We commend the Service llor providing inuch needed guida nee in 
Iii s area and understand that the Service ancl the Department of the "Ircasuiy ("Treasury") are 

planning to issue further guidance on eryptocurrency. 'Ihis Report highlights certain technical 
aspects of cryptocurrency network structures and market operations covered under the Ruling and 
the related FAQs and requests that the Guidance be clarified in light of the technical operations of 
these networks.' The Report also identifies additional areas of ITS. federal income taxation in 
which we believe further specific guidance would be beneficial in the near term. 

Background Regarding Blockehain Technology 

I . Hitcoin and Hlockchain 'technology 

As background to our comments on the Guidance and in particular the Ruling, we believe 
it would be helpful to summarize the operation of blockchain technology and introduce certain 
concepts we refer to throughout this Report. 

The Bitcoin network is the software protocol behind the first cryptocurrency and began 
operating on January 3, 2009. The kitcom network uses a distributed network of computers 
running the Bitcoin core algorithm. The Bitcoin network's computer code is "open-source," 
meaning that the creator and copyright holder grants users the rights to study, change and distribute 
the software to anyone for any purpose. The core code is therefore open for anyone to  download, 
use, review and inspect, providing complete transparency as to its design and evolution. 
Importantly, this openness also means it can be copied costlessly by any individual or group with 
the technical ability and desire to try creating a different virtual currency system. 

Bitroin thnotions as a digital ledger of transactions recording the movem mu of its native 
virtual "currency" also called hitcoin (with a lower case "r) through the use of public and pm vate 
key cryptography. lhe Bitcoin network is pre-programmed with a limited supply of 21 million 
bitcoin currency units. The Bitcoin network's supply of bitcoin is released according to a set 
deflationary schedule as payment to the operators of the computers providing the computational 
power required to process and verify transactions on the Bitcoin ledger. These computer operators 
are referred to as "miners." When holders or bitcoin wish to transfer or otherwise transact in 
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bitcoin, transactions are broadciast to the network by users and collected by computers (referred to 
as "full nodes") run by millers and other participants who choose to download and run the Bitcoin 
core protocol software connected to the Internet. In this process, computers I-Uniting the protocol 
constantly scan the network for transactions waiting to be detected and processed. These 
ColUnnters check that submitted transactions arc consistent with prior states of the distributed 
ledger, and, once a transaction is verified as valid (i.e. it is confirmed that the value being 
transfened is available tim transfer), that transaction is posted to the "memory pool" from which 
miners choose transactions to add to the ledger. Transactions are then grouped together and 
published in sequential blocks. Grouping is done based on Factors that include timing of the 
tranSaCdkai and the tranSaCtion fees offered to miners by senders. Each I -block'' is fixed in size, 
which limits the number of transactions that can be confirmed and published together. Since 
different transactions contain varying amounts of data, the number of transactions that can fit in a 
block varies and will contribute to the determination of which transactions arc grouped together in 
the confimlation process. This network structure has given rise to the term "blockelmin2  and its 
corresponding method achieving agreement (or consensus) as to the state of the net 
(including the validity of transactions) is referred to as a "proof-of-work' system. 

Mime generally, blockehain is a form of distributed ledger technology used to re ter to the 
I echnology that underlies many cr.sptocurrenci es, including but not hinged to bite out With respect 
to each cryptocurrency with a proof-otswork consensus mechanism, the miners, together with 
decentralized groups of voluntary developers, Users, IlObbylSIS, Unit:S(0N and traders of varying 
levels of sophistication form a global community of participants whose collective actions and 
behaviors determine the future development, adoption and success of the relevant network. 

-I-oday, www.coinmarketettp.com, a leading website that provides market information 
about eryptocurrencies lists information for nearly 5.000 different cryptocurrency assets. 
iepresenting countless 12 amps of developers, users, investors and trailers from around the world. 
What started with Biteoin a decade ago has led to experimentation and innovation around the world 
excating poteniial appliCanellS in areas beyond virtual currencies.' Flowever, these projects vary 
widely in tennis of legitimacy, adoption, size and viability and the top ten cryptoeun-encies account 
for about 85% or the quoted total market capitalization of approximately LiSS200 billion as of the 
end o 120 (LI 

2. C'oins and "I'alci iTs 

The cryptiteurrency associated with a particular public block-chain or other distributed 
ledger techncdogy network is often refened to as a coin or token. While Frequently used 
in coins generally have been designed as a form of digital money for pax ments. 
Tokens, on the other hand, have additional embedded functionality in that they arc necessary inputs 
for the internal operation or their related network, provide holders with tit:et:Ss to products or 
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services (in acklitk o stilling value and permitting fast, secure and inexpensive transfer of value 
over the Internet), or may be (;011SUMecI as a ki11(1 Of natural resource mon I for third party 
programs to operate on that system (c.m, the cryptocuneney ether on the Ethereum blockehain) 

3 Public foul Private Keys 

The transfer of bitcoin (ant! other cryptocurrencies) requires the use of a public and a 
private key. The public key is associated with a publicly available address If cation on the network 
where balances are recorded and Is used to receive hands. The private key is used to "sten" and 
approve the movement of a specified amount or currency associated with a particular public key 
and address. 

What is colloquially referred to as "holding" coins or tokens or 'owning - coins or tokens 
really translates to holding and controlling the use of private keys associated with addresses on the 
distributed ledger that coma in stated amounts of coins or tokens. The coins and tokens themselves 
are not digitally held or transferred on devices - the coins and tokens stay on the network and 
move around to different addresses wherever they are sent according to the instructions of the 
plicate key holder, or multiple holders where a multi-signature requirement has been implemented. 

IVallels anti Exchanges 

llse of cryptoeurrencies and their networks requires c us to' iii zed software Urn t, depending 
on the particular network, can be accessed with the assiSliallee of a user interface that is online, 
downloaded locally into a user's computer or mobile device, "'an aged with a purpose-built piece 
of hfirdWure or even via a physical piece of pa id collectively referred to as "wallets.-  Each of 
tI ese methods assists the user in the imanagement and use of private keys required to safeguard, 
send or move cryptocurreney froill one address to another. Wallets that are not connected to the 
Internet are referred to as "cold wallets," while wallets that are connected are referred to as "hot 
wallets.-  I lot wallets provide the user interface and connectivity to be able to transact in the 
cryptocurrencies supported by a particular ‘vallet. 

Wallets can be "custodial" or "non-custodial."' With custodial wallets, the public and 
private keys are managed by a third-party service provider and are not directly available to the end 
user. With a non-custodial wallet, by contrast, the end user has direct fiecess to the public and 

ivale keys associated with the wallet, and thus has more direct COlitro I over the cryptoCUrrency 
associated with that wallet. En the case ofnoincustodizil wallets, the wallet provider is not supposed 
to have access to a wallet holders private keys. 

Many users hold cryptocurrency balances on centralized platforms offering services tor the 
purchase and exchange of eryptocurreney. commonly referred to as "exchanges.-  When a user 
holds an account on an exchange (a type of custodial wallet) that user does not directly have access 
to the private keys associated with c typtocurrency balances reflected on the public ledger of a 
pal tieular blockchain. Instead, the USLT relics on the exchange to manage all private keys, deposits 
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and ts ithrIngt. als on behalf- of the use,. Accordingly, a user's trading activity and account Italancey 
are recorded on private :edgers that are internal to the platform with only periodic batches of 
transactions representing groups of deposits and withdrawals of cryptocurrency being submitted 
and processed on the actual bloekehain, or "on-chain", by the relevant platform. Exchanges may 
not actually hold coins or tokens matching all coins and tokens credited to their customers. 
accounts. Given limited regulatMn of exchanges in many jurisdictions, there is little transparency 
about how ninth Cryptocurreney an exchange (fittually owns. 

Prii ate Bloc/cc IhnlIS 

In ridditiim to cryptoeurrencies such as lincoin and similar networks or "projects" that are 
considered to be "public" and "permissionless," there is a separate world of "private" and 
"pert»issioned-  blockcliains that are created, and access to which is controlled, by private 
organiZatiOns, usually coiporations or consortia of eoinpanies within an industry. for a specific 
(impose useful to a hinged group of participants. 

B. Forks 

I. Solt For 

As dwyassed above, oryptocunene) essentially is a software protocol that. runs across a 
network of computers that create and 1113111tain a shared ledger of transactions he 
cnptoeiirrcncies dISCLISSOd in the Guidance ate recut (led on a distributed ledger that is open for 
pal tipation and inspection lw anyone with the right so thvare tools or network WWI illtOt face. 
Since the software is open source all interested parties with the requisite skills can duplicate and 
iiiodi lv it Modifications of the sidtware that do not break compatibility across the network — 
allowing transactions to continue to be verified and added to the existing ledger using pre-fink 
versions of the software (a concept known as - backward compatibility-) - are referred to as soft 
folks 

hint Fu; / t 

Modifications in the software that go to the core rules on which the entire network must 
agree can result in a new version of the software that is no longer compatible with the unmodified 
software." MigItfications to the softw;ire that break conipatibility between the unmodified version 
of the software and the 1110d i lied veision after the point in time such modifications are introduced 
give rise to hard forks. Each leg of the fork now applies different rules to reviewing and verifying 
transactions, so the blockchain splits into an orinind chain and a new chain. 

There are essentially twos arieties of hard finks, contentious and non-eontennous. A non-
contentious hard fork is a form of software update With similar intentions and outcomes as a soft 
fork, but depending on the nature of the changes it may require tint alternative versions of the 
network protocol be incompatible with the upgrade (i.e that there be no backward compatibility), 
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thereby essentially requiring the entire community to adopt mid use The new version." In cases 
where a hard fork is contentious, it means there is fundamental disagreement among significant 
parts of the community of project participants as To the future technical direction of the network 
such that at the time of the hard fork two incompatible versions of the network survive and continue 
their development :Tong different road maps. The outcome of Ti contentious hard fork can lead to 
debates over fvhich cryptOCIATelley is entitled to use the original name, logo and trading 
abbreviation. 

In addition to contentious hard Ituks in which there is a rift in the community of project 
participants for an existing blockchain network, there are also hard forks created with the intention 
o establishing An entirely new eryptocuthency ' Developers use hard forks as a technical method 
to jumps tart a new cryptociirrelley and leverage name recognition, network effects as well as 
technical specifications of an existing blockchain for the benefit of a new project. Such new 
project-  hard forks operate in ways that are very similar to conternious hard forks and are intended 
to result in two chains going forward, similar to a contentious hard fork in which both the legacy 
and new chains survive. "New project" hard forks generally are more common than eontentitms 
hard lbrks. The discussion of contentious hard forks in Part II the Report therefore addresses 
both e011teatIMIS hard forks and hard forks intentionally used to create new projects. 

Given the open source mat re ofthe software underlying cryptocut re nci cs, hard forks can 
arise cosily. Anyone with We requisite technical expertise and the desire to create a hard fork 
(whether as part of a disagreement about the direction of 3 giVell blockchain community or to 
create an entirely new project) can do so and hard Corks are quite common. By smw of example, 
based on research by Forkdrop io there are currently 50 Bit coin active fork projects and 20 historic 
Cork projects." Many of those fork projects are or were deliberate attempts to create a new 
uryptoeu relic y Contentious hard forks resulting from a rift within a community are rdatively 
Mine and those resulting in two independently viable. widely traded taut actively developing 
projects are rarer. We understand that Bitcoin Cash is the only cm-Nutty operating contentious 
hard fork of the original I3itcoin chain'!" that meets the foregoing standard :Ind that Ethel-CUM 
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Conequclic.es of rt 11(0(1 tüiA 

When a contentious hard fork (or a new project terk) Occurs, a new chain emerges that 
shares an identical history with the original, or legacy, doin rip to he point of the split* The 
historical record of coins or tokens on the legacy chain is shared by the forked copy creating an 
identical number olcoins or tokens available for use on the new chain. thus, the mere occurrence 
of the hard fork results in the creation of coins or tokens on a separate blockchain with new 
technical specifications that are available in identical quantity to holders of the original coins or 
tokens. 

If the hard fork is implemented aiming participants in a single cryptocurrency community 
and the purpose of the hard fork is not contentious, Le there is universal agreement and adoption 
of the new version, the hard-forked version should inherit all the defining characteristics, network 
effects and market infrastructure support enjoyed by that network's C0111 or token prior to the hard 
fork. In that case, the legacy chain will be abandoned and cease to exist for all practical purposes. 
Coins or to as with the legacy technology will cease to ha' e any value or usability as 
:ill network infrastructure (miners, exchanges, etc.) will no longer support the legacy version. It 
will there ore not be ptissible in practice to transact on the lenacv chain unless pronnuniners and 
market participants take steps in the future to revive the legacy chain and build up a new 
infras true t tire. 

Where a hard fork is contentious and two viable currencies SW VIVC, typically mw of the 
groups will adopt a new Ilarrle so that a new community win organize and develop along) dilkrcnt 
path. 

Whether a hard fork within a single blockchuin's community is contentious or non-
contentious, no coins or tokens arc airdropped in connection with the hard fork. Instead, the mew 
coins or tokens come to exist by virtue of the transaction ledger of the legacy network being copied 
to create a new and separate blockcham. Owners of coins or tokens on the legacy chain cannot 
access new coins or tokens without technical up tirades to permit access to coins Of to under 
Ow new protocol. The required upgrades may CA cc al the technical expertise of many owners 
holding through cold wallets or other wallets that are not supported by third party service providers. 
If coins or tokens are held through a wallet provider or an exchange, those SLTV ice providers need 
to take the necessary steps to make new coins or tokens accessible to their customers. Modifying 
the software to be able to access new coins and tokens can be costly, in that holders or service 
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providers may need to hire specialized personnel to carry out the neCCSSilrY upgrade So access to 
new coins or tokens resulting fro in a hard fork is neither automatic nor cost less, 

147ion Does a hard Fork Occur? 

it is not cigysta I clear that there is a general consensus or standard to iniply cm when in time 
a hard fork can he confirmed to have occurred. A hard fin-k may be announced by the team 
launching it but not all announcements are followed by actual IMIllehes, let alone hard forks with 
discernable socondary market tradinu volumes or active devolopmem. Teelmically, when a hard 
fork occurs, it is measured frrnI1 a particular - block" or location on the bloc kchain. At that time, 
operators of different versions of the protimol can broadcast their participation in a manner that is 
openly visible for programmers. Steps required by market participants to access new co ills or 
tokens vary clopending on the particular teclmical methods developers adopt to effect the operation 
of the new bled:chain, ltic variety of feasible approaches raises the question of whether and when 
the hard fork can be said to occur: (x) at the time a - snapshot" of the old blockchain is taken to 
record the location on the blockchain from which the fork diverges, (y) at the time the new protocol 
begins running (without external network support) with a detectable threshold or computing 
power, which may be visible only to technically expert participants interacting directly with 
blockchain, or (z) at the later time when the first group of transactions is recorded on the new 
chain.'' 

Airdrops (Giveaways) 

Airdrops (or giveawrn,k) are common occurrences but as the terminology has emerged and 
been used tn the industry, they are not connected to hold Forks because they do not share a 
transaction history with another blockchaint Airdrops typically Occur for atarketing purposes or 
to promote a new coin or token4 5  Promoters wishing to increase visibility of' a new token may 
scan the Ethereum blockchain and automatically send new tokens to all wallets in relation to the 
amount of ether in each wallet. Exchange platforms may gift new to to account holders --

 

perhaps in proportion to the amount of tliat exchange's native token held. Thus, while not 
technically related to a particular legacy blockchain in the same way as a new coin or token that is 
obtained via a hard tbrk, holdings of a particular myptocurrency may be a necessary qualification 
for obtaining a giveaway or airdrop. 

An adjiuonal twsr Can he chat an exchange w.orkinv, with the fork duvelopeTs to support the new .flockchaii 
credit perNons holding legacy coins and tokens at the tpue pl. the snapshot with an HMI umenl tiadable on that platform 
(but ‘klucli cannot he withdrawn from that platform) as a kind at ruturc in tile lurked coin or token We undei ,,land 
that tills IS a rale occurrence and will require tilrthec Ihe diectm“ion of token swaps in Part VI.D lelow is 
relevant to this analysis 
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fa many oases. giveaway coins or tokens are eleau:if below a functioning blockcienn ldr 
the under lyinc project exists and the coins and to are given away as a way for projects to raise 
awareness and money to develop the project through secondary market liquidity if the corns or 
tokens can he listed on exchanges Elie advertised utility usually is not available at the nine or the 
git en way, in which ease the tokens would not be othenvise usable until the pmmised protcarol goes 
live and the marketing tokens can be "swapped" for new native tokens 

In an airdrop/giveaway, the recipients do not provide consideration for the airdrop and have 
no control over hother they "receive" airdropped coins or tokens. Often, they may not even be 
aware of the rurcicopigiveatory, If an airdroplgiveaway is received via accounting entries on the 
books and records of an exchange where the taxpayer has its trading account, the taxpayer may 
have no way olknowing tvhet1 ter the related blockehain is functioning or whether tiny transactions 
have been recorded Moreover, °lien promotional airdrops/giveaways into a holder's account on 
tin exchange will not permit immediate withdrawals even if there are live and active order books 
for purchases and sales of the coins or tokens on that exchange. In some cases, a recipient will 
have to take actions to obtain the new coins or tokens, tor example by signing up on a tvebsite or 
telegram and providing an Ethercum wallet address, or downloading the new product's dedicated 
wallet and sharing an address unique to the new token. If a recipient does not take these steps it 
never obtains access to the airdropped coins or tokens. 

II. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Service clarify that airdrops as generally understood within 
the eryptocurrency etaillatinity do not typically (teem in connection with hard forks 
and that the Service revise the Ruling accordingly. 

2 We recommend Mat the Service distinguish between contentious and non-

 

contentious hard forks and treat a non-contentious hard fork as not resulting in a 
taxable event. 

We recommend that the Service clarify how contentious hard forks (including, for 
this purpose, hard Forks that are used to jumpstai t new cryptocurreneies) as hey 
actually occur (i e. without all airdrop) should be taxed. 

We recommend revising the Ruling to locus situation 1 on a non-contentious hard 
fork and situation 2 on a contentious hard fork (without an airdrop). 

,As discussed in Part III below, based on existing lines ofauthority, we believe there 
arc four plausible ways of analyzing the consequences of a hard lark: (I) as tin 
accession to wealth, (21 as a non-realization event followed by basis splitting_ ( 
as a non- realization event giving rise to an asset with a basis or zero and (4) as a 
taxable sale or exchange 

If the third approach listed in ,'ecouimenikrtion 5 above is chosen.recommend 
that the Service provide that, in the case o ale or the legacy coin or token at a 
loss, the loss be denied and the amount of the is : lowed loss increase the basis f 
the new COW Of token 



We recommend that the Service continue to study the taxation of 
airdrops/ 

While we do not recommend a specific approach to the taxation el - contentious hard 
forks and giveaways, we recommend that if Treasury ancl the Service ireat 
contentious hard forks as giving rise to an "accession to wealth," giveaway; be 
analyzed and treated consistently. 

As discussed in Part 111.131.a. below, it is possible that an exchange or ))allet 
provider chooses not to support a new cryptocurreney. We recommend that the 
Service provide further guidance on how In will be treated in these 
CI mustanc CS_ 

10. In light of the challenges in accurately determining fair market value, if if reasury 
and the Service decide to proceed with an approach to contentious hard forks that 
requires a determination of the current fair market value of new coins or tokens, we 
reeonimend that the Service study how best to develop criteria for identifying 
reliable pricing sources. 

We recommend that the Service consider whether to allow mlianee Oil an average 
price across multiple exchanges or on prevailing market conventions such as the 
daily closing price. 

1 3. As discussed in Pan UI. B. 3 below, if the Service pursues the Accession to Wealth 
or Section MI approach to collo:litmus hard (Mks, we reconunend that it study 
whether a concept of "viability -  of a contentious hard fork should be included 

13 In addition or as an alternative to recommendation 12, we recommend that the 
Service consider a fie min finis rule establishing that taxpayers do not need to report 
income who ne new coins or tokens resulting horn a conteinious hard fork have a 
value below a specified threshold. Such a threshold could be based en the era re 
prices on the top exchanges (by volume or liquidity) supporting those coins. We 
recommend that Treasury and the Service study how best to establish such a 
threshold. 

IT If the Service takes an approuch to giveaways that requires cuirent taxation, we 
recommend a do minimis threshold below which no income needs to be reported. 
We also recommend that at least in situations where coins or tokens are forfeited 
unless sped he actions arc taken within the giveaway period, no income be 
recoitnized until those actions arc taken and. if those actions are never taken within 
the giveaway period, no income be recognitcd at all. 

15. We recommend that the Service study whether to require ai least domestic 
exchanges and wallet providers to report to the Service the number of coins and 
tokens (with relevant identifying information) that become available to a taxpayer 
after a contentious hard fork or in a giveaway in order to facilitate compliant 
revolting upon receipt or at the tune the corns or tokens are subsequently exchanged 
for cash, other property Or services. 



I 6. We recommend that the Service confirm that IRS loon 8300. titled "Report oleash 
Payments Over $10,000 Received in a Frade or Business,-  does not apply to 
payments received in cryptocurreney. 

17 For the reasons discussed in Part V.C1 below, we recommend that where a taxpayer 
holds the pi ,-ate keys to cryptocurrency directly the taxpayer's jurisdiction of 
residence for U.S federal income tax purposes be treated as the location or the 
cryptocurrency. 

18. As discussed thither in Part V.B below, where a taxpayer owns eryptocurrency in 
a manner in which it does not control the private keys associated with those coins 
or tokens. such as on an exchange, we recommend Ilmt the coins or tokens should 
be considered located where the set-vice provider controlling the relevant private 
keys is located. 

19. For the reasons cliscussed in Part V.B.1 below, we recommend that the Service 
require reporting of cryptoeurreacy held in accounts on non47.S. exchanges on IRS 
Form 8938. We recommend that the Service impose this requirement for future tax 
years only or, is an alternative, provide a penalty-free extension period for 
taxpayers to tile forms for prior years. We also recommend that the Service study 
whether cryptocurrency held in other types of custodial wallets supported by non-
U.S. service providers he subject to this reporting requirement. 

20. For the reasons discussed in Part V.B.2 below, we recommend that if the Service 
requires reporting on Form 8938, Treasury sun lady require FBAR reporting (as 
defined below). 

We recommend that Treasury and the Service study how to apply coinpliance 
replirements under l'ATCA (as defined below) to non-U.S. eryptocurrency 
exchanges_ 

We request that Treasury and the Service issue guidance in the neat teryti with 
respect to the Fillies (mein erste(' in Part VI below . 

For the reasons discussed in Part VII) below, we recommend that Treasury and the 
Service issue guidance confuming that token swaps are not taxable and providing 
that a holder who fills to take steps to exchange the old tokens and thus forfeits its 
right to receive the new token be entitled to a loss (insofar as the taxpayer had basis 
in the old token). 

21. For the reasons discussed in Pink V. he lo v,we recommend that Treasu ry and the 
Service further study - inflation payments in staking networks. 
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Our reeollifilell dat Mils are provided fro in thc perspectwc or traditional tax concepts and 
doctrine.'" We recognize that the United States government may have a public policy interest in 
other areas 'elating to cryptocurrency, such as its environmental impact, 1  its ability to Iticilitate 

'  whit transactions z and its arguable similarity to liambling. We do not have the expertise to 
coinment on those areas but acknowledge that the government's views ill those areas could a ffeet 
the lax odes it chooses to adopt. 

III. CLARIFICATION OF '[TIE 'FAX 'IREXIMETNI OF HARD FORKS 

The Ruling describes two situations. In situation 1 an existing cryptocm rency (crypto M) 
undergoes a hard fork resulting in the creation of a new cryptocurrency (erypto N). A taxpayer 
owns units of crypto M but is said not to "receive" units of crypto N where no crypto N is 
'airdropped or otherwise, transferred to an account owned or controlled' by the taxpayer_ Hie 
ruling concludes that under these circumstances the taxpayer does not have gross income. In 
situation 2 an existing cryptocurrency (crypt() R) undergoes a hard fork resulting in the creation of 
a new cryptocurrency (crypt() S). A taxpayer owns 50 units of crypto R. Upon the occurrence of 
the hard fork, 25 units of crypto S are said to be "airdropped" to the taxpayer's address. As a result 
of the "airdrop" following the hard fork, the taxpayer is said to have had an accession to wealth 
and thus to recognize ordinary income. Q&A 23 makes clear that the amount of ordinary income 
is equal to the fair market value of the new cryptocurrency at the time it is received. 

The Ruling concludes with respect to situation I that a hard Mrk that is not followed by an 
airdrop does not result in the recognition of gross income. As discussed above, hard forks 
generally are not followed by airdrops. In the paradigmatic case of a contentious hard fork, the 
split of Bitcom into Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash, two new viable blockchains were created, giving 
rise to separate cryptceurreneieS that have become widely held (Ind traded However, technically, 
holders of bitcoin did not receive an airdrop of bitcoin cash. Instea(I, after the hard fork, holders 
of bitcom could start transacting in bitcoin cash using the private keys to addresses that held bitcom 
at the time of the hard fork to the extent additional technical support or "integration" was made 
available by third party wallet providers or exchanges which had started supporting bitcoin cash. 

11' We Wive started Iron, he premise that cryptocurrency 
in Notice 2014-21, and have not considered whether 
cryptocurtency I [Iv est iflcfl15 as akin to gambling.  

roperty2  for U.S. Federal income tax purposes, as stated 
could be other valid tax paradigms, such as viewing 
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Situation? provides that a holder 01 50 units of crypt° R receives an airdrop 425 units of 
crypt) S after a hard fork. As discussed above, a typical hard fOrk results in the CleatiOn of all 
identical cumber of con's and tokens on the new blockchain. Thus, situation 7 does noi describe 
what could happen as a result ola hard irk in and of itself 

In reaction to the Ruling, ninny articles and briefings seem to have assumed implicitly that 
situation (even if not technically precise) was intended to describe the taxation of the Bitcoin-
Bitcoin Cash or dithcreumigthereum Classic splits* However, upon a careful reading of the 
Ruling, we do not believe that tins interpretation is cleat. In fact, since situation I seems closest 
to describing how a contentious hard fork (including a new project hard fork) actually works, the 
opposite conclusion may be warranted, namely that no income is recognized upon the hard fork, 
Simation 2 seems closest to the hard tiork-airdrop combination used in connection with the launch 
of Bitcore, which we

 

JIMA:N.1 1M. to been an unusual and rare combination. 2!! 

We therefore recommend that the Service issue further guidance clarifying how 
contentious hard forks should be taxed and address tiirdrops separately. In particular, we 
recommend revising the Ruling to focus situation 1 on a non-contentious hard fork and situation 2 
on' contentious hard fork (without an airdrop). 

A. How Should Hard Forks Be 'faxed (in the Absence of Airdrops)? 

Alon-Contennems) Hard Fewks 

We recommend that the Service clan 13) the important distinction between contentious imd 
non-contentious hard larks. The FAQs already provide that soft forks do not have tax 
consequences!' Non-contentious hard forks represent software ttpgrades that are very similar to 
those resulting him soft forks, except Mat the modifications relate to core consensus piles on the 
network, making future transactions tiller the fork incompatible \vitt) transactions ilSing the 
UM111 nil fled software. Where the entire network upgrades to the new systein and the infrastructure 
supporting the unmodified version is dismantled, the effects of the non-contentious hard fork are 
the same as those or a soft fork. 
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With respect to non-contentious hard forks, V c recommend treatment analogous to that of 
soft forks, since like sott forks such lion-contentious hard forks represent an overall system 
upgrade imd are not intended to result in two forked chains going forward." Before the hard fork 

holder owns one coin or token and after the hard fork it owns what is technically a flew coin or 
to but is supported by the entire network in of the original cian or token. While the 
or, con or token still exists on the legacy chain, it has become nupossible to transact on the 
legacy chftn because the comniunity no longer will support the legacy chain. Fssentially a holder 
goes from owning one coin or token to owning an upgraded version of that coin or token. This 
could be said to be analogous to an update to software owned under n 'Lshrink wrap" license," and 
there appears to be no authority treating such an update as a taxable event. A non-comentious hard 
fork can also be viewed as an exchange of an old coin or token for a new coin or token that is not 
in different in kind or extent." While the software has been Upgraded, nothing else has 
changed in that the Same conimunity and network infrastructure are supporting what is essentially 
the same COM Or to ken. 

We would recommend that the coins on the new chain resulting from the non-contentious 
hard fork be treated as the continuation of the legacy coins (like coins after a soft fork) and thus 
retain the entire tax basis of the legacy coins. As a result, coins that remain on the legacy chain, 
in svhich it effectively beconleS impossible to transact, should he treated as haviiig a tax basis of 
/Of O. Shadd programmers in the future revive the legacy chain inal create a new network 
infrastructure that nmkes transactions possiMe once again, a taxpayer retaining such legacy coins 
with a zero has is and subsequently transacting in them would then be taxed on any resulting gains 
to the full extent. 

Contentious Hard Forks'6 

Leaving aside airdrops, which shoukl not be conflated with hard Corks, the quest Mn arises 
oI how contentious hard forks should be treated for U.S. federal income tax purposes. Based on 
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existing lines 0 1(111(horily, we believe there (ITC low plausible ways o I analyzing the consequences 
of a contentious hard fork.' 

Accession to Wealth Approach 

lie first approach is to treat the split of the legacy chain (crypt() NI) into crypto NI and 
emote •N and the resulting id cation of an identical in,rnher of new units of crypto N on the new 
blockchain as an 'accession to wealth, clearly real ized"s once the taxpayer has complete dominion 
and control over new crypt N. As other commentators have noted," this position finds support 
in the tax treatment of treasure trove and free samples, which generally give i'se to taxable income 
upon discovery or receipt ()Ian tisset, however unexpected,' subject to the principle that a taxpayer 
must claim or exercise dominion and control over the asset.'' lie taxation of prizes offers further 
support." The Service clearly adopted this position in connection ‘‘. Ulf what it i chaired to as 
airdrops alter bard forks, but it is not clear what position should be taken when the taxpayer or a 
service provider needs to take technically complex steps in order to make the new coins accessible. 
In the case of a hard fork, the taxpayer can use existing private keys to transact in the new coins 
but only alter such steps are taken to make the new coins accessible. After hard forks, the taxpayer 
therefore does not have immediate access m, and control over, the asset ill the account, as would 
be the vase where cash is transferred to a bank account or securities are placed in a custodial 
aeCOlint, 
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Ilnder this ipproach, consistent with the Guidance as it relates to I-hard forks followed by 
rdrops," a holder of the original cryptocimency would recognize income equal to the fair market 

value of he new eryptocurrency at the time the new cryptocurrency is received or such later time 
as the taxpayer has dominion anti control over tile new COWS and tokens. Chis, residt seems io 
well with the case of the Biteoin-Bitcom Cash Cork where a network infrastilletrne and support 
From exchanges and wallet providers for Bitcoin Cash were available relatively quickly and 
holders had a tradable asset with material value after the hard Cork." In that case, a taxpayer who 
originally held bitcoill ended up owning two valuable assets in which it could transact. 

On the Ilipside, while arguably theoretically appealing to take the view that new coins 
represent an accession to wealth similar to finding cash in a taxpayer's piano or receiving free 
samples, this approach does not fully take into consideration that the possibility of hard forks is 
intrinsic in public open source blockchain technology. The new coins or tokens" become 
available at the time of the hard fork only to persons already Owning the legacy coins or tokens. 
Implicit iii rite ownership of legacy coins or tokens is the possibility ot owning new coins or tokens 
resulting from a hard fork. This necessary link to the original coin SeemIls to distinguish new coins 
or tokens resulting Iron I h ard forks front unsolicited samples, treasure trove or prizes. Moreover, 
as discussed in Part 111.13 below, the Accession to Wealth approach raises a number of practical 
challenges in the context of many hard foiks, which may make it difficult to administer and 
burdensome for taxpayers and the Service in a large number of cases. 

Moreover, this approach can result in taxable income in excess of a tax pye r s cco nic 
gain as illustrated by the following example: 

Example I. Taxpayer holds crypt° X worth 51,000 before the fork wuh a basis of $500. 
After Pr:- !brit, taxpayer holds the same crypt° .X (now with a vatue of (,:tly S500) plus new 
crypt° Y (value of $800). On these facts, the aggregate value increased by S100. 
However, under the Accession to Wealth approach, taxpayer would have ordinary income 
of $800. 

This result could be ameliorated by setting a cap on the income inclusier at an amemti 
equal to the excess of the sum of the value of erypio X and erypto Y after the fork over the value 
of crypto X before the fork, or alternatively the excess of the sum of the value of erypto X and 
eryptoV alter the fork over the taxpayer s basis in erypto X. 

U. Basis Splitting Approach 

The second approach is to treat the contentious hard fork as a non-realization event but to 
allocate the basis of each original coin between that coin mid the new "mirror" coin. Support for 
this approach can be found in authorities regarding the distribution of subscription rights on 
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common stock' and authunties concluding that when property rights are subdivided, basis is 
all between the sciparate rights."' More generally, where multiple assets are acquired 
together but disposed of separately, basis is allocated based on fair market value at the gine of 
purchase. A line of authorities allocating the purchase price paid for a pregnant cow or inure 
between the imimal and its offspring truly also support treating a contentious hard roik as requiring 
a basis split between the original coin and the new coin, though tlns analogy may only be apt where 
a coin or token is acquired in anticipation of a contentious hard terk." The foregoing authorities 
look to all filets and circumstances and generally would require a taxpayer to demonstrate which 
portion of its purchase price for the original coin or token was attributable to the new coin or token. 
which in practice may not be possible where a par qcular right or asset was not contemplated at the 
time of the original in At the time the original coin or token was purchased, any specific 
hard fork typically will not have been contemplated. An alternative principle for splitting basis 
would be to allocate basis based on relative fair market values at the time of the fork, such as in 
the case of stock dividends and spin offs under current law, though such an approach could require 
legislation." 

A further question arises as to when the basis allocation should occur. As in the case of 
the Accession to Wealth approach discussed above, the correct time for a basis allocation may be 
(Mee the taxpayer has dominion and control over the new coins or tokens, sucli that the new coins 
or tokens have become an investment Mat is separate from the legacy coins or tokens. I lowcver, 
it !nay also be appropnate to allocate basis only at the time when a taxpayer disposes of the coins 
or tokens either on the basis that the taxpayer only has dominion 11Ild control once it exercises 
dominion :Ind control by disposing of the coin or token'" or based on principles similar to basis 
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allocation in connection with bond stripping tiansactions." Even then the question arises ‘vhether 
the basis split should bc hosed on relative fair market values at the time the original coin or token 
is purchased. the time of the Fork or the time of disposition. 

We expect that in most cases the Basis Splitting approach under existing au thotities would 
I ("Ain In the new Coln or token having a basis of zero because the taxirayer would be unable to 
demonstrate a basis for any other allocation. I lowever, a different result may be obtained in 
situations Whet e a taxpayer acquires a coin or to after a hard Cork has been imnouneed or based 
on its knowledge of and interest in a fork project. Those cases would then raise complex factual 
questions about how much of a premium is attributable to the expectation or a successful launch 
giving rise to new coins or tokens with material market value or Other ill 

A conceptual weakness or the Basis Splitting approach is that the subdivision of property 
rights into Lind it s(kiarale water rights or the allocation of basis beiNv tier) a pregnant cow and its 
offspring upon birth by definition relates to a one-time event that lends itself to basis splitting. 
IL rd forks, on the other hand, can int.] do Occur repeatedly and, unlike the birth of offspring in 
connection with the purchase of a pregnant imimal, often are not anticipate I. Furthenuore, in 
contentious hard forks within a single hlockchain coiranunity, like the August I, 2017 split of the 
Ikitcoin blockehain, a drop in price of the original coin inight be merely temporary, which seems 
to undercut the logic underlying basis splitting." Similarly, where a hard fork is intended to 
jumpstart it new cryptocurrency, the creation of the new currency may have no effect on the value 
of the original coin and is intended to be unrelated to the original coins or tokens. 

A virtue of the Basis Splitting approach, however, may be that it could provide a consistent 
basis for the taxation of contentious and non-contentious hard forks since upon a non-contentious 
hard fork the basis split (at least if made on the basis of current Fair miirket vu! tics) should result 
in the allocation of the entire Instoric basis to the new coins or tokens, which represent the 
continuation of the original investment. 

c. Zero Basis Asset Approach 

the third approach would be to treat the contentious hard fork as a non-realization event 
and to treat the new coins or to as having a basis of zero." .1h is approach finds support in 
authorities treating the birth oh livestock as riot coils tinating a taxable event. When a taxpayer owns 
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a cow or broodmare and has her bred, the taxpayer does not have taxable income upon the birth of 
the calf or foal and has a zero basis in the calf or foal (except to the extent it capitalizes breeding 
tees). his approach finds further support in authorities applying non-realization treatment in 
other contexts where a taxpayer receives an nein oF sorne value based on its Ownership or 
acquisition of another asset. For example, authorities conclude that the receipt of rights to purchase 
stock at debentures of one Corporation based on a taxpayer's olVnership I sock in a second 
col ()oration syrw not a taxable event and that the stock and debentures received had a basis of/el, 
and that discount coupons received in connection with purehases of airline tickets do not give rise 
to taxable income and Ii ave a basis of zero.'" 

As in the case of the foregoing authorities, the new coin or token can be obtained at 
inception of the hard fork only if the holder owns or acquires the original coin or token. The new 
coin or token is created out of the original coin or token. The birth of offspring from a taxpayer's 
existing herd of cattle or brood mares is a fitting analogy. The taxpayer owns the "parent-  coin, 
which can be said to give birth to the new "baby-  coin. Like breeding of livestock, multiple 
contentious hard forks (including in particular ''new project' hard forks) can happen os Cr time 
giving rise to different "baby" coins from the same "parent. ' coin and these hard forks do not 
necessarily diminish the value ofthe "parent.' 

We would expect that this approach would be more easily administrable than the A ceess On 

to Wealth or the Section 1001 apja-oach for the reasons discussed further in lirt 111B below. 
Simplifying the reeordkeeping and reporting process for taxpayers is likely to increase compliance, 
a key in ial of the Service in this area. We would also expect this approach to be more administrable 
than the Basis Splitting approach, which could create uncertainty as to the pioper allocation oF 
basis air many years after the fork. Moreover, in practice, the Basis Splitting approach would lead 
to the allocation of zero basis to the new coin or token in many instances anyway. I folding an 
asset with a basis of zero would ensure that taxpayers are taxed in full at the time of a sale or 
exelmnge of the coins or tokens for cash, other property or del-Viet:It At that time, the relevant 

alue may be more easily ascertained. We recognize, however, that this approach would allow fur 
the deferral of income -- potentially for long periods of time. 

Moreover, it is possible that, after a contentious hard Fork. the original chain svithers. Iii 
such a case, a taxpayer would have a zero basis in the new coin or token, which then would have 
significant gain, and a cost basis in its legacy coin or token, which then would have a 
significant built-in loss. The taxpayer could seek to recognize the loss on the legacy coin ot token 
and defer ii 'co indefinitely on the new coin or token. We view this as an IltidOSitalt le oilWarne 
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and would recommend that, if the Zero Basis Asset approach is taken, the Service provide that in 
the ease of a sale of the legacy coin or token at a loss, the loss he denied and the amount of the 
disallowed loss increase the basis of the new coin or hiker. We note that legislation may be 
required to achieve this result. The Service inay wish to provide for a limited loss disallowance 
period (such as five years) to simplify recordkeeping burdens, though we note (hat limiting the 
loss disallowance period in this way could penult taxpayers to recognize what am essentitilly 
artificial losses after the end of whatever period is chosen. 

Section 1001 Approach 

The finnth approach to the taxation of contentious hard forks may he to treat the hard fork 
as a sale or exchange of the original coin or token for both a deemed modified original coin or 
token and a new coin or token. The argument For sale or exchange I .1C:talent Would be that, even 
though the on coin or token itself is exactly the same before and after the fink, the network 
infrastructure and community around the legacy chain and thus a kind of penumbra around the 
original coin or token that makes up part of the relevant "asset" has changed, such that the original 
coin or token as it functions in the relevant community is now different in a material way. It might 
be that the legacy chain has diminished support from in exchanges and millet providers that 
migrate to or support the new chain over the legacy chain or it might be that the community around 
the legacy chain is stronger once disgruntled community members have started a new community 
an) rind the new chain, but in either case, the original coin may be said to be different. 

II this approach is taken, there would be a taxable sale or exchange at the time of the hard 
fork, resulting both in the recognition of gain or loss on the original coin or token and the allocation 
of the new FM market value basis between the original coin or token (Ind the new coin or i0h 

TI i s approach would raise all the same poetical concerns around timing of the taxable event and 
fair market vidue discussed in Part 111.B below as are raised by the Accession to Wealth approach 
and certain Basis Splitting approaches. Moreover, since forks are easily created and holders may 
have limited visibility about impending contentious hard forks, triggering gain on the original coin 
or token may he a punitive result. However, this approach avoids the concerns relating to income 
deferral and misallocation of basis that arise under the 7.ero Basis Asset approach and provides a 
coherent basis for taxing both contentious and non-contentions hard forks 

Finding a sale in exchange in the crintext of a contentious hard Fork, in which a taxpayer 
starts with one asset and ends up with what is technically the same asset and an additional asset, 
depends upon viewing the asset represented by a coin or token as in various externalities 
(such as cornmunity support, milling in support limn service providers) beyond the 
technical specifications of the coin or token itself. It is; not clear ihai such an (pproach is correct 
Moreover, the case law regarding sales and exchanges focuses on whether the legal entitlements 
of the holders are different in kind or extent," and the legal entitlements of a holder with respect 
to the original coin have not changed." In addition, it contentious hard fork is triggered by 
developers making changes to the software protocol and does not require (my conscr it from holders 

Sce ()flag,' Sat., iI99 1LS 554. 
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of (mins or tokens wIioe univ remedy to avoid die haul fork would he to sell the original coin or 
token. A contentious hard fork therefore functions more like a unilateral option on the parr of the 
developers, which arguably should not give use to a sale or exchange for the holder. ill Moreover, 

ven that hard forks are intrinsic features Lithe open source protocol underlying it cryptocuriency, 
each hard fork could he said to be pursuant to the terms or the original coin.5 

Adopting. the Section 1001 approach to hard forks could also lead to distortive results. 

Example 2. Taxpayer owns crypt° X with a basis or S500 and a value or $1000 just [imbue 
a hard Cork After the hard 8)11:crypt° X's worth $800 and crypt() Y is worth 5300. Under 
the Section 1001 approach, taxpeyei has taxable gain of S600 (received value of S1100 
minus basis of S500), even though its economic gain arising Nom the hard fork is arguably 
only S100. 

Example 3. The facts are the same as in Example 2 except that taxpayer has a basis in 
crypt° X that is $1000. t ), tinder Section . approach, taxpa sic' has gam of only 5100, 
which is less than the income nelusion that would be required under the Accession to 
Wealth approach. 

r rile I csult in Example 2 could be ameliorated by setting a eap on the recognized gain at 
the value of the new coins received, or alternatively at the excess of the sl1111 of the value of 
crypto X a nd crypto Y after the hard fork over the value of crypt() X lie fore the hard fork, but such 
a rule could require additional legislation 

B. Practical Challenges with Valuation and Dominion, and Control 

It the Ser. ice )(snows either the Accession to Wealth or Section 1001 approach outlined 
iihove and treats a contentious hard fork as giving rise to an accession to wealth that results in 
ciatent taxable income or a taxable exchange (or adopts a basis split methodology based on current 
fair market N'tiLICS), it is critis-al to properly establish (I) the fair market value of the new coin or 
token at the relevant time end (2) when the taxpayer has complete °dominion and control' over 
the new coin or token. In the case of cryptocuriency, establishing both of these Emu, can he fraught 
with difficulty. Since the income inclusion or other taxable event bind thus the 'iced to determine 
Iir market value) would °coin at the time the taxpayer is said to have complete dominion and 
control over the new asset, we will examine "dominion and control" tirst. 
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With respect to new Cryp toe till eney received in an - airdrop after a hard fork" the Guidance 
states drit ir tax payer has "(Ion-union and control over the new cryptocenrency at ilre time it "can 
trans ter, sell, exchange or otherwise dispose or the cryptocurrency," Which is said generally to he 
"the date and time the airdmp is recorded on Me distributed ledgeniia If the Service follows the 
Accession to Wealth or Section 1001 approach, we expect it would apply the same principle to 
contentious hard forks more generally. We also note that the Guidance seems to go beyond the 
conclusion in Haverly. where the court found dominion and Control at the time the taxpayer 
actually donated the free samples rather than it the time of receipt when it could have - transacted'. 
in thenk'' Given the nature of cryptoctureney. the timing at which a taxpayer obtains the requisne 
control will depend upon the manner in which the taxpayer holds the cryptocturency. 

a Exchanges or Other llot Wallets 

If a taxpayer holds the original cryptocurrency on an exchange or in another hot wallet 
sI pported by a third party service provider, generally the earliest time at which it can be said to 
obtain ialominion and control" over the new cryptocurrency is when the wallet provider or 
CN elm age takes the necessary technical steps to support the new cryptocureency. Even then it May 

not be possible ft )1-  a taxpayer actually to transact in the new coins or tokens since the taxpayer still 
may not he able to send or receive the new coins or tokens on the same platform. All the exchange 
or wallet may - support" is no the new coins out of the exchange or wallet and another 
exchange or platform may not be readily available to the taxpayer. This raises the question Of 
what a ffinnativc steps a taxpayer needs to take to ohtain "dorninMn and control," a mpie We 
discuss in Part 11.B.1.c below. In some instances all that may be required is to download new 
software, wink in other cases a taxpayer may need to move the new coins of tAellS to an exchillIgu 
somewhere in the world that would permit transactions in that new coin or token. 

For taxpayers that hold their original coins on an exchange or in another kind of supported 
hot wallet, the Further question arises of what happens if an exchange or wallet provider never 
scppoits the new crypiocunieney for its customers_ This could happen if the exchange or wallet 
provider lads to take any technical steps required to obtain access to the new cryptoe Lin ency, for 
example because it decides that it is not worth the effort to mcur the ex perISC necessary to ohtain 
access to a new coin or it determines that the disclosure prov idud by the new Cr) ptocurrene ys 
development tea in is below industry standards of security 'Ind competence. In that case, it would 
seem that there should never be an income event for the customers since they neva obtain 
-dominion and control." Moreover, an exchange or other custodial wallet provider could make 
the necessary I ippaies but decide not to make the new cryptocurrency available to its customers 
and to rise the new Cr yptocurrency [Of Its 0 WTI [MI pOSCS, Using Its colltnd. Over private keys to the 
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legacy cons held by the exchange or willet provider hie) e that end.? We would recommend 
that the Service mom& further yuidi taxpayers will be treated ,ti these cireu,T,slattces 

5. Other Types of Wallets 

For taxpayers that (l<) lot hold their cryptocurrency thiougli an exchange or software wallet 
provider, the disciission of airdrops in the Guidance states that a taxpayer generally has dominion 
and control when ihe transaction (in this ease, the hard fork) is recorded On the distributed ledger, 
provided he taxpayer has the ability to transact in the coins or tokens.” As discussed in l'art BA 
above, it is not entirely clear when the hard lark can be said to have occurred even if the location, 
date and time can be oh:served on the distributed ledger after the fact: at the time the "snapshot" of 
the legacy chain is taken, upon the first visibility of the new protocol on the network or upon the 
first block !icing mined creating the beginning of the iletnal new chain. The linter may be most 
consistent with the Guidance, which seems to focus on the tulle a transaction is recorded on the 
distributed ledger. but raises some uncertainty about how to treat the transactions in the first block. 
Of potentially greater practical relevance is the question of when a taxpayer holding its legacy 
coins in a cold wallet or ill another manner that is not supported by a third party can be said to be 
able to transact in the new coins after the hard fork. Unless such taxpayers are programmers 
thetnselves or ZI trustworthy softyvare application is made availiible by a wallet provider, they may 
need to lure prograinmers to per the !ICC us sat' upgrades to give them access to the new coins, 
thereby incurring costs and potentially running the risk that the programmers they hire could 
abscond with their private keys. 

What Steps Do Taxpayers Need To Take? 

As discussed above, taxpayers do not "receiy e-  new coins alter a hard fink. Instead. they 
or the service providers through which they hold their legacy coins need to take certain steps to 
obtain access to these new coins This raises the question of when a taxpayer using the cash 
method of accounting would be considered in - constructive receipt-  of the new coins Under the 
doctrine of "constructive receipt" a taxpayer cannot turn its back on an asset or income stream to 
avoid taxation:-  For example, receipt or a salary check is taxable whether it is cashed Or not. A 
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taxpayer is not in cons ruetive receipt, howc‘er. if there tir-estibstanttal restrictions and imitations 
on its ability to receive the income. Similarly, where a cash basis taxpayer j eceives a note in 
payment for property, it is only taxed io the extent the note is a "cash equixalenC i.e. is assignable 
and marketitile and thus has ascertainable value." For accrual method taxpayers, income 
recognition occurs when all the events have occurred which fix the night to receive such income 
and the amount the can be determined with reasonable accuracy."' Assuming reasonable 
accuracy is not at issue, an accrual taxpayer's right to income is fixed when it is paid, due or 
earned, whichever occurs lirst. I  However, certain conditions precedent' and the uncertainty of 
payinent may pie vent the taxpayth's right from becoming "fixed."" 

A s  noted above, in niost instances a taxpayer will need to take 60 me affirmative steps to 
obtain dominion and control over new coins, even if it holds legacy coins on an exchange or in a 
software wallet. To the extent those steps are ministerial, like downloading a software upgrade 
made :mailable by the exchange or wallet provider, we do not see those steps as representing 
suhstantial restrictions or conditions that ought to stand in the way of finding current dominion 
and control and thus concluding, under the Accession to Wealth approach, that the taxpayer slieuld 
reCOgnize income at the time it could take those steps." 13 tit at wltht point do the required steps 
cease to be nithisterial? For taxpayers on exchanges or using wallets that only support withdrawal 
Of the new coins, is such a taxpayer in Constructive receipt if it would be able to find, and obtain 
access to, an exchange that permits trading in the new coins even if the taxpayer does not do so? 
And if so, would the taxpayer be in constmetive receipt if the only available exchange is 
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unregulated and based in a foreign turisiliction2s For taxpayers as a cold 
wallet that is not supported by a third party, is die taxpayer in constructive receipt if it would he 
required to hire programmers to perform the necessary upgrades in order to gain access or would 
the costs and risks involved colls611.11e 'Skil/StallElul restitutions and limitaticins" tir make the coins 
and tokens not assignable or marketable' 

We believe that, if Treasury and the Sei-vice opt for the Accession to Wealth or Section 
InOl approach tor even the Basis Splitting approach) to taxing contentious bard forks, these 
questions should be addressed. We recognize that beyond obviously ministerial steps (such as 
downloading software available to all account holders on a particular exchange or wallet holders 
using a particular software wallet), it may be difficult to delineate xvhat steps would be considered 
sufficiently substantial such that:' taxpayers failure to take them would not be considered to be 
awning the taxpayer's back on new coins available after a hard fork. Any bright-line tole may be 
open to manipulation. [hit taxpayers would benefit from greater clarity about what steps constitute 

sufficient burden that current taxation does not apply. 

We also note that a rule based on - dominion and control-  will result in different taxpayers 
recognizing income from the same contentious hard lurk at different times. It can also cause a 
single taxpayer holding coins and tokens in multiple wallets on different exchanges as well as off-
line to recognize income from the same contentious hard fork at different times in its different 
wallets. The ((inner result seems inevitable and not necessarily problematic. The latter, however, 
will likely cornplicare a taxpayer's recordkeeping requirements tind as a result make the movement 
of cryptocurrency between wallets, which the FA Qs GM firm is tax-freed' more cumbers( Ime-

 

1)cfc twin/ohm: Fair 

The Guidance provides that when a taxpayer - reccive(sl cryptoeurreney from an airdrop 
hillow mg ti hard fork-  it recogniees ordinary income equal to the 'air mu ket value of the new 
eryprocurrency at the time the transaction is recorded on the distributed ledger, provided the 
taxpayer has dominion and control over the cryptocur rump. Ignoring the reference to airdrops 
after hard forks (for the reasons discussed above), the same pi ineiple presumable would apply if 
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Treasury and the Sen. ice take the Accession to Wealth ot Section 100 I approach to contentious 
bird forks (or were to in iplement a basis spit based on current fair market values). Given the need 
thr someone to take affirmative steps to access new coins after a hard fork, fair market value, in 
practice, likely would be determined once a taxpayel has (in is deemed to have) dominion and 
conuol over the new coins --- lather than at the time of first detectability of the hard folk. 

The Guidance suggests that i taxpayer is required to report the value 1QQ-tut' on the 
exchange ‘vhere its account is 10Cated since it presumably could try to rGilize that value by selling 
on that exchanges Nkore generally, i I a transaction is facilitated by an exchange but not 'candled 
on the distributed ledger or is otherwise off chain, the fhb market value is the trading price on the 
exchange at the date iind tinier the transaction yould ha% e been reccaded on the !edger it'd had been 
on-din In. With respect to holdings of cryptocurrelle y on of an exchange, the FAQs state 
that fair market value is determined at the date and time the transaction is recorded on the 
distributed ledger viand go on to say that thir market values arc determined based on crypiocuircncy 
or hlockchain "explorets" that analyze worldwide indices and calculate values for an exact date 
and time." 

While the thregoing rules regarding determination of fair market value appear simple, an 
accurate determination of lair market value for eryptocurrencies, and in particular new coins and 
tokens, is very challenging, in pint because or a lack or support by credible established 
marketplaces. Different exchanges routinely report different values 0a-  the same cryptocurrency 
due to liquidity and other conditions internal to a particular exchange." For a given U.S. taxpayey 
this can be exacerbated by the fact that exchanges in many jurisdictions report prices ill CUITelleies 

other than the U.S. dollar, so that U.S. taxpayers with access to foreign cryptocurreney 
marketplaces may be able to simultaneously transact in a particular cryptocurrency at significantly 
different dollar values because of inflation :Ind other conditions relating lo the local 
ihrisdiction's currency. Moreover, given low trading volumes on many exchanges, especially tor 
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newly supported conis and tokens. even one relatively small transaction may significantly impact 
the trading price, calling into question whether the quoted price actually represents fhir rmuket 
vain" •l'hei e are also widespread concerns with respect to many exelkinges about whether prices 
reflect real transactions Or Eihether trading volumes are biked. Finally, while trading in 
cryptocurieneles occurs globally individual market paitimpints' access Gin be fractured 
depending upon which platforms rind service picsialers are available locally for regulatory and 
other reasons."' All of these faetors raise questions about how to determine a single fair s alue for 
a given coin or token 

Where LI taxpayer does not hold cryptoeurrency on an exchange, the Guidance's method 
for determining lair market value presents the further concern that blockehain explorers primarily 
provide transaction information in he native currency of a given blockehaEn. Information about 
prices f n a gosetnmentossued, or "fiat", euireney," is imported from third party pricing sources. ' 
It is unclear svhether ps tees reported En this way constitute a fair or accurate representation of value. 
Nlany (if not most) exchanges and pricing sources that would be picked up by an explorer are 
unregulated and, as noted above, price inampulation and fraudulent trading practices are widely 
suspected to occur on certain exchanges. Impoitantly, panicipants in the industry do not rely on 
such an --explorer value." Instead, a widely liked price source tor portfolio valuation by U.S 
market participants, such as hedge hinds, other asset in:mamas and their auditors, is the daily 
closing price reported hv www coinmarketeap cum The prevailing global market convention is 
to use inidinght LTC time as tile beginnina of each mantic day. (king the - date and time" of a 
transaction, is suggested by the Guidance, therefore is not consistent with market practice 
Moreover blot- kelt:1m explorers dial impoit pricing information generally provide current trading 
prices rather than 11111111W -hV minute historic pricing information 

The degree of difficult y detemlillingmi deemate lair market s illue of new coins or tokens 
will depend in significant part upon svhat standards Treasury and the Service apply to determine 
when a taxpayer has dominion and control 0' CI new como 01 tokens 1.1, subject to taking only 
simple steps like downloading broadly available softwaie, a taxpayer has dominion and control 
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only when it can actually transact in the new coins Or tokens it is likely that the determination of 
fair market \attic will occur at a time when incite is already significant network support for the new 
coin or token. At that point in time, multiple pricing sources may be available and a taxpayer may 
have better access to a 1)11CC at which it could actually transact. If, on the other hand, the threshold 
lift constructive receipt is lower (tor example deeming a taxpayer to have dominion and control 
and thus income recognition at a time when it could lake more technically advanced steps like 
compiling its own software )vheic the underlying code is available);  then investors holding 
cryptocurreney in a cold wallet or another manner not supported by third party service pnividers 
could end up being taxed at it time \then limited network infrastructure is available and potentially 
the only quoted value is on foreign exchange where the taxpayer may be unable to transael Hi 

practice. We also note, that ifa taxpayer has multiple accounts on multiple exchanges, diRelent 
fair market values MR)Illd often apply under this approach, making record keeping more 
Ii II 

In light of the challenges in accurately deteriiiiriing fair market value. if Treasury and the 
Service decide to proceed with an approach to contentious had forks that requires a determination 
of the current lair mai het value of new coins, we would recommend that the Service study how 
best to develop criteria flui identifying reliable pricing sources.'" We ‘vould also ecommend that 
the Service consider whethei to allow ielianee on an average price across multiple exchanges or 
on prevailing market conventirms,sueh as the daily closing price. We further note that determining 
fair market value of eryptoeurrency is relevant in many areas beyond valuing new coins after, 
contentious hard fork and thus merits continued study ingardless of ‘vhat approach is ultimately 
taken to contentions hard Corks. 

3 'ability?" nict or De Mil Run, 

If the Service pursues the Accession to Wealth or Section I On I approach to contentious 
hard forks, we would recommend that it study whether a concept of "viability-  of -  a contentious 
hard fork should be included. Income recognition would then occur no earlier than when a new 
fork is considered '. iable. Fo minirnize abuse, this should be an objective ineaslIfC, Such (is a set 
tinie period Irian the occurrence of the hard fork (measured inian the point of the - sanpshot-
the legacy chain, nom the point of first delectability on the Hocken:tin or from the first mined 
block on the new chain) or a specified number of blocks having been mined on ale new chain. The 
Service should study this concept and consult with technical experts to determine the iii)propriate 
measure for viability. 

I low significant a concept of - viabilitY,-  would be will depend in pan upon how low the 
threshold Or nIlLilt12. CI:11111111On alid control is In practice. ilie point of viability May occur once a 
significant number of exchanges and wallet providers start supporting the new coin or token. 
y) hick dispending on the test for dominion and control. might coincide w ith the time at whieh 
persons with accounts on those exchanges or using those wallets generally NV011Ed have dominion 
and control. [Ems,, viability test could resuit in a inure inn lorm timing foi the inclusion oF taxable 
income, as persons holding civ ptocartency in cold or otherwise unsupported wallets )(amid be 
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required to include income only at the time of viability and those holdinb crmitocurrency in 
supported hot (including exchange wallets) ivould be required to include income at Me 
time their wallets Or exchanges perrint them to transact in the new coins or tokens. 

In addition or as an alternative, the Service should consider a rig Milli/111S rule establishing 
that taxpayers do not need to report income where new coins or tokens resulting from a contentious 
bard liirk have a value below a specified threshold. Such a threshold could be based on the average 
prices on the top exchanges (by volLITTIC Of liquidity) supporting those coins. We recommend that 
Treasury and the Service study how best to establish such a threshold In order to prevent taxpayers 
horn failing to report subsequent transactions in those coins if and when heir value increases, the 
Service could require at least domestic exchanges and wallet providers to information report the 
Ii umber of coins in tokens owned by U.S. persons once the exchange or wallet provider supports 
such new coins or tokens. 

IV. 'TREATMENT OF MARKETING AIRDROPS / GIVEAWAYS 

As rhscussed above, airdrops are not genitally associated with hard forks. However, 
airdrops tor giveaways) are relatively common occurrein es and guidance on the tax consequences 
of airdrops (or giveaways) is needed. In the leilowing discussion, we will refer to these kinds of 
transactions as - giveaways" to avoid confusion with the Ruling's use of the term - airdrop: As 
described in Part IC above, l2IVCOWlIVS ltsLiililv °Celli ter marketing purposes iind recipients of 
coins and tokens in giveaway might not have control over whether they receive the new coins or 
tokens. In some eases, the coins and tokens can be used immediately, but often all eXellallge Walk( 

riot permit immediate witlidrrmwals or recipients need to take specified actions to obtain the 
new coins or tokens. Moreover, while not technically telated to a particular legacy blockchain in 
the same way as a new coin or token that is obtained via a hard :MT, holdings of a particular 
cryptocuireney may he a necessary qualification or obtaining a giveaway of a new and dillerent 
coin or token. 

In November. representatives of the Service stated publicly that Treasury and the Service 
have not yet determined !loll' to treat giveaways.- We commend the Imasury and the Service for 
continuing to study giveaways. However, based on the logic o Mlle Ruling, we believe it is difficult 
to distinguish t)pical marketing giveaways frinn what the Ruling refers to as "aildrops" after hard 
forks since in both instances a new asset is - received:.  Following the approach of the Ruling. 
coins and tokens distributed in a giveaway should give rise to ordinary income equal to their Ibir 
market value upon receipt, provided the taxpayer has - dominion and control' over the giveaway 
coins and tokens. . pplymg ilns approach to giveaways would laise many or the sante challenges 
we discussed in Pan III.B above regarding the determination of tiir Markel value of the coins or 
tokens as svell as whether a taxpa)er has "dominion and control over the coins or tokens. If 

easurx and the SeIVICC lakC this approach. we recommend a if grim/nix threshold below is hich 
no income needs to be leported. We also recommend that at least in situations it here cthni or 
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tokens are forfeited an specific actions are taken within the giveaW*\ period, no income be 
reco?nized until those actions arc taken and. if those actions are never taken within the giveaway 
period, no income be recognized at all.' 

Alternatively. Treasury and Me Service could treat oms Or tokens distributed in 
giveaway as not giving rise to ordinary income upon •treceipt' and instead treat those coins as 
having a zero basis.'" That position could be based upon the fact that a taxpayer generally will 
only receive coins or tokens III a giveaway [iti already owns other coins or tokens and upon the 
authorities discussed in Part til.A 2.e in connticilon with the Zero Basis Asset approach to 
comentious hard forks, though the analogies appear more ten us in connection with giveaways. 

In either case. the Service could require persons facilitating the distribution of coins or 
Ii tkens in a giveaway, such as domestic exchanges or other service providers with access to "know 
t our eustonier inforrnation about customers,'" to report the distribiifimi of coins and tokens to the 
Service to create a record of the giveaway and help ensure that tax is reported either upon receipt 
or upon it subsequent sale or exchange oldie coins or tokens tor cash, other property Or services. 

While we do not recommend a specific apploach to the taxation of giveaways. we 
recommend that it Tmosury and the Service neat coats available atter a contentious hind fork as 
-accessions to weal th." they also treat coins received in giveaways as accessions to wealth 

V. REPORTING OF CRY rl Ot URRENCY ASSETS 

General Reporting Routh mews 

'F he Service contiinies to be concerned about underreporting of crwtocurrency 
transactions We tierce that IlliditIonal guidance on reporting obligations is urgently needed We 
commend the Service on releasing updated Schedule I to Form 1040 asking taxpayets 
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they received, sold, sciit. exelin,ii;ed or otherwise acquired a financial interest in ztiiv virtual 
currency "this step should enhance compliance by individual taxpayers.ht 

We understand that Tretistiry and die Service ate working on additional guidance on 
i,iIorrnatioit reporting under Sect ton 6045.s While we do not address Section 6045 reporting here, 
we are supportive °CPUs project. It would seem that the broad authority with respect to "financial 
insguments" set forth in Section 6045(v)(3)(B)(W) provides Treasury :nal the Service authority to 

require basis reporting with respect to cryptocurrency. 

In addition, regardless of which approach is taken to contentious hard forks and giveaways, 
we recommend that the Service study whether to require at least domestic exchanges tind wallet 
providers" to report to the Service the number of1  coins and tokens (with relevant identifying 
natnimation) that become available to a taxpayer in such cases in order to Facilitate compliant 
reporting upon receipt or at the time the coins or tokens are subsequently exchanged for cash, other 
property or sei-v ices. 

We also recommend that the Service confirm that IRS Form 8300, tilled "Report of Cash 
Payments Over $10,000 Received in, Trade or Business," does not apply to payments received in 
cryptocurreney sill cc cryptocurrency is not cash for LS. federa)111COIlle lax purpcges. 4  We \ 
however, suggest that the Service consider whether a new reporting requirement similar to IRS 
Form 8300 on which businesses %could report receipt or cryptocurrency %yid] a value in excess of 
a specified ll.S dollar threshold would he a valuable tool to enhance compliance. If so, the 
Treasury and the IRS should seek any necessary legislation ft 

8. Foreign. Asset Reporting 

Ofkliore tax avoidance has been a long-standing concern or the Sery ice and, as noted 
above, over the last lbw years tax avoidance with respect to eryptocurreney transactions has 
become a focus as vell. We therefine believe that guidance in the area of foreign asset reporting 
with respect to cryptocurrency is urgently needed. 
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Before discussing the application of existing rules on foreign isset repel ring to 
cryptocrowancies, we will provide some background on when cryptoeun entry may he said to he 
held outside the tJnic.cd States ris well as why cryptocurrency may be held outside the United States. 
hor rut asset that by definition does not exist in physical form and exists on a distributed ledger 
copies of \cinch are held on computers all over the yvorld, it is difficult to determine physical 
location in a Illearlinglel way. Moreover, as discussed above, coins and tokens only exist on We 
blockehain, so an investor never aehially holds the coins or tokens theinsclves. All 1111 investor, 
trader or other market participant owns are rights to control, transact in and move the coins or 
tokens from one address on the blockcha in to another through its eontrid of the private keys. As 
discussed above, taxpayers that hold cryptocurrency on an exchange do 110I have control of the 
private keys as with their balances of eryptoeurroney. Al! primate keys to cryptoculltliCy 
held by the exchange are controlled by the exchange and taxpayers merely have claiins iwainst the 
exchange. 

(liven the significance of the private keys, the -Iphysical location" of a coin or token could 
be considered to be where a particular taxpayer's private key controlling a specified quantity of 
co is or to is located. However, because private keys can be held in Natable font (Sad) as 

on a piece of paper or a USB stick), can be held in multiple places (either because a multi-signature 
key is used or because a taxpayer holds duplicates of its private keys in inultiple locations) andlor 
can he memorized by the taxpayer, such a rule could lead to results that make little sense in 
practice. We therefore would generally recommend that the location of CI yptocurICIICy to w hich 
a taxpayer holds the private keys directly should he that taxpayer's Jurisdiction of residence for 

tederal income tax purposes. However, where a taxpayer owns cryptocurrency in a manner 
in which it does not control the private keys associated with those coins or tokens, such as on an 
exchange, we believe that the coins or tokens should lye COIThidered located where die semen 
provider controlling the relevant private keys is located. 

Programmers. entrepreneurs, investors, traders and other market participants based in the 
United States hold coins and tokens on foreign exchanges or tin °ugh non-I iS. wallet providers 
tor many reasons. A number of non-U S jurisdictions have progressed further in terms of 
providing greater non-tax legal certainty to service providers, prOJCets and iwestors than the 
United States.' For example, Japan and Korea have established robust regu latory frameworks fin-
exchanges "1  Other jurisdictions like Malta are updating their legislation to provide rules bar new 
types of assets and anangements, giving greater legal certainty to developers and service providers 
than legal systems that arc trying to [It cryptocurreney and related iirrangements into categories 
originally created for physical assets and centrally controlled entities " Finally, projects 
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tlevelopiny the open source so Itivine underlying a n v coin or okLn may establish non Imola 
foundations 'ii jurisdictions like Switzerland that provide clear hameworks °I:operation For such 
MundatiOnS. As a result, many coins and tokens created by newer projects are only available on 
11011 U.S. exchanges or only supported by other network infrastructure outside the United States. 
Moreover, often non-. J.S. exchanges have higher trailing volumes and liquidity in certain coins 
and tokens and theretbre pricing may be less vulnerable to manipulation than On certain U.S. 
exchanges. - Antimoney laundering-  and - know your customer'.  requirements are 1)00011111111 

‘videspreail tround the world and exchanges and service providers arc implementing these rules, 
so anonymous third party services arc increasingly unavailable, including outside he United 

while there are thus legitimate lemons Mr LS taxpayers to hold cryptocurrency through 
third parties located outside the United Stales, i1/4e are sympathetic to the Service's need to obtain 
intermation about haus:tenons by RS_ taxpayers in international cryptocumency markers and 
prime's This development is consistent with a push to obtain - anti-money laundering-  and know 
your cut:tonna - as Yell is 101( inhormation regarding myptocurrency holders in a number of 
jurisdictions.9  However, as this remains an evolving field with many uses beyond exchangeable 
virtual currency, we would suggest that Treasury and the Service consider how to balance the need 
tot comprehensive tind accurate inlimmation about the activities of U.S. taxpayers imainst the risk 
that access by U.S. participants to this developing held oh technology may be limited as a result 
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8938 

Section 603813 requires certain U.S. taxpayers to report holdings of "specified foreign 
financial assets" in excess of certain thresholds.'" The question therefore arises whether accounts 
on foreign exchanges or wallets supported by a threign wallet provider are "threign accounts" 
maintained by a "lineign financial institution" within the meaning of Section 6038D(b)( I). While 
there are some domestic exchanges, most exchanges have been established abroad_ As discussed 
above, many investors and traders hold their cryptocurreney through accounts on exchanges. Even 
more expert market participants that generally hold their private keys in private wallets outside of 
exchanges generally need to temponmily move eryptocumency into accounts on exchanges in order 
to exchange or sell that cryptocurrency for another cryptoasset or a fiat currency. So exchanges 
and other types of intermediaries, many ofthem foreign, play a role in many (or most) transactions. 

A "financial account" for purposes of Section 6038D includes a "custodial account" which 
in turn is defined as "an arrangement for holding a financial instrument, contract or investment.' 
Financial instruments, contracts or investments include but are not limited to stocks, debt 
obligations, currency or commodity transactions and swaps." This definition appears to be 
sufficiently broad to include "virtual currency" within the meaning of the Guidance as a financial 
contract or investment. Given that exchanges are in the business of providing accounts through 
which their customers can invest and trade in cryptimurrency, holding private keys to coins and 
tokens that are credited to their customers' accounts and facilitating transactions by the account 
holders on the books and records of the exchange, it would seem that such exchanges hold 
"financial assets for the tieciamt of others as a substantial portion of their business,"3' making them 
"custodial entities" for purposes of these nil Cs. 

The case thr treating a foreign wallet provider as a "foreign financial entity" appears to be 
less clear where all the wallet provider does is provide a software interface through which U.S. 
market participants can transact in a given coin or token from their computer or phone. We would 
note, however, that to the extent a wallet provider may hold or access a U.S. taxpayer's private 
keys such a "custodial" wallet provider should fall within the definition of a "custodial institution." 
We would recommend that the Service study the extent to which non-U.S. parties other than 
exchanges (including but not limited to certain types of wallet providers) might qualify as 
"custodial institutions' or otherwise fall within the ambit of these rules. DL 

the aggiegate of such assets exceeds $50,000 on the last day of the taxable year oi $75.000 at any time during the 
taxable year, then certain taxpayers must report_ See Section 6038D( a) and Ireasury Regulation Section 1 6038D-
2(a)( 
' Section 603.11)(11)(1). Senor, 14710.0(2)0Th Treasury Regulution Section 1471-5(b)( 3 q JO. 
" St!cc ion ]1 .?l( I I c;e;ury RegulAion Section 1.1.171-5(b)(3)6 

Section 14710X:51(lft Treasury Ruguianon Section 1.1471-5(e)3). 
An exchange's ability to transact fin its ovm account II1111” the private keys of itsaccount holders is similar to a 

finnk's Libilth to use funds deposited by its depomtors. So the operations of aexchange may be akin to those of a 
depositary in•titution, hut we do not believe exchanges otherwise satisfy the dehuition of "depositary :nstitution". 
See Section 147t(d)5;(A) ircasury itcplation Section 1 1171-3(e)(1)(0.(e)( 

While oat 1/41t• the realm i *nevi financial IIINIallIIMEST some phtloius and technoloy,es enable users to hold 
private s and transact (tiredly against an orderbook. Also, there IN a large over the CiPLIFItial inorkei 
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Based on he foregoing we believe there is a strong argument that virtual eunency held in 
an account on a non-U.S. exchange is a "specified foreign financial asset" reportable on IRS Form 
8938 if the value exceeds the specified I J.S. dollar thresholds, and we recommend that the IRS m 
confirm. We do not reconimend, however, that the Service apply Mc [thug requilement 
retroactively find impose penalties fitr failure to file Form 8938 prior to the issuance of future 
guidance. Given that the Service has been studying el yptocurrencies tor a number of years but 
has not previously advised taxpayers off the need to file IRS Form 8935 with respect to holdings 

cryptoeurrencv, we recommend that the Service impose this requirement for future tax years 
only or, as an alternative, provide ] penally-free evict-1.5nm pei loci for taxpayers to file Comm thr 
prior years. 92 

In addition to providing guidance under Section 603811 we encourage Treasury (through 
FinCEN) to provide guidance on whether reporting on FinCEN Form lid. Report of Foreign Bank 
and Financial Accounts ("FE)Al2") is required with respect to eryptoeurreney held outside the 
United States. Until now, we understand that the informal position is that Fl3AR reporting is not 
currently required.'"' In order to maintain consistency with other "foreign" assets, we would 
tecommend that, if Form 5938 is required with respect to holdings of cryptocurrenctes 01111011-

 

[1.S. exclvanges, guidance be issued applying FBA It reporting to virMal or held In accounts 
on non-U.S, exchanges for future reporting years. 

Even if the FBAR filing requirement is not extended in this nilulcie,, we WOLII(.1 suggest 
guidance be issued to alert I l.S. pet sons that any loreign hank decount linked to a et yfitoeurreney 
account on a foreign exchange' is itself reportable (provided the FBAR threshold is met) We 
are concerned that smaller market participants may not appreciate the distinction between a 
cryptocurrency account on an exchange and a linked bank account and may not have repotted the 
bank account based on pronouncements by FinCEN officials that 110 reporting of eryptonmency 
accounts was required 
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Based on our analysis in Pad V.3.1 above conchiding that non-1.1 S. exchanges likely are 
"foreign financial in:Mations" in the category of "custodial institutions- , these eXCI12111ReS should 
also be subjected to the reporting iegime applicable to "foreign financial institutions”115  pursuant 
to Sections 1-171 to I 174 (and the Treasury regulations promulgated thereunder) (commonly 
referred to as "FATCA"). We recommend that Treasury and the Service study how to apply 
FATCA compliance requirements to non-1J.5. cryptocurrency exchanges. We note, in particular, 
that since these exchanges are much less likely than traditional En:mend institutions to receive 
material amounts of "withlioldable payments:IP' the threat of a 30% withholding tax is a much 
weaker incentive for complianee. The process of implying FATCA compliance to non-U.S. 
exchanges in fly require negotiations with partner jurisdictions around the world to clad fy that 
cryptocurrency exchanges under applicable intergovernmental agreements relating to FNICA 
and may require legislative action from partner jurisdictions. While many exchanges are already 
complying with (or iicla tiling their procedures to comply with)"anti-money laundering-  and "know 
your custoincr" requirements more generally, 77  FA'ICA compliance may be in Ore Complex. 
Treasury and the Service may also wish to consider whether and how to tailor FATCA 
requirements for non-U.S eryptocurrency exchanges, as they arc generally smaller operations than 
most traditional non-U.S, financial institutions. 

VI. OTHER AREAS WHERE GUIDANCE IS NEEDED 

We believe there are nurnerous other areas in which further guidance fro Treasury a nil 
the Sem ice is needed. 

I,; I r•-ptorart ear) a C. o.--noci ay or a Security? 

The Commodities Future Trading Ctiminiiision (the "CFTC") views bitcoin and ether as 
commodities iind the US. Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC- ) has treated many 
tokens iind coins offered in - initial coin tiffitril1R1-  as securities The SEC Ims also expressed vieWN 
that bncom and ether arc not securities.'" The Service has historically deferred to the CFTC dud 
its predecessor agencies as to what constitutes it commodity-  for U.S. federal income tax 
purposes.'' ' leading seine market participants to take the view that bitcoin and similar 
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crstatocurreneles are et ramodities st federal incc.ime tax ptuposes Market participants 
would benefit grcatlb from certainty as to whether and when cryptoeunency is a commodity Or 
sccutity. Guidance in this area would answ•ei questions ielesrun to persons dealing and trading in 
eryputeurrencies, including (I) the application of the markuounaiket rules of Section 475 to 
dealets and traders. (2) the av whihtlik. or the SCCLIIIIICS and commodities uniting sake harbors under 
Section ttl64(b) to non l; S investors (and funds with such investors). (3) the application of the 
wash sale rules under Section 100 I, (4) the treatment of cryptocuircncy for purposes of 
determining sslictnei an entity is at, brisestmcnt company-  under Section 35 i(e) (and 
Section 721(b)). lir the application of section 1256 to certain contracts involving cryptecuirency 
and (6) whether income from transactions involving sryproctirrentues Constitutes "qualifying 
income-  under Section 7704(d) 

rinflance on thy application of the straddle coley under Section f092 would also he 
welcome. (liven the broad scope of the definition Of - personal property-  under those rules and 
active hunting HI many cryptocuneneies, the straddle rules may already apply (irrespective of 
tyEiethera ovpurcurrency is a commoritry or a security. 1111  however. a clear pronounsement on 
the topic by Trensunr and the Service would be helpful. espet tally now that the existence of 
cryptocurrencv derivatives makes the sre.ition of offsetting short and long positions in 
crypitteurrenema relatively easy. 

We do not make any spectra: recommendation as to whether specified types of 
erypiocuricriey should be classified as commodities or securities ler T.S. federal income tax 
purpose, hut ethtttlIttagit TIC,ISLIflt and thic Sers ice to issue guidance tin this important question. 

B. tryptocurrency Imans 

Loans of savilioctutency and loans denominated in sr-vim:nut reney are an evolving field, 
and the tax treatment of such loans is unclear. Taxpayers borrow cryptocuriency to sell short or 
to t:LII•cr scic)II sales as On ITS to tilde the bin low sal coms or tokens lot other cryptocurrencies 
These transactions may reactuble traditional securities lending transactions We understand that 
taxpayers also lend coins and tokens through online plallbrins and earn an investment return 

referred to as interest.'" We recommend that treasury and the Servict, .studv the 
dint:rent torms m which CI It pttiCtirreliC) IS hollowed and lent and develop guidance on how such 
loans (or different version, thereof) are to be treated 

Given thevolatility of cryptoeurfencies as measured by fiat currencies, both the butrincipal-
amount of such a loan and the amount denominated as "tmerest area antrrely contrngent. The 
classic hallmark of a debt instrument. an unconditional promise to a sum certain. 11)  thus seems 
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to be absent Moreover, given the potential fluctuation in Vilitte n i 'MIL:rest OlintS calculated 
in cryptocurrency (which, given volatility against hat currencies, could to to zero), stated interest 
in practice is maid:L:1y to reflect time value of money and clues not resemble a conventional payment 
for the use or frubearance of money."' Whiic these general leaturcs, in principle, could be said to 
be shared by foreign currency denominated debt instruments that are subject to currency 
fluctuations (though volatility Were tends to be much lower). those insmantints involve currency 
rather than property and are ills° govei tied by the specific rules of Section 988 and the Treasury 
regulations promulgated thereunder. hi light or the foregoing features of cryptocurreney loans, 
debt characterization of cryptoeurrency loans does not scent inevitable or even appropriate. 

Guidance is needed to clarify how these leans should be :Gated for U.S. federal inCOUIC 
tax purposes. Many cryptoeurrency loans may be best analogized to securities loans that fall 
outside he scope of Section 1058,"' but they may also bear resemblance to notional principal 
contracts with upfront payments, Ht or to !cases. sr' Since the Section 988 rules are not applicable 
to loans or, or dem:militated in. cryptoctu:CI)CICS. :1  the question also arises whethei mles based on 
principles similai to Section 988 should apply under any such characterization. Guidance in this 
Irea is important, because it implicates whether the initial transfer and subsequent return of 
cryptocurrency are taxable transactions (and, if so, how gain or loss is determined) and because 
the characterization of income as interest or sonic other kind of (adimity Income (c securities 
lending fees) has many collateral effects on a U.S. taxpayer under the federal income 1:1!( laws as 
will as on the withholding tax consequences Pa payments to non-U.S. persons. 

Coins and Tokens Beyond Virtual Currency Exchangeable for Cash 

Guidance issued by the Service to-date has been linitterl to virtual currency that is 
convertible to fiat mai:racy :aid functions as a kubstiture Tor “syli, with bitcoin as We paradigm 
case. No guidance has been piovided for tokens that function as "machine currency,-  that is, 
tokens that can be used to access certain SerVICCS_ el other LISC, of a Hockehain that does more 
than function as digital money. We recommend that Treasury and the Service study how best to 
craft tax mles appropriate Hr these emerging technologies. 

Token Swaps 

Guidance is needed in the treatment a so-called )•token swaps.-  Swapping is the process 
of sending old (fundraising) tokens (reeeiyed In a giveaway or acquired at the inception tit.  a 
particular project) to an abbess controlled by the project developers. 'the original tokens are then 
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destroyed or - burned-  and exchanged in a one-to--one ratio or new tokens that are sent 
automatically to a new wallet address provided by the swapping hoicler. Exchanges often provide 
support fin and handle this process for tokens held on their platform. though there is usually also 
a method by which persons who hold private keys outside an exchange can manually perfonn the 
swap a holder Mils to swap its old tokens \WHIM a specified period of time, its old tokens will 
likely become w ordiless and it may forleit its right to exchange them For new tokens after the 
expiration of set period of time. 

Prima facie. the exchange o r an old token tiara new token appears to be a taxable sale or 
exchange.' sI owever, in context, the new tokens reflect a continuation oldie original investment 
iind in fact represent the asset ftc the "machine currency" that ptovides access to certain services 
or uses of the blOCke113119 Me holder wanted to acquire at the outset of the project hut that was not 
yel."reickr at that time Receipt of the new token thus merely provides the asset die holder of the 
luarketing token wanted to receive from the outset. We therefore believe that, for U.S federal 
income tax purposes, such a token swap can be appropriately analogized to receipt or stock upon 
the exchange of a convertible debt instrument" ill of an asset received upon physical settlement 
&ea prepaid forward contract:it so that the holder of the original token would not have a taxable 
sale or exchange upon receipt of the new token. Alternatively. if viewed as a sale or exchange, we 
do not belies e Wel the new token would tiddler] materially either in kind or extent -  from the 
original marketing token-  since the new token simply embodies the asset that teas always the 
ramosc of the original investmentie Wc reeommend that Treasury and the Set-% iCe L'e,ele guidance 
confuming this result in the context of fundraising tokens :mil providing that a holder who kits to 
take steps to exchange the old tokens and thus forfeits its right to receive the new token he entitled 
to (in5aar the unpin/et hail basis in the old tokcnI.L" 

F. Stable Coins 

Stable coins are el rptocurrencies backed by holdings of fiat currency, wl tether the U.S. 
dollar or otherwise, or one or more financial assets that have' stable value or maintain a relatively 
stable value when issued through an automated decentralized sxstem controlled liv a pre-set 
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computer program. '' Because transactions involving stable coins hacked by fiat currencies other 
than the U.S. dollar could be said to be - denominated in terms of a nonfunctional currency or [he] 
determined by reference to the value of clue or inure nonfunctional currencies,'11  he question 
arises whether holdings of such stable coins and transactions in tor denominated in) such stable 
coins fill within the scope of Section 988. We urge Ireasury and the Service to consider the 
potential inicracthin between Section SP(8 and the existing auichince on cryptccurrencies and to 
issue guidance inkiressing the taxation of stable coins backed by fiat currencies other than the U.S. 
dollar. 

Private Coins 

All guidance regarding ervpuicurruncy issued by the Service to-datc has been focused on 
public open-source blockchains Or distributed ledger systems However, there is a separate and 
growing world of  private bloc:hi:hams or consortia Of entities that create private cunenctes used 
Ihr specific. purposes As these kinds of private coins become 111orC prevalent, taxpayers will 
require guidance on whether the principles developed for pulthc distnbuted ledger systems apply 
here as well We urge 'treasury and the Service to study this area, including but noi limited to 
addressing whether existing guidance applies equally to private Idockchains and 'elated currencies 
that may he traded on secondary markets.'" 

Staking 

To date many ol the most established public Filockehains rely on - proof' of work -
algorithms as a method for validating transactions and - mining" new blocks. While it was 
originally mienaed that "mining-  would he, dispersed actii . ity accessible to anyone with itlatively 
stand:ad computer equipment, "mining-  of long established Hooke:Bins alike Pi lloolll) now 
requires very stgnif team hardware resources :Ind Imge amounts of eneigy both to power the 
computers limning the calculations and to cool the facilities housing the computers. Miners 
FCCelt e new coins as rewards for their eftipts as well as transaction fees for confirming 
nansatthous fa reaction to the concentration of mining resources and the related energy 
consumption, there is now it moy meat towards "proof of stake-  as all altcrnatfig, consensuk 
algorithm in parts of the cryptocuttency communcof f Benefits ot 'Troth' of' stake-  include 
reduced costs and energy consumption, encouraging broader r Erticipan on front members or the 
eommunny to sustain 'given blockcham and enhanced sealabilitv . 

-Proof tit stake-  requires computers (nodes) that wish to participate in the process of 
for ging new blocks to lock up a pound' of their coins or tokens as "stakes.-  Some staking 

deb egy is also tied to govemance, Mg stokers the tight to 4111 11)\ ernonee of it particular 
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project (gg changes to the protocol or 11111(1111g of future project development) Exchanges otter) 
piutionite in staking by using their customers coins and inav share slaking rewinds with their 
customers. inses- tors holding private keys outside of exchanges may be tible to participate 111 

stak ing via an interface provided by a wallet. Alternatively, they would need to take other direct 
sieps to be able 10 stake (requiting greater technical expertise). (icne,ailv, the bigger the stcke, the 
higher the likelihood that a node will be selected to forge the next block, though randomization 
features are built in to reduce doinination by the - w ealthicst-  nodes. 'obi age,-  which 111Ci1S11rUS 

hog. long coins have been staked, call he another relevant Factor in selecting a node that will he 
selected to forge. 

When a node is selected to tinge a new block, it validates the transactions tind receives 
transaction fees iv tth respect to transactions in that block. Staking networks also typically provide 
an annual return (ranging fawn 0.5'S, to I 5'S.) for all sinkers (commonly micrond io as Midlicion 
payments") to encourage more participants to lock up sonic of their coins and support the network. 
Seine networks require the operation of so-called ''Master Nodes," which must pledge a specified 
minimum number of coins in order for the holder to receive a set distribution of teldi bona( coins 
from the network. Pilyments in SUlkillg networks tend to be smaller but More predictable than 
mining rewards in "proof of work' networks. Payments can be made at frequent intervals (even 
multiple times a 'Jay)."' 

Notice 21111-21 provided that mining rewards constitute gross income.'" \lee believe that 
payments received as transaction its fin forging new blocks in a "proof of stake" network should 
similarly he treated as giving rise to gross income. However, the correct tax treatment °Initiation 
payments mode to till stokers in a "pooh/Stake.' network is less clew, lie 111111IMICC 1/CA(1(1111011;1i 
Loins or tokens could be treated as, tam on a stoker's investment that constitutes im accession 
to wealth. On the other hand, given that increasing die coin supply may dilute the value of ex in it ig 
coins and that staking participation inn,  be very high in eerimn "proof of stake-  networks. intlanon 
moanems also could be viewed AS analogous to stock dividends and tints not he taxable currently.'" 
We recommend that Treason,  and the Service further study inflation payments. As discussed in 
Part 1148.2 ;Move, valuation can he di tficuit, especially with the newer, less established coins tind 
tokens that 11111y be received in manv "proof' of stake" networks. 

Virtual currency Not Ileld As a Capital Assul 

Except to the limited extent set forth therein, the FAQs as veil as Notice 2014-21 only 
address taxpayers that hold cryptocurrency as capitol assets.'"; Guidance is needed for persons 
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(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

116TH CONGRESS I R 1 5635 • 21) &MON - • 

To amend  the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to exclude from gross income 
gain from disposition of virtual currency in a personal transaction. 

IN THE HOTIR OF REPRESENTATIVES 
;JANUARY 16, 2020 

Ms. Dr1,13ENE (for herself, Mr. SCHWEIKERT, Mt, SOTO, and M. ROW 
introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee On 
Ways and Means 

A BILL 
To amend the Internal Revenue Code oi 1986 to exclude 

from gross income gain from disposition of virtual cur-
rency in a personal transaction. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 

4 This Act may be cited as the "Virtual Currency Tax 

5 Fairness Act. of 2020". 

6 SEC. 2. VIRTUAL CURRENCY. 

7 (a) IN GENERAL—Part III of subchapter B of chap-

 

8 ter 1 of the Intenial Revenue Code of 1986 is amended 

9 by inserting after section 139F the following new section: 



1 "SEC. I39G. GAIN FROM DISPOSITION OF VIRTUAL CUR-

RENCY. 

3 "(a) IN GENERAL—Gross income of an individual 

4 shall not include gain, by reason of changes in exchange 

5 rates, from the disposition of virtual currency in a per-

 

6 sonal transaction (as such term is defined in section 

7 988(e)). The preceding sentence shall not apply if the gain 

8 which would otherwise be recognized 011 the transaction 

9 exceeds $200. 

10 "(6) VIRTUAL CURRENCY. —For purposes of this sec-

 

11 Lion, the term 'virtual currency' means a digital represen-

 

12 lation of value that is used as a medium of exchange and 

13 is not othenvise currency under suction 988.1 _ 

(b) CLElitcy, AMENDMENT.—The table of sections 

15 foi part 111 or subchapter B of chapter 1 of such Code 

16 is amended by inserting after the item relating to section 

17 189F thii following new item: 

not: (kin from clivositmo UI motual eurro 

18 (c) REPORTING OF GAINS OR LOSSES.--The Sec.-

 

19 retary shall issue regulations providing for information re-

 

20 turns on virtual currency transactions for which gain or 

1 1 loss is recognized. 

22 (4) BEEEETivE DATE.--The amendments made by 

23 this section shall apply with respect to transactions en-

 

24 tered into after December 81, 2019. 

-HR .1635 111 



Virtual Currency Tax Fairness Act 

Congresswoman Si Be (A-01) and Congressman David Schweik rt (AZ-06), have inilrodttced 

legislation regarding the ua of virtual currencies. the Fit -tent Gun-

 

Instead of going against current IRS guidance, this legislation amends the Internal Revenue Code of I 9S6 

by inserting a new section, Sec. I39G, which provides a de Ill inimis exemption for personal transactioils 

made virtual currency whose gains are less than or equal to 5200 and directs the Secretary ol the 

Treasury to issue regulations or reporting personal tralltele ihIltt Ithilig virtual curl-C[1GS,  t.‘ hose gaillS 

exceed 52(10. 

Under current I l.S. law, auy gain realized due to changes in exchange rates from a transaction using 

virtual curl ncy mlltil be reported as taxable income regardless of tile purpose or side of the transaction. In 

practice, this means that each time SOITIC011e buys a clip of coffee using virtual currcncy, they are legally 

obligated to calculate the amount diet the virtual curreiley they used appreciated or depreciated against the 

11 S. dollar from the time they purchased the virtual currency to the time they bought the cof lee, then 

report any gpins to the 1125.1 his process makes the use of virtual currency in personal transactions 

untenable and inhibits the growth oldie U.S. digital economy. 

11his legislation applies laws already on the books and would bring parity to an emerging sector in ordci 

to e11COLITtlile the lltie of virtual curruhictes svitliout complicating die tax code. 

The legislation text is included below. To become a cosponsor, contact Victoria lionard (DelBene), 

V ictoriallonardtdiImail.house.gov or Tiffany Angulo (Salim:II:at);  Tiffoily A ngulohianail.houstegov 



Paul William M 

From: Goldstein Ronald J 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:48 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Moriarty John P; Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Wrobel Christopher; Yu James; Giuliano Amy F 
Subject: VC Legislative Proposal 
Attachments: BILLS-116hr5635ih.pdf; Virtual Currency Legislation_One Pager_FINAL(1).pdf 

Good afternoon Bill. Legislative Affairs has forwarded to IT&A a request from Senator Cotton's office for comments on 
the Virtual Currency Tax Fairness Act, H.R. 5635 (attached), which proposes to amend the Internal Revenue Code to 
insert a de minimis exception excluding from gross income gains of $200 or less arising from the disposition of virtual 
currency in a personal transaction. ` 

We have coordinated with ACCI, P&A, SBSE Division Counsel, and LB&I. Below are the combined comments regarding 
thp language of the proposed legislation. Please let us know if you have any comments or would like to discuss. Thanks. 
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Ron Goldstein 
STR - CC:ITA:B4 
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Paul William M 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Friedland Bruce I 
Friday, February 14, 2020 11:23 AM 
Flax Nikole C; Desmond Michael J; Cullinan Thomas A; Cardone John V; O'Donnell 
Douglas W; Paul William M 
Lemons Terry L; Eldridge Michelle L; Reynolds Jodie M 
UPDATED STATEMENT: Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Flax Nikole C (b)(6) 

Date: Friday, Feb 14, 2020, 8:47 AM 
To: Desmond Michaell  
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A < (b)(6) 

(b)(6) (b)(6) Friedland Bruce I < 
, Cardone John V <I  (b)(6) O'Donnell 

 

(b)(6)raul William M  

  

Douglas W < 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

 

(b)(6) 

  

Bruce we need to amend the language a bit. Will resend. 

   

From: Desmond Michael J<I  

 

(b)(6) 

  

    

Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 8:46 AM 
To: Flax Nikole C 4 opal 

   

       
       

Cc: Cullinan Thomas A < (b)(6)  ; Cardone John V (b)(6) 

O'Donnell Douglas W < (b)(6)I Paul William M < (b)(6)  

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

Nikoke, 

1 



Wrobel Christopher 

From: Filedland Bruce I 
Sent: thsiraiss Feb-uary 13, 2020 126 PM 
To: wrobel Clinbtoplie. Goldstein Ronald 1 
Subject: ARTICLE: CNN - IRS quietly deletes guideline that Fortnite virtual currency must be 

reported on lax returns 

IRS quietly deletes guideline that Fortnite virtual currency must he reported 
on tax returns  

CNN 

Washington, DC (CNN Business) For months loading up to this tax season, a section of the IRS's 
website advised players of Fortnite, the popular online video game, that their use of in-game virtual 
currency could be subject to federal taxes. 

The little-noticed provision, which dated back at least to October according to the cached version of 
an IRS webpaqe on Archive.org, appeared to mark the first time the agency has ruled on video game 
currencies, including Fodnite's V-bucks, purchased with real dollars. By applying the same policy to 
in-game money that it enforces on bitcoin, ether and other cryptocurrencies, the IRS guide seemed 
poised to affect millions of garners — or their parents. 

But on Wednesday, the IRS scrubbed all mentions of the in-game currency from the webpage after 
questions from CNN and other outlets about the policy. Despite the sudden deletion, experts believe 
that transactions involving video game currencies will still need to be reported under a new question 
the IRS is including this year on tax forms. Just because the IRS deleted the language, they said, 
does not resolve questions about how the IRS plans to treat video game currencies. 

The IRS didn't respond to multiple requests for comment, and did not respond when CNN asked for a 
clear statement about the tax treatment of video game currencies. 

The IRS's unexplained changes only add to confusion about how it is handling tax filings for virtual 
currencies -- and which digital products are lumped into the category. "[The] definition of virtual 
currency in IRS guidance would still encompass these," Jerry Brito, executive director at the Coin 
Center, a virtual currency think tank, wrote on Twitter after the changes. "I don't think they realized 
the consequences of their 1040 question." 

The agency has lonq reminded Americans that virtual currency is treated like property for tax 
purposes. When Americans buy bitcoin, for example, they need to keep track of how much they paid 
for it. When they sell, they need to report any appreciation in value and pay taxes on those capital 
gains (and can claim a loss if there were realized losses). Using bitcoin to buy goods and services, 
even a coffee. is still considered a sale of property and potentially a taxable event. The IRS published 
a landmark policy ouidance in 2014 laying out the details. and another update last year. 

Last fall, the IRS appeared to clarify that the same tax policy also applies to video game currencies. 
"Bitcoin Ether, Roblox, and V-bucks are a few examples of a convertible virtual currency," the IRS 
said on the webpaqe, prior to removing the language on Wednesday. The IRS did not appear to limit 
the types of video game currencies that may be covered under the policy. 



Modern video games have increasingly turned to sales of virtual currency which can then be used 
to purchase in-game costumes, weapon skins and randomized loot boxes — as a form of revenue. 

Popular online games such as Apex Legends, PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds and League of 
Legends all use in-game currencies and are likely subject to the rule, said Neeraj Agrawal, a 
spokesman for the Coin Center. 

"Every major online game has some kind of in-game economy at this point," he said. "It's a very 
popular mechanic." 

Fortnite in particular has become an internet sensation, amassing 51.8 billion in revenue last year, 
according to industry estimates. Last March, Fortnite's publisher. Epic Games, announced the title 
had nearly 250 million registered players around the globe 

Following the IRS's surgical edits this week, bitcoin is the only remaining example of a virtual 
currency offered on the agency webpage. But just because V-bucks have been removed does not 
mean the IRS regards all transactions in the currency as tax-exempt. 

"They probably removed it because it's not particularly accurate, or had some error," said Mark 
Steber, chief tax officer at the tax prep company Jackson Hewitt. "In the law, if it's not specifically 
exempted, then it's taxable. Nothing is exempt from taxation which is not excluded from the law." 

Taxpayers who had virtual currency transactions in 2019 will need to fill out Schedule 1 with their 
Form 1040, according to the IRS's 1040 instructions. The first question on Schedule 1: "At any time 
during 2019, did you receive, sell, send, exchange. or otherwise acquire any financial interest in any 
virtual currency?" 

According to the instructions for Schedule 1 taxpayers will need to answer yes if they have engaged 
in a transaction involving virtual currency; if they have received any amount of virtual currency for 
free; have exchanged virtual currency for goods or services; have sold virtual currency; or have 
exchanged virtual currency for other property, including other virtual currency. 

The reversal came the same day that the Government Accountability Office published a report  calling 
on the IRS to provide "clarified guidance" on virtual currencies, 

Some tax experts said the agency is simply struggling to apply time-honored tax principles to novel 
technologies. 

"The IRS is trying to communicate that an accretion of value .. will trigger a taxable event, whether 
you are using the currency to buy a tangible item or to acquire a virtual item." said Mary Baker, who 
leads the tax policy practice at the law firm K&L Gates in Washington. "How to keep track of these 
transactions and their taxable effect is an issue that Congress and the Treasury Department both are 
grappling with." 

Just because you may need to answer "yes" to the question on Schedule 1 does not necessarily 
mean you need to fill out anything else, Steber said. It depends on your personal situation. But some 
may need to report capital gains stemming from their virtual currency transactions on other forms. 

"This question is an indicator that more is likely coming — more guidance, more rules, more 
requirements. more oversight and monitoring by the IRS," he said "It's no longer something that's 
going to live in the background shadows. There's too much money there." 
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Instructions for Schedule 1 
Additional Income and Adjustments To Income 

(b)(5) 
Deliberativz 

Process 
Privilegz 

General Instructions 
Use Schedule 1 to report income or ad-
justments to income that can't be en-
tered directly on Form 1040 or 1040-SR. 

Additional income is entered on 
Schedule 1, lines I through 8. The 
amount on line 9 of Schedule 1 is en-
teted on Form 1040 or 1040-SR, line 7a. 

Adjustments to income are entered on 
Schedule 1, lines 10 through 22. The 
amount on line 22 is entered on Form 
1040 or 1040-SR, line 8a. 

irtual Currency 
f, in 2019, you engaged in any transac-
ion involving virtual currency, check 
he "Yes" box next to the question on 
irtual currency at the top of Schedule 1. 

transaction involving virtual currency 
eludes: 

• The receipt or transfer of virtual 
urrency for free (without providing any 
onsideration), including from an air-
rop or following a hard fork; 

• An exchange of virtual currency 
or goods or services; 

• A sale of virtual currency; and 
• An exchange of virtual currency 

or other property, including for another 
irtual currency. 

If you disposed of any virtual curren-
y that was held as a capital asset, use 
orm 8949 to figure your capital gain or 
ss and report it on Schedule D (Form 

040 or 1040-SR). 

If you received any virtual currency 
s compensation for services or disposed 
f any virtual currency that you held for 
ale to customers in a trade or business, 
ou must report the income as you 
ould report other income of the same 
pe (for example, W-2 wages on Form 

040 or 1040-SR, line 1, or inventory or 
crvices from Schedule C on Schedule 

If in 2019, you have not engaged in 
ny transaction involving virtual curren-

cy, and you don't otherwise have to file  

Schedule 1, you don't have to do any-
thing further. If you otherwise have to 
file Schedule I, check the "No" box. 

For more information, go to IRS.gov.!  

vinualcurrencvlags. 

Additional Income 

Line 1 
Taxable Refunds, Credits, or 
Offsets of State and Local 
Income Taxes 

None of your refund is taxable 
ff., in the year you paid the tax, 

you either (a) didn't itemize de-
ductions, or (b) elected to deduct state 
and local general sales taxes instead of 

state and local income taxes. 

If you received a refund, credit, or offset 
of state or local income taxes in 2019, 
you may be required to report this 
amount. If you didn't receive a Form 
1099-G, check with the government 
agency that made the payments to you. 
Your 2019 Form 1099-G may have been 
made available to you only in an elec-
tronic format, and you will need to get 
instructions from the agency to retrieve 
this document. Report any taxable re-
fund you received even if you didn't re-
ceive Form 1099-G. 

If you chose to apply part or all of the 
refund to your 2019 estimated state or 
local income tax, the amount applied is 
treated as received in 2019. If the refund 
was for a tax you paid in 2018 and you 
deducted state and local income taxes on 
your 2018 Schedule A, use the State and 
Local Income Tax Refund Worksheet in 
these instructions to see if any of your 
refund is taxable. 

Exception. See Itemized Deduction Re-

coveries in Pub. 525 instead of using the 
State and Local Income Tax Refund 
Worksheet in these instructions if any of 
the following applies. 

I. You received a refund in 2019 
that is for a tax year other than 2018. 

2. You received a refund other than 
an income tax refund, such as a general 
sales tax or real property tax refund, in 
2019 of an amount deducted or credit 
claimed in an earlier year. 

3. You had taxable income on your 
2018 Form 1040, line 10, but no tax /in 
your Form 1040, line 11, because of the 
0% tax rate on net capital gain and 
qualified dividends in certain situations. 

4. Your 2018 state and local income 
tax refund is more than your 2018 state 
and local income tax deduction mihtig 
the amount you could have deducted as 
your 2018 state and local general sales 
taxes. 

5. You made your last payment of 
2018 estimated state or local income tax 
in 2019. 

6. You owed alternative minimum 
•••••••):1 

• 7. You couldn't use the full aineiiiit • , 
of credits you were entitled td .20113 
because the total credits were more 
the amount shown on your 2018 Fotti 
1040, line I I. 

8. You could be claimed as a de-
pendent by someone else in 2018. 

9. You received a refund because of 
a jointly filed state or local income tax 
return, but you aren't filing a joint 2019 
Form 1040 with the same person. 

Lines 2a and 2b 
Alimony Received 

Line 2a 

Enter amounts received as alimony br 
separate maintenance pursuant to a di-
vorce or separation agreement entered 
into on or before December 31, 2018, 
unless that agreement was changed after 
December 31, 2018 to expressly provide 
that alimony received isn't included in 
your income. Alimony received is not 
included in your income if you entered 
into a divorce or separation agreement 

tax in 2018. 

-81-
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• LIVE TV 

  

   

IRS quietly deletes guideline that Fortnite 
virtual currency must be reported on tax returns 

By Brian Fung, CNN Business 

Updated 421 PM ET, Thu February 13, 2020 

Washington, DC (CNN Business) — For months leading up to this tax season, a section of the IRS's 
website advised players of Fortnite, the popular online video game, that their use of in-game virtual 
currency could be subject to federal taxes 

The little-noticed provision, which dated back at least to October according to the cached version of an 
IRS webpage on Archive.org, appeared to mark the first time the agency has ruled on video game 
currencies, including Fodnite's V-bucks, purchased with real dollars. By applying the same policy to in-
game money that it enforces on bitcoin, ether and other cryptocurrencies, the IRS guide seemed poised 
to affect millions of garners — or their parents. 

But on Wednesday, the IRS scrubbed all mentions of the in-game currency from the webpage after 
questions from CNN and other outlets about the policy. Despite the sudden deletion, experts believe that 
transactions involving video game currencies will still need to be reported under a new question the IRS 
is including this year on tax forms Just because the IRS deleted the language, they said, does not 
resolve questions about how the IRS plans to treat video game currencies. 

The day after the agency deleted the guideline, IRS Chief Counsel Michael Desmond told reporters at a 
Washington conference that including the video game currencies had been a mistake, the agency 
confirmed to CNN on Thursday. Desmond's remarks were first reported by Bloomberg. 

"It was corrected and that was done quickly — as soon as it was brought to our attention," Desmond 
said, according to Bloomberg's report However, the IRS did not respond when CNN asked for a 
statement clarifying the tax treatment of video game currencies. 

The IRS's changes only add to confusion about how it is handling tax filings for virtual currencies -- and 
which digital products are lumped into the category. "[The] definition of virtual currency in IRS guidance 
would still encompass these," Jerry Brito, executive director at the Coin Center, a virtual currency think 
tank, wrote on Twitter after the changes on VVednesday. "I don't think they realized the consequences of 
their 1040 question." 

The agency has long reminded Americans that virtual currency is treated like property for tax purposes. 
When Americans buy bitcoin, for example, they need to keep track of how much they paid for it When 
they sell, they need to report any appreciation in value and pay taxes on those capital gains (and can 
claim a loss if there were realized losses). Using bitcoin to buy goods and services, even a coffee, is still 
considered a sale of property and potentially a taxable event. The IRS published a landmark policy 
guidance in 2014 laying out the details, and another update last year. 

Last fall, the IRS appeared to clarify that the same tax policy also applies to video game currencies, 
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ii .111(i V-bucks are a few examples of a convertible virtual currency' the IRS said 
I( 1: imoving the language on Wednesday. The IRS did not appeartcirhgrt 

vi es game cui renc1s- tflar maybe-covered undertntrp-urruy 

Modern video games have increasingly turned to sales of virtual currency — which can then be used to 
purchase in-game costumes, weapon skins and randomized loot boxes — as a form of revenue 

Popular online games such as Apex I egends, PlayerUnifflown's Battlegrounds and League of Legends 
all use in-game currencies and are likely subject to the rule, said Neeraj Agrawal, a spokesman for the 
Coin Center 

"Every majoi online game has some kind of in game economy at this point," he said. "It's a very popular 
mechanic." 

Fortnite in particular has become an Internet sensation, amassing $1.8 billion in revenue last year, 
according to industry estimates. Last March, Fortnite's publisher, Epic Games, announced the title had 
nearly 250 million registered players around the globe 

Following the IRS's surgical edits this week, bitcoin is the only remaining example of a virtual currency 
offered on the agency webpage But just because V-bucks have been removed does not mean the IRS 
regards all transactions in the currency as tax-exempt. 

"They probably removed it because it's not particularly accurate, or had some error," said Mark Steber, 
chief tax officer at the tax prep company Jackson Hewitt "In the law, if it's not specifically exempted, then 
it's taxable Nothing is exempt from taxation which is not excluded from the law." 

Taxpayers who had virtual currency transactions in 2019 will need to fill out Schedule 1 with their Form 
1040, according to the IRS's 1040 instructions The first question on Schedule 1: "At any time during 
2019. did you receive, sell, send, exchange, or otherwise acquire any financial interest in any virtual 
currency?" 

According to the instructions for Schedule 1, taxpayers will need to answer yes if they have engaged in a 
transaction involving virtual currency, if they have received any amount of virtual currency for free; have 
exchanged virtual currency for goods or services: have sold virtual currency: or have exchanged virtual 
currency for other property, including other virtual currency 

The reversal came the same day that the Government Accountability Office published a report calling on 
the IRS to provide "clarified guidance" on virtual currencies 

Some tax experts said the agency is simply struggling to apply time-honored tax principles to novel 
technologies. 

"The IRS is trying to communicate that an accretion of value .. will trigger a taxable event. whether you 
are using the currency to buy a tangible tern or to acquire a virtual item." said Mary Baker, who leads the 
tax policy practice at the law firm K81 Gates in Washington "How to keep track of these transactions and 
their taxable effect is an issue that Congress and the Treasury Department both are grappling with." 

Just because you may need to answer "yes" to the question on Schedule 1 does not necessarily mean 
you need to fill out anything else, Steber said It depends on your personal situation. But some may need 
to report capital gains stemming from their virtual currency transactions on other forms. 
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N Ili I lit ator that more is likely coming — more guidance, more rules, more 
lght and monitoring by the IRS," he said "It's no longer sorneutribitfigtioing 

Rgrairrd stmziows There toc run money There 

Although there's much that's still unsettled about how to track virtual currency transactions — and who 
should be responsible for it — Baker saki the onus is still on taxpayers to figure out whether they owe the 
IRS and to till out an accurate tax return, at least for now, 
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Paul William M 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Desmond Michael 
Thursday, February 13, 2020 2:31 PM 
Friedland Bruce I; Cullinan Thomas A; Paul William M 
Lemons Terry L; Eldridge Michelle L; Reynolds Jodie M; Moriarty John P; Flax Nikole C 
RE: MEDIA INQUIRY: Virtual Currency and Video Game "dollars” 

FYI, at the TCPI conference today a number of trade reporters peppered me with questions on this. My 
response was limited - we were informed of the issue and quickly changed the web site, don't read too much 
into it. Lots of questions about whether we're doing guidance, etc. 

Mike 

„0 

From: Friedland Bruce I 1 (b)(6) 
Date: Wednesday, Feb 12, 2020, 4:56 PM  
To: Cullinan Thomas A -1 (b)(6)  , Desmond Michael .1' 
4 (b)(61 Paul William M 4 
Cr:  Lemons Terry L 4 (b)(6), Eldridge Michelle L  
M J (b)(6)IMoriarty John P cj 
Subject: MEDIA INQUIRY: Virtual Currency and Video Game "dollars" 

(b)(611 
(b)(6) Reynolds Jodie 

(b)(6) 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Bruce 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Virtual currency is a digital representation of value that functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and/or a store of 
value. In some environments, it operates like "real" currency (i.e., the coin and paper money of the United States or of any, other 
country that is designated as legal tender, circulates, and is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange in the, 
country of issuance), but it does not have legal tender status in the U.S. Cryptocurrency is a type of virtual currency that utilizes 
cryptography to secure transactions that are digitally recorded on a distributed ledger, such as a blockchain, DAG, or Tempo. 

Virtual currency that has an equivalent value in real currency, or that acts as a substitute for real currency, is referred.  to as 
"convertible" virtual currency. Bitcoin, Ether, R,olitoxi.-and v7bucks are a ̀ fei35:4$41iiiiiipf, a .00,00.1e vitbalcuxrency 
Virtual currencies can be digitally traded between users and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros, and 
other real or virtual currencies 
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From: Paul William M 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:46 PM 
To: Wrobel Christopher < (b)(6) 

not. 

Paul William M 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Wrobel Christopher 
Thursday, February 13, 2020 6:07 PM 
Paul William M 
Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald J; Kribell Wendy L; Moriarty John P 
RE: Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 

Chris 

Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie  
1- 1D)(6); Kribell Wendy L < 

(b)(6)IGoldstein Ronald.; . . 
(b)(6) Moriarty John P 

(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:30 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald 3; Kribell Wendy L; Moriarty John P 
Subject: Virtual Currency 

1 



Following is the language we drafted regarding the virtual currency gaming issue that we discussed this afternoon. John 
Cardonne has approved this language. Please let us know if you have any edits, and we will send it to Media 

_Affairs..._Thanks.. 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Chris 
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Disappearing Forks and Magical Airdrops 
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[Editor's Note: This article originally appeared in the November 4. 
2019!  issue of lox Notes Federold 

David G. Chamberlain is an assistant professor of accounting, and Rodney P. Mocks 

the graduate tax program director-  and a professor of accounting, at California 

Polytechnic State University. Kathryn Kisska-Schulze is an assistant professor in the 

School of Accountancy at Clemson University. 

In this article, the authors argue that the IRS misguides taxpayers because it 

confuses cryptocurrency hard forks and airdrops in newly issued Rev. Rul. 2019-24. 

Introduction 

On August 1, 2017, bitcoin cash (BCH).  entered the cryptocurrency scene because of a 

hard fork in the bitcoin blockchain.z The hard fork was the product of a dispute within the 

bitcoin community over whether to modify the software protocol underlying the 

cryptocurrency to increase the block size and improve scalability. The blockchain forked, 

and every bitcoin investor became the owner of one coin of BCH for each bitcoin owned: 

BCH opened at $294.60, reached a high of $426.11, and closed at $380.01 — the initial 

market capitalization for BCH was about $6.3 billion.' 

Thus, the stakes are high for correct tax treatment of the BCH fork. If the entire $6.3 

billion is treated as income and taxed at the highest individual income tax rate, nearly $2.5 

ht II( duy-lederar cry cyldIsappearing-fo s-and 11720•2019 
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billion in potential Treasury revenue is at stakeAThe statute of limitations remains open 

•for those who misreported their income and penalties could apply.' 

On October 9, the IRS released Rev. Rul. 2019-24, 2019-44 IRB 1004, which purports to 

address the tax treatment of hard forks:,  The ruling indicates that taxpayers who own a 

cryptocurrency that experiences a hard fork can be taxed on the full fair market value of 

the new cryptocurrency that emerges from the fork.'' The IRS construes the new 

cryptocurrency as "free money" — similar to prizes or treasure trove. The receipt of a new 

cryptocurrency in a hard fork, however, as this article illustrates, is by no means 

equivalent to receiving free stuff. 

Receiving anything for nothing in this world is rare, except perhaps when it comes from 

Grandma. Anything free is typically of negligible value — a far cry from the $294.60 per 

bitcoin owned. In other words, receiving free money is like coming across a flying unicorn 

or a Bigfoot sighting, We dream them to be true, but their existence is highly unlikely. The 

forked coins resulting from a hard fork come at a cost— namely, the dilution of the 

original cryptocurrency. If a new coin like BCH were truly free, at no cost to the underlying 

legacy coin, why not fork to infinity and beyond? 

Cryptocurrency Hard Forks 

Each time a hard fork occurs, another cryptocurrency is created. The cryptocurrency is 

only "new," however, in the sense that it has a new name and is traded independently 

from the legacy coin. The forked cryptocurrency shares the same base software protocol 

as the legacy currency and, more importantly, the same digital history on the blockchain. 

Airdropped coins do not carry such electronic genetics. 

To understand the difference between an airdropped coin and a forked coin, it is essential 

to first understand how cryptocurrency hard forks work.k' A cryptocurrency coin is a 

tradable digital asset that is created and transferred on a digital ledger known as the 

blockchain. As the name indicates, a blockchain is a series of blocks linked to each other in 

an append-only data structure. Each block contains ledger entries recording transactions 

involving the cryptocurrency — specificey, transactions that create or transfer coins. 

;Inge vaa-A c tax-awes-today-leder:II cryptoceurcncy• sappearing- --Pi 20 I') 
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In bitcoin (and BUM, blocks are created and transactions verified through a process 

known as mining: Miners compete with each other to solve cryptographic puzzles that 

give them the right to add a new block to the official blockchain, and are rewarded with a 

fixed number of newly minted bitcoins.F All transactions invoiving the cryptocurrency that 

have ever occurred are recorded on the blockchain ledger, multiple copies of which are 

maintained by participating users on a public peer-to-peer network. 

Every cryptocurrency is governed by a software protocol that specifies all aspects of the 

currency architecture, including block size, method of creating new coins, and format for 

transaction entries. Most cryptocurrencies are supported by a group of developers who 

maintain the software code, periodically making minor and major updates. When a major 

upgrade is released, all the miners generally agree to update their software, and mine 

future blocks under the modified protocol. Thus, software updates do not result in the 

creation of a new cryptocurrency.e 

But sometimes a split occurs among groups of miners and developers who disagree 

about the future direction of the cryptocurrency. In this case, the cryptocurrency 

undergoes a hard fork and splits into two cryptocurrencies: the legacy cryptocurrency and 

the forked cryptocurrency. The legacy currency will be governed by the original software 

while the forked currency vvill be governed by software modified by the renegade 

developers. The hard fork occurs at a specific block in the historic blockchain. From that 

point, each currency will be maintained on a separate blockchain: Some miners will add 

new blocks to the legacy blockchain, while others will add blocks to the forked blockchain. 

Because both cryptocurrencies share the same blockchain (that is, history of transactions) 

up to the point of the fork, all owners of a coin of the original currency will automatically 

own both a coin of the legacy currency and a coin of the forked currency::: It is this 

juncture at which the IRS is incorrect in its recent revenue ruling. 

Hard Forks vs. Airdrops 

A hard fork is nothing more than a split of the blockchain that results in the division of the 

original cryptocurrency's coins. The mere division of an asset does not rise to the level of a 

11111) WV,/ taxnc es.com tax-notc-otoLth)-fedcrd ryptocurrLnev mg-forks-and. 11 202019 
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realization event. After a hard fork, the legacy coin and the forked coin share a common 

history on the historic blockchain. The pre fork events that gave rise to a specific coin of 

the original currency or resulted in its transfer are part of the common history of both 

coins. That is, even though the legacy coin and the forked coin can only be transferred 

separately after the fork, each coin was fterally created and transferred in the same 

transactions that occurred before the fork. 

In some respects the historic blockchain is similar to the DNA that a racehorse clam shares 

with her newborn foal. It is like the common chain of title that two lots share following 

the division of a parcel of land (regardless of whether it was voluntarily partitioned). 9,  In 

Gamble, the Tax Court did not offer an opinion on whether income was realized on the 

birth of the foal, which had been in utero when the dam was purchased. Likewise, in 

Heiner, the Supreme Court did not consider whether the partition of the parcel gave rise 

to a realization event. In neither case did the courts consider whether the taxpayers were 

receiving something for free. The foal's birth and the land partition were clearly non-

realization events. Both cases instead addressed the issue of how the taxpayer's basis 

should be allocated. In Gamble, although the foal was clearly different in kind than the 

dam (like the forked and legacy cryptocurrencies), the Tax Court found that a portion of 

the price paid by the taxpayer to acquire the dam at auction should be allocated to the 

foal when it was later sold. 

Before Rev. Rul. 2019-24, the only official guidance regarding cryptocurrency was Notice 

2014-21, 2014-16 IRB 938,N which was issued before the BCH hard fork had occurred, and 

thus unsurprisingly did not address the issue. In the absence of administrative guidance, 

various legal theories have developed on the proper tax treatment of hard forks. The 

American Bar Association ' and the American Institute of CPAs have weighed in on the 

issue. Both suggest that the IRS provide a safe harbor or election for 2017 under which 

the BCH fork (and other forks that occurred during that year) are treated as realization 

events. Unlike the IRS, both groups recommend that the value of the forked currency be 

recognized as zero at the time of the fork. s 

htips v -lute omlax-notes-todav-lbdcnil.tryptocurrcnevilisappealing-lork.,-,ind.„ 11'20/2019 
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Although academics and commentators held differing views regarding hard forks, one 

dear issue was the proper treatment of an airdrop. An airdrop occurs when the holder of 

a cryptocurrency receives an unrelated currency on a promotional basis. This typically 

results from a marketing strategy by the creators of a new cryptocurrency to attract 

attention to an initial coin offering.,  Coins or tokens issued in an initial coin offering often 

entitle the owners to use a product or service that the issuer provides, so the promotional 

coins are intended to attract attention to those products or services in addition to 

promoting the new coin itself. 

Airdrops can be equated to free food samples offered at Costa) — largely worthless 

initially. They have zero historical linkage on the blockchain to the cryptocurrency holdings 

they are dropped on. In the tax world, airdrops are most similar to the receipt of a prize or 

treasure trove. They should be treated as ordinary income equal to their FMV under 

section 61. while not expressly listed in section 61, prizes, treasure trove, and airdrops all 

fall within the broader category of "income from whatever source derived." 

Crossing the Analytical Streams 

The IRS fundamentally confuses hard forks with airdrops, reminiscent of crossing the 

streams in the 1984 movie Ghostbusrers. As Harold Ramis informs Bill Murray in the 

movie, crossing the streams is "bad very bad!" But, like Murray, the IRS appears "fuzzy 

on the whole good/bad thing." Intending to address the proper tax treatment for the BCH 

hard fork (and other hard forks), the ruling provides two examples that demonstrate the 

IRS's misunderstanding of the distinction between an airdrop and a hard fork. 

The examples clearly illustrate that the IRS does not understand that owners of an original 

coin automatically become owners of the forked coin (on a 1:1 basis) as a result of a hard 

fork. Instead, the IRS suggests the original coin owners can come to own forked coins only 

if they later receive them through an airdrop. Readers of the ruling who are 

knowledgeable about cryptocurrency are left scratching their heads in both examples 

about what happened to the coins created through the hard fork. The forked coins seem 

to have disappeared — only to reemerge if the fork is followed by an airdrop. It is 

litt[ \v.taxno tes-today-Rderal:cryptocurrttcy.idisappe,. ,rks-ark I/70 '2u19 
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anybody's guess who, if anyone, owns the disappearing forked coins immediately after 

the fork. 

In the first example, the ruling describes a situation in which Taxpayer A owns 50 units of 

a cryptocurrency (Crypto M). The ruling indicates that Crypto M experiences a hard fork, 

resulting in the creation of a new currency (Crypto N), but then states, "Crypto N is not 

airdropped or otherwise transferred to an account owned or controlled by A."(g The ruling 

then concludes that the taxpayer does not have gross income under section 61 because 

no units of the new cryptocurrency were received. The ruling shows that the IRS does not 

understand that the taxpayer will automatically own the new cryptocurrency lithe original 

currency does indeed undergo a hard fork..11 

In the second example, the ruling describes a situation in which a different taxpayer (B) 

owns 50 units of a cryptocurrency (Crypto R). This cryptocurrency also experiences a hard 

fork, resulting in the creation of a new currency (Crypto 5). In this example, the taxpayer 

does receive units of the new cryptocurrency, but the units are received through an 

airdrop instead of by virtue of the hard fork itself. To be specific, the taxpayer receives 25 

units of Crypto S that are worth $50. The airdrop is the sole way the taxpayer obtains 

ownership of units of Crypto S. This is clear because the example states that the taxpayer 

owns only 25 units of Crypto S rather than the 75 units the taxpayer would own if 50 units 

had automatically been created in the hard fork. The ruling concludes that this taxpayer 

realizes and recognizes $50 of ordinary income because Crypto S represents an accession 

to wealth that the taxpayer has dominion and control over. 

The problem with the ruling is that it blurs the analytical lines between a hard fork and an 

airdrop. The tax law is clear on airdrops. An airdrop involves an entirely unrelated 

cryptocurrency that is received for free. Any holder of a cryptocurrency can receive an 

airdrop — receipt eligibility has nothing to do with whether the currency has undergone a 

hard fork. Currency received in a hard fork, on the other hand, is not free in any sense of 

the term. It comes at a cost borne by the legacy currency. As discussed above, a hard fork 

is similar to the partition of a parcel of land into lots. It is also similar to a nontaxable stock 

split. 

httpsiThyt ixpoies.eranttax-notesdgclay-rederaPeryptoeurreneyldisappeariag-lorks-and... II/20/2019 
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Circling back to Ramis's warning that something very bad will happen if you cross the 

streams: While all life as we know it may not stop and every Molecule in our bodies may 

not explode at the speed of light as a consequence of crossing these analytical streams, 

there is up to $2.5 billion in potential 2017 tax revenue at issue. The IRS must get this one 

right. Perhaps once the IRS understands how hard forks work, it may lean more toward a 

division analysis. Despite that, if the IRS really believes that obtaining forked currency is a 

realization event, it is imperative that the agency accurately describes the event taking 

place. It is entirely possible that taxpayers and practibcmers will take the position that the 

ruling does not apply to their situations because their BCH coins were not received via an 

airdrop, but rather a hard fork. 

The Realization Requirement 

It is worrisome that: the IRS is fuzzy on distinguishing between an airdrop and a hard fork. 

That confusion indicates that the IRS does not fully appreciate or understand the event or 

nonevent transpiring when a hard fork occurs. Vhe iRS's legal analysis makes no mention 

of the seminal U.S. Supreme Court case, Macomber.".,' As clarified by the Court, the mere 

division of an asset (such as a stock split) does not give rise to a realization event. The 

taxpayer receives nothing new — arid nothing is taken away — when an asset merely 

splits. While one may have what appears to be a new asset, it is fundamentally nothing 

more than a part of the old asset. For example, when one takes the tires off of a vehicle, 

no one would argue there should be any income tax consequences. 

Although the IRS failed to mention Macomber in its ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court's 

holding in Glenshaw Gloss ''' was referenced. Glenshow Glass provides that income is 

realized when there is an "undeniable accession to wealth, clearly realized, over which a 

taxpayer has complete dominion." Macomber and Glenshow Gloss work together: They are 

two sides of the same coin. The airdropping of free cryptocurrency into a bitcoin owner's 

electronic wallet would indeed be an event that meets the Glenshow Goss requirements. 

Obtaining cryptocurrency from a hard fork is an entirely different matter — it does not 

constitute an accession to wealth but is instead a division of an existing asset that is not a 

\S:7WWW.taxnozes El Ir disappe and... 1 J/20/2019 
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realization event, consistent with the stock dividend in Macomber that merely diluted (that 

is, divided) the taxpayers stock holding. 

Conclusion 

It is unreasonable for the IRS to create an artificial realization event for taxpayers who 

received BCH. Many bitcoin holders had no voice in the creation of BCH. It is inequitable 

to require them to realize income because of an asset division that was forced upon them 

by unrelated parties. Those who received forked BCH and who held onto it should not 

have income tax consequences. The IRS is manufactuhng a nonexistent realization event: 

A division is not a realization event. 

Airdrops, in contrast, result in clear realization because cryptocurrency owners are 

receiving something new. Hard forks, however, are significantly more complicated. Their 

creation strikes at the heart of our constitutional notions of income. Forcing realization 

creates taxpayer fairness issues, administrative issues, and wherewithal.to-pay issues. 

These magical airdrops of cryptocurrency in the context of hard forks — as the IRS 

suggests in the ruling — simply do not occur. We recommend the IRS revoke the ruling 

and go back to the drawing board on hard forks. Leave the airdrops to the food sampling 

stations at Costco. 

FOOTNOTES 

BCH is the official ticker for bitcoin cash. BTC is the ticker for bitcoin. 

' See Stan Higgins, "Bitcoin Cash Just Mined Its First Block, Making Blockchain Split Official," 

CoinDesk, Aug. 1,2317. 

' See Luke Graham, "A New Digital Currency is About to Be Created as [he Btcoin 

3lockchaH !s Forced to Split in CNBC, July 31, 2017. The maximum block size for 

bitcoin transactions was (and is) one megabyte. Under the BCH software protocol, block 

sizes up to eight megabytes are possible. 
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' For simplicity, we refer to full cryptocurrency coins as the unit of measure. It is possible 

to own a fractional unit of a coin. For example, a satoshi --- the smallest unit of bitcoin — 

is worth one 100-millionth of a bitcoin. All statements regarding bitcoin or BCH coins 

apply to fractional coins as well. 

' Data from coinmarketcap.com. 

Based on the highest individual tax rate in effect in 2017 of 39.6 percent and assuming 

all owners are U.S. persons. 

' In general, the IRS must assess additional tax and propose penalties no later than three 

years after the later of when a tax return is filed or its due date; that becomes six years if 

the tax return omits items of income exceeding 25 percent of the gross income. If no 

return is filed or the return was filed fraudulently with the intent to evade tax, tax may be 

assessed at any time. Section 6501. Thus, if the taxpayer timely filed a 2017 return on 

April 15, 2018, tax may be assessed until April 15, 2021. If the taxpayer failed to report 

income from the BCE I fork that was greater than 25 percent of gross income, that date 

becomes April 15, 2024. 

i Rev. Rul. 2019-24. For coverage, see Nathanj, Richman and Kristen A. Parillo, "IRS Rules 

New Cryptocurrency From Hard Forks Is faxable," Tax Notes Federal, Oct. 14, 2019, p. 311 . 

The ruling speaks only to the taxability of new cryptocurrency received through an 

airdrop. Because the new cryptocurrency obtained in a hard fork is not received in an 

airdrop, the ruling does not technically apply, but it seems the IRS intends to treat all 

evehts in which a taxpayer obtains a new cryptocurrency as taxable. 

For an easily understandable discussion of the inner workings of cryptocurrencies like 

bitcoin, seeJan Felix Hoops, "An Introduction to Public and Private Distributed Ledgers," in 

Proceedings of the Seminars Future Internet (F0 and Innovative Imernet Technologies and 

Mobile Communication (f/TM) 41-48 (Sept. 2017/2019). For a good description from the 

perspective of tax professionals, see Mary F. Voce and Pallav Raghuvanshi, "Blockchain 

and Cryptocurrency: Federal Income Tax Issues," Tax Notes, Nov. 26, 2018, p. 1077. Note: 
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Voce and Raghuvanshi mix up the terms "soft fork" and "hard fork" H their initial 

explanation at page 1081, but correct themselves when they analyze the tax effects of 

forks at pages 1089-1090. 

" Mining is the only way new coins are created in bitcoin (and Bal), Other 

cryptocurrencies use other methods to create new blocks, such as proof-of-stake, which 

involves validators instead of miners. For simplicity, we use the term "miners" in this 

article. 

R Such an update is what some might call a "soft fork," especially if the miners do not all 

upgrade their software at once and the blockchain temporarily splits. Unlike "hard fork," 

there is no single agreed-on definition of "soft fork" in the cryptocurrency community. A 

key distinction, however, is that a soft fork never results in a permanent split of the 

blockchain or the creation of a new cryptocurrency. 

" However, the owner may not have dominion and control over the forked currency if, for 

example, the owner holds the original currency on an exchange that does not 

immediately recognize the new currency. 

Gamble v Commissioner, 68 T.Ci 800(19/7). 

H Heiner v Mellon, 304 US. 271 (1938) 

The chief contribution of Notice 2014-21 was the conclusion that cryptocurrency should 

be treated as property rather than currency. 

See, es., Voce and Raghuvanshi, supra note 10, at 1089-1891; Stevie D. Conlon, Anna 

Vayser, and Robert Schwaba, "Taxation of Bitcoin, Its Progeny, and Derivatives: Coin Ex 

Machina," Tax Notes, Feb. 19, 2018, p. 1001; Ted R. Stotzer, "A Look Ahead: Virtuai 

Currencies--- Gaps, Questions, and Pitfalls," lax Notes, Dec. 17, 2018, pi 1463; Nelson C. 

Yates II, "Stock or Livestock? Hard Fork R3S1S Allocation," Tax Notes, Jan, 7,2019, p. 61; and 

Danhui Xu, "Free Money, but Not Tax-Free: A Proposal for the Tax Treatment of 

Cryptocurrency Hard Forks," 87 Ford/ham L. Rev. 2693 (2019). 
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, See ABA Section of Taxation, "Tax Trearrnent ofiCryptoctimency Hard Forks for Taxable 

Year 2017" (Mar. 19, 2018). 

' See AMPA, "Uotlated Comments on Notice 2014-21: Mrmal Cdrrency Guidance" (May 30, 

2018). 

-9  This would be similar to profits-only interests that are received in the partnership 

context. 

Katalyseko, "What Are 'Airdrops' in Crypt() World," Hackernoon (Oct. 14,2019). 

ik Note that, as explained in this article, the forked coin is not "otherwise transferred" 

through the fork. There is no "transfer" any more than there is when an ownership 

interest in a parcel of land is divided into ownership of two lots after a partition. The same 

owner continues to own the coins or the land throughout. 

it is also clear that the IRS is not mixing up hard forks and soft forks because a soft fork 

would not result in the creation of a new cryptocurrency. See supra note 12. Nor is the IRS 

implying, tnat the taxpayer does not own the forked currency merely because the currency 

is dropped on a wallet managed through a cryptocurrency exchange that does not 

recognize the new currency and therefore does not credit it to the taxpayer's account. 

Although the ruling specifies that taxpayers in that situation would not have income 

because they do not have "dominion and control" over the income, the second example 

by its terms involves a case in which the taxpayer does have dominion and control and yet 

the ruling still misconstrues how coin ownership works in the context of a hard fork. 

Eisner V. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189 (1920). 

' Commissioner v. Gienshow Glass Co $4 U.S. 4213 (1955). 

END FOOTNOTES 
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Cryptocurrency Customer Compliance 

POSTED ON NOV. 4, 2019 

By A year or so ago, both Jamie Dimon of JIPMorgan Chase and 

LEE A. SHEPPARD the grandees of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) 
tl Contact Author 

denounced bitcoin as a Ponzi scheme. The BIS scolded 

young people to stop trying to create money. Now JPMorgan is in bitcoin and the BIS has 

changed its tune, although it recently denounced Facebook's attempt to create a 

stab lecoin. 

Cryptocurrency is an East Coast versus West Coast problem. On the West Coast, 

proponents believe they're creating a brave new world, connecting people, enabling the 

unbanked, with their vague good intentions marred by a belief that Washington's rules 

don't apply to them. On the East Coast, business and government are controlled by 

financiers, and there are rules. Cryptocurrency is a financial instrument, and the East 

Coast is going to shoehorn it into their rules. 

Bitcoin is not a currency. It's no longer being used as a medium of exchange. It is 

theoretically possible to buy a cupcake with a tiny portion of a bitcoin, but no one in his 

right mind is doing that because the price fluctuates so much. 

So bills in Congress that would excuse bitcoin transactions of $600 or less from being 

treated under barter rules are pointless (H.R. 7356). More to the point is recent IRS 

guidance about how to account for basis in bitcoin transactions and recognition events 

like forks and airdrops. 

Bitcoin became an investment asset when it appreciated wildly, and its status as such was 

cemented when the Commodity Futures Trading Commission gave permission for bitcoin 

futures. That was also when bitcoin became a short. It was deliberate. The CFTC granted 

permission to create futures for the purpose of stopping the 2017 run-up in bitcoin. 
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That's what former CFTC Chair Christopher Giancarlo told the recent Pantera Blockchain 

Sumrnit in San Francisco. Seems the administration regarded the 2017 appreciation of 

bitcoin as a post-2008 bubble that had to be pricked, and the way to do so was to bring 

cynical institutions into trading. Treasury, the SEC, and then-National Economic Council 

Director Gary Cohn approved the move, Bitcoin's price fell from $20,000 to $3,000 

(Coindesk, Oct. 22, 2019). 

"We saw a bubble building, and we thought the best way to address it was to allow the 

market to interact with it," Giancarlo said. Markets need short interests. "If you do believe 

it's a ridiculous price but you don't own, there's no way to express that view," according to 

Giancarlo. "If you don't have that derivative, then all you've got are believers, [and) it's a 

believers market." Bitcoin futures trade on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) and 

the CBOE Futures Exchange (CIE). 

Indeed, without institutions participating, cryptocurrency prices mostly respond to the 

level of Google searches. British financial authorities are not as enchanted with 

cryptocurrency derivatives. The British Financial Conduct Authority proposed to ban sales 

of crypto derivatives to retail investors after BitMex made a margin call when the price of 

bitcoin melted down recently (The Economist, Oct. 5, 2019). 

Meanwhile, crypto promoters are bemoaning the lack of a purchaser of last resort — a 

market maker — in their phony markets. Fiat money washes in. Fiat money washes out. 

The duMb money needs to be educated about cryptocurrency as an asset, apparently, so 

they will put more fiat money into it and push the prices up. Well, gee, would a recession 

or a repo market failure help bitcoin? Er, urn, no, everything tends to fall at once, and 

cryptocurrency is not a hedge against everything else (Coindesk, Oct. 25, 2019). 

Bitcoin might even become obsolete with Google's recent claim of successful quantum 

computing. Google claims that its cryogenically cooled Sidriqbit Sycamore processor made 

a calculation in 200 seconds that would have taken IBM's most powerful supercomputer 

10,000 years to process, IBM disagreed, saying it would take only 219 days, Google 

conducted this experiment to show that quantum computing could scale up, which until 
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now has been theoretical. Nonetheless, if it ever becomes practical, quantum computing 

could break the 256-bit bitcoin blockchain relatively quickly. It may also be able to break 

encrypted military communications (Nature, Oct. 23, 2019). 

QUANTUM COMPUTING WILL DESTROY BITCOIN 'FIT EVER BECOMES PRACTICAL. (COVER IMAGES/ZUMA PRESS/NEWSCOI 

Meanwhile, the IRS has a crypto nonreporting crisis on its hands. That's nonreporting as in 

not reporting anything. The IRS sent three types of letters, of varying degrees of urgency, 

to 10,000 of the 13,000 holders named pursuant to the Coinbase summons that it 

believes have not reported any transactions (IR 2019 132). Of roughly 40 million 

cryptocurrency accounts, only about 1,000 have reported, according to the IRS. 

No fewer than five panels at the recent American Bar Association Section of Taxation 

meeting in San Francisco discussed how investors should account for cryptocurrency 

gains and losses. Lawyers who specialize in crypt° taxation exhibited surprising faith in 
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these dodgy assets. John van Loo of Belcher, Smolen & Van Loo LLP, who accepts bitcoin, 

joked that he did better in bitcoin than in legal services. Another lawyer was also a miner. 

At none of these five sessions did anyone mention that a chastened Coinbase is helping 

its customers report with TurboTax. 

Just after the meeting, the IRS released compliance guidance for cryptocurrency investors. 

The IRS published Rev. Rul. 2019-24, 2019-44 IRB 1004, raising more questions than it 

answered, and FAQs offering practical advice on its website, mostly sending people to 

Publication 544. The IRS guidance is only for taxpayers for whom cryptocurrency is a 

capital asset. Eventually the IRS will have to think about traders and institutions that treat 

it as inventory. 

The ruling and the FAQs differentiate virtual currency from cryptocurrency, as if they 

didn't all use elliptic curve cryptography, to make the point that the IRS doesn't care about 

your son's Fortnite use and his nonconvertible virtual curt ency (you, however, should 

care). 

There were no surprises, and some conclusions ought to be obvious by now. As Notice 

2014-21, 2014-16 IRB 938, stated, cryptocurrency is not foreign currency subject to section 

988, because it is not legal tender or issued by a government. Investors had wanted 

foreign currency characterization so they could take losses incurred in 2017 when bitcoin 

futures began trading. The bursting of the bitcoin bubble cost investors $5 billion. Before 

the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act restricted like-kind exchanges to real property, some investors 

were taking the even more untenable position that they could make like-kind exchanges 

of cryptocurrencies (section 1031(a)(1)). 

Love Letters 

Takeaway: Clients in receipt of IRS soft letters should take action to comply. 

The Coinbase subpoena proved that tax dodging is tax dodging — only the mechanism 

differs. The ensuing IRS letters probably weren't about the bitcoin hard fork—which 

Coinbase did not support — but were more likely to have been about more 
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straightforward conversion of bitcoin into dollars and Lamborghinis. The Coinbase 

summons enforcement order gave the IRS access to account holder information for 

conversions of cryptocurrencies into cash during the years 2013 to 2015 (Coinbase Inc V. 

United States, No. 3:17-cv-01431 (N.D. Cal. 2017)). 

Letter 6173, the most serious of the bunch, requires the taxpayer to either file returns or 

submit information and sign the jurat at the bottom of the page, acknowledging that 

statements required in response are true, correct, and complete. Letters 6174 and 6174-A 

are gentler and went to smaller fish, but warn recipients that the IRS has information 

about their holdings. 

Steven Toscher of Hochman Salkin Toscher Perez PC advises crypto holders to take their 

soft letters from the IRS very seriously. "In my experience, many clients who received a 

letter may have already made a good-faith effort to report their taxable transactions," he 

said. For others, a letter is a good reminder to consider corrective action, such as filing 

amended returns or utilizing the more formalized voluntary disclosure." He advises clients 

to file amended returns on which they pay all taxes and interest due. 

I

The Coinbase subpoena proved that tax dodging is tax dodging — only the 
mechanism differs. 

Voluntary disclosure would be advisable for clients with criminal exposure, according to 

Toscher. As Darren Guillot, deputy commissioner for collections and operations support, 

IRS Small Business/Self-Employed Division, noted at the ABA Civil and Criminal Tax 

Penalties Committee session, receipt of a letter would not disqualify a taxpayer from 

entering voluntary disclosure. More guidance on that point will be coming shortly. "This is 

your last chance to come in to correct. Don't just sign the letter," said Guillot. (Prior 

coverage: Tax Nores Federal, Oct. 14, 2019, p. 365.) 

What kind of a case is a possible criminal case? Some investors named in response to the 

Coinbase summons moved their wallets to unreported offshore exchanges (which cannot 

be compelled to report). That may be a potential criminal case. "You are hitting on two 

high-priority targets of the government," Toscher observed. 
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Factors Toscher would consider include amounts involved; number of years involved; the 

background of the taxpayer — is it Mother Teresa or Al Capone; factors supporting good 

faith and a lack of willfulness; reliance upon a professional or one who appeared to be an 

expert; age and experience of the taxpayer, including accounting and tax experience; and 

government priorities. 

Government priorities? The government is looking for bitcoin whales, "This is where a case 

which otherwise might lack some really good prosecution factors would be more 

attractive if it involved cryptocurrency because the DOJ and the IRS are looking for general 

deterrence," Toscher noted. 

Letter 6173, which goes to individuals whom the IRS believes did not report, refers to the 

possibility of criminal penalties. "We have a massive compliance problem.... [Criminal 

Investigation] is active in this area. The exam agents are active in this area. We have 

10,000 letters out there. There will be more enforcement activity," warned IRS Chief 

Counsel Michael J. Desmond, a surprise guest at the ABA Financial Transactions 

Committee. 

He added that the IRS is looking into its authority to require information reporting on 

cryptocurrency transactions (section 6031). The largest exchange, Coinbase, only issues 

Form 1099-K to holders with $20,000 and 200 transactions, as the law prescribes. 

Under the restated voluntary disclosure program, the requirements are six years of 

amended returns plus a civil fraud penalty for the highest income tax year (LB&I-09-1113-

014). The new Form •14457, "Voluntary Disclosure Practice Preclearance Request and 

Application," includes a question on cryptocurrencies. Voluntary disclosure also requires 

other disclosures, like FBAR. 

The IRS confirmed in FAQ 35 that moving cryptocurrency to another exchange or wallet is 

not itself taxable. Is a foreign cryptocurrency wallet a foreign financial account? "If the 

account is maintained in a foreign jurisdiction and looks and feels like a foreign financial 

account, it probably is," Toscher said, adding that he would have to look at details of the 
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holding and analogize it to other financial accounts. He would report foreign 

cryptocurrency accounts on FBARs filed with a voluntary disclosure. 

Lawyers disagree about whether a foreign cryptocurrency account is reportable under 

FBAR. We have received requests for additional guidance on foreign reporting and are 

coordinating those with FinCEN and other stakeholders," Desmond told Tax Notes. 

Some advisers take the position that it is not reportable. In its comments on Notice 2014-

21, the American Institute of CPAs argued that a cryptocurrency wallet held on a foreign 

exchange should be reportable on EBAR, but cryptocurrency held offline should not be, 

ithat is, a personal wallet resides wherever the individual resides. 

FinCEN indicated to the AICPA that virtual currency held in an offshore account is not a 

foreign account that needs to be reported on an FBAR. FinCEN told the AICPA that it, "in 

consultation with the IRS, continue[s] to evaluate the value of incorporating virtual 

currency held offshore into the FBAR regulatory reporting requirements." 

At the ABA Sales, Exchanges & Basis Committee meeting, Annette Nellen of San Jose State 

University commented that Congress would have to say whether a foreign wallet should 

go on an FBAR. Some clients are filing FBARs. There is no line for cryptocurrencies on 

Form 8938, the tax return analogue of FBAR. The ABA tax section asked for FBAR guidance 

and an extended period to file amended returns without penalty (reg. section 1.6664-2(1). 

I'There are some instances where clients have made a good-faith effort to report and may 

have already been substantially compliant," Toscher explained. "In these instances, it is 

conceivable that after a careful review of the issue, no further corrective action is 

recommended." Letters 6174 and 6174-A are warnings that may not require a response. 

If lawyer and client conclude that there was a good-faith effort to report properly, should 

the client nonetheless respond to a Letter 6174 or 6174-A?"A response to the IRS letter 

communicating the nature of the internal review done and that no corrective action is 

needed may be an appropriate response in some instances," said Toscher. Even the 
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recipients of these milder letters have no guarantees that they will not be examined. 

There will be more letters. (Prior coverage: lax Notes Federal, Oct. 28, 2019, p. 652.) 

But don't he to the IRS. "An important caveat — if you say anything H response to one of 

these letters, make sure it is truthful. False statements can be a felony even if not under 

penalty and also be considered a badge of fraud. Silence may be the best alternative," 

Toscher cautioned. 

Are there penalties for having gotten it wrong on previous returns? Notice 2014-21 

warned about penalties for failure to report bitcoin transactions before it was issued. The 

new FAQs don't mention penalties, but the soft letters do. 

Toscher doesn't think the IRS would pursue penalties on older transactions. "It will 

depend, Out I think in many cases the IRS will not assert penalties. There is a question 

about whether amended returns will be considered qualified amended returns," he said. 

"But in order for them to assert penalties, they have to examine or write up a report. Also 

note the letters were silent about the penalties on any amended return. I guess being 

conservative, I would tell a client to expect an accuracy-related penalty but lam not 

convinced the IRS will go there in most cases." 

Amended returns can be admissions. "The benefit of amended returns is that it corrects 

the noncompliance and could offer a mechanism for reduced or eliminated penalties, 

such as qualified amended returns. The downside of the amended returns is that they can 

serve as admissions that can assist in an IRS ongoing investigation or with the assertion of 

fraud penalties," Toscher noted. 

Monte A. Jackel complained in comments to the IRS that the FAQs do not provide 

protection from penalties (reg. section 1.6662-4(d)(3)(D)). "Why provide guidance that can 

be changed without public notice and comment and that apparently cannot even provide 

penalty protection as the 2014 notice does?" he asked rhetorically. "Actual reliance on 

FAQs would be a factor in determining whether a taxpayer acted with reasonable cause 

and in good faith so as to avoid accuracy-related penalties," Desmond told Tax Notes. 
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jackel also argued that a revenue ruling was not the appropriate vehicle for 

cryptocurrency guidance. "Revenue rulings published in the Internal Revenue Bulletin can 

be appropriate in circumstances like this where existing laws being applied to a new or 

unique factuai scenario," Desmond told Tax Notes. 

But lawyers representing bitcoin investors do not believe that penalties would be 

sustained for periods before 2014, when the IRS announced its view that bitcoin is 

property. 

"Determining whether to assert penalties, and whether a taxpayer may have a defense to 

penalties, depends on the facts of each case. UntH a particular return is examined, the IRS 

cannot determine whether the assertion of penalties is appropriate," Desmond told Tax 

Notes. 

Mutual Funds 

Takeaway' Crypto exchanges are a lot like mutual funds. 

The enactment of cost basis reporting rules in 2008 demonstrated just how haphazard 

compliance with individual reporting has been for easily priced assets like listed shares 

(section 6045). There are not that many taxable investors, but before basis reporting they 

may have been just making it up. If this was going on for listed shares, ibis hard to expect 

cryptocurrency investors to reconstruct basis. 

"A big hurdle is the lack of documentation that historically existed with respect to 

cryptocurrency transactions," Toscher said. "Some cryptocurrency exchanges maintain 

better records now, but may not have for earlier years." 

I Specific identification is difficult for most crypto holders. 

Let's start with the law. Cryptocurrency isn't a security, so specific identification is the 

default rule (reg. section 1.1012-1(c)). Cryptic advisers requested average cost basis 

reporting. Specific identification is difficult for most crypt° holders. Some more 
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sophisticated holders are able to make a specific identification of cryptocurrency bought 

or sold. 

For a holder on an exchange, bitcoin is analogous to a mutual fund. As the discussion in 

the Financial Transactions Committee established, most holders have wallets on 

exchanges. That is, they hold an undifferentiated portion of an omnibus account of bitcoin 

or other cryptocurrency held by a cryptocurrency exchange like Coinbase, Their 

ownership is akin to a mutual fund shareholder's indirect, undifferentiated ownership of 

the fund's portfolio. 

"If I hold a wallet [on an exchanged, I don't own a particular bitcoin," said Rebecca E. Lee of 

PwC at the Financial Transactions Committee meeting. "While, when I made the 

acquisition, a particular internet location was purchased on my behalf, at any given time, I 

may not know which assets I hold and which I disposed of. 

The most compliant investors know some things but not everything. I have this much 

bitcoin. I have this much basis, and I have aggregate proceeds from sales. Trying that out 

on a transaction-by-transaction basis is incredibly difficult," Lee said. Yet investors need to 

know these things to properly respond to the IRS letters, Stevie Conlon of Wolters Kluwer 

pointed out. 

"Well, cant someone give you that reporting?" Lee asked rhetorically. Can't the exchange 

where the wallet is maintained give investors that? Exchanges aren't set up to do that. Tax 

advisers have requested guidance for basis pooling and blended basis, like that used for 

mutual funds. Otherwise, investors have to do lot-by-lot accounting. 

Yet even if the holder knew what his lots were and when he bought them, his exchange 

would not be able to accept specific lot instructions, according to Lee. "It is not possible, 

even if I wanted to, to provide instruction to my exchange about which asset I'm selling," 

said tee, noting that the onus is on the taxpayer to instruct the exchange. Most 

cryptocurrency exchanges are not set up to take those instructions. An exchange would 

simply debit the designated number of bitcoin. The exchange merely tracks debits and 

credits from a holder's wallet. 
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Basis tracking, whether for taxable or nontaxable transactions, is difficuit, Lee noteo. "Of 

all the assets that you would think we could track in real time ... given the sawtooth of 

valuation within each day," Conlon sighed. One would think that, what with the whiz-bang 

blockchain technology that is ostensibly immutable and all-knowing, tracking tax bask 

would be an easy programming step. One would be wrong. 

I For a holder on an exchange, bitcoin is analogous to a mutual fund. 

"It's an old-school problem. All of these assets are held in the equivalent of an omnibus 

account," said Lee. "What the exchange has done is moved a bitcoin from their proprietary 

account into the account that is held on behalf of customers," when the latter make a 

purchase. And the customer's account is debited when he makes a sale. "Nothing actually 

moves in or out," said Lee. So a whole new system would have to be bu.it to track tax 

basis for each customer's debits and credits. 

Yet the IRS FAQs operate on the view that specific identification is feasible. FAQ 36 states: 

"You may choose which units of virtual currency are deemed to be sold, exchanged, or 

otherwise disposed of if you can specifically identify which unit or units of virtual currency 

are involved in the transaction and substantiate your bask in those units." 

FAQ 37 continues, as though the customer knows his private keys: 

You may identify a specific unit of virtual currency either by documenting the specific 
unit's unique digital identifier such as a private key, public key, and address, or by 

records showing the transaction information for all units of a specific virtual 

currency, such as Bitcoin, held in a single account, wallet, or address. This 

information must show (1) the date and time each unit was acquired, (2) your basis 

and the fair market value of each unit at the time it was acquired, (3) the date and 

time each unit was sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed of, and (4) the fair market 

value of each unit when sold, exchanged, or disposed of, and the amount of money 

or the value of property received for each unit. 

FAQ 25 recognizes that customers buy cryptocurrency on exchanges. Some sort of 

method other than specific identification was administratively necessary. FAQ 38 states: "If 
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you do not identify specific units of virtual currency, the units are deemed to have been 

sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed of in chronological order beginning with the 

earllest unit of the virtual currency you purchased or acquired; that is, on a first in, first 

out (FIFO) basis." 

This is a good deal for crypto investors. FIFO is normally allowed only for marketable 

securities. Could exchanges and their customers even comply with FIFO? The bitcoin hard 

fork and the attendant losses sparked interest in basis tracking and prompted the 

development of cleverly named tech firms that purport to resolve the problem for 

holders. 

"The lack of reporting by exchanges and platforms is an issue, but it is slowly being 

addressed through initiatives such as: (1) exchanges pairing with tax software companies 

specializing in reporting and return preparation; and (2) service providers that are able to 

aggregate a taxpayer's crypto asset transactions across wallets and exchanges," said 

Nicholas Mowbray of BakerHosteder. 

Most of the new compliance and reporting tools are for accounting firms and fund 

managers. A lot of hedge funds own cryptocurrencies. But Coinbase recently announced 

that it has a deal with TurboTax that will allow its retail customers to upload their 

transactions to TurooTax Premier, which assists them in differentiating taxable from 

nontaxable transactions. Coinbase also offers tax resources, but not advice, to customers 

(Coindesk, Jan. 24, 2019). 

Wouldn't average cost basis have made more sense for cryptocurrencies held at 

exchanges? Weirdly, there are still barriers to the use of average cost basis for securities 

(reg. section 1.'012-1(0). The Senate version of the TCIA would have mandated FIFO or 

average cost basis for securities, but the final bill did not adopt this provision. 

If crypto exchanges are essentially mutual funds, should they be governed by subchapter 

M? Technically, they aren't regulated under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (section 

851(a)(1)). Perhaps they should be, but the SEC hasn't woken up to that problem yet. 
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Coinbase says its not an investment adviser or broker. Nonetheless, mutual fund holder 

treatment provides a useful model for cryptocurrency exchanges, Lee acknowledged. 

Alternatively, Lee suggested the widely held fixed investment trust (WHFIT) reporting rules 

as a mod& for crypt° exchange customer taxation (T.D. 9308). The WHFIT rules have been 

hanging around since 2006, but the IRS is looking to reduce the burden of them (83 F.B. 

42356). 

A WHIM-  is defined as a trust that is a U.S. person treated as owned by its beneficiaries, 

with at least one interest held by a middleman (section 7701(a)(30)(E); reg. sections 

1.671-50)1(24 301.7701-4(c)). All items of income, expense, credit, and asset sales must 

be reported on Form 1099 by the trustee or middleman, which can choose its own 

calculation period (reg. section 1.671-5). Interest and original issue discount earned by 

WHFITs are reportable (reg. section 1.6049 5). 

The WHFIT rules look through the trust to treat a beneficial owner as the owner of an 

undifferentiated share of the underlying assets for purposes of in-kind redemptions (reg. 

section 1.671-5(b)(8)). These rules achieve great simplicity by allowing trust beneficiaries 

to report factors for their per unit gains and losses (reg. section 1.671-5(c)(2)09-(iv)). Even 

though Coinbase isn't organized as a trust, it behaves like one, because it treats customers 

as owners of the underlying assets in its omnibus cryptocurrency account. 

Coinbase is a corporation registered as a money transmitter with FinCEN and has to 

comply with the Bank Secrecy Act and PATRIOT Act (it keeps customer dollars in a bank 

and a customer must link a bank account). In its user agreement, Coinbase maintains that 

the customer is the owner of cryptocurrency in his wallet and bears the risk of loss. 

Coinbase is a mere custodian of public arid private keys; the agreement speaks of a 

deposit. But it makes the point that customer interests in cryptocurrency are not 

segregated  that's the omnibus account. 

Readers, you don't own the securities in your margin account. You don't even own the 

funds in your checking account. Neither of those accounts is a bailment. Coinbase doesn't 

run its business this way. It says that an account with it is a bailment, and that it is a mere 
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custodian of cryptocurrency. Maybe this is a relic of an earlier time when customers 

deposited their own private keys with the exchange rather than buying their 

cryptocurrency on the exchange. Coinbase maintains that although the customer owns 

cryptocurrency associated with his private key, it all goes into an undifferentiated crypto 

pool at the exchange. 

the omnibus account on crypto exchanges calls for batch basis reporting concepts. That 

is the fundamental policy argument for blended or pooled basis reporting," said Lee, who 

likes the WHFIT and mutual fund models. "If I own a slice of a mass asset, and I have an 

undifferentiated asset that I own, it forms an argument for pooled reporting," she said. 

"These wouId he very reasonable rules to write that would allow taxpayers to be 

reasonably compliant," said Lee, adding that the government would need holder 

information reporting to support exchange-level pooled reporting. 

The simplicity of the WHET rules lies in reporting that provides investors factors to 

compute their per unit gains and losses without the necessity of individual lot by lot 

reporting on underlying assets. The hope is that the IRS could adopt simplified reporting 

for cryptocurrency so a customer could receive factor reporting similar to what the 

holders of a WHiFIT receive. Lee acknowledged that this would require an entirely new and 

different reporting regime than what exists today. 

Stablecoin is analogous to a money market fund, Lee noted. Its supposed to be liquid, it's 

supposed to track underlying assets, and it's not su.oposed to break the buck. Stablecoins 

are cryptocurrencies backed by cash and other liquid assets. Some even have auditors to 

monitor their stash. Facebook's Libra is intended to be such an arrangement. There's 

really no reason not to treat stablecoins as money market funds — the "coin" being 

analogous to a share in a fund. Stablecoin ought to be regulated under the 1940 Act, but 

until such time as it takes off, the SEC may take no notice of it. 

Meanwhile, the Financial Action Task Force thinks stablecoin poses a money laundering 

risk in the form of transfers that don't involve regulated intermediaries. It published 
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guidelines for a risk-based approach to analyzing virtual assets and their service 

providers. 

Hard Forks 

Takeaway: Bitco n is not a pregnant cow. 

When we talk about hard forks, we're really talking about the bitcoin/bitcoin cash hard 

fork in August 2017. That hard fork was the result of processing speed arguments 

between creators and managers. That foi k was supposed to replace the original bitcoin, 

and the old, less sophisticated bitcoin was supposed to fade away. Trouble is, that didn't 

happen. Old bitcoin didn't fade away— instead bitcoin cash became a new 

cryptocurrency standing alongside regular bitcoin. Bitcoin holders had the value of their 

holdings increased, but not doubled. Bitcoin cash didn't take off, but it's still worth 

something. 

The bitcoin hard fork was clearly taxable, despite the best efforts of some lawyers to 

analogize it to livestock or a stock split (Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189 (1920)). That was 

obvious to everyone east of the Mississippi, but was not generally believed on the West 

Coast, which lobbied Congress to ensure no taxation. One such bill was H.R. 3650, which 

would prohibit penalties for nonreporting of hard forks in the absence of IRS guidance. 

The ABA tax section did not cover itself in giory when it argued that the 2017 bitcoin hard 

fork should not be taxable under current law. 

Rev. Rul. 2019-24 explains why a hard fork should be taxable. It differentiates a hard cork 

in which a taxpayer obtains dominion and control over a new asset from one in which 

there is no accession to wealth because there has been a mere protocol change. The first 

situation is described as a hard fork with an airdrop, and clearly describes the bitcoin hard 

fork, It even discusses the possibility that the exchange would not process the associated 

airdrop; Coinbase did not support the bitcoin airdrop. The second situation describes an 

unsupported hard fork. 
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The IRS FA.Qs made the point that hard forks are taxable when the holder receives a new 

asset. "if a hard fork is followed by an air drop and you receive new cryptocurrency, you 

will have taxable income in the taxable year you receive that cryptocurrency," FAQ 22 

states. 

The IRS uses the word airdrop as a generic term to describe any distribution. In IRS 

thinking, the receipt of cryptocurrency by a miner is an airdrop, That is, the IRS uses the 

word airdrop to describe any in-kind distribution, regardless of what, if anything, was 

exchanged for it. Airdrop is a handy way to describe all zero-basis receipts of 

cryptocurrency income or gain. The revenue ruling describes an airdrop as "a means of 

distributing units of a cryptocurrency to the distributed ledger addresses of multiple 

taxpayers." 

II the exchange did not support the hard fork, the IRS stated that there is no recognition 

event. "If your cryptocurrency went through a hard fork, but you did not receive any new 

cryptocurrency, whether through an aircimp (a distribution of cryptocurrency to multiple 

taxpayers' distributed ledger addresses) or some other kind of transfer, you don't nave 

taxable income," FAQ 21 states. 

FAQ 29 prescribes the same result for a simHar transaction, a soft fork, when a protocol 

change was made to a cryptocurrency without a new asset being created. Bitcoin 

technically incurs soft forks all the time, when miners compete for blocks. The winner's 

block survives and the other block dies. Really a soft fork and an unsupported hard fork 

are the same thing. 

Cryptocurrency airdrops are taxable at fair market value at the time of receipt. FAQ 23 

makes this statement: 

When you receive cryptocurrency from an airdrop following a hard fork, you will 

have ordinary income equal to the fair market value cf the new cryptocurrency when 

it is received, which is when the transaction is recorded on the distributed ledger, 

provided you have dominion and control over the cryptocurrency so that you can 

transfer, sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of the cryptocurrency. 
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And then FAQ 24 describes the fair market value basis resulting from that airdrop income 

Inc lusion: 

If you receive cryptocurrency from an airdrop following a hard fork, your basis in 
that cryptocurrency is equal to the amount you included in income on your Federal 
income tax return. The amount included in income is the fair market value of the 

cryptocurrency when you received it. You have received the cryptocurrency when 

you can transfer, sell, exchange, or otnerwse dispose of it, which is generally the 
date and time the airdrop is recorded on the distributed ledger. 

What do you do about valuation? What if the markets are rigged? Outside of bitcoin, which 

is disciplined by the futures market, the markets are rigged. "People are questioning 

whether some of the valuations are real," Conlon noted. Some advisers like to use an 

average of several markets on an average day. There is also a big issue of allocation of 

basis after a hard fork. If securities methods are to be permitted, the answer for the 

bitcoin fork wpalci be allocation between bitcon and bitcoin cash according to far market 

value (section 307). (Prior analysis: Fox Notes, Jan. 7, 2019, p. 61.) 

Death and Taxes 

Takeaway: Get your dad's private key before he dies or forgets where it is. 

Many readers have aged parents. Your healthy aged parents should be out golfing and 

enjoying life. Your infirm aged parents should be playing with their robot pets and taking 

their prescriptions. But we know they're not trying to live out their last years in peace. 

Nope, they're screaming at partisan TV news and mucking around with their investments 

on the computer. They've moved on from GLD to bitcoin, 

Rich people love the perception of liquidity. As with offshore bank accounts, clients tend 

not to tell lawyers, fiduciaries, trustees, or family members about the existence of crypto 

investments. Executors find all kinds of weird things, like gold bars in the basement. 

They're finding thumb drives and computers containing bitcoin private keys. When a 

customer dies, Coinbase will freeze his account until a fiduciary has opened a new 

account and transferred the customer balance. If there is no designated fiduciary, 
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Coinbase will try to find an heir or seek a court order. If Coinbase has unclaimed property, 

that will revert to the state. 

'

Executors are finding thumb drives and computers containing bitcoin private 
keys. 

At the ABA tax section Standards of Tax Practice Committee session, Abigail Rosen 

Earthman of Winstead explained that bitcoin can be held privately, offline, or centrally at 

an exchange like Coinbase. Bitcoin held privately offline means that the public key and the 

private key are held separately offline. Earthman's preferred solution is a USB drive held 

in a safe deposit box. she knows whereof she speaks. She not only owns bitcoin, she 

mines it with an overheated supercomputer in her living room in Texas. 

At the ABA tax section Estate and Gift Taxes Committee session, Earthman, a tax litigator, 

explained that fiduciaries need to open and examine these items. Don't wipe that 

computer hard drive. Don't toss those USBs in the desk drawer. An executor has a duty to 

figure out what a decedent owns, even at the expense of violating the latter's privacy and 

exchange terms of service agreements. Even emails might contain Coinbase passwords 

and private keys. A private key is essentially bearer paper, Earthmen cautioned. 

She shocked her audience by telling them that people are trying to create self-executing 

Ethereum blockchain trusts that make automatic distributions. "People are trying to do 

this. Unfortunately, it's not the right people," Earthman said. It's tech entrepreneurs, who 

don't hire estate lawyers or anyone versed in fiduciary duties. One website even purports 

to decide when the trust senior should be dead. 

Crypto assets may have to be included on a new client intake questionnaire, as the ABA 

Standards of Tax Practice Committee discussed. Seems coin exchanges are not 

forthcoming about account holder information in the absence of a court order. Earthman 

suggested asking more probing questions than do you own this stuff? Clients should be 

apprised of We danger of osing private keys. Aithough an adviser cannot assume crypto 

ovvnership based on client age, Earthman noted that a quarter of affluent millennials own 

cryntocurrencies. 
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More to the point, it is not yet dear to estate planners whether cryptocurrency is tangible 

or intangible property. Earthman suggested explicitly excluding cryptocurrencies from 

tangible property in wills and trust documents, lest a [TSB drive with a valuable private key 

on it pass with Grandma's flowered china plates. Trust instruments should also specify 

whether a trustee may retain or invest in cryptocurrencies. If a grantor retains a private 

key, there may not be a completed gift to a trust (sections 6/1, 2503). 

Nonetheless, Earthman believes that cryptocurrency is tangible property; other lawyers 

think it is intangible property. There is such a thing as a hard cryptocurrency wallet, and 

the IRS did seize one. And when Silk Road founder Ross ulbright's cryptocurrency was 

seized, the government took his physical computer, she noted. 

A lot of holders are trying to make charitaole gifts of cryptocurrency — they acquired it 

cheaply and it is too late to move to Puerto Rico (gains are only exempt if the holder was a 

resident when the cryptocurrency was acquired). Charitable gifts in excess of $5,000 must 

have an independent valuation by an experienced appraiser with a history of valuing this 

particular asset (reg. section I.? 70A-13(c)). Those are hard to find for cryptocurrencies. 

Earthman recommends averaging the daily averages of all the exchanges the 

cryptocurrency trades on. 

FAQ 33 excuses holders who make charitable gifts of cryptocurrency from recognition of 

gain on the transfer. FAQ 34 states that the amount of the charitable gift deduction is fair 

market value for crypt° capital assets held for a year or longer, and the lesser of basis or 

FMV for crypto assets held for shorter periods. The general rule is that the contribution 

deduction is reduced by the shortterm capital gain in property (section 170(e)(1)(A)). Thus 

the government does not express a view whether long-held cryptocurrency is a tangible 

or intangible asset (section 1/0(e)(1 )(B)). 

Is a casualty loss deduction available for a lost private key? Earthman vvorrled that a 

fiduciary may not be able to prove the existence of a cryptocurrency account a decedent 

was believed to have. Even when it is discovered, value is so volatile that an executor 

should elect alternative valuation (sector 2 032). Nellen explained that lost bitcoln is lost 
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forever; it is not restored to the limited amount of bitcoin to be issued (of which roughly 3 

million remain). 
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Notice 2014-21 

SECTION 1. PURPOSE 

This notice describes how existing general tax principles apply to transactions using 
virtual currency. The notice provides this guidance in the form of answers to frequently 
asked questions. 

SECTION 2. BACKGROUND 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is aware that "virtual currency' may be used to pay 
for goods or services, or held for investment. Virtual currency is a digital representation 
of value that functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and/or a store of 
value. In some environments, it operates like "real" currency-- i.e., the coin and paper 
money of the United States or of any other country that is designated as legal tender, 
circulates, and is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange in the 
country of issuance --but it does not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction. 

Virtual currency that has an equivalent value in real currency, or that acts as a 
substitute for real cm rency, is referred to as ''convertible" virtual currency. Bitcoin is one 
example of a convertible virtual currency. Bitcoin can be digitally traded between users 
and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros, and other real or 
virtual currencies. For a more comprehensive description of convertible virtual 
currencies to date, see Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) Guidance on 
the Application of FinCEN's Regulations to Persons Administering, Exchanging, or 
Using Virtual Currencies (FIN-2013-G001, Match 18, 2013). 

SECTION 3 SCOPE 

In general, the sale or exchange of convertible virtual currency, or the use of convertible 
virtual currency to pay for goods or services in a real-wand economy transaction, has 
tax consequences that may result in a tax liability. This notice addresses only the U.S. 
federal tax consequences of transactions in, or transactions that use, convertible virtual 
currency, and the term 'Virtual currency" as used in Section 4 refers only to convertible 
virtual currency. No inference should be drawn with respect to virtual currencies not 
described in this notice. 

The Treasury Department and the IRS recognize that there may be other questions 
regarding the tax consequences of virtual currency not addressed in this notice that 
warrant consideration. Therefore, the Treasury Department and the IRS request 
comments from the public regarding other types or aspects of virtual currency 
transactions that should be addressed in future guidance. 

Comments should be addressed to: 



Internal Revenue Service 
Attn: CC:PA:LPD:PR (Notice 2014-21) 
Room 5203 
P.O. Box 7604 
Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20044 

or hand delivered Monday through Friday between the hours of 8 A.M. and 4 P.M. to: 

Courier's Desk 
Internal Revenue Service 
Attn: CC:PA:LPD.PR (Notice 2014-21) 
1111 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20224 

Alternatively, taxpayers may submit comments electronically via e-mail to the following 
address: Notice.Commentsirscounsel.treas.00v. Taxpayers should include "Notice 
2014-21" in the subject line. All comments submitted by the public will be available for 
public inspection and copying in their entirety. 

For purposes of the FAQs in this notice, the taxpayer's functional currency is assumed 
to be the U.S. dollar, the taxpayer is assumed to use the cash receipts and 
disbursements method of accounting and the taxpayer is assumed not to be under 
common control with any other party to a transaction. 

SECTION 4. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Q-1: How is virtual currency treated for federal tax purposes? 

A-1: For federal tax purposes, virtual currency is treated as property. General tax 
principles applicable to property transactions apply to transactions using virtual 
currency. 

0-2: Is virtual currency treated as currency for purposes of determining whether 
a transaction results in foreign currency gain or loss under U.S. federal tax laws? 

A-2: No. Under currently applicable law, virtual currency is not treated as currency that 
could generate foreign currency gain or loss for U.S. federal tax purposes. 

0-3: Must a taxpayer who receives virtual currency as payment for goods or 
services include in computing gross income the fair market value of the virtual 
currency? 

A-3: Yes. A taxpayer who receives virtual currency as payment for goods or services 
must, in computing gross income, include the fair market value of the virtual currency, 



measured in U.S. dollars, as of the date that the virtual currency was received See 
Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable Income, for more information on 
miscellaneous income from exchanges involving property or services. 

Q-4: What is the basis of virtual currency received as payment for goods or 
services in Q&A-3? 

A-4: The basis of virtual currency that a taxpayer receives as payment for goods or 
services in Q&A-3 is the fair market value of the virtual currency in U.S. dollars as of the 
date of receipt. See Publication 551, Basis of Assets, for more information on the 
computation of basis when property is received for goods or services. 

0-5: How is the fair market value of virtual currency determined? 

A-5: For U.S. tax purposes. transactions using virtual currency must be reported in 
U.S. dollars. Therefore, taxpayers will be required to determine the fair market value of 
virtual currency in U.S. dollars as of the date of payment or receipt. If a virtual currency 
is listed on an exchange and the exchange rate is established by market supply and 
demand, the fair market value of the virtual currency is determined by converting the 
virtual currency into U.S. dollars (or into another real currency which in turn can be 
converted into U.S. dollars) at the exchange rate, in a reasonable manner that is 
consistently applied. 

Q-6: Does a taxpayer have gain or loss upon an exchange of virtual currency for 
other property? 

A-6: Yes. If the fair market value of property received in exchange for virtual currency 
exceeds the taxpayer's adjusted basis of the virtual currency. the taxpayer has taxable 
gain. The taxpayer has a loss if the fair market value of the property received is less 
than the adjusted basis of the virtual currency. See Publication 544, Sales and Other 
Dispositions of Assets, for information about the tax treatment of sales and exchanges, 
such as whether a loss is deductible. 

0-7: What type of gain or loss does a taxpayer realize on the sale or exchange of 
virtual currency? 

A-7: The character of the gain or loss generally depends on whether the virtual 
currency is a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer. A taxpayer generally realizes 
capital gain or loss on the sale or exchange of virtual currency that is a capital asset in 
the hands of the taxpayer. For example, stocks, bonds, and other investment property 
are generally capital assets. A taxpayer generally realizes ordinary gain or loss on the 
sale or exchange of virtual currency that is not a capital asset in the hands of the 
taxpayer. Inventory and other properly held mainly for sale to customers in a trade or 
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business are examples of property that is not a capital asset. See Publication 544 for 
more information about capital assets and the character of gain or loss. 

0-8: Does a taxpayer who "mines" virtual currency (for example, uses computer 
resources to validate Bitcoin transactions and maintain the public Bitcoin 
transaction ledger) realize gross income upon receipt of the virtual currency 
resulting from those activities? 

A-8: Yes, when a taxpayer successfully "mines' virtual currency. the fair market value 
of the virtual currency as of the date of receipt is includible in gross income. See 
Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable Income, for more information on taxable 
income. 

Q-9: Is an individual who "mines" virtual currency as a trade or business subject 
to self-employment tax on the income derived from those activities? 

A-9: If a taxpayers "mining'' of virtual currency constitutes a trade or business, and the 
'mining activity is not undertaken by the taxpayer as an employee, the net earnings 
from self-employment (generally, gross income derived from carrying on a trade or 
business less allowable deductions) resulting from those activities constitute self-
employment income and are subject to the self-employment tax. See Chapter 10 of 
Publication 334, Tax Guide for Small Business, for more information on self-
employment tax and Publication 535, Business Expenses, for more information on 
determining whether expenses are from a business activity carried on to make a profit. 

0-10: Does virtual currency received by an independent contractor for 
performing services constitute self-employment income? 

A-10: Yes. Generally, self-employment income includes all gross income derived by 
an individual from any trade or business carried on by the individual as other than an 
employee. Consequently, the fair market value of virtual currency received for services 
performed as an independent contractor, measured in U.S. dollars as of the date of 
receipt, constitutes self-employment income and is subject to the self-employment tax. 
See FS-2007-18, April 2007, Business or Hobby? Answer Has Implications for 
Deductions, for information on determining whether an activity is a business or a hobby. 

0-11: Does virtual currency paid by an employer as remuneration for services 
constitute wages for employment tax purposes? 

A-11: Yes. Generally, the medium in which remuneration for services is paid is 
immaterial to the determination of whether the remuneration constitutes wages for 
employment tax purposes Consequently, the fair market value of virtual currency paid 
as wages is subject to federal income tax withholding. Federal Insurance Contributions 



Act (FICA) tax, and Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) tax and must be reported 
on Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement, See Publication 15 (Circular E), Employer's 
Tax Guide, for information on the withholding, depositing, reporting, and paying of 
employment taxes. 

Q-12: Is a payment made using virtual currency subject to information reporting? 

A-12: A payment made using virtual currency is subject to information reporting to the 
same extent as any other payment made in propetty. For example, a person who in the 
course of a trade or business makes a payment of fixed and determinable income using 
virtual currency with a value of $600 or more to a U.S. non-exempt recipient in a taxable 
year is required to report the payment to the IRS and to the payee. Examples of 
payments of fixed and determinable income include rent, salaries, wages, premiums, 
annuities, and compensation. 

Q-13: Is a person who in the course of a trade or business makes a payment 
using virtual currency worth $600 or more to an independent contractor for 
performing services required to file an information return with the IRS? 

A-13: Generally, a person who in the course of a trade or business makes a payment 
of $600 or more in a taxable year to an independent contractor for the performance of 
services is required to report that payment to the IRS and to the payee on Form 1099-
MISC, Miscellaneous Income. Payments of virtual currency required to be reported on 
Form 1099-MISC should be reported using the fair market value of the virtual currency 
in U.S. dollars as of the date of payment The payment recipient may have income 
even if the recipient does not receive a Form 1099-MISC. See the Instructions to Form 
1099-MISC and the General Instructions for Certain Information Returns for more 
information. For payments to non-U.3 persons, see Publication 515, Withholding of 
Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Entities. 

Q-14: Are payments made using virtual currency subject to backup withholding? 

A-14: Payments made using virtual currency are subject to backup withholding to the 
same extent as other payments made in property. Therefore, payors making reportable 
payments using virtual currency must solicit a taxpayer identification number (TIN) from 
the payee. The payor must backup withhold from the payment if a TIN is not obtained 
prior to payment or if the payor receives notification from the IRS that backup 
withholding is required. See Publication 1281, Backup Withholding for Missing and 
Incorrect Name/TINs, for more information 

Q-15: Are there IRS information reporting requirements for a person who settles 
payments made in virtual currency on behalf of merchants that accept virtual 
currency from their customers? 



A-15:Yes, if certain requirements are met. In general, a third party that contracts with 
a substantial number of unrelated merchants to settle payments between the merchants 
and their customers is a third party settlement organization (TPSO). A TPSO is 
required to report payments made to a merchant on a Form 1099-K, Paytnent Card and 
Third Patly Network Transactions, if, for the calendar year, both (1) the number of 
transactions settled for the merchant exceeds 200, and (2) the gross amount of 
payments made to the merchant exceeds $20,000. When completing Boxes 1, 3, and 
5a-1 on the Form 1099-K, transactions where the TPSO settles payments made with 
virtual currency are aggregated with transactions where the TPSO settles payments 
made with real currency to determine the total amounts to be reported in those boxes. 
When determining whether the transactions are reportable, the value of the virtual 
currency is the fair market value of the virtual currency in U.S. dollars on the date of 
payment. 

See The Third Party Information Reporting Center http:/(www.irsetov/Tax-
Professionals/Third-Partv-Reporting-Information-Center for more information on 
reporting transactions on Form 1099-K 

Q-16: Will taxpayers be subject to penalties for having treated a virtual currency 
transaction in a manner that is inconsistent with this notice prior to March 25, 
2014? 

A-16: Taxpayers may be subject to penalties for failure to comply with tax laws. For 
example, underpayments attributable to virtual currency transactions may be subject to 
penalties, such as accuracy-related penalties under section 6662. In addition, failure to 
timely or correctly report virtual currency transactions when required to do so may be 
subject to information reporting penalties under section 6721 and 6722. However, 
penalty relief may be available to taxpayers and persons required to file an information 
return who are able to establish that the underpayment or failure to properly file 
information returns is due to reasonable cause. 

SECTION 5. DRAFTING INFORMATION 

The principal author of this notice is Keith A. Aqui of the Office of Associate Chief 
Counsel (Income Tax & Accounting). For further information about income tax issues 
addressed in this notice, please contact Mr. Aqui at (202) 317-4718; for further 
information about employment tax issues addressed in this notice, please contact Mr. 
Neil D. Shepherd at (202) 317- 4774; for further information about information reporting 
issues addressed in this notice, please contact Ms. Adrienne E. Griffin at (202) 317-
6845; and for further information regarding foreign currency issues addressed in this 
notice, please contact Mr. Raymond J. Stahl at (202) 317- 6938. These are not toll-free 
calls. 



Date: Friday, Jul 12, 2019, 9:57 AM 
To: Cu'limn Thomas A 
Subject: FW: Updated Crypto Rev Rut 

(b)(6) 

Paul William M 

From: Cullinan Thomas A 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2019 7:18 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Subject: RE: Updated Crypto Rev Rul 

Two Questions/comments: 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Paul William  (b)(6) 

1 



Paul William M 

From: Cullinan Thomas A 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2019 11:24 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Subject: Crypto Rev Rut 

Hi Bill. I've put my comments below. I did these on the plane with my iPad so sorry about not embedding 
them in the document. I am going to break them up into a few emails to not risk losing anything. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



Paul William M 

From: Cullinen Thomas A 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2019 11:24 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Subject: Part 2 

_ 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 
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Paul William Ail 

From: Cullinan Thomas A 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2019 11:24 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Subject: Part 3 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 
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CRYPTOCURRENCY > CRYPTOCURRENCY STRATEGY & EDUCATION 

Virtual Currency 
REVIEWED BY JAKE FRANKENFIELD I Updated May 3, 2018 

DEFINITION of Virtual Currency 
Virtual currency is a type of digital currency that is only available in electronic 
form and not in physical form. It is stored and transacted in only through 
designated software, mobile or computer applications, or through dedicated 
digital wallets and the transactions occur over the Internet or over secure 
dedicated networks. Virtual currency is considered to be a subset of the digital 
currency group, which also includes cryptocurrencies. 

BREAKING DOWN Virtual Currency 
Virtual currency can be defined as an electronic representation of monetary 
value that may be issued, managed and controlled by private issuers, 
developers, or the founding organization. Such virtual currencies are often 
represented in terms of tokens and may remain unregulated without a legal 
tender. Unlike regular money, it relies on a system of trust and may not be issued 
by a central bank or other banking regulatory authority. Due to the lack of a 
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-centralized regulatory authast such vival curr
s
Tcies are prone to wide sw0s e la —riT their valuations. They defee rhlYrc&PRise n the underlying mechanism, 

like mining in cases of cryptocurrencies, or the backing by the underlying asset. 

The term came into existence around 2012, when the European Central Bank 
fEDD) defined virtual currency to classify types of "digital money in an 
unregulated environment, issued and controlled by its developers and used as a 
payment method among members of a specific virtual community," according 
to Bitcoins News. 

Along with use by the common public, a virtual currency can have restricted 
usage, and it may be in circulation only among the members of a specific online 
community or a virtual group of users who transact online on dedicated networks. 
Virtual currencies are mostly used for peer-to-peer payments and are finding 
increasing use for purchase of goods and services. 

Difference between Digital, Virtual, and Crypto Currencies 
Digital currency is the overall superset that includes virtual currency, which in 
turn includes cryptocurrencies. 

Compared to a virtual currency, a digital currency covers a larger group that 
represents monetary assets in digital form. Digital currency can be regulated or 
unregulated. In the former case, it can be denominated to a sovereign currency — 
that is, a country's central bank can issue a digital form of its fiat currency notes. 
On the other hand, a virtual currency often remains unregulated and hence 
constitutes a type of digital currency. 

Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum are considered to be a part of the 
virtual currency group. A cryptocurrency uses cryptography technology that 
keeps the transactions secure and authentic, and also helps to manage and 
control the creation of new currency units. Such cryptocurrencies exist and are 
transacted over dedicated blockchain based networks which are open to the 
common public. Anyone can join and start transacting in cryptocurrencies. (See 
also, How Bitcoin Works?) 

'."www.investopedia.contherms inual-curreney.asp 61 8120 I 9 



Paul William M 

To: Moriarty John P; Wrobel Christopher 
Cc: CuMinx) Morons A 
Subject: 1r iteresting Piece on how Libra will be taxed 

How will Libra be taxed? 
Dante Disparte of Libra: Taxing of digital assets is something that's being designed at the local level 
and at the jurisdiction level. Our view of the world is that like with any form of money or any form of 
payment or banking, the onus in terms of compliance with tax is with the individual user and consumer, 
and the same would hold true broadly here. 

We expect that the many, many wallets and financial services providers building solutions on the Libra 
blockchain would begin to provide tools that make it much easier than it is today [to calculate and file 
taxes] for digital assets and cryptocurrencies more generally There's plenty of time between now 
and Libra hitting the market to begin defining this more strictly at the jurisdictional level among 
providers. 

TechCrunch's Analysis: Again, here Facebook, Calibra and the Libra Association are hoping to avoid 
shouldering all the responsibility for taxes. Their position is that just as you have to take the initiative of 
paying your taxes whether or not you use a Visa card or your bank's checks to transact, its on you to 
pay your Libra taxes. 

TechCrunch: Do you think in the United States that its reasonable for the government to ask that Libra 
transactions be taxed? 

Disparte: Tax treatments of digital assets broadly hasn't been entirely clarified in most places around 
the world. And we hope that this is something that this project and the ecosystem around it helps to 
clarify. 

lax authorities will see a benefit from Libra at the consumption level and at the household level, while 
some criptocurrencies have avoided taxes until the point they tried to cash out. But the nature of it and 
the lack of speculation and its design we think should give it a light tax treatment the way you would find 
with traditional currencies. 

Christian Catalini of Facebook: Cryptocurrencies are taxed right now every time you have a sale on 
the differences in gains and losses. Because Libra is designed to be a medium of exchange, those 
gains and losses are likely to be very tiny relative to your local currency ... Sales tax would likely be 
implemented the exact same way on Libra as it is today when you pay with a credit card. 

At launch giving current regulations, the Calibra wallet will have to track every purchase and sale of 
Libra for a U S. user and those differences will have to be reported on tax day. You can think of the 
losses, albeit they may be very small gains and losses relative to USD, as similar to the what people do 
today when they have a Coinbase account with Bitcoin, 

The sales tax I think could be implemented in the exact same way as it today with any other sort of 
digital payment, it would be no different. If you're buying goods or services with Libra you'll be paying 
sales tax the same way as if you used a different form of payment. Like today when you see a 
percentage. that is the sales tax on your total. 

.6 



Disparte: Maybe the best way to frame how taxes work all over the world is that it's not up to Libra, 
Calibra, Facebook or any company to make that determination. It's up to regulators and authorities 

TechCrunch: Does Calibra already have plans in place for how to handle sales tax? 

Well: That's also a pretty rapidly evolving part of the regulatory ecosystem right now. It's really an 
ongoing discussion. We will do whatever the regulation says we need to do. 

TechCrunch's Analysis: Here we have the firmest answers of our interviews. Facebook, Calibra and 
the Libra Association believe the proper approach to taxes is that Libra transactions carry a country's 
traditional sales tax, and that Libra you hold in your wallet will have to pay taxes based on the Libra 
stablecoin's value (that's pegged to a basket of international currencies) relative to the U.S. dollar 

If the Libra Association recommends all wallets and transactions follow these rules and Calibra builds in 
protocols to handle these taxes simply, at least the government can't argue Libra is a method of 
dodging taxes and everyone paying their fair share. 

2 
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Paul William M 

From: Stahl Raymond J 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 6:20 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Blessing Peter H; McCall Daniel M; Marra Anthony J; Abramoff Azeka 1 
Subject: FW: 988 question 
Attachments: Virtual currency outline 2-7-14 (3).docx; TNT.pdf 

Dan shared your questions about virtual currency and section 988. The following email summarizes our views on those 
questions. Please let us know if you have any questions or if it would be helpful to discuss this. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



To: McCall Daniel M 
Subject: RE: 988 question 

(b)(6) 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Best wishes, 
Ray 

From: McCall Daniel M 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 3:28 PM 
To: Stahl Raymond J; Marra Anthony J 
Subject: FW: 988 question 

•, • . • • - _ • 

From: Paul William MI 
Date: Tuesday, Jul l6, _019, 1:49 PM 

(b)(6) 

Dan, 

2 
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(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 

From: McCall Daniel M 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 11:59 AM 
To: Paul William M 
Subject: RE: 988 question 

Hi Bill, 

Will do. 
Dan 

From: Paul William M < 
Date: Tuesday, Jul 16,2019, 11:25 AM 
To: McCall Daniel M 
Subject: 988 question 

(b)(6) 

Dan, 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 

Bill 

3 
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co Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service 
[Operating Division (Program Name] 

_IRS 'Street address] 
[City. State ZIP] 

1Recipient name] 
[Address line 1] 
[Address line 2] 
[Address line 3] 

Date: 
07/18/2019 

Taxpayer ID number: 

Hotline telephone number: 

Tax form: 
Farm 1040 

Reporting Virtual Currency Transactions 

Dear [Name]: 

Why were writing to you 
We have in tbrrnati Oil that you ha N cur had one or more accounts containing virtual currency but may not 
know the reqiiirements for reporting Iran sad involving virtual currency, which include cryptoeurrency 
and non-erypto virtual currencies. 

What you need to do 
Afier reviewing the intbrmation below, if you believe you didn't accurately report ymr v inUal cunency transactions 
on a federal income tax return, you should file amended returns or delinquent returns if you didn't File a return 
for one or more taxahle years. If you do not accurately report your virtual currency transactions. you may be 
subject to future civil and criminal enforcement activity. for more information, visit www.irs.gov/f line. 

When fling amended or delinquent returns. write "Letter 6174" at the top of the first page of the return. 
Mail the original amended or delinquent return to: 

Internal Reven He Service 
2970 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Reporting virtual currency transactions 
Virtual currency is considered property for federal income tax purposes. Generally, 1.1.5. taxpayers In HSI report 
all sales, exchanges, and other dispositions or virtual currency. An exchange of a virtual currency (such as 
IIiteoin. Ether, etc.) includes the use of the virtual currency to pay for goods, services, or other property, 
including another virtual currency such as exchanging Biteoin for Ether. This obligation applies regardless 
of" hether the account is held in the or Mroad. More information can be round on www.irs.eov and in 
Notice 2014-21, found at WWW.irs.gov/publirs-drop/n-14-21.pdf. which describes how general tax principles 
for property transactions apply to transactions involving virtual currency. 

You must report virtual currency transactions on your return, regardless of whether you received a payee statement 
for the transaction (such as a form W-2, Form 1099, etc.). 

Letter 6174 (6-2019) 
Catalog Number 722737 



Common schedules for reporting virtual currency transactions Include the following: 

Schedule C 
If you were an independent contractor and received payment in virtual currency, you must report it in gross 
income for the amount of the virtual currency's fair market value, measured in U.S. dollars, as of the date and 
time you received the virtual currency. Gross income derived by an individual from a trade or lmsiness, carried 
on by the individual as other than an employee, is reported on Schedule C. This constitutes self-employment 
income and is subject to the self-employment tax. 

For more in you can refer to the instructions for Schedule C. 

Schedule D 
If you sold, exchanged, or disposed olvirtual currency (e.g. 13itcoin, Ether), or used it to pas. for goods or services, 
you have engaged in a reportable transaction and may have a tax liability. These transactions may be reportable 
on Schedule D. On the tax return, report the virtual currency received at its fair market value, measured in 
U.S. dollars, as of the date and time of the transaction. 

You should maintain and review all transaction records. including bank, wallet, and exchange reports and 
statements to determine your basis, amount received, and other information needed for reporting on Schedule D. 

For more information, you can refer to the instructions for Schedule D. 

Schedule E 
If you received supplemental income in the form of virtual currency, including income from rental real estate, 
royalties, partnerships. S corporations, estates, trusts, and residual interests in REMICs. you may need to report 
this on Schedule E. On the tax return, report the virtual currency received at its fair market value, measured in 
U.S. dollars, as of the date and time of the transaction. 

You ma.) also need to file supplemental forms (e.g. Form 8582, Passive Activity Loss Li' tions). See the 
instructions for Schedule E for any other circumstances that may apply. 

For more information, you can refer to the instructions for Schedule E. 

Additional Resources 
• Publication 17, Your Federal Income Tax (For Individuals) 

• Instructions for Form 1040, U.S. Individual Income 'lax Return 

• Instructions for Form 8949, Sales and Other Dispositions of Capital Assets 

• Instructions for Form 1041, U.S. Income Tax Return for Estates and Trusts 

• Instructions for Form 1120. U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return 

• Instructions for Form I I20-S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation 

• Instructions for Form 1065. U.S. Return of Partnership Income 

You can get the forms, instructions, and publications mentioned in this letter by visiting our website at 
‘vww.irs.gov/forms-pubs or by calling 800-TAX-FORM (800-829-3676). 

You do not need to respond to this letter. 

Letter 6174 (6-2019) 
Catalog Number 72273Z 



If you have questions, you can call the hotline telephone number shown at the top of this letter and leave a 
message. Well respond to all messages within three business days. 

Thank you for our cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

!Name] 

Letter 6174 (6-2019) 
catalori Number 72273Z 



rill Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service 
[Operating Division / Program Name] 

IRS [Street address] 
[City. State ZIP] 

[Recipient name] 
[Address line 
[Address line 2] 
[Address line]] 

Date: 
07/18/2019 

Taxpayer ED number: 

Hotline telephone number: 

Tax form: 
Form 1040 

Reporting Virtual Currency Transactions 

Dear INamel• 

Why we're writing to you 
We have information that you have or had one or more accounts containing virtual currency but may not have 
properly reported your transactions involving virtual currency, which include eryptoeurrency and non-crypto 
virtual currencies. 

What you need to do 
After reviewing the information below, if you believe you didn't accurately report your virtual currency transactions 
on a federal income tax return, you should file amended returns or delinquent returns if you didn't file a retum 
for one or more taxable years. If you do not accurately report your virtual currency transactions, you may be 
subject to future civil and criminal enforcement activity. For more information, visit yr ww.irs.gov/filing. 

When tiling amended or delinquent returns, write "Letter 6I74-A'' at the top of the first page of the return. 
Mail the original amended or delinquent return to: 

Internal Revenue Service 
2970 Market Street 
Philadelphia. PA I 9 I 04 

Reporting virtual currency transactions 
Virtual currency is considered property for federal income tax purposes. Generally, C.S. taxpayers must report 
all sales, exchanges, and other dispositions of virtual currency. An exchange of a virtual currency (such as 
Bitcoin, Ether, etc.) includes the use of the virtual currency to pay for goods, services, or other property, 
induding another virtual currency such as exchanging Bitcoin for Lt her, his obligation applies regardless 
of whether the account is held in the 11.5. or abroad. More information can be linind On vww.irs.gov and in 
Notice 2014-21, found at ‘vww.irs.gov/pub/irs-dropM-14-21.pdl, \villa describes how general tax principles 
for property transactions apply to transactions involving virtual currency. 

You must report virtual currency transactions on your return. regardless of whether you received a payee statement 
for the transaction (such as a Form W-2, Form 1099, etc.). 

Letter 6174-A (6-2019) 
Catalog %UMW! 72597M 



Common schedules for reporting irtual curn: ms ctions include the following: 

Schedule C 
If you were an independent contractor and received payment in virtual cu rrency, you must report it in gross 

income for the amount of the virtual currency's fair market value. measured in 11. S. dollars. as ofthe date and 
time you received the virtual currency. Gross itleggile derived by an individual from a trade or business, carried 
on by the individual as other than an employee. is reported on Schedule C. This constitutes self-employment 
income and is subject to the self-employment tax. 

For more information, you can refer to the instruction", for Schedule C. 

Schedule ID 
If yion sold, exchanged, or disposed of virtual currency (e.g. I3itcoin. Ether), or used it to pay for goods or services. 
you have engaged in a reportable transaction and may have a tax liability, These transactions may be reportable 
on Schedule D. On the tax return, report the virtual currency received at its fair market value, measured in 
U.S. dollars, as (lithe date and time of the transaction. 

You should maintain and review all transaction records, including bank, wallet, and exchange reports and 
statements to detemline your basis, amount received, and other in tionnation needed for reponing on Schedule D. 

For more information, you earl refer to the instructions for Schedule D. 

Schedule E 
If y-ou received supplemental income in the form of virtual currency, including income from rental real estate, 
royalties, partnerships, S corporations, estates, trusts, and residual interests in REM ICs. you may need to report 
this on Schedule E. On the tae return, report the virtual currency received at its fair market value, measured in 
t dollars, as of the date and time of the transaction. 

You may also need to roe supplemental Corms (e.g.. Form 8582, Passive Activity Loss limitations). See the 
instructions for Schedule E for any other circumstances that may apply. 

For more information, you can refer to the instructions for Schedule E. 

Additional Resources 

• Publication 17. Your Federal Income Tax (For Individuals) 

• Instructions for Form 1040, 1 -S. Individual Income Tax Return 
• Instructions for Form 8949, Sales and Other Dispositions of Capital Assets 

• Instructions for Form 1041, U.S. Income Tax Return for Estates and Trusts 
• Instructions for Fonb 1120, U.S. Corporation Income Tax Return 

• Instructions for Form 1120-S. U.S. Income Fax Return for an S Corporation 

• Instructions for Form 1065. l LS. Return of Partnership Income 

you can get the forms, instructions, and pub:ications mentioned in this letter by visiting our A ebsite at 
wwwdrs.gov/forms-pubs or by calling 800-TAX-FORM (800-829-3676). 

You do not need to respond to this letter. Note, however, we may send other correspondence about potential 
enforcement activity in the future, 

Letter 6174-A (6-2019) 
Catalog Number 72 (17r.1 



If you have questions, you cart call the hotline telephone number shown at the top oft his letter anti leave a 
message. Well respond to all messages within three business days. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely 

[Name) 
[Title] 

Letter 6174-A (6-2019) 
Calblcg Number 72be 7M 



ra0 IRS 
Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service 
[Program or Division Name] 
[Street address] 
ICity, State ZIP1 

rRecipient namel 
[Address line I 
[Address line 2] 
(Address line 3] 

Date: 

Taxpayer ID number: 

Hotline telephone number: 

Taylor-al: 
Form 1040 

Reporting Virtual Currency Transactions 

Dear [Name] 

Why we're writing to you 
We have information that you have or had one or more accounts containing virtual currency but ma) 
not have proper]) reported Your transactions involving virtual currency, which include your 
cryptoeurrency as well as other non-crypto virtual currencies. 

What you need to do 
After reviewing the information below, i[you believe von didn't accurately report your irtual currenea 
transactions on a federal income tax return. sou should file amended returns or delinquent returns H you 
did not file a return for one or more taxable years. If you do not accurately report your virtual currency 
transactions, you ma \ be subject to future civil and criminal enforcement activity. For more 
information, visit x ‘‘‘‘ ..irs,gox 

When filing amended or delinquent returns, write "Letter 61744 
return. Mail the original amended or delinquent return to: 

Internal Revenue Service 
2970 Market Street 
Philadelphia. PA 19104 

t the top of the first page of the 

Reporting virtual currency transactions 
Virtual currency is considered property for federal income tax purposes. Generally. U.S. taxpayers must report 
all sales, exchanges. and other dispositions of virtual currency. An exchange or a virtual currency (such as 
Bitcohi, 11ther, etc.) includes the use of the virtual currency to pay lam-  goods, services, or other property, 
including another irtual currency such as exchanging Bitcoin for Ether. This obligation applies regardless of 
whether the account is held in the U.S. or abroad. Additional infOrmation call be obtained at \‘‘‘w.11Z1-1.gov and 
in Notice 2014-21, located at WWW.irS.gOV :pubslirs-drop in-14-21.pdf. which describes how general tax 
principles for property transactiODS apply to transactions involving virtual currency. 

Letter 6174-A (MM-YYYY) 
Catalog Number 72597M 



You must report virtual currencx transactions on your return, regardless of sheUe U received a 
payee statement for the transaction (such as a Form W-2, Form 1099, etc.). 

Common schedules for reporting virtual currency transactiOnS include the following: 

Schedule C 

Ii you were an independent contractor and received payment in virtual currency. you must report it in 
gross income and the amount is the virtual currency's fair market value, measured in U.S. dollars. us or 
the date and time the virtual currency is received. Gross income derived by an individual from a trade 
or business, carried on by the individual as other than an employee, is reported on Schedule C. I his 
constitutes self-employment income and is subject to the self-employment tax. 

For more information. you Call refer to the instructions for Schedule C. 

Schedule I) 

If you sold, exchanged. or disposed of virtual currency (e.g. Biteoin, Ether). Or used it to pay for goods 
or scr‘ ices, you have engaged in a reportable transaction and may have a tax liability. These 
transactions may be reportable on Schedule D. On the tax return, report the virtual currency received at 
its Fair market value, measured in 1./.S. dollars, as of the date and time of the tnmsaction. 

You should maintain and review all transaction records, including hank, ‘‘allet, and exchange reports 
and statements to determine you basis. amount received, and other inlbrmation needed for reporting on 
Schedule D. 

For 1110re information. You can re er 0 lie in structions for Schedule I). 

Schedule E 

If' you received supplemental income in the form of %irtual currency, including income from rental real 
estate, royalties, partnerships, S corporations. estates, trusts, and residual interests in REM(Cs, you may 
need to report this on Schedule F. On the tax return, report the virtual currency received at its fair 
market value, measured in U.S. dollars, as of the date and time of the transaction. 

You may also need to file supplemental Corms e.g.( Form 8582, Passive Activity Loss Lim I ons). See 
the instructions for Schedule F for any other circumstances that may apply. 

For more information, you can refer to the instructions for Schedule E. 

Additional Resources 

• Publication 17. Your Federal Income lin ftor Individuals) 

• Instructions for Form 1040, U.S. Individual Income Tax Return 

• Instructions for Form 8949, Sales and Other Dispositions of Capital Assets 

• Instructions for Form 1041, l l.S. Income Tax Return for Estates and Trusts 

Letter 6174-A (MM-YYYY) 
Catalog 51Jrnber 72597M 



• Instructions lb].  Form 1120. I f.S. ( orpuration Income Fax Return 

• Instructions for Form 1120-S. U.S. Income Tax Return 1br an S Corpor m 

• Instructions for Porn) 1065, U.S. Return of Partnership Income 

- YOU Leif, gel the formsr-instructiouS and-publicationsmentioned in this letter _h visitirna our website dl 

‘ 1/4.‘,.‘.. :Loyfortns-pubs Or k cal 80u-TAX-FORM 1800-829-,5676). 

You do not need to respond to tins letter. Note. however. send other correspondence about potential 
(.3)1bl-cement activity in the future. 

II you have questions. you Cern call the hotline telephone number shon at the iop of this letter and leave a 
message. We'll respond to all messages within three business days. 

thank \roll for our cooperutioii. 

Sincerely. 

[Narnel 
[Fide] 

Letter 6174-A (MM-YYYY) 
Catalog Number 72597M 



(b)(6) , Desmond Michael J 

(b)(6)  Tonuzi Drita Cc: Paul William M < (b)(6) 

(b)(6)I—

 

Cullinan Thomas A  
Subject: RE: Crypto Guidance 

(b)(6) , Tonuzi Drita Cc: Paul William M 
Cullinan Thomas A 
Subject: RE: Crypto Guidance 

(b)(6) 

We think it's Nancy Lee and are waiting for her to revert. She is in detail to LK 

(b)(6) 

Mike, 
I'm not, but Amy Guiliano tells me an attorney in International is following the developments on FBAR. find 
her name for Peter tomorrow when the PA person assigned to the crypto cadre gets in. 

Kathy 

From: 
Date: Tuesday, Jul 16,  2019 6:46 PM 
To: Zuba Kathryn A <1  

(b)(6) 

From: Zuba Kathryn A 
Date: Tuesday, Jul 16, 2019, 6:44 PM 
To: Desmond Michael J < 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) , Blessing Peter 

Paul William M 

From: Blessing Peter H 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 6:48 PM 
To: Zuba Kathryn A; Desmond Michael J 

Paul William-M;--Tonuzi-Drita;-Cullinan Thomas A —  
Subject: RE: Crypto Guidance 

(b)(6)IWe will instead work other sources including one of our 
folks who participated in the OECD crypto working party. 

From: Desmond Michael] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2019 6:30 PM 
To: Zuba Kathryn A; Blessing Peter H 
Cc: Paul William M; Tonuzi Drita; Cullinan Thomas A 
Subject: Crypto Guidance 

Kathy and Peter, 

Following up on the Treasury bi-weekly this afternoon and Dave Kauter's ask for a list of all crypto-related 
guidance under consideration at the IRS, are either of you aware of coordination with other parts of Treasury on 
FBAR or FATCA reporting for crypto? 

LB&I mentioned both on a call this morning, indicating that FinCen's published position on no FBAR reporting 
is based on the IRS' treatment of crypto as property. I was aware of that but have not heard anything about 
FATCA. 

1 



AICPM 

    
    

June 10, 2016 

Internal Revenue Set viLe 
Attn: CC:PA:LPD:PR (Notice 2014-21) 
Room 5203 
P.O. Box 7604 
Ben Franklin tation 
Wasliingion, DC 20044 

Re: Comments on Notice 2014-21Virtual Currency Guidance 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

The American Institute of CPAs (AICPA) submits the following comments in response to 
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) guidance on how existing general tax principles apply 
to transactions using virtual currency. The recommendatikms included in this letter were 
developed by the AICPA Individual & Seif Employed Tax Technical Resource Panel 
(FRP) and approved by the A1CPA Tax Executive Committee_ 

We applaud the IRS Mr working expeditiously to release guidance in the form of answers 
to frequently asked questions (FAQs) regarding the tax treatment of virtual currency 
transactions, an area that has quickly grown and become a prevalent concern for many 
taxpayers and tax practitioners. However, we recognize there are a few 11401 issues, not 
addressed in Notice 2014-21, that may arise as virtual eurrene> continues to expand and 
gain additional popular-is in the marketplace. 

The AICPA encourages the IRS to release additional, much needed, guidance on virtual 
currency. Specifically, we request further guidance on the following items: 

I. Acceptable Valuation and Documentation 

issue further guidance and provide examples to better define reasonabk manner," as 
described in Section 4, (.1,)&A-5 of Notice 2014-2 I . 

Q& A-5 refers to exchatige rates established by market supply and demand. It also 
states that taxpas en; are FCCOlninended to use a "reasonable manner that is consistently 
applied" to Ca cu late the fair market value of %irtual etmency. In regards to this issue, 
please provide additional details on the following questions: 



Internal Revenue Service 
CC: 'A :LPD:PR (Notice 2014-21 
June 10, 2016 
Page 2 of 6 

a. Are taxpayers required select one exchange and continue to use this same 
exchange? 

b. Are tax pay, ers allowed to use an average of different exchanges? 
c. May taxpayers use the average rate for the day to calculate the exchange 

rate or is there a specific time during the day to pull exchange rates? 

With respect to bitcoin, there are a few published exchanges and the value reported on 
each exchange at any time of the day is unlikely the same. 

For example, these bitcoin values ssere pulled on January 31, 2015 al 
Time): 

• (Mogi° $231.1462 
• Bitcoin exchange rate $229.80 
• Bitstamp $228.24 
• CEX S231 
• Winkclex $227.94 

'Mese values were pulled oil Mav 20, 2015 at 10:20 am (Eastern time): 

• Gougle $234.2500 
• Biteoin exchange rate 5734.21 
• Bitstamp $233.67 
• CEX $231 
• Winkdex $232.29 

2 Expenses of OF, Virtual Currency 

am (haste 

Provide guidance on the treatment °flint costs amining and acquiring virtual dinend. 
1 his guidance should also address %% hen, if ever, any costs of acquiring virtual currency 
is capitalized. 

Generally, the costs of acquiring. property are treated as part of the basis of that 
property. Section 4, Q&A-8 of Notice 2014-21 states that when virtual currency is 
mined, gross income is realized upon receipt at fair market value. This language 
implies that mining is akin to a service activity., rather than a production activity where 
income is not realized until disposition or the prOpCrty. herefere, it seems the costs 
of mining virtual currency are treated similarly to expenses incurred in providing whet 
services: i.e., expensed as paid or incurred. 
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3. Challenges with Specific identification for Computing Gains and Losses 

Allow an alternative treatment under section 10123 (c.h., first in first out (1:11:0)). 

The treatment of convertible virtual currency as non-cash property means that any time 
virtual currency is used to acquire hoods or services, a barter transaction takes place, 
and the parties need to know the fair market value iliNIV) of the currency on that day. 
The party exchanging the virtual currency for the goods or services will need to also 
track the basis of all of his or her currency to determine if a gain or loss has occurred 
and whether it is a short-term or long-term transaction. [his determination hnolves a 
significant amount of recorclkeeping, even if the transaction is valued at under $]0. 

Currently, there are no alternative tracking methods provided for such transactions 
(other than for securities under Treas. Reg. § 1.1012-1(c)). Therefore, taxpayers are 
required to specifically identify,  IA hich virtual currency lot was used for each transaction 
in order to properly' determine the gain or loss for that particular transaction. hi many 
cases, it is impossible for a taxpayer to track which specific virtual currency was used 
For a particular transaction. 

4. General Guidance Regarding Property Transaclions Rules 

If the IRS believes any property transaction rules should apply differently to virtual 
currency than to other types of property, taxpayers will need additional guidance in 
order to properly distinguish the 1-11 les and regulations. 

Section 4, Q&A-1 of Notice 2014-21 states that "general tax principles applicable to 
property transactions apply to transactions using virtual currency,-  which is guidance 
that is generally helpful in determining the tax consequences of most virtual currency 
transactions, However, ir there are particular factors that distinguish one virtual 
currency as like-kind to another virtual currency for section 1031 purposes, the IRS 
should clank- these details (e.g.. allowing the treatment of virtual currency held for 
investment or business as like-kind to another virtual currency) in the Corm of published 
guidance. Similarly, taxpayers need specific guidance of special rules or statutory 
interpretations if the IRS determines that the installment method of section 453 is 
applied differently for virtual currency than for other types ch-  property. 

5. Nature of Virtual Currency Held by a hlerchant 

Provide guidance as to whether virtual currency held by a merchant is a capital or 
ordinary asset. 

I  All section references in this letter dn: to the Internal Revenue 986 or le .Feast! 
reJulattotis promulgated Oh:roundel, imless otherwise weci tied. 
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A merchant may hold virtual currency kit use in paying employees and suppliers. In 
this capaerty, the virtual currency is used in the Form of U.S. currency. However, due 
to the treatment of this currenc> as property, and the gain or loss that results each time 
a virtual citron is used, the character of this specific type of currency asset is an 
important determination. 

6. Charitable Contributions 

Provide guidance to explain when a donation of virtual currency, valued above S5,000, 
does not need a qualified appraisal to substantiate a charitable contribution deduction. 
Additionally, provide guidance on how to document the virtual donation values. 

A charitable contribution of property with a value in excess of S5,000 requires a 
qualified appraisal from a qualified appraiser. An exception exists for contributions of 
publicly traded stock. The rationale is that the prices of these publicly traded stocks 
are available on published exchanges, thus not requiring a qualified appraisal. The 
same is true for most, if not all, types of virtual currency. That is, an exchange 
publishes the values of this currency on any given day. Therefore, a similar exception 
should apply for virtual currency donations in excess of a certain amount. 

7. Virtual Currency as a "Commodity" 

Provide guidance on whether virtual currency is considered a commodity''` subject to 
mark-to-market accounting under ...cut ions .475(e) and 47.5(f). 

This particular issue is also under consideration by the (7ommodity Futures Trading 
Commission.' 

8. Need for a DeMin/m/s Election 

Currently, section 988(e)(2) allows for an exclusion of up to S200 per transaction for 
foreign currency exchange rate gain, if derived from a personal transaction. Can a 
similar rule app I) for ; irtual currency transactions even though they are taxed as 
property (rather than as a currency)? 

Some taxpayers may only have a minimal amount 0 virtual currency that is designated 
for making small purchases (such as buying coffee). Tracking the basis and Ftv1V of 

'Ft!stimony of - Commissioner Mark Wiri,len beLbre. the U.S. House Committee. on Aariculture Subcommittee 
on Conunocht_N„ x...:Funge:.., Energy, and Credit Subcommitwc, April 14, 2015; 
fittly.:WWW.Cfie -,oruNpecches1. 2shmotiv/opa‘4rije”-12. Also see Nermin R6,1arbcgovic, 

T& (Thn ln!er,,, ne in Bircoin M.irkeT,;." CoinDsk, Nov. 1 g, 1314, 
ner-chinJ,;,.[L-cim-imer. ene-Htecni-niurktrts; 
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the virtual currency or each of these small purchases is time consuming, burdensome, 
and v. ill yield a de minimis amount of gain or loss. A binding election applicable for a 
specifed amount of virtual currency owned or classified for personal purposes is 
beneficial to taxpayers) 

9. Retirement Accounts 

Provide guidance on whether retirement savings accounts are permitted to hold virtual 
currency investments_ El yes, explain any special reporting rules or other requirements 
that exist i i a retirement account contains this type of virtual property. 

10. Foreign Reporting Requirements for Virtual Currency 

Provide guidance on whether virtual currency accounts can become reportable on the 
Form 114, Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR) in future tax years. 
Also, explain whether there are circumstances that can alter virtual currency accounts 
into foreign Financial assets under section 6038D, and therefore required for reporting 
on Form 8938, Statement of Specified Foreign Financial elssets. 

Also. provide guidance on whether additional reporting obligations exist under the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) or whether there are other 
requirements For money services businesses (MSB) that exchange virtual currency. For 
example. would the IRS consider this exchange a financial institution activity? 

Taxpayers do not have guidance on how virtual currency rules will change for future 
tax years. An IRS analyst for the Small Business/Self-Employed Division stated, in 
June of 2011, Mat virtual currency accounts were not reportable on the Form 114, 
Report of I ...orelgrt Bank and FThancial Accounts, for tax years ended 2014. 110\N:ever, 
no guidance was provided in regards to future tax years. Virtual currencies are 
intangible assets because they are represented by a code. These currencies, such as 
139coin. operate in decentralized environments where no entity or person is in charge 

controllin2 or monitoring the asset. lherefore, the currency appears to have no 
location. \ vhich is a characteristic that would complicate foreign reporting compliance. 

HE IS determined that statutory enact such a rule, 0c eacourace the IRS to reach out to 
liongFCSs for this reqUeSt 

Rod I undquist. a senior program analyst tar the Small liusinuss Sdf-Employcd Division, stated in a 
wehcas; that, for FBAR purposes, 13itcoin knot reportable "...not at this time.-  Lundquist also stated that 
-FinCEN has said that virtually currency is not going to be reportable on the FBAR, at least for this filing 
season." broadcasted June 4, 2014, sec archived webcas0 hUnliwww.irsvideos 00viElectronicFRAIti 
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Virtual currency transactions, in which taxpayers teasingly engaec, add a new layer of 
complexity to the analysis of a client's reporting requirements. The issuaricc of clear 
guidance in this area will not only reduce the conlitsion and burden for tax preparers but 
:Ilso allow tax pavers to accurately coin ply with 112S rules 

The AICPA is the world's largest member desoe eition representing the aecountine 
profession, with more than 4 12,000 members in 144 countries. and a history of Seni Ha the 
public interest since I 887. Our members advise clients on federal, state and international 
tax matters and prepare income and other tax returns for million< of Nmoricans, Our 
members provide services to individuals, not-for-prolit organizations, small and medium-
sized businesses, as well as America's largest businesses. 

We appreciate your consideration of our concerns and recommendations and welcorne the 
opportunity to discuss these items further. If you have any questions. please feel free to 
contact me at (801) 523-1051 or tlewisuisistia.com; or you may contact Kenneth Rubin, 
Chair, AICPA Individual & Self-Employcd 'Fax 1 echnical Resource Panel, at (314) 290-
3417, or ken.rubinidd-ubinbrown.com, or Amy Wang, AICPA Senior 'Icchnicel Manager, 
at (202) 434-9264. or awano/tdaicpa.ore, 

Sincerely, 

Troy K. Lewis, CPA, CGMA 
Chair, AICPA Tax Executive Committee 

cc: The lIonorable John A. Koskinen, Coini iii ssioner, Internal Revenue Service 
The Honorable William J. Wilkins, Chief Counsel, Internal Revenue Service 
Mr. Thomas C. West, Jr., Tax Legislative Counsel, Department of the Treasury 
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March 19.2018 

The I lonorable David Kautter 
Acting Commissioner 
Internal Revenue Service 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20024 

Re: Tax Treatment of Cryptocurrency !lard Forks For xa le Year 2017 

Deal Acting Coinmissioner Kanner: 

Enclosed please find comments regarding the federal income tax treatment of 
tocurrency hard forks that have taken place in 2017 (Comments. These Comments 

are submitted on behalf of the American Bar Association Section of Taxation and have not 
been approved by the House of Delegates or the Board of Governors of the American Bar 
Association. 

The Section ot —faxatioi 1N. ill be pleased to discuss the C. nts with you or Your 
staff, 

Sincerely. 

Karen L. Bay, kins 
Chair. Section of Taxation 

Enclosure 

cc: lion. William M. Paul, Acting Chief Counsel and Deputy Chief Counsel 
(Technical), Internal Revenue Service 

Hon, David Kamer, Assistant Secretary ()lax Polley), Department of the Treasury 
fhomas West. Tax Legislative Counsel. 1)/epartment of the Treasury 
Rochelle I lodes, Associate Tax I cgislative Counsel. Department of the .1reasury 
Drita Tonuti, Deputy Chief Counsel (Operations). Internal Revenue Service 
Scott Dinwiddie, Associate Chief Counsel (II &A). Internal Revenue Service 
Donna Welsh, Senior Technician Reviewer (IT&A. Branch Internal Revenue 
Service 

Kathryn Zuba, Associate Chief Counsel (PA), Internal Revenue Service 
Helen Hubbard. Associate Chief Counsel (HP), Internal Revenue Service 
Karl Wain, Senior Counsel (Financial Products), Department of the Treasury 



ANIERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 
SECTION OF TAXATION 

COMMENTS ON TIIE TAX TREATMENT OF HARD FORKS 

The following comments ("Comments') are submitted on behalf of the American 
Bar Association Section of Taxation (the "Section') and have not been approved by-  the 
House of Delegates or Board of Governors of the American Bar Association. 
Accordingly. they should not be construed as representing the position of the American 
Bar Association. 

Omri Marian. Vice Chair of the Section's Teaching Taxation Committee (the 
"Committee), and Kerry Ryan, Chair of the Committee. had the principal responsibility' 
for preparing these Comments. Substantive contributions were made by Adam 
Chodorow, lames Creech, Elizabeth Crouse, Diane Ring, and Lisa Zarlenga. The 
Comments were reviewed by Lisa larlenga. Chair of the Section's Committee on 
Ciovernment Submissions. 

Although some 0 r the members of the Section who participated in preparing these 
Comments have clients who may be affected by the federal income tax principles 
addressed herein, no such member, or the furn or organization to which such member 
belongs, has been engaged by a client to make a government submission with respect to, 
or otherwise to influence the development or outcome of the specific subject matter of 
these Comments. 

Contact: Omri Marian 
(949) 824-6493 
omarianp2law.uci.edu 

Kerry A. Ryan 
314)977-7273 

karry.ryanYsIn cdu 

Date: March 19. 2015 
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Executive Summary 

In 2014, the Internal Revenue Service (the - Ser.% ice') issued Notice 2014-21 (the 

201,1 Notice').' addressing the federal income tax treatment of "virtual currencies.-  The 

Section offered comments to the 2011 \ otice in a letter dated March 24. 20152 Since 

then, several important developments in the cryptocurrency economy have taken place 

that are not addressed in the 2011. Notice. -these developments raise important Federal 

income tax questions, and we appreciate the opportunity to respond to the Services 

request for comments on these issues. 

An important issue, and the focus of these Comments, is the proper federal 

iticoine tax treatment of a cryprocurreney hard fork CI lard Fork"). A Hard Fork is a 

"change to the software of . the digital currency that creates two separate versions of the 

hlockchain with a shared history."' Alter a Ilard Fork takes place. the original owner of 

the cryptoeurrency retains its interest in the original coin arid also has the right to use the 

forked coin. I lard Forks raise unique tax issues. Specifically, does a holder of a 

cr‘ ptocurrency that experiences a I lard Fork realize income for federal income tax 

purposes? If so. how much and When? The significant volatility in the exchange prices 

of cbvptocurrency make valuation difficult and ineorIsisteiit alllonEz taxpayers. 

As discussed further in these Comments, current law pkwides no clear answers to 

these questions. There are reasonable analogies to both taxable and nontaxable events. 

In light of the legal ambiguity, the significant valuation issues, and need for immediate 

guidance regarding the 2017 Hard Forks, the Section recommends that the Service 
consider issuing guidance that offers a temporary rule, in the form ()fa safe-harbor, to 

taxpayers who were able to transact in a forked currency as a result of a !lard Fork during 

the 2017 tax year. We recommend that such guidance prescribe the following: 

• Taxpayers Who owned a coin that was subject to a I lard Fork in 2017 would 
be treated as having realized the forked coin resulting from the Hard Fork in a 
taxable event. 

2. The deemed value of the forked coin at the time of the realization event uld 
be zero. v fliCh Would also he the taxpayer's basis in the forked coin. 

' Notice 2014-21, 2014-16 I 12 B 938 
I mu 

I 5 L ommenis autlichecdacTi pdf 
' These Comment,: also %kr to virtual CUIlelli) as "digital CU 

David Who, isa 8,t,e2m -FE+ CO,NE3..Sh. E3L 0( 
htipsi.b11312 In base con, ‘,.hat-is-a-bitcein-fork-cba071-c73e11 



3. Hie holding period in the forked Coin V, ould start on the da‘ of the I lard Fork. 

4. Taxpayers choosing the safe harbor treatment as set forth in the guidance 
Vsould be required to disclose this on their tax returns.' 

5. -1-he Sers ice would not assert that any taxpayer NN ho availed themselves of the 
safe harbor treatment as set forth in the guidance has understated federal tax 
liability because of the receipt of a forked coin in a 2017 Hard Fork. 

6. The Service, with input from the Section and other stakeholders, will continue 
to develop its position regarding the tax treatment for future third Forks, and 
such position may be different from the one noted above and will apply 
prospectively. 

'Nis temporary rule has the benefit of encouraging consistency among taxpayers 

with respect to 2017 Flard Forks, avoiding difficult timing and valuation issues (including 

the ability of taxpayers to benefit from hindsight depending on how the values fluctuated 

during 2017), and pros iding information to the Service regarding holders of the original 

and forked cryptocurrencies. Although the treatment may result in capital 2a in as 

opposed to ordinary income treatment, it preserves the full vakie of the forked coin for 

taxation %Ohen the taxpayer sells it. fit addition, it restarts the holding period, thus 

resulting in sales occurring within a year being taxed as short-term capital gains. 

The Section will continue to develop its position on the tax treatment of future 

Hard Forks and is considering other issues for comment in the cryptocurrency area. The 

Section looks forward to working with the Service on these issues. 

The guidanco could provide for a simplilieG cii . sure p roced unr for taxi 
have Illed a 2017 re.L.eim but who otherwise have taken a position consistent with th 
to liard Forks 

read 
d LI tspect 



I. Hard Forks in General 

Cryptocurrencies are digital tokens, the ownership ,f which is recorded on a 
decentralized ledger. Cryptocurrencies are held in - wallets," which may he type or 
hardware (c •a device similar to a USK drive) or a type of so itwa re F lardware wallets 
must he physically available to access certain security keys stored on the hardware that 
arc required to control the disposition of the relevant Cr' ptocurrency. SoltWare wallets 
are just that: software stores the security keys that are required to control the disposition 
ofthe relevant cryptocurrency. Software wallets may he hosted in a variety of ways, 
including on the cloud, a desktop computer. Or a mobile phone. 

The security keys necessary to transfer cryptocurrency consist of a public key and 
a private key. Both are large strings of numbers that we mathematically linked to the 
wallet address. The private key is used to ijenerate a "signature-  for each blockchain 
transaction a user sends out. The private key is used to mathematically derive the public 
key. Nvhich is transformed with a hash function to produce the address that other people 
C an see. 

Cryptocurrencies generally may he traded for other cryptocurrencies or ti at 
currencies, for example the LIS. dollar, on exchanges that function much like stock 
exchanges. Crvpiocurrency exchanges may also provide a software wallet in which users 
can store security key s For relevant cryptocurrencies. Trading on these platforms occurs 
in a manner analogous to trading in - street name" when an owner has an account with a 
large brokerage. That is. the exchange controls the owner's security keys and conducts 
hatch trades for multiple users. This is a high-level description of how some 
intermediaries operate. though there are numerous variations. 

Because the software that runs the ledger generally is open-source, and the 
network of computers that verify transactions generally operates via consensus, the 
software can be modified if enough participants on the j ietwork agree to do so. Hard 
Forks, sometimes also known as "Chain Splits-  or 'Coin Splits,-  are one example of such 
modifications. When a Hard Fork occurs, a new -branch" splits from the original ledger 
and is thereafter separately maintained. This means that the network of computers 
separates into subgroups. which separately verify transactions on the original ledger and 
the split or forked ledger. Those people whose ownership of a cryptoeurrency was 
recorded on the original ledger maintain their ownership of the original cry ptocurrency, 
hut they are also emitled to claim ownership of the cryptocurrency maintained on the 
forked ledger. When an owner holds a eryptocurrency wallet directly (rather than 
through a custodial wallet). the owner does not actually receive anything new in a I lard 
Fork. Instead, the owner—onee he or she has taken the necessary steps (as described 



he able to use the same private key to transact on each of the ledgers. lithe 
owner uses his or her private key to transact in the original cryptocurrency, the network 
participants verifying transactions on the original ledger \VIII add it to tint ledger, but the 
network participants verifying transactions on the (forked ledger kk ill not recognize it. 
'Ibis enables the owner to use his or her private key separately to transact in the forked 
coin and the original coin_ The ownership history of both the original and forked 
cryptocurrencv trace back to the same block on the blockehain, but going forward, the 
ledger of each cryptocurrencv is independent (Le., they are not interchangeable). 

It may be helpful to compare Hard Forks with "soft forks, which are more 
s,i,iilar to a software upgrade. In a sort fork, the same bloekchain is maintained (there is 
tio split Or branching), but some changes to the related software ale made such that the 
blockchain functions somewhat differently after the soft fork. By analogy, a soft lOrk is 
more similar to the release of a new version of an existing varietk of word processing 
software. for example. Microsoft Word. The new version ty pie ally recognizes documents 
created using the original version, but the original version may not recognize documents 
created using the new version unless the original software is updated. 

'['here are many reasons for network participants to agree to I lard Forks. For 
example, one reason for Hard Forks is that users of the network agree that a fundamental 
upgrade to the ledger software is required. For example, on August I. 2017, Bitcoin split 
into bitcoin (Bit) and bitcoin cash (BCH).6  "[he purpose in creating BCH was to allow 
for a quicker generation of forked coins, as vell as other improvements. Nonetheless, 
both BCI I and BTC remain in existence, and both enjoy considerable trust of the 
cryptocurrencv community. In contrast, some forks are a response to user mistrust in the 
original coin. For example, in 2016, the Ethereum blockehain was split into two in 
response to a hacking attack that affected the original ledger. In that ease, the value of 
the original coin (Classic Ethereum) and the volume of trading in it plummeted due to the 
loss off User trust. while the corked coin (Ethereum), WhiCh is Vie \Ned more favorably by 
the market, essentially usurped the original coin. Even though original owners of 
Ethereum owned both the original and forked coins on the day of the split, the original 
coins became nearly worlhiess in comparison on that day (though both still trade and the 
original coin has since reached a greater price than it had prior to the fork). 

In the case of a [lard Fork, an owner of the original coin must rake active steps in 
order to transact in the [forked coin. An owner that holds the original coin in a basic 
wallet (» 'tether hardware or software), generally must download new software to 3 
computer to use the forked coin. .11us requires some level of technological sophistication 

" Other examples oiJicuir, chdin splits include bncoin gokl in October 2017, bitcc ond in 
oN.ember 2017, and superbitcoin. badoin hod and li2htning bitanin in Idecenibtr 2017. 



and is inconvenient, but is not unduly burdensome for a reasonably experienced

 

computer 
itser. An owner that holds the original coin through certain other types of wallets is not 
required to download the sort \ r‘ii re because the wallet service provider downloads the 
software, thus "supporting" the forked coin created in the Ilard Fork. This is much easier 
for the average owner, but means that owners who use a custodial wallet service depend 
on the wallet service provider to permit them access to the Forked coin. 

For example, a few days before the BCI I lard Fork. Coinbase sent an e-mail to 
its customers stating that Coinbase has no plans to support the 13itcoin Cash fork... 
Customers will not have access to, or he able to withdraw, biteoin cash."7  Only three 
days after the !lard Fork happened, Coinbase announced that it \ vould support BCH, and 
‘‘ould credit their customeis.  accounts accordingly 2 Similarly. Napo announced that 
customers had until Deceinber 14, 2017 to transfer or convert their 13 CH to BTC. or they 
would automatically convert it.9  Many owners and wallet service providers take no 
action to claim the forked currency until the security risks have been sufficiently 
evaluated and mitigated. Nonetheless, it is generally possible tor all OWner to transfer the 
original coin from one wallet that will not support a Hard Fork and into another wallet 
that will support the Ilard Fork prior to the occurrence of the Hard Fork. In that manner, 
the owner generally should be able to go through the processes liecesssr) to claim the 
forked coin, at least if the owner is aware that a Hard Fork is going to occur. 

Potential Tax Treatments of Hard Forks 

Hard Forks raise the question of ‘vhether owners of an original coin who become 
entitled to use a Corked coin by reason of a Hard Fork, realize income. We believe 
reasonable arguments may he made both ways because Hard Forks may be analogized to 
existing taxable and nontaxable events. 

A. Hard Fork as a Realization Even 

The Supreme Court in Cum in iSsio/ler V. GI ff ic  liberally c011strued the 
term "gross income" as - instances of undeniable accessions to wealth, clearly realized, 
and over which the taxpayers have complete dominion," reflecting Congress' intent to tax 

David Farirter. Lplate for custconor Ii Oh facom vfrod )INBASI RDA ,  (Jul 
27, 2017), hitps:1 blthz.coinhaL,c corm ripdate-ibr-customeH-with-hiteein-stored-on-coinbase-99c2d4790a53 

David Fanner, pacue of Racoon! :fit. THE ('C'iNISASI BLOU ( Aug 3, 20 I 7). 
hit b co 'base cam update-on-bita)in-cash-8a67a7e8dbd 

XVO Bitcoin Cash Updale. haps support ‘apo corn, \ apo-ba;om-cash-iipdate 
348 F. S. 426, 431 (1955), 
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all gains except those specifically exempted. One could argue that the ability to use the 
linked coin in addition to the origin:II COin represents such an accession to v.calth. 

In Eisner V. Moinn, her, the Supreme Court considered Nynether a pro-rata stock 
dividend paid to a common shareholder by a corporation with one class of stock 
constituted income. In holding that it did not. the Court distinguished taxable "gain 
derived from capital-  from unrealized--and therefore nontaxable -- gain accruing to 
capital or a growth or increment of value in the investment,'' ] The pro-rata stock 
dividend in Macomber fell into the hater category because it was simply an additional 
piece of paper evidencing the increased \yogi) of the taxpayer's original investment in the 
company—the shareholder has received nothing out of the corporation's assets for his use 
and benefit, and the corporation has not experienced El change in its aggregate assets or its 
outstanding habilities.12  In contrast, the Court defined a taxable ['gain derived from 
capital-  as "something of exchangeable value proceeding from the property. severed from 
the capital ... and received or drawn by the [taxpayer] for his separate use, benefit and 
di sposa 

In Macomber, the receipt of additional stock was a consequence of owning the 
original stock, and the same could he said for forked coins, such as BC F], received in a 
I lard Fork. Flowevci. unlike in ,Waconiber. {ICH has unique properties, and it is 
unrelated to RTC except by the shared historical ownership. Fhus, unlike the taxpayer in 
Macomber, one could argue that an owner of BIG who received Mil at the time of the 
fork received a new and different asset of exchangeable value for the owner's separate 
use rather than something representing an increase in the underlying value of the 
previously held RTC. 

The regulations under section 1001 -1  define a realized gain or loss a. Mier cilia, 

One From the exchange of property for other property differing materially in either kind 
or extent."h  The Supreme Court in Cottage Stivings A ssoc MI ion y Con muss loner 
defined materially different properties as those where "their respective possessors enjoy 
legal entitlements that are different in kind or extent.”:" Although there was not an 
exchange ()IR If for MCI I at the time of the I lard Fork. such that Collage Sari ibzs is not 
precisely on point. the definition is useful in determining hether a holder of RTC at the 

11252 U.S .189, 207 11920). This case involved a number ofcc,nstiruiional issues that arc not 
relevant here. Rather, we cite the case for the proposition that real mu 01 n in eEc inca t o 
income. 

I ' ht. at 210-11. 
13  hi at 207. 
II  References to :1 "section" are to a cclioii ofilic Internal Rev.:nue. Code of 

(t1 '(Tode"), unless °them ise indicated. 
Reg. 1.1001-1(a). 

'6 499 U.S. 554, 555 (1991). 
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1lard Fork received something materially different than the previously held 113TC. One 

might argue that the upgrade reflected in the forked eryprocurrency represents a 

significant change in the protocol that mattered to users (otherwise the fork V.01lid not 

have been permanent), thus representing a material change. Although the liwked 

cryptocurrencies share a pre-split transaction history, a llard Fork represents a permanent 
split in the blockchain. Thereafter. transactions on the original blockehain are valid only 
in 13 I C, but invalid in BCH, and vice versa. In addition, BIC and BCH are traded 

separately, each with its OW. n value. 

Based on the above authorities, we believe a reasonable argument can be made 
that the receipt of a forked coin resulting from a Flarcl Fork constitutes a realization 
event. I lo3vever, even if one accepts such a view, there remains ambiguity as to when 

the realization occurs, and svhat is the amount realized. 

Tim in real cation 

As mentioned above, the Supreme Court in Commissioner V. Gien.vhaw Chiss 

defined taxable income as "instances of undeniable accessions to wealth, clearly realized, 
and m Cr which the taxpayers have complete dominion." Is  It is the last part ofthis 
definition complete dominion—That raises an issue as to the timing of realization with 

regard to I-lard Forks. 

One possible argument is that realization happens at the time of the! lard Fork. 
At that point an owner of the original coin becomes (at least in theory) unconditionally 
eligible to claim the forked coin, and he or she therefore must include the value of the 
forked coin at that time. However, when an owner holds an original coin in an account 
maintained by Ull inten»ediary such as Coinbase. the timing olrealization becomes 
murky. In that case, a financial intermediary—whethcr the owner's agent or not —is 
preventing the owner from controlling the forked coin. which arguably may prevent the 
owner from experiencing a realization event," On the other hand, cryptoeurreneies are 

virtual currency and can be transferred to other intermediaries or the owner relatively 
easily and quickly. Consequently, it can be argued that the owner has voluntarily failed 

I ' Other possible analogies to ta8able transac include dividend( of propart8 
found property or treasure trove (Rag §1.61-13(ifr Cc 171 ( !Wed ltalcs. 296 F Su pp 
969i) awards (Hornung v ononia stoner( 47 lit 42 9671). /11  free SamPles (fidloik 8 

514 I 2:1 224 (7th ((lir. 1972)) 
318 LS at 1: I 
tic(i, g lb/18mi/ luoint/t8 2 51 iS 812 (10201 lien 1 the ovine( (la( 

original coin through a third-panty wallet. ha in intake no a( n to clan,, the f.'rked currenc 
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to meet the conditions under which the forked COEP can be claimed and is in constructive 

receipt of it.—

 

Amount Realized 

Assuming realization, one must determine the amount realized, meaning. the 
value of the forked coin ‘‘. hen realization occurs. Given the complexities in the 

cryptocurrencv market, valuation is as much a problem ofachninistrability and 

predictability as it is of consistency with existing I J..fedetal income tax law. 

After a Hard Fork occurs, there is a process iTmarket price discovery. However, 
this process often takes place on multiple exchanges that do not "talk" to each other. As 

a consequence, the same type of cryptocurrency—Lvcri established cryptoeurrencies such 

as FTIG—tnay have different values on different exchanges at the same time. Thus, even 

though market values for a forked coin inay emerae quickly (though], in some cases, a 

market may fail to materialize), the same COill 'nay have different market values on 

different exchanges even within the same country at any point in time. Nonetheless, at 

the MOMellt that a Ilard Fork occurs—the first moinent at which an owner ofthe original 
coin may obtain an interest in the fbiked coin—the forked coin arguably has no market 
value because it has not been previonsn traded and it is not clear whether a market will 

emerge or the coin. 

We note that in sonic instances such as in the ease of BC111, an exchange may 
pennit futures contracts in a forked coin to be traded before a Hard Fork occurs. 

However, to the best of our knowledge. no such websites constitute an "established 
marker—a concept to which man. provisions in the Code refer as a method for 
CletCtIllilling market price--and therefore should not lie used as a definitive source for 

determining the value of the underlying property (i.e.. the forked coin) for tax purposes." 

lione determines that realization occurs ‘‘. her. an owner first has clear control 

over the forked coin resulting from a Hard Fork, then it is reasonable to argue that the thir 
market value of the Irkerl coin must be determined at that time. It is reasonable to argue 

that in the case of third-party exchanges that also function as a wallet provider (e.g. 
Golub:Ise). the amount realized would be the U.S, dollar value of the forked coin on that 

exchange at the time it is credited to an owner's account (i.e.. the first moment that the 

'Reg. § 1.451-2. II the value oi the Ibrked currency is included in h1Lottle immediately upon the 
fork, hu tho modilwations io the blockchain are ultirrintely not nclopterl by pubieipants on the network so 
Thar ihe fork is not perfhtITIC/11 and the hloekehnin reknerges, the owner slrotildagllahly he able take a 
los: equal to its "nbosted basis hi the forked eurrenc) I.R.C.§I 65(02y 

2;  See, e eb. Reg. § 1.1.1273-2(0 (determining issue price Ern-  purposes °I- determining urbrinal 
issue. discount). 
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intermediary elects to recognize the forked coin on hehallol the owner). As a result, the 
owner would report the lair market value of the coin at the time or crediting as ordinary 

income. since the lurked coin was not received in a sale or exchange, and would take a 

basis in the forked coin equal to its fair market value at that time. 

However, an owner who holds the forked coin through another wallet provider or 

technological method that recognizes the forked coin and credits it to an owner's account 

at the moment of the I lard Fork may include a very different amount in ordinary income 

due to Me different timing of the realization eNent (i.e.. when the iltier obtained clear 
control o'er the forked coin). Hie owner may also be tilde to select the most favorable 

exchange rate by shopping the various exchanges. This is not necessarily a problem of 
fairness E2iVell that the owner has a choice regarding how he or she holds the original coin 
involi oil in the Hard Fork, but it is a problem of predictability and achninistrability (and 

an opportunity for taxpayers to attempt to game the U.S. federal income tax system). 

B. Hard Fork as a Non-Realization Event 

Given that a forked coin resulting From a Hard Fork shares transactional and 
ownership history with the original coin. One could also argue that the original coin has 

alivays included the future potential to create a Corked coin. For example, one COffid 

argue that part of the potential or 131C has always been the creation of additional coins 
(such as BCH), and that such a possibility is capitalized into the market value or WIC. In 

other tvords, the forked coin is like the stock dividend in Macomber in that it simply 
represents part of the value of the original coin and therefor is more in the nature of a 
change in the form of ownership than a realization event. In this way, a I lard Fork is 
arguably similar to the birth of young liirom pregnant livestock, which generally has not 

been treated as a realization event Notably, the fact that Mil has modestly different 
properties from BIC should not be seen as conclusively establishing that a realization 
event has occurred, a call has different properties from the cow that gives birth to the 
calf, and stock received in a nontaxable stock dividend need not be identical to the stock 

on which the dividend is paid. 

If this position is accepted, the creation of Bel I should not be treated as a 

realization event until the disposition of BCH by die owner (and taxed as a capital gain if 

the cryptoeurrency is held as a capital asset). This position is supported by a reduction in 

T.( 800 19 
ihz sale o 
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price of BTC that happened at the time of the Hard Fork with RCIi.23  One could argue 
that the reduction of BIC value was attributable to the split with BCI I. the value of 
which was no longer integrated with the \a lue of RTC. It is difficult. however, to 
empirically prove that the prices ofRIC and BCE]. are so associated due to the tLIip 
of both currencies. 

Alternatively, one may view the fbrked currency as not materially different than 
the orig mi currency under the standard of Cottage Savings.. he owner continues to use 
the same private key that permitted the owner to spend RTC prior to the lard Fork to 
access BCH after the Hard Fork, and each are verified by a subset of the same network of 
computers. In addition, the ownership history ofboth BTC, and BCI I trace back to the 
same block on the blockchain; any chanacs emerge only going forward. 

Even if one accepts the position that a Hard Fork is not a realization event, an 
important question remains. Specifically, one has to decide how to di t ide the basis 
between the original coin and the forked coin. One possible approach would be to adopt 
rules similar to those used in stock distributions, ill which the basis is split based on the 
fair market value of the original and distributed stock. fh  However. in such a case. it will 
be necessary to determine the value of the Corked coin at the time of the I lard Fork. As 
discussed above, there are real practical difficulties with determining the value of a 
Forked coin. 

III. PROPOSAL FOR 2017 

The original intent of the Section was to fully. develop the issues discussed herein. 
I lowever, given that multiple Hard Forks took place in 2017, it is apparent that these 
issues are pressing and Must be addressed in tirne to be of assistance for taxpayers during 
the current ['Fria season. Therefore, the Section decided to leave the full development of 
these issues for later and instead proposes a temporary solution to apply only for the 2017 
tax year. 

Under the proposed temporary solution, we recommend that the Service issue 
auidance that offers a sale harbor to taxpayers who were able to transact in a Corked coin 
as a result of fa Hard Fork occurring during the 2017 tax year. Such safe harbor 'you Id 
prescribe the following: 

' Laura Shin Bit; obi Cash 
(Nov.12, 2017), https:/ wvox tor °Lim s lau 
dr( p—a, ci,,il-vr ar-continue,396R2.991.7.5h5 

Reg § I 307-1 
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1. Taxpayers who (owled a cointhat was subject to a I ard Fork in 2017 would 
be treated as having realized the forked coin resulting from the I lard Fork in a 
taxable event. 

2. The deemed value of the forked coin at the time of the realization event would 
he zero, which would also be the taxpayer -  s basis in the forked coin. 

3. The. holding period in the forked coin would start on the day of the I lard Fork. 

4. Taxpayers choosing the sate harbor treatment as set forth in the guidance 
would be required to disclose this on their tax returns. 

5. the Service \ VOLI Id not assert that any taxpayer who availed themselves of the 
safe harbor treatment as set forth in the guidance has understated federal tax 
liability because of the receipt of a Forked coin in a 2017 Hard Fork. 

6. the Service, with input from the Section and other stakeholders, will continue 
to develop its position regarding the tax treatment For future I lard Forks, and 
stlCh position may be different from the one noted aboi. c and will apply 
prospectively. 

While the Section has not concluded that this is the proper hi.S. federal income 

tax treatment of Hard liorks, we believe that such temporary solution represents a 

reasonable interpretation of current law. In addition, we believe that the temporary 

solution imposes a reasonable administrative burden on the Service and compliance 

burden on taxpayers ill this filing season, as it avoids difficult ti ning and valuation 
issues.33  It also minimizes the ability of taxpayers to benefit froin hindsight depending 

on how the values fluctuated during 2017, Finally, by requiring disclosure, the Service 

will obtain valuable in termation about cryptocurrelICV transactions and taxpayers 

participating in them. 

We acknowledge that the temporary treatment may result in capital gain as 
opposed to ordinary income treatment (assuming the cryptocurrency is held as a capital 

asset), but by assigning a zero V 3 iUe:  it preserves tax on the full value of the forked 

currency for taxation when the taxpayer sells it. In addition, this approach restarts the 

holding period, thus resulting in sales occurring within a year being taxed as short-term 

capital gains. 

the Section "ill continue to refine its position and is happy to assist the Service 

in developing a permanent position regarding the tax treatment of lard Forks. hhe 

We not that he Sur‘ haa previu.lslv adoitec] ,ct hartta‘o. to avoid cfdiicijtt valuation 
RL 1 E9Qi2tB. 343. a ht Rea Proc. 200I-43, 2001-2 C t 
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Section also plans to continent on other issues in the cryptucurrency area and looks 
forward to prioritizing and working with the Sen ice on those issucs. 
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Tax Enlightenment: Taxation of Cryptocurrency Hard Forks 
- Rachana Khandelwal, MST Student 

Background on Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocurrency(CC) is a digital, decentralized, open source asset with its value entirely driven by 
market forces. CC holds no intrinsic value due to an absence of any asset backing. CCs sun as 
bitcoin and altcoins (Ethereum, Dash, Monero, Zcash, etc.) are signiflcantly different from 
traditional currencies such as the Euro and U.S. dollar. Traditional currency is a egal tender with 
a central bank backing and is generaay globally accepted as a medium of exchange. 

Transactions in cryptocurrency are recorded in a distributed ledger through a series of 
tsyptogra phi cal blocks called Pica kchain, d robust technology which makes it impossible to alter 
any recorded transaction. 

CCs are stored in digital wallets and can be used to buy/sell via transactions over a peer to peer 
network. When an exchange takes place over a peer to peer networ k, the record of transactions 
is maintained between user addresses and not the actual users. A bitcoin address is an alpha-
numeric code called a 'public key'. Each publ'c key has a corresponding private key, which needs 
to be protected and stored safely by the user. The public key is used to receive bitcoin while the 
private key is to send bitcoin. When a user's wallet is hosted on a third-party platform such as an 
exchange, the user doesn't have any control over the wallet since the private key of the wallet is 
held by the exchange. However, this does not imply that the exchange is manipulating the user's 
fund. The exchange manages the user's wallet and executes the transactions only when it 
receives the authorization from the user. 

CCs such as bitcoin and Ethereum are primarily obtained through 'mining', which involves 
solving complex mathematical algorithms on powerful computers. Once in circulation, it can be 
purchased from dedicated exchanges such as Coinbase and GDAX, or can be received as a 
payment for goods or services. 

Cryptocurrency also comes into existence through an Initial Coin Offering (ICO)1  or through a 
hard fork. 

What is a Hard Fork? 

As per the Safe Harbor for Taxpayers with Forked Assets Act of 2018 2  "hard fork means, with 
respect to any convertible virtual currency;  any material change in the shared digital ledger 
which is used to verify by consensus transactions in such currency if such change results in the 
maintenance of independent shared digital ledgers with respect to such currency." 

ICO is funded by investors to de..e!op a blockcho in, dt tokensor 3 currency. According to [hp R,icoi,n Murket 



In general, a hard fork (also <now.) as a chain split) occurs when a blockchain network protocol is 
ee,rnafll'itry upgraded by in major changes to the existing protocol, therebs 
creating a separate blockchain with a new cryptecurrency. Such a change in the protocol is not 
backward compatible and hence all the future transsictions are operated with a different set of 
rules under the new protocol. 

oevsna:sisskihnOi01JRuie-s‘jawrtnit:VRcoin) 

Source: Rachana Khandelwal 

Usually, a hard fork takes place when the blockchain network partfcipants (miners) arrive at a 
consensus that the software needs to be upgraded for reasons such as to increase the scalability 
of a block size, make the blockchain more efficient, lower the transaction costs or make the 
blockchain robust and immune from potential security breaches. 

The new tHolkchain retains the pre-forked transaction history of the owners of the coins. 
However, due to incompatibility in the software, a transaction that is accepted by the new 
protocol is rendered invalid on the old one and 'snot accepted by the non-upgraded nodes in 
the network. 

In 2016, Ethereum went into a hard fork in Ethereurn Classic (old) and Ethereum (new) to 
improve their broken blockchain network. The old blockchain was subject to hacking and 
resulted in the financial loss of $64 million: This led to a launch of new improved software 
which tigh+e-ed she security to prevent such losses in the future. 

Bitcoin has undergone several hard forks such as Eitcoin XT (December 2014), Bitcoin CiaSsic 
(February 2016). and Bitcoin Cash (August 2017).4 So far, the most successful bitcoin blockchain 
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split is the Bitcoin Cash awing to its wide acceptance by the cryptocurrency users and ranked 
fourth largest by market capitalization of approximately $9 billion.' 

Tax Treatment 

In March 2014, the IRS provided general guidance through Notice 2014-2? to treat 
cryptocurrency as 'property' for federal tax purposes. Thus, the tax rules applicable to a property 
transaction are also applicabkz to the transactions undertaken us,ng CC. However, since 2014 
there has been a significant transformation in the use and operation of cryptocurrency, which 
was or}ginally viewed as an asset obtained by mining or purchased from a dedicated exchange. 

In 2017, the hard fork of bitcoin into Bitcoin Cash presented an altogether a new challenge in the 
tax treatment of a newly obtained currency via chain split. The IRS has been silent on the tax 
treatment of a hard fork, Perhaps because of the subtleties involved in determining the point of 
taxation for such events. As mentioned above the valuation of the forked coin moy be a 
challenging aspect given the unpredictable frequency of a hard fork. In addition, the nature and 
newness of a hard fork has no existing counterpart in existing transactions to aid in identifying 
any obvious tax treatment. 

Character of Income 

A. Hard Fork as Ordinary Income 

Per IRC section 61(a), under general tax principles, gross income includes "all income from 
whatever source derived," except as otherwise provided.' Treasury Regulations §1.61-1(a) 
further explains it to include income realized in any form such as money, property or services. 

In Commissioner V. Glenshow Gloss, the U.S. Supreme Court further broadened the 
:nterpretation of IRC 61(a) and explained, income as a "taxable income when its recipient has 
such control over it that, as a practical matter, he derives readily realizable economic value from 
le The Court emphasized that the determinative factors of gross income include- a) undeniable 
accession to the wealth, b) clearly realized, and c) complete dominion over such income. 

Application of these three factors to a hard fork, produces the following analysis. 

a) Undeniable accession to the wealth 
In Haverly v. U.S. 9, the court determined that the taxpayer's receipt of unsolicited textbooks, 
and subsequent claiming of a charitable tax deduction upon donation of such textbooks 
constituted an accession to wealth. In the case of a hard fork, the forked coin is an economic 
gain to the taxpayer because of the taxpayer's holding of the original coin. The taxpayer 
generally receives an equal number of forked coins as the original coins held in their wallet 
at no cost. In substance, the taxpayer is in receipt of free property representing an increase 

Top 100 cryptut urrenuer by nork at capit01.7tion available at Hunt JjcoinrnarkrIcap ccoticomfr (as of August 22, 
2018) 
Notice 2011 •21, CH 938 availathe attutut i ciwww covuor2h14 16  FRENNOT  

Cott- Sonar Ghtl 
Corn v Clanshyvy Glass Co. itti US 426 (1905) 
513 F 2d 224 (7th  Or 1925) 
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in the wealth of the taxpayer. However, the value of such property at the time of hard fork 
may not he determined and might be viewed as no value at the time of creation. in addition, 
the new coin can also be viewed similarly to a stock sp:it (although the new coin is different), 
in that the coin emerges from the existing coin. 

The hard fork o‘ bitcoin resulting -n the split of bitco'n and creation of a new forked coin 
called Bitcoin Cash. This represented unsolicited property bestowed upon the holder of a 
bitcoin. Arguably, the fact that the Bitcoin Cash is freely available for use by the taxpayer 
satisfies the factor of 'undeniable accession to the wealth'. While a market might emerge for 
the coin, arguably, at the moment of its creation, it had no value separate from the original 
coin. 

b) Clearly realized 
Taxpayers' entitlement to the forked coin reflects their ability to enter into a transaction 
using the forked coin. The income is said to be clearly realized when it is actually or 
constructively received. The doctrine of constructive receipt is explained under Treasury Reg. 
§1.4.51-2(a). The regulation stipulates that income is realized when the taxpayer has a 
control over that income whether or not it is actually received by the taxpayer. However, in 
the case of a hard fork, this may or may not be satisfied due to two categories of 
wallet—custodial and non-custodial. 

i) Custodial Wallet 
A user owning cryptocurrency in a custodial wallet, such as an exchange, may not be able to 
claim the forked coin unless the exchange recognizes and supports it. In August 2017, prior 
to the bitcoin hard fork, Coinbase, a cryptocurrency exchange notified its bitcoin customers 
that it would not support Bitcoin Cash and the users would not be able to access Bitcoin Cash 
from their wallet.tc  In such a case, the income received was substantially restricted and 
legally controlled by the custodian of the wallet and it might not be construed as a 
constructively received unless the exchange allows the user to access it. 

ii) Non-custodial walet 
A non-custodial wallet does not involve any third party, and the user exercises complete 
control over the wallet. Thus, the user is said to constructively receive income as soon as the 
forked coin appears in his wallet. 
Hence, the unconditional and unrestrictive access to forked coins such as Bitcoin Cash or 
Ethereum received by the taxpayer as a virtue of being an owner of bitcoin or Ethereum 
Classic, might be viewed as a realization of income at the time of the hard fork. However, as 
noted earlier, the coin might have a value of zero at that time. 

Hp' , wi N Coinba ,,e evrhang2 P.c.;,20 Bilcoi n Cash, ' '', 2;o , n ide available 
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c) Complete dominion 
A taxpayer is said to have complete dominion over income when the taxpayer is able to 
exercise legal control over it A cryptocurrency user holding a custodial wahet hosted on a 
third-party platform such as Coinbase establishes legal control over the forked coin only 
when unconditional and unrestricted access is allowed. On the other hand, a user holding 
cryptocurrencies in a non-custodial wallet might be considered as having complete dominion 
as soon as the forked coins appear in the wallet. Again though, there remains the issue as to 
the value of the forked coin and whether the wallet holder has done anything to exercise 
control over the new coin. 

The above three-factor analysis is crucial in determining whether the forked coin obtained IS 
income However, there are significant practical challenges when a user's wallet is hosted by a 
third-party platform such as Coinbase. In August 2017, Coinhase was apprehensive of treating 
Bitcoin Cash as a legitimate currency due to the security risks to digital assets In this case, the 
private key of user's wallet was held with Coinbase and therefore the user could not access 
Bitcoin Cash unless Coinbase allowed them to do so. This brings a severe restriction on the user 
along with the uncertainty based on the third party's decision In such situation, a realization 
event is delayed, and the price may not be accurately assessed due to a highly volatile 
cryptocurrency market 

B. Hard fork treated as a growth in an investment 

Can the forked coin be viewed as a dividend paid on the original coin, which is treated as 
property per Notice 2014-21? In Eisner v Macomber'', the Supreme Court held that a stock 
distributed as a dividend is not income. The Court observed that a "stock dividend is nothing, but 
a piece of paper received by the stockholder of the company and the stockholder has received 
nothing out of company's assets for its separate use and profit." Further, the Court emphasized 
that "the stockholder is subject to the business risks of the company which may result in wiping 
out the entire investment of the stockholder." 

Applying this analogy to a hard fork, :he forked coin can be construed as a stock dividend 
received by the user resulting in an increase in the number of coins, but not an increase in value 
In addition, the original coin is subject to operational and security risks'?  like the business risks of 
a company distributing stock as a dividend. 
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C. Valuation of the forked coin 

Assigning a value to the new currency is crucial and the most charenging aspect in the taxation 
of a hard fork. If the IRS decides to treat the forked coin as ordinary income, then the basis 
possibly could be the price at the time of launch, i.e. the opening price. 

In its comment letter (May 2013) to the IRS, the AICPA suggested that the price discovery at the 
time of a fork can be considered as near zero and therefore for tax purposes, it should have a 
zero basis and result in no income at that time .14  A similar position was offered by the American 
Bar Association's (ABA) Section of Taxation in its comment letter (March 2018) to the IRS 
suggesting the valuation and the tax treatment of forked coin.' 

The rationale behind assigning a zero value is the uncertainty in the survival of the new coin and 
the high volatility of the cryptocurrency market. Also, as discussed in the previous section, 
factors such as third-party support for custodial wallets delays the (constructive) receipt of the 
new coin. 

Other countries on the hard fork 

Australia 

The Australian Tax Office (ATO) issued a g.iideline that taxpayers do not derive any ordinary 
income or capital gain when they obtain a new cryptocurrency as a result of the hard fork in the 
existing blockchain. Further, if the taxpayer held the cryptocurrency as an investment, the basis 
for the new cryptocurrency would be zero for the purpose of computing capital gain. If a 
cryptocurrency is held for a sale or exchange in a business, the new cryptocurrency obtained 
during a hard fork would be treated as a trading stock, and it must be accounted as income at 
the end of the financial year. lb 

United Kingdom 

Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs (HMRC) treats cryptocurrency as an asset and therefore a 
gain on the sale or use of cryptocurrency is a capital gain. HM RC has specified in its internal 
manual on Capital Gains that the basis of the new cryptocurrency arising as a result of] chain 
split should be traced to the cost of the original asset. Thus, the acquisition cost of the old 
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cryptoc.irrency would be apport oned between the old and the new cryptocurrency obtained in 
the course of a hard fork . 

Germany 

In a Cryptotax seminar hosted by the Frankfurt School of Finance & Management in March 2018, 
the school suggested treating a har d fork Simi ar to stock sal its and consider the market value at 
the time of the split as a cost of acquisition of the new cryptocurrency.'s 

Conclusion 

The evolution of blockchain technology and the cryptocurrency market has given rise to an 
increase in tax complexities There are diverse interpretations of a chain split around the world 
and as a consequence, the tax treatment of hard fork varies between countries Not many 
countries have issued guidelines on chain splits and such an event needs to be interpreted based 
on the particular facts and circumstances and that country's tax law. 

As more and more currencies come into existence through hard forks, it is going to be 
challenging for the tax authorities in understanding, designing and regulating the tax treatment. 

The character, timing and the amount of income are difficult to identify and define within the 
tax framework. Therefore, these aspects need to be carefully evaluated to make a tax law for a 
complex subject like a hard fork. Specific guidance is also needed to better ensure consistency of 
how owners experience a hard fork of CC treat it for tax purposes. 
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CPAs 

Request for C u id a nee Regarding Virtual Cu rrency 
(Notice 2014-21) 

I. Expenses of Obtaining Virtual Currency 

Overview 

Virtual currency is property that exisk hi cluctronie form and used as a store of value, as well as 
to acquire goods and services. as 33,ell as other virtual currencies. Users of virtual currency may 
exchange it lbr physical money, such as the United States Dollar (USD), or other foreign 
currencies. Users can also obtain new virtual currency through in which is the process of 
having computers compete to solve complex mathematical problems. The individuals with the 
computers that solve the problems are the 'Awinners - that receive newly mined blocks of virtual 
ClIffenCy. 

Section 4, QdVA-8 of Notice 2014-21 states that "When a taxpayer successfully 'mines' virtual 
currency, the fair market value oldie virtual currency as of the date of receipt is includible in gross 
income:" this language implies that mining is akin to a service activity, rather than a production 
activity where income is not realized until disposition of the property: Therefore, it's appropriate 
to treat the costs of ruining virtual currency similar to expenses incurred in providing other services 
(i.e.. expensed as "paid or incurred").' 

Smi3dested  

Q-1: Are the costs of acquiring virtual currency through minind. or similar activities expensed 
as incurred, similar to costs incurred for providing other service activities? 

A-1:& Yes. Virtual currency mining or similar activities produce virtual currency treated as 
ordinal-) income in the year it is mined and the expenses of mining are deducted as incurred. 
The matching of income and expenses are consistent with other service activities. Virtual 
currency mining equipment is capitalized and deprec:ated like any other property whose 
useful life extends beyond one )car. 

2. Acceptable Valuation and Documentation 

Oservies‘  

Section 4. ()& A-5 of Notice 2014-7 1 refer; to exchange rates es I ished by market supply and 

Set IRS ice 2011-21 Section 4. QS; 1-ti 
'RC stet:Dm 1101 

,,tiCIRM I(,2. 
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demand used to determine the fair market value of virtual currency in USD as of the date of 
payment or receipt. It also recommends that taxpayers use a "reasonable manner that is 
consistently applied" to calculate the lair market value of virtual currenc>. Further guidance and 
examples are neeexsary to define ..rcasonabl., manner,-

 

With respect to Bitcoin, there are a few published exchanges and price indexes and the values 
reported on each exchange and price index at any time of the clay are unlikely the same. I he 
following examples demonstrate the variations in value across different exchanges and price 
indexes at a given date and time. 

110coin ( Gil re S .1(nman,  3/, 17  

The Bitcoin values as reported on the following virtual currency price indexes: on 3aritnary 
31, 2017 at 4:00 pin (Eastern Time): 

• Bitcoin Average $ 976.67 
• Coindesk $ 967.67 
• Urusule $ 972.22 
• Winkdcx $ 950.75 

The Biteoinn values as reported on the following virtual currency exchanges on January 31, 
2017 at 4;00 pin (Eastern Time): 

• Bitstamp S 963.99 
• Coinbase S 960.05 
• Kraken $ 975.00 

flacon! 121hics oil 30. 2017 

The Biteoin values as reported on the following virtual currency price indexes on June 31) 
2017 at 4:00 pm (Eastern Time): 

• Bitcoin Ax erage S 2.458.14 
• Coindesk $ 2,499.08 
• Cioogle $ 2437.82 
• Winkclex $ 2.502 24 

1 he Bitcoin values as reported on he loll 
2017 at 4:00 pm ([astern 'lime): 

• Bitstamp 
• Coinbase 
• Kraken  

lie irtual CLIMMCV exchapues on June 

$ 2,465.49 
$ 2.486.09 
$ 2,548.00 
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Suggested FAQs 

Q-2: Are taxpayers allowed to use an average of different exchanges? 
A-2: Yes faxpayers are allowed to use an average of different exchanges s they are 

consistent in how they calculate the valuation. 

Q-3 May taxpayers use the average rate for the day to calculate the exchange rate? 
A-3 Yes. Taxpayers may use the avera2e rate for the day to calculate the exchange rate. 

provided they are consistent in how the> make this determination for every virtual currency 
transaction. 

Q-4 May taxpayers rely on virtual currency tax software as a reasonable and consistent method 
for determining fair value? 

A-4 Yes. Taxpayers may rely on virtual currency tax software as a reasonable and consistent 
method for deteimining flair value if the software is consistently using aggregated price 
data. 

Q-5: Are taxpayers allowed to have a combination of transactions using time stamps or dates 
(w ithout a time stamp) for one virtual currency, Or L11110112 a group of virtual currencies, 
and still have this method considered as consistently applied? 
Yes. Taxpayers should use time stamps whenever possible and transactions with dates 
should only have a reasonable and consistent method applied, as outlined in this section. 
A virtual currency, such as Bitcoin, meets this test in both methods because a combination 
or time stamps and dates are used. 

Q-6: N4ay taxpayers use a different method for determining lair value for transactions in each of 
their virtual currency wallets and exchanges? 
laxpayers should apply the same reasonable and consistent method to all the transactions 

On a per virtual currency wallet or exchange basis. Taxpayers should use time stamps 
wiggle) Cr they are available. Otherwise, the use ol a reasonable and consistent method 
should apply to the transactions. Taxpayers may have one method applied to one wallet 
and another method applied to another exchange when determining the fair value of all the 
Bitcoin transactions. Faxpayers using this combination of methods can 'fleet the ()Serail 
test for reasonable and consistent determination of i value. 

Q-7: May taxpayers use a virtual currency price index that aggregates the prices from major 
exchanges. such as the Coindesk Biteoin Index (XBP)? 

A-7: lax payers may use a price index provided they are consistent in applying prices for 
every virtual currency transaction 
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3. Computation of Gains and Losses 

Overview 

A "convertible" virtual currency is a virtual currency that has an equivalent value in real currency. 
or acts as a substitute for real currency. It usually has a measurable value in real :none>: and what 
makes it convertible lies in its ability to exchange for real currency based on its determinable value 
in the market. The most popular form of convertible virtual currency is Bitcoity 

"I he treatment of convertible virtual currency as non-cash property signifies that any time virtual 
currency is used to acquire goods oi services, a barter transaction takes place and parties need to 
know the fair market value (WV) of the currency on that day. The party exchanging the virtual 
currency for goods or services will need to track the basis of his or her currency to determine 
whether a gain or loss has occurred and whether it is a short-term or long-term transaction. •[his 
determination involves a significant amount of recordkeeping even if the transaction is valued at 
under $10. 

Currently there are no alternative track ine methods provided for such transactions other than for 
securities under Treas. Reg. § 1 . 1012-I(c) Ic g.. first in first out (FIFO)). Therefore, taxpayers 
are required to specifically identify which virtual currency lot was used for each transaction in 
order to properly determine the gain or loss for that particular transaction. In many cases, it is 
impossible for a taxpayer to track which specific virtual currency was used for a particular 
transaction. 

The IRS should allow FIFO treatment tinder section 1012 as an election and/or option. It is not 
always practical to perform the tracking process for specific identification. Ilowever, although 
specific :denti fication can present a tracking challenge for taxpayers, it is imperative that the IRS 
allow this method. Specific identification is needed in order to provide a mechanism to address a 
double capital gain paradox that can arise due to the fact that some virtual currencies can only 
exchange 13:r other virtual currencies (and not for US0s). It is unfair For taxpayers to incur gain 
from a series of related sales that exceed the ultimate transaction proceeds (as explained in the 
Hitcoin conduit problem in Appendix A). 

Sug.vested FAQ 

Q-8: May a taxpayer choose either the specific identification method or the FIFO method as the 
accounting method for computing capital gains and losses? 

A-8:& Yes. The taxpayer may choose either specific identification or FIFO as long as the method 
is consistently applied from year to year. 

4 
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4. Need for a Del/in/nth Election 

Overview 

Some taxpayers may only have a minimal amount of virtual currency that is designated For 
making small purchases (such as buying coffee) I racking the basis and I IV of the virtual 
currency lin-  each of these small purchases is time consuming, burdensome, and will yield a de 
minim is amount of gain or loss. A binding election applicable for a specified amount of virtual 
curiency is beneficial to taxpayers 

Currently, section 988(0(2) allows For an exclusion of up to 1:200 per transaction for foreign 
currency exchange rate gain, if derived from a personal transaction. Thc same exclusion should 
apply to virtual currencies even though they are considered property rather than foreign currency. 

SUP iiested FAQ 

Q-9: May individuals use a de In rule for virtual currency similar to the section 9840(2) 
exclusion of up to 1200 per transaction for foreign currency exchange rate gain? 

A-9: Yes. Individuals may use a de rule, similar to section the 988(e)(2) exclusion, for 
virtual currency transactions to alleviate the burden or recordkeeping for indiv iduals who 
use irtual currency as a medium of exchange [Ink c/c muumes rule allows taxpayers to 
exclude tiansactions resulting in S200 or less of gain. 

5. Valuation for Charilable Contribution Purposes 

Over  

A thathahle contribution of property with a val He in excess of 15,000 rcqu res a qualified appraisal 
from a qualified appraiser. Except:oils exist for - readily valued propertv -  such as publicly traded 
securities. The rationale is that the prices ftur these publicly traded stc,cks arc available 011 
established exchanges, thus not requiring a qualified appraisal. 1 he same is true lor most. if not 
all, types of virtual currencies. "Illia is. v:IrIOLIS exchanges publish the value of the currency on 
any given day. Thus, a taxpayer donating virtual currency worth more than $5,000 should not 
have the requirement to obtain a qualified appraisal. provided he donor documents the transfer 
under the usual section 170(0 rules and maintains proof of the value of the virtual currency on at 
least two established exchanges on the date of the donation. This use of at least two exchanges 
recognizes that unlike publicly-traded stock, v. hich has a single price, the value of virtual currency 
can vary slightly among different published exchanges. In addition, the use of at least two 
exchanges provides support that the donated currency is widely recognized 

See SeJmte Commi:tec  on Finance :-u,(1 't Huse W. a‘s and Menus lettcr  tr ,m Senator I latch ,,u(lConress n Brady 
arsi Buchaw IL to the IRS Count, issioncr, suggc•sting that the IRS provide a ,./c piinimis rule to remove prw:ri harriers 
to transac1iotr,1 use of virtual currencies, daled May 17, 2017 
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Suggested FAQ 

Q-10: Is a charitable contribution of virtual currency valued in excess of $5.000 treated the same 
as contributions of publicly traded stock which do not require a qualified appraisal? 

4-10: Yes. Virtual currencies that have 3 readily determinable market alue on at least to 
commonly used exchanges are treated similar to contributions of publicly traded stock 
under section 170(1) and do not requite 1 qualified appraisal. The taxpayer must document. 
and calculate the average of. the fair market value on at least two exchanges (at the date 
and time of the contribution) and the basis of the virtual currency contributed. 

6. Virtual Currency Events 

Overview 

Price discovery is an important concept affectillt/ how taxation is applied to virtual currencies (see 
Appendix B). Price discovery refers to the act of detertnining the proper price or a security, 
commoditk, or good or service bs studying market supply and demand and other factors associated 
with transactions. Virtual currency events including chain splits, airdrops and giveaways are 
subject to price discovery and therefore, create a unique challenge in determining a USD 
translation for irtual currencies that newly come into existence. 

A chain split occurs ‘‘ hen one hlockchain splits into two separate virtual currencies. An airdrop 
is a distribution of new virtual currency tokens, cm a pro-rata bask, to existing holders of a 
particular virtual currency based on a snapsnot of the owners' balances at a specific point in time. 
finlike an airdrop el ent where tokens are distributed pro-rata. a giveaway event occurs l% hen a 
Fixed amount of virtual currency is given to a taxpayer for creating an account on a related wallet. 

Existing virtual currencies with a lone track record are traded on multiple exchanges and likely 
have significant trading v. olume, thus yielding sufficient data for LSD translations and the 
determination of fair value. Ihis same data is not available when virtual currencies comc into 
existence at time zero, ‘.‘ hick is the moment in time that the price discovery process begins. By 
definition, the USD translation for virtual currencies happens at the exact second a transaction 
takes place as if there was a transaction time stamp post price discovery). When this method is 
applied to chain splits, airdrops, and giveaw ays. the price discovery at time zero - the exact second 
oldie transaction—is :So, in theory. The price discos cry process begins when the irtual currency 
is listed on an exchange and the trading process begins to produce price history. Price discovery 
may start on the same day as the virtual currency event. I lowever, in many cases, price discovery 
and exchange listings do not take place for several daks because virtual vvallet software and 
C \ changes must upgrade their technology and system rules to make it compatible A :th the new 
irtual currency, particularly in the event of a chain split. (See Appendix C for a detailed 

explanation.) 

Regardless of whether a irtual currency transaction is considered ordinary income or -hether any 
basis requires allocation, price disco' ery results in a zero %ake. If the transaction in question 

6 
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would have other y ise been considered ordinary income:the amount received as zero value also 
becomes the basis in that virtual currency and the beginning of the holding period becomes the 
date coinciding with that value. 

Virtual currency resulting from chain splits are property that are unsolicited by the taxpayer. 
Nothing compels individuals to claim these coins and normally, most individuals take no action at 
all until the risks associated yvith the chain split and its new coins are evaluated and mitigated. 
When a taxpayer makes the decision to take action by exercising authority, dominion, and control 
over a virtual currency, then the taxpayer acquires access to his/her chain split coins. In regards 
to 13i1eoin, a taxpayer could exercise doininion by recognizing income upon performance of the 
coin sillMil-IL! action. 

[Rumple: 
A taxpayer may use a splitter tool to split the original Bitcoin into Bitcoin jBTC) and 
Biteoin Cash (BC H) two separate virtual currencies. Taxpayer A may exercise dominion 
and control within days alter the split when BCH is valued at S 100 while Taxpayer B may 
exercise dominion of control months later klien BCH is valued at S2,000. This scenario 
demonstrates the wide variation in potentially recognizable income. 

Attempting to create a mechanism or:, set of rules for price discovery or price allocation, which 
can only take place at a moment in time after the transaction occurs, would create an undue burden 
for taxpayers and result in an unlimited number of approaches, inconsistently applied. axpayers 
could apply a range of reasonable approaches to determine a USD lair value for chain splits, 
airdrops. and giveaways. However, they should have consistent application thom one virtual 
currency to the next as these practices can give rise to possible manipulation. An election similar 
to what is allowed under section 83( b) (see Appendix D ibr sample draft election) would offer 
taxpayers some flexibility.  lvhile providing a method for consistent application with new virtual 
currency events_ 

The FAQs below address the following irtual currency events: 

a. Chain Splits 
b. Airdrops 
c. Uiveau.ays 
d. Token Swaps 
c. Staking 

Chain Splits 

Blockchains arc subject to soft forks, hard forks, and chain splits. A soft fork is a change of 
the blockchain rules that creates blocks still iecognized as valid by the old software, even 
though the rules are changed. . hard fork is a major change in the Noel:chain protocol rules 

deewtEaJlce of a capu.tt asset iii orderto v,crierarecapi tal rl Or capital loss, 
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where the software validating according to the old rules will see any blocks produced according 
to the new rules as in Every chain split results from a soft or hard fork. Both soft and 
hard forks create a split. but a hard fork is meant to create two separate blockeha ins Ix hi le a 
soft fork results in only one. Also, with virtual currency forks, there is a - snapshot." which 
includes the date when the fork occurs and a specific block number where the virtual currency 
separated 

On August I. 2017, a chain split occurred v. jthin the Bitcoin network system that resulted in 
two versions of the Bitcoin blockchain and two separate virtual currencies, both of which share 
the identical parts of the blockchain prior to the August I, 2017 split. Taxpayers who held 
Bitcoin (BI C) before the split on August I ainomatically received one equivalent unit of 
Bitcoin Cash (13(11) breach unit of Bitcoin (RI C), resulting in a separate financial instrument 
that possesses a liquid market value. 

Bit and 130 I are initially a conjoined sir-trial currency until they are split via a splitting tool-
where a wallet feature or an exchange splits them on behalf of the owner/customer. An action 
must take place to separate a conjoined virtual currency into two. If the taxpayer controls the 
private key. then BTC and BCH remain conjoined as BIC-BCI I until the taxpayer takes action 
to separate them. 

A private key is a long number that allows an owner to spend histher virtual currency. Owners 
of virtual currenci Cs can keep private keys on computer files. Generally. an owner could also 
print the key on paper and store it in a secure location (e.g., a safe). 

lithe taxpayer does not control the private key, which is the case when virtual currency is held 
on a centralized ex:change, then the BIC-BCH remain conjoined until, and/or if, the third party 
exchange separates them. Therefore, two blockchains are permanently conjoined until a 
taxpayer or an exchange takes action to split it into two separate virtual currencies. 

The sequential stages of a full chain split are as follows: 

I. RFC: One virtual currency. 
2. A fork occurs, resulting in a chaiti split. 
3. 13 rc-nu I: One conjoined virtu currency, where th 

branches. 
4. Splitting action takes place. 
5. BTC and BC11: Two separate virtual currencies. 

The price discovery and fair value of BCH at the time of the chain split is zero. The taxpayer s 
has in BIC is not allocated and the basis in HUH becomes zero. 

SCC article. "Ilni I) \ Hard nth k..1 nark And A C \ V F,, \ Lau  
Light ,,d September 25, 2017 
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h. Airdrops 

An airdrop is a pro-rata distribution of a nesv virtual currency based on a snapshot of the virtual 
currency address balances of an existing blockehain at a specific point in time. The snapshot 
and the distribution dates (two different points in time) are communicated in advance. 

herefore. taxpayers may purchase one virtual currency that entitles them to another via 
airdrop. 

Evampie: 
In 2016, NXT holders were entitled to 0,5 Ardor (ARDR) for every NXT token. If the 
taxpayer had 24,000 N Xi-, they received 12.000 ARDR after an NXT blockchain snapshot 
was completed. However, the taxpayer M us t have held NXT in the NXT client (ss a] let) 
and not on an exchange. 'Hie NXT client is "transparent" with the NXT blockchain, which 
allows a snapshot of every NXIF address containing that specific type of virtual currency. 
The airdrop is completel . independent of the N X I Islockehain, The ARDR token is 
compatible with the NXT client and the pro-rata amount of new ARDR automatically 
appeared in a user's wallet on the distribution date. 

Giveaways 

A giveaway occurs when a fixed amount of virtual currency is given to a taxpayer for creating 
an account (and related wallet) and verifying their identity via Facebook, for example, lie 
identity verification prevents the creation of multiple accounts for the same person and thus. 
gaining ofthe system. The giveaway lasts for a period of time g.. 30 days) or when i certain 
amount of tokens are claimed. 

Example: 
Stellar launched HI 2014 and in Ma) of 2017. Stellar gave away 500 Lumens, their native 
virtual currency, to anyone svho created an online accoi I nt (wallet). The giveaway is not 
based on owning any other virtual currencies and the act of "signing up" and creating an 
account entitles the taxpayer to the free tokens. I his giveaway process is distinctly 
different from an airdrop, where a taxpayer must own another virtual currency at a specific 
point in time and the amount or tokens received by the taxpayer is pro-rata based on a 
hlockchain snapshot, 

Suguested F2S0s 

Q-I 1: Are virtual currency airdrops considered ordinary income? 
A-II: Yes. Virtual currencies received from airdrops are akin to a bonus or a free prize. 

Taxpayers should include the amount as ordinary income based on the fair value of 
the token on the date of receipt. The income recognized becomes the basis in the 
virtual currency. The holding period begins on the date of distribution and is the 
first day of the hold in period. 
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Q-12: Flow do taxpayers report virtual currency events. including chain splits, airdrops, 
giveaways, or other similar activities? 

A-12.  Within 30 days of the event, taxpayers may report the event by making an "Fleetion 
to Include a Virtual Currenes Event as Ordinary Income in Year of Transfer.'' 
similar (but not subject) to the process for making an election under section 83(h). 
If the virtual currency is a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer, future 
disposition of the asset 's ill generate a capital gain or loss and the income reported 
becomes the basis in the virtual currency. (See Appendix D.) 

Q-I3 I Tow should taxpin ers report the Bitcoin split that occurred in Aunust ot 2017? 
avers has c the option to report es ems as they deem appropriate. tlowever, 

they choose to make an "Election to Include a Virtual Currency Event as Ordinary 
Income in Year of Transfer," the IRS will not challenge that method of treatment 
For 2017. Specifically, a taxpayer makes the election that states they received 
Biteoin Cash in the August 20E7 split event and the currency has zero basis. A 
taxpayer should file this election with the 2017 tax return by the extended due date, 

Q-14: How is a virtual currency event (e.g., chain splits, air drops, giveaways, etc.) 
reported when a taxpayer does not make an "Election to Include a Virtual Currency 
Event as Ordinary Income in Year ol3 fransferi' 

A-I4: If a taxpayer does not make the election, then the virtual CUITCPCS, e CIII is reported 
as ordinary income when a taxpayer later clisposes or the virtual currency received 
in a prior event (where the election was not made). 

Q-15: Prior to the effective date of IRS guidance on the taxation tit - virtual currency events, 
how should taxpayers report these events (e.g., chain splits, air drops, giveaways. 
etc.)? 

A-15: Taxpayers may make the -Election to Include a Virtual Currency Event as Ordinary 
Income in Year of fransfer" ss ithin 60 dask of the release of IRS guidance on this 
issue. 

Q-16: May a taxpayer make the "Election to Include a Virtual Currency Event as Ordinary 
Incerme in Year of Transfer if a third party virtual currency exchange issues the 
chain split coins, LICI1 I For example, on a date alter the virtual currency event 
happened? 

A-I: Yes, Within 30 days of the event, taxpayers may report the event by making an 
"Election to Include a Virtual Currency Event as Ordinary Income in Year of 
Trimsfer." 

d. Token Swaps 

A token swap occurs \ viten the developers °la virtual currency decide to nose1 to a new or 
existing cryptographic protocol. thus requiring virtual currency holders to move their tokens 
from an existing l‘ ;diet to a new \.‘ fillet supported Ins the new protocol. During this process, 

0 
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the old blockchain is abandoned in flavor of a new and clic ferent blockchain. The developers 
provide a special token swap virtual currency address to facilitate the swap uttered fk)r a 
specified period of time. Alter this period of time. owners may no longer swap the tokens :Ind 
they become worthless. The original virtual currency is tlburned - or destroyed when it is sent 
to the SAN:1p address and a new version of the currency is sent to the new virtual currency 
address provided by the taxpayer. 

I or example. Stori, a Idle sharing project. oricinally issued its SON token on the Counterpart,: 
protocol and moved to the Ilthereum protocol, renaming the token to STOR.1. Taxpayers had 
to burn their SC.IX tor STORJ on a 1:1 ratio basis. The swap is a maintenance activity; 
therefore, the taxpayer would simply use the basis in the old tokens as the basis Cor the new 
tokens. In the case where a s kap H other than a I:I ratio, the basis is allocated on a pro-rata 
basis with the same total t f amount. If- taxpayers fail to make the swap within the specified 
expiration window and results in worthless virtual currency, they should account for this 
transaction by reporting it in the same way a worthless security or other investments are 
reported. 

Succested FAQs 

Q-  17: Are token swaps considered a taxable event? 
1-17: No. When one virtual currency is burned in exchange for another virtual currency 

(as required when the developers of one cryptographic protocol and/or blockchain 
decide to adopt a new and different cryptographic protocol and/or blockchain). the 
basis and holdinc period of' the original virtual currency is applied to the IIC \\ virtual 
currency version. lithe swap is other than a 1:1 basis, the total value olthe original 
virtual currency is divided by the number or new tokens received. 

Q-I8: ir a taxpayer Fails to execute a token swap within the specified time frame and the 
tokens are no longer eligible to :Wrap, is this occurrence considered the same as a 
worthless security under section 165(g)? 

A-18: Yes. Taxpayers should report virtual currencies that become worthless on Corm 
8949, Sales caul Other Dispositions of Capital .Issets thus applying the sarne 
methodology used for worthless securities. 

e. Slaking 

Stakina is partictpating in the security of a - pro stake.-  based cryptoaraphie alconthm-

 

blockchain. [his participation occurs when an individual owns a virtual currency with the 
expectation of receiving a prob.tbilistia reward or the same virtual eurrenc) Ihe 
must complete an act of staking to receiyc the reward because it does not happen automatically . 
Che inure virtual currency a taxpayer stakes. the higher the reward 
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Unlike "proof of work," where the at lorithin ftWards miners who solve mathematical 
problems to create new blocks, proof of stake occurs when the creator of a new block is chosen 
in a deterministic way. depending on their wealth or "stake." 

Virtual currency received from staking is treated as ordinary income in the same manner 
Flitcoin mining rewards are treated as ordinary ille0111C for proof elw ark based mining rewards. 
Proof or stake and proof or work are the principal algorithms Mr securing virtual currency 
networks. However, there are many other versions available. including hybrid versions. 
therefore. any act of participating in the securing of virtual currency, with the expectation of 
virtual currency as a rev, ard, should receive ordinary income taxation treatment. 

Suggested FAQ 

Q-19: Is virtual currency stak ing considered ordinary income from se ces. the same 
treatment applied to virtual currency mining? 

A- 19: Yes. Staking is akin to virtual currency mining and treated as ordinary income. 
The income recognized becomes the basis in the virtual currency and the holding 
period begins on the date the staking rewards are received. kwpenses, ic any related 
to staking, are deducted as ordinary expenses and expensed as incurred. 

7. Virtual Currency Held and Used hy a Dealer 

Oyervicw 

When a business buys and sells virtual currency 1rom customers, its character becomes 
inventory similar to other goods held for sale. 

Suggested F\ Qs 

Q-20: If a dealer is in the business of buying and selling virtual currencies to customers, what is 
the character or 'he virtual currency in the hands olthe taxpayer? 

A-20: Virtual currency is property and its character is considered inventory %Olen a dealer buys 
and sells virtual currencies to customers in the ordinary course of business. the sale of 
virtual currency is ordinary income and the inventory sold becomes the cost or goods sold. 
Hus type of blISIIICSS is :I virtual currency eXCIUffige or a dealer. A virtual currency dealer 
can also have virtual currency held as property with related capital gain and loss 
calculations when it is used to pay or goods and services outside of the business context. 
(See additional details in section below on the treatment of ?Dealers and hraders olVirtual 
Currency.?) 

Q-21 Do the uniform capitalization rules of section 263A apply to a virtual currency exchange? 
A-21 Yes. Personal property acquired for resale inc lucks both tangible and intangibre property 

considered inventory Ibr sale to customers in the ordinary course of business. Virtual 
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currency is intangible personal propel ty and a virtual currency exchange is subject to the 
rules of section 263A (other than for small taxpayers excepted from section 263M. 

S. Traders and Dealers of Virtual Currency 

Over je 

Taxpayers considered dealers and traders who engage in buying and selling securities in the 
ordinary course of business to customers inay make a "mark-to-market" election under section 
.175. 1 his election recognizes ordinary gains or losses on the deemed sales involved in the mark-

 

to-market process. he securities holdings on the last day of the yiear are deemed as sold for their 
fair market N Glue resulting in both ordinary income and ordinary expenses the same as for :my 
other trade or business. Taxpayers who trade virtual currencies perform this activity on virtual 
currency exchanges that contain all the robust trading features available on trading platforms for 
securities and commodities, including the same level of liquidity. In this context, virtual currencies 
are akin to securities and commodities. Thus particular issue is also under coretideration by the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission.' 

SUP,(2(`'(( 1,2 1±2 

Q-22: May taxpayers who trade virtual currency elect the mark-to-market rules under section 475 
i[they otherwise qualify as a dealer or trader? 

A-22: Yes. [he nature of virtual currency trading is akin to dealers and traders of securities and 
commodities and a taxpayer may elect mark-to-market treatment. The taxpayer must 
otherwise qualify as a dealer or trader in order to make the election. 

9. Treatment Under Section 1031 

(Iv:aview 

Section 4, Q&A-I of Notice 2014-21 slalCS that "general tax principles applicable to property 
transactions apply to transactions using virtual currency," which is guidance that is generally 
helpful in determining the tax consequences of most virtual currency transactions. Thus, section 
1031 treatment should apply for exchanges entered into before 2018. 

A bolder of v irtual CUE rene‘ who rives it to acquire a different y irtual currency with only the two 
parties involved has engaged in a simultaneous swap. It the currencies are held for use in a 
business or FOI investment purposes and determined to meet the definition of like-kind, section 
1031 applies to defer any realized gain or lots. 

lesticaon.). of Commisaionet Mat \ itjen behara hc t.. lous on Agriculture SuFaxam Inca; on 
Commodhy Exchange. F ravD. (1111.3 Cradii tiubaunaii ec, Pfd 14. 20151 
littp:aw v..+ lie aoa(PrecsRoorn.tipceche‘I c,tinical‘  Vermin liaj dal bei2ovk. 

( (1(11(111ci..)110( (aims (H1 ( Can Intervene ir BOCHT1 CHii,Deslc. Nov I 8 2011: 
[inn: cuir,Thsk :011( ctia—ran-i• ten. ana-E1 tc( :Kers_ 
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Suggested FAQ 

Q-23: Does section 103 I apply to an exchange of virtual currency hold for investment or business 
(other than dealer property )7 lu 

A-23: Yes. Notice 2014-21 provides that virtual currency is treated as property. Thus. if the 
property is lie id for investment or business (not dealer property), and all requirements of 
section 1031 are satisfied, like-kind exchange treatment applies if the exchange occurs 
before 2018. 

Taspay ors need guidance in order to properly interpret ancl apply the rules and regulations 
in this area. Guidance on the relevant factors to determine if two virtual currencies are 
like-kind is necessary, along with guidance on whether any of the existing section 1031 
rules apply differently given the various types ()Iv irtual currencies, how they are held, and 
how taxpayers can transfer them. 

10. 1 eatment Tinder Section 453 

Notice 2014-21 provides that virtual currency is treated as property. I here tine, where a taxpayer 
disposes of virtual currency with at least one payment received after the close of the tax year of 
the disposition. the installment method of section 453 applies. -[he installment method would not 
apply if the currency is held as dealer property.  or inventory, or the owner elects not to have the 
method apply. 

Suggested  FAQ 

Q-24: Does the installment method in section 453 apply to virtual currencies? 
A-24: Yes. The installment method applies to virtual currencies that are not dealer property or 

inventory ;Ind requires reporting OH Form 6252, Thstailment .Yoic Income. Ir the taxpayer 
elects out of the installment method treatment, this method would not apply. 

II. Holding Virtual Currency in a Retirement Account 

OverVIC11' 

he prevaiellee of irtual CUM:11C)  
in retirement funds. 

Public Lau 115-97 (12 22117a See. 13303, changes section 1031 to apply only to cxch properth 
etlective for exeitinLres completed drier December 31.2(17. However, guidance is still rct]UT!red tindersection 1031 
for vinual currency exchailL:CS that occurred before the effcctive date of this ;:han.gc. 

14 

n investment hide leads to consideration of holding it 
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Suggested FAQ 

Q-25: May taxpayers hold virtual currencies in all IRA or similar retirement savings account? 
A-25: Yes. Virtual currency is considered property mid taxpayers may hold it in an IRA if all 

other IRA requirements arc satisfied. 

Taxpa)ers need guidance on whether other types of retirement accounts. if any, can hold 
virtual currencies. The IRS should also provide nuidanec on what special documentation 
rules or requirements apply given the decentralized nature of irmal currencies and the 
various ways these currencies are held and transferred 

12. Foreign Reporting Requirements for Virtual Currency 

Overview 

Taxpayers need specific guidance on foreign reporting requirements for virtual currency. An IRS 
analyst for the Small Business/Sell-Employed Division (SBSE) stated. in June of2011, that virtual 
currency accounts were not reportable on the Form 114, Report of Foreign Bank and Financial 

4ccounts (F BAR). for tax years ended 2014.11  Howe en no guidance was provided in regards to 
failure tax years. Some virtual currencies are traded on centralized exchanges that operate in 
jurisdictions outside the United States, 'I lie exchanges are either a pure virtual currency exchange 
or a virtual currency exchange which allows virtual currencies to exchange into fiat currencies. 
These foreign virtual currency exchanges have custody of customers virtual currencies and an 
exchange failure results in the loss of customer funds. In addition, taxpayers do not control their 
funds on a centralized exchange the same way they control funds in any other traditional linancial 
institution. Both oithe centralized exchanges mentioned above are Silnilar to a Foreign lianancial 
Institution (III) because they behave in the same manner, 1 herefore, taxpayers should report the 
value of virtual currencies and fiat currencies held at those exchanges if they meet the necessary 
threshold. 

Conversely, when a taxpayer ONVI1S, controls and is in possession of a private key for a t irtual 
currency wallet, they have 100% custody and control over all of the virtual currencies held in that 
walled If the taxpayer loses the private key they lose all of their funds. This concept is akin to 
the taxpayer holding cash, gold, or any other asset in their personal possession. When the taxpayer 
oNlns, controls, and is in possession of the private key, the virtual currency resides in the country 
of the taxpayer's residence. In the case of a U.S. resident, the ) irtual currency by delinition resides 
in the IS. There is no Foreign Financial Institution (III)  or financial institution of any kind 
because the taxpayers maintain possession similar to cash or gold. The same principles apply to 
both the FBAR and the horeign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA). 

' Pod undqukt, a senior program analyst Mr tha IRS Small Hnsinessllielf-Frnplosed Diviciorn s1.tcd onjini IRS 
s‘CSInall that taxpayers di d not have itu rapori Bitcoin ostlic milIN Horn: I Ii, kgpo, o..,1,.,77 Ronffr;5mn(.zaJ  

owilv (FBAR). for the 2011 filing season. 
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Suggested CAOs 

Q-26: Are taxpayers who hold virtual currencies andfor Fiat currencies, on centralized virtual 
currency exchanges operating in a jurisdiction other than the LS., required to report the 
value of the viruial currencies lithe reporting threshold is met for both FBAR and FATCA 
compliance? 

.A-26: Yes. The \ attic of virtual currencies should aggregate w ith flat currencies and any other 
assets required for reporting under both FBAR and FA I CA ii their respective reporting 
thresholds are met. 

Q-27 Are virtual currency \,•, alley: where taxpayers own, control, and are in possession of private 
keys for their own virtual currency wallets considered a Foreign Financial Institution for 
purposes of both FBAR and !FA I CA compliance? 

A-27: No. Virtual Curren° y \ al lets are owned and controlled by the taxpayer when in possession 
of the private key for that particular wallet. In this case, the virtual currency is considered 
cash which resides wherever the taxpayer resides and is therefore not considered a do reign 
Financial Institution or subject to either FBAR or FAICA compliance. 

Note: 

IRS and I reasury should provide guidance on \ hearer virtual currency accounts (nay 
Ii ecome reportable on the Form I Id. Report of Foreign Bank and Elnan,:nil Accounts, in 

future tax years. Cuidance should also explain %\ hether there are circumstances that may 
alter virtual currencj. accounts into foreign Financial assets under section 6028D, and 
therefore require reporting on Forrn 893 8. Statement of Specified1'01'6hp, P inoncial Assets. 

Additionally. guidance should provide whether additional reporting obligations exist under 
the FA I CA or whether there are other requirements For money services businesses (NlSk) 
that exchange virtual currency. For example, would the IRS consider this exchange a 
Financial institution activity? 

16 
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APPENDIX 

A) Ritroin as a Conduit for Selling Virtual Currency for US!) Double Capital Cain 
Paradox): 

There are over 1,600 types of virtual currencies. Only a small num box of these virtual currencies. 
including Biteoin (RTC). Ethereum (EFI-1). and Litecoin (1447). are considered Itbase currencies.4 
Buyers can use cash to purchase base currencies and sell these currencies in exchange For cash. 

Nlost of the other types of virtual currencies available, however. arc "altcoins - w Hell are the 
alternative cryptocurrencies launched alter the success of Bitcoin. Unlike base currencies, alit:fins 
are not /Noted in a domestic currency. Therefore, users cannot purchase altcoins directly with 
cash and must use tracling pairs to exchanike altcoins back into a base currency or another altcoin. 
A trading pair describes the available trade link between one type of eryptocurreney and another. 
For example. Ritcoin (ISTC) and I:therein-it 111114 are trading pairs because owners can sell one 
directly for the other. Currency pairs are illustrated as: - FITC/ETI I, a ratio of the three letter 
abbreviation of the currencies involved. 

Most virtual currencies are not trading pairs. For example, when a taxpayer wants to sell N X T, a 
Rim) of cryptocurreney, they must sell it on an exchange such as Poloniex for Biteoin. 'Then, the 
taxpa)er would send the Biteoin to another exchange such as (oinhase to sell it for the ISI) 
ilioloniex et al arc pure virtual currency exchanges with no fiat exchange:442 

Bitcoin is required as a temporary conduit to facilitate the sale of NXT because there is no 
likimuuSD trading pair. If there was a direct NXTRISD trading pair. then the taxpayer would not 
need to use Bitcoin as the trading conduit. 

Etample 
IF a taxpayer sold 510,000 worth of NXT with a 51,000 basis, the taxpa)er has a 59000 
gain. When Bitcoin is used as a conduit, the S10.000 )vorth of NXT is then sold for SI0,000 
of Bitcoin. If the taxpayer used FIFO and had a basis of 52.000 in the Bitcoin, then the 
sale of the II:10.000 of Bitcoin results in an 58.000 gain when he/she sells the Biteoin for 
LSD. tills transaction triggers a $19.000 gain for the sale of NXT and an $8000 gain for 
the sale of Bitcoin and thus a SI 7,000 total gain »hen the original sale proceeds were only 
S I 0.000. 

Krample B: 
In Example A, if a taxpayer used specific identification. they could match the purchase of 
the Sitcom') (from the sale of NXT) to the sale of 13i coin 11or USD at time zero. or in 
practical terms. within about an hour. The market fluctuation or Bit“Ati in a one-hour 

I-  Hai inone2v that i gu%ernmcnt has dL'üared as legit lender. but it is not bucked by a ph> ".iCal COI/11110d i 
•Ihe value or fiat money is derived from ific reLahoiittip between supply and demand rather (Iran the ‘2.lue or the 
material USed IC produce the money. 

17 
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pe,iod ‘‘,.uld result in a oaia of annroximatcl), SO 
from the sale t if 1N:XI ‘‘auld remain as 59,000. 

13 instead 

"Hie Binanee exchange screentdiot belc.A‘. shows two tradim, pairs for IRON (IRX). a virtual 
currency. I sers can only trade IRON On this ev.hin.,L: with Biteoin ( FiTC) or EthrtireL1111 (LT 11). 
A taxpayer seeking to trade TRX for USD currency would have to trade it for EVIC or ET1I, move 
the RTC or 13TH to a different exchange, like Coinbae, and then seli the BIG or ETH for USD. 
This process results in two capital gains calculations with the possibility of a total gain larger than 
the 1.iriginal sales proceeds - the double capital gains paradox. 

GBINANCE (2.Ec_:eta altaroNd 

Deposits & Withdrawals 

"a-1  MEM 

—wts 

13) 13itcoin Cash (13111) Price Discovery: 

The Bitcoin blockchain forked on ,AU(211St 1, 2017. Per the sereenshot below, price dkeovery 
occurred on July 24, 2017 because BO I was traded as a "future); token" prbff to the actual chain 
split actiim. The price charts of the Ilaures token and the actual BCH virtual currency post-August 
I, 2017 split are combined as if the two tokens were one event. This process is riot evident from 
the chart below unless you know the transactional history. therelOre, in this rare and unusual 
circumstance. a price di,;),overy takes place near time zero. There are no reasonable and consistent 
applications to determine the time zero price discovs:ry. Add ItiOr a I!v. the creation of a new virtual 
currency, albeit related as kin to the orhhnal virtual currency, should have a zero basis. For 
additional information, see Bitcoin Cash Charts provided by CoinMarketCap at 
https, :coinmarketcap.com/curTenciesiBiteom<ashi (and provided below ). 

18 
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.124-Pasts .*M,u k,jIT SOCial H 

Bacom Cash Charts 

C) Mercian Classic (ETC) Chain Split Example: 

I The Ethereum Community initiated a hard cork on 7-20-16 to solve the $55M DA° hack 
but unexpectedly some miners continued mining blocks of the original code resulting in a 
chain split into Ethercum (Eli-1) and Ether= Classic (ETC) and two virtual currencies 
with Fit being the new virtual currency. 

19 
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2, l'he Ethereum Classic (ETC) chart shcu‘s the first price discovery on 7-24-17 oil 
Coinmarketcap, the most widely used cryptocurrency market capitalization website, which 
H lour days after the chain split. In addition, Eft was listed on Polonlex. one of the most 
widely used virtual currency exchanges, on 7-23-17 three days after the chain split. 
Therefore, the price of ETC at the time of the chain split on 7-20-16 is zero because price 
disco en did not happen until at least 3 dag. s later. 

L4 z.o. 

Ethereum Classic Charts 
Li 
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D) Election to Include a Virtual Currency Event nary Income in Year of Transfer: 

The sample election belo‘‘ is based on list of requirements included in Treas. Reg. § .N3-2(e). 
See Res. Proc. 20E2-29 image 9 for a !,:ample election under section 83(b): 
Mtps.,7www.irs.00v/pubiirs-dr('n,fr- 2-20.p(E. 

Election to Include a Virtual Currency Event as Ordinary Income in Year of Transfer 

The undersitm.,!d taxpayer hereby deck, pursuant to IERS Guidance on Virtual Currertc) I, to 
include in ord Mai): income the t'air market value of the virtual currency de,,eribed below. 

I. The name, taxpa‘ er identification nilInher, address of the undersigned. and the taxable year for 
which this election is being made are: 

TAXPAYER'S NAME: 
SOCIAL SECURITY NI...! DER: 
ADDRESS: 

      

      

        

TAXABLE. YEAR: Calendar Year 20 

2. The property which is the subject of this election is described below. 

3, The property was transferred to the undersigned on [DATE]. 

4.The fair market value of the prcis:rtv at the time of the event is:  

5.For the property transferred, the undeisigned paid S 

6. The amount to include in ordinary income is S result of the amount 
report ,:d in Item 4 in in us the antount reported in Item 5.] 

The undersigned laxpai er will file this der am with the Internal Sorra:ea/flee with which 
laryeiver files his or her ‘innual int cane tar return twl later than 30 days after the date of n(inVer 
al the ':1! 1,0/ urren, y event the unttetvigne,i r, the [kg WM with 7 n ,  era ii taw-tonne benefit in 
,onneclanz with the luraial YCO , event. 

Dated, 

 

1 .txpayer  

  

    



Paul William M 

From: Paul William M 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2019 3:05 PM 
To: Desmond Michael J 
Subject: FW: Thoughts re Crypto Guidance 

Here's my email to Tom C. re crypt°. Tom and I spoke on Friday and he said  

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Paul William M 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2019 9:53 AM 
To: Cullinan Thomas A 
Subject: Thoughts re Crypto Guidance 

Tom, 

FWIW: 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Just some thoughts. 

Bill 

1 



Paul William M 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 10:48 AM 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Moriarty John P; Chyr Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Crypto 
Attachments:& 20180530 -aicpa-comment-letter-on-notice-2014-21-virtual-currency.pdf; AlCPA (Troy 

Lewis).pdf; Creech.pdf; DWT I.LP (LaVerne Woods).pdf; F&A (Adam Finesilver)docx; 
Letter - 2019-11771 (2).pdf; RI (Dmitriy Malinovskiy)pdf 

Following is a list of the most common cryptocurrency topics about which we have received requests for guidance. I 
also have included comment letters that address these topics, including letters from the ABA, AICPA, and California 
Lawyers Association, as well as a Congressional we received this past April. We received over 200 comments on the 
2014 notice, most of which address the same topics set forth below, so I only have attached the major substantive 
letters. Please let me know if you would like to discuss. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Chris 

From: Paul William M 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 9:18 AM 
To: Wrobel Christopher 
Cc: Moriarty John P; Chyr Charlotte 
Subject: Crypto 

Chris, 

I've gone back and looked at the 2014 notice again and it answers some 16 questions relating to the taxation of virtual 
currency. The new rev rul adds some guidance but maybe not a whole lot to the answers provided in 2014.1 know 
people are criticizing us for not issuing more guidance:, (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

1 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 

Bill 

2 
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Notice 2014-21 cni,# 
SECTION 1 PURPOSE 

This notice describes how existing general tax principles apply to transactions using 
virtual currency. The notice provides this guidance in the form of answers to frequently 
asked questions. 

SECTION 2. BACKGROUND 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is aware that 'virtual currency" may be used to pay 
for goods or services, or held for investment. Virtual currency is a digital representation 
of value that functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and/or a store of 
value. In some environments, it operates like "real" currency --I.e., the coin and paper 
money of the United States or of any other country that is designated as legal tender, 
circulates, and is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange in the 
country of issuance -- but it does not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction. 

Virtual currency that has an equivalent value in real currency, or that acts as a 
substitute for real currency, is referred to as 'convertible" virtual currency. Bitcoin is one 
example of a convertible virtual currency. Bitcoin can be digitally traded between users 
and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros. and other real or 
virtual currencies. For a more comprehensive description of convertible virtual 
currencies to date, see Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (F inCEN) Guidance on 
the Application of FinCEN's Regulations to Persons Administering, Exchanging. or 
Using Virtual Currencies (FIN-2013-G001. March 18, 2013). 

SECTION 3. SCOPE 

In general, the sale or exchange of convertible virtual currency, or the use of convertible 
virtual currency to pay for goods or services in a real-world economy transaction, has 
tax consequences that may result in a tax liability. This notice addresses only the U.S. 
federal tax consequences of transactions in, or transactions that use, convertible virtual 
currency, and the term "virtual currency" as used in Section 4 refers only to convertible 
virtual currency. No inference should be drawn with respect to virtual currencies not 
described in this notice. 

The Treasury Department and the IRS recognize that there may be other questions 
regarding the tax consequences of virtual currency not addressed in this notice that 
warrant consideration. Therefore, the Treasury Department and the IRS request 
comments from the public regarding other types or aspects of virtual currency 
transactions that should be addressed in future guidance. 

Comments should be addressed to: 



(Kurrene Taxation Is I axing?1 Coincodex 'a I ul 3 

coincalex 

Why Cryptocurrency Taxation Is Taxing? 

Standardization of the way in which cryptocuriencies are taxed might be some way off, though the IRS's recent announcement 

that it will soon issue guidance on the matter moves another piece on the chessboard at least. 

Quest ons have long been raised over federal :asation of bitcoir with well-defined tax guidelines tnus far lefTI:ainin:Ieiusive. 
Furthermore while the IRS has sought criminal prosecutor. for U.S. residents deemed to have failed to report income tax 

pertaining to virtual currency transactions the regulations are notoricusiy ambiguous — not just stateside but globally. 

Regmdless of whether the tax agency in your country is pursuing you for crypto-specific back taxes, it pays to keep abreast of 

developmets in this domain to ensure that investment opportunities and blockchain holdings can be properly evaluated and 

acrounted for It doing crypto laxes is within you, forte, more pow J er to you, List know that you are ,n the minority. Most hodlers 

would rather entrusi enato lax ira,:mim to an aiitlionty that can remove much of the guesswork. not least for the peace of mind 

this bestows 

Tax is taxing 

Deterrininino your annual tax is a coinp'cated enojoh task, but a slew of factors make the process even more baffling where 

cryptic is .toncerned From ron-existent or asning laws to ridiculous red tape and opaque guidelines. it can be a Kafpiaesque 

m 'are tr.4.nc o cover your own back After ali A's not ,ike cni otocuireiiiey exchanges hand out a 1o9o..2 at yearend. Unless 

employ a professional accoi.ntancy company well versed in crypt°, you're on your own. 

IRS Commissioner Charles Rettig's recent suggestion that the agency intends to issue clearer g'.jidance coricerrung 

crypt:len:rein:yr taxation in the near !unite was met with skepticism in the crypto sphere While improved n 'catio can only he 

a good Ming, remains to be seen whether he commissioner s promise comes m pass 

hlips;:',co ex.com trticle.1408I'M )currency-taxation-is-taxing/ 7/2172019 
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41/4c1C-Ntaci..5 

tit 

acebook provided TechCrunch with new information 

on how its cryptocurrency will stay legal amidst 

allegations from President Trump that Libra could 

facilitate "unlawful behavior.' Facebook and Libra Association 

executives tell me they expect Libra will incur sales tax and 

capital gains taxes. They confirmed that Facebook is also in 

talks with local convenience stores and money exchanges to 

ensure anti-laundering checks are applied when people cash-in 

Scps:;it icrunch.conv201 9/07/ . ilaceboo I i bia-taxt:>;-trf unpi"rendei Mode —iel 1 7/1212019 
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or cash-out Libra for traditional currency, and to let you use a 

OR code to buy or sell Libra in person 

A Facebook spokesperson said the company wouldn't respond 

directly to Trump's tweets, but noted that the Libra association 

won't interact with consumers or operate as a bank, and that

Libra is is meant to be a complement to the existing financial 

system 

Adaloscal 

Trump had tweeted that "Unregulated Crypto Assets can 

facilitate unlawful behavior, including drug trade and other illegal 

activity. Similarly, Facebook Libra's 'virtual currency will have 

little standing or dependability. If Facebook and other 

companies want to become a bank, they must seek a new 

Banking Charter and become subject to all Banking 

Regulations, just like other Banks, both National and 

International," 

Fora primer on how Libra works, watch our explainer video 

below or read our deep dive into everything you need to know: 

lilts Ilitherunch.eone2019/07 et:book-IUna-taxes-I o grenderMocl 7/12/2019 
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In a wide-reaching series of interviews this week, the Libra 
Association's i head of policy Dante Disparte, Facebook's 

head economist for blockchain Christian Catalini and 

Facebook's blockchain project subsidiary Calibra's VP of 

product Kevin Weil answered questions about regulation of 

Libra. Here's what we've learned (their answers were trimmed 

for clarity but not edited): 

  

 

...ACht.ices is? 

Would Facebook's Calibra Wallet 
launch elsewhere even if it's 
banned in the USA by regulators? 

Calibra's Kevin Well: We believe that creating a financial 
ecosystem that has significantly broader access where all it 
takes is a phone and lower transaction fees across the board is 

good for people. And we want to bring it to as many people 

around the world as we can. But as a custodial wallet we are 

regulated and will be compliant and we will only operate in 

P we're  allowed 

Weiri4 ItlYBWPtiVIMAXSPAircgsible. That's why we 

announced well in advance of actually launching a product — 

because we ve been engaging with regulators. We're continuing 

to engage with regulators and we can help them understand the 

effort that were taking to rn that people are safe and 

also the value that accrues Lu ople in their countries when 

there's broader access to financial services with lower 

transaction fees across the board. 

1:Ups cherunehnoint 20 1 010711 2itacebook-lihnotaxes- dui no inderh Lode-dell 7/12/2019 
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TechCrunch: But what if you're banned in the U.S.? 

Well: I'm hesitant to give a blanket answer. But in general, we 

believe that Libra is positive for people and we want to launch 

as broadly as possible. The world where the U.S. does that I 

think would probably cause other regulatory regimes to also be 

concerned about it. I think that's very much a bridge that we'll 

cross when we get there. But so far we're having frank, open 

and honest discussions with regulators. Obviously, that 

continues next week with David's testimony. And I hope it 

doesn't come to that, because I think that Libra can do a lot of 

good for a lot of people. 

TechCrunch's Analysis: The U.S. House subcommittee has 

already submitted a letter to Facebook requesting that it cease 

development of Libra and Calibra until regulators can better 

examine it and take action. It sounds like Facebook believes a 

U.S. ban on Libra/Calibra would cause a domino effect in other 

top markets, and therefore make it tough to rationalize still 

launching. That puts even more pressure on the outcome of 

July 16th and 17th's congressional hearings on Libra with the 

head of Facebook's head of Calibra. David Marcus. 

p techerunclacom129 9/07112ifacebook-lihra-takes- trumprirend erMode—ie I 1 7/12/2019 
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TC. 

How will users cash-in and cash-

 

out of Libra in person? 

•• We already-know that Facebook's own-Libra wallet called 

Calibra will be baked into Messenger and WhatsApp plus have 

its own standalone app. There, those with connected bank 

accounts and government ID that go through a Know Your 

Customer (KYC) anti-fraud/laundering check will be able to buy 

and sell Libra. But a big goal of Libra is to bring the unbanked 

into the modern financial system. How does that work? 

otc.esi.• 

Well: Because Libra is an open ecosystem, any money 

exchange business or entrepreneur can begin supporting cash-

 

in/cash-out without needing any permission from anyone 

associated with the Libra Association or member of the Libra 

Association. They can just do it. Today in a lot of emerging 

markets [there's a service for matching you with someone to 

exchange cryptocurrency for cash or vice-versa called] 

LocalBitcoins.com and I think you'll see that with Libra too. 

Second, we can augment that by by working with local 

exchanges, convenience stores and other cash-in/cash-out 

providers to make it easy from within Calibra. You could imagine 

an experience in the Calibra app or within Messenger or 

WhatsApp, where if you want to cash in or cash out, you'll pop 

up a map that highlights physical locations around that allow 

you to do it. You select one that's nearby, you select an amount, 

and you get a OR code that you can take to them and complete 

the transaction. 

htlps echcrunch.c urn, 2019107/1: lUt: cbook -1 dna-taxes-wan 'renderNlodc —iell 7/1212019 
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I'd imagine that most of these businesses that we work with will 

support Libra more broadly, so even if we get these deals 

started it will benefit the whole ecosystem and every Libra 

wallet, not just Calibm. It. 

TechCrunch: Have you struck relationships with any 

convenience store operators or money exchangers like Western 

Union or MoneyGram, or Wa'greens. CVS or 7-Eleven? Are you 

in talks with them yet? 

Well: I probably shouldn't comment on any specific deals but 

were in conversation with a lot of the folks you might think, 

because ultimately being able to move between Libra and your 

local currency is critical to driving adoption and utility in the early 

days If you're banked there are easier ways to do that. If 

you're not banked and you're in cash—those are the people 

we really want to serve with Libra — we're working very hard to 

make that process easy for people. 

I itk ri ch.com 2019/07/12, ftisiebi ik-librattaxes-trumpt trenderMotie-ie 1 1 7 I2/2019 
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TechCrunch's analysis: This approach will let Calibra largely 

avoid the complicated and potentially error-prone process of 

KYCing people in person or handing out cash by offloading the 

responsibility and liability to other parties. 

Tir." How will Libra stop fraud or 
laundering while offering access to 
unbanked users without ID? 

Weil: There are very important populations that don't have an 

ID. People in a refugee camp may not, as an example, and we 

want Libra to serve them. So this is one example of many of 

why it's important that Calibra isn't the only option for people 

who want to participate in the Libra ecosystem Others of 

these will be run by local providers and they have programs to 

meet customers face-to-face and other ways to serve people 

and even KYC them that we may not . . Were not going be 

the only wallet, we don't want to be the only wallet. 

This is one of the reasons NGOs have been members of the 

Libra association from the start, because we want to encourage 

the monetization of identity processes both through working with 

governments issuing credentials for more people and also 

making use of new types of information for identity and 

authentication. We hope this process will hep the last mile 

problem. 

In the case of a non-custodial wallet, the user isn't trusting 

anyone. The way the regulations have worked and this is 

evolving as we speak. The on-ramps and off-ramps to the 

crypt° world are regulated and they have direct customer 

haps lechciunch.corn12019!07/12 hicebookdibra-taxes ,nderNlede—ie II 7/1212019 
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relationships and it's their responsibility to KYC people. In our 

case we'll be a custodial wallet and we'll KYC people. There are 

a number of wallets in the Bitcoin or Ethereum ecosystem — 

non-custodial wallets that don't have a direct relationships with ,ivxmc.ce; • 

the users... They have to get that Bitcoin somehow. Usually 

they're going through an exchange where usually as part of the 

process they're KYC'd. 
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In a lot of emerging markets you have LocalBitcoins.com where 

you can find a representative or agent who will meet you in 

person and exchange cash for bitcoin in whatever market you 

have to be in. And I believe that they just started making sure AuctiNces 

that they KYC everyone, but they're doing it in person. And they_ 

have more flexibility in how they do it than you might otherwise. 

I think there are lots of ways that this will happen and the fact 

that Libra is an open ecosystem will enable people to be 

entrepreneurial about it. 

There are lots an lots of people who are underserved by today's 

financial ecosystem who have government ID. So even with 

requiring everyone go through a KYC process, we'll be able to 

serve many, many people who are not well-served by today's 

financial ecosystem. We want to find ways to support people 

who can't KYC and the important part is that Calibra will fully 

interoperate with any other wallet including ones that people in 

local markets are using because it's a better fit for their needs. 

TechCrunch: Through that interoperability, if someone with a 

non-custodial wallet receives Libra and then sends it a Calibra 

wallet user, does that mean you Libra coming into Calibra from 

users who weren't KYC'd and could be laundering money? 

Weil: So its part of the regulatory situation that's evolving as we 

speak. There's something called the Travel Rule ... If there's a 

transfer above a certain value you have to make sure that you 

understand both who the sender is, which you do if they're using 

a custodial wallet, and who the receiver is. These are evolving 

regulations. but it's something that obviously were going to 

make sure that we implement as regulations solidify. 
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TechCrunch's Analysis: Calibra appears to be inviting 

regulation that it can strictly abide by rather than trying to guess 

at what the best approach is. But given it's unclear when 

concrete rules will be established for transfers between non- 4,tichniff 

custodial wallets and custodial wallets, or for in-person cashing, 

Facebook and Calibra may need to establish their own strong 

protocols. Otherwise they could be guilty of permitting the 

"unlawful behavior" Trump describes. 

How will Libra be taxed? 

Dante Disparte of Libra: Taxing of digital assets is something 

that's being designed at the local level and at the jurisdiction 

level. Our view of the world is that like with any form of money 

or any form of payment or banking, the onus in terms of 

compliance with tax is with the individual user and consumer, 

and the same would hold true broadly here. 

We expect that the many, many wallets and financial services 

providers building solutions on the Libra blockchain would begin 

to provide tools that make it much easier than it is today [to 

httr:: arrunch.com/2019/07/12 ebook-libra-taxes-tn nrtenderMode—iell 7/12/2019 
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calculate and The taxes) for digital assets and cryptocurrencies 

more generally . There's plenty of time between now and 

Libra hitting the market to begin defining this more strictly at the 

jurisdictional level among providers. Arsi_l*Mteis 

LC TechCrunch's Analysis: Again, here Facebook. Calibra and =-7 

the Libra Association are hoping to avoid shouldering all the 

responsibility for taxes. Their position is that just as you have to 

take the initiative of paying your taxes whether or not you use a 

Visa card or your bank's checks to transact, it's on you to pay 

your Libra taxes. 

TechC runch: Do you think in the United States that it's 

reasonable for the government to ask that Libra transactions be 

taxed? 

Disparte: Tax treatments of digital assets broadly hasn't been 

entirely clarified in most places around the world. And we hope 

that this is something that this project and the ecosystem 

around it helps to clarify. 

Tax authorities will see a benefit from Libra at the consumption 

level and at the household level, while some cryptocurrencies 

have avoided taxes until the point they tried to cash out. But the 

nature of it and the lack of speculation and its design we think 

should give it a light tax treatment the way you would find with 

traditional currencies. 
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Christian Catalini of Facebook: Cryptocurrencies are taxed 

right now every time you have a sale on the differences in gains 

and losses. Because Libra is designed to be a medium of 

exchange, those gains and losses are likely to be very tiny 

relative to your local currency . , . Sales tax would likely be 

implemented the exact same way on Libra as it is today when 

you pay with a credit card. 

At launch giving current regulations, the Calibra wallet will have 

to track every purchase and sale of Libra for a U.S. user and 

those differences will have to be reported on tax day. You can 

think of the losses, albeit they may be very small gains and 

losses relative to USD, as similar to the what people do today 

when they have a Coinbase account with Bitcoin. 

The sales tax I think could be implemented in the exact same 

way as it today with any other sort of digital payment, it would 

be no different. If you're buying goods or services with Libra 

you'll be paying sales tax the same way as if you used a 

different form of payment. Like today when you see a 

percentage, that is the sales tax on your total. 
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Executive Summary 

In 2011. the Internal Revenue Service (the "Service' issued Notice 2011-21 (the 
2011 Notice')' addressing the federal income tax treatment of "virtual currencies.-  The 

Section offered comments to the 2014 Notice in a letter dated March 24, 2015.2  Since 
then, several important developments in the cryptocurrency l  economy have taken place 
that are not addressed in the 2014 Notice. These developments raise important federal 
Income tax questions, and we appreciate the opportunity to respond to the Service's 
request For comments on these issues. 

An important issue, and the rocus of thee Comments, is the proper federal 
income tax treatment of a ervptocurrency hard fork (I lard Fork"). A [lard Fork is a 
"change to the software of the digital currency that creates two separate versions of the 
blockchain ith a shared history', After a Ilard Fork takes place, the original owner of 
the cryptocurrency retains its interest in the original coin and also has the right to use the 
forked coin. liard Forks raise unique tax issues. Specifically, does a holder of a 
eryptocurrency that experiences a I lard Fork realize income fir federal income tax 
purposes? Ifs°, how much and when? The significant volatility in the exchange prices 
of cryptocurrenev make valuation ditlicult and inconsistent among taxpayers. 

As discussed ialither in these Coinments. current law provides no deaf answers to 
these questions. there are reasonable analogies to both taxable and nontaxable events. 
In light of the legal ambiguity, the significant valuation issues, and need for immediate 
guidance regarding the 2017 flard Forks, the Section recommends that the Service 
consider issuing guidance that offers a temporary rule. in the form of a safe-harbor, to 
taxpayers who were able to transact in a forked currency as a result of a Ilard Fork during 
the 2017 tax vent.. We recommend that such guidance prescribe the following: 

'faxpa)ers who owned a coin that was subject to a I lard Fork in 2017 NVOUld 
be treated as having realized the forked coin resulting from the [lard Fork in a 
taxable event. 

2. The deemed value of the forked coin at the time of the realization event would 
be zero, which would also be the taxpaer's basis in the forked coin. 

Notice 2014-21, 7014-16 LRB93.8 
: haps: .v, umericanbar org/conten(d, I a polEcy, 
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3 The holding period in the forked coin would start on the day of the Ilard Fork. 

4 Taxpayers choosing the safe harbor treatment as set forth in the guidance 
would be required to disclose this on their tax returns? 

5. The Service would not assert that any taxpayer who availed themselves of the 
safe harbor treatment as set forth in the guidance has understated federal tax 
liability because of the receipt of a forked coin in a 2017 Hard Fork. 

6 The Service, with input from the Section and other stakeholders. will continue 
to develop its position regarding the tax treatment for future hard Forks, and 
such position may be diflerent from the one noted above and "ill apply 
prospectively. 

This temporary rule has the benefit of encouraging consistency among taxpayers 

with respect to 2017 Hard Forks, avoiding difficult timing and valuation issues (including 
the ability of taxpayers to benefit from hindsight depending on how the values fluctuated 

during 2017). and providing information to the Service regarding holders of the original 
and irked cryptocurrencies. Although the treatment may result in capital gain as 

opposed to ordinary income treatment, it preserves the full value of the forked coin for 

taxation ‘vhen the taxpayer sells it. In addition, it restarts the holding period, thus 

resulting in sales occurring w ithin a year being taxed as short-term capital gains. 

The Section will continue to develop its position on the tax treatment of future 
I lard Forks and is considering other issues for comment in the cryptocurrencv area. l'he 
Section looks for' ard to working with the Service on these issues. 

The guidance could provide lbr a simplified disclosure pFO arc for taxpayers who may a I rcadv 
:lave filed a 2017 return, but who otherwise lune taken a position c cm will, the guidance with respeci 
to Hard Forks. 
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1. Ilard Forks in General 

Cryptoeurrencies are digital tokens, the ownership of which is recorded on a 
decentralized ledger. Cryptocurrencies are held in "wallets," which may be a type of 
hardware (e.g., a de v ice similar to a USB drive) or a type of software. Hardware wallets 
must be phy sieally available to access certain security keys stored on the hardware that 
are required to control the disposition of the relevant cryptocurrency. Software wallets 
are just that: software stores the security keys that are required to control the disposition 
of the rein ant cryptocurreney. Software wallets may he hosted in a variety of ways, 
including on the cloud, a desktop computer, or a mobile phone. 

.14 security keys tICCOSSil ry to transfer ettyptoeurrency consist of a public key and 
a private key. Both are large strings of numbers that are mathematically linked to the 
wallet address. The private key is used to generate a "signature'.  lbr each blockchain 
transaction a user sends out. The private key is used to mathematically derive the public 
key, which is transformed with a hash function to produce the address that other people 
can see. 

Cryptocurrencies generally inay be traded for other cryptocurrencies or flat 
currencies. for example the U.S. dollar, on exchanges that function much like stock 
exchanges. Cryptocurrency exchanges may also provide a twthware wallet in which users 
can store security keys for relevant cryptocurrencies. Trading on these platforms occurs 
in a manner analogous to trading in "street name" when an owner has an account with a 
large brokerage. That is, the exchange controls the owner's security keys and conducts 
batch trades for multiple users. This is a high-level description of how some 
intermediaries operate. though there are numerous variations. 

Because the software that runs the ledger generally is open-source, and the 
network of compilers that verify transactions generally operates via consensus, the 
software can be modified if enough participants on the network agree to do so. Hard 
Forks, sometimes also known as "Chain Splits" or "Coin Splits,' are one example of such 
modifications. When a I lard Fork occurs, a new - branch" splits from the original ledger 
and is thereafter separately maintained. This means that the network of computers 
separates into subgroups, which separately verify transactions on the original ledger and 
the split or forked ledger. Those people whose ownership of a cryptocurrency was 
recorded on the original ledger maintain their ownership oldie original cryptocurrency. 
but they are also entitled to cairn ownership of the cryptoeurrency maintained on the 
forked ledger. When an owner holds a cryptocurrencv wallet (tiredly ( rather than 
through a custodial wallet), the owner does not actual') receive anything new in a Hard 
Fork. Instead, the owner—once he or she has taken the necessary steps (as described 
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below )—is able to use the same private key to transact on each of the ledgers. If the 
owner uses his or her private key to transact in the original cryptocurrency, the network 
participants verifying transactions on the original ledger will add it to that ledger, but the 
network participants verifying transactions on the forked ledger will not recognize it. 
This enables the owner to use his or her private key separately to transact in the forked 
coin and the original coin. The ownership history of both the original and forked 
cry ptocurrency trace back to the same block on the blockehain. but going forward, the 
ledger of each cryptoeurrency is independent (i.e., they are not interchangeable). 

It may be helpful to compare Hard Forks w ith "soft forks," which are more 
similar to a software upgrade. In a soft fork, the same blockchain is maintained (there is 
no split or branching), but sonie changes to the related software are nude such that the 
blockchain functions somewhat differently after the soft fork. By analogy, a soft fork is 
more similar to the release of a new version of an existing variety of word processing 
software, for example, Microsoft Word. 'Hie new version typically recognizes documents 
created using the original version, but the original version may not recognize documents 
created using the new version unless the original software is updated. 

.IThiere are many reasons or network participants to agree to Hard Forks. For 
example, one reason for Hard Forks is that users of the network agree that a fundainental 
upgrade to the ledger software is required. For example, on August I 2017. Bitcoin split 
into bitcoin (BTC) and bitcoin cash (BCH).6  The purpose in creating BD I was to allow 
For a quicker generation of forked coins, as well as other improvements. Nonetheless, 
both BCH and n-rc remain in existence, and both enjoy considerable trust of the 
cryptoeurrency community. In contrast, some forks are a response to user mistrust in the 
original coin. For example, in 2016, the Ethereum blockchain was split into two in 
response to a hacking attack that affected the original ledger. In that case, the value of 
the original coin (Classic Ethereum) and the volume of trading in it plummeted due to the 
loss of user trust, while the forked coin (Ethercum), which is viewed more favorably by 
the market, essentially usurped the original coin. Even though original owners of 
Ethereum owned both the original and forked coins on the day of the split, the original 
coins became nearly worthless in comparison on that day (though both still trade and the 
original coin has since reached a greater price than it had prior to the fork). 

In the case of a I lard Fork. an owner of the original coin must take active steps in 
order to transact in the forked coin. An owner that holds the original coin in a basic 
wallet Us hether hardware or software), generally must download new solmare to a 
computer to use the forked coin. [Ii is requires some level of technological sophistication 

Other examples of Ditcoin chain splits include bitcoin gold in October 2017, bitcoin diamond in 
November 2017, and superbitcoin, bitcoin hot, and lightning bitcoin in December 2017, 



and is inconvenient, but is riot unduly burdensome for a reasonably experienced computer 
user. An owner that holds the original coin through certain other types of wallets is not 

required to download the software because the ‘vallet service provider downloads the 
software, thus "supporting-  the forked coin created in the Hard fork. This is much easier 

for the average owner, but means that owners w ho use a custodial wallet service depend 

on the wallet service provider to permit them access to the forked coin. 

For example, a few days before the BCH Hard Fork, Coinbase sent an e-mail to 

its customers stating that Coinbase has "no plans to support the Bitcoin Cash fork... 
Customers will not have access to. or be able to withdraw, bitcoin cash.-7  Only three 
days after the I lard Fork happened, Coinbase announced that it would support 1301, and 
would credit their customers accounts accordingly .8  Similarly, X apo announced that 

customers had until December 14, 2017 to transfer or convert their BCH to BTC, or they 
would automatically coin ert it Many owners and wallet service providers take no 

action to claim the forked currency until the security risks have been sufficiently 
e4aluated and mitigated. Nonetheless, it is generally possible for an owner to transfer the 

original coin from one wallet that will not support a Hard Fork and into another wallet 
that will support the I lard Fork prior to the occurrence of the Hard Fork. In that manner, 
the owner generally should be able to go through the processes necessary to claim the 

forked coin, at least if the owner is aware that a I lard Fork is going to occur. 

11. Potential Tax Treatments of Hard Forks 

Hard Forks raise the question of whether owners of an original coin who become 

entitled to use a forked coin by reason of a Hard Fork, realize income. We believe 
reasonable arguments may be made both ways because Hard Forks may be analogized to 
existing taxable and nontaxable events. 

A. Ilard Fork as a Realization Event 

The Supreme Court in Conunissimzer v Gie1751211W Glass w  liberally construed the 
term "gross income-  as - instances of undeniable accessions to wealth, clearly realized, 
and over which the taxpayers have complete dominion: reflecting Congress' intent to tax 

' David Farmer, t fyi tomer v with hitt ;En got on ( 'ninth:ye, Tin' COI \ BASF BI OC; (.Jut. 
27 201714 hltps://blog cohibthe L.orn updatc-for-cuslomers-v.IiIHNIcoin-stored-on-coinhasc-99c2d4790a53 

a I )avid Fanner, •pdmc f (.4s/,. • IF CO:NBAS1:1-31,0(j (Aug. 3. 2017). 
['Ups - ,blog.cuinbase.comiupdate-on-Hteoin-e;thli-8,167a7c8dbd I 

Xapo Bitcoin Cash Updatc. littps:ilsupport.xapo comisapo-bitcoin-cash-update 
348 U.S. 426, 43111955) 



all gains except those specifically exempted. One could argue that the ability to use the 

Irked coin in addition to the original coin represents such an accession to wealth. 

In Ezsner v. Macomber, the Supreme Court considered whether a pro-rata stock 

dividend paid to u common shareholder by a corporation vvith one class or stock 

constituted income. In holding that it did not, the Court distinguished taxable "gain 

derived from capital" from unrealized and therefore nontaxable—"gain accruing to 

capital or a growth or increment of value in the investment.'''' The pro-rata stock 

dividend in Macomber fell into the latter category because it was simply an additional 

piece of paper evidencing the increased worth of the taxpayers original in' estment in the 

company—the shareholder has received nothing out of the corporation's assets for his use 
and benefit, and the corporation Ims Ina experienced a change in its aggregate assets (Jr ts 

outstanding liabilities.I2  In contrast, the Court defined a taxable "gain derived from 

capital'.  as "something of exchangeable value proceeding from the property, severed from 

the capital ... and received or drawn by the Itaxpayer] for his separate use. benefit and 

In Macomber, the receipt of additional stock was a consequence of owning the 

original stock, and the same could be said for forked coins, such as BC F!, received in a 

lard Fork. However, unlike in Macomber. LICII has unique properties, and it is 

unrelated to RTC except by the shared historical ownership. Thus, unlike the taxpayer in 
Muco;i ber. one could argue that an °WIWI. or [3 ['C Nlho received RC II at the time of the 

fork received a new and different asset of exchangeable value for the owner's separate 
use rather than something representing an increase in the underlying value oldie 

previously held DTC. 

The regulations under section IOW jI  define a realized gain or loss inter Qin,. 
one from - the exchange of property for other property differing material] Cr kind 
or eXtent.'15  The Supreme Court in Cottage .5avings nissociation t Com vim ter 

defined materially different properties as those where "their respceth, e possessors enjoy 

legal entitlements that are different in kind or extent.-I" Although there was not an 

exchange of rm: for BC/[ at the time of the hard Fork. such that Collage Sal'ingS is not 

precisely on point, the definition is useful in determining whether a holder of 13TC at the 

' 22 tJ.S 189, 207(0_0) •I his eiddei,ivuled a rittaiher o1C'onslitriiioi,a] 
relevant here Rattler, We Clte case for the propom tOl) l]5;fl rcii]rzattoii is an lillllorialit ciciiieiii ol 
[rico:tie. 

-Ii. at 210-11. 
' Id at 207. 
References to a "section.' are 10 a. sectton cube In.emal Rcvcnuc Code ol [986, as amended 

(the "ode''), unless otherwise indicated 
Rdg I. 1001-101 
•199 LS 551. 555 19g () 



Hard Fork received something materially different than the previously held BIC. One 
might argue that the upgrade reflected in the forked cryptocurrency represents a 
significant change in the protocol that mattered to users (otherwise the fork would not 
have been permanent). thus representing a material change. Although the forked 
cryptocurrencies share a pre-split transaction history. a Hard Fork represents a permanent 
split in the blockchain. I hereafter, transactions on the original blockchain are valid only 
in BIG, but invalid in HUI. and vice versa. In addition, BIC and BCH are traded 
separately. each with its own value. 

Based on the above authorities. \ \ e believe a reasonable argument can be made 
that the receipt of a Forked coin resulting from a Hard Fork constitutes a realization 
event? I lowevcr, even if one accepts such a view, there remains ambiguity as to when 

the realization occurs, and what is the imuutta realized. 

of realization 

As mentioned above, the Supreme Court in Commissioner V. (Renshaw (Russ 

defined taxable income as "instances of undeniable accessions to wealth, clearly realized, 
and over which the taxpay ers have complete dominion." It is the last part ofthis 
definition—complete dominion -that raises an issue as to the timing of realization with 
regard to I lard Forks. 

One possible argument is that realization happens at the time of the I lard Fork. 
At that point, an owner of the original coin becomes (at least in theory) unconditionally 
eligible to claim the Forked coin. and he or she therektre must include the value of the 
forked coin at that time. I lowet Cr. 'hen an owner holds an original coin in an account 
maintained by an intermediary such as Coinbase. the timing of realization becomes 
murky. In that case, a financial intermediary whether the owner's agent or not is 
preventing the owner from controlling the forked coin, which arguably may prevent the 
owner 1tom experiencing a realization event." On the other hand, cryptocurrencies are 
virtual currency and call be transferred to other in or the ow ner rebtively 
easily and quickly. Consequently, it can be argued that the owner has voluntarily failed 

Other possible anaic ics to taxable transactions include dividends niprom 301.316), 
found property or triaflffe trove I.61-11(a y ( gal 117/ V U111177E1 206 F. Sum (N.D. Ohio 
1969)), irds (IlorntinK v )7 L ( ' 418 19(7)). or free somplcs Hor.yr4 
513 F.2d 221 (7th (jr. 1975)) 

I" 3.18 1.1 at 431. 
See e .11nuland (7u.,1? 1. S.251 U.S. 3:12 (1020). Even if Hie owner does not hold an 

original coin throt6!h a third-pdrty wallet he or she n-•:;:y sti!I take no action to claim the forked currency 
until the security risks have been sufficiently evaluated and mitigated. 
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to meet the conditions wider which the forked coin can be claimed and is in constructive 

receipt of it.7° 

krirouni Rechsed 

Assuming realization, one must determine the amount realized, meaning, the 

value of the forked coin w hen realization occurs. Given the complexities in the 

cryptocurrency market, valuation is as much a problem of administrabilitv and 

predictability as it is of consistency with existing 11.S. federal income tax law. 

Alter a Hard Fork occurs. there is a process of market price discovery How ever , 

this process often takes place on multiple exchanges that do not "talk" to each other. As 

a colisedllence, the same type of cry ptocurrency even established cryptocurrencies such 

as BTC--may have different values on different exchanges at the same time. Thus even 

though market values flor a forked coin may emerge quicklv (though, in some cases, a 

market may fail to materialize), the same coin may have different market values on 

different exchanges even within the same country at any point in time. Nonetheless, at 

the moment that a I lard Fork oecurs—the first moment at which an owner of the original 
coin may obtain an interest in the forked coin—the forked coin arguably has no market 

value because it has not been previously traded and it is not clear whether a market will 

emerge flor the coin. 

We note that in some instances (such as in the case of BCH), an exchange may 

permit futures contracts in a forked coin to be traded before a Hard Fork occurs, 
flowever, to the best of our knowledge, no such websites constitute an "established 
markerl—a concept to which many provisions in the Code refer as a method for 

determining market price—and therefore should not be used as a definitive source if 

determining the value of the underlying property (I e., the forked coin) for tax purposes." 

lone determines that realization occurs when an owner first has clear control 

over the forked coin resulting from a }lard fork, then it is reasonable to argue that the fair 

market value of the Corked coin must be determined at that time. It is reasonable to argue 

that in the case of third-party exchanges that also function as a wallet provider (e.g.. 

Coinbase). the amount realized would be the U.S. dollar value of the forked coin on that 

exchange at the time it is credited to an owner's account (i e., the first moment that the 

' Re*i * I 151-2 !Nil: value °Like Corked currency is included oinc immediately upon The 
fork, but the modifications to the blockchain ajt Ultimately not adopted 1”.. participants On the netwerk 
that the fork is not permanent and the hlockchain re-merges. the IRVIICS should arguahly he able ED take a 
loss equal to its adjusted bakis [n the forked currency. I RS*. * 6p (e)(2). 

See. e . g.. Ref,. § 1.1.1273-2( (determHing issue price for purposes uf determining original 
issue discount) 
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intermediary elects to recognize the forked coin on behalf of the owner). As a result. the 

owner would report the fair market value of the coin at the time of crediting as ordinary 

inc owe. since the forked coin was not received in a sale or exchange, and would take a 

basis in the Forked coin equal to its fair market value at that time. 

flowever, an owner Who holds the forked coin through another wallet provider or 

technological method that recognizes the forked coin and credits it to an owner's account 

at the moment of the I lard Fork may include a very different amount in ordinary income 

due to the different timing of the realization event (i.e., when the user obtained clear 

control over the forked coin). The owner may also be able to select the most favorable 

exchange rate by shopping the various exchanges. This is not necessarily a problem of 
fairness given that the owner has a choice regarding how he or she holds the original coin 

involved in the Hard Fork, but it is a problem of predictability and administrability and 

an opportunity for taxpayers to attempt to game the U.S. federal income tax system). 

IL Hard Fork as a Non-Realization Event 

Given that a Forked coin resulting from a !lard Fork shares transactional and 

ownership history with the original coin, one could also argue that the original coin has 

always included the future potential to create a forked coin. For example, one could 

argue that part of the potential of WIC has always been the creation of additional coins 

(such as BO I), and that such a possibility is capitalized into the market value of 13TC. In 

other words, the Forked coin is like the stock dividend in Macomber in that it simply 

represents part of the value of the original coin and therefor is more in the nature of a 

change in the form of ownership than a realization event. In this way, a I lard Fork is 

arguably similar to the birth of young from pregnant livestock, which generally has not 

been treated as a realization event.22  Notably, the fact that BCI I has modestly different 
properties from BIC should not be seen as conclusively establishing that a realization 

event has occurred; a calf has different properties from the cow that gives birth to the 

calf. and stock received in a nontaxable stock dividend need not he identical to the stock 

on which the dividend is paid. 

If this position is accepted, the creation of BCII should not be treated as a 

realization event umil the disposition of BC:11 by the owner (and taxed as a capital gain if 

the cryptocurrency is held as a capital asset). .1 his position is supported by a reduction HI 

See g • Ifriz (11ited CioNs. 10 Abl R 2d 5443 (ED. Ky. 1962); (iambic v Con 
68 I C SOO 0E7171, Rey. 86-24, 1086-1 C.B. 80. Other pessible analogies to nontaxable transactions 
include he sale 3)1 mincraly ex1r3cled (Reg. * 1.61-30(Ror timber cut from bird ((I I C 631(3)), the 
partition of property (Reg 1.61-6(a)). or the scYerance of a Jona tenancy (Rev. Rul 56-437. 1956-2 CB 
507) 
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price of 131f that happened at the time of the I lard Fork with 13(71-1. 2" One could argue 
that the reduction of 13 .1C value was attributable to the split with 13C11, the value of 
which was no longer integrated with the value of B117. It is difficult, however. to 
empirically prove that the prices of 131 C and BC1I arc so associated due to the volatility 
of both currencies. 

Alternatively, one niav view the forked currency as not material k different than 
the original currency under the standard of Collagii Say lags. The owner continues to use 
the same private key that permined the owner to spend BTC. prior to the Ilard Fork to 
access BCI I after the Hard Fork, and each are verified by a subset of the same ncivvork or 
computers. In addition, the ownership history of both 13117 and BC I trace back to the 
same block on the hlockchain; any changes emerge only istiinc forward. 

Even if one accepts the position that a Hard Fork is not a realization event, an 
important question remains. Specifically, one has to decide how to divide the basis 
between the original coin and the forked coin. One possible approach would be to adopt 
rules similar to those used in stock distributions, in \V h ich the basis is split based on the 
fair market value of the original and distributed stock D4  However, in such a case, it will 
be necessary to determine the value of the forked coin at the time of the Hard Fork. As 
discussed above, there are real practical difficulties s ith determining the value of a 
forked coin, 

[II. PROPOSAL FOR 2017 

The original intent of the Section was to fully develop the issues discussed herein. 
Ilowever, uiven that multiple I lard Forks took place in 2017, it is apparent that these 
issues are pressing and must be addressed in time to he of assistance for taxpayers during 
the current filing season. Iherefore, the Section decided to leave the full development of 
these issues For later and instead proposes a temporary solution to apply only for the 2017 
tax year. 

Under the proposed temporary solution, we recommend that the Service issue 
guidance that offers a safe harbor to taxpayers who were able to transact in a forked coin 
as a result of a Hard Fork occurring during the 201 7 tax year. Such safe harbor st Quid 
prescribe the follosvinp: 

-' Laura Shin. 131tschn Cash Sktroc kt ;hot I am Is vd ‘10r COIll iMICS. PORDE`, 
{Nov ] 2, 2017L huts:. tt WY: tot bus coin sitcsil 01 011 12 bitsoiri-cath-skyro3keit-hiicoin-priess 
drops-at taittl-crar-coniinuesSi 3068c99135b5 

u Reg § I 307-1. 



I. Taxpayers who owned a coin that was subject to a I lard Fork in 2017 ninld 
be treated as having realized the forked coin resulting from the Hard Fork in a 
taxable ei Lint. 

2. [he deemed value of the forked coin at the time of the realization event ouk 
be zero, which would also be the taxpayer's basis in the forked coin. 

3. 1 he holding period in the forked coin would start MI the da) of the third Fork. 

4. taxpayers choosing the safe harbor treatment as set forth in the guidance 
would be required to disclose this on their tax returns. 

5. I he Service would not assert that any taxpayer who :Railed themselves of the 
safe harbor treatment as set forth in the guidance has understated federal x 
liability because of the receipt of a forked coin in a 2017 Hard Fork. 

6. The Service, with input From the Section and ocher stakeholders, will continue 
to develop its position regarding the tax treatment for future Hard Forks. and 
such position may he different from the one noted above and will apply 
prospecti‘cly. 

While the Section has not concluded that this is the proper U.S. federal income 

tax treatment oil lard Forks, we believe that such temporary solution represents a 

reasonable interpretation of current law. In addition. we believe that the temporary 

solution imposes a reasonable administrative burden on the Service and compliance 
burden on taxpayers in this filing season, as it avoids difficult timing and valuation 
issues.25  It also minimizes the ability of taxpavers to benefit from hindsight depending 

on how the values fluctuated during 2017. Finally, by requiring disclosure, the Service 
will obtain valuable information about cryptoeurrencv transactions and taxpayers 
participating in them. 

We acknowledge that the temporary treatment may result in capital gain as 
opposed to ordinary income treatment (assuming the cry. ptocurrency is held as a capital 
asset), but by assigning a zero \ alue, it preserves tax on the full value of the liorked 
currency for taxation when the taxpayer sells it In addition, this approach restarts the 
holding period, thus resulting in sales oxeurring within a sear being taxed as short-term 
capital gains 

The Section will continue to refine its position and IS happy to assist the Service 
in developing a permanent position regarding the tax treatment of Hard Forks. The 

We note that nIi SL:tvice has preciou>1). (uloptcd s.ik harbors to avoid difficult i..aluatIon iSSUCS 
See e.g.. Re'. Pro,: 1093-2 LU. 1.13,‘1,r 1,thrd by Re Proc. 2001-ti. 2001-2 (...B 191. 
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Section also plans to comment on other issues in the cryptocurrency area and looks 
forward to prioritizing and working with the Service on those issues. 
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IRS has begun sending letters to virtual currency owners advising 
them to pay back taxes, file amended returns; part of agency's larger 
efforts 

IR-2019-132 

WASHINGTON —The Internal Revenue Service has begun sending letters to taxpayers with virtual 
currency transactions that potentially failed to report income and pay the resulting tax from virtual 
currency transactions or did not report their transactions properly. 

"Taxpayers should take these letters very seriously by reviewing their tax filings and when appropriate, 
amend past returns and pay back taxes, interest and penalties,' said IRS Commissioner Chuck Rettig. 
"The IRS is expanding our efforts involving virtual currency, including increased use of data analytics 
We are focused on enforcing the law and helping taxpayers fully understand and meet their 
obligations." 

The IRS started sending the educational letters to taxpayers last week. By the end of August, more 
than 10,000 taxpayers will receive these letters. The names of these taxpayers were obtained through 
various ongoing IRS compliance efforts. 

For taxpayers receiving an educational letter, there are three variations: Letter 6173, Letter 6174 or 
Letter 6174-A, all three versions strive to help taxpayers understand their tax and filing obligations and 
how to correct past errors. 

Taxpayers are pointed to appropriate information on IRS.gov, including which forms and schedules to 
use and where to send them. 

Last year the IRS announced a Virtual Currency Compliance campaign to address tax noncompliance 
related to the use of virtual currency through outreach and examinations of taxpayers. The IRS will 
remain actively engaged in addressing non-compliance related to virtual currency transactions through 
a variety of efforts, ranging from taxpayer education to audits to criminal investigations. 

Virtual currency is an ongoing focus area for IRS Criminal Investigation. 

IRS Notice 2014-21 states that virtual currency is property for federal tax purposes and provides 
guidance on how general federal tax principles apply to virtual currency transactions. Compliance 
efforts follow these general tax principles. The IRS will continue to consider and solicit taxpayer and 
practitioner feedback in education efforts and future guidance 

The IRS anticipates issuing additional legal guidance in this area in the near future 

Taxpayers who do not properly report the income tax consequences of virtual currency transactions 
are, when appropriate liable for tax, penalties and interest. In some cases, taxpayers could be subject 
to criminal prosecution. 



More info anon on virtual currencies can be found on IRS gov 
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From: Paul William M 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2019 9:53 AM 
To: Cullinan Thomas A 
Subject: Thoughts re Crypt° Guidance 

Tom, 

FWIW: 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Just some thoughts. 

Bill 
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16 eeeds from ally sales of 511d1 thgltill (1114. ec-

 

17 chuling kinds reasonabl spent en the develop-

 

18 went ol teelmology associated with the digital 

20 (l) OP STATE I, %4 I Is; ()I' the 

21 Securities Aet of i. is 11111 Ilth 

by redchip-mitino sidiseetion (d) assub-

 

23 section (e); and 

24 g1 ) In.  inserting tirtei subsection ft) the lot-

 

Ion• inn: 

2114 III 



1 pli,11.11 - 

2 911 IN iikNittif.u.—No hitt. rule. retruiliffitak or 

3 ordit or other :alio,' of inty Stale or 

pOlitil'ill sidallaision thereof-

 

5 "414 requiring, u tvith respeet to. rutteistra-

 

6 lion or autilifii ;Ilion of securitii* ol- rettiNtration 

7 or iaudifieation of seem-dies transactions, shall 

8 thrt-ell,t -  or iniliitittly iittpl.tt ill a (4'it ill toltein 

9 shall dircittk or indireetly prohibit, 

10 limit or impose any conditions upon use 

11 of—

 

lo token, 

13 any dist-Justin dopunient concerning all 

14 offer or stile of a digital tolieri that is tiri 

15 panal by or on behalf of o person (level-

 

16 opina. oftarinp. Or selling a digital tolsein 

17 or 

18 Hal any prox.v slidernent, ropor1 to 

19 TigInI loken-holders. or other flisitloauto 

20 doeinnent relating 10 a thailid tolton UI il 

21 perS011 or Kellar'.  a 

?? (110.1tal 

23 HY) shall dirt-tiny prohibil. 

74 or impose einalitions hissed on tlai worlds 

25 of tokon offerniy-  Or 1 piirson 
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1 otIriru, or selling a digit ill til(en mon 

the offer or sale of any digital token; or 
- — "(1)) skill ilii.ectly Or the 

4 IiIin ol any minces or other documents, or the 

5 HNStr:SH11.111 of any lees, with restart to digital 

6 lolmns Or digital token transactions. 

7 "(2) 14ttaisictiviYHON OF FRAI ACTOORITY.-

 

8 States and politieal subdivisions thereof shall retain 

9 .jurisdichon under the laws Of such State to inves-

 

10 iambn and labor enforcement actions with respect to 

11 fraud or deceit, or unlawful conduct by any perS011, 

12 in connection with digital tokens or digital token 

13 transact Mits'

 

. 

14 SEC. 3. SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934. 

IS 1)EF18341(ist OF BANIC—Sution 3 004(C) of 

16 the Securities Exeliange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 

17 7804196)0'0 is (um tub J-

 

18 (I) by inserting or trust onipan, alter 

19 vriuN.  Lojuit O.": and 

20 (2) by st rikiny "receiving deposits or t`XerC48111H 

21 fiduciary tumors" and HISVItIllg "receiving deposits, 

providing' euslodial Ser% Ices, or exercising fiduciary 

23 

•HR 2144 IH 



1 (H DEPINITIoN OF SE( I'MTY —tivrtion 3(a){ 10) of 

2 the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 ILS.C. 

3 78c(a1(1(3)) is amended-

 

4 ) by inserting "(A cif and 

5 (2) by adding at the end the following. 

6 "(B) Such term does not inehole a di( 

7 

8 (c) 1.0991811108: OF IHGITAL jihn 

9 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 1:.S.t 78-(a)) 

10 is amended by adding at the end the following': 

"(82) DR; ern, rniims.—The term 'Withal 

12 token has the meaning given to it, in itection 2(a) of 

13 the Securities Act of 1933.". 

14 (d) CLERWAL AMENDME VD3.—Si_et ion tat of the 

15 SeeutitIes Exchange Act of 1934 (15 USC. 78e(a)) is 

16 amended—

 

(1) 1)y moving paragra (79) so as to appear 

18 after paragraph (78); and 

19 (2) by redesignating the siyond 0301 

20 (relating to "Funding portal") as paragraph (81). 

21 SEC. 4. INVESTMENT ADVISERS ACT OF 1940. 

22 (a) Dm' ;Nino t; OF I )1CITU& TUE V .1 

23 202(a) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (15 [...S.C. 

24 8)1,--2(a)) is amended—

 

.1311 2144 Hi 



1 designating tIfte sisiond 

as piiracraph (31); and 

3 (2) by adding at. the end he 

4 "(32) The term 'digital token has the !insulin 

5 given to it in section. 2(a) of the Securities Act of 

6 

7 w DEriNrrt, sh:( I N111 —Section 202 

8 Of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (15 U.S.( 

9 2(a)(18)) is amended-

 

10 (1) by insertinei ). ;I r `9180”; and 

11 (2) by adding at the end the Following. 

12 "(B) Such tern) th'e not. include a digital 

13 token.". 

14 hi) Dityllciaii08 OF BANK. Sootion 202(a)(2 r of 

15 the Investment Advisers Act or 1940 115 801)-

 

16 2(a)(2)(0) is amended by si ceivinif deposits or 

17 exercising fiduciaty powers" and inserling "receiving de-

 

18  Postki Prodding stirdoviii Pr ellornining 

19 powers". 

20 SEC. 5. INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT OF 1940. 

21 IniddYriiticy OF DI,  ;MU, 

72 202(a) or the Investment hiunpitay Act or 1940 (15 

23 80a.-2(a)) iS IIIktIKkd by adding al the end the 

24 liollio)ino) 

• EIR 2114 III 



9 

• H. ilw term 'digital tokeit.  has the meaning 

given to it in section 2tai of the Sceurities  A ct ii 

3 193:3 

4 (10 I)lHA \ 1410\ cc SEcUltITY.—SeCtion 2020111:V0 

5 of the hues-linen-1 Company Act of 19-10 C IS I '.S.0 'Da-

 

6 )CUi amended-

 

7 (1) hy in44ting "(A)" after "(36)"; and 

8 (4) by adding at the «1 the rollowing: 

9 - (1-1) Such term does tiot include a digital 

10 token... 

II let 14140 crioN iiANK.—t4oction 2(a)(5) or the 

12 Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 1. 1 .S.C. S0a-

 

13 200(5)) is amended hy striking - receiving deposits or ex-

 

14 ercising fiduciary powers. ' arid inserting "receiving depos-

 

15 its. roviding custodial scrviees, or exereising Fiduciary 

16 powers 

17 SEC. 6. RULE OF CONSTRUCTION WITH RESPECT TO CFTC 

AND FTC. 

19 Nothin his Act or the amendmer s made hy this 

20 Act '2.11;111 he eonstrinid to limit the application of the Cone 

21 mainly Excliamie Apt or the Federal Traih. Commission 

12 

• H Ii 2144 111 
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1 SEC. 7. SATISFACTORY CONTROL LOCATION REQUIRE-

 

-) MENT. 

than 90 days ltTitIho Mite of 

1 r,ieiit. of this \et, the Commission shall amend section 

5 210 1.5(11-3 oF title 17, Code of Vedoral UewiHio,js, to 

6 providt that the requiroment for a smisfactore control lo-

 

7 cation for any digital unit (as (I) tined under seetian 2(a) 

8 or the so(oril hi,: Act ol 1933) that is a security is Fulfilled 

9 by protecting the digital unit using-  puldie key ernaog-

 

10 raphy and by follinving commercially reasonable cyberseen-

 

11 zit- pmettecs to maintain the pcivaey and accessibility el 

12 sufficient private key material to :elely be able to sign on 

13 behalf of such digital unit. 

14 SEC. 8. INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT INVESTMENTS 

15 IN CERTAIN VIRTUAL CURRENCIES NIT 

16 TREATED AS DISTRIBUTIONS. 

17 (11. \KR44.--Seetien 10), (m) (ft the Internal 

IX Itevenuel1ode ut 1111-91 is amended - 

19 (1) in paragraph (3)-

 

20 1.0 in the }ieadiiiu of the paragraph. by 

21. tt lur "AND DI Ll..ION and inscittine ". 

N. AND \ IIITI Al.CI 

23 (li) in subparagraph (A)tiv) by slril(ing 

24 

25 ()) in suhparagah (Rh by ins 

26 at ter -rptithon horTra 

• IIR 2144 III 



Ii 

by inserting' dtii sIil fl)ui-tgIUpII (1 

I folk 

3 rtual ellYrctie.\ . and 

(. ICA 14' ,:triring ii such bullion -  and in-

 

5 scia hug rrTlik paragraph shall only apply to lad-

 

6 and 

7 r adding al the end the following: 

- (4/ Vi'ur \ 1, CLERENCY Drhmi:1). For put-

 

9 pones or this ankection, the term 'virtual currency' 

10 means jiwlal representation of value that is used 

El as a niedinni of exchange and is not 1111TCIICX (wit h-

 

12 the meaning of section 9,-;1.- . 

13 (b) ErfrEcrlivt: DATE The amendments made by 

14 this section shall apply to ttal tAehangres on or tiller 

15 January 1, 2017. 

16 SEC. 9. CERTAIN EXCHANGES OF VIRTUAL CURRENCY 

17 TREATED AS NON-TAXABLE EXCHANGES. 

18 (a) IN GEN 19111 1011 of 11w 1111(41911 Rev-

 

1.4(11c, rode (4' 191.45 is aro ink (1-

 

20 111 the heading. IT striking - REAL PROP-

 

ERTY and inserting "CERTAIN PROPERTY' • and 

-Yr) 121 in subseetion (a) Nvaddina.  at Ow end the 

l'ollow new paraaraph: 

24 - (41 Exclls:Nid,: \ Hifi Al. (.11:1a:Ncy. -An 

25 exchange or virtual currency fas defined under :tee-

 

• 11.11 2144 III 
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I lion 408(int) shall he treated IS if smell e \Arnigt. 

were an (iv:lomat. of real property under this sett-

 

3 lion: . 

4 (h) Einem, A3itist0311tINT — table of parts for 

S part III 4* sttl(Ilal)IeI U or olapter 1 of such Code is 

6 amended lw striking - 13Nchange of real property.' and in-

 

7 setting - Exchange or “ertain property-. 

8 (e) EtteTivt: 13:vim—The amendments made by 

9 this section shall apply to exchanges made on or after Jan-

 

10 uary I. 2017 

11 SEC. 10. GAIN FROM SALE OR EXCHANGE OF VIRTUAL CUR-

 

12 RENCY. 

13 (a) IN ( kNERA1].—Parl 11.1. 01 subchapter of chap-

 

14 ter 1 of the Internal Revenue rode of 1986 is amended 

IS he inserting Mitt section 13911  the following lieW section: 

16 "SEC. 139G. GAIN FROM SALE OR EXCHANGE OF VIRTUAL 

17 CURRENCY. 

"(a) IN GENERAL.—Gross income shall riot include 

19 ottill Frolll the sale or exchange of virtual eillTt'lle.\ (as de-

 

20 fined under seel ion -10,Slinfl for other than ttash or eash 

2 1 ego-it ;dents. 

22 1310 Itiminditt N — 

23 - (1) 18 GE:3E1(Am The amount of gain ex-

 

it eluded from Dross Metall under subsection (al ith 

• IIII 2141 III 



1:1 

l'eS1W1.1 1(1 a sale or exellamm of virtual eniteney 

shall not exceed $600. 

3 7(2) .10014)0ATI0N RI LE.— uposes (4. 

4 this subsection, all sales or exchanges ‘vliteli 1111` 11014 

5 of the same transaction tor a series of related t vans-

 

6 aetions) shall be treated as (me sale op exchange. 

7 "(e) ADJUST:UR \T ease of ally 

8 taxable year heginnin)-( in a ealendar year after 2015. I lie 

9 dollar amount ill subsection (1) shall be increased by au 

10 amount equal to—

 

ll "(I) such dollar amount, niiilli1llitd In 

12 "02) the eosI-ofsliving adjustment deternlined 

13 Huth))) section for the calendar year in whieli 

14 the taxable year begins, determined by substituting 

15 'calendar year 2017' for 'ealcrillar year 21)16 in sub-

 

16 pilraoraph ( a )(ii ) I bereot 

17 \ ny increase determined under the preemling suirtemee 

IS sliaII he rounded to the nearest multiple of $50.1 

10 (b) ( 11.01(wAt. Amt35.10.)0()N4.-- The table of s (tions 

20 for part III or siiheMmter B of chapter 1 utj such Code 

21 is amended liv inserting' alter the ;Min rclatino to section 

22 1:19F the follo‘) ing new item: 

rigb (ait.. from Silk' hr eX1 '11.1JLV oF \ :II I I 

23 (c) 10,45)t(TI CAINs larttsEs See-

 

24 ibetary of the Treasury shall issue regulations providimi for 

75 information I•eliirns oil transact ions 10 v114 mml furren(5 

• HR 2114 111 



I 1 

I &lined im(101 ne(1 n 4(Hunl I 

7 r ode nt 19.-q;) fu r 1\ 1111'11 gwll Or I <-5 IS !VI-0.2111/1d. 

(1.) l',FrEnT(\'ic I) —TIn• ;n11(11(1111(111. nte by 

1 Ibis sevlion \\iI IL rnnpent rn, n-

 

5 flied inlo on or atler •Inninin,v I. 21117 

• HR 21,11111 
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WIKIPEDIA 

Virtual currency law in the United 
States 
United States virtual currency law 11.eH 1 as applied to Irunsactions in virti nil currency  in 
the ES. The Cemindihti. Futuies Trailing Commissiiii h a regulated and may continue to regulate virtual 
till II as imunioditiesTh' Ihe S untlt ud I xcii mc commissiim aTo requires iegistration of any 
virtuzil currency traded in the U.S. if it is claaaarikal as a s ty and of imy fiading platform that meets its 
dcla ition of an exchange 1,11 

The ieguLitory science( also includes I i rssu [shot,: and PINCIaN transpare [ley aulatiims i>twen financial 

evil: miles and the individuals and cotipera thins with whom they conduct business. 

Contents 
The regulatory and market environment 
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Monetary policy 

illegal activities with virtual currency 
Mores lauldenng 
Transactions on Tor 
Securities fraud 
Consumer warnings 
Online gambling 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Federal Election Commission 

See also 

References 

External links 

The regulatory and market environment 
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) ihiscrilms Viintal (Marimba's (VCs) as "a digital representation of V a I ue that 

tin is as a inediura of exchiinge. a unit of a CCM: na and/or a store of value [and] does not have legal tender 

status in any juristliertiu." Although. (demipole payment *stems have been part of American life since at 

least 1879 when W te im Tinier] 'fintrodured money transfer" through the teliiiiritphial  and in 1914 "introduced 

p vik irtual rre /tined States . 7/1 7/2(319 
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the first consumer charge-card", virtual currencies differ from these digital payment structUres beCallse unlike 
traditional digital transfers of value, virtual currencies do not represent a claim on value; rather the virtual 
currency are the value-

 

The National Automated Clearing [louse Association (NACILA), through the Automated Clearing 'louse (ACH) 
moves almost S89 trillion and 22 biiii011 electronic financial transactions each year. I These electronic transfers 
of money through the ACH Network represent a claim to physical legal tender. Alternatively, "unlike electronic 
moue), a VC, pat tit:Wady in its decentralised variant, does not represent a claim on the issuer:7] 

Electronic payment networks, such :IS the ACII. have decreased the costs and time required to transfer value 
and increased reliability and transparency. I fowever, traditional electronic payment networks, thatn with 
transnational networks :Ind satellite communications, differ from a virtual currency. For example. the Bitcoin 
exchange Coinbase chitrges only ea, on all Biteoin exchanges to legal tender." Compare this to "2%51% for 
traditional online payment sysftms, like Fayltal and credit card cinnpailitiii, 91  or a global average of 7.,19% for 
remittance sent through major remittance corridors! The lower costs of transferring value is a great incentive 
to both users and merchants. Easter transaction speed is also an advantage of using VC!' VC may also help to 
reduce identity theft because of the cryptographic nature of some of the currencies." 

Some experts juedict various types of VCs will continue to increase, and the demand for the financial system to 
adopt methods cif accepting these curtencies will continue to grow. in 2011, Microsoft's Director of Corporate 
Affairs sent a letter to the Resene Bank of Australia  asking, "whether the domestic payments infrastructure 
could be modified or adjusted in some way to facilitate and manage the exchange of value beyond traditional 
CUTrencies".1'  The online sale of goods and services in the United States accounted for an annual total of 
$283 billion transactions from the start (if 3rd (31arter 20 t3 to the end of 2nd quarter 201.1 (adjusted for 
seasonal va Eta tion)Ah r  VCs are increasing as a percentage of these ftansactions. The Bitcoin exchange compana 
Coinbasc offers a payment service that allows merchants to receive Bitcoin and then automatically exchange the 
Bitcoin into fiat currency.h4 J The speed of this exchange helps nierchants to avoid the volatility of Bitcoin. In 
SiTtenther zoia, eltay an that its payment processor Braintree will be accepting Itcoin.Th As of 
November 2014, the market capitalization of Bitcoin is just below 85 billion, but has reached historic highs close 

billion.kb The growth of Internet use and the virtual world is also increasing. World Internet use 
increased from i5.81A, in 20 05 to 38.1% in 2013.111 

This Internet growth is characterized by a consumer demand for a decentndized Internet experience that is not 
limited or dependent on b aditional institutions and governments. This movement aims to create an Internet 
based (8) the idea of Virtual, Distributed Parallel (VDP) States, "acting as a kind of organizational counterpoint 
to that State's governing bodies', k H  Chevy-currency and other virtual currencies are the VI) I' movements' 

currency alternative to traditional currency and traditional financial institutions. 

Regulatory authority 

The ITS. Congress has the power to regulate VCs as securities, through its power to coin money and prolithit 

private currencies,!'""--  and through its constitutional power to regulate ins terstate conunethe.'28  In a 

Now 201.1 decision, the Court upheld the power of regulators to prosecute a defendant who "designed, 

created and minted coins called 'Liberty Dollars,' coins 'in resemblance or in similitude' [or made to look like) of 

https tied eurr mcylaw in the United__ States 7t I 7/20 I 9 
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ITN. coin ' I  Although the defendai t did not pass the L her y  Dollars currency as a cc LI I terfeil I he currency 
were in d use enough "resemblance. of coins of the United States or of foreign vomit •" and ronsequently fell 
under the authority of i8 U.S.C.A. § 48(4123 The Court has not decided if g 486 includes the power to prohibit 
VCs, but if a Court decides that the purpose and intent of VC resembles United States or foreign currency it may 
fall under 6 486. 

The Stump Payment Act of 1864 prohibits anyone from "nialif Mg], issuringt eirculatfingl, or paylingl out any 
note, cheek, memoramintn, token, or other obligation for a less sum than Si intended to circulate as money or 
to be iticer tid or used in lieu of lawful money of the United States".I ' l  The Court has not decided if Congress 
has the power to prohibit VCs under this Act or any other existing regulation or statute. 

Tax regulations 
Ihe IRS treats VC as pi operty and requires for gains or losses upon an exchange of VC to be calculated. This 
means that every VC user must track the gains or losses of every one of their VC I ransactions to stay in 
eiimplianer with IRS regulations.IiII The Tax Foundation, a tax policy research organization, argues that the IRS 

igorizing VC as property because the required record keeping creates compliance obstacles, 
and by categorizing VC as property, the IRS is ignoring how VC is used and treating it as something that people 
hold for an investment.'" The pseudonymity of VC accounts allow users to hide funds and evade taxes.1251 
Similar to teceiving cash, merchants may not report the earnings to the IRS if the men ban t believes the IRS will 
not be able to account for the transaction. The IRS may be able to audit a VC exchange the merchant uses, but if 
the merchant is using a personal VC account or using multiple exchanges the IRS may not be able to track these 
tr :insertions. 

Electronic Fund Transfer Act 

Virtual currencies lack many of the regulations and consumer protections that legal tender currencies have. 
Under U.S. law, a cardholder of a credit card is protected from liability in excess of Sbo lithe card was used for 
an unauthorized transaction.12"I 

The Electronic Fund Transfer Act (ErrA) was written to protect consumers in transfers Ibm di ATMs, point-
of- sale terminals, ACH systems, remote transfers, and remittance transfers. However, the EFTA does not apply 
to VCs, and due to the nature of many VCs, it may not be possible for VCs to be in complete compliance with the 
Act. For example, the regulati 011S require for a consumer to be allowed 30 minittes to cancel an electronic 
paint:4.1 ' 1  Many VCs, such as Bitcoin, do not allow chargebacks, so cancelling the Hi coin transfer is not 
possibD. Additionally, a credit card that transacts in VC is not protected by the fifty dollar In liability 
for the holder of the credit card.IiIII 

FinCEN regulations 

In 2013, the Financial Crime. Fnforcement Network (tiinCEN) released a paper dating exchanges and 
:tine art] it I is of VC are subject to the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and must register as a Money Services Business 

MS B)) The stated purpose of this legisliition was to preient financial exchanges from heing used to launder 

aittw ik dii \irlual_ eu ne, inited States 7/17/2019 
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in oney or finance crime, including terrorismj3H  The European Central Bank has also reconunended registe ml rig 
exchanges to "reduce the incentive for terrorists, criminals and money launderers to make use of these virtual 
currency schemes for illegal pnrposes".1:0 ! 

Monetary policy 
The current amount of YC use in the global 221rket is unlike iv to significantly affect the Fed rd Reserve's ability 
to conduct monetary policy; however, if the size of the VC market were to grow larger it may affect In 
policy. 91]  Even with the impact VC could have on monetar§ policy, the Reseno does not have the authority to 
supervise or regulate VC. 931  According to May 9, 2014 meeting of the Federal Advisory Council and Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve, Bitcoin was deemed to "not present a threat to economic activity by 
disrupting traditional channels of commerce" but rathei a potential "boon/1. Its global minsmissibility opens 
new markets to merchants and service providers" and "capital flews from the developed to the developing world 
should increase".941  In its 2009 Report to Congress, the U.S. Treasmy claimed that the dollar will continue to he 
a major resent currency "as long as the tinged States maintains sound macroeconomic policies and deep, 
liquid, and open financial markets".171] 

According to former CIA CTO Gus Hunt, the "Government's going to learn from Bitcoin, and all the official 
government currencies are going to become crypto currencies themselves".1361  Under 12 G.S. Code § 411, the 
Federal Reserve has the authority to issue Federal Reserve notes,1'n and under 12 U.S.C.A. § 418, the Treasury 
Department "in order to furnish suitable notes for circulation...shall cause plates and dies to be engraved' and 
print no qua ntitiesk"81  The Secretary of the Treasury has the authority to "mint and issue coins".1"71 
However, it is uncertain if this authority includes the authority to "mint" electroin° coins for a government-
backed cryTtoeurrency protocol, According to the Federal Resenb Bank of St. Louis's Director of Research, "the 
most iinportant tispect of this technology revolution is, in my view, the threat of entry into the money and 
payment system and what I think it will do is to force traditional instituthms, including Cell tral banks, to either 
adapt or die" [40] 

Illegal activities with virtual currency 

Money laundering 
The culture of laundering money in the Bitcoin network is so prevalent there is even a website called 
bitlaundencem. The company bithrunderscom claims they are "experts at laundering Bitcoin" and they "use the 
most sophisticated methods available to completely anonymi7C your Bitcoins and obscure their histon' from 
forensic tnicing".1 WThe U.S. Government Accountability Ofl ice reported that the pseudonymity ii VCs makes it 
difficult for the governinSnt to detect money laundering and other financial crimes, and it may be necessany to 
rely on international cooperation to address tlit'SC crimes.["J Similarly, the European Banking Authority 
claimed that regulations should strive for "global coordination, otherwise it %yin be difficult to achiessi a 
successful regulatory regimet171  In spite of the best regulatlims from the United States and the European Union, 
the inherent nature of the Bitcoin protocol allows for pseudonymous transfers of Bitcoins to or from anjwhere 
in the world, so illegal transactions will not be emnpletely eliminated through regulations. 

»Ups:Reit wik i0edia.org/wik i rtua I currency _in the hinted 4States 7117/2019 
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Anonymity in Bitcoins and Ahcoins (forks from the Bitcoill protocol) can be increased by adding software 

augmentations to the VC. Zerocoin, for example, uses an algorithmic process called "zero-knowledge  proof-  to 

hide the value of the coin:sir')  Dark Wallet anonymously combines transfers of VC to obscure the origin of the 

transfer, and the developers intend to integrate the software into a For network in the future. One of the 

developers of Dark Wallet desin died it is "itist money laundering software". Ile said, "I want apris ate 1111,1212 for 

black nsarket transactions", "whether they re for non-prescribed medical in MD MA for drug enthusiasts, 

or weapons." A ervoto currency known as Darkcoin offers even more anonymity than Bitctiin. Similar to 

Dark Wallet, Darkcoin combines transaiilions to increase the difficulty of an where the currency was 

sent. "Some users may be trading Ilitcoins for Darkcoins and back again, using the Darkiioin network as a giant 

bitcoin-laundering, sena ce.":41J 

Other forms of VC have also been used for making illegal transactions. VC service and exchange liberty 

Reseise allegedly laundered over 0 billions dollars from crimes such as "credit card fraud. identity theft, 

investment fraud, computer hiwking, child pornography, and narcotics trafficking". - liagold, a company with a 

VC tied to the value of gold, pleaded guilty to money laundering and running an Unlicensed money transmitting 

business, and consequently had to forfeit Sa5,816,817.8a to the government:4 /1 

Although the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) applies to VC exchanges and administrators, VC is still used to finance 

crime and launder money be,, not (IN ery transaction in VC networks are required to comply with the BSA 

and not every online exchange complies with the BSA. In September 2014, Robert M. Unella, a/k/a "BTCKing", 

pleaded guilty to operating an unlicensed exchange that exchanged over a million in cash for Bitcom. used for 

criminal enterprise and known as "Silk Road".1181  Despite BSA regulations, Fakilla and the users of his 

exchange, were able to hide their identity through both pseudonymous Biteoin addresses and an anonymous 

network that hid their IP addresses (591 

Transactions on Tor 

On November 2014, the FIR "as part of a coordinated international Law enforcement a c tioiiseized dozens of 

"dark markets", including Silk If oadil operating on the anonymous Tor network. TI, se markets accepted 

payment in Biteoins or similar crypto-currencies, and operated both doniestically and internationidly.lr'd 

Althinigh the FBI was successful in cracking through the anonymous Tor  network and discovering the On of 

the illegal Bitcoin markets Silkroad I and II and similar illegal markets, the methods the FBI used may not be 

legal or available, in every case, under the U.S. Constitution's prohibition against unreasonable searches and 

seizures. 

October 2011, the court decided the fate of the defendant regarding his role in the first Silkroad, but the court 

refused to deride whether his Fourth Amendment rights wore s hafted because lie never pleaded that he had a 

right to privacy in the server that was searched! ri The Court claimed that the defendant did not plead a 

violation of his Fourth Amendment rights because either "he in fact has no persona! privacy interest in the 

Icelandic server, or because he has III :41e a tactical clecision not to reveal 'hat he does" thus claiming that 

Ulbricht "therefore has no basis to challenge".i ff This is significant because the Court did not decide if the 

techniques the I-131 used to locate the defendant IP address violated the Fourth Amendment. 
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Operating behind the anonymous Tor network might give a subjective expectation of privacy, but this may not 
be reasonable expectation of privacy that would sunive. the Ka tziest(5' )  be the Tor software explicitly 
siates Unit it "can't solve all anonymity problems" .I'll Under War s .17 a k, the defendant had a "reasonable 
expectation of privacy" in the content of his email; however, unlike an email, an IP address is generally visible to 
everyone, The FBI claimed they found Silhozad's IP address by "typing in miscellaneous entries into the 
usenhime, password, and CAPTCIIA fields contained in the interface'' io find an IP address associated with an 
application misconfigured to the Tor networkym 

Securities fraud 

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) treats securities crimes committed with Bacon] and Yes as 
money, and it is likely that anti-gambling regulations will be ennuced with the same reasoning. On Jrily 2013, 
'Hendon T. Shirvers vas charged by the SEC for "defrauding investors in a Ponzi scheme involving Bitcoin" that 
amounted to flyer 700,000 Bitcoin or $4 .5 million based on the average price of M1C0111 In 2011 and 2012 when 
the in were offered and sold Shavers implemented the scheme thunigh Bitcoin Savings and Trust 
(111(81), "an unincorporated on investment scheme" that 11:111. not registered with the SEC. "II 
collective loss to In n‘ll investors who suffered net losses (there were also net winners) was 765,678 bitcoins, or 
In ore than Si 19  in at current exchange rates" Dorn SCptember 2014.1n1 

Shavers attempted to argue the investments were not securities because Ilitcoin is not money. However, in a 
precedent determining decision, the magistrate judge determined that Fiteoin is money, and thus the 
investments were seeuritiesPhi  The magistrate judge stated, "lift is clear that Intern!) can be used as money. It 
can be used to purchase goods or services, and as Shavers stated. used to pay for individual living expenses. the 
only limitation of Bitcoin is that it is Iiinited to those places that accept it as currency. However, it can also be 
exchanged for conventional currencies, such as the U.S. drrIlar. Euro. Yen, and Yuan. Therefore, Bitcoin is a 
currency or form of money, and investors wishing to invest in IITCIST provided an investment of money."15"1 
This decision paved the way for other regulators to treat Bit Coin and VCs as money, so it is likely this decision 
will be cited if regulators decide to prosecute VC transactions under the UIGEA, Illegal Gambling RUSIIICSS Act, 
Wire Acr, or ally other regulation involving financial transactions. 

Consumer warnings 
On August 2014, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureilll (CEFTS) re cased a consumer advitiOry to warn 
C onsumers of the risk of TCs. The advisory warned consumers of hackers, scammers, loss of \ Us by losing the 
private he. fewer regulations, and an in to make chargebacksh lh States have also released consumer 
advisories and warned users that I/Cs are not insured by the FDIC, highly volatile, often associated with 
C riminal enterprises, new, and unproven technology. David S. Cohen, the Under Secretary for 
Terrorism and Financirn Intelligence at the Treasury Department, stated that '/Cs pose "clear risks to 
121/11SIIIIIers and hives-  hats' be the "anonymity arid transaction irrevocability; of VC's I exposers I them to 

fraud and theft, [and unlike FDIC insured banks and credit unions that guarantee the safety of deposits, there 

are no such safeguards puwided to virt uid wallets" I hi 
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The result of this weak regulatory environment makes ViCis prone to volatility, market manipulation, money 
laundering, fraud, and illegal transactions.i621  On August 2014, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB) released a consumer advisory warning on VC and began accepting complaints on VC products and 
services 11  Additionally, many U.S. states have released consumer warnings regarding virtual currencies. 

Online gambling 
The federal legality of on gaMbling with BiteDins in the United States has not yet been decided; however, the 
legality of online gambling with legal tender currency has been decided. In April 2011, the FBI indicted the 
"founders of the three largest Internet poker companies doing business in the United States—PokerStars, Full 
Tilt Poker, and Absolute Poker, with bank fraud, money laundering, and illegal gambline.R7]  In 2006;  the 
United States enacted the Unlawhil Internet Gambling En fortionent Act (LIIGEA), yet the poker companies 
COni hilted lo npern te until the 2 011 MilielMellt. Similar to the 20'' indictment, the Justice Department may be 
collecting evidence and building a case against the Bit coin gambling sites before they launch an indictment. rhe 
UIGEA does not expressly prohibit Internet gambling, but it does make it ill gal for an online gambling 
business to knowingly acceiit fund transfers.(611  The Bileoin gambling sites arc currently circumventing this 
legislation by keeping their funds in bitcoin ccptocurrencv wallets. However, in order for these sites to 
exchange their Biteoins for a fiat currency they must use a financial exchange, so even by receiving their 
earnings with Bitcoin, the online gambling sites may come into jurisdiction of the UIGEA if the gambling 
business accepts payment through "(i) automated clearing house (ACID systems, (ii) card systems, (iii) check 
collection systems, (iv) m (They transmitting bust nesses, and (v) wire transfer systems:1651 

The Illegal Gambling Business Act may also prohibit Bitcoin gambling sites because the act broadly prohibits all 
gambling businesses that are in (i) "violation of the law of a State or political subdivision in which it is 
conducted; (ii) involves five or more persons who conduct, finance, manage, supervise, direct, or own all or part 
of such business; and (iii) has been or remains in substantially continuous operation for a period in excess of 
thirty days or has a gross revenue of $2,000 in any single day. 1661  Under IRS regulations Bitcoin and other VCs 
are treated as property, so losses and gains must be calculated to determinc the value of the virtual currency. If 
an online gambling Histtress earned the 'due of at least 52,000 dollars in Bitcoin "in any single day", they rimy 
fall under this act. 

The Federal Wire Act  (Wire Act) prohibits "bets or wagers On any sporting event or contest".171  Millie Bitcoin 
gambling sites have a mixture of betting on sports and traditional casino games,1681  and it is conceivable the bets 
on sporting events could fall within the language of the Wire Act. The Wire Act expressly mentions "money or 
credit as a result of bets or wagers", and VC's may fall under the intent of the Wire Act because they operate as 
credits that can be redeemed or exchanged at VC exchanges, and they operate like money because they facilitate 
transactionskbi.i  

Some online wagers do not fit under the typical definition of girirhliii, or a game of chance. The Commodity 
Futures Tmading Commission (CFTC) refers to these as "Event Contracts". On December 2011, the CliTC 

ordered an online business to cease listing Political Events Contracts (i.e., betting on who will be elected) for 
trade, as it is contrary to the public interest.l' i  Th.e. Gilt's jurisdiction is being tested by online businesses that 
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accept virtual current) for 'acts. A website, accepting BitcoM and other VCs, called predict Oils. III 

lists trades such as trying to call who will be elected, whether a celebrity will have a boy or girl child. or who will 
be the winner of a sciener compel i ii 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
The I li, r,t lit' posit Insurance Coipt)ration (FDIC) does not insure VCs. 

Federal Election Commission 
In a May 2014 AcIvinry Op-imuh. the 1'i:demi Election Commission (FEC) decided that Ilitcoin donations are 
Permit:11,d under FEC laws .1  This Lk:I ision will perinit MiCrOdOnations, and it May encourage more pellicle to 
donate to Cahlpaic its. The (ieci:;ion inny also encolisage more people to attempt to hide their polithal donation:, 
behind the pse.doitymity of Bitcoin. 

See also 
• 1.);gital cJrrency exchanger 
• Exchanie orgarizeg market) 
• Liberty Reserve 
• Lelja:ity of ha.00in by country or territory 
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. Bithumb (based in 
South Korea) DCE / card service Cryptocurrency / 

Digital Finance 

• VirWoX (based in 
Austria) 

VCE (virtual 
currency 

exchange) 
Virtual Currency 

The table below is a list of terms used by major domestic and foreign digital currency 
exchanges (DCE - a term coined in 2004), payment services providers (PSP - a term 
coined in the 1980s), fintech firms, distributed ledger analytics firms, academic 
institutions, states/countries and regulators. After researching the terminology used by 
other sources,1 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Organization Business Type Term(s) Used Source 

Coinbase 
(operations in 
U.S. and 31 other 
countries) 

DCE (digital 
currency 

exchange) / wallet 
hosting service / 

PSP / card service 

Digital Currency 
Exchange I 
Cryptocurrency 

Coinbase.com/about 

ibittrix (based in 
I U.S.) 

. . . Gemini (based in 
U.S.) 

Circle (based in 
U.§1 
K-raken (based in 
U.S.) 

itBit (based in 
, U.S.) 

' Bitfinex (based in 
Hong Kong) 

Binance (based in 
Malta) 

, • - - • .- • • . • - 

DCE 

Centralized 
Platform - DCE 

and wallet hosting 
service / 

Decentralized 
Platform - DCE . _  

: Platform 
Digital Asset 
Exchange / 
Cryptocurrency  

, Digital Asset / 
Cryptocurrency 

' Digital Currency / 
Cryptocurrency  

Blockchain Trading Bittrix corn/about 

Gemini.comiabout 

Circle.com/en/about 

Kraken.com 

• 

Crypto Asset Itbit.com 

—1 -

 

Crypt° Asset / 
Cryptocurrency Binance.com/en/about 

 

DCE/wallet 
hosting service 

DCE / wallet 
hosting service 

DCE / wallet 
hosting service 

DCE / OTC 
Exchange / 

Escrow Svcs./ 
Custody Svcs. 
DCE / wallet Digital Assets / Bitfinex.com hosting service Cryptocurrencies 

Btckorea.com 

VirWoX (Virtual World 
Exchange) started in 2004 as a 
virtual currency exchange. 
BTC, a cryptocurrency, was 
added in 2011 as a method to 
purchase virtual currencies. 



BitPay (based in 
U.S) 
Coin Payments 
(based in 
Canada) 
CoinGate (based 
in Lithuania) 
SpectroCoin 
(based in UK) 
Bitcoin IRA Self-directed IRA 
(based in U.S.) services 

Texas U.S. State Gov't 

PSP 

PSP 

PSP 

PSP 

Bitcon 

Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocurrency 

Illinois U.S. State Gov't Digital Currency 

Supervisory Memorandum 
1037 
The specific language of Illinois' 
Transmitters of Money Act 
(TOMA) makes a distinction 
between virtual currency and 
cryptocurrency as different 
types of digital currency. : 
It is notable that states like AZ, 
NV, and WY have legislation 
recognized blockchain in 
business applications for supply 
chain, accounting, document 
certification, etc. 
These states included 
cryptocurrency under the term 
virtual currency with a number 
of them attempting to develop 
language to exclude virtual 
currencies such as rewards 

, programs and video gaming 
: currencies but makes efforts to 

include gambling virtual 
currencies that are not 
cnzptocurrencies. 
The change from virtual 
currency to crypto assets was 
made on May 31, 2019, in the 
Payment Service Act (PSA) and 
Financial Instruments and 
Exchange Act (HEA). 

France has four regulators that 
oversee crypto assets 

Bitpay.com 

Coinpayments. net 

Coingate.com 

Spectrocoin.com 

Bitcoinira.com/about 

No mention of 
cryptocurrency or 

39 States U.S. State Gov't virtual currency in 
state MTL (money 
transmitter laws) 

Creates some 
9 States US. State Gov't definition for virtual 

currency 

Japan Foreign Gov't Crypto Assets 

Cuba Foreign Gov't Cryptocurrency 
Cryptocurrency / 

France Foreign Gov't crypto asset / digital 
asset 



European 
Insurance and 
Occupational 
Pensions 
Authority 

Regulator Crypto-assets 

European 
Securities and Regulator Crypto-assets 
Markets Authority 

U.S. 
H.R. 528, H.R. Congressional 
2144, H.R. 6973 legislation 

(introduced) 

FATE IGO 

Virtual Currency / 
Digital Assets / 
Digital Token 

Virtual Asset / 
Crypto Asset / 
virtual-to-virtual / 

Germany has three regulators 
that oversee crypto assets. 

Italy has five regulators that 
oversee crypto assets. 
Spain has four regulators that 
oversee crypto assets. 

Monitors the impact of products 
and services, including crypto 
assets, on the financial system, 

. and the suitability of the 

. regulatory perimeter under EU 
law. 

https://eba.europa.eu/ 
The Commission is responsible 
for planning, preparing, and 
proposing legislation, including 
any on cryptocurrency. It also 
monitors the effectiveness of 
financial sector reforms and 
responds to emerging financial 
stability risks. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commissio 
n/index en 
Monitors the developments of 
cryptocurrencies and initial coin 
offerings (IC0s) in the 
insurance sector. 

https-//eiopa.europa.eu/ 
Responsible for safeguarding 
the stability of the EU's financial 
system. 

Germany 

Italy 

Spain 

Poland 

Foreign Gov't 

Foreign Gov't 

Foreign Gov't 

Foreign Gov't 

Blockchain-based 
securities / 
Electronic securities 
/ security tokens 
Virtual Currency / 
Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocunency 

Cryptocurrency 

European 
Banking Authority Regulatoi Crypto-assets 

European 
Commission Regulator Crypto-assets 

https://www.esma.europa.eu/ 

Three House bills in the 116th 
Congress introducing legislation 
on digital assets. 

FATF 2019 Guide conflates 
terms from the cryptocurrency 
sector and the virtual currency 



Cryptocurrency / 
Virtual Currency 

sector. 

FATF defines virtual assets but 
not crypto-assets. Uses terms 
like digital assets and crypto-
precious metal dealers. But 
then uses terms like virtual 
currency, digital currency, and 
cryptocurrency as though they 
can all do the same thing 
through cryptographic 
protocols, which only 
cryptocurrencies can call 
cryptographic protocols. 

The guidance states everything 
is a virtual assets excluding 
virtual fiat currencies, virtual 
securities, and other financial 
assets covered by the FATF 
recommendations. 

U S. Treasury 
Bureau 

U.S. Treasury 
Bureau 

U.S. Treasury 
Bureau 

U.S. Commission 

Distributed Ledger 
Analytics / 
Forensics 

Distributed Ledger 
Analytics / 
Forensics 

Distributed Ledger 
Analytics / 
Forensics 

Virtual Currency 

Virtual Currency 

Virtual Currency 

In the past used 
Virtual Currency, but 
in the last year uses 
terms like Digital 
Assets and 
Cryptocurrency 
Cryptocurrency / 
Cryptocurrency 
Exchange / 
Cryptocurrency / 
blockchain 
technology 
Cryptocurrency / 
blockchain analytics 
/ cryptocurrency 
intelligence / 
cryptocurrency 
forensics 

OFAC 

FinCEN 

IRS 

SEC & CFTC 

Chainalysis 

Elliptic 

CypherTrace 

Various public statements 

FIN-2019-G001 

Notice 2014-21 

Letters and notices released to 
the public. 

Chainalysis.com 

Elliptic,co (not an error) 

Ciphertrace.com 



Academic 
Institution 

Academic 
Institution 

Academic 
Institution 

Academic 
Institution 

Academic 
Institution 

Cryptocurrency / 
Digital Currency / 
blockchain 

Blockchain / 
Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocurrency / 
Blockchain 

Cryptocurrency/ 
Blockchain 

Cryptocurrency / 
Blockchain / Digital 
Asset 

MIT 

Cornell 

State University 
of New York 

UC Berkeley 

Stanford 

The MIT Media Lab's DCI is a 
(https://dci.mitedu/about-1) 
collaborats with other 
universities and research 
institutions, and works with 
interdisciplinary groups of 
faculty, students, and research 
scientists to author research 
papers, run pilot use cases of 
the technology, and develop 
relevant open-source software. 
MIT also has a 
cryptoeconornics program. 
http://courses.cornell.eduiprevie 
w_COurse_nopop.php?catoid=3 
1&coid=499386 ; 
http://courses.cornell.edu/previe 
w course_nopop.php?catoid=3 
1&coid=499386 ; Cornell's 
Initiative for Cryptocurrencies 
and Contracts (IC3) 
https://blog.suny.edu/2018/06/a 
-new-online-learning-series-will-
teach-yoll-about-blockchain-
the-future-of-the-internet/ 
https://www.edx,org/profession 
al-certificate/uc-berkeleyx-
blockchain-fundamentals 

https://cs251crypto.stanford.ed 
u/18au-cs251/ 
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resulting taxes. 

Further legal guidance on virtual currency transactions 

could soon be issued as part of the IRS's ramped-up efforts 

to encourage taxpayers to report transactions and pay the 

In the meantime, more than 10,000 taxpayers will receive letters from the IRS between 

now and the end of August reminding them that taxes must be paid on their virtual 

currency transactions, the tax agency said in a statement July 26. 

"Taxpayers should take these letters very seriously' IRS Commissioner Charles Rettig said 

in the statement, which notes that data analytics and information gleaned from ongoing 

compliance efforts are being used to obtain taxpayer names. The Criminal Investigation 

division is also focusing on virtual currencies. 

The IRS started sending the educational letters in mid-July, according to the statement. 

Recipients will get one of three letters (6173, 6174, or 6174-A), titled "Reporting Virtual 

Currency Transactions" and containing instructions on what errors need to be corrected 

on their forms and when and where to file them. 

Notice 2014-21, 2014-16IRB 938, declared that virtual currencies would be treated as 

property for federal tax purposes. While that 2014 notice provided some guidance, 

the American Institute of CPAs last year asked the IRS for another notice and FAQ to 

resolve issues including fair market valuation and valuations for cryptocurrency 

donations. 

The IRS in 2018 launched a virtual currency compliance campaign of outreach and 

examinations. 

hUps://www.ta \ note -notes-todu 1cryplocuureney u curre 7129P019 
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ckage moves along a conveyor belt at the Overstock tom Inc fulfillment center in Salt Lake City. Online 
narxotpIacs like Overstock that allow customers to make purchases with virtual currency may have to collect sales 
tn in many states. 

66 Dare' I..alcloIfilco,r6Erg v:a 60.,v !rrages 

More States Add Cryptocurrency Twist to Marketplace Sales 
Tax Laws 
By Ryan Prete 

Cie , 

hicc hat th: • 

(Hine marketplaces that allow or plan to allow custtakcrs to make purchitacs with virtual currency 

nap unknowingly be setting themselves up to collect sales tax in mom than a dozen states. 

4eut 16 states have a special pi-ov ] ion in their marketplace facilitator laws that put marketplaces 

on the hook for tax collection if the business pro ides the Ogtigil to pay with virtual current") to 

IAISIolnerN. according to Bloomberg Tax data. Marketplace facilitator laws require businesses like 

rmizon.com Inc. and Easy Inc. to collect and remit sales and use tax on behalf of their vendors if they 

cross a specific threshold in the state. An ex:ample of such a currencv could be htteebook's nett It 

announced Libra cm CIOCuitehey. Another is "credits-  Mat can be purchased with cash and then used 

to buy upkiradcs and merchandue ttii Ii i video games II trough systems like Microsoft Corp.'s Xbox or 

Iittp: 1.• [gothic fil' MontananUN ol 1700C000000?brka_news_ filter... 8 (112019 
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Sony Corp.'s PlayStation consoles. according to N. lark Nebergalk preside of the Software Finance & 

T88. Executh es Council. 

Alabama. Calilornia. Idaho. Iowa 8kssachusetts.Nevida. Nev Jersey, North ai ota. Ohio, 

Kentucky, Rhode Island, ULM. Vermont, Virginia, Washington. and West Virginia currently base 

provisions that classi18,  a marketplace facilitator as an entity that provides "a \..irtual currency that 

buvers are allowed or required to Ilse in order to purchase products from the vendor. 

States could be planning for the c.ft a marketplace. giant say Amazon or eBay Inc.- -introduces a 

8irtual CUITCIICV of its own. I lowever, so hr, the virtual currency provision is not a moneymaker, 

according to Nebergall. 

"I'm not sure if states without the provision are missing out on potential reve e," he said, It would 

be yen., hard to tell. If it happens they are, it isn't much." 

Cryptocurrency is still in its infancy. It isn't regulated by the federal government, and it isn't used 

ubiquitously. I- lowever. sonic marketplaces such as Overstock.com allow purchases to he made with 

Bitcoin--arguabk the most well-known Corm of cryptocurrency. 

States sprung at the chance to tax marketplace facilitators after the E.S. Supreme Court's June 2018 

ruling in South Dakota 8 If ofilir tossed out its 1992 physical presence standard affirmed in (NU 

Coq). v North Dukoto that limited the ability of states to tax remote sales. he majority' in the 5-4 

ruling suggested strongly that South Dakota's law would pass constitutional muster. 

Since the ruling, dozens of states have adopted a marketplace facilitator law. 

Following Washington 
Richard Cram, director of the Multistate lax Commission's National Nexus Program, said s.ates with 

the cr8ptocurrency provision might have just copied Washington, the first state to draft a marketplace 

facilitator law hack in 201 7. 

"Many skites borrowed their bill language from \\..ashingion. a state that has' broad definition of 

what constitutes a maiketplace facilitator.-  Cram said. "All other states likely follow a narrow 

definition. 

If a company's SOIC purpose "as providing irtual currency for use, then they wouldn't be classified 

as a marketplace Facilitator in states that use a narrow definition, according to Cram. 

-Washington most likely thought or thinks that virtual Currencies are going to eventually be a hot 

trend and wanted to get ahead of the gainc,-  Cram said. - So far the trend hasn't materialized as 

cmickly as tiilks thought 

8v.bloomheiglaw.com oduct/ locument/X161I700C000000Thmt me', filter... 8/9/2010 
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Amnion. eliay. and Etsy didnt immediately respond Corequests br comment. 

lo contact ihc reporter on this story: 1288n Prole in Washinoon at rpretc(rOloombergtax.com 

o contact the editor responsible Ibr story: Jell FILIITillgt011 II j11:11TillW011.01001111)OrgtaX.00111 

littl \ .b1 nberul con8(productitaxidocument'X 6II7C)UC'OOO )Ofl'!bni neA‘s Illter 8 8.2019 
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You Didn't Pay U.K. Tax on Big Cup o Gains Own Up to It 
By Ilaniza  

Aug. 14.21)19 2126 '41 

Bloomberg Law News 2019-08-1/1"108:49:30151-04:00 

You Didn't Pay U.K. Tax on Big Crypto Gains—Own Up to It 
By Hainza All 2019-08-141 02:26:29000.04:00 

ti i ft' it 

The U.K. is 1 inj for ryptocurrensy traders who made gains during the twocryl 00111 and didn't pay 

their taxes. 

But it ma no o late to avoid [wit:, pcnahis if trade!s disclose their gains uit heinn or 

advisers say. 

1-1M1B1 is data for the period April 2017 to April 2019, during, the height of the nal ket, when 

tmdisais made enormous pi urns. 

The -.3.2Cla''‘ II:sent eq. names of clients who live in U K., as well as the 

date and valuerrimierrci her in Fiat or crvntocurreney for that period, accord1n2, to Peter Ivanov, a 

spokesman at the 11X.10 exchanue 



The government push for access to in held by exchanges is the first hint r.oi a ci I ek down on traders 

who didn't pay taxes on their gains. 

"FIMRC regularls gathers data from a range of information sources using powers provided by Parliament. Data 

collected by I IMRC is used to improve the integrity of the tax system and to identify those that have failed to 

declare their gains,k a spokesperson for the agency said Aug. 12. 

Some traders made significant gains in 2017 when the price of Bacoin, one oldie most popula 

cryptocurrencies, grew from roughly $1,000 to 520,000 a token. 

"Many investors believe the misnomers that you don't have to report and that they can't touch you, but that's 

not the case, especially if you understand blockchain as a technology," said Shukry Haleemdeen, director of 

MyCryptoTax. a eryptocurreney tax advising firm based in the C.K. 

Stiff Penalties 

Under HMRC rules, taxpa\. ers who fail to disclose their gain could face a 20% capital gains tax plus any 

interest and penalties of up to 200% of any tax due. Those found to have evaded the tax could also face criminal 
charges and jail terms. 

HMRC published guidance on cryptocurrencies in December 201S stating that in most circumstances it 

considers the disposal of cryptocurreney assets as taxable if there has been a gain. 

laxpavers who wish to disclose information that they haven't included in their self-assessed tax return can use 
the Digital Disclosure Service (DDS), HMRC said. The service allows taxpayers to make unprompted 

disclosures in exchange tbr reduced or no penalties. 

Taxpayers shouldn't wait for the outcome of the tax office probe and should act now to ensure that they' have 

paid what they owe, or face steep penalties, practitioners said. 

"I think the revenue will have very little sympathy with people who are not compliant and they have made i 

clear in their December guidance," said Gentint Jones. a paiiner mid pri‘.ate client tax adviSCr at accounting flITIT 

Berg Kaprow Lewis 

With only 20% capital gains it doesn't really make sense to run the oatintlet. Taxpayers should pay the 20% 

and late penalties and enjoy their gains," he added. 

Difficult Calculations 

Y1 he thing that could really bite some of these traders is if they haven't recorded any paper 'rains they made 

when exchanging one cryptocurrency to another he data being given by the exchange could show this said 

2 



Alon Muroch, CEO Blox.io, a software company that helps individuals calculate taxes incurred from crypt() 
trading. 

The government applies higher penalties to taxpayers it deems "careless," who include those who don't keep 

accurate records. Tax advisers recommend that investors collect and keep records or any crypto asset 

transactions iF they wish to avoid the penalties. 

Many traders often shave Off profits to invest in ne‘N or different cryptocurrencies, said Ilaleemdeen. 

"Often these traders take any substantial proPts and reinvest them in new crypt° assets hoping to replicate or 

grow the way they did with their initial investment and don't realize the exchange is taxable,-  he said 

The U.K. is just the latest of a nutriber of co itries that have gone alter exchanges in their quest to tax 
cryptocurrency traders. The U.S. recently sent 10,000 cryptocurrency traders letters warning them to disclose 

any undeclared taxes. 

'IDARC's advance notice 'to exchanges comes as no surprise," said Iqbal V. Gandhian, U.K. managing director 

at eToro. He noted that crypt° traders in Brazil must also report transactions to the country's National Treasury. 

Exchanges Respond 

Crypto exchanges are carefully analyzing I IMRCs request. 

Our legal, compliance and technical teams will analyze the inquiry according to the obligations that CEX.10 

has within existing regulations. Such analysis and evaluation may take some time, as regulator) obligations are 

very sensitive in regards to the customers' personal data," Ivanov said. 

"People who cashed out at the peak, which was around about December 2017 should have disclosed those gains 

and paid their taxes to the revenue," Jones said. 

In sonic cases the exchanges may not even have the taxpayer infOrmation needed for a tax disclosure, Sharon 

Yip, thunder of Crypt° Tax Advisors LLC. 

"Relying on exchanges is also a dangerous game. Some only track a few months of transactions, while some 

shut down completely, leaving investors with no historical records of their transactions. This makes calculating 

profit and loss almost impossible, and could even lead to legal repercussions," she said. 
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Lack of regulatory guidance contributes to the challenges of crypto tax compliance 
Ph.otoqraohEir Chris RaicIrtfc 'Bloomberg 

INSIGIIT: Common Issues Encountered in C:rypto Tax 
Cornpliance 
By David Kemmerer, Sharon Yip, and Joshua Azran Jun 12, 2019 9,00AM 

ithoL Telki ravnehm Is complicated and compliance isn't helped hv the lack of ?.egItlauthe 

eflialam I),: -Id Aeinniei er of ()Tow!) ader lax, Sharon Yip (th 'litho ray. 1(111 vi nv LITC, and 

ii ½!t sizron Pi/ rancho' walk through five of the Quitman? issues encountered in ervio tas 

, 

Tax practitioners encounter a variety of challenges when handling cryprocurrency tax compliance for 
their clients. Cr' ptocurrency taxation is a complicated area, and there is little official guidance from 
regulate N. 

In this article, we share the most common issues that we encounter in crypto tax space. The goal is to 
help tax pro lessionals who are new to cryptoeurrency tax compliance. 

In the article, we discuss the following five common issues: 

I• Al isunderstanding or lack of knowledge regarding cryptocurreney taxation 

2 Skeptical eryptocurrency users—"anonymous" belief and mentality 

Imp mberglaw.con roduct/taxidocument/X3EINO6C0000009bnaffiews_ffile 6/14/2019 
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3. Poor individual record keeping and niissirg data 

4.Loss of access to transaction data 

S. Issues related to the use of crypt° tax software 

Issue #1—Misunderstanding or Lack of Knowledge of 
Cryptocurrency Taxation 
There is a lack of clarity in a number of areas ofcrypt° taxation. Issues like the tax treatment of forks 

and their respective characterization, basis, recognition of income, etc. are certainly up for debate. 

Excellent diametrically opposing arguments can be ii aide. These types of issues will exist unless and 

until there is definitive guidance. 

llowever, underlying much of this is a fundamental misunderstanding of many individuals about the 

basics of taxation itself For many people, it is not. or at least for sonic time, was not clear whether 

crypt° would actually be taxable. Would there be de minimus exemptions like traditional 

- 'currency," (the operative word when examining cryptocurrency...), or is everything to be taxable, as 

most of us believe now? 

A large amount of questionable advice and information has also been shared by purported experts and 

amateurs alike. This has led many people to do things like taking tax code Section 1031 treatment for 

their crypto trading pre-2018. In virtually all, if not all cases, this does not apply and has never 

applied. Worse, many of these people failed to document and disclose, based upon the misconception 

that Section 1031 means no taxability, and therefore also no reporting requirements. In other cases, 

unconscionably aggressive positions often without disclosure have been taken on returns. 

One could say that the first factor of lack of clarity in guidance can be solved, and based upon recent 

Internal Revenue Service pronouncements, will be addressed at some point in the near to mid-term 

future. Fundamental misunderstandings about taxability too can be addressed, though this is and 

should be a cohesive effort of both the professionals in the industry and the major players like 

exchanges. Two of the authors herein offer professional support through training classes and coaching 

to tax professionals looking to gain knowledge about crypt° taxation and erypto tax practice overall. 

in the interim, we must look to the closest parallels in other areas of taxation and existing guidance to 

make decisions on things like forks, airdrops, staking, and other new areas of finance which simply 

have no direct identical. Is a fork more like a split, a spin-off, or a dividend? Or do none of those 

apply? These are questions which need to be answered in the long-term. 

Issue 142—People Don't Want to Disclose All of Their 
Cryptocurrency Transactions 

https:ilww bloumbeiglaw.comiproducrtaxidocum TIT I NO6C0000011?Fina_ news fine .. 6/1,112010 
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Adding to these pre). ious issues with "misunderstandings-  and "misinformation, there is ) et a third 

layer--- what we refer to as the lingering ''Silk Road Effect”----whereby many people falsely believe 

that cr)pto is Sc) anonymous that compliance is not enforceable, and by proxy thereil're not necessar). 

This final factor is I)) far the most difficult. l'he remaining tendency for man\ players in crypto to 

believe that this is enough of a Wild-West not to have to report, or worse, a refusal to report 

completely and accurately leave) professionals in a position whereby disengagement for ethical 

reasons is a real concern. 

What we often have to explain is that the records are not, for the most part, completely anonymous. 

Rather, one can trace many if not most crypt') tran sacti ons, and therelbre, the idea of anonymity is 

invalid. Conceptually. crypto is a common ledger, which every one has limited access to. It is less that 

nobody has the data than that everyone has the data. The only question is access, but traceability does 

exist. Enforcement is not only possible but probable, and more than likely, long term, much easier 

than other areas. 

Issue #3—Poor Individual Recording Keeping or Missing Data 
In order to con-ectly calculate gain/loss and income/expenses etc. regarding cryptocurrency related 

activities, all transaction data from the very beginning of the client's cryptocurrency usage needs to be 

accounted for. lt ['Fortunately, many do not keep complete records for their cryptocurrency 

transactions. If the client had crypto transactions separate from exchanges such as trading 

cryptocurrency directly with other individuals, gifting, receiving income in cryptocurrency, spending 

cryptocurrency in purchases, transferring eryptocurrency to a wallet or investing in an initial coin 

offering (ICO) or token sale etc., it is critical that the client keeps a detailed record for all of these 

transactions. Other)) ise, they will not he able to correctly calculate the tax consequences for their tax 

return reporting. 

If we encounter this kind of problem when handling a client's crypto tax calculation, all that can be 

done is to ask the client to try and figure out what happened \vitt) each missing transaction. If the 

client indeed cannot remember. the tax professional will need to help them come up w ith some kind 

of reasonable estimation. A conservative approach is usually recommended, i.e., treating the 

transaction in question as a taxable event. 

It is each taxpayer's responstbility to keep a complete record of all their crypto activities. As a tax 

service provider, sw. stress the importance of record keeping to our clients and help them understand 

that taxpayers always hear the burden of proof if their tax return ags an IRS audit. 

Issue #4I—Loss of Access to Transaction Data 

https:fiw w.bloomberglaw. flypi duct/tax/doe ument/X3E I NO6C000000?bna news_ti he... 6/ I 4,20 19 
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It is not uncommon for a client to have lost access to their crypt° transaction data and even coins due 
to reasons like exchange shutdowns, scams, unrecoverable loss of password/private key to their online 
account or wallet. or the permanent loss oftheir hardware wallet. 

E'xchangc shutdowns ha% c been a problem since the early period of cryptocurrency trading, 
Shutdowns of exchanges like Mt. Gox, BitCirail, and recently Cryptopia have caused clients to lose 
access to their cr)ptocurencv. Those who lose coins from a shutdown arc entitled to claim a loss 
deduction. Ilowe er, no accurate calculation of the loss can be performed if no transaction data is 
available. 

The same problem occurs for loss of transaction data and coins due to reasons other than exchange 
shutdowns, such as crymo investment scams, loss of private keys to an online wallet, loss of a 
hardware wallets etc. There is very little you can do ft your client has lost access to their exchange or 
wallet account(s) and they don't have a record of the historical transactions. We usually suggest that 
our clients attempt to put all the pieces together as accurately as possible, then at the end, post a 
manual adjusting entry to zero out the ending balances tbr each "lost" account, In order to do this, all 
the ending balances fin-  each existing account that the client still has access to must be reconciled first. 

Issue #5 Issues Related to the Use of Crypt() Tax software 
Cryptocurrency tax software can be used to automatically associate historical cost basis and fair 
market %alue to crypt() transactions. lax preparers generally use these tools to import their clients 
historical trade data from eryptocurrency exchanges like Coinbase to then generate the reports that 
contain the necessary information for Forms like the 8949. 

Not all tax software is built equally, and common issues are seen across the board One of the biggest 
challenges lies with the vast amount of exchanges and other platforms that are a‘iilable for crypto 
users to trade or exchange tokens on. There are dozens of such plat onus today. If the tax softv,are 
you are using does not directly support one of these platforms, getting the historical data into the 
program can be incredibly tedious and require a significant amount of spreadsheet gymnastics. 
Manipulating data and trying to get it into the right ibrmat can chew up hours of a tax preparers time 
which cuts into the profitability of that client, Many platforms also limit the amount of data that can 
aettiall be imported. [Ca client has thousands or tens oithousands of trades, the software call get 
expensive. 

Other issues deal with the actual. functionality of these software plat14ms. Certain plie.forms ()Fier 
select costing methods like FIR) or LIFO. If vou or your client want to take a different approach 
outside one of the offered methods, the softwerc will be less usclul. )ther functionality like margin 
trading is not commonly seen as La) option on the majority of platforms today. If your client has traded 

https://wu b nbcrglaw com/product tdocu mc nt1X3 h. I NO6C0000007bna news filte.. 6/1412019 
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crypto on margin from an exchain/e like Kraken or Poloniex, you need to be a \,\ are that these tvpes ut 

trades will be inure difIleult to deal with if they can't be calculated within your crypto lax sgfiware. 

As the industr, continues to grow, the software took \s ill continue to get better and better. Before 

taking on clients, you should be aware of the funetionalities and limitations of your software. 

Thi s cohunn does not irccessuu reflect the opinion o II he Buttall of A'ational Athrirs Inc. or 

David Kemmerer is the ( 4(1-FOMIC(er and ('H) of Crypro7 .roder "l'ax a ta,report;;' g phttfinnz hinfilhr 

oxpoturrency tr(uler, Li) d fax prole vs windy /*hid and hi.‘ conzpctizy are c' 15th On solving the 

challenges that come with lav cyuunliance in the cryptocurcencv world IFIth its cotponew partnerslap 

ith fax giant Intuit furhoferx. (5'4'ton-oder i‘ helphIg bring L'optocaric920: lax reporting to the 

mainstream 

Sharon Yip is a CPA with 20 yean (V lax experience She is the hounder ol Crjpo1av Advisors, LLC 

a tax m'actice specialized it/ crEhocurrency taxation compliance and consulting Sharon has 

extensive personal experie tree in etyptacurrency invesittlent. In addition to serving cry/urn tax clients, 

.tiharon is also (th expert couch to other tax practitiwwrs She R the author o/4 Quici; Start Guide to 

Cryprocurrem ylaxation cflook the Cre(1101 of llasterbig Uryptoclwrency Traation online coursc. 

Joshua Arran ( .1):1/.111l/(7.T, ( 'FE iv a mull i-credont ialed expert with nearly !Ito 

de(MIC.S Crpeivence III accounting, tax, and /1,i inc c Ile is the haunter of Azran 

the nation leuditw firms loctocl on criptit urrency tax LEI(' blockchain arewmting Joshua's (hews 

include .swne of the top names in blockehain technology ranging . from the exchanges to hlockchain 

technology srcolups, ,lothtla also teachev One qj the marl compiehenSive courses on crypt° taxation 

dor prolescionals Crypt° nix crijied 
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The New York City Economic Development Corp Blockchain Center stands illuminated at night. Blockehain businesses 
may need to consider tax planning while stilt in their initial stages. 
ITho,:nrapher, Victor J bk.c,,BloortArg 

INSIGHT: Blockchain anti Distributed Ledgers—Another 
Wave of Challenges to Tax and Transfer Pricing From the 
Digital Economy 
By Simon Webber, Wade Owen. and Rod Koborsi May. 16, 2019 4:01AM 

Dramatic rises and falls in the tvadiiie value Meryptosassets have taken center stage in the Idockehain 
spite e. While cry pto-asset values ride this roller coaster, we should not lose sight of the development 
of the business changes and the related tax issues that arise from blockchin technology. Nilany 
bloelichain business models are three to four years old now, and evidence of their application, and 
potential is becoming more visible. Distributed ledger technologies have al read> proved their worth in 
some areas where problems ()I' identification and corruption have a high cost on lhinted resources as 
non-profit orcanizations (\(i{ 'is) will attest. In more entrenched and lin:naive markets that the 
industry aims to disintennediate, such as Iiiitech. blockeheins seem to be on the cusp of broader 

liatusii •iwitcp.hlo }there, ons produentaxtdocunient X.53K.S3K0000000thna _news 5!2')!2U!9 
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acceptance in initial use cases. This could spinal the beginning of a substantial expansion of 

blockchain applications. 

As these businesses gain traction and their infrastructures begin to grow and evolve, consideration of 

and some of the tax and transfer pricing issues raised by this technology, and related business models 

becomes important. In this article we provide a flavor of what distributed ledger technologies oilier. 

how they operate. what they might become, and pose some of the "to be answered" questions that 

they raise for the current ax system. 

WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN? 
here are numerous guides to understanding the blockchain, at a variety of reader levels, that are 

worth reading. The technology is constantly evolving. hut hopefully the description that Ifdlosss w ill 

give readers sufficient information to make our points resonate clearly. While there are slightly 

differing definitions of 'shat a blockehain is, one definition that resonated with us sk-as: 

-The blockchath is a digital ledger that is shared across a ‘lecentralizecl network of .  independent 

computers, which update ‘incl nutintain it in a way that allows anyone to prove the record Iv conwlete 

and uncorrupted ..  (Nlichael J. Casey and Paul Vigna, The Truth Machine: The Blockchein and the 

Future of Fverything, (St. Martin's Press, 2018)) 

At its core, blockchain technologies have their roots In trying to solve SOIlle fu,id,rmeiital frictions 

inherent within trust, reliability, and security in internet enabled-businesses. Throughout this article 

we use the term blockchain synonymously with peer-to-peer distributed ledger applications. The 

central idea is that if a wide group of independent parties agree on an event, contborate the same 

record of that event and the same record leading up to the event, and those records can be protected 

and made difficult to invalidate or change, the more likely the event and the related transaction record 

is to be correct and trustworthy, lithe history of transactions in the ledger also has a similar level of 

trustworthiness. and new transactions arc permanently linked to historical transactions, the current 

state of the database information can be considered equally trustworthy. This level of security and 

immutability provides the basis for a blockchain potential application to a wide variety of uses where 

immutability and trust are critical to value such as stores of value, ownership of valuable assets, 

digital currencies, tokens, securities, or records of importance such as personnel records, voter rolls, 

property records, etc. 

'these ideas are embodied in a type of sequential transactional database called a distributed ledger. the 

name reflecting that multiple independent parties hold copies of the same ledger and agree to the 

accuracy of its historical record before accepting new transactions. Distributed ledger's are generated 

and operated by transaction and storage software incorporating algorithmic and ciyptographic 

elements that establish the rules and mechanisms for agreeing with transactions and processing them 

https ,fiwww.b I oombergl aw.com/produe iltax/docurnenCX53K 5131(00000 'bna - ' 29/20 I 9 
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onto the distributed ledger. These rules and mechanisms may address a number of processes, 

bell131112 ILICLICHAQ Ibr processing; the validation and encryption of transactions mid their links to the 

historical pro' idence of the "block"' to the known ledger through the determination of unique 

cryptographic keys; the confirmation of - proof a work", or other ibr consensus mechanism lig-

validation_ or a proposed block at the required level of encryption by i CILI0111111 of the other 

distributed ledger holders; and the cryptographic addition of these transactions to the dchaiiill 
permanent transaction records, which then become the immutable record for .111 ledgers on the 

network.dhese activities are performed on 3 Competitive basis by participants in a blockchain 

community. so there are also rules Or re-buffering transactions that ere part of potential blocks that 

were not ultimately agreed to by a quorum of the participants in the ledger. 

its a gross mer-simplification. but the security ofblockchains lui‘e several layers that may include: 

• the basic requirements for the transaction information, 

• trusted portals for presenting transactions to the network. 

• the number of participants (nodes) in the network. 

• the difficulty of the algorithmic puzzle required to block Or transactions that are encrypted 

C orrectly, 

• required consistency with the previously validated historical record as part ol the transaction 

informition and encryption process, 

• the quorunknumber of other ledger participants that is needed to confirm the blocks encryption 

solution belbre its acceptance onto the permanent record :icross all ledgers in the network, and 

• how many encrypted Fragments and layers that store the ledger and transaction record on the 

database. 

The independent competitive processing and validation required in a blockchain takes time antI a lot 

of dedicated infrastructure and energy to operate and be successful..lhis includes the participation of 

numerous independent - miners-  who perform the necessary era% Ofiell and validation activity to 

process transaction blocks. To reward and encourage the el-thrts of the numbers of independent 

participants required to run a secure distributed ledger nehdork. blockchains reward participants such 

as Mill CI'S and validators for successful encryptl.on and network acceptance of blocks as well as other 

participant for activities important to the ledger's operation, !dew ards for these efibrts are typically 

(,.irantecl in some [him ol erypto-asset. This is because many blockehain comp:inks have spurned the 

more restrictive and expensive traditional angel and venture capital Funding anilahle For emerging 

industries and have instead selldfunded by using their technology to create unique crypto-assets. 
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Crypto-assets can also .oe created direct]) by the distributed ledger participants. To have value, these 

crypto-assets need tube capable of ownership and protection, have perceived usefulness, and have 

liquidity, preferably into Fiat currencies. I he immediate value 011IWSC CrYp10-1,3SCIS (‘NioCit can he 

both highly volatile and speculative) comes from others.  willingness to trade thent..hheir long-term 

business value, ho' e' Li, shot 'Id eventually reflect their use as the stores of value or "currency.' that 

Ilk' network ecosystem uses to conduct transactions on and around the lodger. 

Public blockehains may provide all thcse attributes directly betv.gen participants through the Internet. 

but many crypto-assets (including Ilitgoint are also traded on one of the numerous public trading 

exchanges that have sprung up for crypto-assets that pro‘ide a more familiar type of consolidated 

environment for the average person to trade inc store these assets than more direct means of 

exchange. The liquidity that comes w ith being on a public exchanjte typically increases value, but also 

adds speculative volatility related risks. For investors and traders this might be why theJ are 

purchasing and selling these assets. For blockchain companies trying to use these assets to fund 

business development, however, volatility in your biggest store or value used to fund the business can 

distract from good business investment decisions. 

Blockehain technologies are still in their relative int-alley and still suffer their wyn frictions. While 

public ledger networks and private or mixed blockchains with the most stringent encryption criteria 

are the most secure, it may take Jlays to settle transactions, which limits their applications to those 

\A here security takes priority over speed. For other applications Yvhere speed is more important, the 

validation and acceptance process may just take too long or some of the security features may need to 

be relaxed. In some networks, like Biteoin, market pricing has formed around the mining fees which 

can be bid, and last transaction processing is possible but at a high mining fee. 

Some frictions in blockchains arc creating sub-industries and new intermediaries in the 

disintermediation game. While mining began as a largely egalitarian endeavor across the Internet. the 

investment required to be successful in this ictivity on public ledgers has led to rapid consolidation 

most of the processing power into a few industry players, mainly in China. This dependency 

concentration \wakens the security or the ledger. and along \cid-) skepticism or regulatory need in 

some applications has also given rise to a growing number of private distributed ledger networks_ As 

mentioned previously because of the inherent trust issues with the Intentet, many participants in 

crypto-asset markets prefer to rely on exchanges Or other intermediaries that may not actually he part 

of blockchains, but which become trusted portals. There are solutions to all of these problems that 

exist or are being developed, but many currently come at the expense of security in favor of 

processing speed and reduced cost. 

With the above in mind, it can be seen that blockehains arc much more than just a technology. !Icy 

are new 10rIlls O. Mon: secore transactional plat lbw's: part database, part transaction processor. part 

network orchestrator. and part security monitor, that ot fer a new approach for businesses and other 

htips:Pw‘ b mbergl .cornlproductitax/document/X531(HK0000000 Ile 5.129,72019 
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applications and are therefore also evangelists-  and developers' playgrounds. 13lockehains have the 

potential to fundamentally alter the architecture that connects parties, records transactions, and 

maintains stores ol value used across many types of applicahons. dike many imernet-hased business 

models, the success iit'd civen blockchain network land its el vpto-asset value) will depend upon 

achie \ Mg network effects. Networks that provide appreciabk better solutions than the existing, 

database and transaction technologies will drive or generate the more transaction processing \minim's, 

which then increases the ‘alue of the network and associated crypto-assets. Breadth Muse cases, 

numbers of participants, ease of access, transaction processing speed, and the maintenance of security 

;Ind trust are all important to long term success. Ideally, blockchain technology tiacilitate a 

reduction in the need for intermediaries that primarily undertake activities to establish the trust 

necessary to make Ill I( I ar_etp,aces and transactions function and will therefore reduce transaction costs. 

However. the potential loss of those intermediaries is also one of the problems l'acing the regulation 

and taxation of activity no bloekehains. 

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT AND VALUE DRIVERS 
As a transactional database technology, manly Hoekehain businesses are essentially technology 

enabled transaction nemorks. While one of their aoals is to disintermediate certain transactions and 

markets, in some instances blockeha in companies may not actually be blockchain participants but 

aspire to become new, hopefully kallett, intermediaries. As hiuhliulAcd ahove. blOCIKatall companies 

hoping to succeed in the market need not only better technology solutions than offered by 

competitors, but also the wide adoption by participants to conduct large numbers of transactions using 

their technology to achieve the desired network effects. Developing all these attributes is an iterative 

process of platform and feature development, and incentives to one side or the other of the ninth= 

unti i critical mass of actors is anitined and a virtuous cycle of network efteets takes hold to drive 

transaction \ Humes. 

Public or industry blockehain distributed ledgers are neither owned nor controlled by any one party. 

Instead they are usually overseen by a foundation comprising the participants and other stakeholders. 

Ideally die more open, distributed and diverse the participation in a ledger is, the more secure it is 

likely to be. Private blockchains are also being created among industry participants in which there are 

a reduced number of "trusted-  network participants or network nodes. Depending on the encrypiion 

and validation rules of these blockehains, this may make these ledgers quicker to process transaction. 

but at a trade-offollower SOCUritV. 

Currently. blockchain technology is such that intermediaries have naturally ro:med around 

HOGISC11.1111S to Itlenitate trust in these new businesses. enhancing access and liquidity in the proces,-, 

As pre iouslv mentioned, there are also concentrations of resources that are devoted to the 

infrash mimic supporting public ledgers in the mining space. particularly in China. No doubt. other 
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sub-industries will emerze as the use ot thesetechnologies gro‘ ind market forces actaddress 
Noel:chains own Pietions. 

As nascent businesses. TION blockchain companies start life by identifying the niche or need they are 

trying to solve. Some are focused Oil pill Lieffial iriarkets, transactional itiCaS or businesses Others are 

broader and more foundational Whatever their application, new blockchain companies must first 

identik the use case and ieline the technology to this application and prove their incremental benefits 

Over incumbent solutions by demonstiatitw reduced cost, increased security. increased speed. or all of 

the aho‘e. In this respect several platforms like Ethereum have emerged that both pro \ ide the building 

blocks for and host distributed ledgers. These inay also ha e their own erYpto-assct or allow creation 

of compatible ones. 

With regards to technology,public blockchain technology is based on open source code and therefore 

patents and other legal protections to the technology are generally limited to methods, processes. and 

know-how. [his is not a huge issue for sustainable advantage there are many industries. including 

the esistinz database industry, that use open source code. I low e\ Cr. it may complicate the 

understanding atue drhers, value of specilic use cases of the technology, and the attribution of 

ownership in these businesses. 

Illockchains that make it to prootit icept for their tcchnolo* solution with a ViallIC use case will 

need to attract Alpha participants and lind test transactions to wOrk on to gain trust and show 

realization of their potential. This can be u costly and time-consumin: exercise. With a shortage of 

blockchain-skillcd engineers, there is a current bottleneck in getting adoption of blockchain solutions 

within many operating businesses. Further, for many businesses and target markets for blockchains, 

the highest initial returns go to adopters in less well-developed markets and use cases. where 

transaction Friction and intermediary costs are greatest. For some. their business models and lari2ct 

markets may necessarily need to adapt to on-the-ground market conditions and receptiveness. Most 

blockchain companies, like Internet companies before them, are trying out different business and 

revenue models to find the best ones and/or gain faster adoption. 

\ Inch of the early stage technical and network development that is undertakes is generally conducted 

centrally in the core Of the business, \ vorking directly with chiel technolop_ists and the initial 

customers around the world. I fowever, as noted above, many initial customers and test use cases ale 

outside of traditional, mature markets, and the value of building out networks internationally as 

quickly: as possiNe is understood, so we see these businesses establishing local presences quite 

quickly, even though their activities may appear quite limited. These local offices may perform a 

mixture of technology evangel itinl, markei research, customer identification. and pre-sales validation 

and preparation. 
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As customers start to juice interest in the technology, local activities necessarily start to include 

technical support for evaluation, testing, and hopenilly implementation and support, hngineers and 

consultants May work at client sites designing and advising on use cases. evaluation and 

implernentation If blockchain Ibllows i he sort of development profile we have seen for other new 

software adoption, it's likely these initial steps and customers will lead to more standardized products 

and implementation that can scale the adoption of the technology more quickly and efficiently. This 

\yin be key to building their networks and \NH also lead to more abiliiy for local parties to make sales 

and manao,e local customer accounts. As such understanding the roles and successful contributions for 

each business may take investigation and all uudefttanding olthe history olbusiness or industry and 

the main twists and turns. 

Eventually. successful Hod:chain nctorics May come Mate their markets or the nature of the 

industry nut) nanually lead to concentration to maximize volumes and cost efficiency/. litoo 

powerful, this may stifle competition and given rise to the type of monopolistic or Oligopolistic 

tendencies we see in nmany digital market places. However, as we can sec, blockehain technologies 

and companies have a very Infaa,  Way to go before they have to worry about those problems. In most 

respects, blockchain technologies are really just reaching First base. 

UNIQUE FEATURES AND ASSOCIATED rrs.x 
CONSEQUENCES 
Blockchain businesses arc rather unique in their ability te valuable, tradable crypto-assets to 

self-fund their initial development, despite not havirw, established businesses..lhese assets give rise to 

a number of tax consequences depending on their character and usage. As the most valuable part or 
many of these businesses, the use and 'or trading of these assets may be the single biggest source et 

revenue for many bloekchain companies. - these are a natural focus for tax authorities and regulators at 

the moment, but a discussion of these tax consequences is best left to those more knowledgeable in 

these areas. From a business perspective, however, crypto-asset val Lies ShOUld eventually be reflective 

of the success °rale blockchain network and their usage within the ecosystem. [he unique features 

and tax consequences we highliAt are as follows, 

I) 13lockchain and the Nexus fest, 

2) key Intangible Assets in Blackelmin and Fax Planning Opportunities. 

3) lise of Blockchain in fax Compliance 

Blockehain and the Nexus Test 
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Illockch itially Use e% en more problems for taxable income sourcing ler the international 

tax community than other digital businesses, and may give rise to complex determinat ns around 

nexus, sourcing, character, and value attribution where such determinations need to be made. 

This is because, 

• A block of' transactions requires both successful encryption and successful validation by a quorum of 

other participants belbre it is "accepted-  and the transactions therein are approved and become part of 

the permanent ledger record. White multiple ledger participants are necessary. any individual 

participant is also redundant, i.e., no one ledger participant executes a transaction, controls the ledger, 

or is needed for the ledger to be sustained. 

• ‘.anie 1)1(a:huh:ails ha‘e erS: cillialiWraphie and pin sical security, which may Meal) that an 

Instance of the ledger at MK participant may he itselidispersed among servers and locations within 

that paiticipant. This may give at least the appearance of having multiple ledger owners and thereibre 

potential lor controversy around income attributable not only to participants hut also within 

participants, and assertions of ownership of the datab:ise assets. 

• Individual engineering efforts, efforts to proselytize on behalf of a particular company, or attract 

Alpha or Beta customers, all of w hick are part oldie steps necessarily to get the business ort the 

wound and build the network, may give rise to a wide variety of views over the attribution or ‘alue 

related to these network effects 

All these factors make the locus °la transaction difficult to determine under the current international 

tax nexus rules. In public ledgers, which use the Internet, it may be impossihle to identify the specific 

miners and validators. but it may also be unnecessai5 given they are maird) independent and 

remunerated with an arm's-length lee. I.or private ledgers, all parties involved in the transaction are 

likel), to he known. I lowe Cr, when a transaction takes place in a public network. it InaV he difficult 

to describe—in the context of a tax audit—where assets are held and by whom. and who controls the 

ledger. Sub-industries participating in public ledgers may provide a clear location and potential arm's-

length prieim2 tbr certain individual participant activities, but the tfieus for tax ihr.XLIS or the 

transactions running through distributed ledgers likely need tube on the participants on either side of 

the transactions beim,  processed, or where the transaction is introduced to the ledger ibisent other 

Menial points of reference. 

From an economic and risk perspective, currently the local operations of man) of these businesses are 

set up as cost plus service provides and supported with one sided testing using the transactional liet 

margin method (INN/1Ni );eomparable profits method (CPM). I blockchain companies 21'0 N1 their 

network iiul start to become profitable, local markets are likely going to want a larger share of the pie 

reelecting their "market-  contribution to the network. In this ease, it may be appropriate to view and 
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characterize their current acti‘ities differently and eive O tie iiiought to related bearing of losses 

required to reach those future network profits. 

Key Intangible Assets in Blockehain Tax Planning 
Opportunities 
In these curly stages of the bloekchain industry and businesses. many of.  the key assets dad intangibles 

ha \ e vet to be created. Technologies (i.e., processes and know-how), business models, cft,ineerim, 

WorklUrce, and management expertise are likely the main existing intangibles. In discussing each 

entities' contributions to the development or use of intangibles across a multinational enterprise. the 

2017 Organization for Feonomie Cooperation ,Ind Development cOECD) Guidelines refer to a ileW 

analysis called "DFMPF2' A DEMPE analysis rclers to identifying entities iTIVOIVCCI in the 

development, enhancement, maintenance, protection, and exploitation of intangibles. The DF.M PE 

functions for key technologies in a public blockchain business Iflay be a mixture of communit> 

property and COMMUnity \ eloper contributions under a foundation, and unique company or business 

application specific overlays, solutions and adaptations that may be developed, owried and legally 

protected by individual companies. Private blockehain networks maN,  have completely owned and 

developed technologies. Ownable technologies may he centralized around sources of im,estment and 

related DIMPF ninctions, Imgineering workforces .L0 place with blockehain experience mav e 

preflthlIll value, as will other positions where resources are scarce. 

Premiums, however. may be temporary as returns attract new resources. lie value sonic intangibles 

associated with blockchaM businesses have IllaV ‘‘ell he limited to their replacement cost until 

profitable businesses emerge. Individual and collective customer, supplier and/or market participant 

intangibles will grow in importance as the business grows. Al] elements of networks 1rc mportant. 

some having more importance than others during different times in the development of the network. 

Over time and with success. the business may also generate network brand value based on its trust and 

PC rformance. 

Depending on the IIC\ e]opnicnl of the business and netork. local market contributions ma \ be 

limited, but that is may change over time and the historical investments and contributions should also 

factor into this assessment. !he accessibility of the Internet may also mean that competitive and 

disruptive blockchain networks, like their current digital market place cousins. may attract users from 

countries where the businesses themselves do not have any presence or a relatively minor One. This 

may also lead to similar challenges from these markets or StMlle thrill or taxable income to be earned 

regardless of any currently agreed la TICXLIS front [OCal transactions_ people. assets, or activity 

(DENIPE or otherwise). 

The embryonic stage of h]ockchain companies can provide these companies with intellectual property 

(I P) planning opportunities .osion and plain shilling (E3EPS)-iih,j red tax legal 
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frameworks that emerges from the current chaos. Mans important assets are still to be created as they 
work to increase adoption across multiple jurisdictions and markets. The optimal tax structure 
depends on a number of factors, including lVilele the company operates. main customers/target 
markets, how it intends to go to market, and the likely tax attributes that will arise along the road 
ahead. For some companies, this may mean t‘so or more subsidiaries entering into joint development 
or cost sharing arrangements as regional expansion occurs. buying into the pre-existing intangibles 
through a platform contribution transaction to take advantage oi- potentiall more optimal (tax or 
regulatory) non-U.S, locations, despite the risk that aggressive tax authorities challenge the 
company's attribution of IP ownership and risks. For others, it could mean a businesses's U.S. entity 
acquiring (or retaining) IP to centralize ON\ nership and economic exploitation rights associated with 
its blockchain technologies. using the I IS,  as a shield against 1111's abuse claims. In both 
circumstances, lax executives are in a better position to implement new tax structures tv bile the IP is 
relatively less saluable and largely unproven in the market. 

When considering their tax structures, blockchain companies with a presence in the U.S. ((honk] 
consider the complicating impact of the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCIA) A company's attributes 
and benefits under TCJA are often highly specific to its [acts and circumstances. Structure, 
characterization, and sourcing may affect the key international provisions around global intangible 
Ion-taxed income (GILTI). loreign-derived intangible income (Vi)11), base erosion and anti-abuse tax 
(BELVI), and foreign tax credits. Capital investment and engineering may be affected bv accelerated 
and/or delayed deductions, all of which may affect their operating cash flows and valuations. Other 
countries have introduced tax incentives andlor specific regulatory measures that provide blockchain 
companies with more certainty around the reg,dation and tax treatment of transactions in crvpto-assets 
and of network profits. Consequently the assessment of optimal operating and tax structures is vers( 
much a moving target I& many blockchain companies. 

Role of Intermediaries and Use of Blockchain in Tax and 

Transfer Pricing Compliance and Collection 

A further interesting aspect of blockchains is their impact on tax administration and compliance. in 
many market places or supply chains, intermediaries are not only the sources of trust or participants, 
but also the gateways by which regulators and tax authorities may monitor and capture information 
about transactions and participants. An obvious example of this are companies like brokers_ that may 
record transactions, svithhold taxes, prepare statements, report gains and losses and basis to customers 
and to the tax authorities. Where blockehains disintermediate actors ‘s ithin the supply chain, tax 
authorities may find themselves blind to these transactions and reliance on much less sophisticated or 
compliance kno‘sidgeable users iiud participimits to Self i repOlt. 
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We already note that many business models in the Blockehain 1.0 world involve new intermediaries 

%Ouch may be coitheripted to take on that role like the crypto-asset/eoin-trading exchanges. Even in a 

world where the blockehains achieve their nirvana intermediaries disappear, bloekchains can 

include the development of smart contracts for transaction execution, elements or which go ernments 

may add to monitor transactions and even potentially perform necessary tax compliance and 

collection activities. Smart contracts may actually provide the ability to do this in real time rather than 

waiting for estimated payments or returns to be filed. These same smart contracts 'nay also he used hs 

intercompany participants in a blockchain to execute transfer pricing and profit allocations in the 

network. 

CONCLUSIONS 
It is clear that blockchain technologies and businesses provide challenges and opportunities for tax 

administrations as yell as taxpayers and their advisors. From a tax perspective,its clear that it's 

anti to be difficult to it sonic of the facts around blockchain-related transactions into the current 

international tax framework and guidance is needed. Taxable income models that attribute value to 

contributions and thereby determine transfer pricing and profit Or loss outcomes will require 

additional thought. On the other hand, for businesses in this space, now is the time to think about the 

most efficient future operating structures while the cost of creating or moving key elements of future 

business value is not prohibitive. 

This will no doubt become an increasing focus of the OFCD and international community over the 

next few years as blockchain enabled technologies gain traction. The OECD has devoted efforts to 

understand the blockchain industry and its challenges, having had initial exploratory conference 

between policy makers, followed by its first public annual Blockchain Policy Forum in 2018. with 

another planned for September 2019. 

We note that the international tax world is currently in the throes or a reevaluation of the distribution 

of and taxation of the spoils 11-0111 the Internet's biggest businesses. Nese are familiar areas of debate 

around the taxation or the digital economy under BITS Action I and the ongoing discussions :it the 

OECD, most recently elaborated in the Addressing the Tax Challenges or' the Digitalization ophc 

Economy Policy :Vole yljamtary 23. 2019. One of the vexing problems within this debate is how to 

consider the changing importance of capital, assets, and activity contributions during the e5olution of 

these businesses. and to recognize the parties dial made those investments and contributions over 

time. In technology-based digital market places and networks these may track the development of the 

initial technology and a successful business model, the investments in different sides of market place 

or to gain network users and, if successful, the emergence or brands and adjacent or ta.5.‘ uses or the 

platform. 

Merglaw.com product/tax/document/X53KS3K00000007bn news 5.29/2019 
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All denlents -re needed to reach the position where these large digital companies achieved the 

network effects they currently enjw. and to become a transfer pricing/profit attribution problem for 

governments). and all required some le \ el of risk and investment to he made. Mockehain technologies 

and businesses may well reach d similar point in their Future. however. as oillOW most blockchain 

businesses are at a stage in their development that there's much less operating profit, if any. to light 

over. llowe Cr, as policy makers and tax ;itithorifes tackle the more immedfitc issues surrounding 

crypto-assets. we suggest that they also take time to obseivc the changes and forces at work in this 

industry's development as it may help build a better approach to sonic of the tax issues with the 

digital economy. 

This COMM,' 41(1ex nal linCeSS(Mily led the U/)//I )7 ific Pin nth at Natiorio/A//airv. Inc or its 

Simon Wc bbe s U Managing (i//ec to, and Ilia‘le ()Wen (Ma Rod Kan ljiccfory M etn,ler 

pricing ',Nun( ot Dioff 0:7 Phelps-  ,S7licon Valley (rIfice 

liitim://vvw .hloonibcr,Ia .eoiir prodLJct/tax/docLilenuN53KS3K.00000007b, iews Jilt.. 5? 9:2U 19 
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Coy Financial Services 
Developments in the Finoncial Industry 

COVI NGTON 
FROM COVINGTON & BURUNG UP 

FinCEN Issues Guidance to Synthesize 
Regulatory Framework for Virtual 
Currency 
By ,Jp, ry Kim ha and Burr EA ,:tut or May 21 2019 
Postini in Rentliator, 

On May 9, 2019, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network ("FinCEN") published 

interpretive guidance to reiterate how FinCEN's existing regulations relating to 

money services businesses ("MSBs") apply to business models involving convertible 

virtual currencies (C VCs). The guidance is the most significant CW-related guidance 

that FinCEN has released since its 2013 guidance on the application of money 

transmission regulations to CVC transactions. The guidance does not establish any new 

regulatory requimmoits but, rather, synthesizes FinCEN's existing framework of 

regulations, administrative rulings, and guidance since 2011 and applies this framework 

to common business models involving CVCs. 

The eilidance largely focuses on the activities (i.e., business models) that will cause a 

pers.( n to be a "money transmitter" under FinCEN's MSB regulations. For this purpose, a 

mount transmitter is u person who accepts value from one person and transmits value to 

ancg her location or person by any means. Money transmitters are required to register as 

MS11s and comply with anti-money laundering ("AML") requirements, including AML 

compliance program recordkeeping, monitming, and reporting requirements. 

The yLuiatory interpre t Labials contained in the guidance may extend only to other 

busitiess models consCt ing of the same key facts and circumstances as the business 

rucii1c Is described in the guidance. Similarly, a person who is engaged in more than one 

Cii111/20 I 9/05/ti nceicissuits-guidance-to-symi 6/10/2019 
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type of business model may be subject to more than one type of regulatory obligation or 

exemption. 

Some of the business models described in the guidance include: 

• Peer-to-Peer ("132P") Exchangers. P2P exchangers engaged in the 

business of buying and selling CVCs - including facilitating transfers from one 

type of CVC to a different type of CVC, as well as exchanges between CVC and 

other types of value - are money transmitters, whether their activities are 

conducted online or in person. A natural person that acts as a P2P exchanger on 

an infrequent basis and not for profit or gain will be exempt from the definition 

of money transmitter. 

• CVC Wallets. Whether a CVC wallet provider is a money transmitter 

depends on four factors: (a) who owns the value; (b) where the value is stored; 

(c) whether the owner interacts directly with the payment system where the CVC 

runs; and (d) whether the person acting as intermediary has total independent 

control over the value. Hosted wallet providers - account-based providers that 

receive, store, and transmit CVC on behalf of CVC owners - are money 

transmitters. However, the applicable regulatory framework, including the due 

diligence or enhanced due diligence procedures the CVC wallet provider must 

follow, varies based on the identity of the wallet owner and the nature of the 

transactions conducted through the hosted wallet. By contrast, owners of 

unhosted wallets - computer software that allows the owners to store and 

conduct CVC transactions - are not money transmitters. Multiple-signature 

wallet providers may be money transmitters depending on the services they offer. 

For example, if the multiple-signature wallet provider limits its role to creating 

un-hosted wallets that require the addition of a second authorization key to the 

wallet owner's private key in order to validate and complete transactions, the 

wallet provider is not a money transmitter because it does not accept and 

transmit value. 

hUps://www o I1C n1"0 I 9/05/Ii neen-issues-uidance-m-synthesize-rcuul 6/10.2019 
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• CVC Kiosks. The owner-operator of an ATM-like electronic terminal that 

facilitates the exchange of CVC for currency or other CVC is a money transmitter. 

• Decentralized Applications (DApps). DApps — software programs that 

operate on a P21) computer network running a blockchain platform, but lacking 

an identifiable administrator — may be money transmitters depending on 

whet lieu they traitainit value. Developers who build DApps financed by sin initial 

coin offering ("ICO") are not money transmitters because the activity consists of 

producing a good or service. However, if the DApp developer uses the DApp to 

engage in money transmission, it will qualify as a money transmitter. 

• Pavment Processors. CVC payment processors are financial intermediaries 

that enable traditional merchants to accept CVC from customers in exchange for 

goods and serf ice* CVC payment processors fall within the definition of "money 

t rallS111l iter" ant I generally do not satisfy the "payment processor" exemption to 

the definition of "money transmitter" because such money transmitters typically 

do tiot operate, either in whole or in part, through a clearance and settlement 

system that udIllitS only Bank Secrecy Act-regulated financial institutions. As 

such, CVC payment processors generally will need to register with finCEN as an 

MSB. 

• CVC trading Platforms and Decentralized Exchanges. CVC trading 

platforms that enable buyers and sellers of CVC to find each other, or facilitate 

trades as an interntediary, are money transmitters if the platform purchases CVC 

from the seller and sells it to the buyer. A platform that is merely a forum for 

buyers and sellers to post bids (but the parties themselves settle the matched 

traftiaction throw* an outside venue) is not a money transmitter. 

FinCEN issued the interpretive guidance in conjunction with a separate advisory to help 

financial institutions identify and report suspicious activity involving virtual currency 

transactions. 11,e ad f isorf document warns that bad actors are increasingly using CVCs 

for money laundering, smictions evasion, and other illicit financing purposes. The 

advisory protniiifint typologies associated with such illicit activity, and 

provides a list of 30 "red fl:tgs" that MSBs and other financial institutions should watch 

https://wtvw.et0 Fun:Hats ic 010105/fincen sues-guidance-to-3y nthenize-regul 6/10/2019 
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for in evaluat ing potential suspicious activity. Finally, the advisory reminds financial 

institutions of their legal obligation to file suspicious activity reports (SARs"), and 

identifies the type.s of inforniation that are most helpful to law enforcement to be 

included in SA Rs. 

The release of the FinCEN guidance and advisory were followed by a May 13 speech by 

Sigal i\landellter, the Treasury Department's Under Secretary for Terrorism and 

Financial Intelligence, who is responsible for overseeing FinCEN regarding the AMI, and 

sand ions risks associated with virtual currency. Mandelker described how bad actors, 

including mit ions; like Iran, North Korea, and Russia, are turning to virtual currencies as 

a method to evade econoinie sanctions, Similarly, terrorist organizations are using 

bitcoin to solicit donations from terrorist sympathizers. Mandelker praised FinCEN tor 

its role in protecting national security and the virtual currency industry through its 

regulations and enforceiiieiiL actions, including the release of the guidance and advisory. 

COPYRIGH I 019 COVINGTON FP, RI ING I LP ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

STRATEGY, L,1' ,iftsioa 
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Notice 2014-21 

SECI ION 1. PURPOSE 

This notice describes how existing general tax principles apply to transactions using 
virtual currency. The notice provides this guidance in the form of answers to frequently 
asked questions. 

SECTION 2. BACKGROUND 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is aware that •avirtual currency" may be used to pay 
for goods or services, or held for investment. Virtual currency is a digital representation 
of value that functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and/or a store of 
value. In some environments, it operates like "real" currency-- i.e., the coin and paper 
money of the United States or of any other country that is designated as legal tender, 
circulates, and is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange in the 
country of issuance-- but it does not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction. 

Virtual currency that has an equivalent value in real currency. or that acts as a 
substitute for real currency, is referred to as "convertible" virtual currency. Bitcoin is one 
example of a convertible virtual currency. Bitcoin can be digitally traded between users 
and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros, and other real or 
virtual currencies. For a more comprehensive description of convertible virtual 
currencies to date. see Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) Guidance on 
the Application of FinCEN's Regulations to Persons Administering. Exchanging. or 
Using Virtual Currencies (FIN-2013-G001, March 18, 2013). 

SECTION 3. SCOPE 

In general, the sale or exchange of convertible virtual currency, or the use of convertible 
virtual currency to pay for goods or services in a real-world economy transaction, has 
tax consequences that may result in a tax liability. This notice addresses only the U.S. 
federal tax consequences of transactions in, or transactions that use, convertible virtual 
currency, and the term "virtual currency" as used in Section 4 refers only to convertible 
virtual currency. No inference should be drawn with respect to virtual currencies not 
described in this notice. 

The Treasury Department and the IRS recognize that there may be other questions 
regarding the tax consequences of virtual currency not addressed in this notice that 
warrant consideration. Therefore, the Treasury Department and the IRS request 
comments from the public regarding other types or aspects of virtual currency 
transachons that should be addressed in future guidance. 

Comments should be addressed to: 



Internal Revenue Service 
Attn: CC:PA:LPD:PR (No 
Room 5203 
P.O. Box 7604 
Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20044 

2014-21) 
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or hand delivered Monday through Friday between the hours of 8 A.M. and 4 P.M to 

Courier's Desk 
Internal Revenue Service 
Attn: CC:PA:LPD:PR (Notice 2014-21) 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20224 

Alternafively, taxpayers may submit comments electronically via e-mail to the following 
address: Notice.Comrnentsairscounsettreas.dov. Taxpayers should include "Notice 
2014-21" in the subject line. All comments submitted by the public will be available for 
public inspection and copying in their entirety. 

For purposes of the FAQs in this notice, the taxpayer's functional currency is assumed 
to be the U.S. dollar, the taxpayer is assumed to use the cash receipts and 
disbursements method of accounting and the taxpayer is assumed not to be under 
common control with any other party to a transaction. 

SECTION 4. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Q-1: How is virtual currency treated for federal tax purposes? 

A-1: For federal tax purposes, virtual currency is treated as property. General tax 
principles applicable to property transactions apply to transactions using virtual 
currency_ 

Q-2: Is virtual currency treated as currency for purposes of determining whether 
a transaction results in foreign currency gain or loss under U.S. federal tax laws? 

A-2: No. Under currently applicable law, virtual currency is not treated as currency that 
could generate foreign currency gain or loss for U.S. federal tax purposes. 

Q-3: Must a taxpayer who receives virtual currency as payment for goods or 
services include in computing gross income the fair market value of the virtual 
currency? 

A-3: Yes. A taxpayer who receives virtual currency as payment for goods or services 
must, in computing gross income, include the fair market value of the virtual currency, 



measured in U.S. dollars, as of the date that the virtual currency was received See 
Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable Income, for more information on 
miscellaneous income from exchanges involving property or services. 

0-4: What is the basis of virtual currency received as payment for goods or 
services in Q&A-3? 

A-4: The basis of virtual currency that a taxpayer receives as payment for goods or 
services in C)8(A-3 is the fair market value of the virtual currency in U.S. dollars as of the 
date of receipt. See Publication 551, Basis of Assets, for more information on the 
computation of basis when property is received for goods or services. 

0-5: HOW is the fair market value of virtual currency determined? 

A-5: For U.S. tax purposes, transactions using virtual currency must be reported in 
U.S. dolars. Therefore, taxpayers will be required to determine the fair market value of 
virtual currency in U.S. dollars as of the date of payment or receipt. If a virtual currency 
is listed on an exchange and the exchange rate is established by market supply and 
demand, the fair market value of the virtual currency is determined by converting the 
virtual currency into U.S. dollars (or into another real currency which in turn can be 
converted into U.S. dollars) at the exchange rate, in a reasonable manner that is 
consistently applied. 

0-6: Does a taxpayer have gain or loss upon an exchange of virtual currency for 
other property? 

A-6: Yes. If the fair market value of property received in exchange for virtual currency 
exceeds the taxpayer's adjusted basis of the virtual currency, the taxpayer has taxable 
gain. The taxpayer has a loss if the fair market value of the property received is less 
than the adjusted basis of the virtual currency. See Publication 544, Sales and Other 
DIspositions of Assets, for information about the tax treatment of sales and exchanges, 
such as whether a loss is deductible. 

Q-7: What type of gain or loss does a taxpayer realize on the sale or exchange of 
virtual currency? 

A-7: The character of the gain or loss generally depends on whether the virtual 
currency is a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer. A taxpayer generally realizes 
capital gain or loss on the sale or exchange of virtual currency that is a capital asset in 
the hands of the taxpayer. For example, stocks, bonds, and other investment property 
are generally capital assets. A taxpayer generally realizes ordinary gain or loss on the 
sale or exchange of virtual currency that is not a capital asset in the hands of the 
taxpayer. Inventory and other property held mainly for sale to customers in a trade or 



business are examples of property that is not a capital asset. See Publication 544 for 
more information about capital assets and the character of gain or loss. 

Q-8: Does a taxpayer who "mines" virtual currency (for example, uses computer 
resources to validate Bitcoin transactions and maintain the public Bitcoin 
transaction ledger) realize gross income upon receipt of the virtual currency 
resulting from those activities? 

A-8: Yes, when a taxpayer successfully "mines" virtual currency, the fair market value 
of the virtual currency as of the date of receipt is includible in gross income. See 
Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable Income, for more information on taxable 
income. 

Q-9: Is an individual who "mines" virtual currency as a trade or business subject 
to self-employment tax on the income derived from those activities? 

A-9: If a taxpayer's "mining" of virtual currency constitutes a trade or business, and the 
"mining'' activity is not undertaken by the taxpayer as an employee, the net earnings 
from self-employment (generally, gross income derived from carrying on a trade or 
business less allowable deductions) resulting from those activities constitute self-
employment income and are subject to the self-employment tax. See Chapter 10 of 
Publication 334, Tax Guide for Small Business, for more information on self-
employment tax and Publication 535, Business Expenses, for more information on 
determining whether expenses are from a business activity carried on to make a profit. 

Q-10: Does virtual currency received by an independent contractor for 
performing services constitute self-employment income? 

A-10:Yes. Generally, self-employment income includes all gross income derived by 
an individual from any trade or business carried on by the individual as other than an 
employee. Consequently, the fair market value of virtual currency received for services 
performed as an independent contractor, measured in U.S. dollars as of the date of 
receipt, constitutes self-employment income and is subject to the self-employment tax. 
See FS-2007-18, April 2007, Business or Hobby? Answer Has Implications for 
Deductions, for information on determining whether an activity is a business or a hobby. 

0-11: Does virtual currency paid by an employer as remuneration for services 
constitute wages for employment tax purposes? 

A-11: Yes. Generally, the medium in which remuneration for services is paid is 
immaterial to the determination of whether the remuneration constitutes wages for 
employment tax purposes. Consequently, the fair market value of virtual currency paid 
as wages is subject to federal income tax withholding, Federal Insurance Contributions 

4 
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Act (FICA) tax, and Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) tax and must be reported 
on Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement. See Publication 15 (Circular E), Employer's 
Tax Guide, for information on the withholding, depositing, reporting, and paying of 
employment taxes. 

0-12: Is a payment made using virtual currency subject to information reporting? 

A-12:A payment made using virtual currency is subject to information reporting to the 
same extent as any other payment made in properly. For example, a person who in the 
course of a trade or business makes a payment of fixed and determinable income using 
virtual currency with a value of $600 or more to a U.S. non-exempt recipient in a taxable 
year is required to report the payment to the IRS and to the payee. Examples of 
payments of fixed and determinable income include rent, salaries, wages, premiums, 
annuities, and compensation. 

Q-13: Is a person who in the course of a trade or business makes a payment 
using virtual currency worth $600 or more to an independent contractor for 
performing services required to file an information return with the IRS? 

A-13: Generally, a person who in the course of a trade or business makes a payment 
of $600 or more in a taxable year to an independent contractor for the performance of 
services is required to report that payment to the IRS and to the payee on Form 1099-
MISC, Miscellaneous Income. Payments of virtual currency required to be reported on 
Form 1099-MISC should be reported using the fair market value of the virtual currency 
in U.S. dollars as of the date of payment. The payment recipient may have income 
even if the recipient does not receive a Form 1099-MISC. See the Instructions to Form 
1099-MISC and the General Instructions for Certain Information Returns for more 
information. For payments to non-U.S. persons, see Publication 515, Withholding of 
Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign Entities. 

0-14: Are payments made using virtual currency subject to backup withholding? 

A-14:Payments made using virtual currency are subject to backup withholding to the 
same extent as other payments made in properly. Therefore, payors making reportable 
payments using virtual currency must solicit a taxpayer identification number (TIN) from 
the payee. The payor must backup withhold from the payment if a TIN is not obtained 
prior to payment or if the payor receives notification from the IRS that backup 
withholding is required. See Publication 1281, Backup Withholding for Missing and 
Incorrect Name/I-Ws, for more information 

0-15: Are there IRS information reporting requirements for a person who settles 
payments made in virtual currency on behalf of merchants that accept virtual 
currency from their customers? 
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A-15: Yes, if certain requirements are met. In general, a third party that contracts with 
a substantial number of unrelated merchants to settle payments between the merchants 
and their customers is a third party settlement organization (TPSO). A TPSO is 
required to report payments made to a merchant on a Form 1099-K, Payment Card and 
Third Party Network Transactions, if, for the calendar year, both (1) the number of 
transactions settled for the merchant exceeds 200, and (2) the gross amount of 
payments made to the merchant exceeds $20,000. When completing Boxes 1, 3, and 
5a-1 on the Form 1099-K, transactions where the TPSO settles payments made with 
virtual currency are aggregated with transactions where the TPSO settles payments 
made with real currency to determine the total amounts to be reported in those boxes. 
When determining whether the transactions are reportable, the value of the virtual 
currency is the fair market value of the virtual currency in U.S. dollars on the date of 
payment. 

See The Third Party Information Reporting Center, http://www.irsooviTax-
Professionals/Third-Partv-Reporting-Information-Center for more information on 
reporting transactions on Form 1099-K. 

0-16: Will taxpayers be subject to penalties for having treated a virtual currency 
transaction in a manner that is inconsistent with this notice prior to March 25, 
2014? 

A-16: Taxpayers may be subject to penalties for failure to comply with tax laws. For 
example, underpayments attributable to virtual currency transactions may be subject to 
penalties, such as accuracy-related penalties under section 6662. In addition, failure to 
timely or correctly report virtual currency transactions when required to do so may be 
subject to information reporting penalties under section 6721 and 6722. However, 
penalty relief may be available to taxpayers and persons required to file an information 
return who are able to establish that the underpayment or failure to properly file 
information returns is due to reasonable cause. 

SECTION 5. DRAFTING INFORMATION 

The principal author of this notice is Keith A. Aqui of the Office of Associate Chief 
Counsel (Income Tax & Accounting). For further information about income tax issues 
addressed in this notice, please contact Mr. Aqui at (202) 317-4718; for further 
information about employment tax issues addressed in this notice, please contact Mr. 
Neil D. Shepherd at (202) 317- 4774; for further information about information reporting 
issues addressed in this notice, please contact Ms. Adrienne E. Griffin at (202) 317-
6845; and for further information regarding foreign currency issues addressed in this 
notice please contact Mr. Raymond J. Stahl at (202) 317- 6938. These are not toll-free 
calls. 
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New FinCEN Guidance Affirms Its 
Longstanding Regulatory Framework 
for Virtual Currencies and a New FinCEN 
Advisory Warns of Threats Posed by 
Virtual Currency Misuse 

Public Affairs, 703 dO5 3770 
Immediate Release: May 09,2019 

WASHINGTON—To provide regulatory certainty for businesses and individuals engaged in expanding 
fields of financial activity, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) today issued the 
following guidance. Application of EinCEN's Regulations to Certain Business Models Involving 
Convertible Virtual Currencies (CVC) (https://wwwifi nine iginsifesaufoosintatutoia-

 

egulations/guidancejapplication ifincens-regulations-certain-businessignodeis). The guidance is in 
I es purse to questions raised by financial institutions, law enforcement, and regulators concerning the 
regulator y treatment of multiple variations of businesses dealing in CVCs. 

FinCEN today also issued an Advisory on Illicit Activity Involving Convertible Virtual Currency 
ditlesitiwww.fincen.govinesources/advisoriesifincervedvisciry-fin-2019-a003) to assist financial 
institutions in identifying and reporting suspicious activity related to criminal exploitation of CVCs for 
money iauntlering, sanctions evasion, and other illicit financing purposes, The advisory highlights 
el orninent typologies, associated "red flags," and identifies information that would be most valuable 
to law enforcement if contained in suspicious activity repoi Is. 

Trachiry is committed to helping financial institutions better detect and prevent bad actors from 
exploiting convertible virtual currencies for money laundering, sanctions evasion, and other illicit 
activities." said Sigel Mandelker, Under Secretary of the Treasury for Terrorism and Financial 
:nt0Mg‘ence. The comprehensive advisory FinCEN issued today highlights the risks associated with 
(lenient marketplaces, peer to peer exchangers, unregistered money services businesses, and CVC 
kinsks and identifies typologies and red flags to help the virtual currency industry protect its 
businesses from exploitation." 

"FinCEN was the first financial r egulator to address virtual currency and the first to assign obligations 
to related businesses to guare against financial crime," said FinCEN Director Kenneth A. Blanco. The 
money transmitter definition we published in 2011 and the guidance we issued in 2013 clarifying how 
that iiution applies to Dom:id:Mons involving virtual cur or have proven to be exceptionally 
durifeble Our regulatory aoproacts has been consistent and despite dynamic waves of new financial 
!eche ieic„ products, and se-tires, our original concepts continue to hold true, Simply stated, those 
who accupt and transfer va on, by any means, must comply with our regulations and the criminal 
Misuse of any methodology reirea ins our fundamental concern.' 

http ts n.govinttims r low af ifincen-guido rig Of-inns-it • longistai ding._ 6/10/2019 
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Terigyb guidance does not establish any new regulatory expectations consolidates current FinCEM 
repoletions, guidance and administrative rulings that relate to money transmission involving virtual 
currency, and applies the same interpretive criteria to other common business models involving CVC. 
FinCEN's rules define certain businesses or individuals involved with CVCs as money transmitters 

subject to the same registration requirements and a range of anti-money laundering, program, 
recopi copping, and reporting esponsib)lities as other money services businesses. 

The Fe Financial Cr:s?cx ciforc ement Network is to safeguard the finan( jai systelll ft (Mr ;111cit use, con rbo f 
)dering, and promote security through the s'relegic use or finric.i4 authorities and the collectrort 
icY mind Hon of fin.incral 

Financial Institution, 

Money Services Businesses 

Home le 

Fr sources (/resources) 

Contact (/contact) 
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From: Paul William M <j 
Date: Thursday. Jun 13, 2019, 9:22 AM 
To: Cullinan Thomas A I  

(b)(6) 

Paul William M 

From: Cullinan Thomas A 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2019 6:17 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Subject: RE: Crvoto and VC  

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Subject: Crypto and VC 

Tom, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Bill 
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From: Cullinan Thomas A 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2019 6:02 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Subject: FinCEN guidance 

(b)(6) 

Paul William NI 

From: Cullinan Thomas A 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2019 6:16 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Subject: RE: FinCEN guidance 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

•••••••••••1... 

Bill — Here is a link to the guidance !mentioned. FinCEN used a blanket qualification on definitions on the bottom of 
page 1, and then added some specific qualifications to the definition of "virtual currency" on page 7. 

https://www.fincen.govhitesidefault/files/2019-05/FinCEN%20Guidance%20CVC%20FINAL%20508.pdf 
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TAX ASPECTS OF CRYPTOCURRENCY 

WESTIAW LAWPRAC INDEX 

GPR — General Practice Approadies, Hides & I sst 

"I am hoping it goes away," 

"What do you use it or again?" 

"Is that something I really need to kuow?'' 

These are just a lew of the responses I received alter :Ishii& my tax It 1 their thoughts on cryptneurrencies. 
These interactions take Inc back in tune to Ole beginning or smartphones. We as ega I industry slowly accepted that 
we could not type I ormal memoranda on our smartphones and would need to either accept short form responses or Mil 
to our computers at all houth. We strughled against it; we corrpla med. We told younger attorneys that they were too 
I nformal in their entails. Over tune, ‘ke became fine with set] tin i a 'Hs do" or --dui' email or even—the horror—a smiley 
face iesponse. And here we are, attached to our stnartph ones. 

Now. 1 can't say that he as the legal iiidusliT, will start occeptinen t rot services n Bit coin--Imt who knows? Some 
lirriis accept payment in part in stock ol their client, and I an. gueshns ill:he is a law firm or two out there that will 
take Bacon] as payment At the y least, sonic ous clients [ph acceth Bithoin as payment for set vices and ,goods 
in many casts We in the legal industry will have I() start paying mole a deli liaM to cry ptocurrency We may at tidies lie 
hehind the curve and need to catch up 10 our cheuty 

I was rethinded of this Issue recently, which m spi ed t hit, article. A lea, months ago. I went to purchase a patio se t for 
my house After much turmoil and back-and-forth. 1 hund the hest price rot the set that T wanted on a very well-known 
discount retailer's website Finally, the decision was made, the lui mime was El my online shopping cart and I went to 
pull out my credit hard. I then noticed that one id'  my payment options was Ihtcoin So, its here, folks Major retailers 
are accepting cryptocurrenev. This is unlikely to cl huipe filly Hale soon. Lyt consider what this means tor those of us 
do some tax law. 

WI F IS CRYP IC iRRENCY? 

As a mg point. weshi,uicl consider what is acitttL n trtua;CLIt rincy Or real if 'you will Most condaottly 
real money or actual CarrerICV ( currency issued thr edit and hacked by a country's :yovernment 'The obvious example :s 
I e S dollar What is cryptocurrency la that caYy? ryptocurrency (sometinles caned "alternative Cur r emuy" or - virtual 

currency- ) is a FyYt:LI ineyhum  of eyhhanhe, and :t is not tssued yil hacked by a (itiu'r11111ell I Cryptocurrency may liti 
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to inind drarrialic Movie scenes of nerdy yet trendy young pr ofessionals crowded around a computer screen watchrl  
virtual currency eN changes. It may even conjure up in of illicit exchanges and secret, illegal markets. No doubt 

latter is in part atrributahle (0 the inLi:minus Silk Road website and perhaps also a uribut abie to the •stories surrounch 
the myster ions inventor of Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamnio. Satoshi Nakamoto was (is?) a peron or group of people 

started Bitcoin in 7009. 3  Newsweek in 2014 Identified this mysterious figure as a 6.1-ye:it-old man living in Cohfornid 
That turirri out to be incorrect. More recently, there was a belief in the eryptoeurrency coin muntty that the reel ct 

was Craig Wright, an entrepreneur from Austr The mystery remains and his irlentity is still a mystery. 

\\ rereynr is the real W17,Ird behind the curtain, insq people think of Lincoln when they dunk of crptocurrency tertainh 
hitcoin is the most hlogged-a brut and *57 written-about cryptocurrency, and perhap, therefore the mor,t 
cryptoeunciley espeeialh to those of us who do not hip,: a lot of experience in the uea hilLom was :Ilse the l ir, 

crypnwiu gentry Tivaled 6  hut it turns out there :Ire tar more cryptocurrencirs out theirr for consumption and IL 

technology suppoi ti big crypt oeurren cy (r01clred to as - 1)lockuliain")may have far greater uses than ',lily cryptocurrtncy 
i vii ibis expanding space, we should understand the basics of the tax aspects of cryprocurruncy 

INIIAT CRYPTOCURRENCV FOR U.S. FEDERAL INCOME FAX PURPOSES? 

Cr!, ptocurreney is riot regulated by a centralized bank or any centralized goveri tmem al system. Wi h all my talk of buvhi 
patio furniture with Sitcom, that may come as a surprise. Wouldn't the rovernment want to make sure that what sees 
to he a medium of exchange akin to a currency i.s regulated? And shouldn't the U S iriteirial Revenue Service ("MS') 
we ir,h on how it is treated for tax purposes? 

!'he various arms of the U.S. rovernment have been arguably slow to act in this area. but some guidance ho 
been provided. Notably, in 2013, the Financial Crimes hnloreement Network ("FinC.F.NL) issued guidance regard3; 
the II natmcm of.  pet sons who use cony:7i tib1e. virtual currencies or mikrz. a 'insures,  or e‘chringing„ accepting, ,:rd 

transmitting them. 6  linCEN took the position in such guidance that. depending on the type and extent of activit:rs 
imolved, such perSOnS iii ay be treated as "money service h usi nesses C  MS Bs) and LICaPplingly are required 10 
comply with FinCEN's regulations that require maintaining,  all anti-money laundering prognint as well as meeting 

registration and various reporting I equirements. 9  FinCENr, distinguishes betwcen 'user:-  of cryptocurrency these 
who may use cry plocurrency to make a purchase of goods or services) and "exchangers," v..1.y2 Pitpa2p the businessof 

eryptocurrency II" Users are not subject to the NISB rules whereas eselinngers are. This is part a clissi mi HI Sharer urc from 
the use of -- real money" or "actual currency," in that those people spending montry to buy goods and senscss arc Tot 
subject to FinCIY•:! ..3 regulations. whereas a bank or other agency fhedita ling the exchange ot- reill money, holding deposits 

ol real money, and performing other similar actions, would be subject to FMCFN's regulations !I  The Commott> 
Futures Trading C.0111111iSninn ("CFTC") has also weighed in with its view, stating in '2015 that Itittoin and other villual 

currencies arc "commoditie3 ' 12  Section 149) of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended, defines "cotionoSuitO 
;;;;;;,,gt!1! s. "an Er:avincrs,  rights :01,1 interests in wsich contracts for JUICEr ,tLhVeE tre in essntly 

the riture dealt 111. 6 

Alter years of waning for the IRS to act. MX prsycrs received some eryptoenrrene‘ tax yllidance h :lc 

Notice 2014-21 on larch 25. 2011 the - Notice')." The purpose of the Notice IS to describe how 

tax principles apply to transaction,,  using virtual currency. ' The sniclancs in the Notice L. o3Td,Ti iii ate /0101 ol 

answers to certain frequently asked (4m:slim's FAQT"). FLw IRS is clear in the Notice that I he guidance applies tO 

"con‘er bbIrc" yll tual currency. or that which IUN In 3quivalsnt va lue in real currency or that acts asa substitute lot ;.ea ' 

curienLy. . F6  ET“ennally. this car Tres el) ituLurrcucies that are a bebsStute for money His Not3.r, foe' uTt Tech's-WY 
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list which eryptocurrencies should be included in this list of convertible virtual currencies (but does reference Bitcoin as 
one example). The Notice refers to FinCEN's guidance for a comprehensive description of convertible virtual currencies 

as of the date of the Notice. 17  While helpful that any guidance has been provided, we are left to wonder not only what 
cryptocurrencies should be considered "convertible" and therefore fall within the purview of the Notice, but also how 
the guidance in the Notice might apply to nonconvertible eryptocurrencies, if at all. 

(b)(5) 
Deliberative 

Process 
Privilege 

The IRS addresses the federal tax treatment of convertible cryptocurrency in its first FAQ and states that, Tor] federal 
tax purposes, virtual currency is treated as property."18  What does treatment as "property" mean for U.S. federal  
income tax purposes? This means that general tax principles that apply to property transactions apply to transactions 
using virtual currency, just as they would for any other property. 19  Further, this means in part that cryptocurrency 
cannot generate foreign currency gain or loss for U.S. federal income tax purposes because it is not a foreign currency 
(rather, it is a property). 20 

As property, convertible cryptocurrency must have a tax basis. As one example, the IRS states in the Notice that the 
basis of virtual currency that a taxpayer receives as payment for goods or services is the fair *58 market value of the 

virtual currency in U.S. dollars as of the date of receipt. 21  Determination of fair market value depends on whether the 
cryptocurrency is listed. If listed on an exchange and the exchange rate in U.S. dollars is established by market supply 
and demand, the fair market value of the virtual currency is determined by converting the virtual currency into U.S. 
dollars (or into another real currency that in turn can be converted into U.S. dollars) at the exchange rate, in a reasonable 
manner that is consistently applied. 22 If not listed on an exchange, the Notice provides no further guidance on the fair 
market value determination. 

Taxpayers must track cryptocurrency basis and report gain or loss resulting from an exchange of cryptocurrency for 
currency or other property. The Notice provides that "if the fair market value of property received in an exchange 
for virtual currency exceeds the taxpayer's adjusted basis of the virtual currency, the taxpayer has taxable gain," and 
correspondingly, "the taxpayer has a loss if the fair market value of the property received is less than the adjusted basis of 

the virtual currency." 23  What this means is that had I purchased my patio furniture with Bitcoin, I would have needed to 
make a determination of gain or loss, based on my Bitcoin basis at the time of purchase. I would also need to report any 
gain or loss on my income tax return. I tend to doubt that the average consumer using Bitcoin or any other convertible 
cryptocurrency is following this approach. 

The type of gain or loss resulting from a virtual currency exchange generally depends on whether the virtual currency is 
a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer, similar to all exchanges involving property. 24  An exchange of a capital asset 
will give rise to capital gain or loss. The Notice provides the examples of stocks, bonds and other investment property 
as capital assets. 25  In contrast, an exchange of an ordinary asset will give rise to ordinary income or loss. The Notice 
provides the examples of inventory and other property held mainly for sale to customers in a trade or business as property 

that is not a capital asset. 26 

Do you think the IRS got this treatment right? Most tax practitioners, to the extent that they have considered it, agree that 
treating convertible virtual currency as property for U.S. federal income tax purposes is correct. Treating cryptocurrency 
as property makes sense in a lot of ways. It is in effect a type of digital property. It is similar to gold coins or gold bars 
in that it, in many cases, may have an exchange rate into U.S. dollars or other "real money," but it is not itself legal 
tender. We can't buy lunch with a gold bar, but we can exchange it for cash and buy lunch. However, on that note, 
classification as "property" for tax purposes creates confusion among those who use it more regularly, those who truly 
think of it as a currency akin to the U.S. dollar. My non-tax savvy millennial friends (yes, I have some) think of Bitcoin 
in particular as money. It looks and feels the same to them as though they were spending U.S. dollars from Apple Pay 
or other smartphone application that allows payment through a digital medium. In other words, they arc buying lunch 

• - • 

• 
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h Bitc,,in. So. in the first instance. while treating convertible virtual currency as property the ox lea fly makes sensu, 
we arc left with a difference if: elltiOttilat vILW am on a he general public and We legal view within the IR S. 

Second, the ti:taing headaciies tlatt are ate:mired to Pr] pcsly report exchanges of cryprocurreriey for II S. laderal in conic 
tax purposc. pc:hap': Mum mou n tablu to :‘-)MC known and likely completely unknown to many. V,Then truutcd 
property. cryptoeurreno always has a basis that must be cletermined and any exchange of etypincurrEmcy May trigger 

gam or loss. Given that cryptocurrency may bo traded in very Mgh frequencies, i t is onerous to track this basis and report 
a ccording]y for ta.x purposes. One might say. well. high-frequency traders handle this: why not those in the cryptocurrency 
market? I tend to tigiet: with that rebuttal for those in the business of cryptocurrency. For those simply using Hitcom 
to buy lunch, nil not sure this is url appropriate requirement Query whether this is the correct position to take in light 
of these issues, or t.vbet her congressional action will be required at some point to help clarify idelitification of different 
blocks of cryptocurrencies sold or exchanged. Perhaps a dc mm ml is requirement should apply tor wtmld that ultimately 

asud in In ,Ibiravc manner?). 

Nevertheless, in and of itself, the property characterization makes sense and a basis determination must be made. To 
help identify tax basis ['or Hocks of cryptornrrency, it piny be helpful to look at similar properties, such as stock With 
respect to stock, with some exception. if a taxpayer sells or trarisfers shares of stock in a corporation that the taxpayer 
purchased or acquired tni different dates or at different priers, and the taxpayer does not identify the particular lot 
from the stock is sold in exchanged. the stock sold or transferred is charged against the earliest lot the taxpayer *59 

purchased or SCOuired to dutermine the basis and holding period of the stock. 27  This is known as the first in, first out 
inethod Further. the taxpayer must determine the basis of the identical stock by averaging the cost of cacti 
share if the stock is purcha,:ed at separate times on the same calendar day in executing a single trade order, and the 
broker exec:lama the trade provides a single cordirmation that reports an aggregate total cost or an average cost per 

share. 2S  However, the taxpayer may determine the basis of the stock by the actual cost per share if the taxpayer notifies 

tho broker n wrl t nu! this i0tunt.'!9  These rule'', art SpeCtile tO stock. In many ways, cryptoeurrency is similar to .tock 
hat. it May be purchJscd ii Sc pal ate blocks at ::Carate occasions with separate identification among the blveks. 

Because cryptocurrency is treated as property for U.S. federal income tax purposes, a deterruma non of basis will have 
to be made Illillmg the blocks Mice cryptocurreney is sold or exchanged. It seems reasonable that a method simdar to 
the determination for stock; may be used, such as H1.0, allowing the taxpayer to identify which block is sold in order 
to achieve the het tax result upon (lie exchange. However. there is no guidance from the IRS to date permitting this 
approach. 

Copious similar unans,vci al questions remain A Jew are raised below. 

FRAR AND EVI- C \ REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

Let's turn to reportme icquirements that rnay apply to tryptocurrency. Notably, requirements for offshore accounts 
likely cOOlo into ptdy. Vol Hutt reptift1102. rectUittIllent OOP:1St t.01 U.S. holders of money and uther assets in offshore 

is thc raj ............ mandatccl by FinCEN on Form 14, gup.art frorcH.i4a, 
Bank and Financial Accounts (u I:13A k") An I:BAR 11-11ril be Ned by any U.S. person that has El financial interest in or 
signatureauthority over foreign financial accounts if the aggregate value. of the foreign financial accountsexceedsSW.0M 

US!) any time d.ifing Eie calundac year. ± An -account" or this purpose includes, but is not limited to. a securities, 

broker age. NOVI!IttS. C heck ing, deposit, time deposit, or other account maintained with a financial iclslilurLoil. '1 

this fu nimbly goes without saying, bat this definition of "account" is very broad and could capture not only the expected 
financial accounts, such as bank tICCUIIIIIS, hot also hedge fund and mutual fund investments, among OdICIS 
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Failure to file all b BAR can result In Slaniffeant penalties. A person who IS required to file an FR.-2R and fads to properly 

do so may he suhject to a civil pen a,t y oliy to )10.000 per violation. ' 7  Morrsneer a person who fails to report 

art account or ;Reamit Klein dying informal ion may be subject to' civil ntonetary penalty equal to the great cr of 12100,000 

or hfly percent (4r 0 of the balance in the account at the time of the violation penalty would be in addlif on to 

any CI inunal penalties that may apply 14 

Many cryptocurrency holders do not hi kl their crypt °currency directly. Instead. they hold it througl 
i 

such AS Coinha se, Inc. ("Coin base9 s). -- If such wallets are con sicicred held offshore, query whether thi,se holders ale 
subject to FBA R filing requirements if their affemlint values exceeds 51(1,01)0 at any time during the calendar year The 
IRS has nor released any of ticial guidance on this issue. Rod Lundquist, senior pi ogram analysis lor the Small Business; 
Self-Employed Division. staled on June 1. 201.1 that 'lap this time, l'inCEN has said Bitcoin is not reportable on die 

FBAR, at least hir this filing season." ' 6  No fir thin-  gi lid:nice has been promulgated. Thus, Ibis i.s3tie remains unclear. 

It is worth comparing cryptriturrency lo other properly that is required to be reported for FEAR purposes. FinCEN 
regulations do not address this issue. •]'he 112S has released Seine guidance with respect to precious meth IS that could be 
analogixed to in the cryptocurrency context thider such guidance, the IRS has taken the position for FBA R purposes that 
generally - precioUS metals. precious stones or jewels held directly by a person are not reportable financial accounts for 

FBA R purpost.s." 37  Perhaps this rica ii.5 Mat other property, sudi as crypt ocurrency, i ncit subject to HA 1< eportma. 

However, the IRS further states in its guidance that a "reportable account relationship may exist where a foreign agency 

holds precious inetals on deposit or provides Insurance or other services as an agent of the person holding the metals." 9S 
By analogy, this miyht mean that holding a cryptuan-rency :is a passive investor doe, riot subject the holder to an FBAR 
reporting requi renient.11111 an agency acting as a cryptocurrency wallet that in-ovides deposit and similar services for 

holders may have ;in F BA R reporting requirement. 39  "Fliis is entirely unclear at this stage, however. Lacking guidance. 
it may be best practice for those who hold eryplocurtency in ofishore :H223111315 to report them in accordance with FBA R 
as edictwise required. 

"60 Another requitement app [lea hI o (5 persons who hold money or other assets offshore Is the Fi Account 
fax l'Oriplf.tnen Act ATCA E.VICA was enacted tri 2010 as a moans of reducing tax evasion fin ough the sisc (if 
off shore bank, arid other financi s This is diet-tett in part by  requiring that I ()reign financial institutions arid 

certain other non-linariCial 1 Oreign entities 1C1)01t then tor eign assets held by then S aecoLini holders ill  If sus If Foreign 
entities fail to comply they are subject to Ce11.1111 wIIII1101dinff trICeS on 11 S source payments made to Mem In ellec r, 

Congress created an enforcement wing hi pi 01(tO011 01 the U.S fist; by reqUiring that these ereign hanks and other 
foicigh cutities tattle on their U.S. accountholders, or stiffer withholding taxes accordingly S sohlrcC, payments 

Further. Code Section 602;2D. also enacioil as part of FATCA, requires that airy individual who holds any interest Lni 
a "specified foreign financial asset'' must ihsclosi: such asset if the riggregslic value of all such as, ets exceeds S221,000 

(or such higher dollar alma urns: as may Ife vas. dhoti) For this puTllosc a 'specified foreign IM.01c121 asset' includes 
any financial mint as well as stock or se2 'Fines of a non-U.S. issni am; financial instrument or cot:it:ft( held tor 

invest fmmt thui. this a non-U .S. issuer or counterpat ty and any interest lii foreign entity. :1  The IRS has riot provided 

guidance as to xlicther speLilti'd lot cign axsxt includes eryplocut rency 

As our unidit have gue552d. some Foreign entitles chose to thves1 flout the If Is entirely rather tItan 11 

the Onerous RaililleInelifS under FM -LA 12  Mani/ have complied with FATCA, partiecital iv as the applicable rules 

and regulations  have bccori;e cleares and arguably less burdensome over tune What has not hgcoinc ckar is whether 

cryptocurrency should be considered a reportable asset for FAICA purpoxes. I his issue is clear1y on the IR S's radar 

In Noventhcr 2016. a federal court in the Northern District of Ciliforitia entered into an order author izin2 the IRS to 
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serve a so-called "John Doe-  summons on Coinbase. I ' Per ch or n r,io ns, He IRS Is seeking infol-Mafiell about U.S. 

taxpayers who conducted transactions in a convertible ‘irtual at mc ney On other words. sold cryptoetareney lor U.S. 

dollars or an currency CL mveriible into 1LS dollars) during the. years 2013 lo 7015 and the records of Americans 

who engaged in businesP. with or through Coinbuse. Iris not a kr stretch to assume this means that the IRS is considering 

how ernitocurrency is potentially furthering oifshore tax evasion and what they should (in :about it, Whiie guidance on 

1A 'I remains nil, this sulnmons should cause eryptocurrency users some concern to the extent that they hold such 

digital currencies olfshote and are not reporting the same in accordance ‘vith FATCA. 

LIKE KIND EXCHANGES OF CRYPTOCURRENCY 

Given that eryptoeurreney is treated as property for U.S. federal income tax purposes, it may have benchtied from a 

like kind exchange under the provisions of Code Section 1031 as in elfect prior to 2018. Perhaps exchanging One Bi tenni 

for another Bitcoin could have been accomplished in a tax-deterred manner under Code Section 1031. Plus, remember 

how I mentioned that there are other eryptoeurrencies aside from Bitcoin? Well, why not exchange one for another a»d 

call it tax-deferred! 

It is clear that any newly completed Code Section I 03 I exchanges are iunited to those of real property, and so Code 

Section 1031 would not apply to cryptucurrtney exchanges made after December 31, 2017. This is due to a recent in 

change law effected under the new tax act informally known as the -1. x Culs and Jobs Act. But what about exchanges 

that were undertaken belbre this new law became effeethel 

As a practical iflatter, it is unclear whether these types of tax-deferred transactions were feasible from a tax per specnve, 

although there were trader; in the tryptocurrawy inarket effecting them and they were worth considering. 44  If a Code 

Section 1031 exchange "as-  valid using cryptocurrency, an exclia nger would be able to avoid gain reeogniti..m on the 

exchange. However, fallinf within the requirements for Fi Code Section 1031 exchange eau be terribly challenging due 

to lack of guidance, not to mention the reporting requirements that must be net. And 11r.,re is the threshold matter of 

how Code Section 1031 may ha' e applied to eryptocurreney at all. 

By way of background, Code Section 1031 as in effect prior to 2018 generally provides that no gain or loss is recognized 

on the exchange of property held for productive use in a trade or business or tor investment if such proper y is exchanged 

solely for property of like kind that is to be held either for productive use in a trade or business or for investment. 4D  In 

a Code Section 1031 exchange, the bash, ol the property acquired in the exchange will be the same as that of *61 the 

property exchanged, decreased by the .111101111! of any money:16  received by the taxpayer ;nu' increased in the amount 

ot' any gain ecognized or decreased by the ,imount of any loss to the taxpayer that is recognized on the exchange -; 

The benefits or Code Section 1031 as in effect prior to 2018, however, do not apply to exchalmes of stock in trade or 

other property held primarily for sale. stocks, bonds, notes, other seclirilies 01 eVitlences ot indebtedlless or interest. 

interests in a partnership, certitica les of trust rim hencfic.al interests ii, choses in action 4:‘ Stocks, bonds and notes are 

not Ypecifically delined for this purpose. yet i; seems unlikely :hat cryptocurrency would he consHered astock or bond 
for such Code Section 1031 purposes (although, given that IRS guidance find> that digital currency should he treated as 

property, much like stock, this is not a foregone eoncluion) •l'icatmcnt as indebtedness seems unlikely. The reinainin 

iteITIS on the exclusion list Mould not apply, .11though this result is unclear due to lack of guidance. I et's t.tke it at face 

value pending further IRS or congressional guidance that cryptocurrency is property that could qualify or a like kind 

exchange under Code Section 1W1 as in ellecc prior to 701 ti 

The question next beconie:; whether one cryptueurrencv could hu.e been exchanged prior to 20 vi another one under 

Code Section 1011 's requirement that the properties he of a "like kind.-  Under Code Section 1031(a), the words ' like 

kind'' are not specifically defined Does this HICtri "like kind' n vahic? Or 'like kind in form? Luckily. He regulations 
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under Code Section 1031 provide sonic insight -.gold. Specifically, '11(x:silly Regulation Section 1.1031( 

sta Les that is Lsod in Code Soction 1031. thr worLk 'IL, kind" have :Jolene(' to the nature or character of no property 

and not to its grade or quality. The ;egukition noes 4111 to explain that one kind or class of property may not, under 

Code Section 103 I, be exchanged tot a property oi a different k ind or class. Well, that's all well and good, but we are 

left to parse what might be meant hy di here'' classes Is Bit con the same class of property as Et hereum, a different 
cryptocurreney? What about Litec 0 n yet iii I hor different cryptocurrency? 

Per we can find more helpful guidance as we mok e through the regr: I tioti s. Treasury Regulation Section 

.1031(a)-1(c) provides an example of an exchange heproperty that as of a - like kind." In the example, no gain or loss is 

recognixed if a taxpayer exchanges property held fo, productive use iii Ina [ride or business, together with cash, for other 

propel ty of like kind for the same use, .null as a truck for a new truck or a passeitger an for a new passenger 

all[0111obile to be used for a like purpose_ Further, the example states that no gain or loss is recognized if a taxpayer who 

is not a dealer in real estate exchanges city real estate for a ranch or farm, or exchanges a lease lid of a fee with 30 years 
or En Ire to RIII tor rest I estate, or exchange:. ovad real estate or liniMproced real estate. Even further, the example 

states that no gain or loss is recognized if a taxpayer exchanges in property anal cash for investment property 

of a like kind. On the other hand, the regulations pr ovide that gain or los( k recognized if, for instance, a taxpayer 

exchanges: (I) freasury bonds maturing March 15, 195X. for Treasury bonds maturing December IS, 1968; or (2) a real 

estate mortgage for consolidated lam loan bonds. 

Specific nRes rcR.ting to Code Section 1031 exchanges of intangible property may also shed some light on this issue. 
Per Treasury Regulation Seel on I.! 03I(a)-2ip) I I ). an exchange of intangible personal property qualifies under Code 
Section 1031 as in effect prior to 2018 only if the exchanged properties are or' a like kind. The regulation clarifies that 

"whether iiitangible personal property is of a like kind to other intangible personal property generally depends on the 

nature or character ol the rights involved (e.g., a patent or copyright) and also the nature or aharac ter of the underlying 
property to wliich the intangible personal properly relates.- Iii us, We have essentially a two-prom! test, one for the rights 
involved and a second for the unclerlyMg property to which the rights relate (the "Two-Prong lest'). 

The regulations have two simple examples to illustrate the Iwo-Prong Test. In the hrst example, a taxpayer exchanges a 

copyright on a novel for a copyright on a different moel .his is a like kind exchange for Code Section 1031 mu-poses 
to the extent completed prior to 201S. This axerns to a ha ke Nerise, given riot only is the right the same (i.e., a copyright) 

but also the underlying property to which the right iclatos IS the same (i.e . a novel). There is no cli:-.cossion of the type of 

the novel (for example, we are left to assume that any of the f larry Poiret books would be of a like kind to a historical 
novel ha-  thex; purposes: I suppose we can accept that premi,x,). In the second CX:Unple, a taxpayer exchanges a copyright 

on a-novel for a copyright on a song 51  This is not mitRe kind exchange for Code Section 1031 purposes. Apparently, 

while copyrights can be exchanged under the first pr on S of the Two-Prong "62 Test, a song's copyright mid a novel's 
copyright are not of Sllificieni like kind to meet the second prong of the Two-Prong "lest. 

Based on these examples, "like kind" does not speak x! thy.' extent Of imp' oxcments or innovations (can we go so laT 
to say its development?) but Melt to its caroaanazaf on ol property and its use Thus. One rmght reasonably argue that 
exchanging one Micah.) for another Bitcom is an exchange of like kind or purposes of Code Section 1031 as in effect 

prior to 1018. :7  After all, it seems that one 13iteaM and another hitcoin should be "of a like kind"--in fact, they are 
tua)ly identical in terms of then-  technology, subject to the electronic keys neeessary to show proof of ownership. They 

include the same rights and these rights are to the same malt:Hying type of pi °party. and thee efore this cxchanga appears 
to satisfy (lie "Iwo-Prong lust and applica hie guidance generally 

What about caLhanges xmong dirk ent types ol cx)plocutreney, such as Biteoin acid Ether cum? Are two crystaurrencies 
sufficiently similar to be ()fa Itke kind for Coile Section 1113 I purpose, d5 in effect prior to 2015? Do they pass the No-
Prona Feat.' In one perhaps msRucLvecx.ininle :hr IRS has hekl that gold bullion held lor divestment and silver bullion 
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held for investment arc not ot a like kind The IRS stated that the values of the silver bullion and the gold bullion are 

&ten-rimed solcly On the basis of their metal content 4  Although the IRS found that 2.old and silver bullion have similar 

and gold [re r0irally different 1-..1c,als and u-cd tat chlfcrent wai.y; s" In another 

coii0 were "numismatic-type coins." in other words their value w LIN "(leteuniiicd by their age, number minted, Instory, 

art :Hid aesthetics, cimdition and metal content 7  The U.S gold coins were ent an cod for South African Krugerrand 
gold coins which were also held as an investment. These South A1t [call goid Loins were "bull:on-type coins,' meaning 

their value as dctennined "solely on the basis of then metal content.' The taxpayer reported the exchange as a Code 
Section 10_11 exchange The IRS disagreed with the taxpayer that Code Section 1031 applies to the tiansaction. suiting 
that ''although the coins dppear to be 1,iniilar because they both contain gold, they actually represent totally diflei en( 

types of underIving investment.- :‘ 4' Specifically_ the IRS explained that the bullion-0.pe coins tic., the South African 
u gerrand gold coins), unlike the numismatic-type coins (i e , the U.S. gold coin, 'rep csent an in‘estrumt in gold 

on wodd mark 05 rather than in the coins themselves ' 6°  In light of these differences in character, the coins could not 
be Lucluinged under Code Section I NI (a) ln contrast, in non-biudIng guidance, the IRS found that South African 

K rUgeiranci gold coins could be exchanged for U.S gold bullion bars in a Code Section 1031 exchange r11  In such case, 
the gold bullion bars were being held for investment purposes The IRS iluit the 1(111 ferences between the gold bullion 
bars and South African Krugcrrand gold coins dre primanly of size, shape and amomit of gold content," and. fuE ther, 
that - the nature or character of the coins [and] bullion gold. . is the same 

Based on that guidance, it seems doubtlnl That a taxpayer could argue that an exchange I Bitcoin or I'lhereurn would be 
all exchange ola "like kind" for purposes of Code Section 1031 as in effect pnor to 2011i if the IRS chooses to look past the 
errptocurrency aspects of Bitcoin and Fthcreum and look more substantively at what is happening outside the currency 
aspects—pa rticulm ly in light of the 'Iwo-Prong Test. This is because Bitcoin and Ethercum.‘vhile both cryptocurrencies, 
are (perhaps surprisingly to my tax colleagues!) developed and function quite differently Bitcoin is what we might more 
typically think of as a cm)tocurrency, and it was developed to act as an online currency without thought to further 

uses. 62  On the other harld, E dictum is not built to only act :is an on currency Instead, it has potential uses far 
beyond a (elide', inc1uding lie I ping to create new types of dam seenrity, storage of data, hclping io create smart programs 

and tools in a variety of industries, along with many other potential uses. 63  In other kvords, one might say that Ititcoin 
Sail investment based in Bitcoin whereas Fthereum represents an investment Lila potentially Lunch Luger market. Thus, 
BitLo1n and Fthereum mighi represent rights that are of a like kind. per he I prong of he Two-Brune Tcm, but they 
nny ElOt haVe rights to the sat Ile underlying property, per the second prone ofthe Two-Pi on Test. Can these two items 
really be considered of a."Iike kind in that case! In iny view, there is seine significant risk that they cannot. 

Even the idea that a Bitcoin-for-Bitcoin exchange may constitute a Code Section 1031 exchange to the extent completed 
prior to 2018, as suggested above, may be doubtful as these technologies evolve By way id example, on August I, 7017, 

Bucom esse,iti dlv -split" *63 into two mai k Bitcoin and "Bitcoin Cash." or "BCC This split was caused by 

at spin iloin the underlying 1  biockchain• upon which Sitcom operated as a tCd1111011 Miatek., ilild by a split among 

Bitcoth users regarding the degree at which Bitcoin should grow and scale over a more global matter. (.6  Could Bitcoin 
have been exchanged for BCC in a Code Sect i0II I 03 I exchange completed before 201S. or were the two cryptocurrencies 
then sufficiently different in character with respect to them underlying property not to be of a like kind? Will there be 
any reliable IllCaIIS to vet this- and similar issues with respect to new cryptocurrtneies from new and similar splits to make 
all :1pp:opiate determination on this issue? These questions arc sure to remain until we have more definitive guidance. 
‘vhich is unlikely to come at my time 500n. 
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ADDITIONAL .I.AX CONSIDERATIONS FOR CRYPTOCTURRENCY 

1 he above provides some highlights of the tax treatment of cryptoeurrency a,iI die unknowns of the Sonic. 'Him: are many 

more unknovsms that are not addressed above. For example, dealers in sehuritias and traders ancl dealers in commodities 

may make a maiI.-to-market election under Code Section 475 with respect to their securities and commodities. This 

election essentially :shows the dealers and traders to use the inventory method of accounting for these pn Iperties and can 

provide significant tax benefits to those who make this election. Does this election apply to cryptocurrency, given it is 

considered proix4ty for S. federal ins:intr. tax purposes? In another example. CC/Uld eryptocurrencies be swapped in a 

commodities swap (sometimes referred to as a notional principal contrast or "NPC5 ) for pUrporcS ol Code Section .1461? 

What about wilt:Ili:4 .4ashore ennnes holding cuptocurrency qualify as passive fo 4:agn invehl merits companies under 

cle Seelicm I 297 ("PFIC"I? In other words, is cryptocurrency a passive ii:Oet for P1 IC purposes'? These and many 

tither questioris remain_ like so many instances in tax law, we arc left to analogize to other guidance and case law, 

wonder about these issues in the shower and hope we made the right arid 144 decision as advisors until reaffirmed or 
told tither wise by the I KS, the courts or Congress. In the meantime, 1 am off to buy cushions los my pant urniture, 

and I umiay just use Riteoin in my exchange. 

Fool not es 
ti SARAH-J \ NE NIORIN is Of Counsel to Mortar Lewis, in San FL ancisco Sae focuses her practice 4o rhprehentation of 

public and privrite companies. phasic equity funds, ‘emnre capital funds, real estate funds, norttoho companies, and real 
estate investment trusts in the tax aspects of complex business transactions and fund formations, including domestic and 
sross-border investioent strategies, sponsor investment strategics. limited partner investment strategics. mercers, acquisitions, 
nits asations, buyouts, lecapaahzations, debt and cquity rastructutings, and nngonia. operailLMS 141 compliance issues 
Additionally, she advises in international ax issues, insludine the tax aspect, of offshoic vehicles X54 /PHU regimes), anti. 
deftrral ode, (5uhpait a withholding, cost shat Mg, and transfei pricing 
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(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

I I 



From: Wrobel Christopher 
To: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FIN: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 7:04:05 PM 

FYI 

From: Friedland Bruce I 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 7:00 PM 
To: Cardone John V < (b)(6) Moriarty John P 

(b)(6) Drenthe Pamela J (b)(6)INrobel 
Christopher .4  (b)(6) ; Goldstein Ronald J 

 

(b)(6) 

Subject: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

I am sure there will be more tomorrow 
(b)(6) From: Bruce Friedland ;. 

Date: Wednesday, Feb 12, 2020, 6:51 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Subject: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

BY ALLYSON VERSPRILLE 
Feb. 12, 2020, 6:14 PM 

• Removes website language saying Fortnite, Roblox money is virtual currency 
• Original wording would have subjected millions to new reporting requirement 

The IRS on Wednesday pulled language from its website that would have subjected millions 
of users of the popular video games Fortnite and Roblox to a new disclosure requirement after 
Bloomberg Tax asked about it. 

A recently revised attachment to Form 1040, which taxpayers use to file their annual income 
tax returns, asks people to answer a yes or no question on whether or not they received, sold, 



exchanged, or otherwise acquired a financial interest in virtual currency in 2019. 

The IRS's webpage,  which has since been updated, originally listed Roblox and V-bucks as 
examples of convertible virtual currency, alongside well-known cryptocurrencies, such as 
Bitcoin and Ether. Bloomberg Tax took a screenshot of that original wording. The webpage 
has since been revised to list Bitcoin as the only example. 

Roblox is an immersive video game that allows users to design their own games. Roblox users 
can earn or purchase "Robux" to buy avatar upgrades or special abilities. "V-bucks" is the 
currency used in the immensely popular Fortnitc combat game to purchase weapons and 
outfits. 

IRS website as it looked at 11:30 AM on Feb. 12. 

The IRS didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. 

Jerry Brito, executive director of the advocacy group Coin Center, noted this language in 
a Twitter post  early Wednesday. He said it could result in millions of people—Roblox and 
Fomite combined boast upwards of 300 million users—unknowingly having an obligation to 
check "yes" on the IRS's new 1040 question. 

"I think a lot of people aren't going to know that they have to answer 'yes' so they're going to 
answer 'no,' he told Bloomberg Tax. 

The added question on the Form 1040 is supposed to help the IRS gather information so it can 
more effectively crack down on people who may be dodging the taxes they owe on virtual 
currency transactions. This effort is aimed primarily at investors who aren't disclosing large 
gains from transactions involving Bitcoin and other popular cryptocurrencies. 

It's unclear how having millions of people disclose their gaining currency would help achieve 
that goal, Brito said. 

A spokesperson for Fortnite creator Epic Games Inc. said by email that characterizing V-bucks 
as a convertible virtual currency didn't make sense. 

Cashing Out? 

On its websitc the IRS defines a convertible virtual currency as one that has an equivalent 
value in real currency or acts as a substitute for real currency. It also says these types of virtual 
currencies can be "digitally traded between users and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, 
U.S. dollars, euros, and other real or virtual currencies." 

The Epic Games spokesperson said V-bucks shouldn't fit that definition. "V-Bucks cannot 'be 
digitally traded between users,' nor can they be 'exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros, and other 
real or virtual currencies,' "the spokesperson said. 

In comparison, Roblox does allow users who are 13 years of age or older to cash out their 
Robux for U.S. dollars if they have at least 100,000 Robux in their account and are members 
of the Roblox premium service. Roblox didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. 



Users can also use third-party online marketplaces to coordinate the sale of gaming currencies 
for real money, but those transactions aren't backed or organized by the game creators. 

"Game economies are typically closed economies where currencies cannot be cashed out or 
traded," the Entertainment Software Association said in a statement. 
at 
"Financial regulators who have considered the status of game currencies in detail have treated 
them distinctly different from Bitcoin and similar virtual currencies precisely because they 
cannot be cashed out," the group said earlier in the day. "We think that is the appropriate 
approach and arc hopeful that on closer consideration the IRS will correct its guidance." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Allyson Versprille in Washington 
at ayersprille@bloomberWax coin 



From: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
To: Dolton. Stuart W 
Subject FW: Article: Garners Rich In Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 9:49:00 AM 

Julie Hanlon Bolton 
Acting Deputy Chief Counsel (IT&A) 

(b)(6) 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 7:04 PM 
To: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FW: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

FYI 

From: Bruce Friedland < (b)(6) 

Date: Wednesday, Feb 12, 2020, 6:51 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Subject: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

BY ALLYSON VERSPR II IF 
Feb. 12, 2020, 6:14 PM 

• Removes website language saying Fortnite, Roblox money is virtual currency 
• Original wording would have subjected millions to new reporting requirement 

The MS on Wednesday pulled language from its website that would have subjected millions 
of users of the popular video games Fortnite and Roblox to a new disclosure requirement after 
Bloomberg Tax asked about it. 

A recently revised attachment to Form 1040, which taxpayers use to file their annual income 
tax returns, asks people to answer a yes or no question on whether or not they received, sold, 
exchanged, or otherwise acquired a financial interest in virtual currency in 2019. 



The IRS's webpagc, which has since been updated, originally listed Roblox and V-bucks as 
examples of convertible virtual currency, alongside well-known ayptocurrencies, such as 
Bitcoin and Ether. Bloomberg Tax took a screenshot of that original wording. The webpage 
has since been revised to list Bitcoin as the only example. 

Roblox is an itnmersive video game that allows users to design their own games. Roblox users 
can earn or purchase "Robux" to buy avatar upgrades or special abilities. "V-bucks" is the 
currency used in the immensely popular Fortnite combat game to purchase weapons and 
outfits. 

IRS website as it looked at 11:30 AM on Feb. 12. 

The IRS didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. 

Jerry Brito, executive director of the advocacy group Coin Center, noted this language in 
a Twitter post early Wednesday. He said it could result in millions of people—Roblox and 
Fomite combined boast upwards of 300 million users—unknowingly having an obligation to 
check "yes" on the IRS's new 1040 question. 

"I think a lot of people aren't going to know that they have to answer 'yes' so they're going to 
answer 'no," he told Bloomberg Tax. 

The added question on the Form 1040 is supposed to help the IRS gather information so it can 
more effectively crack down on people who may be dodging the taxes they owe on virtual 
currency transactions. This effort is aimed primarily at investors who aren't disclosing large 
gains from transactions involving Bitcoin and other popular cryptocurrencies. 

It's unclear how having millions of people disclose their gaming currency would help achieve 
that goal, Brito said. 

A spokesperson for Fortnite creator Epic Games Inc. said by email that characterizing V-bucks 
as a convertible virtual currency didn't make sense. 

Cashing Out? 

On its website the IRS defines a convertible virtual currency as one that has an equivalent 
value in real currency or acts as a substitute for real currency. It also says these types of virtual 
currencies can be "digitally traded between users and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, 
U.S. dollars, euros, and other real or virtual currencies." 

The Epic Games spokesperson said V-bucks shouldn't fit that definition. "V-Bucks cannot 'be 
digitally traded between users,' nor can they be 'exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros, and other 
real or virtual currencies,' "the spokesperson said. 

In comparison, Roblox does allow users who are 13 years of age or older to cash out thcir 
Robux for U.S. dollars if they have at least 100,000 Robux in their account and are members 
of the Roblox premium service. Roblox didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. 

Users can also use third-party online marketplaces to coordinate the sale of gaming currencies 



for real money, but those transactions aren't backed or organized by the game creators. 

"Game economies are typically closed economies where currencies cannot be cashed out or 
traded," the Entertainment Software Association said in a statement. 
at 
"Financial regulators who have considered the status of game currencies in detail have treated 
them distinctly different from Bitcoin and similar virtual currencies precisely because they 
cannot be cashed out," the group said earlier in the day. "We think that is the appropriate 
approach and arc hopeful that on closer consideration the IRS will correct its guidance." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Allyson Versprille in Washington 
at aversprille@bloombergtaz corn 



(b)(6) 

Douglas W 
Subject: VC Press Response 

(b)(6) 

From: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
To: Moriarty John P 
Subjecb FW: VC Press Response 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:17:01 PM 

Julie Hanlon Bolton 
Acting Deputy Chief Counsel (IT&A) 

(b)(6) 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:01 PM 
To: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: RE: VC Press Response 

Julie, 

Just wanted to confirm that we can send this to Bruce, or whether we need to circle back with Bill 
first. Thanks. 

Chris 

Flax Nikole C 
Khoury Mireille T  

Goldstein Ronald J 
(b)(6) O'Donnell 

(b)(6) 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 4:55 PM 
To: Wrobel Christopher 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie < 

 

(b)(6) 

We're good. 

(b)(6) From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 4:49 PM 
To: Cardone John V (b)(6) 

Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
(b)(6) 

Subject: VC Press Response 

(b)(6) .; Goldstein Ronald J 

John, 

We met will Bill Paul this afternoon to discuss the response to the pending virtual currency press 
questions about gaming currency. (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Chris 



(b)(6) 

  

(b)(6) (b)(6) Eldridge Michelle L 
(b)(6).; Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6) Moriarty John P 
(b)(6)1 Wrobel Christopher 

(b)(6)7 

From: Friedland Bruce I < 
Date: Thursday, Feb 13, 2020, 3:35 PM 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) (b)(6) Cc: Lemons Terry L3  
Reynolds Jodie M .1  

Eldridge Michelle L 
(b)(6) ,  cullinan Thomas A 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
To: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FW: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 3:57:14 PM 

Julie, 

We just received this. 

From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 3:49 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I 
Cc: Lemons Terry L 
Reynolds Jodie M 

Subject: RE: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Bruce, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Copying John and Chris to weigh in for accuracy. 

To: Desmond Michael J < (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Mike, 



CNN has come in to confirm your remarks in the story below. Any 
concerns with the report below? I'm happy to confirm. 

Bruce 
IRS Media Relations 

Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Feb. 13, 2020, 2:26 PM 

IRS Chief Counsel Michael Desmond indicated that the inclusion of the 
video game currencies was a mistake, though he offered no insight on 
how they ended up alongside Bitcoinon the list of examples. 

"It was corrected and that was done quickly—as soon as it was brought 
to our attention," Desmond told reporters Thursday at a Tax Council 
Policy Institute conference in Washington. 

The IRS has been focused on curbing cryptocurrency tax evasion. Last 
fall the agencyreleased an updated Form 1040, which is used to report 
income, that for the first time asked taxpayers if theyhad received, sold, 
exchanged, or otherwise acquired a financial interest in a virtual 
currency. 

Fortnite and Roblox, like many other online video games, allow players 
to earn orpurchase in-game currencies that are used to customize and 
upgrade their characters. 

Jerry Brito, executive director of the advocacy group Coin Center, said 
Wednesday that labeling in-game currencies as convertible virtual 
currency could unknowingly subject millions of people to new IRS 
reporting requirements based on the agency's website. Even though the 
IRS pulled the language from the website, Brito said he is unsure 
whether that means people with in-game currency are in the clear. 

Desmond demurred when asked to confirm that gamers wouldn't need 
to mark 'yes to the new 1040 question, but said addressing gaming 



currencies in the virtual currency context isn't a major focus for the 
agency right now. 

"I am not even looking into that. So I'm not saying one way or another. I 
think I'dbe getting ahead of myself if I said anything," Desmond said. 
"Read the website. We posted a correction yesterday and I kind of leave 
it at that." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Allyson Versprille in Washington at 
aversprille@bloombergtaxmm 



(b)(6)I 

(b)(6)1;  Eldridge Michelle L 
Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6)  Moriarty John P 
Wrobel Christopher 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

To: Friedland Bruce I 
Cc: Lemons Terry L 
Reynolds Jodie M 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

From: Manlon-Bolton Julie 
To: Moriarty John P 
Subject FW: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 4:03:00 PM 

FYI. Chris Ron and I me 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

The team is working with john Cardone on this issue. 
Thanks, 
Julie 

Julie Hanlon Bolton 
Acting Deputy Chief Counsel (IT&A) 

(b)(6) 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 3:57 PM 
To: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FW: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Julie, 

We just received this. 

From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 3:49 PM 

Bruce, 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



(b)(6) Eldridge Michelle L < (b)(6) 

 

(b)(6)1Cullinan Thomas A 

Copying John and Chris to weigh in for accuracy. 

From: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Date: Thursday, Feb 13, 2020, 3:35 PM 

To: Desmond Michael J < (b)(6) 

Cc: Lemons Terry L • 

Reynolds Jodie M <I  
(b)(6) 

Subject: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Mike, 

CNN has come in to confirm your remarks in the story below. Any 
concerns with the report below? I'm happy to confirm. 

Bruce 
IRS Media Relations 

Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Feb. 13, 2020, 2:26 PM 

IRS Chief Counsel Michael Desmond indicated that the inclusion of the 
video game currencies was a mistake, though he offered no insight on 
how they ended up alongside Bitcoinon the list of examples. 

"It was corrected and that was done quickly—as soon as it was brought 
to our attention," Desmond told reporters Thursday at a Tax Council 
Policy Institute conference in Washington. 

The IRS has been focused on curbing cryptocurrency tax evasion. Last 
fall the agencyreleased an updated Form 1040, which is used to report 
income, that for the first time asked taxpayers if theyhad received, sold, 
exchanged, or otherwise acquired a financial interest in a virtual 
currency. 



Fortnite and Roblox, like many other online video games, allow players 
to earn orpurchase in-game currencies that are used to customize and 
upgrade their characters. 

Jerry Brito, executive director of the advocacy group Coin Center, said 
Wednesday that labeling in-game currencies as convertible virtual 
currency could unknowingly subject millions of people to new IRS 
reporting requirements based on the agency's website. Even though the 
IRS pulled the language from the website, Brito said he is unsure 
whether that means people with in-game currency are in the clear. 

Desmond demurred when asked to confirm that gamers wouldn't need 
to mark 'yes' to the new 1040 question, but said addressing gaming 
currencies in the virtual currency context isn't a major focus for the 
agency right now. 

"I am not even looking into that. So I'm not saying one way or another. I 
think fidbe getting ahead of myself if I said anything," Desmond said. 
"Read the website. We posted a correction yesterday and I kind of leave 
it at that." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Allyson Versprille in Washington at 
aversorille©bloombergtax corn 



From: Moriarty John P 
To: Friedland Bruce I 
Subject RE: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 10:04:00 AM 

Thanks, Bruce. And, oh yes, there will be more tomorrow. 

From: Friedland Bruce I 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 7:00 PM 
To: Cardone John V; Moriarty John P; Drenthe Pamela 3; Wrobel Christopher; Goldstein Ronald) 
Subject: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

I am sure there will be more tomorrow 
(b)(6) From: Bruce Friedlanc 

Date: Wednesday, Feb 12,2020, 6:51 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I 
Subject: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

(b)(6) 

Gainers Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

BY ALLYSON VERSPRIT.T .F. 
Feb. 12, 2020, 6:14 PM 

• Removes website language saying Fortnite, Roblox money is virtual currency 
• Original wording would have subjected millions to new reporting requirement 

The IRS on Wednesday pulled language from its website that would have subjected millions 
of users of the popular video games Fortnite and Roblox to a new disclosure requirement after 
Bloomberg Tax asked about it. 

A recently revised attachment to Form 1040, which taxpayers use to file their annual income 
tax returns, asks people to answer a yes or no question on whether or not they received, sold, 
exchanged, or otherwise acquired a financial interest in virtual currency in 2019. 

The IRS's webpage, which has since been updated, originally listed Roblox and V-bucks as 
examples of convertible virtual currency, alongside well-known cryptoeurrencies, such as 
Bitcoin and Ether. Bloomberg Tax took a screenshot of that original wording. The webpage 
has since been revised to list Bitcoin as the only example. 



Roblox is an immcrsive video game that allows users to design their own games. Roblox users 
can earn or purchase "Robux" to buy avatar upgrades or special abilities. "V-bucks" is the 
currency used in the immensely popular Fortnite combat game to purchase weapons and 
outfits. 

IRS website as it looked at 11:30 AM on Feb. 12. 

The IRS didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. 

Jerry Brito, executive director of the advocacy group Coin Center, noted this language in 
a Twitter post  early Wednesday. He said it could result in millions of people Roblox and 
Fomite combined boast upwards of 300 million users—unknowingly having an obligation to 
check "yes" on the IRS's new 1040 question. 

"I think a lot of people aren't going to know that they have to answer 'yes' so they're going to 
answer 'no," he told Bloomberg Tax. 

The added question on the Form 1040 is supposed to help the IRS gather information so it can 
more effectively crack down on people who may be dodging the taxes they owe on virtual 
currency transactions. This effort is aimed primarily at investors who aren't disclosing large 
gains from transactions involving Bitcoin and other popular cryptocurrencies. 

It's unclear how having millions of people disclose their gaming currency would help achieve 
that goal, Brito said. 

A spokesperson for Fortnite creator Epic Games Inc. said by email that characterizing V-bucks 
as a convertible virtual currency didn't make sense. 

Cashing Out? 

On its websitc the IRS defines a convertible virtual currency as one that has an equivalent 
value in real currency or acts as a substitute for real currency. It also says these types of virtual 
currencies can be "digitally traded between users and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, 
U.S. dollars, euros, and other real or virtual currencies." 

The Epic Games spokesperson said V-bucks shouldn't fit that definition. "V-Bucks cannot 'be 
digitally traded between users,' nor can they be 'exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros, and other 
real or virtual currencies,' "the spokesperson said. 

In comparison, Roblox does allow users who are 13 years of age or older to cash out their 
Robin( for U.S. dollars if they have at least 100,000 Robux in their account and are members 
of the Roblox premium service. Roblox didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. 

Users can also use third-party online marketplaces to coordinate the sale of gaming currencies 
for real money, but those transactions aren't backed or organized by the game creators. 

"Game economies are typically closed economies where currencies cannot be cashed out or 
traded," the Entertainment Software Association said in a statement. 
at 
"Financial regulators who have considered the status of game currencies in detail have treated 



them distinctly different from Bitcoin and similar virtual currencies precisely because they 
cannot be cashed out," the group said earlier in the day. "We think that is the appropriate 
approach and are hopeful that on closer consideration the IRS will correct its guidance." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Allyson Versprille in Washington 
at aversprillegbloombergtax  m 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Harlon-Bolton Julie 
Wrobel Cbristooher; Moriarty John P 
RE: ARTICLE: CNN - IRS quietly deletes guideline that Fortnite virtual currency must be reported on tax returns 
Thursday, February 13, 2020 2:39:00 Pm 

    

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Julie Hanlon Bolton 
Acting Deputy Chief Counsel (IT&A) 

(b)(6) 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 1:44 PM 
To: Moriarty John P; Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FW: ARTICLE: CNN - IRS quietly deletes guideline that Fortnite virtual currency must be 
reported on tax returns 

From: Friedland Bruce I 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 1:26 PM 
To: Wrobel Christopher < 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) Goldstein Ronald J 

Subject: ARTICLE: CNN - IRS quietly deletes guideline that Fortnite virtual currency must be reported 
on tax returns 

IRS quietly deletes guideline that Fortnite virtual currency must 
be reported on tax returns  

CNN 

Washington, DC (CNN Business) For months leading up to this tax season, a 
section of the IRS's website advised players of Fortnite, the popular online video 
game, that their use of in-game virtual currency could be subject to federal taxes. 

The little-noticed provision, which dated back at least to October according to the 
cached version of an IRS webpage on Archive.org, appeared to mark the first time 
the agency has ruled on video game currencies, including Fortnite's V-bucks, 
purchased with real dollars. By applying the same policy to in-game money that it 
enforces on bitcoin, ether and other cryptocurrencies, the IRS guide seemed poised 
to affect millions of garners — or their parents. 

But on Wednesday, the IRS scrubbed all mentions of the in-game currency from the 
webpage after questions from CNN and other outlets about the policy. Despite the 
sudden deletion, experts believe that transactions involving video game currencies 



will still need to be reported under a new question the IRS is including this year on tax 
forms. Just because the IRS deleted the language, they said, does not resolve 
questions about how the IRS plans to treat video game currencies. 

The IRS didn't respond to multiple requests for comment, and did not respond when 
CNN asked for a clear statement about the tax treatment of video game currencies. 

The IRS's unexplained changes only add to confusion about how it is handling tax 
filings for virtual currencies -- and which digital products are lumped into the category. 
"[The] definition of virtual currency in IRS guidance would still encompass these," 
Jerry Brito, executive director at the Coin Center, a virtual currency think tank wrote  
on Twitter after the changes. "I don't think they realized the consequences of their 
1040 question." 

The agency has long reminded Americ ns that virtual currency is treated like property 
for tax purposes. When Americans buy bitcoin, for example, they need to keep track 
of how much they paid for it. When they sell, they need to report any appreciation in 
value and pay taxes on those capital gains (and can claim a loss if there were 
realized losses). Using bitcoin to buy goods and services, even a coffee, is still 
considered a sale of property and potentially a taxable event. The IRS published a 
landmark policy guidance in 2014 laying out the details, and another imitate last year. 

Last fall, the IRS appeared to clarify that the same tax policy also applies to video 
game currencies. 
"Bitcoin, Ether, Roblox, and V-bucks are a few examples of a convertible virtual 
currency," the IRS said on the weboage prior to removing the language on 
Wednesday. The IRS did not appear to limit the types of video game currencies that 
may be covered under the policy. 
Modern video games have increasingly turned to sales of virtual currency — which 
can then be used to purchase in-game costumes, weapon skins and randomized loot 
boxes — as a form of revenue. 

Popular online games such as Apex Legends, PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds and 
League of Legends all use in-game currencies and are likely subject to the rule, said 
Neeraj Agrawal, a spokesman for the Coin Center. 

"Every major online game has some kind of in-game economy at this point," he said. 
"It's a very popular mechanic." 

Fortnite in particular has become an internet sensation, amassing $1.8 billion in 
revenue last year, according to industry estimates. Last March, Fortnite's publisher, 
Epic Games announced the title had nearly 250 million registered players around the 
globe. 

Following the IRS's surgical edits this week, bitcoin is the only remaining example of a 
virtual currency offered on the agency webpage. But just because V-bucks have been 
removed does not mean the IRS regards all transactions in the currency as tax-
exempt. 



"They probably removed it because it's not particularly accurate, or had some error," 
said Mark Steber, chief tax officer at the tax prep company Jackson Hewitt. "In the 
law, if it's not specifically exempted, then it's taxable. Nothing is exempt from taxation 
which is not excluded from the law." 

Taxpayers who had virtual currency transactions in 2019 will need to fill out Schedule 
1 with their Form 1040, according to the IRS's 1040 instructions. The first question on 
Schedule 1. "At any time during 2019, did you receive, sell, send, exchange, or 
otherwise acquire any financial interest in any virtual currency?" 

According to the instructions for Schedule 1 taxpayers will need to answer yes if they 
have engaged in a transaction involving virtual currency; if they have received any 
amount of virtual currency for free; have exchanged virtual currency for goods or 
services; have sold virtual currency; or have exchanged virtual currency for other 
property, including other virtual currency. 

The reversal came the same day that the Government Accountability Office published 
a report  calling on the IRS to provide "clarified guidance" on virtual currencies. 

Some tax experts said the agency is simply struggling to apply time-honored tax 
principles to novel technologies. 

"The IRS is trying to communicate that an accretion of value ... will trigger a taxable 
event, whether you are using the currency to buy a tangible item or to acquire a 
virtual item, said Mary Baker, who leads the tax policy practice at the law firm K&L 
Gates in Washington. "How to keep track of these transactions and their taxable 
effect is an issue that Congress and the Treasury Department both are grappling 
with." 

Just because you may need to answer "yes" to the question on Schedule 1 does not 
necessarily mean you need to fill out anything else, Steber said. It depends on your 
personal situation. But some may need to report capital gains stemming from their 
virtual currency transactions on other forms. 

"This question is an indicator that more is likely coming — more guidance, more rules, 
more requirements, more oversight and monitoring by the IRS," he said. "It's no 
longer something that's going to live in the background shadows. There's too much 
money there." 

Although there's much that's still unsettled about how to track virtual currency 
transactions — and who should be responsible for it — Baker said the onus is still on 
taxpayers to figure out whether they owe the IRS and to fill out an accurate tax return, 
at least for now. 



From: Desmond Michael 3  
To: Friedland Bruce I 
Cc: Lemons Terry I.; Eldridge Michelle I.; Reynolds Jodie M; CuIllnan Thomas A Moriarty John 12' Wrobel Christopher 
Subject: RE: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 3:49:10 PM 

Bruce, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Copying John and Chris to weigh in for accuracy. 

(b)(6) Cullinan 

From: Friedland Bruce I < 
Date: Thursday, Feb 13, 2020, 3:35 PM 
To: Desmond Michael J < (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Cc: Lemons Terry L (b)(6)  Eldridge Michelle L 
(b)(6) Reynolds Jodie M < 

Thomas A .<1 (b)(6) 

Subject: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Mike, 

CNN has come in to confirm your remarks in the story below. Any 
concerns with the report below? I'm happy to confirm. 

Bruce 
IRS Media Relations 

Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Feb. 13, 2020, 2:26 PM 

IRS Chief Counsel Michael Desmond indicated that the inclusion of the 
video game currencies was a mistake, though he offered no insight on 



how they ended up alongside Bitcoinon the list of examples. 

"It was corrected and that was done quickly—as soon as it was brought 
to our attention," Desmond told reporters Thursday at a Tax Council 
Policy Institute conference in Washington. 

The IRS has been focused on curbing cryptocurrency tax evasion. Last 
fall the agencyreleased an updated Form 1040, which is used to report 
income, that for the first time asked taxpayers if theyhad received, sold, 
exchanged, or otherwise acquired a financial interest in a virtual 
currency. 

Fortnite and Roblox, like many other online video games, allow players 
to earn orpurchase in-game currencies that are used to customize and 
upgrade their characters. 

Jerry Brito, executive director of the advocacy group Coin Center, said 
Wednesday that labeling in-game currencies as convertible virtual 
currency could unknowingly subject millions of people to new IRS 
reporting requirements based on the agency's website. Even though the 
IRS pulled the language from the website, Brito said he is unsure 
whether that means people with in-game currency are in the clear. 

Desmond demurred when asked to confirm that gamers wouldn't need 
to mark 'yes' to the new 1040 question, but said addressing gaming 
currencies in the virtual currency context isn't a major focus for the 
agency right now. 

"I am not even looking into that. So I'm not saying one way or another. I 
think fidbe getting ahead of myself if I said anything," Desmond said. 
"Read the website. We posted a correction yesterday and I kind of leave 
it at that." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Allyson Versprille in Washington at 
aversprille@bloombergtax.com 



From: Friedland Bruce I 
To: Cardone John V; Moriarty John P; Drenthe Pamela j; Wrobel Christooher; Goldstein Ronald 3 
Subject: Article: Garners Rich In Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 6:59:39 PM 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

I am sure there will be more tomorrow 
From: Bruce Friedland (b)(6) 

Date: Wednesday, Feb 12, 2020, 6:51 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Subject: Article: Garners Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

Gainers Rich in Virtual Cash Freed from IRS Reporting Worry 

BY ALLYSON VERSPRILLE 
Feb. 12, 2020, 6:14 PM 

Removes website language saying Fortnite, Roblox money is virtual currency 

Original wording would have subjected millions to new reporting requirement 
The IRS on Wednesday pulled language from its website that would have subjected millions 
of users of the popular video games Fortnite and Roblox to a new disclosure requirement after 
Bloomberg Tax asked about it. 

A recently revised attachment to Form 1040, which taxpayers use to file their annual income 
tax returns, asks people to answer a yes or no question on whether or not they received, sold, 
exchanged, or otherwise acquired a financial interest in virtual currency in 2019. 

The IRS's webpage, which has since been updated, originally listed Roblox and V-bucks as 
examples of convertible virtual currency, alongside well-known cryptocurrencies, such as 
Bitcoin and Ether. Bloomberg Tax took a screenshot of that original wording. The webpage 
has since been revised to list Bitcoin as the only example. 

Roblox is an irnmersive video game that allows users to design their own games. Roblox users 
can earn or purchase "Robux" to buy avatar upgrades or special abilities. "V-bucks" is the 
currency used in the immensely popular Fortnite combat game to purchase weapons and 
outfits. 



IRS website as it looked at 11:30 AM on Feb. 12. 

The IRS didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. 

Jerry Brito, executive director of the advocacy group Coin Center, noted this language in 
a Twitter post early Wednesday. He said it could result in millions of people—Roblox and 
Fomite combined boast upwards of 300 million users—unknowingly having an obligation to 
check "yes" on the IRS's new 1040 question. 

"I think a lot of people aren't going to know that they have to answer 'yes' so they're going to 
answer `no," he told Bloomberg Tax. 

The added question on the Form 1040 is supposed to help the IRS gather information so it can 
more effectively crack down on people who may be dodging the taxes they owe on virtual 
currency transactions. This effort is aimed primarily at investors who aren't disclosing large 
gains from transactions involving Bitcoin and other popular cryptocurrencies. 

It's unclear how having millions of people disclose their gaming currency would help achieve 
that goal, Brito said. 

A spokesperson for Fortnite creator Epic Games Inc. said by email that characterizing V-bucks 
as a convertible virtual currency didn't make sense. 

Cashing Out? 
On its website the IRS defines a convertible virtual currency as one that has an equivalent 
value in real currency or acts as a substitute for real currency. It also says these types of virtual 
currencies can be "digitally traded between users and can be purchased for, or exchanged into, 
U.S. dollars, euros, and other real or virtual currencies." 

The Epic Games spokesperson said V-bucks shouldn't fit that definition. "V-Bucks cannot 'be 



digitally traded between users,' nor can they be 'exchanged into, U.S. dollars, Euros, and other 
real or virtual currencies,' "the spokesperson said. 

In comparison, Roblox does allow users who are 13 years of age or older to cash out their 
Robux for U.S. dollars if they have at least 100,000 Robux in their account and are members 
of the Roblox premium service. Roblox didn't immediately respond to a request for comment. 

Users can also use third-party online marketplaces to coordinate the sale of gaming currencies 
for real money, but those transactions aren't backed or organized by the game creators. 

"Game economics arc typically closed economics where currencies cannot be cashed out or 
traded," the Entertainment Software Association said in a statement. 
at 
"Financial regulators who have considered the status of game currencies in detail have treated 
them distinctly different from Bitcoin and similar virtual currencies precisely because they 
cannot be cashed out," the group said earlier in the day. "We think that is the appropriate 
approach and are hopeful that on closer consideration the IRS will correct its guidance." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Allyson Versprille in Washington 
at aversprille@bloombergtax.com 



Eldridge Michelle L Cc: Lemons Terry L (b)(64 

  Reynolds Jodie M  
4 (b)(6i 
Subject: MEDIA INQUIRY: Virtual Currency and Video Game "dollars" 

, Moriarty John P (b)(6) 

CNN and Bloomberg came in on an SBSE web page on a tip from the VC industry that our web page 
meant that video garners would haw to make-sure-the -  _hpckertthp_npw hox_on_thp_1040_if_thpv. _ _  
received game "v-bucks!'  

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Desmond Michael 3  
To: Friedland Bruce I  Cullinan Thomas A; Paul William m 
Cc: Lemons Terry l‘;  Eldridge MIclieljel; Reynolds Jodie M; Moriarty John P; Flax Nikole  
Subject: RE: MEDIA INQUIRY: Virtual Currency and Video Game "dollars" 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 2:31:09 PM 

FYI, at the TCPI conference today a number of trade reporters peppered me with questions on 
this. My response was limited - we were informed of the issue and quickly changed the web 
site, don't read too much into it. Lots of questions about whether we're doing guidance, etc. 

Mike 

From: Friedland Bruce I < 
Date: Wednesday, Feb 12, 2020,4:56 PM 
To: Cullinan Thomas A < 

(b)(6) 

   

    

 

(b)(6) , Desmond Michael J 
(b)(6)I Paul William M 

(b)(6) 

Bruce 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



(b)(5) 
Deliberative 

Process 
Privilege 

From: Wrobel Christooher 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; )(libel! Wendy 14 Goldstein Ronald 3; Moriarty John P 
Subject: Form 1040 Instructions 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 7:31:47 PM 

Bill, 
As you requeste 
virtual currency. 

 

. following is the language from the 7019 Form 1040 Instructions that nertains to  

 

       

      

      

       
       

       

       

Virtual Currency 
If, in 2019, you engaged in any transaction involving virtual currency, check the "Yes" box next to 
the question on virtual currency at the top of Schedule 1. A transaction involving virtual currency 
includes: 

The receipt or transfer of virtual currency for free (without providing any consideration), including 
from an air-drop or following a hard fork; 

An exchange of virtual currency for goods or services; 

A sale of virtual currency; and 

An exchange of virtual currency for other property, including for another virtual currency. 

If you disposed of any virtual currency that was held as a capital asset, use Form 8949 to figure your 
capital gain or loss and report it on Schedule D (Form 1040 or 1040-SR). 

If you received any virtual currency as compensation for services or disposed of any virtual currency 
that you held for sale to customers in a trade or business, you must report the income as you would 
report other income of the same type (for example, W-2 wages on Form 1040 or 1040-SR, line 1, or 
inventory or services from Schedule C on Schedule 1). 

If, in 2019, you have not engaged in any transaction involving virtual currency, and you don't 
otherwise have to file Schedule 1, you don't have to do any-thing further. If you otherwise have to 
file Schedule 1, check the "No" box. 
For more information, go to IRS.gov/ virtuakurrencyfaqs 



< (b)(6) 

Subject: Virtual Currency 

This is the statement that went to the-rerforters-

 

(b)(5) 
Deliberative 
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Privilege 

From: Friedland Bruce I . 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: Cardone John V < 
Subject: FW: IRS Statement on Changes to Virtual Currency Web Page 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
To: Moriarty John P; Manion-Bolton Julie 
Subject: AN: Virtual Currency 
Date: Friday, February 14, 2020 2:04:53 PM 

John and Julie, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Chris 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 1:54 PM 
To: Goldstein Ronald J . (b)(6) Wrobel Christopher 

 

Here is the statement that went to four or five reporterS 

(b)(6) From: Friedland Bruce I < 
Date: Friday, Feb 14, 2020, 12:40 PM 
Subject: IRS Statement on Changes to Virtual Currency Web Page 

IRS Statement 

The IRS recognizes that the language on our page potentially caused concern 
for some taxpayers. We have changed the language in order to lessen any 
confusion. Transacting in virtual currencies as part of a game that do not leave 
the game environment (virtual currencies that are not convertible) would not 



require a taxpayer to indicate this on their tax return. 



From: Moriarty John P 
To: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: RE: NYTImes 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 10:08:19 AM 
Attachments: imaae001-ona 

No problem. I'll be on-line every now and then today between meetings and a trip to Motor 
Vehicles to get my REAL ID. 

From: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 10:07 AM 
To: Moriarty John P 
Subject: RE: NYTimes 

Thanks, John. 

From: Moriarty John P < 
Date: Thursday, Feb 13, 2020, 10:02 AM 
To: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FW: NYTimes 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 10:01 AM 
To: Zuba Kathryn A; Wrobel Christopher 
Cc: Moriarty John P; Tonuzi Drita 
Subject: FW: NYTimes 

Kathy and Chris, 

FYI on VC reporting if you have not seen this. I asked Drita to schedule some time next week to 
discuss status of the 6045 proj 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 

Mike 

From: Bohls Dawn E 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 9:55 AM 
To: Desmond Michael J 
Cc: Tonuzi Drita 
Subject: RE: NYTimes 

Mike—

 



From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 9:47 AM 
To: Bohls Dawn E 
Cc: Tonuzi Drita < 
Subject: NYTimes 

(b)(6) 

I've attached the requested article. Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. 

Regards, 
Dawn E. Bohls 
Reference Librarian 
CC:FM:LIB 
1111 Constitution Ave. 
Washington, DC 20224 

  

(b)(6) 

 

Tel. (b)(6)  (Direct) I Ref. Desk (as of 9/12/2019) 

ta 

Dawn, 

Could you pull and send to me/Drita the New York Times article from this morning reporting on the 
Secretary's testimony yesterday about cryptocurrency reporting? 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael j. Desmond 
IRS Chief Counsel 

(b)(6) 



From: Wrobel Christooher 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; )(libel! Wendy 14 Goldstein Ronald 3; Moriarty John P 
Subject: Form 1040 Instructions 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 7:31:47 PM 

Bill, 

As you requested, following is the language from the 2019 Form 1040 Instructions that pertains to  

Virtual Currency 
If, in 2019, you engaged in any transaction involving virtual currency, check the "Yes" box next to 
the question on virtual currency at the top of Schedule 1. A transaction involving virtual currency 
includes: 

The receipt or transfer of virtual currency for free (without providing any consideration), including 
from an air-drop or following a hard fork; 

An exchange of virtual currency for goods or services; 

A sale of virtual currency; and 

An exchange of virtual currency for other property, including for another virtual currency. 

If you disposed of any virtual currency that was held as a capital asset, use Form 8949 to figure your 
capital gain or loss and report it on Schedule D (Form 1040 or 1040-SR). 

If you received any virtual currency as compensation for services or disposed of any virtual currency 
that you held for sale to customers in a trade or business, you must report the income as you would 
report other income of the same type (for example, W-2 wages on Form 1040 or 1040-SR, line 1, or 
inventory or services from Schedule C on Schedule 1). 

If, in 2019, you have not engaged in any transaction involving virtual currency, and you don't 
otherwise have to file Schedule 1, you don't have to do any-thing further. If you otherwise have to 
file Schedule 1, check the "No" box. 
For more information, go to IRS.gov/ virtuakurrencyfaqs 

virtual currency. I\ 
(b)(5) 

Deliberative 
Process 
Privilege 



(b)(6) 
(b)(6) Eldridge Michelle L 

Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 

 

From: Manlon-Bolton Julie 
To: Moriarty John P 
Subject: FW: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 4:03:10 PM 

FYI. Chris, Ron, and I met with Bill Paul just now.  
(b)(S) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 
Julie 

Julie Hanlon Bolton 
Acting Deputy Chief Counsel (IT&A) 

(b)(6) 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 3:57 PM 
To: Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FW: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Julie, 

We just received this. 

From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 3:49 PM 
To: Friedland Bruce I 
Cc: Lemons Terry L  <  
Reynolds Jodie M <  

(b)(6) Moriarty John P 
4 (b)(6) Wrobel Christopher 

(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Bruce, 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



Copying John and Chris to weigh in for accuracy. 

From: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Date: Thursday, Feb 13, 2020, 3:35 PM 

To: Desmond Michael J • (b)(6) 

Cc: Lemons Terry L • (b)(6) Eldridge Michelle L. 

Reynolds Jodie Mc (b)(6) Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: Bloomberg: Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Mike, 

CNN has come in to confirm your remarks in the story below. Any 
concerns with the report below? I'm happy to confirm. 

Bruce 
IRS Media Relations 

Calling Fortnite Cash a Virtual Currency Was an IRS Error 

Feb. 13, 2020, 2:26 PM 

IRS Chief Counsel Michael Desmond indicated that the inclusion of the 
video game currencies was a mistake, though he offered no insight on 
how they ended up alongside Bitcoinon the list of examples. 

"It was corrected and that was done quickly—as soon as it was brought 
to our attention," Desmond told reporters Thursday at a Tax Council 
Policy Institute conference in Washington. 

The IRS has been focused on curbing cryptocurrency tax evasion. Last 
fall the agencyreleased an updated Form 1040, which is used to report 
income, that for the first time asked taxpayers if theyhad received, sold, 
exchanged, or otherwise acquired a financial interest in a virtual 
currency. 



Fortnite and Roblox, like many other online video games, allow players 
to earn orpurchase in-game currencies that are used to customize and 
upgrade their characters. 

Jerry Brito, executive director of the advocacy group Coin Center, said 
Wednesday that labeling in-game currencies as convertible virtual 
currency could unknowingly subject millions of people to new IRS 
reporting requirements based on the agency's website. Even though the 
IRS pulled the language from the website, Brito said he is unsure 
whether that means people with in-game currency are in the clear. 

Desmond demurred when asked to confirm that gamers wouldn't need 
to mark 'yes' to the new 1040 question, but said addressing gaming 
currencies in the virtual currency context isn't a major focus for the 
agency right now. 

"I am not even looking into that. So I'm not saying one way or another. I 
think fidbe getting ahead of myself if I said anything," Desmond said. 
"Read the website. We posted a correction yesterday and I kind of leave 
it at that." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Allyson Versprille in Washington at 
aversorille©bloombergtax corn 



Lemons Terry L (b)(6) 

From: Goldstein Ronald J  
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Kribell Wendy 14 Moriarty John P; Hanfon-Bolton Julie; Wrobel Christopher 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency 
Date: Friday, February 14, 2020 8:38:21 AM 

Good morning Bill. I see you are not copied on this email chain. Please let me know if you 
would like to discuss. 

Ron Goldstein 
STR - CC:ITA:B4 
202.317.4887 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 7:50 AM 
To: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Cc: Wrobel Christopher 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) Drenthe Pamela J 
(b)(6) ; Reynolds Jodie M 

Subject: Virtual Currency 

(b)(6) 

; Goldstein Ronald J 
; Flax Nikole C 

; Eldridge Michelle L 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

The Chief Counsel is OK with the statement that you wrote Wednesday, with 
the suggested edit below. Can you move forward with this please? 

(b)(6) From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 9:33 PM 
To: Flax Nikole C  
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) ; Cardone John V 
(b)(6) 

  

O'Donnell Douglas W < (b)(6) 

  

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

Nikole, 
With a minor suggested change (in bold below), I am okay with the plain language. 
Thanks, 
Mike 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



From: Flax Nikole C 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 8:37 PM 
To: Desmond Michael 3 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A; Cardone John V; O'Donnell Douglas W 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

I am sending what I understand to be the versions of language floating around. I know we want to 
be precise, but think we may just want to cut this off as quickly as possible and stick with the more 
plain-language version. Does that give you concern? Thanks 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(6) From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:57 PM 
To: Flax Nikole C 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6) 

Subject: Virtual Currency 

Nikole, 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) ; Cardone John V 

I understand IT&A is working with LB&I to address the questions swirling around on virtual currency 
and video games. I spoke to the CIR in passing, he has seen articles/e-mails. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael 3. Desmond 
IRS Chief Counsel 

(b)(6) 



(b)(6) .; Richards John B 

From: Tacknev Stephen B 
To: Moriarty John P 
Subject: AN: GAO report re: virtual currency -- report Issued 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 10:21:28 AM 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks — 
Stephen 

From: McNally William L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 6:42 PM 
To: Richards John B; Green Lauson C; Shepherd Neil D 
Cc: Gernstein Sydney L; Fernandez Catherine L; Tackney Stephen B 
Subject: RE: GAO report re: virtual currency -- report issued 

We did not provide input on the GAO report. 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Best, 

Will 
From: Richards John B< (b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 6:21 PM 
To: Green Lauson Cc 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) Shepherd Neil D 
McNally William L 

> 
Cc: Gernstein Sydney LI  (b)(6) ; Fernandez Catherine L 

 

(b)(6) Tackney Stephen B 

Subject: RE: GAO report re: virtual currency -- report issued 

Will, were we involved in this at all? I don't think we were. 

From: Green Lauson C 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 5:57 PM 
To: Shepherd Neil D < 

(b)(6) .; McNally William L 
<1  

  

(b)(6) 

 

    

     

Cc: Gernstein Sydney L <1  (b)(6) >; Fernandez Catherine L 

 



(b)(6) 

Subject: GAO report re: virtual currency -- report issued 

GAO has issued its audit report re: "Virtual Currencies- Additional Information Reporting and 
Clarified Guidance Could Improve Tax Compliance." https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/704573.pdf 

I don't see that we (CC:EEE) were officially included on the team for this audit, but let me know if we 
provided some input to SBSE, etc. during the audit. There's no mention of "compensation" using 
virtual currency in the report but there are a few mentions of using virtual currency to pay for 
"goods and services." Presumably, for CC, this was led by IA/Chris Wrobel, etc. 

There are four recommendations, including three to IRS and one to FinCEN (however, note that the 
one to FinCEN includes coordination with the IRS): 

1. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should update the FAQs issued in 2019 to include a 
statement that the FAQs may serve as a source of general information but cannot be relied 
upon by taxpayers as authoritative since they are not binding on IRS. (Recommendation 1) 

2. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should take steps to increase third-party reporting on 
taxable transactions involving virtual currency, which could include clarifying IRS's 
interpretation of existing third-party reporting requirements under the Internal Revenue Code 
and Treasury Regulations, or pursuing statutory or regulatory changes. (Recommendation 2) 

3. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should clarify the application of reporting 
requirements under FATCA to virtual currency. (Recommendation 3) 

4. The Director of FinCEN, in coordination with IRS as appropriate, should make a statement 
about the application of foreign account reporting requirements under the Bank Secrecy Act 
to virtual currency readily available to the public. (Recommendation 4) 



From: Friedland Bruce I 
To: Cullinan Thomas k Desmond Michael); Paul William 14 
Cc: Lemons Terry L; Eldridge Michelle L; Reynolds Jodie M; Moriarty John P 
Subject: MEDIA INQUIRY: Virtual Currency and Video Game "dollars" 
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 4:56:32 PM 

CNN and Bloomberg came in on an SBSE web page on a tip from the VC industry that our web page 
meant that video garners would have to make sure they checked the new box on the 1040 if they  
received game "v-bucks."t 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Bruce 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



From: Friedland Bruce I 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 4:39 PM 
To: Drenthe Pamela j J 
Stiernagle Bryan Rr 

(b)(6) F; Cardone John V A (b)(6) 

(b)(6) Goldstein Ronald J 
(b)(6) Wrobel Christopher 

Cc: Lemons Terry L . 
Reynolds Jodie M 
Subject: DRAFT STATEMENT: Changes to the Virtual Currency Page 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 
Eldridge Michelle L (b)(6) 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
To: Moriarty John P; Manion-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FW: DRAFT STATEMENT: Changes to the Virtual Currency Page 
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 5:09:27 PM 

Just received this from Media Affairs. They are proposing this as a response. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Bruce 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



From: Paul William M 
To: Wrobel Christopher 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald 3; Kribell Wendy lz Moriarty John P 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:46:13 PM 

Chris, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:30 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald J; Kribell Wendy L; Moriarty John P 
Subject: Virtual Currency 

Following is the language we drafted regarding the virtual currency gaming issue that we discussed 
this afternoon. John Cardonne  (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege Please let us know if you have any edits, 
and we will send it to Media Affairs. Thanks. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Chris 



(b)(6) 

(b)(6)1  Goldstein Ronald J 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald 3; Kribell Wendy lz Moriarty John P 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 6:06:34 PM 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 

Chris 

From: Paul William M 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:46 PM 
To: Wrobel Christopher < 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie .4 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 
Kribell Wendy L 

.; Moriarty John P < (b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

Chris, 4.. 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:30 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald J; Kribell Wendy L; Moriarty John P 
Subject: Virtual Currency 

Following is the language we drafted regarding the virtual currency gaming issue that we discussed 
this afternoon. John Cardonne  (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege Please let us know if you have any edits, 
and we will send it to Media Affairs. Thanks. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Chris 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Paul William M 
Wrobel Christopher 
Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald J; Kribell Wendy 1.,; Moriarty John P 
RE: Virtual Currency 
Friday, February 14, 2020 8:33:00 AM 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 6:07 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald J; Kribell Wendy L; Moriarty John P 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks. 

Chris 

From: Paul William M 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:46 PM 
To: Wrobel Christopher 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie < (b)(6) Goldstein Ronald J 

(b)(6) 



; Kribell Wendy L 
; Moriarty John P (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

Chris, 
(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:30 PM 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald J; Kribell Wendy L; Moriarty John P 
Subject: Virtual Currency 

Following is the language we drafted regarding the virtual currency gaming issue that we discussed 
this afternoon. John Cardonne has approved this language. Please let us know if you have any edits, 
and we will send it to Media Affairs. Thanks. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Chris 



From: 
To: 
Subject 
Date: 

Hanlon-Bolton JUlle 
Wrobel Christopher; Moriarty John P 
RE: Virtual Currency 
Tuesday, February 18, 2020 10:15:18 AM 

1

 (b)(5) Deliberative Process Privileg 

Julie 

Julie Hanlon Bolton 
Acting Deputy Chief Counsel (IT&A) 

(b)(6) 

From: Wrobel Christopher 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 2:05 PM 
To: Moriarty John P; Hanlon-Bolton Julie 
Subject: FW: Virtual Currency 

John and Julie, 

We just heard back from John Cardonne. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

\ Thanks. 

Chris 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 1:54 PM 
To: Goldstein Ronald J 

  

(b)(6) .; Wrobel Christopher 
(b)(6) 

Subject: Virtual Currency 

1.,. This is the statement that went to the reporters. 
(b)(5) 

Deliberative 
Process 
Privilege 

From: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: Cardone John V (b)(6) 

Subject: FW: IRS Statement on Changes to Virtual Currency Web Page 

Here is the statement that went to four or five reporterS 



From: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Date: Friday, Feb 14, 2020, 12:40 PM 
Subject: IRS Statement on Changes to Virtual Currency Web Page 

IRS Statement 

The IRS recognizes that the language on our page potentially caused concern 
for some taxpayers. We have changed the language in order to lessen any 
confusion. Transacting in virtual currencies as part of a game that do not leave 
the game environment (virtual currencies that are not convertible) would not 
require a taxpayer to indicate this on their tax return. 



(b)(6) Lemons Terry L 
(b)(6) 

" 6)  Flax Nikole C 
; Eldridge Michelle L 1,-

 

(b)(6) Drenthe Pamela J 
>; Reynolds Jodie M < (b)(6) < (b)(6) 

From: Desmond Michael J 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 9:33 PM 
To: Flax Nikole C < 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) Cardone John V 

From: Wrobel Christooher 
To: Manlon-Botton Julie • Moriarty John P 
Cc: Goldstein Ronald 3  
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 
Date: Friday, February 14, 2020 9:38:31 AM 

   
   

   

I 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

 

    

Chris 

From: Cardone John V 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 7:50 AM 
To: Friedland Bruce I (b)(6) 

Cc: Wrobel Christopher (b)(6) ; Goldstein Ronald J 

    

Subject: Virtual Currency 

The Chief Counsel is OK with the statement that you wrote Wednesday, with 
the suggested edit below. Can you move forward with this please? 

(b)(6) O'Donnell Douglas W' 

 

(b)(6) 

  

Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

Nikole, 
With a minor suggested change (in bold below), I am okay with the plain language. 
Thanks, 
Mike 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 



Cardone John V 

From: Flax Nikole C 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 8:37 PM 
To: Desmond Michael J 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A; Cardone John V; O'Donnell Douglas W 
Subject: RE: Virtual Currency 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

(b)(6) From: Desmond Michael J . 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:57 PM 
To: Flax Nikole C . 
Cc: Cullinan Thomas A 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: Virtual Currency 

Nikole, 

I understand IT&A is working with LB&I to address the questions swirling around on virtual currency 
and video games. I spoke to the CIR in passing, he has seen articles/e-mails. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Thanks, 



Mike 

Michael J. Desmond 
IRS Chief Counsel 

(b)(6) 



From: Wrobel Christopher 
To: Paul William M 
Cc: Hanlon-Bolton Julie; Goldstein Ronald J; Kribell Wendy lz Moriarty John P 
Subject: Virtual Currency 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2020 5:30:30 PM 

Following is the language we drafted regarding the virtual currency gaming issue that we discussed 
this afternoon. John Cardonne has approved this language. Please let us know if you have any edits, 
and we will send it to Media Affairs. Thanks. 

(b)(5) Deliberative Process Privilege 

Chris 
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Charles P. Rettig 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20224 

May 16, 2019 

The Honorable Torn Emmer 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Emmer: 

Thank you for your letter dated April 11, 2019, requesting that we provide additional 
guidance for taxpayers regarding the tax consequences of virtual currency transactions. 

As noted in your fetter, we issued Notice 2014-21, which stated that virtual currency is 
treated as property and existing tax principles applicable to property transactions apply 
to virtual currency transactions. Since that time, virtual currency as a medium of 
exchange and investment has continued to develop. We have received numerous 
comments in response to the Notice and have been working with internal and external 
stakeholders to identify areas where needed and helpful additional guidance can be 
provided. 

I share your belief that taxpayers deserve clarity on basic issues related to the taxation 
of virtual currency transactions and have made it a priority of the IRS to issue guidance. 
Specifically, your letter mentions (1) acceptable methods for calculating cost basis; (2) 
acceptable methods of cost basis assignment; and (3) tax treatment of forks. We have 
been considering these issues and intend to publish guidance addressing these and 
other issues soon. 

I hope this information is helpful. I am sending a similar letter to your colleagues. If you 
have additional questions, please feel free to contact me, or a member of your staff may 
contact Leonard Oursler, Director, Legislative Affairs, at 202-317-6985. 

Sincerely, 
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April 11, 2019 

Charles P. Rettig 
Commissioner 
Internal Revenue Service 
ill! Constitution Avenue N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20224 

Dear Commissioner Rettig, 

We are writing to urge the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to issue needed guidance on the tax 
consequences and basic reporting requirements for taxpayers that use virtual currencies. 
Taxpayers deserve clarity on several basic unanswered questions regarding federal taxation of 
these emerging exchanges of value. 

It has been over a decade since the IRS National Taxpayer Advocate identified, in its 2008 
Annual Report, that the ambiguous tax treatment of virtual property and cunency transactions 
was one of "the most serious problems endountcred by taxpayers," and nearly five years since 
your agency released preliminary guidance on the issue. Over two years ago, the Inspector 
General for Tax Administration found that 2014 guidance lacking and recommended that the IRS 
"should take action to provide updated guidance to reflect the documentation requirements and 
tax treatments needed for the various uses of virtual eunencies." Your Service agreed. 

While we acknowledge and appreciate the guidance your agency released in 2014, there is still 
substantial ambiguity on a number of important questions about the federal taxation of virtual 
currencies, In particular, we feel there is urgent need for guidance on the following issues: 

1 Acceptable methods for calculating the cost basis of virtual cimencies. Which specific 
methods does the IRS consider to constitute "a reasonable manner that is consistently 
applied," as required by Notice 2014-21? 

2, Acceptable methods of cost basis assignment and lot relief for virtual currencies. Do 
taxpayers need to use specific identification whenever'they spend or exchaiige virtual 
cunency, or are other methods, such as first-in-first-out or average cost basis, acceptable 
as well? 

3. The tax treatment of forks for taxpayers that use virtual cuirencies, such as the 2017 hard 
fork of the Bitcoin blockchain. 

PAINTED ON RECTO ED 



There are many other open questions about the federal taxation of vntual Cu:reades. but we feel 
that there is particular urgency in resolvIng the ariltiguity around lysie queSt Vim, of how 
taxpayers should calculate and track the basis of their virtual currency holdings It is not 
reasonable to expect taxpayers to satisfactorily answer these complex questions while the IRS 
remains Silent. 

We urge the IRS to issue more robust guidance clarifying taxpayers' obligations when using 
virtual ClirrellekS. In addition, we respectibily reque-A a written rosponse to this letter deseribinc 
the IRS's eftbrts to issue updated virtual currency guidance, including what topic,: will be 
covered and what timeline for release is anticipated Please st.Innit your written IC SC to us by 
May 15, 2019. 

We appreciate your prompt response to this request and look fniviEud to working with you on 
these and other issues facing United States taxpayers. 

Sincerely, 

Btel iNett, 
Torn Emmer Bill Foster 
Member of Conp-m Member of Congress 

David Schweikert Dan-en Soto 
Member of Congress Member of Congress 

Patrick McHenry 
Member of Congress nines P. McGovern 

icinber of Congress 



Ted Budd 
Member of Congress 

Eric gwn I well 
Member of Congress 

Greg Ciianfoide 
Member of Con gross 
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Warren Davidson 
Member of Congress 

Trey Hollingsworth 
Member of Congress 

F...yncI 
Member of t_ongrty.:s 

Ed Perlmure 
Mel I ber of CongieSN 
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encli Hill 
!vim be: of Congre3s 

Ten' Sewell 
Member of ( 'ompess 
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Matt Gaetz 
Member of Congress 
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Member of Col 

Ted S. Yoh°, D.V 
Member of Congress 

Bryan Steil 
Member of Congress 
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September 19, 2018 

  

   

       

The Honorable David Kanner 
Acting Commissioner 
Internal Revenue Service 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20224 

Dear Acting Commissioner Kautter: 

On May 17, 2017, we wrote to the IRS to raise questions about the enforcement actions being 
taken against those holding virtual currencies and the lack of a comprehensive virtual currency 
strategy. More than a year after our initial letter, the IRS continues to expand its enforcement 
activities without issuing any further guidance for taxpayers. We therefore write again today to 
strongly urge the IRS to issue updated guidance, providing additional clarity for taxpayers 
seeking to better understand and comply with their tax obligations when using virtual currencies. 

Since the emergence of virtual currencies, the IRS has struggled with how to treat virtual 
currencies for tax purposes and the amount of guidance necessary to assist taxpayers in 
understanding their tax obligations. In March 2014, the IRS began working to clarify tax issues 
related to virtual currencies by issuing guidance indicating that virtual currencies would be 
treated as property for tax purposes. However, in September 2016, the Treasury Inspector 
General for rax Administration reported that the IRS had yet to develop a comprehensive virtual 
currency tax ;trategy, citing a need for the IRS to update its initial guidance to reflect the various 
uses of virtual currencies. The Association of International Certified l'rofessional Accountants, 
the American Har Association, and other organizations have all raised similar concerns, each 
noting the need for additional clarity through updated guidance. Furthermore, the IRS 
Commissioner, in his response to our May 2017 letter, described Notice 2014-21 as "preliminary 
guidance," leaving the Committee to conclude that the IRS intended to issue additional guidance. 
However, to date, the IRS has not issued any additional guidance that taxpayers may rely upon to 
better understand their tax ohligations. 

Despite the ISSUMIce of only preliminary guidance on this issue, the IRS has made enforcement 
of this guidance a priority, undertaking robust enforcement actions on a number of fronts. For 
example, the IRS has used its John Doe Summons authority to seek the records of approximately 
half a million Americans who held virtual currencies between 2013 and 2015. In addition, on 

IRS. IRS 17,1oul Guidance. Notice 2014-21 (March 25, 20(4). 



July 2, 2018. the IRS's Large Business and International division announced five new 
compliance campaigns, one of which focuses on non-compliance related to virtual currencies. 
At the  same time, the  IRS  also announced that it would not be providing leniency for taxpayers 
by allowing for a voluntary disclosure program to address tax non-coirViance relatto virtual 
currencies. 

The IRS has also sought to remind taxpayers of the penalties for non-compliance with its 
preliminary guidance. In March 2018, the IRS reminded taxpayers that those who do not 
properly report the income tax consequences of virtual currency transactions can be audited for 
those transactions and held liable for penalties and interest. In more extreme situations, 
taxpayers can be subject to criminal prosecution for failing to properly report the income tax 
consequences of virtual currency transactions.' 

While the Committee appreciates the IRS's need to undertake enforcement actions to ensure that 
taxpayers generally meet their tax obligations, in this case, we are concerned that the IRS is 
seeking to enforce guidance that does not adequately advise taxpayers of their tax obligations 
when using virtual currencies. Furthermore, while the issues surrounding virtual currencies are 
complicated and ever evolving, a key component of the IRS's duties as the nation's tax 
administrator is to assist taxpayers in understanding what their tax obligations are and how they 
may best meet them. A failure to put forth adequate guidance severely hinders taxpayers' ability 
to do so. The IRS has had four years to work through these issues since its preliminary guidance 
was issued, providing more than adequate time for the IRS to thoughtfully consider what 
additional information is needed. 

We therefore strongly urge the IRS to expeditiously issue more robust guidance clarifying 
taxpayers' obligations when using virtual currencies. We also ask that you provide a written 
response outlining where the IRS is in its efforts to issue updated virtual currency guidance, what 
the IRS intends to cover in this guidance, and a timeline for its release. In addition, to assist the 
Committee in better understanding this issue, we will be asking the Government Accountability 
Office to undertake an audit on this matter. 

Thank you in advance for your prompt response to this request. We ask that you provide this 
information to the Committee no later than October 17, 2018. As always, we also ask that you 
answer the questions on a question by question basis, indicating which questions that you are 
answering, If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Lindsay Steward of the House 
Ways and Means Committee at (202) 225-9261 

IRS Ant:0107CCS the Identification and Selection of Five Large illtUneSS and iniernununai Complianen Campaigns, 
Ictirmilwww.iry  emolmainessepars-annotlIMCS-ihe-ident ificationiandiseliectiotimflbvebarae-husineys-and-
internationalicomplianeeicampaimis  (July 2.2018). 

Criminal convict Mos for possible charger; such as liallore 0 flie or tax evasion caa leitd to prison terms of iip to 
three yaars tivo years. respectively and Saes of tip to S250,000. 



Sincerely, 

S 4eX 0612: 221 
Kevin Brady Jenkins, 
Chair= --- Chairman 
Commt Mayv  iinti Committee on Ways and Means 

Subcommittee on Oversight 

Pet-,,attod 
David Se rt Darin LaHood 
Member of Congress Member of Congress 

4)Lit>
Brad Wenstrup 
Member of Congress 



Sincerely, 

Charles P. Rettig 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
INTERNAL REVENUE_ SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20224 

COMM139IONCR 

 

October 24, 2018 

The Honorable Kevin Brady 
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Chairman Brady: 

Thank you for your letter dated September 19,2018, regarding our efforts to provide 
additional guidance for taxpayers on the use of virtual currency. 

We issued Notice 2014-21 to address how general tax principles apply to transactions 
using virtual currency. This notice provides that virtual currency is treated as property 
and tax principles that apply to property transactions apply to virtual currency 
transactions. 

Since we published Notice 2014-21, we have continued working with external 
stakeholders to identify concerns and to actively study virtual currency issues. The 
Internal Revenue Service Advisory Council (IRSAC), a group of IRS officials and 
external stakehoiders, has been working on how we can provide more clarity for 
taxpayers seeking to understand and comply with their tax obligations when using 
virtual currencies. Additionally, we have an interdisciplinary team that meets regularly 
on virtual currency issues We continue to study the issues to determine what additional 
guidance will be most helpful to taxpayers. 

I hope this information is helpful. I am sending a similar letter to your colleagues. If you 
have any questions, please feel free to contact me, or a member of your staff may 
contact Leonard Ourser, Director, Legisiative Affairs, at 202-317-6985. 



DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20224 

   

C OMMISSIONEI: 

The-bionorable-Orrirt-G. Hat 
Chairman 
Committee on Finance 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

June 16, 2017 

   

    

Dear Chairman Hatch: 

Thank you for your letter dated May 17, 2017, about our digital (or virtual) currency strategy. I 
appreciate the opportunity to update you on our strategy. I also understand that my staff will 
brief your staff about the Issues raised in your letter on June 19, 2017. 

The use of virtual currency las grown in popularity in recent years. While there has been 
significant publicity around individuals using virtual currency to evade tax obligations and 
commit nontax crimes such as money laundering, we are mindful that many taxpayers also 
use virtual currency for bona fide purposes. To provide certainty to these taxpayers, the IRS 
and Treasury Department issued preliminary guidance in Notice 2014-21 and requested 
comments from the public. 

We share your concern that financial technology companies and virtual currency users should 
not be subject to undue compliance burdens, and we will consider such burdens when 
implementing our virtual currency strategy. However, we also lake very seriously our 
responsibility to administer and enforce the nation's tax laws. To that end, the IRS uses the 
tools that Congress provided in the Internal Revenue Code, such as the John Doe summons 
authorized by section 7609(f) and referenced in your letter, to further its investigation of 
compliance with the internal revenue laws. As your letter recognizes, in accordance with 
section 7608(f), court approval is required for the IRS to issue a John Doe summons, 

Your letter asks a number of specific questions. I enclosed a response to each of your 
questions. As these responses show, we continue to develop an overall strategic approach to 
virtual currency. We would be happy to discuss with your staff how legislation could also bring 
some clarity to this area. 

I hope this information Is helpful. I am sending a similar letter to the other Chairmen who 
signed the inquiry. If you have additional questions. please contact me, or a member of your 
staff may call Leonard Oursler, Director, Legislative Affairs, at 202-317-6985. 

John A. A. Koskinen 
Enclosures (3) 
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May 17,2017 

The Honorable John Koskinen 
Connnissioner 
Internal Revenue Service 
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20224 

Dear Commissioner Koskinen: 

In the United States Congress, the Senate Committee on Finance and the House Committee on 
Ways and Means have an exclusive jurisdiction over federal revenue measures. Under Senate 
and House rules, the Committees have corresponding authority to conduct oversight of activities 
within their jurisdiction. As such, the Committees have a responsibility to examine Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) actions in emerging areas of tax administration, including digital 
currencies. We write today to request information about the IRS's digital currency strategy as 
well as recent events surrounding the IRS's summons to Coinbase, a digital asset exchange 
company. 

In March 2014, the IRS began working to clarify tax issues related to digital currencies by 
issuing guidance indicating that digital currencies would be treated as property for tax purposes: 
However, in September of 2W 6, the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration 
(T1GTA) reported that the IRS had yet to develop a comprehensive digital currency tax strategy, 
citing a need for the IRS to update its initial guidance to reflect the various uses of digital 
currencies. To date, no such update has appeared. 

Despite the absence of a comprehensive strategy, on December 6, 2016, the IRS issued a 
summons to Coinbase requiring the records of all American Coinbase customers who conducted 
transactions in convertible digital currency between January I, 2013 and December 31, 2015. 
The summons is estimated to affect 500,000 active Coinbase customers and would result in the 
production of millions of pages of associated records, many of which contain personally-
identifiable information. I foweVel, 90 percent of these customers engaged in less than SI 0,000 
in cumulative, gross transactions during the entire period requested. 

According to the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), the iSSUMICC of this type of summons - called 
John Doe Summons • requires the government to establish that the summons pertains to an 

Coinbase is an America y "th us a digital currency ‘‘allst where niercIiiit.s and coiisu iilers can 
transact new digital currencies such 1 ''noin and ethercum. 
'IRS, /RN VirtHol Cu,Teucv G Noiice 2014-21 (March 25. 2014). 



ascertainable class of persons, wiling: identity is unknown, arid with respect to whom the IRS has 
a - reasonable basis" for the belief that the individuals have failed to comply with tax laws,3 
However we strongly question whether the  IRS hus 3;i1.1811,,,  established a reasonable  basis to 
support  the mas,±production of records for haliola million  people, the vast rnaiorityLof whom 
appear to not  be conducting the volume  of transactions needed  to report diem to the IRS.  Based 
on the information before  us, this summons seems overly broad. extremely  burdensome. and 
highly intrusive to a large population of individuals The IRS's actions in this case also set a 
dangerous precedent for companies facilitating virtual currency transactions that could be subject 
to a similar summons. To assist the Committees in better understmicliiig the IRS's actions in this 
case, please provide the iollowinv intbrmatioll: 

1. Please describe the IRS's current digital currency strategy and provide any existing 
policies and procedures. 

a. What efforts has the IRS made to conduct industry outreach or coordination on its 
digital currency strategy? 

b. What, if any, industry concerns have been raised and what actions is the IRS 
taking to address these? 

c. How does the John Doe summons issued to Coinbasc fit into the larger IRS digital 
currency strategy? 

2. As mentioned earlier, to issue a John Doe summons, the IRS must first establish that it 
has a reasonable basis to believe that the individuals may fail or may have failed to 
comply with internal revenue law. What is the justification for the IRS's position that all 

Coinbase customer records are needed for this timeframe? 
a. When seeking this summons, what provision(s) of the IRC did the IRS believe 

Coinbase customers not to be in compliance with? 
b. Did the IRS consider issuing a more narrowly tailored summons? If so, what 

impediments existed to the IRS issuing a more narrowly tailored summons? 
3. TIGTA made three recommendations in its 2016 report referenced above. What is the 

current status of the IRS's implementation of each of these recommendations and what 
actions have been taken to address each one? 

4. How has or will the IRS assess and take into account the compliance burdens on start-up 
financial technology companies as well as digital currency users (especially those 
engaging in light to moderate transactional use) when developing and refining its digital 
currency strategy? 

5. Will the IRS consider a de minimis exemption or other action to remove practical 
obstacles to such moderate, transactional use of digital currencies? 

In addition, we ask that you, at your earliest convenience, provide a brieEng to the staff of both 
Committees on this topic. Thank you in advance for your prompt response to this request. We 
ask that you provide this information to the Committee no later than June 7,2017. As always, 
we also ask that you answer the questions on a question by question basis, indicating which 
questions that you are answering. 

26 U.S. Code § 7609(t) - A ddiatinCli PegWICme nt in the J; Doe SIMII11011c. 



Sincerely, 

Y, 

Kevin Brady 
Chairman 
louse Committee on Means 

If you have any questions Or concerns, please contact Christopher Armstrong of the Senate 
Finance Committee at (202) 224-4515 or Lindsay Steward of the House Ways and Means 
Committee at (202) 225-9263, 

Ornn G. Hatch 
Chairman 
Senate Committee on Finance 

\cern Buchan 
Chairman 
House Cotnrnttèe on Ways and Means 
Oversight Subcommittee 
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